Temple and Contemplation brings together for the first tim e in English
five of Professor Corbin' s lectures, which were originally delivered at
sessions of the Eranos Conferences in Ascona, Switzerland. Henry
Corbin himself outlined the plan for this book, whose title implies a
c omm on centre for these diverse studies . T he two essays that open
this collection m ight appear out of place in the perspective of the
Temple; yet Corbin included them precisely to point out that Shiite
herm eneutics necessarily leads to a theosophy of the Temple -j ust as
the Temple itself has no m eaning, if we have not the m ethod and
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foundation of the science of correspondences, " T he Science of the
Balance " , the author proceeds to reflect on the role of the heavenly
T emple, or the archetype of the Temple, in the spiritual traditions of
the Religions of the Book. No other work of Corbin brings out m ore
clearly the herm eneutic correspondences am ong spiritual visions
belonging to these religions. T hus we understand why Corbin wished
to link the them es of " T em ple " and " Contemplation" : the theory of
v isionary perception allows for the em ergence of the Temple, but the
processes of v isionary knowing are them selves based on the eternal
presence of the Imago Templi.
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Editorial Note

This volum e brings together five lectures which were originally delivered
at different sessions of the famous Eranos Conferences in Ascona, Switzer
land. Henry Corbin him self had outlined the plan for this book, whose
title suggests that these diverse studies converge on a comm on spiritual
centre.
The last three studies explicitly ask us to reflect on the role of the
heavenly Temple, or the archetype of the Temple, in the spiritual traditions
of the Religions of the Book No other work of Henry Corbin brings out
m ore clearly the herm eneutic correspondences am ong spiritual visions
belonging to those religions-religions which differ in their outward aspect,
but whose inner dim ension (the batin) reveals m any comparable forms
and structures.
Thus it is that the " astra l " religion of the Sabians, far from being a
simple natural worship of the Heavens and their Spheres, is on the
contrary one which sees in this universe the threshold beyond which there
begins the world of the Angels; and the " celestial temple of the m ediating
Angels" must lead one beyond toward the invisible and unknowable God.
The temple of the Im am ate, for the lkhwan al-Safa ' and other Ismaili
authors, likewise has this m ediating function. Each Angel of the esoteric
Heavens, each Prophet in the Cycles of m etahistory, is like a buttress or
wall of that Temple, with the Im am of the Resurrection crowning and
completing that structure . But this " spiritual form " of the Temple is not
simply the esoteric aspect of the Cosm os, any m ore than the I m am is a
simple reality external to the heart of his true follower. The Tem ple
becomes the inner form of the person, and " the ritual celebrated by m an
in the temple ofhis being is his own m etam orphosis, the bringing to birth
ix
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within himself of that Form of him self which conforms to the angelic
archetype " (p . 1 69).
This was how H e my Corbin cam e to interpret the rem arkable theosophy
of the T emple created by the Shiite philosopher Qadi S a i d Qum m i .
There th e T emple of the K aaba i s " brought back" to its invisible arche
types . It leads one back to a hierarchy of worlds and heterogeneous tim es,
passing from the m o st dense to m ore and m ore subtle ones. For the
" H ouse of God" has an inner correspondence with the Throne of div ine
Unity, which is the pure noetic, intelligible T em p l e .
Now if this Shiite herm eneutics is thereby able to ascend beyond the
T em ple visible to our physical eyes, which is only the crypt of the true
T emple present in the Im aginal world, so it also m akes possible a com
parativ e herm eneutics of lm ages of the T e m p l e . It is this sam e herm en
eutics, m ov ing in an ascent from the sensible form to the world of the
revealed Div inity, which perm its and j ustifies the correlations and corre
spondences am ong the different m anifestations of a single and unique
Imago Templi. In this last study, whose very scope dem ands our appreci
ation, H e my Corbin brings out the intim ate inner homology between
Jewish mysticism (centered around the notion of the shekhinah), and Hel
lenistic Judaism , as well as the spirituality of Qum ran and the Christian
theology of the T em p l e .
T he two essays that open this collection m ight wrongly appear " out of
place" in the perspective that has j ust been m entioned. H e my Corbin
gave them their place precisely to point out that Shiite herm eneutics
necessarily leads to a theosophy of the T emple-j ust as the Temple itself
has no m e aning, if we do not hav e a m ethod and ontology that can lead us
there .
The " s cience of the Balance " is in fact a general theory of ta 'wil, of
spiritual exegesis, which interprets num hers and dim ensions, and which
m akes possible the construction of rem arkable " diagram s " in which intel
ligible proportions becom e visible and im aginal form s descend into the
visible world. For the function of this herm eneutics is not to set up m ere
abstract concepts in opposition to the sensible, m aterial reality, but rather
to m ake a visionary reality m anifest to the eyes of the soul, as a visible
reality giving a subtle body to the theophanic reality. Like the T em ple
which comes to be present in the soul, so also H aydar Amuli' s diagram s
express the structures of the divine Nam e s , of Prophetology and of l m am -
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ology by safeguarding them from abstraction. They arrange those struc
tures according to a pure space in which they are no longer subj ect to the
lim itations of discourse, but are instead grasped all together as a single
symbolic plerom a, the simultaneous m anifestation of the Unknowable at
the centre of the diagram .
Without such a ta 'wil the spiritual theology of the T emple would be
impossible. With it, the visible dom ain is no longer lim ited to the physical
universe, and the intelligible world is not reduced to a few nam es and
abstract ideas. Thanks to it, the world of the Soul and that of the
Intelligences com e to possess their own Earth, their own Heav en, time
and space.
Finally, j ust as the Im aginal world, being the pure space of symbols, lies
beyond the sensible space of m aterial bodies, so likewise colours lead
beyond to their subtle being, to a supra-sensible light. " Light is the Angel
of colour" , as the spiritual Temple is the angelic form of the m aterial
T emple. Hence the Im aginal world is not simply m ade up of living
num erical or geom etric dim ensions expressing the structures of the divine
worlds; for those worlds are not without tone and colour. Since they raise
the visible world up to their own level, thereby m aking themselves
accessible to the eyes of the soul, so they too are adorned with spiritual
colours.
Now one can Understand why Henry Corbin wished to link " T em p l e "
and " Contem plation" : the theory of visionary perception allows for the
em ergence of the T em p l e , but the processes of visionary knowing are
themselves based on the eternal presence ofthe Imago Templi. T he ir union
in m an' s spiritual organism is active contemplation : " When m an is thus,
m an is truly the T e m p l e " (p . 3 87) .
Christian Jam bet
Translated by Jam e s W. Morris
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All is mere ashes and dust

-

all, except the Temple within us.
It is ours, and with us for ever.
VLADIMIR MAXIMOV

XII

The Realism and Symbolism of Colours
in Shiite Cosmology
According to the "Book of the Red Hyacinth "
by Shaykh Muhammad Karim-Khan Kirmani (d. 1 870)

PROLOGUE

Various aspects of the p henom enon of colour have been discussed in both
Islam ic p hilosop hy and theosop hy. Several y ears ago, I myself was able to
m ake a study of it, taking as my guide one of the greatest m asters of
Iranian spirituality : the fourteenth-century 'Alauddawlah Simnani . I was
I was thereby led to the heart of a p hysiology of the subtle body, w hose every
ccnlre is both defined as a " prop het of your being" , and c haracterized by a
colour, an aura, visionary p erception of w hich reveals to the mystic the
degree of his adv ancem ent upon the spiritual Way.*1
T here is, moreover, a long Herm etic tradition in Islam, w hose testimony
makes one ask w hat p erception of colour and colour p henom ena it was
that enabled alc hem ists to interpret t hem in the way they did. T hus, with
regard to bot h subtle p hysiology and alc hemy, one is faced with a question
w hich is essentially one of p henom enology : in w hat does the phenomenon of
colour consist for our authors ? How is one to understand correctly w hat
they say about it, w hen their interpretation seeks to "preserv e its appear
anc e " , t hat is, to explain it in accordance with w hat they perceive ?
*

Translator's note: Where an English translation o f a wcrk by Corbin exists, the
reference is to this translation. Not all his wo rks, however, have been translated.
1 Cf my book, The Man ofLight in Iranian Sufism, trans . Nancy Pearson (Shambhala
Publications, Boulder & London 1 978). For more detailed information regarding
the psycho-cosmic constitution of the organs or subtle centres (the latifah), see my
En Islam iranien: aspects spirituels et philosophiques, I I I , book IV (Paris, G a l l i m ard,

1 97 1 - 1 972; new edition, 1 978), pp. 330 fi
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T he best way to answer this question was to hav e recourse to a treatise,
if one could be found, in which our authors would thems elv es provide an
answer. I was able to find such a treatise-of recent date , certainly, but
this , far from detracting from its v alue, actually increased its scope . The
work stems from a school of lranian Shiism, the Shaykhi school, derived
from Shaykh Ahm ad Ahsa' i (d. 1 826), notable for its intention to pres erve
in its integrity the theosophical tradition of the Im am s of Shiism. This
treatise is the work of Shaykh Muhamm a d Karim -Khan Kirm ani (d.
1 870), who was second in succession to Shaykh Ahm ad Ahs a'i and whose
work, like that of other shaykhs of the s ame school, is evidence of a
tremendous fertility, comprising as it does about three hundred titles. 2
Muh. Karim -Khan Kirmani was a kind ofuniv ersal g enius whose interest
extended to all branches of learning , like the masters of our own Renais
sance ; and he was thereby led to write on scientific questions which he
cons istently envisaged from a theos ophical point of view. His theory of
colours has already given us occasion to speak of him as a sort of lranian
Goethe, in the sam e way that the theory of our mystics concerning visions
of coloured light led me to evoke the " physiological colours " of Goethe's
Farbenlehre. 3

The treatis e which I propose to analyse and briefly comment upon was
written in Arabic in 1 85 1 , and was prov oked by the question of a tiresome
person whose indis cretion our shaykh does not hes itate to condemn. It
was written very rapidly, in two days, and com prises about sixty pag es . I
hav e used a photocopy of the autograph manus cript. It is, to be sure, an
occasional piece, but because of the author' s extens ive and intimate grasp
of the subject, it is also rem arkably conc entrated. It is one of m any
unedited works, and is entitledRisalat al-yaqutat al-hamra ', the "Book ofthe
red hyacinth" (the allusion being to the precious stone of that nam e ) . We
shall hav e more than one occasion to make it clear that the title was not
chosen at random . 4 It is div ided into two books of more or less equal
length. The first book, comprising eight chapters , deals with the concept
and the reality of colour. Book I I , which contains nine chapters , is
concerned more particularly with the colour red, with its " descent from
2 On the life and work of Muhammad Karim- Khan Kirmani , see En Islam iran
ien . . . , op. cit., I V, book VI (The Shaykhi School).
3 Cf The Man ofLight . . . , op. cit., pp. 139 ff.
4 On this treatise, see my report inAnnuaire ofthe Section des Sciences religieuses de
l'Ecole pratique des Hautes-Etudes, 1972-1973.
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the world of archetypes " , and with a hermeneutics of this colour linked
directly with the esoteric hermeneutics of the Koran. This last is particu
larly original, rich in presuppositions and consequences.
In order to appreciate our author's point of view-which he realizes is
probably unique-we should take stock of the research that has been done
into the theory of colour in Islam i c philosophy. Let m e say at once that
this res earch is still very limited. 5 Our assessment would lead us to
consider the various theories propos ed by Aristotle on the subj ect, as well
as what was known about it by Is lam ic philos ophers , notably by F arabi,
Av icenna, Ibn al-Haytham, and s o on. It would appear that the greatest
advance was m ade by the philosopher Avempace ( Ibn Bajjah, twelfth
century A.D.), who was perhaps the " best leader" of the Andalus ian philo
sophical school. Because his optical doctrine contradicted generally ac
cepted ideas, it was examined at length by A verroes, who found it valde
diff icilis, very difficult to understand in the term s put forward by Avem
l>;icc, for these went so far as to propose that colour exists here and now in
potentia in darknes s . 6 But however interesting these studies m ay be-as are
those of Alhazen (Ibn al-Haytham), whose treatise, translated into L atin,
had considerable influence in the West, as well as that of his comm entator
Kamaluddin Farsi (d. 1 3 20 A . D . )-there is still a basic divergence, possibly
an abys s, between the state m ents of these philosopher-opticians and those
of a theos ophist like Muh. Karim -Khan Kirm ani . The latter was himself
perfectly aware of this, and never misses an opportunity of showing how
beside the point were the philosophers' speculations in this field.
=

Before going further, we should specify three points fundamental to our
shaykh's colour theory:
.5 The best and most recent study of this questim is Helmut Galje's 'Zur Farbenlehre
in der muslimischen Philosophic', inDer Islam, 43/3 Berlin 1 967), pp. 2ID---J)l.
The starling-point of this stuay is actually a reference in Goethe's Farbenlehre to the
thlory of colour in Avempace and Averroes.
6 Avempace's theory regarding the relationship between light and colour marks a
break with the thesis, commonly held, that the effect of light on a transparent
medium can be produced only in so far as the latter is transparent in actuality. For
Avempace, light is already a sort of colour (aliquis color); any effect produced by the
colour on the transparent medium is equivalent precisely to the actualization ofthis
transparency as such. If light is necessary fur the perception of colours, it is because
colours already exist in potentia in the darkness, and because light actualises them in
the sense that the colours then suscitate the transparent medium. a: H. Ga1je, op.
cit., pp. 293 If On Avempace (Ibn Bajjah), cf my Histoire de Ia philosophic islamique,
I, pp. 3 1 7 ff. A work by Avempace has recently been discovered which contains a
chapter important for his theory of colours: Kitab al-Nafs (The Book of the Soul), ed.
M. S. I I . al-Ma'sumi (MqjdJat al-Majma'al-'Arabi, 33-35) (Damascus, 1 958- 1 960);
M. S. Hasan al -Ma'sumi, Ibn Bqjjjah's 'Rm al-Nafs, English trans. (Karachi 1 96 1 ).
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I. It is im p ortant to m ake a clear disti ncti on between the existe nce
(wujud) and t he m anifestation (ZJirur) of c olour. It was failure to m ake this
distincti on t hat nullified t he labours of the p hilos op he rs . C ol our m ay exist,
yet not be manifested One m ust the refore dete rm i ne the relations hip be
twee n light a nd c olour.
2. T his relations hip ca nnot be e stablis he d on t he level m e rely of the
p hysical c onditions of our world. Although our aut hor' s attitude m ay
appear to be one of rigorous, even extrem e, Platonism , it is in fact
nouris he d by the w hole sub stance of S hiite t he osop hy . A verse of the
K ora n (1 5 : 2 1 ) is both its leitmotiv and its explanation: " T he re are no
thi ngs w hose treasure s (khaza 'in) do not exist al ongside Us. We m ake
t hem desce nd only in dete rm ine d p rop orti ons . " F or our aut hor and his
c olleagues, the K oranic c oncept of " treasure s " he re signifies not hi ng less
t han archetypes. All t he p he nom e na of our te rrestrial w orl d, including the
p he nom e non of c olour, are to be explaine d by a " descent of arc hetype s"
from superi or worlds.
3 . As a c orollary to t hi s, the noti on of " c om p osite " {murakkab) applies to
all levels of the univ erse, including those unive rses t hat are supra-se nsible .
Consequently, the p he nom e non of c olour exte nds equally to the totality of
these universes, s o t hat a he rm e ne utic of c ol our would employ not an
abstract symbolism , but a symbolics founded on an integral spiritual realism .
1. On a concept ofcolour encompassing the totality ofuniverses. In the cour s e of

the first two c hapte rs of Book I of his treatise, our s hayk h unde rtake s a
c ritical exam ination of t he views of t he p hilosop he rs c once rning the
p he nom e non of colour; we will note only his c onclusions. According to
him , that w hic h m akes up the essence and t he reality of c olour has eluded
the m ost fam ous of the p hilosop he rs : t hese wise men hav e g one astray in
t heir researc hes. Avice nna notably, in his Shifa� got no furthe r t han the
i dea-and this with muc h hesitati on-that c olour possesses a certain
existe nce in potentia; but after a lengt hy dev elopm e nt of this idea, he
confesses wearily t hat w hat c onstitutes the esse nce of c ol our is beyond his
grasp . I n a gene ral sense our s haykh re jects the usual p ostulate of the
p hil os op he rs : that in all cases w here col our exists, it m ust be visible.
T o this p hysics, w hic h confuses the existe nce of c olour with its m anifes
tati on, our s haykh opposes anothe r p hysics bas e d on t he idea of " subtle
m atte r" , the latifah, w hose implicit link wit h Sim na ni' s subtle p hysiology
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is easily discernible7 There is a subtle component, a latifah, which dis
poses the nature of beings and objects into three categories. I. That in
which the subtle component predominates. The object is then a source of
light that is not only manifest and visible of itself, but in addition manifests
and renders visible other objects by virtue of its intrinsic nature. 2. That in
which the latifah the subtle component, is equal with the other compo
nents. In this case, the object, although manifest and visible of itself, even
in darkness, is powerless to manifest other objects and make them visible.
By way of example he cites red light (one could no doubt think of cases of
what we call phosphorescence). 3 . That, finally, in which the latifah the
subtle component, is less predominant than the other components. In this
instance, the object is not even visible of itself; it needs to be manifested by
another object in which the latifah, the subtle element, does predominate.
According to our author, this last eventuality does not mean that bodies
do not possess colour in themselves; it means that their colours, in order to
manifest themselves-that is to say, in order to be not only illuminated
but illuminating-have need of a light that will bring them to fulfilment.
Yet fulfilment concerns the manifestation of the colours, not their actual
existence; for colour is an integral part of the body's very nature. In other
words, it is wrong to think, like certain philosophers, that a body as such is
deprived of colour, because the fact of its being what it is presupposes a
"descent of archetypes"; and part of this descent is the descent of the
colour which is proper to the body in question. Its colour in this world is
not merely the result of the conditions which prevail in this world, but
corresponds to what it is here and now in other worlds that, ontologically
speaking, precede this one; it simply happens not to be manifest in this
world. So much is this the case that, in agreement with the Koranic verse

(6: 1 ), "He has established Darkness and Light", it must be said that
Darkness is not purely and simply the absence of manifestation, for it
entails a manifestation of its own-which is, precisely, its manifestation as
Darkness. If colours are invisible to us in the Darkness, it is due to their
7 Cf the references in note I above. The modalities of each of these latifahs confer
their particular modes of the colours which in their turn cornnruni cate the modalities to
the imaginative perception. Each latifah is an independent act of coloured light,
which actualizes the imaginal transparent medium. For the theosopher, the realm of
sm�ble perception, with which the philosopher-opticians are exclusively concerned, is
only one realm among others, the level of which is determined precisely with
reftrence to the gradations of latifahs which themselves determine the scale of the
levels of being.
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weakness or the paucity of their subtle element, their latifah; it is not due
to a basic non-existence of colour (one could, on the other hand, recall the
"black light" of certain subterranean caves).
In the end, therefore, one may justifiably speak of a "manifestation in
potentia ': but not of an "existence in potentia '"� for colour, even if invisible, is
present here and now. We can see, then, what distinguishes our theos
ophical shaykh both from philosophers such as Farabi (for whom "colours
do not exist in themselves", but are due to the action of the light-source on
surfaces) and from all the philosopher-opticians who went so far as to
admit that colour possesses a certain potentiality of existence8 "All these
great men", he says, "remained in a state of perplexity. They had no
knowledge of the meaning and concept of colour. When they did write
about it, it was in a conjectural fashion and without arriving at any
definite conclusion."
By contrast, here is a first premiss postulated by our shaykh, the
importance of which is evident throughout the rest of the treatise: " The
truth is", he says, "that every composite possesses a colour in itself,
whether that composite is one of the bodies manifest in time in this world

{ajsam zahirah zamaniyah), or the subtle bodies of the imaginal world of the
barzakh (the intermediary world, ajsam mithaliyah barzakhiyah), or the
bodies of the sempiternal world of the Soul (the Malakut, ajsam dahriyah
nafsaniyah), or is one of the composites of theJabarut (murakkabatjabaruti
yah). The gradations of colour differ according to the differences of the
composites: if the composite belongs to the subtle world (latij), the colour
is likewise subtle� if it belongs to the world of density and opacity (kathij),
the colour is likewise opaque."
It is important to stress the originality and audacity of this premise, for
they typify the position of the theosophist when compared with that of the
philosopher:
a. The banal dualism between spirit and flesh disappears. Along with
8 In contrast to Farabi, Ibn al -H aytham (AThazen) adopts an intermediate pos
ition: colour "is born between the eye and the light", and he concedes that it may
possess real existence. In this connection his commentator, Kamaluddin Farsi
(d. 720/1 320), defines the relationship between light and colour, and makes colour
conditional upon light, although conceding that colour possesses existence in potentia.
a H. Gatj e, op. cit., p. 300 . For Muh. Karim-Khan Kirmani, however, the
relationship between wujud and zuhur is not one between potential existence and
actual existence. These are the hesitations of the philosopher-opticians to which he
alludes in order to go beyond them.
6
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the idea of a composite, the idea of the body is progressively sublimated

until it comes to denote a body belonging to superior universes: there are
the subtle bodies of the intermediary mundus imaginalis, perceived not by
the senses but by the active Imagination; there are the subtle bodies of the

world of Souls of the Malakut; there are even bodies belonging to the world

of the Intelligences of the Jabarut. This world-structure conforms perfectly
to that found in Mulla Sadra Shirazi, in whose writings the idea of the
body is ultimately sublimated to that of a "divine body" (jism ilahi). The
structure conforms equally to the physics and the metaphysics of the
Resurrection to be found in Shaykh Ahmad Ahsa'i, from whom our
author is spiritually descended, and in whose writings the differentiation
between the two jasad and the two jism ultimately links up with the theory
of the okhema (Gr.), the currus subtilis of the soul, of the Neoplatonist

Proclus.9

b. This spiritualization of the idea of the body derives from a concept of

t a j a r r u d (a state separate from m

a

t

t

e

r

)

, which represents

a break with the spirituality which the Islamic philosophers had inherited
from the Greek philosophers. Yet it is thanks to this break that such a

sublimation is possible. The concept of tqjarrud has always created diffi
culties for the strict theologians of Islam, for whom it can only actually
refer to the creative Principle, not to any of the beings deriving from it. We
arc thus presented with the paradox of a theosophist like Shaykh Ahmad
Ahsa'i taking the side, against the theologian Majlisi, of those philos
ophers who do not attribute the tajarrud to any created thing. 10 Even the
cherubic Intelligences of the Jabarut are composed of a matter and a form,
of an existence and a quiddity or essence: Light is their being, their
"matter", and Mercy

{Rahmah) is their dimension of shadow, their quid

dity. All beings, on whatever level, are composed of this Light and this
Mercy.

C. Thus, more than a theory is needed. We need a phenomenology of
colours which will "unveil" (kashj) to us, at every level both sensible and
9. On th e whole of thi s doctri n e , see my book, Spiritual Body and Celestial Earth: from
Mazdean Iran to Shi'ite Iran, tran s . Nancy Pearson (Boll ingen Series XCI:2 , Princeton
Un ivers ity Press, 1977), pp- 90---96. {J'ronslator's note: th i s is a translati on ofth e 1960
Buchet-Chastel edition, not th e 1979 revi sed edition to wh i ch Corbin refers and of
which no tran sl ation exists. However, th is does not affect the references to it either
here or below .)
10. See En Islam ironien . . . , op. cit. , I V , general index, s.v. tajarrod
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supra-sensible, the mode of reality of colours; which will account for both
their existence and their m anifestation. Our shaykh could not find such a
phenom enology either in Aristotle or in the philosophers whom Aristotle
inspired. On account of this, the line he takes is an extension oftraditional
Shiite theosophy.
d. We can now divine the significance of what we observed a m om ent
ago. The phenom enon of colour is not lim ited to our sensible world.
Indeed, in this world it simply betokens the archetypes that are here
active . It is certainly in order to speak of the symbolism of colour;
nev ertheless, this must be understood not purely in term s of a language of
signs, but in the sense that colours " symbolize with each other" , in the
sam e way as their state in this world symbolizes with their state in other,
supra-sensible universes. Symbolism will here possess the quality of a
visionary realism .
In support of this realism , our shaykh adduc es a group of Koranic
verses (chapter II) of which the m ost im portant is the v erse, quoted
above, referring to " treasures " or " archetypes" . All these verses are called
upon to witness that colours are in fact obj ectively real : they are neither
im aginary nor a purely subj ective impression resulting from an adm ixture
of the elem ent of Air with the light-rays. Were the latter the case, the
colours would belong not to the bodies but to the light-rays . In a way, the
Koranic verses are called upon to witness against Newton. 1 1 Finally, our
shaykh refers to a long conversation between the sixth I m am , the I m am
Ja' far al- Sadiq (d. 765 A . D . ) and his disciple andfamulus Mufaddal al-Ju'fi
(chapter III). This conversation is really the equiv alent of a treatise De
sensu et sensato, that is to say a treatise on the faculty of sensible perception
and its obj ect. For each faculty there is a corresponding obj ect, and vice
versa. Between the two-between the sense and the sensible obj ect-there
are m ediators, as, for example, the light which m akes colour m anifest.
Our shaykh invites us to m editate on each of the term s used by the I m am
Ja' far, who speaks of light as that which manifests colour, not that which
produces it and makes it exist. It is not the obj e ct that needs complem ent
ing, but our visual faculty. Light performs this task, but light is neither a
II Essentially, these verses are 30:22: "The diversity of your language s and your
colours" ; 35: 27: " In the mountains there are white paths and red paths" ; 1 6 : 1 3 :
"That which H e ha s multiplied for you on earth i n different c olours" ; 1 8 : 3 1 : "They
[the inhabitants ofParadise] are clothed in green garments " (cf 76 : 2 1 ) ; 3 : 106: "On
the day of the Resurrection there will be white fuces and black faces", etc .
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realization nor a fulfilment of the existence of colour; it is the cause of the
manifestation of col our , not of its existence.

All that has j ust been said refers to the lights of this world; but there are
many traditions {hadith and akhbar) concerning the existence of colours in
the supra-sensible worlds : hadith about the coloured lights of the cosm ic
Throne (of which we will say m ore below), an account of the Prophet' s
vision of his God, all the Koranic verses on the j oys of Paradise-which,
contrary to the claim s of a prudish apologetic, are not of the m aterial
sensible order, but of the imaginal order-and so on. In short, colours exist
in all the worlds; and in the face of this thesis the sum ofthe labours ofthe
philosophers, as of the scholastic theologians of the Kalam (the Mutakalli
IIIIUI), is seen to be sadly negative . The fact is that they did not know how
Id bridge the gap between the Illum ination of the revealed Book and their
own opinions (ash' arite s, mu'tazilites, falasifah). Already Mulla Sadra
Shirazi was m aintaining that, of all the schools of Islam ic thought, only
the Shiites had succeeded in bridging this gap . For by following the
teaching o f their Im am s which unveiled the esoteric and the exoteric, the
hidden interior and the visible exterior, they had learned to understand, to
" save the phenom ena " . The phenomenon in this case is that of colour;
and to preserve it in all its integrity, philosophy is not enough. What is
needed is a divine wisdom , a theosophia.
2 . On the true relationship between light and colour. Light and col our ar e

things, light being the cause not of the existence but of the
of colour, and colour being manifested on all levels of the
universes, sensible as well as supra-sensible . How, then, should one under
Nllld the true relationship between them ? The answer to this question is
given in a second proposition put forward by our author, and he leads us
towards it by deploying his theory of archetypes and of their m ode of
different

m anifestation

action.

He begins by stating (chapter IV) that certain bodies whose composition
qualitatively different can display the sam e colour; the colour may
become m ore or less intense, but it rem ains this particular colour. Thus,
Colour is not som ething produced in the way the philosophers say it is.
According to them , if the qualitative m odality (kayfiyah) of one body were
Contrary to that of another, its colour would likewise have to be contrary
to that ofthe other. This, however, is not the case . Let each of us, he says,
is

9

have recourse to

his own Innate Intelligence (fitrah), and reject the ready
m ade opinions which he hears being formulated around him. He will at
once discover that the obj ect of his vision or contem plation requires two
things : first, a light which is the product of a light-source, and second, a
colour which belongs essentially to the qualitative m odality of the object
in question. Anyone who doubts the differentiation between these two
things and declares that where there is no light, colour itself does not exist,
is like a m an who says that if no-one looks at the sky, the sky does not
exist, or that if no-one looks at the shadow of a person in the sun, the
shadow quite simply does not exist. Sim ilarly, one would be correct in
saying that brightness is som ething which happens to a colour and m akes
it bright; one m ight even pay m ore attention to the brightness than to the
colour, or vice versa. But the fact rem ains that even if brightness m anifests
colour, it does not cause it to exist (inna 'l-bariq yuzhim 'l-lawn wa-la yujiduh).
This being said, our shaykh formulates five prem isses which every
inv estigator should take to he art (chapter V) .
i. There is a difference between the m o de of being of the archetype
which produces the signature (the mu 'aththir, v e stigium ; cf the notion of
signatura in Paracelsus), and the signature that it imprints (athar, mu 'athlhar).
The world above is exempt from the lim itations that condition the world
below (hudud al-ddni). The archetype rem ains " henadic" (ahadi) in the
sense that this technical term possesses in Proclus . It is the Unific, the
Unificient, of all that is unique ; it is not itself a unity constituted am ong
other unities, that is to say, a signature am ong the signatures which its
archetypal activity constitutes into so m any unities. It is the first and last
explanation because it is not itself explicable by any other thing; and it is
m ore epiphanic than all its epiphanie s . Such is the m eaning of the invo
cation attributed to the third Im am , the Im am Husayn ibn 'Ali : " Could
there be another than You in possession of an epiphany which you did not
possess, so that this Other would be that-which-m anifests-you when you
were hidden; or could you hav e need of a pointer to indicate You, so that
the signatures prov ided the m eans of approaching You? " No indeed; the
light that enables one to see is the sufficient cause of the light which is seen,
precisely because it m akes the latter visible, not the other way round. It is
the colour's archetype which is its principle, not vice versa. The archetype
m anifests itself in the signature , and the concept of this latter is the
manifested archetype . This, again, is suggested by the mystical invocation:
10

"No light is visible in things except Your light; no sound is perceptible in
tilings except Your sound. "
a. Our author refers to a parallelism as familiar in Islamic theosophy as
in our Western theosophical traditions (notably that of Paracelsus and his
disciples) : the parallelism between the Liber mundi and the Liber revelatus,
between the great Book of the world and the Book of sacred revelation.
Indeed, the fundam ental phenom enon is the same for all prophetic re
ligions, and hence for all prophetic philosophies : it is the " phenom enon of
the Book of sacred revelation" . As the two books are simply two versions
of the sam e book, it is possible to apply to both of them the same
herm eneutics {ta 'wil) : in the end we shall see, with som e astonishm ent,
the colour red undergo an esoteric herm eneutic whose phases reproduce
exactly the phases of the esoteric herm eneutics of the Koran. Neverthe
less, even here our shaykh asks us to consider a difference between the
epiphany of being, or ontological epiphany (zuhur kawni), and scriptural
epiphany (zuhur shar'i)-between, that is to say, the phenom enon ofbeing
and that of the sacred Book. This difference derives from the fact that
prim ary Manifestation, which is the m anifestation of being, does not
possess an opposite, for non-being is pure negativity; non-being is not
merely the opposite of being, othe rwise both being and non-being would
have to be included within a genus com m on to both of them . Thus, the
manifestation ofbeing is so all-inclusive that, as we observed a short while
back, it embraces both Light and Darkness simultaneously : the phenom 
enon of being m anifests both apparition and occultation, visibility and
invisibility. It is the total signature, the signature without absence. As for the
phenom enon of the sacred Book, which is as it were a signature begotten
on a signature (the phenom enon of the Book begotten on that ofbeing), it
consists of the manifestation ofwhat is exoteric, but at the sam e tim e it is
the occultation of what is esoteric, an esoteric which, as such, rem ains
hidden. We are no longer dealing with an all-inclusive manifestation
without absence, as in the case ofthe prim ary m anifestation ofbeing; we are
dealing with a m anifestation which includes an absence, because beneath
the revealed appearance (the exoteric) lies the sense which rem ains con
cealed (the esoteric), and because you start off by being absent from this
esoteric, j ust as it rem ains absent from you. In other words, the phenom 
enon of being reveals to us both apparition and occultation: it renders
them present to us . The phenom enon of the Book reveals occultation to us
11
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absence, a veiling. How, then, is one to go beyond this absence, to cross

the threshold of the esoteric?

3.

The investigator should now have his attention drawn to a third

point: the conditions ofManifestation

a parte subjecti. For there may exist

between you and other things a screen which is none other than yourself,
your own body; or there may be an obstacle emanating :from the thing
itself In the first of these cases, your cognizant soul is immured within the
secrecy of your body, which constitutes a screen between your soul and
sounds,

scents and colours.

The soul's gates must be opened to these

things. Yet is it simply a question of the faculties of sense? For to which

things, ultimately, should the soul's gates be opened?

4.

They should be opened to precisely those things which you cannot

perceive until the obstacle that prevents you :from doing so is removed
(conditions of Manifestation

a parte objecti). At this point, our shaykh refers

once again to his theory of the

latifah or subtle components, whose dis

posal of things into three categories we have already glanced at. Now it is
the subtle component, the

latifah, which is the actual signature, the signa

ture of the henadic archetype.

If this subtle component predominates in

an object, or at any rate is equal to the other components of that object,
then there occurs that manifestation or epiphany
the

(zuhur) which is actually

expansion, the unfolding (inbisat) of the Image-archetype (al-mithal al

a'la), the superior Imago projected into the self-ness (huwiyah) 'or individu
ality which is its receptacle. We shall see later how this
personal lord

Imago is the

(rabb) of a being, and in what way it is decisive for the

phenomenon of colour.

Thus, all obstacles must be simultaneously re

moved from both object and subject in order for "absence to withdraw".
This is why it is not just any sound that can be heard, or any colour that
can be seen, and so on. Our physics would express this in terms of waves
and vibrations; our shaykh, with his purely qualitative physics, speaks of
the

latifah, the subtle element in a being or a thing. The degree to which

the

latifah is present does not depend on the physical conditions; rather, it

is the

latifah which determines the state of these conditions, and is itself the

work, the

5.

signatura or vestigium of the archetype.

This introduces the fifth premiss that the investigator must take to

heart. Either the
so long as this
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latifah is too weak and the object remains occulted, absent,

latifah is not strengthened; or else the latifah, the subtle
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aspect of a thing, is sufficiently strong in itself, and occultation ceases
without anything else being required.
The application of these five fundamental premisses has still to be
demonstrated, and this is done by showing us the archetype in action
that is to say, the activity of the world above as it imprints its signatures
on the world below. What is colour? It is a qualitative modality which
comprises, among other things
manifest to sight.

(min sha'ni-ha), the capacity of being made

The application of the five principles

noted above

enables us to ailmn that an object is manifest only in so far as the superior
agent produces its own signature in that object
the activity of the archetype repulses the

(al-'ali al-mu'aththir). Only

absence accompanying the mani

festation of which we spoke above in relation to the phenomenon of the
Book, and which applies equally in the case of the phenomenon of colour.
for the veil to be lifted, the

absence to withdraw, and for what had been

de-occulted to be de-occulted, the
kindled; and

this

is

latifah needs to be intensified, elevated,

brought about by the same superior agent that

imprints the signature.

Such intensification of the

latifah consists so en

incly in the withdrawal of the absence that our author explains it in terms
of the remoteness of the archetype being succeeded by its greater proximity.
In every case, and in whatever situation they occur, it is the archetypal
principle that nourishes and substantiates its signatures, that is to say, the
multiple lights-whether these are manifested to the fleshly eyes of terres

trial beings or to the imaginal eyes of the intermediary world of the barzakh,

to the pure gaze of the Souls of the Malakut or to the Intelligences of the
Jabarut All is due to the superabundancy of the Manifestation of the
archetype or superior agent, which produces its signatures in the mirrors
constituted by the receptivities of beings and objects in their various statess.

This is true for the phenomenon of colour in so far as colour is in the
position of being manifested to sight. When closest to its Principle, it is at
its most manifest, and is given the name of light and brilliance (daw�.

When, on the other hand, it is furthest away from its Principle, it certainly
exists,

but in a non-manifest state: it is occulted, as the esoteric sense of

the Book is occulted in the phenomenon of the sacred Book It is this that

permits us to define the

true relationship between light and colour, which our

shaykh does in advancing a second proposition that he formulates in two

ways, both of the m equally representative of the Spirit of S h iite theosophy.
1 . Light is the subtle aspect of colour (latif al lawn) or colour in its
subtle state . It is, eo ipso, the stro ng aspect of colour (qawiv al-lawn) or
colour in its strong state, w herea s colour is light in an opaque (kathif}
state, thicker and more de nse . Needle ss to say, both light and colour
proceed from the same ge nus, otherwi se there could be no interaction
between the m: light would not be able to receive the " ti ncture " of colour
{sibgh, tinctura in the alc he mical sense) any more than it is able to assume
the " tincture " of scent; and corre spondi ngly colour would not be c apable
of reinforceme nt by li ght. In point of fact, light contains the hidde n secret
of colour; but unle ss two things are in the same " field" , one cannot act on
the other. A mediating ele me nt is needed betwee n sight and the obj ect of
vision; and it is the idea of this mediati ng ele me nt that bri ngs the author
to the second way of formulating his propo sition. He announces it with a
warni ng: " Firmly grasp w hat I tell you, for it is e xtremely subtle . Study it
thoroughly in order to perceive its truth. Divine e xception apart, no other
philosopher or wise man will hav e ope ned your eyes to w hat I say here . "
2 . " Li ght" , says our shaykh, "is the spirituality [the spiritual ele ment or
angel] of colour (mhdniyat al-lawn), that is to say, colour in the spiritual
state or spiritualized {lawn mutarawwah), w hile colour is the corporeity (the
corporeal eleme nt or jasadaniyah) of light, that is to say, light in a material
ized state (daw' mutajassad). " We must re me mber here that the notio n of
"body " is not limited to the notio n ofthe p hysical body of this world. T he
shaykh conti nue s: "Both light a nd colour are two thi ngs from the poi nt of
view of the individual and the specie s, but a single thing from the poi nt of
view of ge nus (fins). Analogous to their relatio nship is that ofspirit and body,
for spirit a nd body are two thi ngs according to one point of view, but one
and the same according to another. " (Our alche mists, of w hom the
shaykh was o ne, speak of the spirit as " li ght in fusion" , and of the body as
" light solidified" . ) Nothing could be clearer: spirit and body, light a nd
colour, are distinct yet inseparable one from the other, the one being
manife sted by the other. Li ght is mediated by colour, and vice versa; and it
is thus mediated that they e nter our field of vision. Later on we will see
this relationship e xpressed as the relatio nship betwee n rabb and marbub:
lord and vassal imply and me diate each other.
T hat is why Muh. Kari m- Kha n Kirmani rejects any hypothe sis put
forward by the philosop hers conducive to the idea of a pure light that is
14
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without colour. "All light is manifested colour, whether it be the brilliance
of celestial luminarie s or that of fire. Where would you look for the idea of
a light to illumi ne crystal, without that light being itself a colour? "
Whether one speaks of the white ne ss of moonlight or the yellow of sun
light, lamplight and firelight, a certain colour is always involved; and it is
this that cause s the hue in a sapphire-coloured garment to vary according
to whether one looks at it by daylight or lamplight (it turns from blue to
gree n, like the e namelled cupolas of the mosques of lsfahan). He nce there
can no more be light without a colour than there can be spirit manifested
without a body either physical, or subtle and spiritual. L ight, without any
doubt, is closer to the Principle . And here the author uses the term hikayah,
a term loaded with meani ng and co nnoting both a story and an imitation
w hich is the case with the parable , the cryptography of all mystical
narratio ns. Li ght is the supre me hikayah ofthe Principle, w hereas colour is
further re moved from it. Here again, proximity to and distance from the
arc hetype are invoked in order to explain the gradation of colours. With
out light, colour is certai nly there, but it is inert and inani mate, like a
body without its spirit. T he author puts forward a co mparison: the S ky
(the subtle mass o f the Sphere animated by the Anima caelestis) i s a body,
as the Earth is a body. Nevertheless, the Sky, because of the proximity of
the Pri nciple, is alive, mobile and co nscious, while the Earth, because of
its remoteness from the Principle, is inanimate, immobile and unconscious.
In the same way, the closer a colour is to the Principle, the more it is
manife st unaide d, like the blue of Saturn, the white of Jupiter, the red of
Mars, the yellow of the Sun, a nd so o n. Whe n it is remote from the
Principle it needs to be assisted by an excess of light falling on it, just as
the Earth, in order to live, needs the cele stial v ital spirit (ruh hayawdniyah
falakiyah).

3. How every composite, whether it belongs to the sensible or to the supra-sensible

world, has a colour. Now that he has give n us an e xplanatio n of colours in
terms of the activity (proximity or distance) of their respective arc hetype s,
and has defined the relationship betwee n light and colour as a relationship
between spirit and body, our author can proceed to his original purpose :
the elaboratio n o f a phenomenology and thence of a hermeneutics of
colour which accounts for and " preserv e s the phe no me no n" of colour at
all levels of the e ntire hierarc hy of worlds.
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We have seen th e imp ortanc e of the c onc ept of the s ignature (athw,
vestigium). We must now analyse this conc ept; and thi s analy sis will lead
us to a third prop ositi on : a s ignature a c quires reality only when it occurs
in terms of one of the four poss ible modal iti es. The author arrives at this
prop osition by means of a physics of the El ements which ap pears to be
peculiar to himself
It should be noted th at the prin c ip le which allows our shaykh to deduce
the four elementary qua l iti es-that is to say, the quadrup le modality
und er which a signature may occur (chapter VI)-should b e dep endent
on a metaphy si c al considerati on : the movement whereby a s ignature
severs itselffrom the action ofthat whi ch gives it existence. Now, the very
idea of movement imp lies the idea of the production of heat and dryness.
One c an thus c ons ider the s ignature in relation to the movement which
gives it existenc e, in which c ase the qual itative modal ity is that of hot and
dry. Or one can consider it in itself, in its dimension ofp assivity with regard
to the active agent, in which case the qual itative modality is that ojcold
and dry. Because h eat and dryness are c ontiguous to the sup erior dimen
sion which is the active agent, they move of their own ac cord in an upwwds
direction, whereas cold and drynes s move of their own ac cord downwards.
Our shaykh clearly means to di stinguish hims elf from the c lassical
physicists who have discussed the El ements and the elemental qualities.
He refuses to see the first two elemental qualities as united in the idea of a
dryness that is c ommon to b oth of them. The dryness of the element of Fire,
which drynes s is by nature fi ery , is totally different from the drynes s ofthe
element ofEarth, which dryness is by nature earthly . Fiery n ature, which
is hot and dry , is characterized by an extreme supp lenes s and an unre
stricted tendency to assume all forms; earthly n ature, which is cold and
dry , is characterized by a hostil ity towards new forms, by a resi stanc e to
metamorphoses ("Fire is seventy thous and times more supp le than Earth,
seven hundred times quicker than Water to assume a form"). C las sical
physics conc erning the Elements consi dered the humid modality as the
most apt to acquire and cons erve form. If; therefore, Fire is now s aid to
pos sess this aptitude pw excellence, we must invert c lass ical phy sics an d
declare Fire to be humidity (fa'l-nw rathah), which is precis ely the p aradox
that the al chemists opp osed to the logic of p erip atetic physics. Moreover,
a Koranic vers e (21 :30) s ay s : "We made all living things by means of
W ater" , and c ertain hadith state that " W ater is the first thing that God
16
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created". Now, as we have j ust seen, Fire is the first thing (hot and dry)
that emerges at the initial stage, when the s ignature sep arates frcm the
archetype. Consequently , if one considers it frcm the point of view of its
flexib ility and subtlety , its promptnes s to assume fmn (the metamorphoses
of its flames), and the fact that it is the princip le and the life of all living
things, one might say that Fire is Water. If one c ons iders it with reference to
the fact th at it is the first to emanate from the movement which imp arts
existence, it is Fire. (Fire is humi dity , Fire is Water: these are paradoxes
familiar to the alchemists.)
Thus, we have two opp os ite terms: hot and dry here corresp ond to the
mascul ine, cold and dry to the feminine. But by means ofwhat medi ating
dialectic may we proceed from one to the other, uniting the two so as to
produce a cpnte17'1¢y? At this p oint, like a true alchemist, our author resorts
to the hermeneuti c of a Koran i c vers e which transfers to the physics ofthe
Elements a disp osition made by the Prophet with regard to c onjugal
matters. The verse in questi on is 4:35, and it pres crib es that in the case of
a p os sible disagreement b etween husband and wife, two arb iters should
be chos en, one from the family of the husband and one frcm that of the
wife. Thi s is precisely what happens in the physics ofthe Elements. The
arb iter chosen from the husband's side (Fire, hot and dry) will be what is
hot and humid (Air); the arbiter chosen from the side of the wife (Earth,
cold and dry) will be what is cold and humi d (Water). The reconc iliatory
quality ofwhat is hot and humi d and what is cold and humid is here quite
obvious . 1 2 When husb and and wife are reconc iled, there is stab ility and
perfect equil ibrium. Earth, which is feminine, prevents Fire, which is
mascul ine, from as c ending, because Earth is susp ended from Fire. Fire,
which is mascul ine, prevents Earth, the feminine, from descending, be
c aus e Fire is susp ended frcm Earth. Th e result is the p erfect nuptial union
of Fire and Earth.
hot

{dry (Fire) ><humid ( \'v'atl'r) }
(Earth)
humid

S PO N S U S

( Ai r )

dr y

cold

S PONSA

It is interesting to note here how far our shaykh takes this nupti al
imagery. What happ ens in the case of Fire (the husb and) and Earth (the
[2 The diagram below is intended to illustrate lhis

m:re

clearly.
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wife) i s the sam e a s what happens in the case of the love between Zayd
Zaynab . In both cases we hav e a pair. For the pair to be perfect, the
two partners who constitute it must becom e four. Zayd is not in fact one of
the partners in a couple until his isolated state is shattere d, and until the
shadow of Zaynab has fallen upon him and he is in the shadow of Zaynab .
The sam e is true of Zaynab , until the shadow of Zayd falls on her. What
m akes two partners not simply two isolated term s but two partners of a
couple is precisely the aspect that is adde d to each of them , the ev ent
which doubles each of them , as was the case with both Zayd and Zaynab .
It is in this way that the two term s, in forming a pair, becom e four, since
the being of each as it is for the other is added to the being of each as it is
in and for itself. Here Muh. K arim -Khan Kirm ani offers us a kind of
intuition which anticipates the idea of quaternity as it is expounded by
C. G . J ung . Fire is Zayd; in order for him to form a pair with the Earth
Zaynab, the elem ent Air must m e diate . E arth is Zaynab ; to form a pair
with the Fire-Zayd, the element Water m ust m e diate . In each case, the
m ediator doubles the partner by adding to him or her an existence which
is his or her existence/ or the other. As Water corresponds to the spousality of
Zaynab, so Air corresponds to the spousality ofZayd. One could thus say
that the elem ent Air is in som e way the Animus of Zaynab or the elem ent
Earth, while Water is the Anima of Zayd or the elem ent Fire .
and

Without pushing these instructive analogies any further, we can con
clude that our shaykh has now completed the analysis which will allow
him to put forward his third proposition : that a signature, whatever it m ay
be, only acquires reality thanks to the four qualitativ e m odalities known in
current physics as Fire, Air, Water and Earth, in order of their increasing
distance from the Principle . One m ight say that these four elem ental
m odalities with their respective colours are the hikayah, the im itation, the
history, the parable , ofthe archetypal world. But on the level ofEarth, the
rem oteness is so gre at that the superior world only manifests itself to
Earth by veiling itself in it.
It is this that enables our shaykh to say : The degrees of light are three
in number, whereas the degree of darkness is unique . Hence , the sources
of light are three, while the sources of colour are four. It must be noted
that the source of colour is by no m e ans reduced to the action of Darkness
conquering light. Because the sources of colour are four, they include also
those of light. T he four sources correspond to the m odalities described
18
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above; and it is the intervention of the terrestrial element that alone is
responsible for the visibility of colour in this world, since, without the
element Earth, the colours of the other three elements remain invisible to
us . That is why the shaykh vigorously denies the opinion of the philos
ophers for whom the scale of colours is situated in the interval contained
between white and black . This is not the case at all . The shaykh enumer
ates the stages of greyness and dullness whereby one proceeds from white
to black: they have nothing to do with the phenomenon of colour . Colours,
therefore, must have other sources. The theme will be taken up again in
connection with the four pillars of coloured light which support the cosmic
Throne of Mercy . For the moment, the author conf ines himself to naming
them: the primordial sources of colours in our world are white, yellow, red
and black.
We have made considerable progress. We now know that the phenom
enon of colour is due to the activity of the world above, to the activity of
the archetypes . We have seen how the range of colours is determined by
the four modalities which are designated as the four Elements . A further
step will establish this more specifically by showing us how, contrary to
what was held by ordinary physics to be the case, all transparent bodies
for example, the Elements in their simple state-possess light and colour;
but that this colour, while

existing, is invisible to our fleshly eyes as long as

these bodies do not become dense. As for the colour that is manifested at
the level of the sensible world, it corresponds to the colour already pos
sessed by these bodies at the supra-sensible level .
The totality of modes of perception actually revolves around three axes
(chapter VI I). a) There is perception by penetration and impression.
Unfortunately, the forms of the world above arc not such that they can
imprint themselves on the organs of the lower world-that is, the appar
atus of the sensible faculties . b) There is perception by embodiment
ihatah) ; such is the perception that can be had of the imprinted signature
ry that which imprints it, but not vice versa, c) There can be perception
by unitive union (ittihad) ; such is the perception that a being has of itself.
But the world above is not "it self the world below; thus, perception of the
world above by the world below is not possible except by means of a
manifestation {zuhur) of the former, that is to say, by means of a theo
phany or hierophany. In this way, we are led to conceive of a perception of

colour deriving from a perception which is theophanic or hierophanic.
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Nothing, howev er, is perceptible to our vision unless it has acquired the
tinctura ofEarth.
The celestial Spheres, for example, are transparent, and that is why
they are invisible. If the stars set in the Spheres are visible to us, it is
because they are a sort of condensation of sidereal m atter, in the sam e way
that water becomes visible to us when it turns foa my. Equally, the trans
parency of Fire, Air and Water in their elemental state makes them
invisible to us, and the sam e applies even to Earth in the case of glass and
crystal. Our shaykh is thus able to formulate a fourth proposition: " So
long as these transparent and diaphanous {shaffah shqfij} bodies rem ain in
their subtle (Latif} state, their colours and lights arc not perceptible to our
senses, for they too are in a subtle state . But this docs not in the least m ean
that they do not possess colour and light. How could this be the case,
when it is precisely light and colour which are the manifestation of the
world above in the world below, and when the closer a thing is to the
Principle, the m ore intense is its m anifestation and its light, and the m ore
vigorous its colour? This is why light and colour in transparent bodies are
m ore intense and v igorous [than in opaque bodies] . Nevertheless, the
force and intensity of their colour are not perceptible to our sight. But lack
of visibility is not due to the fact that light and colour do not exist; it is due
rather to the proxim ity of the Principl e . " We had been told from the start
that we m ust distinguish between the existence of colour and its m anifes
tation; we now learn that the inv isibility of colour m ay be due not to its
absence or to its obscuration but, on the c ontrary, to its extrem e intensity.
T he sam e is true of all reality which is subtle and transparent; and, as we
have already noted, it is here that the theosopher' s perception differs from
everything that the philosopher-optician could envisage .
To follow this up is to go beyond the banal proposition current am ong
the philosophers : that it is light which makes colour manifest itself Hence
forth we m ust recognize two things : firstly, that it is colour which m akes
light m anifest itself, for it is by m eans of colour that light becom es visible,
in the sam e way as the spirit is m ade m anifest by the body; and secondly,
that the relation between light and colour is the sam e as that between
spirit and body. In a formula rem iniscent of Suhrav ardi' s Ishraq, the
shaykh specifies : " L ight is the Orient m a de visible (al-mashriq al-mar'iy), it
is the m anifestation of the Principle (the theophany) tinctured by som ething
which possesses density and which is therefore the cause of its visibility . "
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The shaykh has already outlined the gradations o f this visibility : that of
red light, ofyellow light, and ofwhite light. " In short," he concludes, " so
long as the transparent body stays transparent, it may possess a light and
a colour, but both are invisible to us. It is the earthly tinctura that accords
it a form of m anifestation (mazhar) accessible to us . " The shaykh cites by
way of example the case of gold and silver in their molten state, glass,
crystal, and so on.
A further step has to be taken (chapter VIII) in order to consolidate
what has been indicated from the start. If even a transparent body has a
light and a colour, then all composites, all bodies, whether of the sensible
or ofthe supra-sensible world, must also possess a light and a colour. Here
the theosopher enters a field of exploration in which the philosophers, the
falasifah, were unable to find their way.
What is m ore, our shaykh' s m anner of proceeding here assum es a
rem arkable character, for his phenom enology of colour links up with the
highest mystical speculations of an Ibn 'Arabi. He is no longer concerned
with the signature as presenting the quadruple, qualitativ e m odality
previously analysed. He is concerned with it as a structure composed of
two " dim ensions " or aspects (jihat) :one dim ension " from the side of its
Lord" (its rabb), and one dimension " from its own side" , or in other words
a divine and lordly dim ension or condition (rububiyah), and a hum an
dim ension or condition, as the vessel of its divine lord (marbubiyah). It is
this relationship which, as we have j ust seen, puts light and colour in a
position that perm its each to be m ediated and manifested by the other.
Thus what is in question is the pair or the bi-unity of rabb and marbub;
and the idea of bi-unity is of fundam ental importance in the mystical
doctrine oflbn 'Arab i . The lord who is the rabb is not the hidden unknow
able deity, the Absconditum, not the terrifying, transcendent and all-power
ful God. He is the God created in faith and revealed in the love of each
being; between this lord and the being to whom he reveals himself as such,
a solidarity is established which renders them interdependent in the
m anner of lord and vassal, companions in destiny who cannot do without
each other. From now on, the relationship between this personal God and
his faithful v assal is a chivalric one .
Ibn 'Arabi expressed this bond adm irably and often, saying for ex
ample : " lfhe has given us life and existence through his being, I, too, give
him life through knowing him in my he art. " This same! reciprocity of roles
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less admirab ly , by one o f our own Western mystics,
when he s ays : "Gild d oes not live without me; I know
that God cannot for one moment live without me. If I b ecome nothing, he
too must give up his life. " 1 3 It is an extr aordinary intuition, one that tells
us that God's every death is necessarily p receded toy the death ofman; b ut
it is equally extraordinary that the phenomen ol ogy of c olour should here
take us to the heart of the s ol idarity which makes the divine lord and his
earthly knight, the rabb and the marbub, r esponsib le foc each other, pre
cisely b e c ause light and colour arc in a s imi lar relationship to one another.
no

Angelus Sil esius ,

Our shaykh exp lains this as follows. The s ignature's lordly dimension
elsewhere c al led the imp erishab le Fac e or inner Imam of a being (the
theme will reap p ear at the end of this study)-is precisely the Image
archetype, the Imago which, as we were told earli er, is the signature
proj ected into the concrete indivi dual ity th at is its receptacle. This Imago
is the dimension of the s ignature whi ch is "towards its lord", its "lordly
dimensi on" --that is to say, the manifestation ofthis lord by means of the
Imago to the concrete individual, and by the individual to others. Its
" dimension towards itself-human and vass al-is th at of its oc cultati on,
for it is only manifested through its lord (as in the invocation quoted
ab ove : " Coul d another than You possess a manifestation which was not
Yours ?").
What does this mutu a l soli darity have to do, ultimately , with the
phenomenon of colour? Briefly, in the ab s ence of light, c olour would not
be manifested b ut would remain in an inert state, like a c orp se. But the
proc ess works b oth ways; for, as we have seen, without colour light would
not b e manifest to us precisely bec ause of the excessive intens ity of its
manifestation. In the same way the marbub, the vass al or knight, is main
tained in being by his rabb or feudal l ord; y et the latter would be unknown
and invisib le without his vas sal, b ec ause his lordly c ondition would not b e
manifested, a s the sp irit would not b e manifested without the b o dy, or
light without colour. The c ons equences ofthis are far-reaching : the world
of colours , acc ording to this analy s is, is p art and p arcel of an entire s ervice
of mystic al chivalry , of which the rabb-ma:rbub relati onship is the typ e par
excellence. We will see an examp le of this shortly .
Our shay kh exp lains hims elf here by means of a di agram that is to be

1 3 C f m y b o ok, Creative

(Bollingcn Series
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fotmd in another of his books-signific antly enough, one analogous to it
figures among the diagrams in a work by Rob ert Fludd, the great seven
14
teenth-c entury English doctor and alchemist, who was also a Rosicrucian.
The relati onship between rabb and marbub, b etween lord and knight, light
and colour, can be i llustrated by two interp enetrating spheres or more
c learly still, in the world of surfaces, by two interp enetrating triangles .
Tria ngle o f the rabb

rriangle of thr Marbiib

The b ase of the triangle which represents the lordly dimension (indi
c ated here by the dotted line) is ab ove, close to the Princ ip le, while the tip
of its cone touches the b ase of the triangle which repres ents the human
dimension, the lord' s vassal. Conversely, the base of the triangle which
repres ents the human dimension (indic ated by the c ontinuous line in the
di agram) is at the extreme lower limit, while the tip of its cone touches,
ab ove, the base of the divine dimension of lordship .
Our shaykh exp lains, in his tum, what is already to be found in Ibn
'Arab i : the Manifestation (qiyam al-zuhur) ofthe divine or lordly dimens ion
sub sists by virtue of the dimens ion of the soul, or human dimens ion, for
the rabb would not be manifested without the marbub, nor light without
c olour. Equally , the reality (qiyam al-tahaqquq) of the human dimens ion
owes its subsistence to the divine dimension. Without the human dimen
s ion, the divine dimens ion would not be manifested, but without the
divine lordly dimensi on the human dimension would be deprived of
reality , as colour without light would remain in the inert state of a b ody
deprived of life. Such is the whole secret ofthe Imago at the heart of man,
the sole reality that man may meaningfully invoke as "My God", and
towards whom (fer that very reas on) he is c apab le of supreme devotion.
14

r,

O n th i s d i agram, wh i ch a p p ears in anoth e r o f our s h a kh ' s w orks, see my Spiritual
. . . , o p . cit , p p . 2 2 8 - 2 2 9 ( n• " tr i an g l e of l i ght and th e

Body and Celestial Earth

tr iangle o f d arkn e s s " ) S ee also S erge H u t in , Roeert Fludd (1 574-1 637) a/chimiste el
philosophe rosicmcien (Pari s , " O mn i um Litteraire " , 1 'J7 2) , p l . X, p . 1 26.
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This is why the phenomenon of colour leads us back to the famous

hadith which dominates the horizon of Islamic theosophy, and which is
deliberately recalled here by our shaykh: "I was a hidden Treasure . I
desired to be known; that is why I created creatures"-that is, creatural
limits, so that I might manifest myself to and by these very limits . This is
to say that God only manifests himself to created beings by means of these
created beings themselves . The parallel is not a dif ficult one to follow .
Light, because of its intensity, would remain invisible if it did not receive
the tinctura of colours . The divine Treasure would likewise remain con
cealed-not by darkness, but by its excessive light . This light must take on
the tincture of created beings, must limit its intensity, if it is to become
visible. This is the "theophany within limits" (al-tajalli .fi'l-hudud), the
secret of the Imago and hence of the Gnostic profession of faith: Eum talem

vidi qualem capere potui (I saw him according to my capacity to perceive,
him ).
In order to obtain a complete phenomenology of colour, it only remains
to consider its modalities through all the levels of the hidden Treasure 's
ladder of theophanies . The limits of this ladder belong to the "human
dimension", their sources being six in num her: time, space, situs, rank,
quantity and quality . They also go by the name of "the six days of
Creation", that is to say, the six limits constitutive of created beings.
Among these limits are those which derive from the four qualitative
modalities that we analysed earlier . For the creatural dimension of the
signature, the qualitative modality which derives from Fire is colour; from
Air, sound; from Water, touch; and from Earth, taste. That which is
palpable to touch derives from the combination of qualitative modalities
which possess something in common .
It follows that light and colour are a qualitative modality which exists in
every composite, by virtue of the fiery nature (the element of Fire) that
each composite contains. Just as no composite is deprived of this fiery
nature (the element of Fire), so no composite is without a certain light .
The totality of the lights existing in things derives from this Fire . When
the world above projects its Imago into the world below, its manifestation
in each Nature acquires a tincture that corresponds to the nature that is
below. Through each Nature, each Element, it manifests itself to one of
the faculties of perception, the faculty created by this same Nature (mani
festations by colour, sound, scent and so on) . This is how the "hidden
24
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lord" , who is allied to his knight, his marbub, is m anifested to the organ of
created vision: he is m anifested through the fiery nature of things, through
the elem ental Fire that each thing contains . This is so because the light
that is the m anifestation ofthis lord through the fiery nature , through the
elem ental Fire concealed within the signature, is only perceptible to the
organ of vision created by that sam e Fire . " L ike alone knows like" is a
principle effective both for the theory of coloured photism s in Najmuddin
Kubra and for Goethe 's Farbenlehre. 1 5
If it is true, therefore, that the eye c annot perceive transparent things or
lights in a subtle state until they have undergone a certain condensation,
then every signature and composite possesses colour and light, regardless
of whether it belongs to the m aterial bodies of this world or to the imaginal
realities of the barzakh, to the spiritual forms of the Soul's Mala/ad or to
those of the Jabarut of the cherubic Intelligences. This is why the shaykh,
in anticipating the deductions stemm ing from his consideration of the
them e of the cosmic Throne, specifies the scale of colour distributed over
seven levels of the univ erse as follows: I. The colour of the world of
Intelligence is white. 2. The colour of the world of Spirit is yellow. 3. The
colour of the world of Soul is green 4. T he colour of the world of Nature is
red 5. T hat of the world of Matter is ashen. 6. T hat of the world of the
Im age is dark green 7. T hat of the m aterial body is black
He warns his re aders that they will find no m ention of all this either in
the Mutakallimun or in his writings of the professional philosophers. " You
will perceive, " he says, " their inability to grasp the question decisively . . .
Such is our way . As for their way, I call God to witness that they know
only the appearance and the outer aspect of the life of this world; they are
unaware of the other world (c f Koran 3 0 : 7). " This other world will be
rev ealed to us in the second part of the "Book of the red hyacinth" by
m e ans of an astonishing esoteric herm eneutic of the colour red, preceded
by an analysis of the way in which colours are generated in the sensible
and supra-sensible worlds .
4. How colours are generated in the sensible and supra-sensible worlds. F r om the

point we hav e reached we can catch a glimpse of the goal envisaged by our
shaykh: a goal at which the herm eneutics of the Koran converges in an
astonishing way with the herm eneutics of colour in general, and in par15 a my book, Man ofLight . . . , op. cit, index, s.v. Goethe, Najmoddin Kobra.
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with that of the colour red which is the theme of the "Book of the

red hyacinth ". Before attaining this goal, h owever, there is a stage of some
difficulty to b e gone through.

whim

It will Indude an analysis of the way in

colours are generated, while its recap itulation should make it

possible foc us to profit from

what we have learned up to now. Very

briefly, this stage consists ofthree phases : A. We need a doctrine deal ing
with the primordial sources of c olour; this will be the subj ect of the
dis c ours e on the cosmic Throne of the Merciful O n e , supp orted by four
pillars of coloured light. B. On the basis of this doctrine, we have to
deduc e the manner in which c olours arc generated and distributed in
terms of the four fundamental qual itative modal ities which we considered

earlier. C. When we have reached thi s p o int, we will be in a p os ition to

confirm the intial prop os iti on, that every c omp os ite in b oth the sensib le
and the supra- sen s ib l e world p ossesses its own p articu lar colour. To this
end, the author returns briefly to the theme of the signature' s doub le
dimens ion ojrabb and mm-bub, lord and knight, l ight and its c olour. Th is is
what makes it p os sib le for us to und erstand how at each of the seven or
eight levels of the univers e, th ere is an

anamn£

sis of the c olours that we

c ontemp late in this world; and the theory of CU'I£ll1U'I£ses or corresp ondenc es
makes p os sib le in its tum a tran s c en dental hermeneutic of the colour red
which p lumb s what is most es oteric in its esoteric rea l i ty . Thi s c onstitutes
our shaykh's goal, and the c onsummation of his b ook.
A.

We c annot und erstand either the significance and sourc e of the

colour red, or the qualitative modal ity of its ap p earanc e , its exoteric
dimensi on (zahir), with out having first ac quired an understan ding of the
sources ofthe other colours (II , chapter I ) . As we saw, it is ab s olutely out
of the question foc these sourc es to be lim ited to b lack and white; or,
rather, b etween b lack and white, as b etween the two extreme terms of Fire
and Earth, two fundamental colours must interpose themselves and as sume
the role of medi ators. The general prop os iti on is that in the subtle world of
transp arent colours, where earthly d arkn e s s does not intru de, the sources
of c olour are four in numb er : white, yellow, red and green. But in our
phy sic al, terrestri al world, the four s ourc es are white, y ellow, red and

black; b e c au s e in this world b lack rep l ac e s the green of the subtl e worl ds .
Generally sp eaking, the predi c ation ofthese four sourc es c onstitutes one
of the great themes of Shiite theos ophy , the theme of the Throne ofMercy

or of the Merciful O n e {'ATsh al-Rahmah, 'Arsh al-Rahman), which rests on
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four
are

cosmic supp orts . When the Koranic vers e ( 1 5 : 21) states that "There

no things whose treasures (archetyp es) do not exist alongside U s " or

"with
that

Us " ('inda!ui), "with Us " is interpreted as signifying the theophany
16
The theme is stated

is ac c ompl ished in the creation of the universes.

in a hadith which is recorded in the great corpus of Kul aym and is attributed
to the first Imam : " God created the throne out offour lights : a red light
whereby the colour red beco11l£s red; a green light whereby the colour green

beco11l£s green; a yellow light whereby the colour yellow beco11l£s yellow; a
white light whence whiteness is derived . " Briefly, this white light characterizes
the upp er right-hand p il l ar of the Thron e; it is the world of the cherub ic

Intelligences, the summit of the Jabcuut typ ified by the archangel S era

phiel.

World of the I n tel ligence

�
( Sera p hiel )

World of the Spirit

World of the Soul
(Azrad)

�

�

( Michael)

\Vorld of N a w rc

(Gabriel)
The four pillars of the c osmic Throne of Mercy
The yellow

light characterizes the lower right-hand pillar of the Throne; it

is the world of the Sp irit (Ruh) typified by the archangel Michael. Th e

16 On the theme of the Throne, see Mulla Sadra Shi razi , Le Livre des penetrations
metaphysiques (Kitab al-masha 'ir) , Arabic andPersian texts with French translati on by
H. Corbin (Bibliotheque irani enne, vol. 10; Paris, Achien-Maisonneuve, 1964), p.
167 . The hadith of the Throne recorded by the Imams and quoted below does not
mention the colour blue as being one of the fundamental colours. In thi s connection,
the ancient Arabs distinguished only three fields of colour: blue-green (akhdar), red
brown (ahmar), and yellow-brown (asfor). The other terms relating to colour refer
onJy to degrees of greater or lesser clarity in these fundamental colours. On this
arabisclren Dichtung (\Vi esbaden 1965) (review by Ewald Wagner in Der Islam, 43/3,
p o i nt, see W o l fd i etrich F i scher,

Farb-und Formbezeichi1W'lgen in der Sprache der alt

1907, pp. 316 ff.). On the other hand, we know that Aristotle in his Meteora groups

the colours of the rainbow into three classes: purple, green, red-brown. a H. Gatj e,
Op. cit., p. 290. An entire study is called foc, comparing the Greek, Arabic and

Persian vocabul aries that relate to colour.
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green light characterizes the upper left hand pillar of the Throne; it is the
summit of the Malakut or world of the Soul, typified by the archangel
Azrael. The red light characterises the lower left-hand pillar of the Throne;
this is the world of Nature and is typified by the archangel Gabriel
because he is the demiurge of our world. He is the Holy Spirit of the
Koran; the philosophers identified him with the Tenth Hierarchic Intelli
gence

or

active Intelligence, that for humankind is both the angel of

knowledge and the angel of revelation.
This theme has been developed in many ways, a synthesis of which
would be a considerable task and one that has not yet been attempted . 17
In the course of previous researches, I was able to ascertain (in the
writings, for example, of the seventeenth-century theosophist Qadi Sa 'id
Qummi) that the theme of the Throne was actually eo ipso that of the
heavenly Temple, archetype of all temples, and that it is in fact possible to
substitute the word Temple for Throne. In addition, wherever we come
across this theme in Islamic theosophy, we are dealing with the same
theme as it appears in some form or other in the Jewish Cabbalah, as well
as with the theme of the Temple in the tradition of Christian esotericism
I am thinking in particular of the theme of the interiorization of the

Temple in the work of the great eighteenth-century mystic Willermoz . 18
In the present case, too, the hermeneutics of colour leads to just such an
interi orization.
For the contemplative exploration of the cosmic Throne of Mercy
reveals that the four lights typified by the archangelic tetrad are the
sources around which the totality of lights revolves, including the lights of
the supra-sensible world . They are the absolute and universal lights, from
which all partial lights are derived . Each manifestation of these partial
lights is a hikayah (imitation, story, recital, parable) of the supreme Lights,
which are themselves not the result of any intermixture but are primordial
"acts of light". I will merely refer in passing to the question that suggests
itself to our author, namely, whether white is a colour like the others or,
as a Secret of
Spiritual Life, according to the work of Qadi Sa'id Qummi ( 1 1 03/1 69 1 )" . See also
Mulla Sadra, op. cit., pp. 1 66- 1 6 7, 2 1 8 f[
1 8 I owe my knowledge of this to the very fine unedited document presented by
Antoine Faivre in the appendix to his edition of Rene le Forestier, La Franc-maconnerie

17 a below, the study "The Configuration of the Temple of the Ka'bah

templiere et occultiste

1 023-1 049.
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properly speaking, not a colour at all. In fact, this question is first
suggested in a variant reading of the hadith of the Throne quoted above,19
as well as by the fourth Imam, 'Ali Zaynal- ' Abidin, when he says that
white light is the "Light of Lights", while red, yellow and green light are
themselves the light of which white is the light. That is why white light
can acquire any tincture, although no colour can be tinted by it. It is
therefore the most simple of colours, the most faithful hikayah of the
supreme world that lies beyond the universes accessible to our contem
plation.
B. Now that we know these sources, the archetypes of colour as they
exist in the cosmic Throne of Mercy, we have to describe their mode of
generation according to the four elemental qualitative modalities analysed
earlier. It is clear ( I I, chapter I I) that each of these modalities possesses
its own exigency and aptitude. When the light of the Principle manifests
itself through one of these modalities, it does so through the colour which
is specific to the modality in question. Here we have the conditions
necessary for a hermeneutic of colour: each of the four modalities can be a
form of manifestation; a particular manifestation is produced according to
the colour that is specific to a particular modality. All colour, therefore, is
a phainomenon that "symbolizes with" the light of its Principle, and the
meaning should be interpreted in accordance with this manifestation.
We have seen the four elemental modalities emerge on the level of the
world of Nature, itself typified as the lower left-hand pillar of the cosmic
Throne of Mercy, whose light is red. It is self-evident, then, that the first
modality-Fire-which issues from this Nature will have red as its spec ific
colour. The four constitutive modalities of the world of Nature are thus
seen as manifesting, each at one level of this Nature, the four colours of the
Throne.
a) Heat and dryness in a substance postulate the substance 's stability in
19 1be text of the hadith, as it is recorded by the first Imam, mentions (as distinct fran
the other colours) : "A white light from which whiteness proceeds. " Thus, he does
mt speak ofit as a tinctura, as though things were tinted by it. This text supports
those who hold that white is not a colour but the pole of all colours, and exempt from
1he definitions that apply to them; all of them have recourse to it, while it has
recourse only to itself. By contrast, the same hadith as recorded by one of the other
Imams says: "A white light whereby whiteness becomes white. " This variant reading
supports those who hold that white is a colour in the same class as other colours,
that is, that the white object is similarly tinted by whiteness. Furthermore, white is a
colour in that it is postulated by the elemental Natures or qualities, since it is the
colour specific to the element of Water.
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the shadow of its Principle and its orientation towards that Principle, in
other words coherence and cohesion, subtlety and ascending motion

(su 'ud). Its configuration or Gesta/1 is the upright stance : the Arabic letter
alif(l) in its vertical solitude, or the Pen, or the tall flame, or the cypress

tree thrusting straight at the sky-line. All this is the result of the tendencies

of a substance 's constitutive parts to move towards one centre, one area of
being. When all these properties arc united in one substance which is the
first to emanate from its henadic principle (here the lower left-h and pillar of
the Throne), they require this substance to be red in colour, because that is
what the colour red is, at least when we are dealing with the subtle
component parts (the latifah).

ff, however, the colour red acquires an

extreme intensity in the parts which are dense, these will turn a verdigris
green (zangar) in colour . ( What we call the oxidization of copper or silver,
for example, is interpreted here in terms of a rigorously qualitative physics,
which posits at the origin of a colour only the state of density or subtlety of
its parts, its proximity to or distance from the Principle.)
That, in short, is why the colour of Fire is red Since it is the most subtle
of the elements, its colour is equally subtle and is hidden from our eyes of
flesh, created out of opaque Earth . This Earth must itself take on the

tincture of Fire before Fire can be seen by us as red and in a state of density,
as we observe it to be in the case of a lump of coal, a candle, or a piece of
red-hot iron . And while this may be the only Fire we c an see, it is also the
Fire that Zoroastrian cosmology denounces as that of Ahriman, because it
is a fire that ravages, whereas the subtle Fire of Ormazd neither ravages
nor destroys . The signi ficance of this differentiation will become clear to
us at the conclusion of our enquiry . Let us observe in passing that it
should not surprise us if in Persian miniatures, as in the ritual paintings of
the Byzantine Empire down to our Middle Ages, natural tints are not
reproduced as the artist may have seen them with his eyes of flesh; what
counts above all is the colour 's symbolic, hermeneutic, sacramental value .
b) When heat and humidity are in a substance, they result in swelling,
expansion, the opposite to the effects of dryness . Nevertheless, here too
heat demands ascending motion, which is why the figuration or Gestalt
that typifies such a substance in the world of volumes is the conical form of
a pine-cone or, in the world of surfaces, the triangle pointing upwards
( A) . The internal cohesion that such a substance owes to its heat would
postulate, as in the preceding case, the colour red; but its expansiveness
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postulates the colour white. The result is an intermediary, mediating
colour (a barzakk-like in-between colour, like the arbiter between man and
wife of whi ch mention was made above) . Thus, the colour of the element
Air is yellow, but in order to be visible to our eyes of flesh, it must take on
an earthly tincture (the author gives the example of the yellow colour of
bile, thus relating the theory of colours to traditional medi cine) .
c) When cold and humidity come together in the same substance, the

humidity demands expansion, as in the case of Air, while the cold demands

movemen t downwards (tasafful), the absence of all spontaneous upward

impulsion . Su ch a substance revolves upon itself; its Gestalt is the spheri cal
form

(0),

the most corpulent of all forms . Because of their lack of compact

ness and cohesion, its consti tuent parts tend towards dispersion and thus
towards transparen cy; and when the Principle manifests itself through it,
it does so through the substan ce's swelling and expansiveness . The colour
deriving from these two properties is white, and thus the colour of the
element Water is white . On ce again, to be visible to us it must congeal or
agglomerate as foam (or, in another medi cal reference, as phlegm, balgham
=

eA.e-y�a ) .

d) Finally, when cold and dryness are the determining factors of a sub
stance, the dryness postulates the compactness and cohesion of the parts,
while the cold demands movement downwards, as in the case of Water .
The resulting colour is black, the colour of the terrestrial Earth (on the
Other hand, the colour of the celestial Earth of Hurqalya is green); and
black forms a s creen before the lights of the Principle. That is why the
Earth is tenebrous, inert and lifeless . Its

Gestalt is a toothed form (shakl

muladarras) with angles and dents (NW\)

composing a s creen.

�

We now have a su ccession of morphologi cal types ( I 0 6 NWI) attri

buted to the four modalities whi ch are chara cterized by their respective
colours . For the moment, we do not possess any terms of comparison; as
our shaykh says at this point: " Take all this in with care, for you will not
find it in any book, neither will anyone speak to you of it ."
C. Now we know the sources of the basi c colours in the ar chetypal

Throne or Temple, and we have seen them emerge in each of the four

cons titutive elemental modalities . To a chieve a trans cendental hermeneu
ti c, we have to see whether we can f ind a correspondence to these four
constitutive modalities at all levels of the universe . To this end, let us bear
in mind the initial proposition, to the effect that all composites, whe ther of
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supra-sensible world {absent from our senses) and in the divine condition

(fi'l-ghayb wa'l-rububiyah), " Learn ,

that is , to know the gem hidden in the

phenomenon of colour which is acce ssible to our senses.
Where on the scale of being is our present world situated? Many hadith
have been composed by the I m am s on this subj ect: " God created millions
of universes and millions of Adams , and you are in the last of these
universes, and you yourselves are the adam ic humanity of this last universe ."
All that we find and sec in our world "descends" from the universes that
precede it . In place of the current term of Correspondence and symbolism
between these universes , our shaykh employs a term of remarkable real
ism, the term dhikr, which signifies a calling to mind (anamnesis) or
naming of something. In the current vocabulary of Sufism, the term dhikr
designates the practice of invoking a divine Name until the endless repetition
seals up the soul's energies and produces a state of ecstatic intoxication .
Here , the word has a sense that is more sober and strict . The shaykh
means that in every universe there is an anamnesis {dhikr) of what we
perceive in this world (the word anamnesis here signifying something
similar to "evocation" as it is used in connection with music and painting) .
In every universe, each thing , being or state that we perceive in our
universe possesses an anamnesis which corresponds to the state of that
universe. There cannot be a hiatus: it is not possible for a signature to be
situated at such an extreme distance from its Principle that the inter
mediary degrees lack an anamnesis of it , that is to say , something that calls
it to mind and corresponds to it. Colours , therefore, possess an anamnesis in
the superior universes over which the Treasures or archetypes have ascen
dency. Obviously, however , one cannot know the modality of these anam
neses without a profound knowledge of what they call to mind t hat is , the
-

four possible modalities of every signature . The point is that in these
superior universes , every signature possesses these modalities , but in each
universe the modalities exist in accordance with the requirements im
posed by the particular nature of that universe .
This is the root of the law which requires that we distinguish between

existence and manifestation, a law so rigorous that the Shaykhi School , of
which Muh . Karim- Khan Kirmani was a leading figure , had to remind
the Shiites that it was the basic law of their esotericism , prescribed by the
holy Imams themselves . In affirming the existence of an esoteric hierarchy,
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they affinned the existence of certain perfect Shiites, the Kamilan-i shi

'ah. 2 1

This scandalized the exoteric Mullas, in whose eyes those who proclaimed
the necessary existence of such beings could only be claiming for them
selves the status of "perfect Shiites". But this was not the case: the
Shaykhis, although they were not always understood, responded tirelessly
to this accusation by saying that their affirmation had reference to a
category of spiritual persons in this world but that under no circumstances
did it ever permit the naming of such persons. A spiritual qualification is a
secret between God and his worshipper; it never is and never can be an
exoteric prerogative, worldly, social or profane . The existence of these
"perfect Shiites" is absolutely necessary if the world is to continue to be,
for they are its mystical pillars. Yet though their existence is a necessity,
not only is their manifestation not necessary, but it is precisely their
occultation that is necessary and inevitable under the present conditions
of our world . If they were to manifest what they are, they would eo ipso
cease to exist as such . One might say that they are under the same strict
laws as the knights of the Grail. The esoteric conception of these perfect
Shiites, who are unknown to the majority of men, is in a certain respect
reminiscent of that of the "unknown, secret, just men ( Saddiqim)" of the
Jewish tradition; 22 while in another respect it recalls those "unknown
Superiors" of a particular esoteric Occidental tradition, provided that the
word " Superiors" is understood in the metaphysical and spiritual sense .
It should be emphasized that the necessity for the occultation of these
"perfect Shiites" from the eyes of the world is equally applicable to the
divine dimension as "a gem occulted in the human condition", in the
words of the Imam Ja'far . It also applies to the occultation of the "divine
dimension" or the "lordly" aspect of colour, as our shaykh invites us to
contemplate it in the universes that precede that of the earthly Adam . It is
this lordly aspect or "divine dimension" of colour which is necessarily and
inevitably occulted from the common perception of our world . Our shaykh
pursues a characteristic line, on which, unfortunately, we cannot elaborate
here. He presents us with a hierarchy consisting not just of seven but of

2 1 On this theme, which links up with what is called the "fourth pillar" (rnkn- i
chaharum), see En Islam iranien . . . , op. cit., I V, book VI (fhe Shaykhi School).
22 C[ Gershorn Scholern, 'Three Types of Jewish Piety', Eranos-Jahrbuch XXXVI I I ,
1 969, pp. 346 ff.
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eight levels of universe, because mention is now m ade of the world of the
hidden deity at the summ it, a world that transc ends all the theophanic
universes concentrated in the Tem pl e of Mercy. To signifY the distance
separating one universe from the next, the shaykh reiterates that every
superior world is of a light seventy tim es m ore intense than that of the
world imm ediately inferior to it. We have already seen that this figure,
with its arithm osophic value, is m e ant essentially to tell us that the
distance is beyond our quantitative m e asures .
1 . The highest o f these univ erses is " the world o f the intim ate depths
and light of God" ('alam al-fu 'ad wa-nur Allah). 'The lights of which we have
been speaking up till now exist there us lights that arc true and real : they
are the light of the Lord of lords, and even the pure cherubic Intelligences
are unable to perceiv e them . There, colours are united in a transcendent,
unific (henadic) union, without adm itting plurality of any sort. It is to
these that the inspired (qudsi) hadith alludes when it speaks of seventy Veils
of light. " l f these Veils were to be lifted, the splendours ofhis Face would
set on fire all that m et his gaze . " 2 3
2. Next com e the " four pillars of the Throne " . This is the universe of
the cherubic Intelligences ('alam al- 'uqul); and here the lights are united in
a union which as yet adm its only a plurality and multiplicity that are
wholly inner, ideal (ma 'nawi}, not exterior (white light) .
3 . This is the universe of Spirits, of subtle Form s (barzakhiyah) inter
m ediate between the Intelligences and the Souls. Colours are differentiated
according to a difference equally interm ediate between ideal plurality
and exterior plurality (yellow light) .
4. This is the world of Malakut, the world of Souls separated from the
m atter of this world (al-nufo.s al-mujarradah al-malakutiyah). Here colours are
differentiated according to their exterior form (tamayuz sun) (green light) .
5 . This is the world of Nature, in which colours are differentiated by
nature and genus (tamayuz tabi 'i wa7jinsi), by a diversification accessible to
the senses (red light) .
6. Below is the world of Cloud ('alam al-haba'). Colours are differen
tiated by a m aterial difference (tamayuz mdddi) (ashen colour) .
23 Here, the shaykh brings together two quotations-that of the Prophet: "Know God
through God himself, as God may not be known save through God; and that of the
(anonymous) poet: " She saw the Moon in the sky, and she remembered me-Each
of us two c ontemplates a single Moon-But I contemplate it through her eyes, and
she contemplates it through my eyes . "
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7. This is the mundus imaginalis ('alam al-mithal), where colours are
differentiated by individual differences, like images seen in mirrors-these
last being the lower level of the mundus imaginalis, still linked to material
bodies (dark green; cf the green light of the Malakut).

8. Finally there is the world of material bodies, where colours are
differentiated in a way we are able to observe (black).
" Such," concludes our shaykh, "are the Treasures (archetypes) of colours,
from which they descend and towards which they ascend. Their subtlety
or density is in proportion to the subtlety or density of each of these
universes." He is aware that he has dealt very summarily with the question
of the anamnesis of colour in each universe, but "if we wished," he says, "to
comment on these problems in a more profound f ashion, with prolegomena
of prolegomena, the Moon would disappear before we had completed our
elucidation, for as the Koranic verse (1 8: 1 1 0) says: 'If the sea were ink for
the words of my God, the sea would be exhausted before my God 's words
were exhausted, even if we had another sea like the first to provide us with
ink. "'
5. The henneneutics ofthe Koran and the hermeneutics ofcolour. The anal ysi s of
these anamneses has of necessity been an incomplete one; nevertheless the
idea we have been given of them is enough to justify our shaykh in his
sense of having attained the goal envisaged from the start. From this
vantage-point he will be able to undertake a hermeneutic of the phenom
enon of colour, and particularly of the colour red, which parallels step by
step the esoteric hermeneutics of the Koran. It is a grandiose undertaking,
the consummation of an entire theosophy which pivots on the phenomenon
of the sacred Book; and it suggests many fruitful comparisons with other
esoteric commentaries on the Koran as well as those on the Bible. Here I
will simply recall the hadith of the Prophet proclaiming the seven esoteric
depths of the Koran, in connection with the undertaking of the great
fourteenth-century Iranian mystic ' Alauddawlah Simnani. By means of a
radical interiorization of prophetology, Simnani relates all Koranic refer
ences to the prophets to the seven centres of subtle physiology. These
centres, which typify the "prophets of your being", are each characterized
by a colour, an aura, that belongs to it alone. In the case of our shaykh, the
undertaking is comparable in scope but follows a di fferent schema from
that of Simnani. As we observed earlier, it illustrates in a remarkable way /
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The vo c abulary to be used n eeds car eful defm ing. T h e word ta 'wil is th e
key-word of this h erm en eutic p r o c edure, our sh aykh defm es the ta 'wil (II ,
ch ap tEr V) as " c onsi sting in referring th e litEral ap p earan c e b ack to on e of
the ar ch etyp es [ or in ' exch anging ' the literal Value for on e of the treasures
or archetyp es] ,24 with the understanding that this archetype determines
what the obj ect is, whether it belongs to the sensible or to the supra
sensible world." This definition accocds p Er fectly with that given by
lsmaili theosophy : " The ta'wil c onsists in l eading back, in returning a
thing to its princip le or archetype" (in Persian : chizi-ra bi-asl-i khvud
rascmidan). Thus , the idea ofthe ta'wil implies the action ofris ing up again,
the idea of an as censi onal, anagogical way . A s an es oteric hermeneutic, the
ta 'wil is essentially an " anagogical hermeneut i c " .
Th e starting point of this hermen euti c is the whir, the exoteric dimen
sion. At evecy hermeneuti c level there is b oth an esoteric dimens ion (balin)
to dis cover and a ta'wil to accomp l ish. Thus there is a ta'wil ofthe esoteric
as well as ofthe exoteric dimension, and this ta 'wil in its turn contains an
es oteric dimens ion. In order to clarifY the route we still have to travers e,
we will recapitu l ate its stages in the following s chema :
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24 According to the double meaning connoted by the root srf send back, expedite;
exchange; change the direction of something (whence, in grammar, the sarf signi:fies
declension and conjugati on) ; tasarrufmeans ''to di spose freely of something"; sarraf
means ''he who changes". The spiritual hermeneutist is in scme sense an "exchanger"
of value and a "changer" of direction.
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The shaykhs of the Shaykhi School discussed certain chapters of the
Koran acc ording to this comp lete schema, and one can well imagine that
it would require an entire library to make a c ommentary on the Koran in
this fashion from one end to the other. In order to make it clear from the
start what the proc ess of the ta 'wil c omprises, the shaykh takes as an
exampl e a verse from the Koran, an examp le which has the virtue of
showing us how the c olour red belongs to the phenomenon of the sacred
Book, and how as a result the same hermeneuti c can be app lied to it.
The Koranic verse (1 3 : 1 7) is as follows : "He makes water descend from
the sky, so there are torrents that flow ac cording to their measure. " By
means of the Ia 'wi4 the sky is elevated to the level of the divine creative
Will (the mashi 'ah) which is itself subj ect and obj ect, organ and s ourc e of
Creati on, the active dimens ion (jJri al-ja �l) ofthat which is set in motion
(the mutaharrak). The water des cending from the sky is being-not ab solute
b eing, but the determined and delimited being (muqayyad) that des cends
from this Will. It is the Water whereby every thing in the act ofbeing has
been made to live (we have already seen how, in alchemical terms, this
Water is the equival ent of the primordial Fire); by this Water, corpses,
which are vessels of b eing in a state of expectation, are aroused to life. The
torrents are precisely thes e vessels ofb eing; they are torrents whose beds
are empty and dry until the "Water of being" fl ows into them. This,
acc ording to the shaykh, is how the ta'wil is emp loyed, as the anagogic al
25
hermeneutic of all verses ofthe Koran and all traditional rec itals. But he
emphasizes that the initi ative with regard to its use cannot be left to the
first c omer: only he has the capacity and the right to assume respons ib ility
fer the ta'wil who has first ac quired a perfect understanding of the " data"
which the literal revelation (tanzil) provi des fer the ta'wil, and who is fully
apprised ofthe modalities according to which the universes intercorrespond,
as well as of the meaning ofthe anamneses to be found in all of them. For
this universality ofuniverses forms the liber mund� the Book ofbeing, the
immense register-book (Ki.tab tadwini) which God wrote with the Pen of the
creative Act, the Pen which signifies the first Intelligence, the first-created
Logos . 2 6
25 Cf

foc example 7: 143: when God manifests himself on the mountain (Sinai), he
reduces it to dust; foc the ta'wil, the mountain is the boco/ itself of Moses, and Moses
falls down in a swoon; similarly, the foor Elements are the four humours of the
human body, etc.
26 Cf the hadith : "The first thing that God created was the Pen. Then he tdd it
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Other Koranic verses attest that what is posited is a book, as for example
(he following :

"You will

remain in the Book

of God until the day of

Resurrection" (3 0 : 5 6) ; and again: "What, then, did the past generations
desire ?" asks Pharoah of Moses, who replies, " The knowledge of that is
close to my God in a certain Book" (20:51-53). This Book is the glorious
2 comprising genera
Word that God will utter and that is wholly a Book,7
(homologous to the large sections of the Koran), species (homologous to
the chapters), categories (the verses or "signs", ayat), and individuals
(homologous to the words made up of letters) . 28
Such being the case, the colour red is in one sense a letter (harf) of this
Book; in another sense it is a word, a verb (kalimah); in yet another sense it
is an entire verse (a "sign", ayah). In this way it corresponds to all the
components of the phenomenon of the Book ("And among His ayat . . . is
the diversity of your languages and your colours" (30 :22) ). 29 That is why,
concludes the shaykh, recapitulating everything that correlates the two
aspects of the phenomenon of the Book, "the colour red contains a ta'wil as
the Book contains a ta'wil. " The science of Nature and the science of the
Book are two aspects of the same science of the Spirit.
1 . T h e ta'wil of the exoteric dimension of the colour red (ta'wil al-zahir), that is
to say, the immediate term to which the ta'wil leads the colour back, is
Nature in the act of being, or being as Nature: the lower left-hand pillar of
the cosmic Throne of Mercy. A hadith attributed to the f irst Imam has
already informed us that this pillar is characterized by red light, "whereby
the colour red becomes red". All red colour in our world derives from the
essential red light of this pillar; thus, the pillar is the Treasure or arche'Write ! '-'What shall I write?' asked the Pen. -'That which is and that which will
be until the Day of the Resurrection. ' And the Pen wrote. Then God put a seal over
the m outh o f the Pen and, having written, it did not declare the hidden m eaning . "
2 7 O n the transition from th e Word as uttered-from its state as Logos-to the Word
as it is when set down in s cripture, in its state as the Book, cf Mulla S adra S hirazi,
op. cit., p p . 1 93 - 1 94 of the French text; cf also the index s.v . .Kalam Allah, Livre.
28 " The M ost High Go d designates its categories by the word ayat (vers es , Signs) . H e
says : ' W e will show them our Signs [that i s t o say, the categories ofthe Book written
by the Pen] both on the horizons and within them s elves' (4 1 : 5 3). And he designates
its individuals by the word kalimah (word, Logos), as he does in the case of J esus :
' By one of his Words, whose nam e shall be Chri st' (3 : 45), and with reference to his
nam e as a sign {ayat) : 'We have m ade of M ary am ' s son and o f his m other a S ign'
(23 : 5 0) . And he calls the whole by the name ofBook, as you have j ust heard. "
29 This is the verse already quoted (see above, note 1 1 ), as a Koranic testimony in
favour of the thesis that colours are actually in things them selves, not merely in our
percepti on.
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type whence the colour red " de scends" into this world, and it is the
explanation of the colour. T o complete the picture, our author rem inds us
that this fourth pillar of the Throne-Nature-comprises the four elemental
modalities characterized respectively by the four basic pillars : Fire (red),
which is the very nature of being; Air (yellow), which is its exemplary
Im age (mithal); Water (white), which is its m atter; Earth (black), which is
its body. It is to be observed that the descending order of the Elem ents
(beginning with Fire, that accords with the supra-sensible world) is re
versed in our temporal and phenom enal world (in which we ascend from
Earth up to the elem ent Fire) .
A certain legend alludes to this ta 'wil of the colour red when it recounts
how the Creator produced a " red hyacinth" (the words that form the title
of our shaykh' s work) and that he contemplated it with adm iration.
Under his gaze, the red hyacinth m elted and turned into Water (once
again, the alchem ical idea of the reciprocity of Water and Fire) . Out of the
foam on this Water, God created the Earth; out of its vapour (the subtle
part) he created the Heav en. The shaykh explains that the red hyacinth
typifies Nature : it turns into Water which is Nature' s m atter; the Heav en,
which is the mundus imaginalis ('alam al-mithal), is created out of its subtle
vapour; while from its Earth is created the telluric mass, which is the
world of bodies. In this way, the symbol of the red hyacinth embraces the
totality of the four fundam ental m odalities . 3 0
2 . The esoteric dimension ofthe colour red (batin al-zahir, the es oteri c of its

exoteric, I I , chapter VI) , takes us from the cosmic Throne or T emple of
Mercy to another Throne or T em ple, which is in perfect symbolic
accord with the former. The second Throne is in fact the hierocosm ic
Throne of Shiite esotericism , and is nam ed the Throne ofthe "walayah "
{'Arsh al-walayah). We know that the word walayah is one of the key words
in Shiite theosophy, for it is at the heart of the Im am ology that goes hand
in hand with prophetology . The walayah (Persian dusti) is the gift of love,
the divine love or favour that renders eternally sacred the " Friends of
30. The author has added later, in the margin ofthe text, a number of possible ta'wi/at
"We can also lead back the colour red to violence, anger, murder, or to the bile that is
in the human body, or to fierce beasts , or to fire, or to the planet M ars , to the sun, to
political power, to the Turks, to the sword, to copper, or to the elixir ofgold and
oilier, similar thing s . " D oubtless on re-reading what he had written, the author
added this inventory haphazardly; the rules o f the ta'wi/ that are thereby dem on
strated are not clear, whereas he is extremely precis e when speaking of the corre
spondences between the Thrones .
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God" , that is to say, using the ttnn in its proptr sense, the Twelve Imams,
and through their mediation all those whose attacltment (walayah) to the
Imams makes them likewise "Frimds of God".
Th e walayah transforms the religion ofthe Law into the religion of love.
As a gift imp arted to the Imams, it is defmed as the " esoteric dimension of
prophecy " , and is thus prophecy ' s indispensable supp ort. The vocation of
nahi or prophet presupp oses a previous stale as wall or friend. Thu s , j u s t as
the four p il lars typified by the arcltangelic tetrad arc the supp orts of the
cosmic Throne of Mercy in its function as creator of the universes , the
tetrad made up out of four of the twelve Imams is the supp ort of the
Throne ofthe walayah. On this Throne is estab lished th at Mercy which is
called here prophecy or propheti c grace {Rahmcm al-nubuwwah) . 3 1
Th e c orresp ondences b etween the structures of the two Thrones are
perfect, and they demonstrate the breadth of the cosmic function of the
walayah as the word is used in lmamol ogy . I c annot, unfortunately , give
more than a brief descripti on of them here: anything more would require a
full c ommentary on lmamology . The p il lar of white light is here the
mystical figure of the twelfth Imam, the Imam of our times, the " Imam
hi dden from the sens es but present to the hearts of those who b elieve in
him". He is never named without the interp olati on, "May God hasten our
j oy ofhim ! " Thi s j oy is his future advent as the Imam ofthe Resurrection,
Renewer ofthe worl d, he who will restore the world to the state ofpurity
that it p ossessed original ly, at its creation (restorati on, apokatastasis). This
no doubt ac c ounts for his role as the keeper ofthe white light. He b ears the
forename ofthe Prophet; he is the secret ofthe walayah, which as we have
just s een is itself the secret or esoteric dimension of prophecy , of the
propheti c voc ation and mess age. The twelfth lmarn is the crown and
fulfilment of the p leroma of the Twelve Imams, and is c onsequently
p lac ed at the apex as the "up p er right-hand p i l l ar" of the Thron e of the
walayah Final ly , he is the p ole of the fotuwmzh, the mystic al order of
chivalry made up of all thos e who asp ire to be numb ered among the
"companions of the twelfth Imam" .
The lower right-hand p illar of yellow light typ ifies the first Imam ,
Imam 'All ibn Ab i -Talib, the Prop het's alter ego. Th e upp er left-hand
31

On th e whole of th i s them e , see my study ' Juv en i l ite et ch ev a l er i e ' ,

.Ange (Par i s , F a y ard , 1 984) S e e a l s o En Islam iranien .
s. v . fotowwat, walayat.
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The four p illars of the Throne of the waiayah
p illar of green light typifies the s ec ond Imam, Has an ibn 'All. Finally , the
lower left-hand p illar of red light typifies the third Imam, Hus ayn ibn 'Ali,
whom the tragedy of Karb ala made into the "prince of marty rs " (sayyid ai
shuhaddJ . Thu s , then, the Throne or Temp le of the walayah of the Imams is
the esoteric dimension (the batin) ofthe cosmic Throne of creative Mercy .
The fourth p il lar, made crims on by the red light of the martyred Imam
Hus ayn, is the esoteric dimension of the fourth p illar, that of Nature,
which is characterized by red Light in the cosmic Throne.
One should meditate at length on this corresp ondence, this my sterious
nesis. I shall do no more than mention the b eautiful legend recounted
by our shaykh, which tells how one feast day, when the two child-Imams
Hasan and Hus ayn asked their grandfather the Prophet to give them a
new garment as a pres ent, two robes c ame down out ofthe sky . The rob es
were white, but the two boys dec lared that they would not be satisfied
until they were dy ed the colour they wanted. Has an asked for his garment
to be green as the emerald, while Hus ayn wanted a c olour like that ofthe
red hy ac inth. Thi s was brought ab out through the ministration of the
angel Gabriel, the angel ofRevelation. But while the Prophet rej oiced, the
angel shed tears; and when the Prophet asked him the reas on, he could
not but announce the fate that awaited the two y oung Imams in this
world. Hasan would p erish through poison, Husayn would be assassi
nated. Another traditi on expresses, with delicate symb olism, the link
b etween the Imam Hus ayn, fourth pil lar of red light of the Throne ofthe
waiayah, and the archangel Gabri el , fourth pillar of red light ofthe Throne
6f Mercy. Th e traditi on tells us that "the Prophet c lothed Husayn in a

anam
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garme nt wove n of the archangel's hair" . Oilier traditio ns e xpre ss the
same secret (sirr) link by saying that the castle of al-Ha sa n in paradi se is of
e merald green, while the castle of al-Hu say n is of red hyaci nt h.

It

become s more and more clear how the title of hi s book was imposed on
our author.
3. N e xt c om e s the esoteric dimension of the ta 'wil ofthe colour red (batin al

ta 'wil, I I , c hapter V I I ) : for the conclu sion reac hed by the f irst pha se of the
proce ss, the ta'wil of t he exoteric di me nsion, contai ns in it s turn it s own
e soteric meaning . The ta'wil of the e xoteric dime nsion of the colour red led
u s back to the fourth or lower le ft-hand pillar of the co smic Thro ne of
Mercy, t hat is to say, to the hypo sta si s of Nature (red light ). On t he other
ha nd, w hat is called the e soteric di mension of Nature or the esoteric
dimensio n of a heaven i s the angel of that nature or t hat heaven . In the
arc hangelic tetrad that support s the cosmic Thro ne, it i s t he arc hangel
Gabriel who is t he angel of our world of Nature . Such a hermeneutic
accord s perfectly with the role a scribed to the arc hangel Gabriel by the
p hilo sop her s and t heo sop her s of I slam . As we saw, he is the Te nt h
hierarc hic Intellige nce, a nd he i s the de miurge o f our world . (Here again,
tradition offers us a delicate symbol: " The red rose is an e ffusion of the
arc hangel Gabriel" ) . By the same token, it is he who, o n the mystical
Sinai, is the goal of the pil grim in Su hravardi' s romance s of initiation. In
thi s way, a strict corre spondence between the tetrad of t heop hanic u ni
verses, t he arc hangelic tetrad, and t he tetrad of the walayah is e stabli shed ;
and we can see how i n each tetrad t here i s an anamnesis of the colour red .
Our shaykh i ndicate s other possible i nterpretatio ns . Thi s esoteric dime n
sion of the ta'wil of Nature, typified in the colour red, could also be the
I mam of the Re surrection (Qa 'im al-Qjyamah); or hi s companio ns battling
at hi s side ; or the w alayah itself ina s muc h as it is an elixir poured out over
t he bodie s w hic h are hu ma n heart s ; or it can be t he gno si s (ma 'rifah) and
the sciences of love ('ulum al-mahabbah). Doe s not the I ma m Ja'far speak of
love as a "Fire t hat unexpectedly invades t he depths of the heart and
consume s all t hat i s not t he beloved object" ? There i s certainly no need to
reject any of these symboli sm s ; but the one initially offered ha s t he
adva ntage of applying in all re spect s from one hermeneutic level to an
other . 3 2

32 It is worth emphasizing that our shaykh is remarkably aware of the danger inherent
in the ta'w il when it ts used by the ignorant: "I cannot provide a more extended
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4. A further step permits us to accomplish the ta'wil of the esoteric
dimension ofthe colour red (ta 'w il al-batin, I I , c hapter VII I ) . In the third
phase of the process, our shaykh has unveiled to us the esoteric dimension
of the ta'wil of the e xoteric di me nsio n, that is to say, of the ta 'w il which
formed the first phase of our herme neutical operation. T hi s ta'wil led us
back, in the first p hase , to the world of Nature ; and, as we saw in the third
p hase, the e soteric dime nsio n ofthi s Nature is the angel Gabriel . Now he
offers us the ta'wil of the esoteric di mensio n, that is to say, of the dime nsion
discovered duri ng the second p hase in the perso n of the I ma m Husay n (c f
the sc hema abov e ) . T hi s fourth p hase is decisive for Shiite spirituality, for
it brings about a radical i nteriorizatio n of I mamology . I n the second
phase, the e soteric dime nsion (batin) of the colour red was shown to us in
the person of the I ma m Husay n, the " prince of martyrs" (lower left-hand
pillar of the T hro ne of the w alayah). T he third p hase showed us the
e soteric dime nsio n of the ta'w il of the colour red, that is to say, the esoteric
dime nsio n ofNature ; and this di me nsion is the angel of this Nature, the
angel Gabriel. Now, corre sponding symmetrically to this third phase
which disclosed the " esoteric dime nsion of the ta'wil ", the fourth phase
consists in accomplishing the "ta 'wil of the e soteric dime nsio n" of the
colour red, the dime nsion that the second phase disclosed to us in the
person of the I ma m Husay n. To whom, the n, does the pre se nt ta'wil lead
us? To the Imam within, the secret personal guide of each of us, to the rabb
or lord, of w hom eac h faithful vassal is the knight ? 3
commentary now, or, rather, such commentary is not permitted. For there is always
a tendency in the hearts of men to deviate from the truth. Once they have under
Stood the matter of the ta'wil and the hatin in all their aspects, they start doing the
ta'wil of all religious laws in conformity with the oQject of their desires ; they lead
themselves and others astray. " On the other hand, there are the doctors ofthe Law,
the fuqaha ', who deny the ta 'wil and the esoteric dimension. Both these categories of
person should be reminded of the tradition attribute d to the Imam Ja' far al-Sadiq:
"There are people who believe in the exoteric while denying the esoteric. This does
not profit them in the slightest, for there is no exoteric faith save through an esoteric,
and vice versa, no esoteric faith save through an exoteric . " This simultaneous dual
affirmation of the zahir and the hatin expresses the whole spirit of Shiite gnosis. One
can never say to symbols: " Vanish, you have been explained! " Does the colour red
wnish once we have explained its genesis and symbolism?
33 It should be observed, in the diagram given above at the start of the present section
of this essay, what correspondences are indicated by the direction of the arrows .
There is a ta'wil of the zahir and a ta'wil ofthe hatin; there is a hatin ofthezahir and a
hatin of the ta'wil, and so on. The relationship between the hatin of the ta 'wil and the
tawi/ of the hatin indicates the relationship between the Angel Gabriel and the inner
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According to our shaykh, there is an Im am Husayn within each m an :
his intellect, whose divine splendour i s a light that derives from the I m am .
But this inner Im am is surrounded by enem ies, and these are all the
powers of the carnal soul that issue from the shadow of the Im am ' s
enem ies. Within every m an there unfolds a tragedy o f Karbala. " I n the
Kamala of his hear� it m ay happen that the powers of the carnal soul kill the
intellect and the angelic companions who assist it, and uproot all traces of
them from m an' s heart. T hen indeed there is accomplished in each one of
us, word for word (haifan bi-harfin), the ta 'wil of the tragedy of Karb ala . "
Such is the ta'wil of the esoteric dim ension of the colour red, the ta'wil al
hdtin.

By proceeding in this way Shaykh Muh. Karlm -Khan Kirm ani places
himself at the forefront of the great spiritual tradition of Shiism . T he idea
of the " I m am within" is to be found in the greatest spiritual m asters :
Naj muddin Kubra, Mulla Sadra Shirazi, and so on. 3 4 I cannot do better
than translate the shaykh' s own words at this point : " God has in fact two
sorts of witness3 5 before m e n : the outer I m am (or witness) (HuJjah zahi
rah), in the person of each of the Twelve Im am s, and the inner Im am (or
witness) {HuJjah batinah). The I m am within is each individual intellect,
such an intellect being the irradiation (shu 'a � of the outer I m am ; for the
Shiites, the initiates of the Im am s, hav e been created out of the rays of
their light, and light is proportional to the source of light . " Thus, the
process of interiorization is accomplished spontane ously, since this light
that is in m an, or at any rate in the m an who is an initiate of the Im am s, is
actually a ray of their own light; and so the light, both exterior and
interior, is one and the sam e . T he shaykh continues : " While the esoteric
dim ension of the colour red is the Im am Husayn [see above, phase 2] ,
Iman. It is the same relationship as that established in the Ishraqiyun of Suhravardi

between the Angel Gabriel as the Angel of humanity, and Perfect Nature as the
guide and angel of each human individual. The interiorization of Imamology
leading to the idea of the Imam within (the " Gabriel of your being") is of capital
importance for the understanding of Shiite spirituality. See my The Man ofLight. . . ,
op. cit., and En Islam iranien . . . , op . cit., index s.v. Imam, shaykh al-ghayh, N ature
Parfaite.
34 Ibid. , index s.v. guide interi eur .
35 This teaching is also to be found in the works of Mulla Sadra. The term Hujjah
(proof, guarante e, witness) applies, above all , to the Imam . In the technical vocabu
lary of the Ismailism of Alamut, which is also marked by a tendency towards
interiorization, the term signifies the dignitary who is the companion closest to the
Imam, and who forms a bi-unity with him .
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because he died a martyr 's death at Karbala, the ta'wil of this esoteric
dimension [that is, the term to which the ta'wil of the Imam leads us back]
is man 's intellect, because all intellects derive from the irradiation and the
light of this esoteric dimension [that is to say, from the Imam ], intellects
that can be murdered by the carnal soul and its assistants", whether these
"latter are typified by the men of M u 'awiyah or by Ahriman 's auxiliaries .
This is the entire mystery of the Imamate within man . It is a theme that
could be developed at length, but the shaykh, in his prudence, chooses to
36
say no more .
5 . Fi nally, the re is the esoteric dimension ofthe esoteric (batin al-batin, I I ,
chapter IX), a subject on which our authors are usually fairly reticent .
Muh. Karim-Khan Kirmani even gives us the motive for this reticence
here when he refers to the Pharoah and his troops who immolate the sons
of the believers but spare their wives. These sons are the initiates of
esotericism, while the wives who are spared are the initiates of exotericism .
The reference is transparent : it alludes to all those, East and West, who
represent the priesthood of the Grand Inquisitor . And the shay kh says :
"Neither is it permitted to reveal plainly the esoteric dimension of the
esoteric ." Nevertheless, some marginal references to it are permitted . To
understand them it is enough simply to pursue the hermeneutical line we

have taken up till now.
We should keep this line clearly in mind . On the one hand, the ta'wil of
the exoteric dimension of the colour red leads us back to the lower left
hand pillar of the cosmic Throne, to the world of Nature whose esoteric
dimension is the archangel Gabriel (the esoteric dimension, that is to say,
of the ta'wil). On the other hand, the esoteric dimension of the colour red
was revealed to be the lower le ft-hand pillar of the Throne of the walayah
typi fied in the person of the third Imam, the Imam Husayn, martyr of
Karbala. Next, the ta'wil of this dimension disclosed the " Imam within"
to each believer. Finally, what of the esoteric dimension of this esoteric
dimension, that is to say not merely of the interiorization of the Imam
through the ta'wil, but of the essence of his essence in all its secret
theosophical meaning ? It now appears that the esoteric dimension of this
36 Here, the shaykh recall s that these ta'wilat are arcana. He does not wish to say more,
tor he has no confidence in the questioner who made him bring up the question of
the colour red, and who belongs to that class of people whose constant questioning
is only intended to embarrass the wise. The shaykh has answered here simply out of
respect fur the person who is acting as intermediary.
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esoteric dim ension can only be the Im am-se en not as he is in the
dram atic action ofhis fugitive appe arance on earth, but in his m e taphysi
cal essence, in the plerom a, that is, of the " eternal Muhamm adan Reality",
the Haqiqah muhammadiyah, the prim ordial theophany of the Absconditum,
the plerom a of the " Fourteen Im m a culate One s " in their persons of
light. By reason of its prim ordial theophanic function, this " eternal Mu
ham m adan Reality " is assigned an essential cosm ogonic function. And it
is precisely about this that it is inadv isable to speak before the Pharoah
and his troops, that is to say before the exotericist Mullas .
Nevertheless, this i s the direction in which our shaykh appears to be
steering us. He write s : " When the colour red is exalted to the world ofthe
Imperative [by which he m eans the world not of the interm ediate creation,
'alam al-khalq, but that which is the immediate response to the KN, the
creative Esto, 'alam al-Amr, the world of the Imperativ e ] , this colour
thereupon falls to the lot of the Perfect Word {al-Kalimah al-tammah) before
which the Great Abyss draws back; for this Word possesses several degrees :
the dot, the initial alif, the letters, the words [in short, all the components
of the " Book of being " , as we saw earlier] . And when the colour red is
exalted to the divine Nam e, it is assigned exclusively to the level of the
perfect Epiphany {al-Zuhur al-tamm), since these levels are four in num 
ber . " 3 7 The se four levels m ake up the T hrone of the div ine Nam es {'Arsh
al-Asma �, which corresponds symbolically to the cosm ic Throne of the
archangelic tetrad and to the T hrone of the walayah, both described abov e .
I n speaking of the Throne o n which Mercy i s established, the Mercy in
question signifies creative Mercy (the Rahmah that is so close to the Sophia
of other gnoses) which is at once subj ect and obj ect (active and passive),
the instrum ental and the ablative of the act of Mercy which constitutes the
liberation of being, the " absolution of being" , setting being free to be . 3 8
Four ofthe divine Nam es are here the pillars of the Thron e . First there is
al-Qabid, literally " he who seizes" ; this is Mercy seizing " hold" of itself in a
way that, through creative autophony, is transm uted into an act ofbeing.
3 7 Thes e are , s ays the shaykh without entering up on explanations , i) the esoteric; 2)
the esoteric according to its o ccultation; 3) the exoteric; 4) the exoteric according to
its m anifestation.
38 For the context of what is here referred to ouly briefly, see the teaching of S haykh
Ahm ad Ahs a'i, with which all Shaykhi thinkers are imbue d. Cf the Fawa'id (The
Book ofTeaching s), (Tabriz 1 274), p p . 37 ff S ee my conference rep orts in: Annuaire
of the Section des S ciences Religieuses de l'Ecole pratique des H aute s-Etudes,
1 966- 1 967, pp. 1 09 & 1 1 3 ; 1 967- 1 968, pp . 1 42- 1 45 .
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The other three Nam es are : " H e who inaugurates" (al-badi1, " He who
brings de ath " (al-mumit), " H e who resuscitates " (al-ba 'ith) (cf Koran
3 0: 40). According to the shaykh, it is the nam e al-Qabid that sustains the
colour red, which in its turn manifests itself in partial Nam e s such as the
Avenger, the Conqueror, the Dom inator, the Protector, and so on. These
nam es, however, are perhaps allusions to the twelfth Im am , the I m am of
the Resurrection, who dom inates the " heaven of the walayah '�
Our shaykh does not explain how the colours are divided between the
other three Nam e s, but concludes that form s of knowledge are endless and
lim itless. That which is first proje cted into intellects still imperfect is
knowledge ofthe exoteric; then, progressively, an increasing knowledge of
the esoteric is proj e cted into them . " You must understand the concise
words with which I hav e attempted to convey what I have conveyed.
Then the exoteric will conv ert itself into the esoteric, and vice versa. For, if
the esoteric dim ension of the esoteric is concealed within the esoteric, it is
because of its Manifestation within Manifestation itself It is occulted
because of the intensity of its Manifestation, and veiled because of the
sublim ity of its L ight. " This recapitulates everything that we have been
taught by the "Book of the red hyac inth" about invisible lights and
colours, the reasons for their occultation, and the true relationship between
light and colour. The theory and herm eneutics of colour lead us to the
heights of m etaphysical theosophy . On the final point, the esoteric dim en
sion ofthe esoteric, our shaykh has exercised discretion, and it behoves us
to follow his example . 39
39 The shaykh llllderlines the m otives for his discretion by alluding to som e verses by
an anonym ous poet: " ! f our age were not llllited in rej ecting the truth, I would
speak ofit here. N evertheless, I can be forgiven; I am j ealous fur you of everyone
01her than myself, even of myself-I am j ealous of you, of the time and space that
you occupy-Even were I to have you before my eyes-Up to the Day of the
Resurrection, it would not suffice m e . " The " S eal of the bo ok" , which is its
conclusion, returns to the question that was asked initially by a troublesom e m an in
convers ation with the person who reported it to Muhamm ad Karim - Khan Kir
m ani . The troublesom e m an hoped to put the shaykh in a difficult position by
provoking him to speak ofthe m odality ofthe tint of the red carpet (which actually
came from Kirmani) upon which the questioners were seated. The analysis that we
have given here m akes evident the level to which the shaykh raised the question in
order to answer it. In his conclusion, he analyses briefly the impulses that arise from
the depths of the human b eing . The desires which are "tinte d" only by the colour
red are related to each other with the aid supplied to them by M ars and the S llll, as
astrology explains in detail. Finally, the shaykh s ays : "As fur the m anner of tinting a
Carpet red with shellac, that is som ething over which dyers argue, even though in
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The task which now suggests itself is one of comparative research . We
should study the consequences of this colour theory for the theory and
practice of alchemy , of which our shaykh was an initiate. We would need
to discover what his doctrine of light and colour in the supra-sensible
world has in common with the doctrines of other theosophical schools ,
notably with that of Swedenborg in the West . We would doubtless have to
learn to look with new eyes at Persian miniatures , and also perhaps at the
fiery windows of our own cathedrals . But we must postpone this task .
Instead , I will conclude without going beyond the Iranian world , and will
attempt to perceive in that world the deep resonance of all that shaykh
Muh. Karim-Khan Kirmani has proposed for our meditation .
In this connection I shall recall some recent incidents , some conversations
I happened to have at Persepolis in October 1 97 1 , during the celebrations
of the twenty-fifth centenary of the founding of the Persian Empire , and
during the international congress of Iranology which was being held at
Shiraz at the same time and in honour of the same occasion . The previous
month , at the beginning of September , what is now called the annual
festival of Shimz had taken place , though it is actually held among the
grandiose ruins of Persepolis. A work by Xenakis had been performed ,
which , in the hill setting of the mountain that surrounds the ruins , made
allusions to the myth of Prometheus. I was struck to observe , among some
Iranian friends , not incomprehension of the Promethean allusions but , on
the contrary, a comprehension so perfect that it resulted in a feeling which
can only be called indignation. Now , this is one of the myths whereby
Western consciousness has affirmed its pride : Fire , and hence permanent
possession of the light , stolen from the gods , from celestial beings , by
means of man 's Promethean audacity .
In powerful contrast , the fundamental conceptions of Iranian cosmology,
be they those of ancient Zoroastrian Persia with the Light of Ormazd , or
those of Shiite Persia with its Muhammadan Light of the walayah are
quite the opposite of the myth of Prometheus . For the believer who
our country none of them know about it. I willingly give the recipe as a gift to
anyone who is interested. " After that come detailed instructions on how to proceed.
The autograph is signed by the author and dated Thursday 27 Dhu'l-Hijjah of the
year 1267 A. H. (September 1 85 1 ).
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experiences the Iranian concept of Light at the heart of his being, the
myth of Prometheus cannot but seem a violent perversion of the reality of
things, for Fire and Light are the sacred gift given to men by the Powers of
Light . Moreover, the Celestials and the Terrestrials are partners, allied
together in defending this Light against the infernal Powers . Ormazd
needs the help of the Fravartis (the celestial entities of the beings of light)
in defending the fragile world of Light against Ahriman; and this conflict
will continue until the end of our Awn. The Zoroastrian believer is a
knight fighting alongside the lord of Light, who is not the " Almighty". For
him there can be no question of betraying his lord, or of deserting the
struggle .
We have had occasion to analyse the continuance of this sentiment from
Zoroastrian Persia into Shiite Persia, passing from the heroic epic of the
heroes of the Avesta to the chivalry of the mystical epics of islamic Persia.
The same ethic links the Zoroastrian "companions of Saos0'ans " with the
Shiite "companions of the twel fth Imam". How is it conceivable that man
should have used force and stolen fire and light from Celestial Beings,
when he is their comrade-in-arms in the defence of these very things ? How
can the idea of the heavenly gift be perverted into that of Promethean
theft? When he commits such a perversion, is not man simply taking the
place and part of Ahriman ? This, perhaps, is the first episode of the
"philosophical disfiguration of man" which Gilbert Durand has analysed
so profoundly. 40
Yet this is not all . The celebration of the twenty-fifth centenary included,
one evening among the ruins of Persepolis, a " Sound and Light" spectacle . It
was one of moving grandeur and beauty, but inevitably it evoked the
burning of Persepolis, traditionally imputed to Alexander. On this occasion,
I heard similar manifestations of vehement indignation . The motives for
these were clearly expressed . There are two Fires: that of Ormazd and
that of Ahriman. The Fire of Ormazd is a flame of pure light, resplendent
and illuminating, which neither ravages nor destroys. It is the burning
Hush, which illuminates without being consumed . The fire of Ahriman is
fire as we experience it in our world of "admixture", in the state resulting
fr an Ahriman 's invasion that violates the world of Light and brings
corruption and death into it. It is an opaque fire which ravages and

40 Gilbert Durand, 'Defigurntion philosophique et fJg�.Ire traditionelle de lhanme en
Occiden f, Eran os-Ja hrbuch XXXVIII , 1%9, pp . 46-93.
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destroys, and is darkened by thick sm oke . How, then, could the burning of
Persepolis be evoked as though it were an act of natural fire, when it was
actually burned by Ahrim anian fire? How could such a c atastrophe hav e
been brought about by the Angel of Fire (the Rabb al-naw') ? In this
connection, a speaker recited to me an entire page of Suhrav ardi, shaykh
al-ishraq, which I myself felt deeply, and not without cause. The uneasi
ness of the Iranian spectators was thus due to the fact that the " Sound and
Light" spectacle has surreptitiously staged a dem onic spectacle, had
staged in ignorance the dem onic act which corrupted Creation and the
Elem ents.
What is striking about these protests is how closely they tally with what
our shaykh has set forth for us in his " Book of the red hyac inth" , leading
us to distinguish between the lights and colours of the subtle, transparent
beings in the supra-sensible world, and the lights and colours of our world
which only becom e visible to us through a process of obscuration. Between
his theosophy of light and colour, and the theory of colour professed by the
philosopher-opticians, the distance is the sam e as that between the Zoro
astrian believer who is outraged by the myth of Prom etheus or the burning
of Persepolis, and the Western spectator who is indifferent because he is
unaware of the true facts about the dram a he is watching .
I have j ust referred once again to the idea of the pact which binds an
entire mystical order of chivalry to the service of the celestial world of
Light which it is its duty to defend. This is som ething that we have
previously tried to clarify by trac ing the course of thefutuwwah back to
Zoroastrian Persia. I am struck by the fact that our shaykh' s entire theory
of colours leads us in the end to the very source of this chivalric idea. We
were told that it is Fire, the fiery natur e , that m anifests the hidden
Treasure, and hence that heavenly Imago of the Lord of L ight which is
proj e cted into each of us and is for each of us the lord to whose service we
pledge ourselves as soon as we recognize him . This is the whole secret of
the relationship between rabb and marbub. We have seen how this relation
ship is one of a reciprocal solidarity : the lord needs his knight in order to
be m anifested, while the knight needs the lord in order, quite simply, to
b e . It is the introduction ofthis mystical structure into the shaykh' s theory
of colour that is possibly the m ost significant thing it has to teach us . Rabb
and marbub, lord and knight, are related in the sam e way as light and
colour : it is true to say that the marbub literally " w e ars the colours" of his
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lord; and this is perhaps the intuition that lies at the source of heraldry
heraldic science, the science of emblem s-as a science of the sacred.
Finally, the theory of colour has led us to the confluence of mystical
experience and prophetic experience, two forms of spiritual experience
which hav e som etim es been placed in opposition to each other, but
which are in fact interlinked, at least in the theosophies represented in the
three branches of the tradition that stem s from Abraham . The theme of
colour is elevated to the point at which light and colour possess a prophetic
m e aning that deriv es from a prophetic philosophy. We were given a brief
but striking indication of this in the elucidation of the esoteric dim ension
of the colour red which refers us to the Throne of the walayah, which is the
esoteric dim ension and the support of prophecy .
This is why the implications of the herm eneutics of colours as developed
by Muh . K arim -Khan Kirm ani m ay not be fully appreciated unless we
br ing it into line with Simnani' s herm eneutic . We have already seen how
this great mystic interpreted the verses of the Koran in term s of seven
subtle centres which he calls the seven " prophets of your being" , each of
which is discernible to mystical perception as a colour or aura specific to
itself. Now, the tradition of the futuwwah envisages the m ission of each
prophet, beginning with Abraham , as knightly service (fata). This tells us
how we should understand the v ocation of each " prophet of your being" ,
until we attain the mystical degree which, according to the teaching of
Sim nani, is the Seal of the prophets of our being. Then the relationship
between rabb and marbub rev eals itself to be truly such that if the knight
falters or dies spiritually, it is his lord himself, his rabb, who perishes.
Who, ultim ately, is this Lord, the " divine dim ension" , simultaneously
himself and another? He is the superior Self, the Self who objectifies the
" I " by saying, for instance, "I know myself" . It is the Self whom one
addresses as Thou. Bearing in mind the Intelligentia agens of the philosophers,
one could call this Self the Imago agens, the Im age that is active, effective,
m otorial : the Im age-archetype because it is the Imago Dei proj e cted into
each being, our shaykh rem inds us, as its " div ine dim ension" , and by the
som e token inspiring, in the m an who recognizes it, the total devotion of a
knight.
This I m age or personal divine lord is he who im parts his mission to the
of my being that is assigned to m e : myself sent to myself by
Myself. Shiite prophetology distinguishes a multitude ofnabis or prophets :

prophet
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the nabi sent with a Book, the nabi sent to a village, to a community or to a
family. There is also the nabi sent to h imself. And it is this, perhaps, that
the prophetic wisdom of the theory of colours re-af firms, in so far as this
theory permits us to see the relationship between light and colour as that
between rabb and marbub. This, too, is what a great mystic of the Arabic
language discloses to us, in a couplet with which we will conclude this
study:
"I was a prophet sent to myself from Myself,

And it is myself who, by my own Signs, was guided towards Myself."4-1

Thus sang the mystic, Ibn al-Farid . . .
Paris, July 26, 1 972.

41 llayya rasulan kunlu minni mursalan-wa-dhati bi-ayali 'alayya istadallat.
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The Science ofthe Balance and the C orre spondences
Between Worlds in I slamic Gno sis

according to the wmk of Haydar Amuli, 8th/ 1 4th century

I. The Science ofthe Balance
In Islam ic gnosis, the m etaphysical and mystical basis of the science of
correspondences is called the " science of the Balance" ('ilm al-Mizan).
This science, with which the nam e of Jabir ibn Hayyan is particularly
associated, was practised par excellence by the alchem ists. This being the
case, it is important to free as far as possible the actual concept of alchemy
from the ambiguities surrounding it; for only thus can we understand how
the alchem ical process, and the herm eneutical processes that are the
subj ect of this study, both pertain to the " science of the Balance " .
T o be sure, we know from Jabir that " the idea of the Balance comprises
a number of aspects, and varies according to the obj ects to which it is
applied. There are balances for m e asuring the Intellect, the Soul of the
World, Nature, Form , the Celestial Spheres, the stars, the four natural
qualities, the anim al world, the vegetable world, the m ineral world, and
lastly there is the Balance of letters, which is the most perfect of all . " 1
There will be occasion to study here several examples of this last type of
Balance. But there is som ething still m ore important : if " the Balance is the
principle that m easures the intensity of the Soul's desire during its descent
through Matter " , or it; in other words, the Balance " is the principle which
m easures the quantities of the Natures that the Soul has appropriated for
the purpose of forming their bodies" , 2 then it seems to us both exaggerated
and improper to take the word " m easure " in the sense in which it is used
by the science of today, and to regard the science of the Balance as
1 ct: Paul Kraus,

Jahir ibn Hayyan, I I : 'Jabir et la science grecque" (Cairo, 1 942),

2 Ib id . , p . 1 6 1 .
p p . 1 8 7- 1 8 8 .
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"having as its purpose the reduction of all the data of human knowledge to
a system of quantity and measure , thereby conferring on them the charac
ter of an exact science. " 3 Such an attitude stems from the desire to
discover, at all costs , precursors of the exact sciences. There are other
ways of valorizing and justifying these so-called precursors.
The numbers used or fo rmulated by the science of the Balance do not
conduce to the constitution of an exact science as we understand the term
today. They possess a value and signific ance that are themselves qualitative ,
totally different from the function of num her in our statistics. To reduce
these to one identical concept is , in short , to confuse the task of the
chemist with that of the alchemist. Formerly, both the chemist and the
alchemist could work wholly or in part on the same material; but the
hermeneutical level of their respective operations was completely different.
" To measure the desire of the Soul of the World" is essentially to release
transmutative psycho-spiritual energies; as Jaldaki (fourteenth century
A. D.) says , it is to transfer gold from its natural mine to the mine of the
philosophers , or in other words extrahere cognitionem-to free the thought ,
the spiritual energy , which is immanent in the metal. 4 This is something
quite other than the "chemical" analysis carried out nowadays. The
science of the Balance does not make alchemy a chapter in the pre-history
of o ur modern chemistry; it does not lead to the formulation of "math
ematical laws" any more than it leads , in the examples we are about to
study , to conclusions precursive of our philosophies of history.
Yet this , precisely , is where its interest lies , in the very real degree to
which the now forgotten science of correspondences offers us a recourse
against so-called "modern" ideologies , which are altogether devoid of the
3 Ibid. , p. 187. Cf the reservations that I have already expressed in my study 'Le
Livre du Glorieux de J abi r ibn Hayyan', Eranos-Jahrbuch XVI I I (Zurich, 1950), pp.
83-84; to be published with the article "De 1'alchimie comme art hieratique : Le
Livre des sept statues d'Apollonius de Tyane, conserve en arabe par Palchimiste
J aldaki" , Editions de l'Herne, with an introduction by Pierre Lory.
4 I am thinking here of the commentary by the alchemist Jal daki (a native ofJaldak in
the Khurasan, not of Jildak) on the "Book of the seven statues" (K. al-asnam),
attributed to Apollonius of Tyana. The statute of the " Sun's son", who delivers the
first ofthe seven sermons that compose the work, is made out ofphilosophical, not
natural, gold. On this statue, see my report in Annuaire ofthe Section des Sciences
religieuses de l'Ecole pratique des Hautes-Etudes, 1 973- 1 974; see also my article
'De l'alchimie c omme art hieratique : Le Livre des sept statues d'Apollonius de
Tyane, conserve en arabe par l'alchimiste Jaldaki, to be published by Editions de
l'Herne (supra, n. 3). On the Soul's alchemy and energetics, cf my 'Livre du
Glorieux', loc. cit.
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dim ension represented by such a science. T hus, although real balances
were of course used in antiquity (such as the one m entioned by Zosimus,
or Archim edes' hydrostatic b alance), these are not what we m e an when
we speak about the basis of the science of correspondences. We m e an a
Balance the very concept of which expresse s essentially the harm ony and
equilibrium of thing s : a concept exalted, as Jabir ibn Hayyan very well
understood, 5 to the level of a m etaphysical principle-so much so, in fact,
that the principle of the Balance is superior to all our categories of
knowledge, in the sense that it is the cause of all determ inations and the
object of none.
By the sam e token, one can grasp its importance in the vocabulary of
religion and in all specul ative theosophy. T he idea of the equilibrium of
things and that of divine equity ('adZ) go together, affirming themselves in
the symbol of the Balance as an eschatological symbol (cf. Koran 2 1 :49
and passim). In Islam ic gnosis, the Balance signifies the equilibrium be
tween L ight and Darkness. In I sm aili gnosis, for example in the writings
of Ham iduddin Kirm ani (died c. 408/ 1 0 1 7), the Balance of things relig
ious (mizan al-diyanah) m akes it possible to specify the correspondence
b etwe en the earthly esoteric hierarchy and the celestial angelic hierarchy
and, m ore generally, the correspondence s between the spiritual and cor
poreal worlds 6 The visible aspect of a being presupposes its e quilibration
by an inv isible and celestial counterpart; the apparent and exoteric (zahir)
is equilibrated by the occulted and esoteric (batin). Modern agnostic
dissent, by ignoring this law of integral being, simply mutilates the in
tegrality of each being . Against those who think that a being's invisible
and celestial counterpart is m erely the object of a hypothesis or an act of
faith, the science of the Balance affirms the principle which creates and
ensures this c ounterpart' s ontological necessity. Viewed in this way, the
analogical form of knowledge that typifies the science of correspondences
is always an anaphora (the act of raising up), an anagoge (the act of lifting up
or elevating) ; the analogical m etho d follows the anagogical path, the path
which leads upwards. In other w ords, it follows the gradations of the
hierarchy of beings which is itself determ ined by the spiritual or esoteric
function assigned to each level.
5 Cf P. Kraus, op. cit., p . 3 1 1 .
6 Ibid., p. 3 1 3 :[ Cf my Trilogie ismaelienne, Bibliotheque Iranienne, vol . 9 (Tehran/
Paris 196 1), index, s.v. Balance, hi erarchic
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T hi s , broadly speaking, is what we will try to elicit from a work of
Twelver Shiite theosophy which is currently being edited in T ehran . The
author, a great thinker and spiritual m aster of fourteenth-century Iranian
Shiism , was H aydar Amuli (born 720/1 320, died after 78711 3 85) . Spiri
tually , H ay dar Amuli was a disciple of the gre at Andalusian v isionary
theosopher, Ibn 'Arabi (died 63 8/ 1 240), in whose v o lum inous work he
was able to rediscov er the positive elem ents present in I m am ite Shiism,
although he m aintaine d a spirit of great critical freedom with regard to
Ibn 'Arabi's own Im am ology . As a result, Haydar Amuli' s writings are of
great significance in the relationship between Shiism and Sufism . This
considerable work, written partly in Persian and partly in Arabic, had for
long rem ained unpublished; it was only a few years ago that we were able
to m ake a start on its reconstruction and publication 7 In this study, we
will analyse several chapters of one of his works written in Arabic . It is
entitled " The Text of T e xts " , and is an imm ense comm entary on the
Fusus al-hikam (The Gems of the Wisdom ofthe Prophets), a book in which
Ibn 'Arabi had condensed the doctrines spread over the tens of thousands
of pages in his other writing s. 8
T he prolegom ena to this " T ext of T exts " are characterized by, am ong
other things, a large num ber of diagram s (twenty-eight, to be precise),
ingeniously constructe d by the author. The purpose of these diagram s is
to m ake the structure of the spiritual worlds perceptible on the level of the
imaginal, which is interm ediary between sensible perception and intellective
intuition. They thus possess the v irtue ofbeing experim ental verification
sui generis of m e taphysical exploration. T h e function they fulfil in the work
of H aydar Amuli is the sam e as that fulfilled by the "Book of Figures" in
the work of Jo achim of Fiore . Several of them constitute an illustration
relev ant to the " science of the Balanc e " . Their circular form inv ites us,
7 On H aydar Am u l i , see my En Islam iranien: aspects spirituels et philosophiques, I I I

(Paris, Gallimard, 1 97 1 - 1 9 72; new edition, 1 978), p p . 1 49-2 1 3 . See also Haydar

A m ul i , La Philosophic Shi 'ite :

1. Somme des doctrines esoteriqU£s

2.

connaissance de Vetre; published, with a double introduction, by H. Corbin and 0. Yahya,
Bibliotheque Iranienne, vol. 1 6 (Tehran/Paris, Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1 969).
8 See Haydar Amuli, Le Texte des Textes (Nass al-Nusus, abbreviated henceforth to N .
(Jami

al-asrar);

1l"aite de la

al-N .'), prolegomenes a u commentaire des "Fusus al-hikam " d'lbn 'Arabi, publ ished w i th a

double introduction by H. Corbin and 6. Yahya, Bibliotheque Iranienne, vol. 22
(Tehran/Paris, Adrien- Maisonneuve, 1 974) . In spite of its size, this compact work
contains only the prolegomena to the commentary. An edition of the entire com
mentary would run to three or four volumes of equal length.
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particularly where sacred history is concerned, to an apprehension of
things by m e ans of an I m ag e . This Im age is altogether different from that
of the indefinite, rectilinear progression oftim e presupposed by evolution
ist theory, and by explanations of things in term s of historical causality .
This Im age is of circles, cycles, or " cupolas " , as they are called in
certain Nusayri texts, 9 which not only show us temporal succession finally
stabilized in the order of spatial simultaneity, but are also unique in their
capacity to m ake possible and illustrate an application of the science of the
Balance to sacred history. They can do this because the figures and
personages distributed respectively within the circles do not constitute the
historical causes oftheir succession to one another, but are the homologues of
each other and assum e a perm anent function according to their respective
places and ranks. Only this m ode of perception effectively m akes possible
som ething like a science of correspondences.
Still speaking in general term s, we could say that Haydar Amuli's
subj ect-m atter weighs three great books " in the balanc e " . 10 By v irtue of a
Koranic verse (41 :53). he calls one of these books the "Book of Horizons" or
of the m acrocosm (Kitab afaqi); then there is the " Book of Souls", the book
of the m i crocosm or the world of m an (Kitab anfusi). The se two books
correspond to what Parace lsus, in his Astronomia Magna or Philosophia
Sagax, calls the " exterior Heav en" and the " interior Heav en" ; and we
could also refer to Swedenborg . Finally, there is the third book, which is
the revealed book, the Koran. When the science of the Balance is applied
to the hom ologous figures that correspond with each other in the three
books, it formulates not " m athem atical laws " as we understand them
today, but arithm ological relationships, which alone are able to " m easure"
the place and function of these hom ologous figures.
We shall exam ine, in succession, the " Balance of the Seven and the
Twelve" (the correspondences between the astronomy of the visible Heaven
and that of the spiritual Heaven, between the esoteric hierarchy and its
cosm ic correspondences); the " Balance of the Nineteen" , which " m eas
ure s " the epic of divine Mercy descending and ascending from world to
world; and the " Balance of the Twenty-Eight" , which is an aspect of the
balance of sacred history . Finally, the mysterious personages known as the
9 On this Nusayri concept of the " cupolas" of sacred history, see my article 'Une
liturgie Shi'ite du Graal', in Melanges H -C. Puech (Paris, 1974).
10 Cf N al-N (see above, note 8), §§ 669, 736.
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" horsem en of the Inv isibl e " m ay enlighten us m ore fully as to the nature
of the world of correspondences.
II. The Balance ofthe Seven and the Twelve
The different applications of the science of the Balance induce us to study
six of the great diagram s constructed by H ay dar Amuli . Each of these
presupposes an entire pre lim inary study with the diagram presented at
the end of it, because it is only then that its purpose and structure becom e
com prehensible . T he first two bring into operation the Balance of the
Seven and the Twelve, illustrating, as we have j ust seen, the them e o f the
esoteric hierarchies and their cosm ic correspondences. Such a theme
requires that we bear in m ind the inspired hadith in which God declares in
person: " My Friends are beneath my tabernacles (or beneath my cupolas).
No one knows them , other than myself. " In addition, then, to acknowledg
ing the existence ofthese mysterious personages whom eighteenth-century
occidental esotericism designated as the " unknown Superiors " , such a
hadith tells us that their function and qualification are purely spiritual. It
follows, too, that one speaks only of categories of persons, without being
perm itted to apply the hadith to any particular individual currently known
am ong m en in this world. Hence we should not expect the schemas
outlining the hierarchy of these " Friends of God" to be as precise and
uniform as an adm inistrative blue-print. Besides, there are m any points
on which all the Shiite and Sufi writers on this subject differ considerably. 1 1
An entire book would be needed to expound these v ariants and to co
ordinate them .
In addition to his personal inspiration, H ay dar Amuli is guided on this
point m ainly by two great masters, Ibn 'Arabi and Sa' duddin Ham uyah
(died 1 252 A . D . ) . T he first question to be posed is one of v ocabulary, that
is, of the m e aning of the term s used to indicate the degrees of the esoteric
hierarchy . As all its m embers are called the " Friends ofGod" (in Persian,
Awliya-yi Khuda, Dustan-i Haqq, a term found am ong the Gottesfreunde of the
Rhenish mystical school, as I have rem arked elsewhere), what in the first
place is the exact significance of the term wan pi . awliya '?
It has m ost comm only, and totally inadequately, been translated by the
1 1 For a brief SUIVey of these variants,

see

my En Islam iranien .

1 20 - 1 27; IV, pp. 280 ff; index, s.v. hierarchies.
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term " saint" , a translation that opens the door to endless confusion and
ambiguity, so much so that when the word is applied to God it is frequently
translate d as " protector " . In fact, as is indicated by the Persian term dust
which is its translation in current usage, it always bears the sense ofFriend
The idea originates in the v erb form tawalla, which m eans " to take as a
friend" . Hence the definition given by Hay dar Arnuli : the wall is " he
whose case God takes up in friendship " . 1 2 A Koranic verse (7 : 1 96), for
example, declares : " My Friend is God . . . He befriends the j ust. " The
idea of protection simply derives from this divine dilection.
The walayah, as a spiritual qualification established by this act of
predilection, is the equiv alent of the term mahabbah, m eaning love or
friendship. It is present in the wall under a double aspect. When the wall is
regarded as the object of div ine love (the mahbub, the beloved of God, he
whom God has chosen to be his friend), 1 3 his walayah is neither som ething
he has acquired by himself, nor is it instigated by his own efforts. It is pre 
eternal, being a gift of pure div ine grace, in the sense that the first Im am 
the Seal of the Awliya '-was able to say : " I was already a wall ( a beloved
of God) when Adam was still between water and clay" (that is to say, did
not yet exist) . When the wall is regarded as the subj ect of love, as he who
loves (the muhibb, he who chooses God to be his friend), 1 4 he is obliged to
"m odel the whole pattern of his behav iour (his ethos) on the divine
pattern" {al-takhalluq bi-akhlaqAllah). It is on this condition alone that he
can be called a friend in the true sense. T he walayah, then, consists in the
serv ant ( ab d) the m an, assum ing the divine condition by ceasing to exist
him self in order to arise again and exist in God; and he does this precisely
"because God has chosen him to be his friend" . 1 5 There is thus a distinct
Johannine rem iniscence in the spirituality of lslam ic gnosis, which echoes
'

,

12 N al-N , § 606.
1 3 This is the state designated by the term mahhubiyah, an abstract noun formed from
the word mahhub; it is the condition of the beloved, or al-maqam al-mahhubi, the
mahbubiyah as a mystical station or dwelling (maqam) .
1 4 This is designated by the term muhibbiyah, an abstract noun formed from the word
muhibb: al-maqam al-muhibbi, the condition of the lover as a mystical station or
dwelling.
1 5 Hence the reply of the Imam Ja'far al-Sadiq to the impertinent man who wished to
accuse him of pride: "Not at all ! I am not proud, but since my own qualities have
been obliterated by those of God, His greatness has banished mine and has taken its
p l ace . " Cf. Traite 's des compagmms-chevaliers (Rasa'il-e Javanmardan). Recueil de sept
"

Fotowwat-Nameh ", published by Morteza Sarraf, with an arlalytical introduction by
Henry Corbin, Bibliotheque Iranienne, vol. 20 (fehran/Paris, 1 973), p. 35.
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the evangelist' s verse : jam non dicam vos servos sed arnicas. It is as though this
reminiscence disclosed the secret tradition transm itte d at the very origins
of Islam by Khadij ah, the Prophet's wife, and the m onk Waraqah, her
initiator.
It is by v irtue of purely spiritual criteria which exceed the competence
of m en that the esoteric hierarchy is constituted within the entirety of
these " Friends and Loved ones of God" . At each period of the cycle of
prophecy, the prophet, the Nabi, is at the summ it of this hierarchy. He is
the m an who is " raised up (mab 'uth) by God for m en in order to call them
to God and deliver them from the darkness of ignoranc e " . The prophetic
m ission takes two form s : there is the prophecy of instruction (nubuwwat al
ta'nj), which consists in the initiation into the gnosis of the div ine Essence,
the divine Attributes and the divine Operations ; and there is legislative
prophecy (nubuwwat al-tashri') which, in addition to this, comprises the
mission of reforming m orals and of c om m unicating a div ine comm and.
T hat is why we hav e , first the Nabi pure and simple (the equiv alent, in the
early periods of prophecy, of the wall of the Muham m adan period) ; then
the Nabi-mursal (sent to a people, a town or a family); and abov e all, the
Nabl-rasuL the Envoy charged with the m ission of revealing a new Law
(shari'ah).

For each nabi, the walayah is the presupposition of his prophetic char
ism a, since without it there would be no grounds for seeing in him a
m anifestation of the Perfect Man . It is by v irtue of this walayah that his
heir and successor, the Im am , m ay be regarded in his turn as a manifes
tation o f the Perfect Man, and it is equally the interv ention of the walayah
which m arks the difference between the Shiite and the Sunnite conception
of the Im am . The idea of the Im am (the " Guide " or hegoum enos) com 
prises eo ipso that of Caliph (khalifah, a vicar, successor) . This word m ay be
understood to signify a succession from the Prophet in accordance with an
order that is purely exoteric. In this case, the Caliph' s mission is essentially
the social and political one of a temporal leader, and it excludes any
notion of the walayah This is the Sunnite conception. It is also possible,
however, to understand the Caliph' s function according to the sense in
which it is said that Man, the Anthropos, is God's Caliph on Earth. Thus it
was for the seven great legislative prophets, from Adam to Muham m ad,
and thus it was, too, for the Im am s of each of the periods of the prophetic
cycle. The caliphate function, being the result of the divine walayah, is
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altogether independent of m en' s choice, and as such it invests the Imam
with a sacral, m etaphysical function, which is recapitulated in the idea of
the " pole " . Hence every Im am , like the Prophet whose successor he is,
m ust be impeccable and imm aculate (a notion that corresponds to the
idea of the anamartetos in Judaeo-Christian prophetology) . This is the
Shiite conception. 16
As we can see, this Shiite conception is not to be reduced to the idea of a
fleshly descent or a political legitim acy. That is why it does not need any
official acknowledgement on the part of m en: the Im am is the Imam , even
if confined to secrecy. If-like every prev ious prophet-the prophet of
Islam (according to Twelver Shiism) had twelve Im am s as successors,
this is because together they form the eternal, m etaphysical Muhamm adan
Essence (the Haqiqah muhammadiyah); the only m eaning, function and
basis of their earthly parentage, by fleshly descent, is the m anifestation of
their plerom atic and pre-eternal union. Consequently, it does not spring
from the j uridical or political contingencies of dynastic histories .
Just now we m entioned the term " pole" (qutb). The notion is fundam en
tal to the esoteric hierarchy, the keystone of the arch� and it dom inates all
attem pts to establish correspondences . It is indeed possible to say, with
Ruzbihan Baqli of Shiraz, for example, that the Awliya ' are the eyes
through which God looks at the world� and that consequently they are the
mystical guarantors thanks to whom , unbeknown to m en, our world can
continue to be . T he pole dom inates their entire hierarchy� it is par excellence
that on which the gaze of God rests in looking at the world, in every epoch�
and therefore the pole, from which the whole esoteric hierarchy depends,
is secretly but absolutely necessary in preserving the existence of the
world. If it ceased for one instant to exist, our entire world would crumble .
This is why it is hom ologous with the archangel Seraphiel who, in the
archangelic tetrad which supports the cosm ic Throne , possesses the func
tion of m aintaining life in general, the life of the cosm os. The pole has the
task ofm aintaining life in the interior, spiritual sense, life in the true sense
for m an. This is the life which is henceforth invulnerable to the peril ofthe
1 6 This is why the Imamate is both a necessity and a divine grace, on the model of
what is implied by the verse: "To Himselfhas your Lord prescribed Mercy" (6 : 54).
Cf N al-N, §§ 609- 6 1 1 . On the categories of the prophets, the concept of the
Imam, and the relationship between prophecy and the Imam, cf En Islam iranien
.
op. cit., IV, index, s.v.
.

.
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second death, for it has passed the test of the mystical death, from which
m an arises capable now not of suffering his exitus but of living his
death-that is, of passing through it as a living m an. In short, "the pole is
the cause of life-life in the true sense-for the m en who people this world;
it is the place where God looks for the vision that God has of the beings
belonging to the visible and invisible worlds . "
This polar function culm inates in that o f the maj or Pole, the m aj or
polar function (qutbiyah kubra) of the " pole of poles " . This is the esoteric
dim ension of prophecy, and as such it c an belong only to the I m am . Every
I m am of each of the great prophets has had his turn at being the pole of
poles. In the present, post-Muham m adan period, the qualification belongs
to him who, as the esoteric dim ension of the Seal of the prophets, is the
Seal of all the Friends of God: the twelfth I m am , at present occulted,
invisibly present to this world until the day ofhis adv ent. It is certainly on
this point that the Shiite and Sufi conceptions of the esoteric hierarchy
differ from each other, for the non- Shiite Sufis hav e separate d the two
notions, transferring to their idea of the pole the function originally
reserved by Shiism to the Im am . Sunnite Sufism has thus m anaged
som ehow to found an Im am o logy without an I m am , som ething which
would be akin to Christianity founding a Christology without Christ. As a
result, there is a certain ambiguity at the sum m it of the esoteric hierarchy .
For example, Sufism refers to a personage below the maj or pole who is
designated as al-ghawth (the help or aid) , and we are told that he is the
pole for so long as one looks to him for refuge and receives help from him .
He is assisted by two Im am s : one on his right whose gaze rem ains fixed on
the Malakut (the spiritual world), and the other on his left, whose gaze is
fixed on the Mulk (the visible, phenom enal world), and who is called upon
to succeed the ghawth. It is hard to see how these two I m am s could belong
to the prophetic plerom a of the Twelv e . Moreover, one m ight well ask
oneself what exactly is the relationship between the pole called ghawth and
the m aj or pole . H aydar Amuli hints at least at the answers to these
questions . It is understood that supposing there has been a pole in
correspondence with each of the seven great prophets, then the sev enth
pole is the " pole of poles" , the m o st em inent and perfect of them all. At
present he is the Muham m adan Seal of the Friends of God, the twelfth
Im am , the Mahdi to com e, announc ed by the Prophet when he said, " I f
there were only one day left to the world, God would prolong that day
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until the appe arance of a m an of my lineage, whose nam e will be my nam e
and who will fill the earth with peace andj ustice, j ust as until then it had
been filled with v iolence and tyranny . " We are told that the nearer
som eone approaches to this pole ofpoles, the greater is his authority, and
such is the case with regard to the pole called ghawth and its two I m am s . It
is as if Shiism were to integrate to its own esoteric hierarchy this triad
composed of the ghawth (temporarily called pole) and its two Im am s,
subordinating it to him who, mysteriously and invisibly present, rem ains
until the end of our cycle the "pole of poles" , the twelfth I m am . 17
T he other m em bers of the esoteric hierarchy m ay now be distinguished.
There are the four Awtad (plural of watad), the four pillars or cosmic " tent
posts " , who stand at the four cardinal points of the world and on whom
rests God' s gaze when he looks at the world. The ir persons are the centre
of a whole network of correspondences which " balance " the symbolism of
the cosmic T emple and that ofthe T em ple ofthe Ka'bah transfigured into
a spiritual temple. These four awtad in fact correspond to the four arch
angels who support the cosm ic Throne or T emple : Seraphiel, Michael,
Gabriel and Azrael. In the sam e order, each of them corresponds to the
heart of one of the four great prophets, Adam , Abraham , Jesus and
Muham m ad. Each represents one of the four corners (or pillars, arkan) of
the Temple of the K a'bah : the Syrian, the Occidental, the Yemenite and
the Iraqi, in which the Black Stone is set. 1 8
There are the seven AbdaL literally the " substitutes " , " those who per
m ute " . They are called this for several reasons : first because they are the
" substitute s " of the poles of the seven clim es; then because, withdrawn into
their subtle bodies, they can abandon their physical bodies whenever they
wish, without anyone noticing their absence or the fact that that physical
body is merely a substitute far their real presence ; or, again, because as
one of them is recalled to the superior worlds, a m ember from the rank
below takes his place, or is substituted for him . 19 All this hierarchy is thus
penetrated by a continuous ascending m ovem ent.
17 Cf. N. al-N., §§ 6 12 , 6 2 6 - 6 2 7 . On the "pole of p o l e s " , see En Islam iranien . . . op .
cit., I V , book V I I : 'L e XI I I m am et Ia cheval erie spiritu e l l e ' .
1 8 N. al-N., § § 6 12 - 6 18. C o m pare th i s with th e structure o f the correspondences
between th e corn ers of th e e arth ly Temp l e of th e Ka'bah an d th ose of the Temp l e s
of t h e h igher w o r l d s ; s e e below, the study ' T h e C onfigurati on of the Temp l e of the
K a ' b ah as a secret of the spiritual life, according to the work of Qadi Sa'id Q u m m i
( 110 3 / 16 9 1) ' , p p . 2 12 ff. , 2 24 ff, 2 2 9 ff.
19 N al-N., § § 6 12 , 6 16 - 6 17.
•
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There are also the forty Nujaba' or spiritual princes, and the three
hundred Nuqaba' or spiritual leaders, whose nam e is the sam e as that
designating the leaders of the twelve tribes oflsrael. For the tim e being, I
will leave the mysterious personages who are called the Rukban or Rukkab,
the horsem en or knights of the Invisible (see below, section V) .
As we must confine ourselves here to a brief exposition, without going
into the details of the m any v ariants, I will only call attention to the
schem a of the esoteric hierarchy established by a great Iranian Sufi Shiite
of the thirteenth century, S a' duddin Hamuyah, as reported by Hay dar
Am uli. This hierarchy of Awliya ' or Friends of God comprises seven
degrees: i. T he group of three hundred Nuqaba� m en of God who, like all
the Awliya � rem ain incognito for the m aj ority of m en. 2. The group of forty
Nujaba'. 3 . T he seven Abdal. 4. A group with five m embers, of whom we are
told simply that they assure the c ontinuity ofbeing. 5. T he four Awtad 6 .
The triad form ed b y the ghawth and its two auxiliary Im am s . 7. T he
suprem e pole or pole of poles . The total gives the figure of 360, which
corresponds to the 360 degrees of the celestial Sphere .
This hierarchy of seven ranks is the support of multiple correspondences :
1 . T h e suprem e Pole, being the first the ophanic m anifestation {mazhar),
corresponds to the First Essence of the spiritual world which is the First
Intelligence. 2. T he triad of the ghawth and its two Im ams corresponds to
Nature, the Materia Prima, and the body ; while its two Im am s, considered
separately, are set in correspondence with the Spirit and Soul ofthe world.
3. The correspondences o f the four Awtad were noted above . 4. The group
of five symbolize respectively those unities of the universe constituted by
the Jabarut (the world of the archangelic Intelligences) ; the Malakut (the
world ofheav enly Souls) ; the Mulk (the world of phenom ena) ; the mundus
imaginalis {'alam al-mithal) or world of absolute Im agination {'alam al-khayal
al-mutlaq); and finally, the Perfect Man . 5 . The seven Abdal correspond to
the seven stars and other heptads . 6. T h e forty Nujaba' correspond to the
" forty dawns during which the clay ofAdam was ferm enting ". 7. The 300
Nuqaba' correspond to the 300 rem aining degrees of the Sphere, the 300
days of the year . 2 0
But in fact Haydar Amuli, with Shiite inspiration, prefers to think that
the entirety of these hierarchical degrees can be reduced to two groups :
2 0 Ibid., §§ 622-623, 628 .
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one ofseven, which is the num ber of the great prophets, and one of twelve,
the number of the twelve Im am s, the Awliya' par excellence, who, as all
initiates {khassah) know, are the causes of the persistence and order of the
spiritual world 2 1 Moreover, this schem atization facilitates an application
of the science of the Balance that enables us to establish m ore rigorously a
system of correspondences which are not simply m etaphors. Indeed, just
as the order and persistence ofthe exterior world or " exterior Heav en" are
due to the seven wandering stars, or planets, and the twelve fortified castles
(bury· = m1p')'O<;, a high tower) or signs of the zodiac, so the persistence and
order of the spiritual world or " interior Heav en" rest on the seven prophets
and the twelve Friends of God par excellence. This rhythm of seven and
twelve, heptad and dodecad, is expressive of a fundam ental law of being,
the very " b alanc e " of being. T hus, as the planets have their " houses" in
the twelve zodiacal constellations, each prophet had his twelve Im am s ,
spiritual dwellings of the religion revealed b y him . Z 2
While he follows his m a ster Ibn 'Arabi very closely, H aydar Am uli
nevertheless tends to lay an emphasis of his own on the correspondences of
these hierarchies . Both of them , however, agree in placing at the origin of
the group of seven the " seven Angels ecstatic with lov e " (al-Mala'ikah al
muhayyamah al-sab 'ah) whom God created in the eighth Heaven. These
seven Angels are the theophanic forms of the seven divine Nam es, called
the " seven I m am s of the Nam e s " , of which the seven great prophets were
also, in virtue of their high level of knowledge, the forms of m anifestation
(mazahir) in this world, j ust as the seven climes receive from the seven
planets the influx and signatures that they communicate to their inhabi
tants . On the other hand, at the origin of the group of twelve are twelve
Angels whom God created in the ninth Heav en, the unconstellated Sphere
(the Heaven Atlas), and of whom the signs of the zodiac in the eighth
Heav en or Heav en of the Fixed Stars constitute not the effigies, but the
forms of m anifestation, or dwellings. It is from these twelve Angels that
the twelve Friends of God par excellence-that is to say, the group oftwelve
Im am s-receive the higher knowledge which they transmit to m en, in the
sam e way that the twelve zodiacal signs communicate to the inhabitants
of the different clim es the influx and energy they receive from the twelve
angelic entities of the ninth Heav en. 2 3
21 Ibid ., § 6 29.
23 Ibid ., § 6 3 0.

23 Ibid ., §§ 6 3 1, 6 37.
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When the science of the Balance is applied to prophetology, it necessi
tates in this way the interiorization of angelology and astronomy . Yet the
identical rhythm disclosed by these exalted sciences proceeds from the
v ery mystery of the the ophany, and this is the point emphasized by
H aydar Amul i . In the case of the group of Seven, we hav e to take into
acc ount the following. To re-ascend to the mystery of the theophany is to
re-ascend to the secret of the pluralization of the unique Essence into
multiple form s of m anifestation or multiple the ophanies. T h e sacrosanct
divine Essence-true Being in its true abscondence-has " infinite perfec
tions of essence; by v irtue of each perfection it has an Attribute or
qualification; by v irtue of each Attribute , it has a Nam e ; by virtue of each
Nam e it has an Operation (determ ined and determ ining) ; by v irtue of
each Operation, it assumes a particular theophanic form (mazhar); by
v irtue of each theophanic form , it conceals a certain esoteric secret (sirr) ;
by v irtue of each esoteric secret there is a certain science which corresponds
to it; by v irtue of each science there is a certain wisdom (hikmah theos
ophia) which corresponds to it; by virtue of each wisdom there is a certain
statute (hukm) known to the divine Essence alone . " This is why a Koranic
verse declares, " He gives wisdom to whom he pleases. He who has been
given wisdom has been given an imm ense good. But only those gifted with
intelligence give thought to it" (2 : 269) . Those "gifted with intelligence"
are the Nabis, the I m am s , the whole assembly of the Awliya � the gnostics
in short, hum anity's spiritual elite . 24
The divine Nam es and Attributes form, therefore, a hierarchy which
corresponds to the perfections of the div ine Essence; and although they
are infinite, their sources are determ ined. These consist of seven funda
m e ntal div ine Attributes : Life (hayah), Knowledge ('ilm), Power (qudrah),
Will (iradah), Speech (kalam), He aring (sam'), and Sight (basar). These
Attribute s postulate seven Nam es : the Living (hayy), the Knowing ('alim),
the Powerful (qadir), the Willing (muriel), the Speaking (mutakallim), the
Hearing (sami '), the Seeing (basir). These seven Nam es are what are called
the " seven Im ams of the divine Nam e s " , and are so m any maj or theo
phanic m odes in the spiritual and exterior worlds . In fact, the list of these
24 Ibid. , § 6 3 2 .
25 Cf .Kleinere Schriften des Ibn al- 'Arahi ed . H . S. Nyberg (Leiden, 1 9 1 9), p p . 73 (the
seven Im am s ofthe N ames), p p . 1 1 3 - 1 1 4 (the pole, the Im am ) , and p p . 30, 3 3 - 3 6 ,
48--49, 1 70 ofthe Arabic text.
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seven Imams includes v ariants (see the table below). In the spiritual
world, these epiphanic forms are the seven great prophets : Adam , Noah,
Abraham , Moses, David, Jesus and Muham m ad. In the exterior world,
and corresponding to the " seven Angels ecstatic with love" of whom the
seven prophets are the form s of manifestation, there are the seven planets :
the Sun, Jupiter, Mars, Saturn, Venus, Mercury and the Moon. There are
also the seven clim es, corresponding to the order of the seven planets ; the
seven Earths and the people who inhabit them ; the seven degrees of hell
(see below, section IV); the seven days of the week, and various other
heptads.
On the one hand, then, there are the seven great prophets, whose
m ission is to rev eal a Book, and who correspond to the seven Im am s
am ong the divine Names : 1 . Adam i s the form o f m anifestation (mazhar) of
the div ine Nam e " the L iving oo 26 2. Noah is that of the divine Nam e " the
Willing" . 3 . Abraham , that ofthe divine Nam e " the Powerful" . 4. Moses,
that of the div ine Nam e " the Speaking " . 5. Dav id, that of the divine Nam e
" the Hearing " . 6.
Jesus, that of the divine Nam e " the Seeing" . 7 .
Muham m ad, that of the divine Nam e " the Knowing " . O n the other hand,
says Haydar Amuli, " if you hav e studied this deeply, you will have
understood that each of the seven celestial Spheres is equally the form of
manifestation of a divine Nam e " , and that together they m anifest seven
divine Nam es which, with one exception-the Knowing-are different
from the seven Im am s nam ed abov e . 1 . The Heav en of Saturn is the form
of m anifestation of the Nam e " the Prov ident" (razzaq). 2. Jupiter ' s Hea
ven is that of the divine Nam e " the Know ing" . 3 . Mars' Heav en, that of
the divine Nam e " the Trium phant" (qahhar). 4. The Sun' s Heaven, that of
the divine Nam e " the Light" (Nur). 5. Venus' Heav en, that of the divine
Nam e " the Configurator" (musawwir)2 7. The Heaven of Mercury
(Herm es) , that of the divine Nam e " the Shaper" (bar'i). 7. The Moon's
Heaven, that of the div ine Nam e " the Creator" (khaliq). 28
26 "Adam is the epiphanic form ofthe N arne the Living, because he is the first individu
ality ofthe human species to be m ade m anifest in visible existence; he lives by the
Life of the Creator, and through him the whole world is alive, in accordance with
the verse: 'I have bre athed my Spirit into him ' ( 1 5 : 29), and with the hadith of the
Prophet: 'God created Adam according to his image"' § 63 4.
27 Cf the Koranic verse 5 9 : 2 4 : "He is the Creator (khaliq). the Shaper (bar'i, the
Configurator (musawwir) ".
28 N al-N, §§ 63 3 -6 3 4 . Elsewhere, H aydar Amuli indicates certain variants that he
finds perfectly acc eptable. For example: " Each ofthe prophets, Awliya', Im am s , is
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Following the order in which the author enumerates the corresp ondences,
we can recap itulate them in the following tab le.

The 7

H eavens

- --

Sat urn

J u piter
Mars

Sun

Venus
M e rcury

M oon

7 I m a m s of
the divine N a mes

Tht· 7 prop h e t s

the d i v i n e N a mes

t h e Provid e n t

A dam

the Living

the K n o w i n g

!lw Tri u mphan t
the Li g h t

Noa h
A bra h a m
!\-l oses

t h e Configurator

David

the Shaper

Jesus

th<" C rt�a tor

M u h a m mad

7 I ma m s of
. --

t h e Willing

t h e Powerfu l
t h e Speaking

the Hearin g
the Seeing
the K now i n g

It

should b e added that each ofthe seven climes i s the fcnn ofmanifestation
of one of the seven p l anets , and that the temp erament of that c lime's
inhab itants corresp onds to the temp erament of the p lanet. Each of the
seven climes c orresp onds to one of the seven prop hets , to one ofthe seven
p oles. Hay d ar Amuli is of the op inion that no one before him has estab 
lished such a comp lete sy stem of c orrespondenc es. However, one might
rememb er that the l smai lis have excelled in this art. In ass oc iating pro
phetol ogy an d astronomy , our author's profound c onc epti on is that if the
order and system of the univers e are regulated by the c ours e of the seven
planets through their zodi ac al houses , then the order and system of the
sp iritual world rest on the seven proph ets , whose twelve Awliy a'-those
called the Imams, p oles, or heirs (awsiyaJ-are the stages in the course of
its religion. Thi s profound unity is revealed andjustified by the b a lanc e of
in a ctu ali ty the form o fmanifest ation of one o f th e divine Name s , and to all intents
and pw-p o s e s he i s the form of mani festation ofthe totality ofName s , in a c c o rdan c e

with the vers e : He tau ght Adam t h e to tali ty ofthe Name s (2 : 3 1 ) . In a c tuality A dam
was the form of manifestation ofthe Name the Knowing ('alim), and in p otentiali ty he

was the form of manifestation of all the Name s . In a ctuali ty Noah was the form o f
manifestati on o f the N a m e the Clem ent (hatim); Abraham w a s that o f th e Name the

Provident (razzaq); D a vi d was that of the Name the Strong (qawiyy); Mo s e s was that o f
th e Name the Maniftsted (zahir); Je s us w a s th a t o f th e N a m e the Hidden (batin);
Muhammad was that o f the Name the Wise (hakim)" § 74 5 . Or a g ain: "If you say
that Adam i s the form o f manifestati on o f the Name the Living (hayy); No a h that of
the Na me the Powerjit.l (qadir); Abraham that o fthe Name the Hearing (sam i'); David
that o f th e N ame the Seeing (basir); Moses th at o f the Name the Speaking (mutakallim);
J e s us that o f the Name the Willing (murid); Muhamm a d that o f the Name the Knowing
('alim), this i s p erfectly a c c ep tab l e " § 746.
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the ep iphanic forms : the seven Attributes correspond to the seven divine
Names or Imams ofthe Names; to the seven Names c orresp ond the seven
p lanets , the seven prophets , the seven poles, and so on. "
In reality, the thought of Hay dar Amuli is too close to that of lbn 'Arab i
for there to b e any s erious difference of op inion between them, on this
p oint at any rate. Thus, having pres ented his own p oint of view with
regard to the sy stem of seven, Hay dar Amuli limits himself to mentioning
a s chema prop osed by Ibn 'Arab i and based on the seven Abdal. These are
the s even mysterious pers onages committed respectively to the safeguard
ing of the seven c l imes . They are assisted by the angelic being that rules
over each of the seven Heavens, and they receive the influx of spiritual
energy emanating resp ectively from each of the prophets who, ac cording
to the rec ital ofthe Mi 'rqj (the Prophet' s heavenly ascent during a night of
ecstasy), dwell in each of these Heavens. Here, Abraham, Moses , Aaron,
I dris (identified with Enoch and Hermes), Jos eph, Jesus and Adam are
named. In the heart of each of the seven Abdai, each day and each hour,
there occurs a theophany which is determined acc ording to the p atron
s aint of that hour and day , that is, ac cording to the es oteric secrets
c onc ealed in the movements of the seven Heavens, and their assignment
to their resp ective prophet. 30 Thi s would seem to indicate s omething in
the nature of an hourb ook or an esoteric liturgical c alendar.
This, broadly sp eaking, is what Haydar Amuli has to teach us ab out the
B alance of the S even. Where the B alanc e of the Twelve is conc erned, he
proceeds in the same way , starting with his own p oint of view, and
c ontinuing with an exp os ition of an extremely complex sy stem of angelo
logic astronomy to be found in the writings of lbn 'Arab i. He has already
shown us how the Twelve originate in the twelve angels created primor
dially in the ninth Heaven or aJiar Heaven. 3 1 Thes e angels receive the
sp iritual influx from, and thus correspond to, both the twelve Friends of
God who are the twelve Imam s , and the twelve signs of the zodiac. This
dodec ad marks the equil ibrium and equity which conform to a primordial
divine ordinan ce : it is the very b alance ofb eing. One finds it again in the

29 Ibi d. , § 63 5 .
3 0 Ib i d . , § 63 6 .
3 1 T h e r o o t t i s c onnote s the idea o f erasing (writing for exampl e); the w or d
a p a g e from which the writing has been era s e d;

tils signifies
atlas means that which i s totally

b a re , glabrous , like the ninth S phere which i s non-c onstellate d .
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number twelve of the leaders {nuqaba1 of the tribes of I srael, 3 2 in the
twelve springs which gushed from the rock of Horeb when it was struck by
Moses' rod. It is also the reason why each of the great legislativ e prophets
was succeeded by twelve heirs (sing wasi) or I m am s . Adam , Noah, Abra
ham, Moses, Dav id, Jesus and Muhamm ad each had their twelve Imams
-the list of them , already established by Mas 'udi, 33 is well-known in
Twelv er Shiism . Unfortunately, even though the names of the twelve
Imam s of the Seal of the prophets are well-known, the names of the others
hav e largely been disfigured by the copyists and can be recognized only
with difficulty. Nonetheless, it is possible, Bible in hand, to identify some
of them . And it is this which is dis concerting . For it is hard to believe that
our Shiite gnostics could hav e invented this altogether; they must in this
respect hav e been heirs to a Judaeo-Christian gnostic tradition, pas sed on
by the Prophet himself, and which as yet we hav e been unable to trac e . 3 4
Thus , each of the seven legislative prophets had the duty of preparing
and educating a spiritual heir {wasi) or I m am , to whom he would confide
the esoteric secrets of his prophecy, of the Book which had been revealed
to him . In this way the heir would succeed him as a witness and a
guarantor (hujjah) before his people, and his community would not dispose
arbitrarily, at the whim of each m an's caprice and fantasy, of the Book
and its hermeneutic . (As a Shiite, Hay dar Amuli holds that it was the
rej ection of the I m am by an entire section of the community which has
unfortunately brought on the confusion and corruption reigning in Islam . )
The twelve heirs (Awsiya 1 o r I m ams (guides ) o f each prophet had thus to
preserve his Word, his Logos , and to keep alive his shari'ah for the entire
cycle during which his da 'wah (his call, kerygma) prevailed, until the
coming of a new prophet or, in the case of the twelve heirs of the
32 Cf the verses 5: 1 2 : " God received the promise of the children of l srael . We have
raised up twelve leaders from among them " ; and 7 : 1 6 0 : "We divided them into
twelve tr i b e s . " Cf. Nicolas Sed, La Cosmologie Juive. I . La mystique cosmologique (Sor
bonne thesis 1 970, typ es cript), pp. 3 74 ft" . , "Le symbolisme zodiacal des douze
tribus " .
3 3 In his Kitab ithbat at-wasiyah (Naj af, n . d . ) .
3 4 N al-N , § § 638----645 . N eedles s t o say, this transmission o fevery prophet's heritage
(wasiyah} through the m e dium of twelve Imam s m ust not be confused with the
Prophet's ancestry back to Adam , and the transmission of the " Muhamm adan
Light" from prophet to prophet . The que stion of Judaeo -Chris ti an antecedents has
been reapprai s ed in new terms in Jean - C l aude V adet's 'Les H amfs, " La plus
grande Loi de Mois e " , les S aintes Myriades et la naissance de l'exegese islamique ' ,
i n Revue des Etudesjuives (April-December 1 97 1 ), p p . 165---1 82.
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Muhamm adan period, until the final appe arance of the twelfth of them .
They are the guardians of the divine caus e . 3 5 The Book is a silent Im am ;
the Im am i s the Book speaking, because he proclaims its ta 'w il, its her
meneutic . T he pleroma ofthe twelve Muhammadan Imams is the Seal of
the walayah of all the Imams who are the heirs of the previous prophets .
And the Seal of the Muhamm adan Im am ate is the twelfth Im am, the
Mahdi to come, announced by the Prophet himself ?6
This use of the Balance ofthe Twelve is in fundamental correspondence
with the concerns of a Twelver Shiite thinker. Hay dar Amuli goes on to
show us how it is used by Ibn 'Arabi, in the deployment of his angelologic
astronomy. In the beginning the Most-High God established an archangelic
heptad, known as that of the "Angels ecstatic with lov e " , who are appar
ently identical to the Cherubim (Karubiyun). He appointed one of these
Cherubim to be a chamberlain, and confided to him the whole science of
his Creation. This Angel is the epiphany of this very science. One is
inev itably reminded here of the " Cherub on the Throne " in Hebraic
Gnosis, called also Metatron, Y ahohel. 3 7 Here the Cherub, prince of the
celestial Court, is designated, by a letter of the Arabic alphabet, as the
Angel Nun, in reference to the Koranic verse 68: 1 which contains the
adj uration: "By the Nun and by the Pen, and by that which they write . " In
fact, appointe d to this Angel, God has established beneath him another
Angel, the Pen (qalam) or Scribe (katib), who receives the epiphany of
divine science through the mediation of the Angel Nun. In its transmission
from one Ang el to the other, the divine science becomes more limited: it
passes from a state of knowledge that is global and synthetic to an order of
analytical understanding concerned with the details of beings. Whereas
for the Angel Nun the divine epiphany is brought about by the N arne " the
3 5 The ulu'/-amr, in preference to the b anal translation "the holders ofauthority" . Amr
i/ahi here signifies the res divina, the divine object-the " c aus e " , according to the
etymology of the word.
36 N a/-N , §§ 646---65 0. There are nwn erous hadith in which the Prophet announces
that twelve Imam s will com e after him , or that after Hus ayn (the third Imam) there
will be nine Imam s , of whom the ninth will be the Qa'im, the Im am of the
Resurrection . On the dodecad, or group of twelve, as a law ofbeing, bringing into
correspondence the structure ofthe Imam ate and that ofthe Temple o fthe K a'bah,
cf my study on Q adi S a'id Q ummi, cited above (note 4).
37 Cf Gershom S cholem , les Origines de Ia Kabbah, trans . Jean Loewenson (Paris,
1 966), index, s .v. Cherubin, Yahohel; see also 3 Enoch or the Hebrew Book ofEnoch, ed.
and trans . Hugo Odeberg (Cambridge, 1 928), pp. 82, 189 ff. of the Introduction,
and p p . 1 72 ff of the translation.
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Know ing " , in a unique and univ ersal theophany, for the Angel who is the
Pen or Scribe it is brought about by the divine Nam e " the Powerful" , in a
double theophany . In fact, as one descends in the hierarchy of the Intelli
gences, the number of theophanie s is mutliplie d, uniqueness being a sign
of ontological superiority. The Angel who is the Pen or Scribe is appointe d
to compile and write the great Book ofbeing . A sacrosanct T ablet {Lawh)
has been prepared for him , on which he has to write all that will come to
pass, up till the day o f the Re surre ction. Elsewhere, Ibn 'Arabi says that
the sacrosanct T ablet bears the sam e re lation to the Intelligence called the
Scribe as Eve bore to Adam . 3 8 The num ber ofthe forms ofknow ledge and
science that the Angel scribe is c omm anded to write correspond to the
figure of the 360 degrees of the celestial Sphere multiplied by itself ? 9
Next, God has established twelve gov ernors of his Creation, whom he
impelled to descend from the suprem e Sphere (the ninth Heav en) , giving
them as dwelling-places twelve fortified castles sim ilar to the tall towers
built onto the ram parts of a city. These castles are the twelve zodiacal
constellations in the eighth Heav en. He rem ov ed all the veils between
them and the " sacrosanct T ablet" , so that they are able to see, written on
the T ablet, their nam es and respective ranks; j ust as they are able to see,
written in them selves, all the ev ents to come until the day of the Resur40

rection.
Below these twelve governors dwelling in the suprem e 'Heaven are
established twenty-eight cham berlains who are in their service. The ir
respective dwellings are the twenty-eight stations occupied successively by
the Moon in the course of each lunar m o nth. Their num ber corresponds to
the number of letters in the Arabic alphabet, and it will of course recur
later in the " b alance of the twenty- eight" . 4 1 The twelve cham berlains, in
their turn, have established their delegates, who are seven nuqaba ' (or
spiritual leaders) in the seven Heav ens (the m oving Intelligences or Souls
of the seven Heav ens) . These nuqaba'-a term we have already encoun
tered in the nom enclature of the esoteric hierarchy-hav e the task of
extracting and actualizing that which is potential in the twelve governors.
Also in the service of the latter are those whom Ibn 'Arabi calls the
38 Cf Kleinere Schriften . . . , op . cit. , p. 49 (on the Arwah muhayyamah, the Spirits ecstatic
with love) and p. 55 of the Arabic text.
39 N ai-N, §§ 65 1---652.
40 Ibid., § 653 .
4 1 Ibid., § 654.
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" guardians of the T em ple " or " templars " (sadanah) , 42 in addition to myr
iads of auxiliaries comprising twelve categories which correspond to the
twelve governors . Their nam es appear in the Koran, and Ibn 'Arabi is
thus in a position to system atize Koranic angelology for the first tim e . The
nam es of the twelve categories of angelic beings are as follows. There are
" those who repulse " (37 : 2); " those who recite " (37 : 3); " those who distri
bute " (5 1 : 4) ; " those who are sent " (77 : 1 ) ; "those who disperse " (77 : 3);
" those who seize " (79 : 1 ) ; " those who extract gently" (79 : 2) ; " those who
precede" (79 : 4); " those who swim " or " float" (79 : 3) ; "those who deliver
the word" (77 : 5); " those who conduct the affairs of the universe" (79 : 5) ;
" those who are ranged in order" (3 7 : i) 4 3
The idea is, then, that everything inscribed on the " sacrosanct T ablet"
requires the intervention ofthese angelic hierarchies in order to pass into a
state of actualization in this world. It is they who are responsible for the
penetration into this world of the dispositions of the " decree" (qazda � and
the " de stiny " (qadar) inscribed on the sacrosanct Tablet, but they have no
power to allow the penetration of anything which is not written on this
T ablet. All these hierarchies are subordinate to the twelve cham berlains,
excepting, of course, the " Seven Spirits ecstatic with love" , who are God's
intim ates. The m aj ority ofmen sees only the dwellings of these interm edi
aries; but, says Ibn 'Arabi, it is given to the spiritual elite to see them in
their dwellings, in the sam e way that most men see the heavenly bodies
without seeing either the persons of the chamberlains or the nuqaba'. 44
42 On this tenn sadanah (templars), cf Kleinere Schr{ften . . . , op. cit. , p. 74, and p p .
3 6 - 3 8 of the Arabic text.
43 N al-N, § 658. N evertheless, H ay dar Arnuli cuts short the quote from Ibn 'Arabi
and does not go into detail in naming the twelve categories of Angels . This does not
m ake it less important to know their names in order to understand diagram no. 8
(here, fig. 1). The quote is taken from Ibn 'Arabi's Futuhat I, p. 296. "There are
those who, day and night, each m orning and evening, rise up from God and from
us to God, and speak only good about us . There are those who intercede for whoever
is on Earth, and there are thos e who only intercede for believers, because they are
filled with divine zeal (or divinej ealousy) , j us t as those who intercede for anyone on
Earth are filled with m ercy ( . . . ) . There are those who are in charge of inspiration
and who send knowledge into the heart ( . . . ) . There are those who are in charge of
the form ation ofthat which God causes to happen in the womb; there are those who
are in charge of bre athing life into the Spirits; those whose function it is to cherish
and provide . . . There is nothing in the world whose occurence God has not
entrusted to the Angels' care . " Ibn 'Arabi goes on to enumerate the twelve categ
ories of angelic entities m entioned in our text, and which are also m entioned in
Kleinere Schriften . . . , op. cit., pp. 76-78 of the Arabic text.
44 N al-N, §§ 657-66 5 .
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Haydar Amuli apologizes for hav ing quoted Ibn 'Arabi at such length,
but he had to do this in order to authentic ate the m anner in which he
him self conceives of the place of the Twelve I m am s of Shiism in term s of
the " b alance of the seven and the twelv e " . He is now in a position to
construct a first diagram (fig. i
diagram no. 8 ; cf. below, the detailed
description in the Appendix), in which he brings the spiritual world of the
seven prophets and the twelve Im am s into correspondence with the heptads
and do de cads of the exterior world.
The following is a very brief description of this first diagram . 4 5 Beginning
=

at the top and reading from right to left, we read in sequence, in the twelve
sm all circles inscribed on the circum ferent ring, the nam es of the twelve
Signs of the Zodiac-the respective dwellings of the twelve Angel-gover
nors-entered in the exterior hem icycle of each circle (the Ram , the Bull,
the Twins, and so on) . In the interior hem icycle of each little circle are the
nam es of the twelve angelic categories in the service of the twelve Angel
gov ernors who dwell in the twelve signs of the zodiac (those who repulse,
those who recite, those who distribute, and so on) . The twelve are arranged
in groups of three . On the outer part of the ring, between each triad, is
inscribed one triad from am ong the twelve m onths of the year. At the top
on the right are Muharram , Safar, Rabi' I, etc . On the inside of the ring
are four of the divine Nam es : the First, the Last, the Rev ealed, the
Hidden. In the centre is a double circle also form ing a ring, with seven
sm all circles inside it. In .the outer hem icycle of each sm all circle are the
nam es of the seven planets. Beginning from the top, these are : the Sun,
Jupiter, Venus, Mercury, the Moon, Mars, S aturn. In correspondence
with these, with their nam es inscribed in the inner hem icycle, are the
Intelligence, the Soul, Nature, the Materia Prima, the body, the Throne ,
the Firm am ent. At the centre is a little circle bearing the inscription: the
m anifested world (whose system of correspondences is represented by the
diagram ) . To the side, in the comers of the figure, arc four circles, each
with a double inscription : i. T he Intelligence . Man. 2. T he Soul. The
Angel. 3. Nature . The Genie (Djinn). 4. The body . T he anim al (the living
creature) .
Before proceeding to the next diagram , which shows the system of
45 This is described in more detail at the end of this essay, in the Appendix which
accompanies the reproduction of the di agrams as they appear in the Arabic context
ofN al-N Note the absence in this first diagram ofthe "twenty-eight chamberlains".
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correspondences in the spiritual world, we must follow the deliberations
of Haydar Am uli . 4 6 Here the balance of the seven and the twelve will in
som e way establish the balance between the temporality of spiritual,
esoteric tim e, and that of historical, exoteric tim e .
Like our authors H aydar Amuli and Ibn 'Arabi, w e must bear i n mind
the idea which in Islam ic theosophy corresponds to the idea of the pre
existence of the Logos in Christian theology. Here, this pre-existing Logos
is called the Haqiqah muhammadiyah, the eternal Muham m adan Reality,
Logos, Light and Holy Spirit of Muhamm adan prophecy (in the Shiite
perspective, it is composed of Fourteen Aeons of light: those of the prophet, of
his daughter F atim ah, and of the Twelv e Im am s) . This Muham m adan
Spirit, designated as the Spiritus Rector (al-Ruh al-mudabbir), pre-exists in
the world of Mystery {'alam al-ghayb), the non-manifested spiritual world;
and this was the Prophet' s meaning when he said: "I was already a
prophet when Adam was still between water and clay [did not yet exist] . "
This idea imposes another: that of the reversal of tim e, which itself
presupposes that the form of tim e is cyclical. A first cycle runs its course
bearing the Nam e " the H i dden" {al-Batin: the Hidden in relation to us), in
the sense that the prophetic Muham m adan Reality or Essence is present
in an occult, secret and esoteric way in the m ission of all the prophets of
the "religions of the Book" who preceded the manifestation of Muhamm ad.
This can be seen as an exemplification of the motif of the Verus Propheta in
Judaeo-Christian prophetology. In saying "I was already a prophet before
Adam was cre ated" , not simply a " m an" or a "being" , the Prophet meant
that he was already the holder of the prophetic charism a before all the
prophets who were, respectively, so m any " forms of m anifestation or
epiphany " (mazahir) within which the eternal Prophet, the Verus Propheta,
was secretly hidden This cycle is fulfilled with his corporeal m anifestation
in this world. There then comes about a reversal oftime with the inaugur
ation of a new cycle, that of the Nam e " the Manifested" (al-Zahir. the
Manifested in relation to us) . If the Prophet him self has declared that
" tim e has a cyclical form " {istiddrat al-zaman), it is in order to denote that
at the m om ent of his terrestrial epiphany, tim e returned to its original
condition, as it was when God created it (this relates to the idea of the
thema mundi). The m etaphysical Muhamm adan Essence was at the origin
46

Ibid, §§ 663-665.
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of the m ission of the prophets, and in its earthly epiphany it is the final
Seal of both prophecy and the prophets . The point which is sim ultaneously
the final point of the cycle of prophecy, where Muham m adan prophecy
rem ains occulted, and the initial point of the cycle of its m anifestation,
m arks a m om ent of privileged equilibrium between the Hidden and the
Manifest.
This idea of a point which is at once both initial and final, and which as
such involves the idea of a return to e quilibrium by means of the m ove
m ent of tim e conceived as cyclical-this idea orients the analysis towards
a perspectiv e within which, under the notion of tim e {zaman), is seen to lie
that of the balance {mizan). T he analysis is facilitated by a process m ade
possible by philosophical algebra, or the philosophical science of letters
{'ilm al-huruj)-a process equally fam iliar to the Jewish Cabbalists. In
effect, there is scope for the consideration that the consonants forming the
word ZaMaN (time) are exactly the sam e as those form ing the word
MiZaN (balance). Now, the v alue of a word does not alter when one
inv erts the order of the consonants of which it is composed. In this case,
the equivalence thus found between the concept of time and that of balance
is corroborated by m any K oranic v erses where allusion is m ade to the
Balance and the eschatological significance of the Balance. 4 7 The con
clusion is that the beginning and the end of tim e relate to the zodiacal sign
of the Balance. " Every cycle of tim e ends in the B alanc e " ; and it is from
the Balance that the other Signs are m anifested. T he Balance is the sign of
the harm ony of things and of divine equity, the notions of equilibrium and
47 Ibid., § 665 . Ibn 'Arabi, in the context quoted by Haydar Amuli, introduces the
Koranic verses as follows: "The prophet has said: I and the final hour are like these
two (fingers). And God himselfhas said: We will establish the balances in equilibrium
on the day ofthe Resurr ection (2 1 : 47). And we are told: Weighjustly, and do not
lhlsifY the balance (55 :9). And again: He has raised the Heavens and established the
balance (5 5 : 7). Thus, by means of the balance, God has revealed in each heaven the
fi.mction of that heaven (4 1 : 1 2). And by means of the balance he has distributed
proportionately over the earth the foods that the earth produces (4 1 : 1 0). And God
Most High has set up a balance in the universe for each thing: a spiritual balance and
a material balance . The balance never errs. In this way the Balance enters into
speech and into all the arts whose object is perceived by the senses. In the same
way, it enters into Ideas, for the primary origin of terrestrial bodies and celestial
bodies, and of the Ideas which they support, is found in the law of the Balance.
Similarly, the existence oftime and ofthat which is above time proceeds from the
Mensura divina (al-wazn al-ilahi) to w h i ch the Nam e the Wise {hakim) asp i res, an d

which is made manifest by the equitable Judge . After the Balance Scorpio is
manifested, together with the res divina which God has placed in it. Then come
Sagittarius, Capricorn, and so on. "
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equity being two aspects of the Balance. It might seem that Haydar Amuli
ought to have constructed his diagrams in term s of the prim ary role
played by the Balance. If he has not done so, it is because in reality, in this
context, the Balance is m ore than a zodiacal sign. It is that m etaphysical
principle of which we spoke at the start, and which as such organizes the
totality of the diagram and establishes the system of correspondences .
We can, in fact, read the next diagram without difficulty (fig. 2 =
diagram no. 9, cf Appendix). In the preceding diagram , we had the nam es
of the twelve Signs of the zodiac (the dwellings of the twelve Angel
governors in the ninth Heav en), and in the little circles inscribed on the
circum ferent ring these were coupled with the nam es of the twelve cat
egories of angelic beings in their service. Here, corresponding to them,
and distributed in four triads, are the nam es of the twelve Im am s of the
period of Adam (Seth, Abel, Gainan, etc . ; the other nam es, apart from
Idris and Enoch, have suffered such mutilation graphically that we will
not go into them here; see Appendix) . Corresponding to these twelve
Adam ic Im am s are the twelve Muham m adan Im am s, from 'Ali al-Mur
tada, the first Imam, to the twelfth who is at present hidden : Muham m ad
al-Mahdi . Also in the circum ferent ring, grouped into four intercalary
triads and inscribed both above and below the line, are the twelve Im am s
o f the Mosaic period and those o f the period o f Jesus .
We pass now to the central circle. In the preceding diagram , the seven
planets were brought into correspondence with the seven unities of the
univ erse or the universe-principles : the Intelligence, the Soul, Nature, etc.
Here, we find the seven great prophets sent to reveal a Book. Each of them
is doubled by the m ention of whoever was the "pol e " (qutb) of his period;
the seventh pole is the "pole of poles" , the twelfth I m am of the Muham 
m adan period. The arrangem ent is slightly different from that of the
central circle in the previous diagram . The little circle in the middle ofthis
central circle bears the nam e of the prophet Muham m ad, and the six
others are grouped all around. This is because-as announced by the
sm all tangential circle above-we are dealing with the spiritual world
{'alam ma'nawi). T he position of Muham m ad is right at the centre of the
prophets, because throughout the cycle dom inated by the nam e " the
Hidden" , these prophets were his epiphanic forms {mazahir).
Thus this position is intended to suggest to us that in spiritual circles
the centre has the v irtue of being the circumference as well (this ts a
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p e c uli arity affirmed in the Theology attribut e d to Ari stotle , and one who s e
consequenc e s o u r spiritual m a s t e r s have explored t o t h e ful l) . 4 8 Like the
seven planets of the astronom ical H e a v e n , the seven prophets are in s ome
sense the " m otive forces" in the spiritual H e aven, by m e a ns ofwhic h the
spi ritual be ing (rnhaniyah) of the Vems Propheta c onti nues to grow until the
mom ent of his p l e n ary terrestri al mani fe s t ation in the p e r s on of M uh a m 
m a d 4 9 N e v e rthel e s s , t h e rhythm of t h e pr opheti c p e ri o ds, a n d hen c e the
limits which, by m arking the b e g i nning and th e end of e ach, di stingui sh
the one from the other, are c onditi one d by the twelve I m a m s who consti
tute the p l e roma of e ac h period ofproph e c y . T hus the same science of the
B al anc e e nabl es us to grasp the c o rre sponde n c e s betw e e n the function of
the seven and the twelve in the a stronomi c a l H e av e n (fig. i) and in the
spi ritual H e av e n of pr ophe c y (fig . 2) .
We grasp eo ipso the cons e quenc e s and potentialiti e s that ari s e in thi s
way from th e conjun cti on of the c oncept of time and the i de a of the b alance.
I n effect, i t is the i dea of th e b a l a n c e whi ch give s ti m e its cycl ical form .
T h e bal ance r e turns to e quilibrium at the end of the cycl e , and this
e qui l i brium is the r e turn o f ti m e t o the starting point whi ch th e n b e c om e s
once m o r e the starting po int o f a n e w cycle . We s ai d at the outset that the
science of the B al anc e is the very foundation of the corresp onden c e s
between the worl ds : without the i d e a ofthe balance, there c a n be n o worlds
i n c o rre sponde n c e with e a c h othe r . T h e c o r r e s p ondenc e s established by
our authors w oul d be impossibl e if the onl y i m age they possessed was of
ti m e as r e ctilinear and unlimited, like that of pr e s e nt - day ev olutioni s m .
T h a n k s to the B al an c e , i t is possible to s e t in c orr e sp ondenc e th e figure s
whi ch are found in every cycle, for they are then s e en to be homol og ous .
O ur current s chema of history possibly p ermits c e rtain analogi es to be
m a de , but the se i n fact r e m a i n m e taphori c al b e c ause the y lack b oth what
e stabli she s and what p e rmits the s ci enc e of the B alanc e .
M or e ov e r , i t i s not enough t o substitute (as di d O s w al d Spengl er) the
s chema of a cyclical c onception of hi story for the perspe ctiv e of a linear
ev oluti on-the schema of a c ontinual gene si s, regul ate d by a hi stori cal
c ausality i m m an e nt i n the uni nt er r up t e d succ essi on of phenom e n a . For
th en the que sti on ari s e s : how is unders tandi ng (the act ofunderstanding)
48 Cf the last part ofmy article, 'Le Motifdu voyage et du messager
islamique' (unpublished).
4 9 N al-N , § 666.
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possible from one cycle to another, if each cycle is self-contained? The
science ofthe Balance permits an understanding which effects the passage
from one cycle to the next; and it does so by stabilizing the flux ofHistory
and by establishing, through the system of correspondences that it e quili
brates , a level oftranshistorical permanence between homologous dramatis
personae. The science of the Balance spatializes the succession of time by
substituting for the order of succession the order of simultaneity, the unity
of the " cupolas" of which w e spoke at the start.
It is this that makes the diagrams constructed by H ay dar Amuli, as well
as the correspondences inscribed on them in the form of homologous
figures, perceptible to us on the level of the imaginal. Thus , too, is revealed
the eschatological significance of the Balance. In effect, it returns time to
its origin, to that origin, we were told, which it is itself It brings about a
reversal of tim e, and hence there is nothing that is " irrev ersible " (that word
which has been so abus ed in our day ! ) . The science of the Balance does
not, to be sure, permit a philosophy of history, because a philosophy of
history can be perfectly agnostic and its m ode of perception m ay stem
from brute realism . On the other hand, it permits a historiosophy which is
eo ipso a gnosis, and whose mode of perception is essentially a visionary one.
If our authors speak of the growth of the " spiritual being " of Muhammadr
in other words, of the Verus Propheta, this growth is operative and percep
tible not on the level of common historical reality, but on the level with
reference to which early primitive Christologies spoke of Christos Angelos.
Thi s , broadly speaking , is what is suggested by the balance ofthe seven
and the tw elve, applied to the manifested world and the spiritual world, to
the astronomical Heaven and the interior Heaven. T og ether they total
nineteen, and it is on this num ber that the two universes are constructed, as
H aydar Amuli will now attempt to show by deploying the " balance of the
nineteen" .
III. The Balance ofthe Nineteen
T he deployment of the " balance of the nineteen" comprises three stages,
trav ersing the " thre e B ooks " of which we spoke in the opening section of
this chapter. A In the first o f thes e stages, the science of the Balance
brings the " Book of Horizons " into correspondence with the "Book of
Souls " . B. In the s econd stage, the science of the Balance clarifies the
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corresponding structure of the third Book, the revealed Book: the Koran.
C. During the third stage, the science of the Balance brings the structure
o f the interior Paradise into correspondenc e with that of the interior Hell.
A Like the "Book of the K oran" (al-Kitab al-Qur'ani), both the " Book of
Horizons" (Kitab afaqi) and the " Book of Souls " (Kitab anfosi, cf Koran
4 1 ' 53)-in Paracelsian term s the " interior H eaven" and the " exterior
Heaven" -are each seen to possess a num erical structure based on the
num ber nineteen. Thus the herm eneutic of all three Books will am ong
other things be directed towards establishing their correspondences with
regard to the three numbers involved in their respective structures . 50
True , these three Books were written by the Angel who is the Scribe, at
the dictation of the Angel Nun, the " Cherub on the Throne " ; but it goes
without saying that our author considers their structure to be based on the
actual nature of the num bers, and for this reason he refers at some length
to the arithm osophy ofPythagoras, as expounded in the celebrated Encyc
lopaedia of the " Brothers of the pure he art" (Ikhwan al-Safa �. 5 1
" Know , " he writes, " that the wise Pythagoras was the first to discourse
on the nature of number . He said beings com e into existence in conform ity
with the nature ofnum ber . Consequently, he who understands the nature
of number, its species and properties, is in a position to know the various
genera and species of beings . " Necessarily, things are one with respect to
Matter (hayuli) and multiple with respect to Form (surah). There must be
dyads (m atter and form, the subtle and the gross, the lum inous and the
dark, etc . ) ; triads (surface, line and v olum e ; past, future and present,
etc . ) ; tetrads (the four natures, the four Elem ents, the four awta d or pillars
of the cosmic tent) ; there must be pentads, hexads, heptads, de cads, etc.
Unfortunately, the dualists were fascinated by the dyad; Chr istians by the
triad; natural philosophers by the tetrad; and so on. Pythagoras and his
followers, on the other hand, dispense d justice where j ustice was due .
They saw very clearly that the One is the cause of num ber, and that all
numbers, sm all or big, even or odd, are constitute d by the One . T he One
gives its nam e to every number; num ber persists because the One persists;
number grows and augm ents by the repetition of the One . It is because a
50 Ibid., §§ 669, 688, 736 . Haydar Amuli is referring here (§ 669) to his Ta'wilat, fur
which he made nineteen diagrams. I believe him to mean his great spiritual
commentary on the Koran (al-Muhit a/-a'zam); cf my introduction ill La Philosophic
Shi'ite . . . , op. cit., pp. 46 ff
5 1 Ibid., §§ 670-674.
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dyad is a dyadic unity, for example, that it is different from a triadic unity,
and so on.
We find here, therefore, a reaffirm ation of the old saying, Ens et Unum
convertuntur : the concept of being and the concept of One are reciprocal, for
each being only com es into being because it is one being. This ontological
unity is inv ariable and has no second; the formula which expresses it is
1 X 1 . Consequently, it m akes possible the series of arithm etical unities
which are constituted into unities subsequent to the arithm etical unity of
the num ber One-that is to say, 1 + n.
T hus, explains our author, two is the num ber of the First Intelligence
(as the second existence) ; three is the num ber of the universal Soul; four is
the number ofNature; five, the num ber of the Materia prima; six, that of
corporeal volum e ; seven, that of the Celestial Sphere ; eight, that of the
Elem ents; nine, that of the three natural kingdom s, that is to say, the
m ineral world (corresponding to the order of tens), the vegetable world
(corresponding to the order of hundreds) , and the anim al world (corre
sponding to the order of thousands). We can now grasp the full significance
of the statem ent that " every number contains in itself an esoteric secret
which is not to be found in any other num ber '' Now, the system of the
World is ordered according to the num ber nineteen. When the theosopher
ponders on the esoteric secret of the number nineteen, he discovers that if
this num ber regulates the structure of the world, it is because the entire
universe is in the image of G o d ( 'ala surat al-Haqq, secundum Formam Dei). It

is in the j ustification ofthis concept of the univ erse as Imago Dei that the
secret of the num ber nineteen resides, as it is also in the sam e justification
that there resides the secret of the law of correspondence between the three
great Books written at the dictation of the " Cherub on the Throne " , in
other words, the Balance of a herm eneutic which is com m on to all three
Books.
For our author, Haydar Amuli, it is evident that when the prophetic
tradition states that " God created Adam in His im age" , one should
understand Adam to m ean the universe, the cosmos in its entirety, the
Makranthropos (al-Insan al-Kabir, Homo Maximus), that is counterbalanced
by earthly Man as the m icrocosm . Since the cosm os itself is in the form of
Man-of the Anthropos-and since Man is himself a universe, the Imago
Dei must have reference to both: they are two homologous forms of the
sam e theophany.
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At this point, H ay dar Arnuli prov ides an exc ellent herm e neutic o f the
K oranic v erse 4 1 : 5 3 , where God dec lares : " We will show them our Signs
on the horizons and w ithin the ir s ouls, so that it will be c lear to them that
He is Being . " It is a herm eneutic which, on the initiativ e of the v erse, he
puts forward in the first pe rson 5 2 " This v e rse , " he says, " alludes to the
two form s of the theophany (zuhur Allah). Its e soteric m eaning is the
following : We will show them our Signs, that is to say, our tokens and
emblem s whi ch, in the world above and in the world below, together
c onstitute the hori zons, and which in the hum an world c onstitute the
world of s ouls . Until it is clear to them that being in its entirety is c omposed
o f the epiphanic forms ofmy Essence , m y Nam e s and m y Operations; and
that in reality there c an be nothing other than Myself, or, rathe r, that the
Other does not possess be ing in reality, because the Other signifies, precisely,
m y own indiv idualized

and parti culari zed theophani c form s,

which

subsist by virtue of m y real, universal and absolute being, in the sam e way
as what is limited subsists by v irtue ofthe absolute, as the shadow subsists
by v irtue of the sun, and as the form of m anifestation subsists by v irtue of
that which it m anife sts. F or this reason I hav e sai d : He is the First and the
Last, the Manifestedandthe Hidden (5 7 : 3 ) . And I hav e said: Whichever way you
turn, there is the Face ofGod (2 : 1 1 5) . And I hav e also said: All things are
perishable except his Face . . . and it is to him thatyou return (2 8 : 8 8 ) . This is why
the gnostics have said: Only God is able to be-God, his Nam es, Attributes
and Op erations . " And here Hay dar Am ul i cites two well-known quat
rains : " My B elov ed has shown him self to m e in ev ery asp e ct I Thus I hav e

contem plated him in ev ery Idea and in ev ery form I He said to m e : Thus it

is good. But when I Things are c onte m p l ated by m e, it is you who are a
copy of m e . " " Gl ory be to him who has m anifested his hum anity I Like a

hidden secret of the brilliance of his resplendent div inity I And who has

then appe ar e d to us in the m anifest state in his creation I In the form of

s om eone who e ats and dr inks . " 5 3

52 Ibid. , §§ 675-676 .
53 . L. Massignon attributes this quatrain to Hall aj, but neither Ruzbihan nor Haydar
Arnuli confirms this. It is not necessary to read a Christian meaning into the
quatrain, although of course a Chri sti an is at liberty to do so. It is even more
permissible for a Shiite thinker to see in it an obvious allusion to the Imam, or else
as envisioning the secret of divinity manifested in the beauty of ephemeral human
beings (which is how Haydar Arnuli understands it) ; for that is the secret of their
"imperishable Fac e " (28 :88), in virtue of which they are the epiphanic forms of
divinity.
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What is the r e ason for all this? Why thi s apparent digression? H aydar
Amuli anti cipat e s the reproach: the point of it all is th at what i s de sig
nat e d on the one hand as the uni v e r s e , the cosmos, and on the other hand
as M a n, forms a Who l e whi c h is one and the same, consti tuted o f all the
the opha ni c forms . T h e supr e m e secret (al-si1r al-a 'zam) is that the uni verse
i s "in th e imag e of G o d " and that, for the gnosti c , the Whol e from one
point of vi ew i s the di vine B eing, and from another point o f view is the
c osmi c A dam or Anthropos, b e c aus e the Who l e reflects the I mage of the
hi dden T r e a sure tha t c r e a t e d the world b e c ause i t aspi red to be known
t o know itsel f in the mirror of c r e ation. T hi s is the secret of the first two
B ooks, th e " B ook of H orizon s " and the " B ook of Soul s " . 5 4
T h e scienc e of the B al an c e can then effect a detai l e d proof of thi s . T h e
e xteri or or manife ste d world obeys the r hythm of the num ber nineteen; i t
is in fact c onstituted b y t h e Intelligence of the univers e , the Soul o f the
univ ers e , the 9 C e l e stial Spher e s , th e 4 E l ements, the 3 natur al king doms
and, finally, M an . The total gives 1 9 . Or ag ain, as we saw earlier, it i s
c onstitut e d by the 7 planets a n d the 1 2 signs o f the Z o di a c , which also
total 1 9 . T hi s figure is also the num b e r of man, of anthropology. M an is
c onstitut e d by hi s p e r s onal intell ect, hi s p ers onal soul , ten facultie s de sig
nated as the five external sens e s and the fi v e i nternal senses, four s oul s
de signat e d in K o r a ni c t e rminology as " the soul which orders (evil ) " (al

nafs al-ammarah), " the soul whi c h c e nsure s " (al-lawwamah, the c ons cienc e ) ,
" th e inspired soul " (al-mulhamah), " the pacified soul " (mutma'annah)-and
la stly, thr e e p n e um a s or spirit s : vegetati v e (rnh nabatiyah), vital (r. hayawa

niyah), and psychic (r. nafsaniyah). T h e t otal is ninete en. In the s am e way,
the spiri tual world is c onstitut e d by the seven great prophets and their
twe lve I m a m s , that is to say, . . . by the seven poles and the twelve Awliya'
or Friends of G o d . T h e total is ag ai n 1 9. 55
The c orr e sp ondenc e betwe e n the worl d as Homo maximus and man as
microcosm j usti fi e s the attribution to both of the Imago Dei, mani feste d
respe ctively in their tw o the ophani c forms . T hi s c orre spondence is further
expre s s e d by the fact that the c o smos c an be designate d as God's maj or
caliph, and m an , the Anthropos, as the minor caliph. T h e i nverse is e qually
true : man' s cal iphate function also embrac e s the universe, since the l atter is
manifested to and for man. I t is this whi ch effects the c orresp onde nc e
54 Ibid., § 677.
55 Ibid., §§ 678, 684.
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between the herm eneutic of the " B ook of Horizons" and that ofthe "Book
of S ouls" , to such a point that a cosm ological verse like the Koranic verse
1 3 :2, " God is He who has raised the Heav ens without pillars that you can
see " , is equally applicable to the spiritual Heav en, the Heav en within.
These invisible pillars are an allusion to the Perfect Man as the cosm ic
Anthropos, through whom the celestial Spheres subsist together with the
Angels who are their m oving Souls, like the visible pillars upholding a
palace or a dom e .
A s for the invisible pillars which support the spiritual Heaven, they are
to be understood as that which constitutes the Spirit, the Heart and the
Soul of the world, that is to say, the m e taphysical reality of that Perfect
Man who is unknown to all save God, since " My friends are beneath my
tabernacles (my cupolas, my dom es) . No-one knows them except myself. "
This hadith again affirms itself here in order to rem ind us that the Perfect
Man is exemplified at all the v arious levels of the esoteric hierarchy, which
are these invisible pillars supporting the spiritual Heav en. We noted at
the beginning of this study the term s by which they are designated. They
are the prophets (Nabi), the Messengers (nabi-mursal), the Friends of God,
the Im am s , the poles, the caliphs, the pillars (awtad), the abdaL and so on.
But it is understood that the m ost em inent am ong them , those who
determ ine the others, are the nineteen alre ady m entione d-the seven
prophets and the twelve I m am s-who correspond to the nineteen of the
external world, and on whom ultim ately depends the m ovem ent of the
periods which articulate a cycle; for this m ovem ent is the m ovem ent of the
Balance brought back to the initial equilibri urn . 56
This, broadly speaking, is the " B alance ofthe nineteen" as a herm eneu
tic which brings into correspondence the two first Books: the "Book of
Horizons " and the "Book of Souls" . We m ust now apply it to the third
Book, which is the revealed Book-the " B ook of the K oran" ; and we will
see how the herm eneutic brings it into correspondence with the first two
Books by m eans of the secret of the sam e num ber, 1 9.
B . We can approach it initially by way o f an analysis of the word with
56 Ibid., §§ 680, 683, 685. Cf also the hadith of the first Imam : " Know that the human
Form is the greatest token {hujjah) of God before his cre atures . It is the Book which
he wrote with his hand. It is the Temple which he built with his Wisdom. It is the
witness who bears witness for all the invisible, the evidence against all who deny. It
is the straight Road that leads to all Good. And it is the road that lies between
paradise and hell . " § 682 .
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whi ch B ei ng e xpre s s e s itsel f i n the imperati v e m o de . This i s the KN (
Esto! not fiat) whi ch, addr e s s e d to the thi ng alr e ady myst eri ously pre sent
=

in its eternal virtual i ty, c om m ands i t to be. M or e pre cisely, the analysis

i nvolv e s the thr e e c o ns onants whi c h make up the root of the verb K W N
(to be ) : kaf, waw, nun 57 When the se thr e e l etters are mul tipl i e d by the
thr ee l etters whi ch c omp o s e , respe ctiv ely, the nam e of each, the resul ti ng
figure is 9. It is thi s n um b e r that r egul ate s the stru c ture of being wi th
r egard to b oth the e soteri c and the e xote ric, the visible world, or Mulk,
and the worl d of the S oul, or Malakut. H e nc e , on the one hand there are
the ni ne c e l e stial Spheres, and on the othe r the ni ne Ang e l s who ar e the
Souls whi ch m ov e them , giving a t otal of 1 8. And thi s is what the the os

ophers m e an when the y speak of 1 8, 0 0 0 worlds (a fi gure, moreover, as
well- known in I s maili gnosis as in the J e w i s h Cabbal ah . ) 5 8 Indee d, for

H a ydar Amuli the num b e r 1 8 de si gnate s the " uniti es of the univers e " or

uni v e r s e -principl e s , the order of thou s ands, symbolizing the multitude of
p ar t s whi c h m ak e up e a ch on e . Whe n the Perfect M an is a d d e d t o th e
num b e r 1 8, the total figure of 1 9 i s obtai n e d .
We a r e l e d to t h e same conclusion w h e n we analyse the hexaemeron, the
six days ofCre ati on, taking into a c c ount the Kor ani c verse s : " O n e day for
your L o r d i s like one thousand years in your r e c k oning " (2 2 : 47) ; and: " I t i s
H e w h o c r e a t e d t h e H e av e n s and t h e E a r t h and that whi c h i s between

them, in six days " (2 5 : 6 0 ) . The H e av e n s are the world of the Jabarut (the

world of the Intelligences and the di vine N am e s ) . T h e E arth is the Mulk,

the world of visible thi ng s . T h a t whi ch i s betwe en them i s th e Malakut or
world of Soul s . The six days assigne d to e ach of the se thr e e worlds gives a

total of 18. Since one day is e qual to a thous and ye ars, we arri v e onc e again
at the fi gure 1 8 , 0 0 0 59 We shal l see how in e stabl ishing c ertain c orrespon
denc e s , thi s figure possesses a de cisi v e importance ac c ording to whether it
57 Ibid. , §§ 686-687.
5 8 On the 1 8,000 worlds, see my book L 'Homme de lumiere dans le sou.fisme iranien (P ar i s,
1 97 1 ), p. 1 62 [The Man ofLight in Iranian Sufism, tran s . Nancy Pearson, B ou l der &
L on don , Shambh al a Pu b l i cat i on s, 1 978, p . 1 0 9 . ] Cf. G. Scholem, Les Origines de Ia
Kahbah, op . cit. , p p . 4 7 6 , 4 9 0 ; Ni colas Sed, La Cosmologie juive, op . cit., p p . 2 1 2 ff.
5 9 N. al-N., § § 702, 7 1 9 - 7 2 1 . H ay d ar Amu l i ant i c i p ates the possible obj ectio n : "Why

not adm i t that the totality of the three worl ds was created in six d ays, rath er th an
that they were e ach created one by one in six days (whence 6 X 3 = 1 8 ) ? " "I will
r eply: B e cause God M o st H igh tells us in an other p l ac e that such i s the case; th i s he
does in th e fol lowing verse: W i l l you b e unbe l i eving towards Him who created th e
E arth in two days? . . . an d in four days he di stribut ed proporti onately over th e
E arth the foods which th e E arth provides to those who requ ire th em ( . . . ) Next he
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is thought to include Man, or whether, instead, Man is added to it so as to
m ake a total of 1 9. Here, Haydar Amuli observes that being (kawn), in
relation to the nine levels deduced from it, is hom ologous to unity in
relation to numbers (from one to ten, the progression starting again ab
initio after ten), or to substance in relation to the nine accidents . Each tim e
we have ten plus the nine levels, giv ing a total of 1 9. Thus, we hav e the
First Intelligence and the nine celestial Spheres, m aking up 1 0, to which
are added nine levels-the nine Intelligences which govern the Spheres
giving a total of l 9. Or again, we hav e the ten Intelligences, together with
the nine celestial Souls that m ove the nine Spheres in an act of love
towards the Intelligences from which they proceed; and here the total is
again 1 9.
Now it is on the basis ofthis sam e num ber- 1 9-that, in correspondence
with the "Book of Horizons " and the "Book of S ouls " , the " Book of the
Koran" {al-Kitab al-Qur'ani) is c onstructed. It is true that the letters of its
script num her twenty-eight (the letters in the Arabic alphabet) . Neverthe
less, 14 of these (half ofthem , that is) belong to the world ofthe Mulk, the
disposed (Heaven) into seven heavens (in the space d) two days, and he revealed to
each heaven its fimction . . .' (41 :9-- 1 2). The questioner may now say triumphantly:
" So God created Heaven and Earth in eight days (2 + 4+ 2), not in six! " But he has
his answer ready: " Your conclusion is without value. The four days refer only to a
complementary and supplementary creation, the creation of material substances.
The separate spiritual substances transcend such measures. " And this, fur him, is
the heart of the matter: where is the sense in taking these days to mean what the
literalist commentators take them to mean, since "when" the Creation took place,
neither day nor time existed? It is more to the point to understand the six days as six
stages: mineral, vegetable, animal, man, genie, Angel ; or, the Jabamt, the Malakut,
the Mulk, the Living, the Genie, the Angel ; or again: the Intelligence, the World
Soul, Nature, M atter, the Body, the Elements. The whole question, moreover, is
dominated by the meaning ofthe word day. This can only mean the "divine day",
which possesses two aspects: the days of lordship (ayyam al-rububiyah), and the days
of divinity (ayyam al-uluhiyah). Divinity is God's link with the man whose God He is
in the spiritual order of things (ma 'nan). Lordship is God's link with the man whose
Lord (rabb) he is in the manifested (suratan) order of things . That is why the gnostics
say: lordship has a secret (sirr); if this secret were made manifest (and thus
abolished), the relationship of lordship would be destroyed. Now the "day of
lordship" is the day which, according to the verse 22: 47, is equal to a thousand years
in our reckoning, so each day ofthe hexaemeron can be reckoned as a millenium of
lordship; while the "day of divinity" is equal to 50,000 years, which is the figure of a
total cycle in I smaili gnosis as well. Thi s is attested by the verse: "The Angels and
the Spirit ascend towards him in a day whose measure is 50,000 years" (70: 4).
§§ 722-725 . These are brief observations on a theme which calls for the making of
numerous comparisons. See En Islam iranien . . . , op. cit., IV, index, s.v. hexaemeron,
j our.
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visible world; these are the letters which possess diacritical m arks. The
rem aining 1 4 belong to the world of the Malakut; they are without diacriti
cal m arks and are the original letters. These are the letters which appear
as mysterious sigils enclosed in a frame at the beginning of certain surahs of
the Koran; som etim es they appe ar singly (m onoliteral), and som etim es in
groups of two (biliteral), three (triliteral), four ( quadriliteral) or five
(quintiliteral) . There are thus five grades which, added to fourteen, give a
system of 1 9 grades of letters.
Such is the system of letters in the Arabic script in which the Koran is
written. But this is not all. Each surah is headed by a set phrase-the same
phrase which is repeated by the believer before any undertaking : Bism
Allah al-Rahman al-Rahim: in the nam e of God the Compassionate, the All
m erciful. This phrase is regarded as a recapitulation of the entire Koran.
Now, in the Arabic script, it comprises 1 9 letters . Philosophical algebra
sees in each of these letters the symbol of a stage in the descent of divine
Mercy from one level of being to another. When added together, the seven
and the twelve which we encountered in the preceding diagram s thus
confirm the properties of their correspondences.
A rigorous transliteration of the nineteen letters of the Arabic script
which constitute the Basmallah gives the following: B SM ALLH AL
RHMN AL-RHIM.
The Prophet expressed himself in a striking m anner on the virtues of
this invocation: " He who desires immunity from the 1 9 henchm en ofHell
needs to recite the Basmallah; for on the day of the Resurrection, God will
m ake a paradise out of each of its constituent letters . " Shortly, we will
exam ine the practical implications of this statem ent. For this invocation
does indeed recapitulate the entire Koran, and the first of its letters, B (the
Arabic ba� is itself the recapitulation of the Basmallah. Again, as the
Prophet said: " God has m ade one hundred and four books descend from
Heaven. The knowledge contained in one hundred of these books he
stored in four of them : the T orah, the Psalm s, the Gospel, and the Koran.
The know ledge contained in the first three of these four books, he set down
in the fourth, the Koran. He set down this knowledge in the Mufassal (the
part from surah 49 to the end) . This he set down in the Fatihah (the first,
" opening" surah of the K oran) . Lastly, he set this down in the ba' (B) of
the Basmallah. " Thus , the letter b a ' recapitulates (totalizes) all that is in
the Koran and in all the revealed celestial books. This is why it merits the
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observation m ade about it by the Prophet and the first Im am , and which
is also attribute d to several mashayikh: "I see nothing without seeing the
letter ba' written into it. " And because all beings hav e been m a de manifest
as from the letter ba� the first I m am also said : "I call God to witness that,
if I wished, I could produce a comm entary on the letter ba' of the
Basmallah equal to the load of seventy cam els . " Being is m anifested by the
letter ba', and by the dot bene ath the letter ba' the Creator is differentiated
from the creaturely (the letter ba' on its own consists of a horizontal stroke
with a dot underneath) . T o quote the first Im am once m ore : "I am the dot
beneath the letter ba'. "60
T he letter ba' comes at the origin o f being, and its esoteric secret m akes
it a symbol ofthe First Existence, designated as the First Intelligence, the
Reality of Realities (Haqiqat al-Haqa'iq), the Suprem e Spirit. Whereas the
letter alif (which consists of a simple vertical stroke, with no ensuing
ligature possible) symbolizes the unique divine Essence, alone and un
seconded, the letter ba' symbolizes the prim ary Unity of all subsequent
unities. 61 In the sam e way, each letter of the Basmallah gives its nam e to
one of the existences of the higher and lower worlds. H ay dar Amuli refers
here to the long khutbah (hom ily) with which he opens his v ast spiritual
comm entary on the Koran, a hom ily which is a typical example of " narra
tive theosophy" . It begins as follows : 6 2
" Glory be to him who has m ade the letter alif, alone , the origin of All
and the symbol of the pure and absolute Essence ; who has m ade the letter
ba' the cipher of the First Determ ination, the First of all lim ited beings
beneath absolute being, the first of its epiphanies; and who has m ade the
other letters the symbols, respectively, of the other existences. He has
written the entirety qua entirety on the pages of the inv isible universes
with the Pen of the primordial Will. He has given the nam e of The Mother
of the Book (the archetype of archetypes) to the letters of the eternal
al-N. , §§ 689-6 90.
61 There is a serious problem implicit here. The first Intelligence is designated as the
" Primary Existence", and as such is symbolized by the letter ba'. The pure divine
Essence as the source of being, symbolized here by the letter a/if, is thus beyond
being, hyperousion. Elsewhere, as in the writings of Shaykh Ahmad Ahsa'i for ex
ample, this state ofthings makes the letter a/if, precisely, the symbol ofthe initial
Determination, which is the Intelligence. Of En Islam iranien . . . , op. cit., IV,
index, s.v. etre, theologie apophatique .
62 The author refers here to his Ta'wilat (§ 6 90), and his Ta'wil (§ 691); cf above, note
50.

60 N.
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quiddities and indiv iduations . He has composed its Verbs, perfect and
imperfect, of the existence of beings. He has ordained the Signs of the
universes of the Inv isible and of the Visible in the Book of Horizons, to
which refer the verses: By Mount Sinai ! By a Book written on an unrolled
parchm ent ( 5 2 : 1 - 3 ) . " 6 3
' This Book is precisely the cosm ic epic of Mercy propagating itself
through all the stages of the revelation of being. The phenom enon of the
world is thus a phenom enon of writing, a phenom enon of the Book. Hence
the ta'wil (the herm eneutics of symbols), when applied to this Book as the
implem entation of the Science of the Balance, is no other than the ta 'wil
applied to the revealed Book; for the universe, unfolding to the rhythm of
the Basmallah, is itself the book, the song or epic, of Mercy.
The following is a detailed presentation ofthe correspondences between
the manifested world and the spiritual world, between the "Book of
Horizons" and the " Book of Souls "-a presentation m ade possible by the
letters of the Basmallah, which is itselfthe recapitulation, the quintessence,
of the whole of the "Book of the K oran" 6 4
a) With respect to the exterior manifested world, the schema of corre
spondences is as follows (see above for the 1 9 letters of the actual Arabic
script for Bism Allah al-Rahman al-Rahim).
1 . B (the ba') corresponds to the first Intelligence (the world of the
Jabarut);
2. S (the sin) corresponds to the Soul of the univ erse (the world of the
Malakut);
3 . M (the mim) corresponds t o the Throne ('Arsh) : the ninth Sphere ;
4. A (the alif) corresponds to the Firm am ent (Kursi) : the eighth Sphere;
5 . L (the first lam) corresponds to the sev enth Sphere : the Heaven of
S aturn;
6. L (the second lam) corresponds to the sixth Sphere : the Heav en of
Jup iter ;
7. H (the ha') corresponds to the fifth Sphere : the Heaven of Mars;
8 . A (the alij) corresponds to the fourth Sphere : the Heav en of the Sun;
9. L (the lam) corresponds to the third Sphere : the Heaven of Venus;
63 N.

al-N. , §§ 692-694 .
64 Ibid., §§ 696-697, 728-729 .
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R (the ra � corresponds to the second Sphere : the Heav en ofMercury ;
H (the ha� corresponds to the first Sphere : the Heav en of the Moon;
M (the m im) corresponds to the Sphere of Fire : the first Elem ent;
N (the nun) corresponds to the Sphere of Air: the second Elem ent;
A (the ali.f) corresponds to the Sphere of Water : the third Elem ent;
L (the lam) corresponds to the Earth : the fourth Elem ent;
R (the ra � corresponds to the anim al : the first of the three natural
kingdom s;
1 7. H (the ha� corresponds to the v egetal : the second ofthe three natural
kingdom s ;
1 0.
11.
12.
13.
1 4.
15.
1 6.

1 8. I (the ya � corresponds to the m ineral : the third of the three natural
kingdom s ;
1 9 . M (the mim) corresponds to Man, who recapitulates the Whole.
The author sets this forth in a diagram (fig. 3 = diagram no . 1 0, cf.
Appendix) . In the centre, a sm all circle bears the words : al- 'alam al-suri
(the m anifested world) . On the circum ferent ring, the nineteen " unities of
the univ erse " which we hav e j ust enum erated are each symbolized by one
of the 1 9 letters of the Basmallah, and balanced by the total of 1 9 m ade up
of the 1 2 Signs of the Zodiac and the 7 Planets, which have already figured
in the preceding diagram . However, through the inaccuracy or careless
ness of the draughtsm an, the celestial Spheres of the prim ary series are not
exactly opposite the planets which correspond to them . There is a discrep
ancy weighing on the whole diagram (see Appendix), unless one is sup
posed to think of it as an adj ustable figure (drawn on pieces of c ardboard
which revolve independently) . But what counts first and last is, needless
to say, the structure of the whole.
b) With regard to the spiritual world, each of the letters of the Basmallah is
m ade to correspond respectively both with the haqiqah (the spiritual or
m etaphysical reality), and with the form of m anifestation of each of the 7
great prophets and each of the 1 2 I m am s of the Muham m adan period, 6 5
who, together with the Prophet and his daughter F atim ah, m ake up the
plerom a of the Haqiqah muhammadiyah. The schem a of correspondences is
as follows :
65 The haqiqah

or

metaphysical reality of each Imam is specified by an adjective

formed from h i s n am e (murtadawiyah, hasaniyah, hasayniyah, baqiriyah, jaJariyah and so

on), which can also serve as an abstract noun to designate his essence.
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B (ba? corresponds to the haqiqah of Muham mad;
S (sin) corresponds to the haqiqah of Adam ;
M (mim) corresponds to the haqiqah ofN oah;
A (ali.f) corresponds to the haqiqah of Abraham ;
L (lam) corresponds to the haqiqah of David;
L (lam) corresponds to the haqiqah of Moses;
H (ha') corresponds to the haqiqah of Jesus ;
A (alif) corresponds to the haqiqah of the first Im am , 'Ali al-Murtada;

9. L (lam) corresponds to the haqiqah of the second I m am , Hasan ibn
'Ali;
1 0. R (ra ') corresponds to the haqiqah of the third Im am , Husayn ibn 'Ali;
1 1 . H (ha? corresponds to the haqiqah of the fourth Im am , 'Ali al- Sajj ad;
12. M (mim) corresponds to the haqiqah of the fifth Im am , Muham m a d al
Baqir;
1 3 . N (nun) corresponds to the haqiqah ofthe sixth Im am , Ja' far al-Sadiq;
14. A (ali.f} corresponds to the haqiqah of the seventh Im am , Musa al
Kazim ;
1 5 . L (lam) corresponds to the haqiqah of the eighth Im am , 'Ali al-Rida;
1 6. R (ra? corresponds to the haqiqah of the ninth Im am , Muham m a d al
Jaw ad;
1 7. H (ha ') corresponds to the haqiqah of the tenth Imam , 'Ali al-Naqi;
1 8. I (ya') corresponds to the haqiqah of the eleventh I m am , Hasan al
'Askari;
19. M (mim) corresponds to the haqiqah ofthe twelfth Im am , Muham m ad
al-Mahdi.
This schem a of correspondences is presented to the im aginative per
ception by another diagram (fig. 4 = diagram no. 1 1 , see Appendix) . The
sm all circle in the centre signifies the spiritual world ('alam ma'nawi). On
the circum ferent ring, in the outer segm ent of each epicycle, are the 7
great prophets and the 1 2 Im am s of the Adam ic period (Seth, Abel,
Cainan and so on), each of whom is indicated by one of the 19 letters of
the Basmallah. In the inner segm ent of the epicycles are the 7 poles of the
great prophets and the 1 2 I m am s ofthe Muham m adan period. (As in the
preceding diagram , howev er, there is a certain discrepancy in the corre
spondences, although the structure as a whole remains unchanged; cf
Appendix) .
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These diagram s, then, disclose to our im aginativ e perception a v ast
system in which the correspondences are effected between the 1 9 degrees
or levels of cosm ology,and the 1 9 levels of prophetology and Im am o logy,
each of which is indicated by one of the 1 9 letters of the Basmallah. In other
words, we are shown the correspondences between the " exterior Heav en"
and the " interior Heav en" , between physical astronomy and spiritual
astronomy, the " Book of H orizons " and the "Book of Souls " . It is worth
recalling at this point a statem ent by Paracelsus such as the following :
" Should you wish to investigate the composition of m an in its entirety,
then you must realize that the bodies of the firm am ent are contained in
the body of the m icrocosm . F or the stars in the body of m an, like the
external stars, possess their properties, nature s, courses and situs, and
differ from them only in the substance of their form " 66 Sim ilarly, the great
mystical theosopher Sim nani spoke of the " prophets of your be ing " . 67
It is the nineteen letters of the Basmallah that enable Haydar Amuli to
effect the correspondences between the Heavens of cosm ology and the
Heav ens of prophetology, since they recapitulate both the m anifested
and the spiritual univ erses . If the Basmallah is here the Balance which
verifies this corre spondence, it is bec ause the secret ofthe theophanies, the
secret of the m anifestations of the pure Essence (which, as we saw, is
symbolized by the letter alif, there being no ensuing ligature possible), is
ultim ately identical with the secret of the m anifestations, in the other
letters, of this sam e alif. H ay dar Amuli subj ects this fundam ental and
original correspondence to an analysis of great subtlety, based on the
Arabic spelling of the three words bism, Allah and Rahman, in which three
alifs are in fact occulted or disguised. 68
If we consider the Arabic spelling which is transliterated by B SM
ALLH AL-RH1-1N, we will realize that between the B and the S (the ba'
66 Cf. Par acelsus, Paramirum I, in Sammtliche Werke in zeitgemarser Kurzung ( ! ) , ed. J .

Strebel (St. Gallen, 1947), vol. V; p. 94. "He who has knowledge of the lower Sphere is
called a philosopher, whereas he who has knowledge ofthe upper Sphere is called
an astronomer . But they are both philosophers and astronomers, fur they possess in
common an art that is one and the same ( . . . ) . Saturn is not only in Heaven but in
the depths of the sea and in the deepest cavities of the Earth ( . . . ) . He who has
knowledge of Mars knows the property of fire, and vice versa. The philosopher
apprehends in the one the essence of the other. " Ibid. , pp. 'i&---79.
67 On Simnani, see En Islam iranien . . . , op . cit. , III, pp. 275 ff. , and I V, index, s.v.
prophetes (les sept) de ton etre .
68 N al-N , §§ 698-70 1 , 730 .
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and the sin) there should be an alif which current usage of Arabic spelling
has abolished. Between the second L and the H {lam and ha '), there should
be the alif of a scriptio plena (= a), which is om itted in the spelling. Finally,
between the M and the N {mim and nun) of the word RHMN {Rahman),
strict orthography requires an alifwhich current spelling om its.
These three occulted alifs symbolize respectively the pure divine Essence,
the divine Attributes, and the divine Operations. This same Essence is the
cause of three levels : 1) the Unitude {ahadiyah) of absolute, unseconded
being; 2) the Unity {wahidiyah) which is the first in the series of unities and
which m arks the first lim itation of being; this is the median level of the
First Intelligence as the second hypostasis; 3) the limitation of the terminal
being, which corresponds to the third hypostasis, the Soul, the level ofthe
divine Operations designated as the level of the rububiyah or lordship . On
this level is established the reciprocal relationship between the personal
God or lord {rabb) and his vassal {marbub), a relationship which renders
them interdependent; it is the level of the "God created in the faiths" . 69
How, then, in the three words Bism, A llah and Rahman, is the letter alif able
to " symbolize " with the theophanies?
It is in this way. Divine Being manifests itself in the multitude of its
theophanies {mazahir). But this multiplicity is only such in v irtue of the
relationships and additions which are precisely what one elim inates when
one affirm s the esoteric or ontological tawhid, in other words when one
affixms that div ine Being alone is, in the true sense of the word. At the
level of the theophanies, there is multiplicity and the Other, there is the
relationship between the personal lord and his vassal-a relationship
typified in the traditional words: "I was a hidden Treasure . I desired to be
known, therefore I created Creation. " At the same tim e, the essential,
absolute occultation and secrecy of divine Being are affirmed in the verse :
" God can dispense with [both] the univ erses" (29 : 6); and it is here that
the symbolic pre-em inence of the letter alifbecomes ev ident.
As we have already observ ed, the alifis formed by a simple vertical
69 On the designation ofthe first Intelligence-the second hypostasis-as the Merciful
(al-Rahman}, the metaphysical Anthropos, and ofthe SoUl-the third hypostasis
as the All - Merciful {al-Rahim); and on the identification of al-Rahman with the
Makranthropos (al-Insan al-kabir}, and ofal-Rahim with the Mikranthropos (al-Insan
al-saghir}, cf La Philosophie Shi'ite, op. cit, pp. 567-568. Moreover, the Imam is
metaphysically identified with al-Rahman, Homo maximus, the "Light, father of
Lights" (al-Nur abu 'l-Anwar); ibid., index, s.v. Imam.
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stroke, of which one m ay regard the other Arabic letters as the horizontal
elongation, incurvation, torsion, and so on. There is scope, consequently,
for env isaging that the letter alifmanifests itself in the other letters, and
that this m anifestation results in its determ ination by the form of each of
the other letters. This implies the establishing of a relationship which, in
its turn, entails both a multiplication and the fact that there are letters
other than the letter alif. There is thus a perfect correspondence between
the m anifestation of divine Being in its the ophanic forms and the m anifes
tation of the letter alifin the diversified forms of the other letters. Conse
quently, every existing thing can be defined according to its correspon
dence with one ofthe letters : one m ay be designated by the ba ', another by
the jim, another by the dal, and so on. T he divine Essence (dhat ilahiyah, the
divine Ipseity) is brought into relationship with each existing thing, and
from this bringing into relationship arise the multiplication and the de
nom ination of divine Being by the nam e of each existing thing (the nam e
o f the first Intelligence, the nam e o f the Soul of the World, and so on) . In
the sam e way, a relationship is established between the letter alif, and
each o f the other letters, resulting in the multiplicity of the ABJAD (a, b,
c, d) , and in the denom ination of the alif by the nam e of every letter (the
ba: the jim, the dal and so on are the nam es of the alifs forms of m anifes
tation) .
Thus the manifestation of divine Being through the form s of the universe
(suwar al- 'alam) corresponds to the m anifestation of the alifthrough the
forms ofthe other letters . At the sam e tim e, here can be seen the ontologi
cal basis of the system of correspondences established in the last two
diagram s (figs. 3 and 4) between the nineteen letters of the Basmallah, the
nineteen levels of cosm ology, and the nineteen levels of prophetology.
The three alifs occulted in the spelling of the three words bism, Allah and
Rahman can also be viewed as emblem s of the three universes which are
veiled within the Basmallah. These are the three " unities of the univ erse " ,
the multiplicity of each of which is symbolized by the figure of one
thousand. They are the mystical body of the Basmallah, in the sam e way
that the angelic " holy m yriads " are the mystical body of the Suprem e
Namus, the " L aw of fire " which was the first vision vouchsafed to the
Prophet by the Angel-a vision that overwhelm ed him and whose m eaning
was rev ealed to him by the m onk Waraqah. 7 0 This " m ystical body " ofthe
70 a the article by J. -C. Vadet, op. cit.
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Basmallah likewise leads us back to the nineteen worlds. In effect, the three
"veiled universes" p ostulate the existence of three other worlds : the world
of Knowledge ('alam al- 'ilm), the world of Will (iradah), and the world of
Power (qudrah), each of which is ordained for another world that is its
receptacle (qawabil) : the Known (ma 'lum), the Willed (murad) and the
Predeterm ined (muqaddar). The total num ber of worlds is 9. In virtue of
the Balance which requires equilibrium between the hidden or esoteric
(batin) and the m anifest or exoteric (zahir), we should also take into
account the three levels in the world of intelligences (Jabarut), the world of
Souls (Malakut), and the world of m aterial bodies (Mulk). Here, once
again, 9 + 9 = 1 8. When m an ' s own universe is added, we hav e a total of
In short, Hay dar Amuli is of the opinion that the totality of worlds,
from whatever angle and in whatev er m ode it is viewed, is 1 9, including
Man. And he is fully aware of disclosing in this way the most extraordinary
m eanings (ma 'ani, ideas), " inspired by the Inv isible, and for which there
exists no precedent am ong the Ancients " 72 This is also the dom inating
sentim ent in the third deploym ent of the " B alance of the nineteen" , which
equilibrates the levels of the interior paradise and the interior hell.
C. We hav e read, abov e, the advice of the Prophet: " H e who desires
immunity against the 1 9 henchm en of Hell needs to recite the Basmallah. "
This is an allusion to the Koranic verse 74: 30, which says that " above
Gehenna stand nineteen [guards] . " H aydar Amuli m editated at length on
this verse, with regard to which two questions immediately arise : I . What
are these henchm en of Hell? 2. Why is their number limited to 19?
I . In order to reply to the first question, one must bear in m ind the
correspondence between the exterior Heaven and the interior Heav en,
and hence between the exterior paradise and hell on the one hand, and the
interior paradise and hell on the other; for it is in the inner meaning of
paradise and hell as internal states of man that the answer will be found.
It depends on m an whether the Angels of his paradise are changed into
the dem ons of his hell. All connection and attachm ent engender a perm a7 1 N al-N, § 703 . The Koranic verse 27: 12, which commands Moses: " Put your hand
inside your breast, and you will take it out all white without its being diseased; this
will be one of the nine signs " , is interpreted as referring to the nine exterior
corporeal worlds, and the nine hidden spiritual worlds whereby Moses exercises his
miracle-working powers over the form er. § 704 .
72 Ibi d . , § 705 .
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nent disposition or habitus (malakah, i'��o;;) which " p ossesses" {milk) his
interior being and becom es its " dom inant" .
Theology calls these habitus by the nam e of " Angels" . But there are
habitus which are excellent, v aliant and beautiful, and it is these which are
properly called " Angels" ; and there are habitus that are vicious, crav en
and ugly. These go by the nam e of " henchm en" (zabaniyah) of hell, while
the former are called by one of the nam es of Paradise-Ridvan whose
Angels they are . The correspondenc e between the two worlds is clear. T he
Angels signify the Powers (al-quwa or al-quwwat, &uv<if.Luo;;) who are
active both in the m acrocosm and in the m i crocosm . As Ibn 'Arabi puts it,
the Angels are the Powers of the makranthropos, ofthis " Great Man " (insan
kabir) who is the universe, j ust as in the m i crocosm , in the interior
Heaven, the spiritual and psychic Powers are the Angels of m an' s existence;
for within m an the Powers of the cosmos are assembled and rec apitulated
in a condensed m anner. It is with respect to these Powers that the habitus,
the perm anent dispositions of m an, are ordered. The m ore a m an is
attached to this world, the m ore v icious and vile is his ethos or inner state .
The less his attachm ent to this world, the m ore beautiful, strong and
subtle his inner state . Why, then, is m e ntion m ade of 1 9 connections and
1 9 habitus, based on the num ber of Angels who guard the threshold of
paradise and the number of henchm en who are the guardians of hell?
It is because the interior paradise and hell; precisely because of the
correspondence between the exterior Heaven and the interior Heav en,
are not extrinsic to this world. As the Prophet rem inds us : " Paradise and
hell are closer to each one of you than the clasp of his sandals . " Inev itably,
therefore, there is a correspondence between this paradise and this hell
and the " ninete en" of the exterior Heav en, that is to say, the 1 2 signs of
the zodiac and the 7 wandering stars . Our author stresses that this is
clearly what astrology teaches when it relates m an' s attachm ents and his
perm anent dispositions to the signs o f the zodiac . This is why, in one case
as in the other, the whole complex form s a series of nineteen. The obj ect of
the m ission of all the prophets, as of the contents of all the sacred Books
revealed by Heaven, is the sam e : to induc e m an to free himself, to break
all links with the nineteen. This was the m eaning of the Prophet's utterance
recomm ending the recitation of the Basmallah with its nineteen letters, so
73

Ibid

" § § 706-707.
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that each of these letters m ight becom e a paradise for m an on the day of
his resurrection. Once he has broken his attachm ents, he escapes the
nineteen henchm en who are hell and rej oins the nineteen Angels who are
paradise . 74
All worldly links must be severed in the nam e ofan exclusive devotion
to the service of the divine . Here indeed m ay be understood the traditional
teaching of the mystics which originates in the utterance of the Prophet :
" Die before you die . " This mystical anticipation of death, this " death
before death" , is rooted in the idea that at the outset m an' s natural life is
not, in this world, the life of his true nature . In order to live according to
his true nature, he must undergo this voluntary mystical death, which is
actually his second birth. Another utterance ofthe Prophet' s states : " Hu
m an beings are asleep ; it is when they die that they awaken. " By means of
this sam e utterance, Ibn 'Arabi (see below, section V) will finally offer us
a dazzling insight into the meaning of the " science of correspondences" .
Here, sleep is ignorance and unawareness . Wakefulness is gnosis, the
awareness of being awake; 7 5 it is to be an Egregoros.
A Koranic verse refers to this: " He who was dead and to whom we gave
life, and whom we have set as a Light, so that he should walk with it
am ong m en-is this m an like him who walks in darkness, and who will
nev er em erge from it? " (6 : 1 23). Hay dar Amuli com m ents on this: " He
who has undergone the v oluntary death of mystical initiation, whom we
hav e m ade alive with the true life which is knowledge, gnosis, visionary
power (mushahadah), and whom we have set am ong m en as som eone who
possesses knowledge, as a gnostic, as som eone who sees (mushdhid)-is he
like the m an who is no m ore than a corpse am id the darkness of ignor
ance?" Life in the true and authentic sense is not life in the biological
sense; it is Light, the Light which in the Koran always signifies knowledge,
life, being.
Light is Being itself, and as such it is invulnerable to darkness and
death. In order to liberate this Light and restore it to its invulnerability, it
74 Ibid. , § 708.
75 Yaqcrzah. Cf the nam e Hayy ibn Yaqzan, which fonns the title ofone of Avicenna's
mystical recitals, edited and translated in my Atiicenne et le recit visionnaire, Paris,
1 980, Berg International [Avicerrna and the Visionary Recital, trans . Willard R. Trask,
Spring Publications , Inc . , 1 980; University of Dallas , Texas . This translation has
been m ade from the original 1 954 French edition, not from the 1 979 Berg Inter
national edition to which Corbin refers . The arrangement, however, of the text is
the sam e in both cases . ]
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is ne c e ssary to p a s s through v o l untary de ath, the mysti c al de ath . O ur
autho r und e r s tands the fol lowing K o r a ni c verses (3 : 1 69-1 70) in their
purely spiritual sense : " D o not thi nk that tho s e who hav e been killed on
G o d ' s p athway are d e a d . N o ! they are living with the i r L or d ; from him
the y re ceive their subsi stenc e , and are fi l l e d with j o y by the favour with
whi ch God ov erwhe l m s t h e m . " T h u s , a c c ording t o the ta'wil, de ath is t o
b e und e r st o o d in a spiritual s ense : one di e s t o t h e darkne ss and hence t o
de ath itsel f, in t h e n atural sens e , for thi s mysti c al de ath l e ads to a hi gher
form of existenc e , t o the i m m ortal life whi c h i s m ai n t ai n e d by the spiritual
no uri shm e nt o f knowl e dg e , gno si s , i nner r ev e l ation {kashf). t T hi s is the
signi fi c ance that H a y d a r Amuli gives he r e to the " m a r t yr s " fallen o n the
p a thw a y of G o d ; and i n so do i ng he is p e r h a p s close to the m e a ning
ascri b e d to " m a r ty r s " by a h e r m e t i c alchemist suc h as Z o simus, who w a s
well awar e t h a t t h e b i r t h a n d gr owth o f th e subtl e b o dy-of the b o dy of
r e surr e c t i o n within m a n-p r e supp o s e s that the " m artyr " passes through
the di ss olution r epr e s ent e d by the stag e ofnigredo. T hi s dis solution is here
that of the m any c onne ctions c o nc e a l e d in the ni n e t e e n .
H e nc e t h e c onclusion: " H e who i n thi s w orl d doe s not dis s ol v e t h e tie s
r e s ulting from hi s d e p e ndence o n t h e twe lve signs of the z o di a c a n d the
seven p l a ne t s , r e m a i n s , after hi s phy s i c al exitus, in the p o w e r of the habitus
produc e d in him by thos e attachments whi ch are de signated as the nine teen
h e n c h m e n of hell . " 7 7
2 . O u r fi r st que sti on has b e e n answ e r e d b y the se c onsi derati on s . I t
m ay appe ar that , b e c ause o f th e c o r r e s p on d e n c e b e tw e en m a c r o c o s m and
m i c r o c o s m , w e have at the same ti m e r e c eived the answ e r t o our s e c ond
qu e stion, as wel l : why i s the n um b e r of the se h e n c hm e n limited to 1 9? B ut
in fact the que sti on i s one o f far g r e at e r c ompl e xity, and the re might even
be s o m e thing ridi c ul o us i n l i miting the se habitus to 1 9 . I n limiti ng the
numb e r of the habitus of m a n ' s i nne r b e i ng-that is to say, the Angels of
his p a r a di s e or the h e n c hm e n ofhis hell-to 1 9, one is taking i nto a c c o unt
only gl obal c ategori e s , the " uniti e s o f the uni v e rs e " (as is the c a s e when
one speaks of th e Jabarut or the Malakut) ; but when it comes t o going into
detai l , and to vi suali zing p a r t i c u l a r thing s in all their singul arity, onl y
G o d knows their numb e r and limits. As the K or ani c v e r s e 74: 3 1 puts it:
" N o one knows the armi e s o f y our L or d save H e alone . " F or this r e a s on ,
7 6 N al-N , §§ 709-7 1 1 .
77 Ibid. , § 7 1 3 .
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the multitude of these partial realities is not the object of our author' s
enquiry . The obj ect of carrying out his enquiry into the number 1 9,
encountered in the three great Books, is suggested to him by two references.
One of these, in the Koran (69 : 32), alludes to a chain of 70 cubits ; the
other is contained in this utterance of the Prophet: " God has 70,000 Veils
of light and darkness; if He were to raise them , the splendours of His Face
would set alight any creature who met His gaze . " 78 Are not this chain and
these Veils related in some way to the 1 9, and especially to the 1 9 dem ons
of hell, against whom one must guard by the recitation of the Basmallah
and by substituting for them the 1 9 Angels of paradise ?
Our author observes, firstly, that if the 1 9 letters of the Basmallah are, as
the preceding diagram s hav e illustrated, an adequate cipher of the gradu
ation of the system of the worlds-the manifest world and the spiritual
world-a detailed realization of them is only achieved according to the
system of the letters as a whole . He has already alluded to this when he
recalled that of the 28 letters of the Arabic alphabet, the fourteen undotted
letters relate to the Malakut or spiritual world, while the other fourteen,
which are furnished with diacritical m arks, relate to the Mulk or m anifest
world. This is the system that we will be considering in conclusion, when
we exam ine the " B alance of the twenty-eight" . The them e of the 70,000
Veils of light and darkness has prom oted a considemble body of literature
am ong the mystical theosophers. What Haydar Amuli wishes to envisage
here is the idea that both chain and veil denote all connection and
attachm ent to this world, ofwhich m an must be free before his exitus. He
considers that his great forbears, such as Ghazali, Fakhruddin Razi,
Najm uddin Kubra, Najm uddin Dayah Razi, and Fakhruddin 'lraqi 79
were not able, in spite of their efforts, to explain the figure 70. By contrast,
he says, " it happened that God opened the eye of our inner vision . . . so
that we discovered and contemplated the state of things as it is in reality,
and wrote a treatise in Arabic and a treatise in Persian on the subject, in
which we explained it in v arious way s . " 8 0
78 Ibid. , §§ 7 1 4-71 5.
79 On all these figures, see my Histoire de Ia philosophie islamique, part I I : 'Depuis Ia mort
d' Averroes jusqu' a nos j ours' . (A shortened version of this can be found in Encyclo
pe 'die de Ia Pleiade, Hisloire de laphilosophie, III).
8 0 N. al-N. , § 7 1 6 . Th i s is most probably a reference to the treatise entitl e d Risalat al
hujub wa- khulasat al-kutub (Treat ise on th e vei ls and the quintessence of books) . Cf.
my i ntro duction to La Philosophie Shi 'ite, op . cit., p p . 40 ff, n o . 1 5 of the bibliographi
cal sketc h .
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His explanation as he presents it here is as follows. He recalls how one
arrives at the total of 1 8 levels of cosm ology (1 8 or 1 8,000 worlds), and
how by adding the world of the Perfect Man one obtains the total of 1 9 .
Needless t o say, as the science o f the Balance dem ands, i t must b e
understood that these 1 8 " unities o f the universe " each comprises an
exoteric and an esoteric dim ension, that is to say, one aspect which
pertains to the Mulk, the world m anifest to the senses, and a c ounterpart
which pertains to the spiritual world or Malakut When their double aspect
is taken into account, the 1 8 " unities ofthe univ erse " give a total of 36. In
accordance with the preceding m ethod of calculation, these 36 " unities of
the universe " are to be added to m an' s own universe, since this latter was
added to the 1 8 levels of cosmology to give 1 8 + 1
1 9. Here, if we
understand him correctly, Haydar Amuli proceeds by another course,
inverse and complem entary. T he 1 8 universes are regarded as being the
chains and the veils in relation to m an, and it is with m an that they
becom e 1 9. Now, however, it is a question not of adding m an to the sum of
these univ erses, but of extracting him from it. To extract m an from these
universes so that he m ay constitute his own universe, free of chains and
veils, am ounts then, from the point of view here envisaged, to subtracting
him from their totality. This gives 3 6 - 1 3 5 . 8 1 The se 35 are to be taken
into account both in the " Book of Horizons " and the " Book of Souls" , and
this gives us the figure of 70-that is to say : 70 worlds, 70 veils, 70 chains,
with respect to the global unities, but 70,000 Veils and 70,000 chains with
respect to the detail symbolized, as before, by the order of thousands . Quod
=

=

erat demonstrandum.82

This, broadly speaking, is how the " balanc e of the nineteen" is elabor
ated, verified as it is in the correspondence between the "Book ofHorizons" ,
the "Book of Souls" and the "Book of the Koran " . Our author has
indicated in passing how the 28 letters ofthe Arabic alphabet are linked to
the 1 9 letters of the Basmallah, thus " ciphering " the genesis ofthe worlds .
We will encounter this num ber 28 again in connection with the way in
81 If this were not so, it would be hard to see how, since mm is not included in the 1 8
(he i s added t o make the 1 9th), the author could subtract him fr om the 36
( 18 X 2) to get 35 . Ifhe is not there, how can he be subtracted? H aydar Amuli
returns to the number 36 in connection with the " B almce ofthe 72 " (that is to say,
the 72 religious schools or groups before and since Islam) , which for lack of space we
carmot go into here . a. §§ 872 ff.
82 Ibid., § 7 1 7.
=
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which, like Dante, Ibn 'Arabi apportions the 28 dwellings of Hell. But in
Hay dar Amuli, the " balance of the twenty-eight" fits into a vast whole
which is one of the culm inations of his prophetic historiosophy . Another
culm ination is the " b alance of the seventy-two" , which embraces the
totality of the history of religion, both before and after Islam , in an
inspired and grandiose perspective. Unfortunately, we have no room to
describe it here .

iv.

The Balance ofthe Twenty-Eight

The " balanc e ofthe twenty-eight" could be said in som e sense to function
at the heart of prophetology in general. It aim s particularly at m anifesting
the plerom a constituted by the Muham m adan period of the prophetic
cycle, and it does this by distinguishing the ideal topological correspon
dence between the levels that denote, respectively, the ancestors and the
descendants of the Prophet of islam . The undertaking is something quite
different from that of a linear construction, vector of a philosophy of
history that envisages either a necessary causality imm anent in facts, or a
purely contingent succession of these facts. In our case, " facts " are envis
aged as ordered and dom inate d by a transcendental law, the superior law
of a structure which determ ines things in the form of cycles (or " cupolas " ,
as w e said before) . A homology exists between the respective stages of
each cycle, and this m akes it possible to bring the personages they locate
into correspondence with each other. In conform ity with a distinction
which we hav e already established, the law itself, transcendental and
transhistorical, is that of a historiosophy, not of a simple philosophy of
history.
Prophetology in general acknowledges the existence of 1 24,000 prophets :
not Nabis who perforce have possessed the quality of Messengers, but
Nabis pure and simple. For each ofthese Nabis there was a Friend of God
(a wall) who was his spiritual heir (his wasi). According to this order of
things, there were 1 24,000 Awliya ' corresponding to the 1 24,000 Nabis.
But, as we already know, prophetology proper sees the seven great legisla
tive prophets as occupying an incomparable rank. As we also know, each
of them was succeeded by twelve Im am s who were their spiritual heirs
until the com ing of a new prophet 8 3 This applied also to the prophet of
83 Ibid. , § 731 .
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I sl am who, unlike previ ous p r o p he t s , was the Seal of proph e c y and of
prophe tol ogy, and whose twel fth I m a m was and will be the " Se al of the

Awliya "' of his p eri o d . If this is the case , how is the B al ance which
equilibrat e s the anc e stry and de s c endancy of the l ast o f the legislati ve
prophets to be e stabl ished?
O ur autho rs appl i e d themselves to r e c onstr ucting the family tre e o f the
prophet M u h a m m a d back to A d a m . Altogether it forms a chain of 5 1
link s .

Prominent positi ons are o c c upi e d by ' Ab dul - M ut t a l i b , c o mm on

an cestor of the Pr ophet and the first I m am ; by a l - N adr ibn Kinanah, from
whom originated the tribe of the Qurayshi te s ; and by I shmae l , son of
Ab r ah a m , through whom we go b a ck to Arphaxad, of the line of She m .
After this, i t onl y rem ains to identify, b e n e ath a n orthogr aphy that is more
or less a c c urate , the names whi ch o c c ur in the book of Genesi s .
Amuli observ e s that of the s e 51

84

H a y dar

anc e s to r s , 17 were prophe t s , 1 7 others

were kings, and 1 7 more were Awliyaff-a

rem ark b e ari ng witness to the

perpetuati on in I sl amic gnosis of the arithm o l ogi c al virtues of the num b e r
5 1 , c onsi dere d as a multiple of 1 7 ( 1 7 X 3) . T h e fam ous al che mist J a b i r ibn
H a yy an alre ady r e gar de d the c or p o r e al worl d as " g overne d by the num 
ber 1 7, which is supp o s e d to r e p r oduce here below the imag e , admi tte dly
di stort e d, of the cele sti al m a n " . 8 6

T he r e are two further things t o b e noted, a ) T h e ance stry o fthe pro phe t
trac e d thr ough the m ale line, fr om father to gr andfathe r , is still an e xoteric
one ; i t leaves untou c h e d the p r o bl e m o f his e s oteri c anc e stry through the
line of Kha dij ah, his wife, and ofher c ousin the Chri stian monk W a r a qah,
84 Ibid., § 732. In fuct, although 5 1 names are mentioned, Haydar Amuli lists only 46
of them. After the line of ascent from Ishmael to Arphaxad, the list accords with the
Book of Genesis n: 10---32.
85 Ibid., § 733 .
86 Cf Paul Kraus, Jah ir ibn Hayyan, op. cit., I I , pp. 2 1 6-2 1 7, 222-223, who has
gathered together some suggestive comparisons. In the Nusayri tradition, 5 1 ( 3
X 17) dignitaries stand at the gates of the town of Harran (the town of the Sabian
hetmeticists, described in the manner of the heavenly Jerusalem) to receive the just
who will inhabit Heaven (cf the Revelation of John, 2 1 : 1 0 ft) . According to certain
Jewish gnostics, there are 1 7 primordial Beings. According to the Shiite gnostic
Mughirah ibn Sa'id (died 1 1 9/737), 1 7 is the number of people who will be
resurrected at the appearance ofthe Mahdi , "and each of them will be given one of
the letters of the alphabet composing the supreme Name of God" . In the 1 53 fishes
of the miraculous draught of fish (John 2 1 : 1 1), St. Augustine discerns a triangular
number whose base is 1 7. The number 5 1 is the number of daily prayers said by the
first Imam ; it is also the number of treatises ( 1 7 of them on physics) in the Ismaili
Encyclopaedia of the "Brothers of the pure he art" (Ikhwan al-Safa'), and so on.
=
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who initiate d Muham m a d into the m e aning of his first v ision, b) It is
im p ortant to emphasize the pos ition o ccupied by al-N adr, first anc es tor of
the Qurayshites ; he is fourteenth in line, a pos ition that will make it possible
to establish,

on

the basis of the figure 28, the balanc e between the Prophet's

exoteric ancestry and his es oteric des cendancy in the pers on ofthe Imam s .

Be caus e the male ancestry des cribed abov e i s still exoteric, it does no
m ore than retrav erse the line of the Muham m a dan Light (Nur muhammadi)
which lies at the s ource of Muham m a d' s prophetic charisma. This pre 
eternal, spiritual L ight was trans m itte d from prophet t o prophet, a s a
s ingle Light unique to prophecy and to the Imam ate ( " I was, together
w ith 'Ali, a single Light before God, before He cre ate d Cre ation" ) , until,
from ' Abdul Muttalib onwards , it splits into the two pers ons of the
Prophet and the Im am . The purity of this Light excludes all tarnishing
during the stag es of its transm iss ion, to such a degree that one must in
pass ing exerc is e a certain pre cis ion with respect to the true identity of
Abraham' s father . 8 7
T he balanc e , then, o f the Prophet' s anc estry and des c endancy is estab
lishe d

on

the bas is of the figure 28 . T he importanc e for prophetology ofthe

figure 28, alre ady encountere d in this c ontext, is revealed at once . Inde ed,

the prophets mentioned in the K oran are 28 in number, and this number
is eo ipso a distinguishing mark of the prophetology c ommon to the

" re ligions of the Book " , to the Abraham ic " e cum enism " which covers the
propheti c c ontinuity from the Bible to the K oran. It is this c ontinuity that
perm its the prophe t of Islam to rev iv e the s criptural ante c e dents of his
own Rev e lation. T h e te aching s to be inferre d from the figure 28 are more

easily foreseeable in that they hav e alre ady been outline d. The number of

prophets m entioned in the K oran conforms to the number that regulates

87 N al-N , §§ 733---734. The precision which our author brings to bear in passing is
prompted by the Koranic verse 6 : 75, where it is said that Azar was the lather of
Abraham. Azar had been a worshipper of idols before being converted by Abraham,
and it is absolutely out of the question that the Muhanunadan Light, transmitted
from prophet to prophet-which is, needless to say, a mystery deriving from subtle
physiology-should reside in loins that are impure. In fuct, Azar was Abraham's
uncle, and the Koranic verse, says Haydar Amuli, merely confirms the Arabic usage
of calling an uncle by the name of "father" . Actually, Abraham was the son of
Terah, and on this our author is in agreement with the Bock of Genesis, 1 1 :26. It is
by virtue of the impeccability (cf the concept ofavc%JLapTTJTO� in Judaeo- Christian
prophetology) required ofthe prophets and the Imams that Haydar Amuli defends
the memory of Abu Talib also, who was both the father of the Imam 'Ali and the
adoptive father of the Prophet.
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the common structure o f the three great books . T h e " Book of Horizons"
comprises 1 4 level s : the 1 st Intellig ence, the 9 celestial Spheres, and the 4
Element s . Taking into consi derati on b oth the exoteric and the esoteric
aspects, at the level of the Mulk and the Malakut the total obtained is 28.
The s ame is true of the " Book of S oul s " and of the " Book of the K o ran " ,
which consists of the 28 letters . Equally, when one considers the 7 prophets
in the " worl d ofhorizon s " and in the " world of s oul s " , taking into account
b oth their metaphysical and their manifested asp ects , the total obtained i s
again 28 ( 7 X 4 ) . 8 8
There is more than thi s . W e hav e noted that the 1 9 henchmen of hell
menti oned in the Koran had to be c ounterb al anced by the 1 9 Angels of
p aradi s e . In a simil ar manner, I b n 'Arabi (whom H ay d ar Amuli quotes
again at this point) saw a structure ofhell counterbalanced by the structure
o f p aradi s e organized in terms o f the figure 2 8 . T h e inhabitants ofhell fall
into four categories, for I bli s - S atan' s strategy is to assail men " from before
and from behind, from their right and their left" (7 : 1 7 ). 8 9 Moreover,
G ehenna is s aid ( 1 5 : 4 4 ) to hav e " seven gates " , seven levels or circles,
among whi ch are di stributed the four categories of " infernal s " . When thi s
numb er (4) is multiplied by the numb er of circles (7), the result is 28. I b n
'Arabi ' s top ography of Hell h a s b e e n compared, b y the great Arabi st Asm
Palacios, to that des cribed by D ant e . 9 0
These 28 infernal dwellings corre s p ond to the 28 letters whi ch make up
the kalimat, the words whereby unbelief and faith are manifested in this
worl d ; for G o d speaks and addr e s s e s each man through the faith or the
lack of faith which is in that man, through his sincerity or mendacity ; and
evidence of G od subsists in the world in the very words men utter, even if
they utter them only to deny G o d . We have already seen how hundreds
and thous ands can serve to denote-symb olically, not stati stically-the
plurality concealed in each " unity of the universe" . H ere, each infernal
dwelling is reg arded as being made up of one hundre d levels, whi ch gives
88 Ibid., §§ 736-737.
89 Ibid. , §§ 73 8-73 9 . Cf Futuhat, chap . 62: " Iblis appears to the mushrik from in front
he appears to the atheist from behind; he appears to the proud m an from his right;
he app ears to the hypocrite from his left, for that is his weakest side, and it is also the
weakest of the four group s " .

9 0 . Cf. M i g u e l Asln P al ac ios , L a Escatologia musulmana e n Ia Divina Comedia, 2 n d edi tion,

(Madn d/Granada, 1 943), pp. 1 44--1 48. The relationship of 4 X 7 is brought out in

the diagrams on p. 147, sliowing the correspondence between the Islamic circles of

hell

and Dante's
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a total of 2,800 dwellings. 2 8 hundred paradisiac dwellings correspond
symmetrically to these 28 hundred infernal dwellings, for it is said: "Like a
grain which produces seven ears, every ear bearing a hundred grains"
(2 : 26 1 ), giving a total of 700. The blessed also fall into four categories : the
prophet-legislators, the Nabis pure and simple, the Awliya ', and the ordi
nary believ ers. Once again, the number obtained is 2, 800 (700 X 4) .
Thus, the scales which weigh Creation in the two worlds of paradise and
hell are absolutely accurate . Consequently the figure of 2 8 prophets m en
tioned in the Koran conceals a profound wisdom, the sam e wisdom as that
which has established between the two worlds correspondences of which we
know practically nothing 91
There is, then, an essential connection between the science of the
Balance as a science of correspondences, and the recognition of theo
phanies; for there is not a creature that is not the theophanic fonn (mazhar;) of
one of the divine Nam e s, and the science of correspondences consists in
hom ologising the theophanies of a single divine Nam e at all levels of the
universe as well as in each cycle of prophetic hierohistory . It is in this
respect that the num ber 28 dem onstrates its arithm osophical virtues, for,
as well as denoting the number ofthe prophets m entioned in the Koran, it
determ ines the structural hom ology between the two cycles fonned by the
ancestry and the descendants of the prophet of Islam . Haydar Amuli
derives inspiration here from the subtle clues provided by a thirteenth
century author, Muham m ad ibn Talha 92
While speaking above of the Prophet' s 5 1 ancestors that go back to
Adam , we m entioned the significance to be assigned to al-Nadr ibn
Kinanah as the founder of the tribe of the Qurayshites . This is because the
Prophet declared that " the Im am s who com e after him shall be of the
Quraysh" . Thus , the Im am ate of an Imam, even though he were an Arab,
would be neither legal nor legitim ate if he were a non-Qurayshite . Such a
privilege doubtless bestows an incomparable dignity and nobility on the
tribe of the Qurayshites, but it means eo ipso that in the Prophet' s ancestry,
91 N al-N, §§ 740-74 1 . On the numb er 28 as a perfect number in arithm o1ogy, see P.
Kraus, op . cit., p. 1 99.
92 At that time, Muham m ad ibn Talha (Kam aluddin Abu S alim) was one of the
leaders ofthe S hafi'ite school (he appears, in fuct, to have been a crypto -Shiite, like
so m any others). He died at Aleppo in 652/ 1 254- 1 2 5 5 , at the age of 70. His m ain
work, on the p erson of the Im am s , Matalib al-sul Ji manaqib AI al-Rasul, was litho
graphed in Iran . He is also reported to have written a treatise on the supreme Name
ofGod. Cf Rayhanat al-adab, I I I , p. 385, no. 96.
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the line beginning with al-Nadr, father of the Qurayshite s, m ust be
distinguished and set apart from the others . 9 3 Between the Prophet and al
Nadr there are 12 links in the anc estral chain (to which links correspond
the 1 2 I m am s) , from 'Abdullah, the Prophet' s father, to Malik, al-Nadr's
son. Thus, Malik ibn al-Nadr, at the sum m it of the ancestral line, corre
sponds symm etrically with the final point of the line of prophetic descend
arrey, which is m arked by the twelfth Im am , Muham m ad al-Mahdi . Ifwe
now com plete the twelve links ofthe ance stral chain with the two extrem es
of the Prophet and al-Nadr, we obtain a total of 14 people.
This is clearly set out in the diagram provided by our author (fig. 5 =
diagram no. 1 2; see Appendix) . In the circum ferent ring are the 5 1 nam es
representing the line of ascent from Muham m ad back to Adam ; the nam e s
of these tw o last culm inate at the highest point (for the end i s a return to
the beginning) . In the central circle are inscribed the nam es of the 1 4
Qurayshites ; in the sm all central circle is the nam e o f the Prophet, linked
by a written stroke to the nam e of his father. Round about, and reading
from right to left, are the nam es of the 1 2 ancestors ending with Malik al
Nadr, whose nam e is j oined by a written stroke to the sm all circle at the
side which bears the nam e of al-Nadr ibn K inanah. 9 4
In its turn, the diagram schem atizing the Prophet' s descendants corre
sponds strictly with the pre ceding diagram . Here we are once again
rem inded o f the reason why the num ber of the I m am s is lim ited to twelve.
This necessary lim itation possesses four aspects : a) It is symbolized in the
1 2 letters which make up respectively the double affirmation of the Islam ic
faith: the Affirm ation of the Unique (LA ILH ILA ALLH = La ilaha ilia,
Allah), and the affirmation of the Prophet's m ission (MHMD RSUL
ALLH = Muhammad rasul Allah). Now the Im am ate derives from this dual
93 On al-Nad.r ibn Kinanah, ancestor of the Qurayshite tribe, see Safinat Bihar alarrw dr, I I , p. 424, s.v. qrs. He is not to be confused with al-Nad.r ibn al-Harth,
Safinat, II, p. 594, whose name is associated with a strange recurrence of lranian
fervour. He had gone to "Persia, and announced to the Qurayshites on his return:
Muhammad told you the story of 'Ad and Tharnud; I shall tell you the story of
Rustarn and Isfandyar . His audience found the story so beautiful that they ceased to
listen to the Koran. It seems that he was a companion of Abu Jahl , and was killed
by 'Ali after the battle of Bad.r, ibid., I I , 2 1 0.
94 N al-N , §§ 747-751 . The situs of the Prophet thus determines the equilibrium
between his twelve Qurayshite ancestors and his twelve Imarnic descendants. In
connection with this, it will be observed that the first Melchizedek, who comes into
Enoch I I , is preceded by 1 2 priests ( 1 3 counting Nir, N oah's brother), and that the
second Melchizedek, king of Salem, was the originator of a line of 12 priests. Cf Le
Lime des secrets d'Henoch, ed. and trans . A. Vaillant (Paris, 1 952), pp. 1 1 5- 1 1 7.
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principle, and those who assum e it are 1 2 in number, b) The second aspect
is the Prophet' s choice of twelve m en, and his announcem ent that twelve
Im am s would come after him 95 c) The third aspect is represented by the
prototype of the twelve leaders of the twelve tribes of lsrael, of the twelve
springs which gushed from the rock of Horeb, struck by Moses' rod. d)
Finally, there is an aspect based on the equivalence, established earlier by
the " science of letters " or philosophical algebra, between the words Za
MaN (time) and MiZaN (balance) .
T he progression oftim e m arked by the revolution ofthe stars, especially
by the revolution of the ninth Sphere, is necessary if the benefits which
result from the stars' course are to propagate themselves in the terrestrial
world. The course of the stars is regulated with reference to the computus
of the twelve m onths and the twelve hours of the day and of the night. In
the sam e way, by virtue of the perfect correspondence between the two
worlds, the invisible action of the Im am s on the spiritual world is regulated
with reference to their number, which is twelve. 96 The tim e {zaman) of the
I m am ate is the balance {mizan) which equilibrates the esoteric aspect of
the Imamic lineage of the twelve I m am s with the exoteric aspect of the
lineage ofthe Prophet's twelve Qurayshite ancestors. When typified in the
form of a cycle homologous to the preceding one, the tim e ofthe Im am ate
is to such a degree a " liturgical tim e " that each of the twelve hours of the
day and of the night is under the protection of one of the Twelve. In
contrast to chronological tim e, which flows in irreversible succession,
liturgical tim e establishes that level of transhistorical perm anence to
which we referred earlier. It is perpetually there ; it does not conceal a past
which has passed away. Its very succession ensures not its flowing away,
but its return. The present tim e of the Im am ate is the mean-tim e of the
hidden Im am , whose liturgical recurrences will continue until the "Day of
the Resurrection" .
In this way, the structure of the diagram showing the Imam i c lineage,
in correspondence with the line of Qurayshite ancestry, becomes immedi95 Ibid. , §§ 753-754. "And that is why, on the night ofthe 'Aqabah (the surrnnit of
Mina where the Prophet was first acknowledged publicly), when the Messenger of
God received the oath ofhis companions, he told them: Pick me out from amongst
yourselves twelve leaders like the twelve leaders of the children of lsrael. Which they
did. So this became a custom to follow and a special number. Hence this saying of
the Prophet's, expressed in different ways: the Imams after me will be twelve in
number. The first of them will be 'Ali; the last will be the Mahdi . "
9 6 Ibid. , § 755.
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ately recognizable (fig. 6 = diagram no . 1 3; see Appendix) . In the circum 
ferent ring are the 1 2 Im ams starting with the twelfth, followed by those
belonging to the line ofthe 5 1 who m ake up the lineage from Muham m ad
to Adam . The two nam es at the highest point-the point of origin and
return-are here no longer those of Adam and the " Seal of the Prophets " ,
but of Adam and the " Seal o f the Awliya' (Khatim al-Awliya �, the twelfth
Im am . In the preceding diagram , the c entral circle was inscribed with the
nam es of the 1 4 Qurayshites-that is to say, of the twelve ancestors
together with al-Nadr, their origin, and the Prophet him self in the small
circle in the m i ddle. Here , in the sm all central circle, is the nam e of
Fatim ah, daughter of the Prophet and origin of the line of Im am s . But
because Fatim ah is called the " m other of her father" (Umm abiha), she is
the origin both of the Prophet' s ancestors and of his descendants. All
around the little circle with her nam e are distribute d circles containing the
nam es of the twelve Im am s ; reading from left to right, these go from the
1 2th to the 1 st Im am , who rejoins their source in the person of the
Prophet. The Prophet's nam e occupies a sm all circle at the side, sym 
m etrical to the one that in the preceding diagram contained the nam e of
al-Nadr ibn Kinanah, origin of the Qurayshite line .
On the one hand, then, there are the 1 2 Qurayshite ancestors, in
addition to the initial figure of al-Nadr and the final figure of the Prophet
Muham m ad. These give a total of 14. On the other hand there are the 1 2
Im am s, together with the Prophet and his daughter F atim ah, the I m am s,
origin who links their line with that ofthe Qurayshite s. These, too, total J 4
(the " Fourteen Imm aculate One s " , the Fourteen Aeons o f light of the
Haqiqah muhammadiyah). The balance is exact: 1 4 + 1 4 28. The equili
brium of the balanc e is establ ished on the basis of this number, which thus
authenticates itself as the esoteric num b er of the Muham m adan period of
the prophetic cycle, corresponding with the 28 letters, the 28 phases of the
Moon, and so on. 97
=

In conclusion, we will quote our author: " The light of the I m am ate
guides he arts and intelligences along the way of T ruth (or the way of God,
tariq al-Haqq), showing them clearly the goals on the road to salv ation, j ust
as the light of the Sun and the Moon guides the eyes of ere atures along the
ways ofthe visible world. It shows them clearly those ways which are well97 Ibid., § 758.
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m arked and easy, so that they can follow them , as well as those which are
abrupt and perilous, so that they can avoid them . Both are guiding lights :
one directs the eyes of the interior vision, and is the light ofthe Im am ate ;
and the other guides the eyes of the exterior vision, and is the light of the
Sun and the Moon. Each of these two lights possesses stations for its
transference, its m igration. The stations of the light which directs the eyes
of exterior vision are the twelve Signs of the zodiac, of which the first is
Aries and the last the sign of Pisces. This light is transferred from one to
another of the twelve Signs, until it reaches the last Sign, the twelfth.
Sim ilarly, the stations of the light which directs the "eyes of the interior
vision, the light of the I m am ate , are also lim ited to twelve, and are the
twelve I m am s : "We offer these parables to men; only the Wise understand them "

(29 : 43) 98
This Koranic verse, cited by our author in conclusion, confronts us with
the ultim ate question : what, basically, is this science of correspondences
correspondences which engender symbols and thus form the substance of
the only true stories that are, perhaps, the parables? How is such a science
of correspondences possible, and who therefore is capable of it? The answer,
or at any rate an answer, to this question can be found in som e extraordi
nary pages-yet are they not all extraordinary?-of the great work of lbn
'Arabi.

v. The horsemen of the Invisible and the science of correspondences
At this point, let us take up som e of the them es left to one side in the
course of this study . We have been told that throughout their life in this
world, m en' s mode of being is one of sleep. Could they, during this sleep,
perceive the meaning and have an understanding of parables which, as
the Koranic verse has j ust told us, are only understood by the Wise Ones?
Who then are these Wise Ones? They are described to us by Ibn 'Arabi, in
three marvellous chapters, as the " horsem en" or the " knights of the
Inv isibl e " , and it is thanks to them that there can exist in this world a
" science of correspondences" .
In addition, when we m ade our brief survey of the esoteric hierarchy in
Shiism and Sufism , we cam e across the categories of the Awtad, the Abdal
98 Ibid., § 757.
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the Nujaba� the Nuqaba' and so on (see above, section 2) . There was one
category that we deliberately om itted for the tim e being, since the appro
priate m om ent to discuss it had to be deferred until now ; and this,
precisely, is the category designated by Ibn 'Arabi as the Rukban or Ruk
kab, the " horsem en" . 99 Needless to say, it is a cavalry, or knighthood,
whose function is strictly esoteric, a " cavalry of the invisible worlds "
which i s incognito to the eyes o f m en.
There are two categories of these horsem en. The first is m ade up of
those who are m ounted on great contemplations and sublim e visions; the
second is formed of those m ounted on gre at actions, great enterprises. The
two categories could be said to correspond on the one hand to a speculative,
contemplativ e knighthood, and on the other to one devoted to practical
activ ity. The first category, composed of contemplativ es, is designated as
that ofthe Afrad: the Peerless, the Incom parable, the Unique . On the level
of m an, they correspond to those Angels who were previously described to
us as the "Angels ecstatic with lov e " for the divine beauty and glory (cf
supra the seven Cherubim who, in the Dionysian hierarchy, would m ore
likely be the Seraphim ; cf. also the Seven in the books of Enoch, the book of
T obias, the Apocalypse, the seven Source- Spirits in Jacob Boehm e, and so
on) . These Angels are essentially de dicated to the celestial liturgy. The
second category of knights, those devoted to practical activity, corresponds,
on the level of m an, to the Angels whose task it is to rule over a world and
to govern the things of this world. As we shall see, it is thanks to them and
to their equitation that som ething like a " science of correspondences" can
exist.
We are told that to the knights of the first category God has entrusted a
supernatural power, 1 0 0 and that this is why they conceal themselves
bene ath the veil of the pav ilions of the Inv isible (suradiqat al-ghayb), or
even bene ath the veil of ways that are contrary to their state . In a sense
99 Cf. Ibn ' Arabi , Kitah al-Futuhat al-Makkiyah (The B ook of the spiritual C onquests of
M e c c a), I, pp. 199 ff., chapters 30---3 2. The vast critic al edition of this, undertaken
by U sman Yahya, has not yet reached the passage in que stion. Ibn 'Arabi distin
guishes between the fwsan, the horsemen, and the rukban, those who ride on c amels
or, to be exact, dromedaries (hujun), a sport at which the Arabs of Arabia are expert.
Their group is associated with the taste for eloquence , for heroic poetry, for genero
sity-in short, for whatever is characteristic of the "chivalry of the desert " . This is
why Ibn ' Arabi chose the name of rukhan. In fact, throughout these pages as well as
in the dictionaries we are concerned simply with "horse me n" .
100 Ibid. , p. 20 1 .
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they are "volunteers of disapprobation" (malamatiyah) should they judge
it expedient in order to preserve their incognito; they are Fityan (plural
form of fata), a term whose appearance in this context is all the m ore
distinctiv e in that it designates the m embers of the fu tu wwah-that is to
say, of the Islam ic equiv alent of our Western phenom enon of chivalry and
comradeship . 101 They are m en who are absolutely free (abriya '), free even
of the authority of the Pole (Qutb) that is the sum m it of the esoteric
hierarchy : they are not at the Pole's disposal. On the contrary, they are
them selv es designated as poles, not because they are in charge of a group
and rule over it as leaders-they are too highly placed far that-but
because of their mystical status and their service to the divine . They
exercise no comm and because they achieve full realization of their being
in serving the divine . They are horsemen who move without m ovem ent,
carried away by the sheer spontaneous impulse of their m ounts . If they
cover at great speed the distances which they are ordered to cover by
divine c om m and, the credit belongs to the steed which bears them , and on
which they sit m otionless in their contemplation. This is expressed by the
Koranic verse 8 : 1 7 : " When you shoot the arrow, it is not you, but God
who shoots it. " One cannot claim glory for som ething which is negative,
and imm obility is simply the negation of movement. They traverse spiritual
distances, those perilous wildernesses, in their souls and by m eans of their
souls, but they do not place their trust in their souls, far they are the
Transported (majdhubun) by the divine attraction. Each night they under
go a spiritual ascension (mi 'raj ruhani). Like Abraham , their vision of the
Malakut! 02 is direct, and it is to this that their immobility is due . They
have no " bridge" to cross, for direct vision has no need of interpretations.
We would say that they do not hav e to engage in " herm eneutical rides" .
These " herm eneutical rides" devolve upon the horsem en in the second
1 0 1 Cf Traites des compagnons-chevaliers (Rasa'il-i Javanmardan). Recueil de sept "Futuwwat
Ndmah ", publishe d by M urtaz a Sarraf, with an analytical introduction by H enry
C orbin, B ibliotheque Iranienne , vol . 20 (T ehran/Paris , 1 9 73).
1 02 Ibid. , pp. 2 0 5 - 2 0 6 . Cf the K orani c verse 6 :7 6 : " This is how we c aused Abraham
to see the malakut ofH eaven and E arth " . There exists a famous c onversation on the
subj ect of this verse between the fifth Imam, M uhammad al-B aqir, and his
disciple J abir ibn ' Abdullah, who asked the Imam in what sense it should be
understood that the ma/akut-the supra-sensible world ofHeaven and Earth-had
been shown to Abraham . The Imam , by giving his disciple a brief visionary
perception, caused him to see the Veils of light that are the respective spiritual
universes ofthe twelve Imams . Cf my En Islam iranien . . , op . cit . , IV . index, s.v.
Jabir ibn ' Abdillah, Voiles de lumiere .
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category. What exactly are they ? Ibn 'Arabi puts us on the right track
when he expresses his adm iration for a Koranic verse that he continually
re-reads and m editate s upon. All the creatures in the univ erse are so m any
divine Signs, and " am ong these Signs" , says the verse in question, " is your
sleep during the night and during the day, and your expectation of the
blessing ofthis sleep" (30 : 23). Why does Ibn 'Arabi consider this verse to
refer par excellence to the second category of the " horsemen of the Invisible " ?
The reason i s that in addition t o speaking o f sleep during the night, which
is natural, it speaks of sleep during the day, excluding thereby all m ention
of a state of wakefulness. Herein lies the secret of that state of things
described by the Prophet when he said, in a rem ark already quoted :
" Hum an beings are plunged into sleep; it i s when they die that they
awaken" . Contrary to profane opinion, de ath is not a falling asleep but an
awakening. This can apply both to de ath in the mystical sense and to
death in the physical sense of an exilus; and, as Haydar Amuli has
explained, the purpose ofthe first de ath is that the second one should be a
resurrection.
It is precisely this that is im portant for Ibn 'Arabi . Man' s present
condition in this world is such that the visions we see in sleep in the world
of Night, and what we think of as our perceptions in the world of Day, are
sim ilar in that both visions and perceptions take place in a state of sleep,
equally in the world of Night and in the world of Day. Thus both visions
and perceptions, by the sam e token, require an interpretation, a herm en
eutic; and it is for this reason that Ibn 'Arabi views this world as a bridge,
as a stage to be trav ersed.
One Arabic root ('br) conceals in effect a valuable ambiguity. It m eans
to cross, to trav erse. In the second form (the causativ e, 'abbara) it means to
cross a bridge, to trav erse a river, for example. In de signating the act of
crossing over from one side to another, the sam e verbal noun ta 'bir
designates eo ipso the act of interpreting-the herm eneutic-because the
ta'bir or herm eneutic consists in m aking the crossing from the apparent to
the hidden, from the exoteric {zahir) to the esoteric (batin). Ta 'bir al-ru 'ya,
the interpretation of visions and dre am s , is one of the chief applications of
the " science of the B alance " . It is to m ake the crossing from the form s
perceived in vision to the secret m eaning of their appearanc e . The v isions
we see in sleep in the world of Night, as well as the perceptions we have
in what we call the world of Day, re quire the sam e crossing to be m ade
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before we can perceive their secret m eaning. The reason for this is that both
are m otivated by a secret purpose deriving from another world. This is
why our present world-the world of Night and the world of Day-is a
bridge which must be crossed. A bridge is a place of passage, not a
stopping-place or a dwelling-place. One crosses over it, and it must be
crossed if one is to understand the secret m eaning, the invisible " corre
spondence " of what " takes place" on this side of it. This is the task
assigned to the interpreters, the herm eneutists of the esoteric who are
prom oted to the rank of " horsem en of the Inv isible " .
Ibn 'Arabi goes on to recapitulate the situation which, in this world,
keeps us in a state of slumber both at night and during the day. It may
happen that som eone sees visions in his sleep and dream s, still asleep, that
he has woken up ; and he dream s-thinking him self awake-that he is
telling his dream s to som eone who is also part of his dream . He goes on
sleeping the sam e sleep, dream ing that he is interpreting what he has seen
while asleep. Then he wakes up, and realizes that he has not ceased to be
asleep, both while dream ing and while interpreting the visions of his
dream .
The sam e thing is true in the case of the m an the eyes of whose inner
vision are opened while he is still in this world, before his exitus. From the
m om ent of his great awakening, he realizes that he has always been
dream ing, but he thanks God for granting him this sleep, as well as for the
fact that he has lived in sleep both his visions and the interpretations of
these visions. This is, perhaps, what we do when, like Haydar Amuli, we
construct great diagram s of worlds and interm ediary worlds; yet this,
precisely, is the hidden m eaning of the Koranic verse which speaks of
" y our expectation of the blessing of this sleep"- To be forearmed against
the decadence of dre am s is to be capable of crossing the bridge with regard
both to the dream s of Night and to those of the Day, since such is our
condition in this world; and this crossing is effected by the "knighthood
devoted to practical activ ity" , a knighthood dedicated, as Ibn 'Arabi has
told us, to great actions, great enterprises. Could there, indeed, be any
undertaking greater than to dedicate oneself to the search for the corre
spondences between what we see in this world and the Invisible, the ghayb,
the world of Mystery? For only this search can abolish the frontier which
keeps our destiny captiv e .
Thus I b n 'Arabi not only perceiv es that the Koranic verse (30: 23),
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which speaks ofthe sleep of the night and the day, is a verse whose hidden
purpose concerns abov e all the " horsem en of the Inv isible " ; he also
perceiv es that the lime of their undertaking is typified in the Koranic surah
which is entitled "Night of Destiny " , for their undertaking is the realization
of the hidden m e aning of this Night. T he "Night of Destiny " (liturgically
speaking, one of the nights in the m onth of Ram adan) is the night on
which the sacred Book, the Koran, descended into this world : the sacred
Book whose homologies and correspondences with the "Book of Horizons "
and the " Book of Souls " H aydar Amuli set out to discover.
T he Koran says of this " Night ofDestiny " that " it is worth m ore than a
thousand m onths . On this Night, the Angels and the Spirit descend into
this world together with all things. Peace accompanies this Night until the
dawn" (97 : 1 -5). Because the Night of Destiny is the descent of the
Invisible into our world, it is during this Night, which continually recurs,
that the " horsem en of the Inv i sible " ride ; for it m ay be said that their ride
is a crossing of the bridge to m eet the Angels and the Spirit descending
invisibly into this world. Of course, the bridge has always to be crossed
again; but it is in this crossing that the " science of correspondences " , as a
herm eneutic of the Inv isible, consists.
Paris, Saturday of Pentecost
June 9, 1 973
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Appendix

Explanation of the diagrams
The figures are numbere d from 1 to 6. For each figure I have given the
number of the corresponding diagram in my edition ofNass al-Nusus (the
Text of Texts) by Haydar Amuli (see above p. 5 8, note 8) .

A. Diagrams ofthe Seven and the Twelve
Figure 1

=

Diagram no. 8 (cf. p. 76).

I. The Twelve. 1. The circumference is m ade up of a double circle forming
a ring . This ring contains twelve sm all circles or epicycles, each one cut in
half by the inner circle of the ring . These epicycles are grouped in threes,
each triad being separate d by a space .
2. T h e outer section o f each epicycle bears the nam e o f one o f the
twelve Signs of the zodiac; the inner section bears the nam e of one of the
twelve categories of Angel m entioned in the Koran and by Ibn 'Arabi .
The top group of three has : Aries (Hamal), T aurus (Thawr), Gem ini
(Jawza). Corresponding respectively to these are : those who repulse (zaji
rdt 37 : 2), those who recite (taliyat 3 7 : 3), those who distribute (muqassimat,

5 1 '4).
The left-hand group of three has : Cancer (Saratan), Leo (Asad), Virgo
(Sunbulah). Corresponding respectively arc : those who are sent (mursalat
77 : 1 ), those who disperse (nashirat 77:3), those who seize (nazi'at 79 : 1 ).
The bottom group of three has : L ibra (Mizan), Scorpio ('Aqrab), Sagit
tarius (Qaws). Corresponding respectively are : those who extract gently
(nashitat, 79 : 2), those who precede (sabiqat 79:4), those who swim (sabihat,
79:3).
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The right-hand group of three has : Capricorn (Jady), Aquarius (Dalw),
Pisces (Hut). Corre sponding respectively are : those who deliver (mulqiyat,
7 7 : 5), those who conduct the affairs of the univers e (mudabbirat, 19: 5),
those who are rang ed in order (sa.ffat, 31 : 1 ).
In the section of the ring between the right-hand triad and the triad at
the top are ins cribed the nam es of the first three months of the year:
Muharram, Safar, Rabi' I. Below, within the circle, are the words : Huwa al
awwal, " He is the F irst" .
In the section of the ring between the top triad and the left-hand triad
arc the names of the m onths : Rabi' II, Jumada I, Jumada II. Below, the
words : w a'l-Akhir, " and the L ast" .
In the section of the ring between the left-hand triad and the triad at the
base are the nam es of the m onths : Rajab, Sha'ban, Ramadan. Below, the
words : w a 'l-Zahir, " H e is the Manifested ...
In the section of the ring between the triad at the base and the right
hand triad are the nam es of the m onths : Shawwal, Dhu 'l-Qa 'dah, Dhu 'l
Hijja h. Below, the words : wa 'l-batin, " and the Hidden" .
I I . The Seven. In the centre of the diagram is a double circle forming a
ring , with seven small circles or epicycles, each one divided into two by
the inner circle of the ring . In the outer section of each epicycle (starting at
the top and re ading from right to left) are inscribed the names of the seven
planets in succession; in the inner s ection of each are the names of the
seven Principle s .
T h e Sun {Shams) : the Intellig ence {'A ql)
Jupiter (Mushtari) : the Soul (Nafs)
Venus (Zuhrah) : Nature (Tabi'ah)
Mercury ('Utdrid): the materia prima (Hayuli)
The Moon (Qamar) : the body (Jism)
Mars (Mirrikh) : the Throne ('Arsh)
S aturn (Zuhal) : the firmament (Kursi)
In the centre is a little circle bearing the definition of the diagram : " the
manifested World" (al- 'alam al-suri).
I I I . To the side, in the four comers of the ideal square in which the
diagram is drawn, are four little circles, each with two inscriptions . Top
right: the Intelligence ('A ql); Man (lnsan). Top left: The Soul (Naft) ; The
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Angel (Malak). Bottom left: Nature (Fabi'ah); The Genie (finn). Bottom
right: The Body (jism); The Animal (hayawan).
Figure 2

=

Diagram no . 9 (cf p. 79)

I . The Twelve. 1 . As in the preceding diagram , the circumference is made
up of a double circle forming a ring . This ring has twelve small circles or
epicycles, e ach one cut in half by the inner circle of the ring . These
epicycles are likewise grouped in threes, e ach triad separated by a space .
2. The outer section of e ach epicycle bears the name of one of the
twelve Im am s of the Adamic period. The inner section bears the name of
one of the twelv e I m am s of the Muhamm adan p eriod.
T he top triad has : Seth, Abel, C ainan. Corresponding respectively to
these are : Ali a l-Murtada, Has an al-Mujtaba, Husayn al-Shahid.
The left-hand triad has : Misham (sic), Shisham (sic), Qadis (sic). C orre
sponding respectively are : 'Ali al-Sajj ad, Muhammad al-Baqir, Ja' far al
Sadiq.
The triad at the base has : Qidhuf (sic), Imalyakh (sic), Enoch. C orre
sponding respectively are : Musa al-Kazim, 'Ali al-Rida, Muh . - T aql al
Jaw a d .
T he right-hand triad has : Idris, Dinukh (sic), Nakhur. C orresponding
respectively are : 'All-Naqi al-Hadi, Hasan al-'Askari, Muhammad al
Mahdi .
In the space between each triad, inside the ring, are the names of thre e
Im ams from the Mosaic period (total: 1 2). Below these, inside the circle,
are the names of three Imams from the period of Jesus (total: 1 2).
Unfortunate ly, the nam e s are mutilated and disfigured, and do not even
tally with those given in the body of the text. What is essential to bear in
mind is that the twelve Imams from e ach period of the prophetic cycle,
from Adam to Muhamm ad, are brought into correspondence.
II . The Seven. In the centre of the diagram is a double circle forming a
ring, with six epicycles, each cut in half by the ring's inner circle . In the
outer section of each epicycle is ins cribed the name of one of the six great
legislative prophets who preceded Muhammad; in the inner section the
" po le " (Qutb) of each period is specified. The names , successively, are
Adam, Noah, Abraham, D avid, Moses, Jesus . The name of the seventh
legislative prophet, Muham m a d as " Seal of the prophets " , here occupies
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the sm all circle at the centre which, in the preceding diagram , was
inscribed with the definition of the diagram . Here, the circle with the
definition is transferred to abov e the circle of Adam , and is inscribed " the
spiritual world" (al- 'alam al-ma 'nawi).
III . T o the side, in the c orners of the ideal square, are four sm all circles,
also bearing two inscriptions. T o p right: al-Nabi (the prophet) ; the Pole
(Qutb). T op left: al-Rasul (He who is sent) ; al-Ghawth. Bottom left: al- Wali
(the Friend, the Im am ) ; al-Fard (the Solitary One, the Peerless One) .
Bottom right: al-Khalifah (the Caliph) ; al- Watad (the T ent-Post) .
B. Diagrams ofthe Nineteen

Figure 3

=

Diagram no. 1 0 (cf p. 92)

I . 1 . As in the preceding diagram s (figs. 1 and 2), the circum ference is
m ade up of a double circle form ing a ring . This ring has nineteen sm all
circles or epicycles, tangential to each other, and each cut in half by the
inner circle ofthe ring . T h e epicyle at the base, figuring the Heaven o f the
Moon, is isolated from the others, possibly because the draughtsm an
m ade an error in his calculations .
2. The outer section of each epicycle is inscribed with the nam e of one
of the nineteen worlds . The inner section is inscribed with the nam e of one
of the seven planets, and then with that of one of the twelve signs of the
zodiac (total : 1 9) .
3 . Finally, form ing a basis for the system o f correspondences, above
each epicycle and outside the circum ference, is written one of the nineteen
letters which m ake up the Arabic spelling of the Basmallah: BiSM ALL aH
AL-RaHMaN AL -RaHIM.
Above (p. 9 1 ff) we reproduced the order of correspondence as set out
by Haydar Amuli in his book (§ 696, pp . 3 1 2- 3 1 3 ) . This diagram , how
ever, is irregular in one detail which we cannot explain: Saturn is relegated to
the 1 9th position. The following is the order as it stands :
B : T he world of the Jabarut-The Sun
S : The world of the Malakut-Jupiter
M: The T hrone ('Arsh)-Mars
A: The F irmam ent (Kursi) -Venus
L : Heav en of Saturn-Mercury
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L:
H:
A:
L:
R:
H:
M:
N:
A:
L:
R:
H:

Heav en of Jup iter- The Moon
Heaven of Mars-Aries
Heav en of the Sun-T aurus
Heav en of Venus-Gem ini
Heav en of Mercury-Cancer
Heav en of the Moon-Leo
Sphere of Fire-Virgo
Sphere of Air-Libra
Sphere of Water--Scorpio
Sphere of Earth-Sagittarius
The m ineral kingdom-Capricorn
The v egetable kingdom-Aquarius
1 : The anim al kingdom-Pisces
M: The world of Man-Saturn

I I . At the centre is a small circle explaining the m eaning of the diagram :
" The m anifested World" (al- 'alam al-suri).
III . To the side, in the corners ofthe ideal square (as in the preceding
diagram s) are four little circles, each with two inscriptions. T op right: the
Jabarut; the Intelligence ('Aql). T op left: the Malakut; the Soul (Nafs).
Bottom left: the Mulk (visible world) ; Nature (Tabi 'ah). Bottom right:
m an; the Body (jism).
Figure 4

=

Diagram no. 1 1 (cf p. 93 ff.).

I. 1 . As before, the circum ference is m ade up of a double circle which
forms a ring, and which has nineteen sm all circles or epicycles. These are
tangential to each other, and each is cut through the middle by the inner
circle of the ring. The bottom epicycle, however, as in the preceding
diagram , is isolated from the others.
2. The outer section of each epicycle is inscribed with the nam e of one
of the seven great prophets, and then with the nam e of one of the twelve
Im am s of the Adam ic period, as these are spelt in the text and m ade
unrecognizable, as we said, by a succession of copyists (cf. Genesis 5:1-32.,
the posterity of Adam : Seth, Enoch, Cainan, Mahalaleel, Jared, Enoch,
Methuselah, L am ech, Noah) . On the inner section, " the pole" (qutb) is
mentioned seven tim es, followed by the nam es of the twelve Muhamm adan
Im am s.
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3 . L astly, as in the preceding diagram , we hav e the key to the system of
correspondences : above each epicycle and outside the circum ference is
written one ofthe nineteen letters which compose the Arabic spelling ofthe
Basmallah, as above.
T he diagram offers the following order, starting at the top and reading
from right to left. Here again, there is a discrepancy between this order
and that described abov e (p . 93 ff.), where we followed the order set out
by Haydar Amuli in his text.

B:
S:
M:
A:
L:
L:
H:
A:
L:
R:
H:
M:
N:
A:
L:
R:
H:

Adam -T he pole
Noah-The pole
Abraham -T he pole
Dav id-The pole
S eth-the first Im am , 'All ibn Abi-T alib
Abel-The second Im am , al-Hasan ibn 'Ali
Cainan (Qinan)-The third Im am , al-Husayn ibn 'Ali
Misham (si c}-The fourth I m am , 'Ali al- Sajj ad
Shisham (sic}-The fifth Im am , Muham m ad al-Baqir
Qadis (si c) -The sixth Im am , Ja' far al- Sadiq
Qidhuf (sic}-The sev enth I m am , Musa al-Kazim
Ilim ikh (si c}-The eighth I m am , 'Ali al-Rida
Inwkh (Enoch)-The ninth Im am , Muham m ad-T aqi
Idris (Enoch, Herm e s)-T he tenth Im am , 'Ali-Naqi
Dinuk (sic}-The eleventh Im am , Hasan al-'Askari
Nakhur-The twelfth Im am , Muham m ad al-Mahdi
Je sus-T he pole
1 : Mose s-The pole
M : Muham m ad-T he pole

I I . At the centre is a small circle with the inscription : " The spiritual
world" (al-'alam al-ma 'nawi).
I II . To the side, in the four corners of an ideal square, are four sm all
circles each with a double inscription. The nam es are the sam e as those in
the corresponding circles in fig. 2.
c. Diagrams of the Twenty-Eight
Figure 5 = Diagram no. 1 2 (cf. p . . 1 08).
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I. 1 . Once again, the circum ference is a double circle form ing a ring. In a
small circle at the top is written: " Cycle of the ancestors of the Prophet"
{da 'irat al-ansah).

2. Starting j ust to the left of this little circle, and reading from right to
left, we find: first, the nam e of the Prophet (Khatim al-anbiya ', the Seal of
the prophets) ; next-continuing to read the nam e s written in the ring
we go through the entire cycle which leads back finally to the nam e of
Adam , written j ust to the right of the sm all circle at the top. Thus, the
nam es of Muham m ad and Adam open and close the cycle of ascent from
ancestor to ancestor. Whichever direction is taken, the finishing-point of a
cyclical vision of things leads back essentially to the starting-point. In this
way, a fully-realized whole is achieved, a plerom a.
N. B . We read in Haydar Amuli' s text (§ 733) that the total number of
these ancestors is 5 1 (1 7 X 3). In fact, the text of § 732 gives only 46
nam e s . In the rings of diagram s nos. 12 and 1 3 , we find a further 2, 'Amir
and Ghabir, between the nam es of Saruj (34th) and Arphaxad (35th); yet
in spite of this, three m ore nam es are needed to bring the total up to 5 1 .
II . The large central circle shows the Prophet' s Qurayshite ancestry,
which is contained within the Adam ic descent shown in the circum ferent
ring, but it stops at the nam e ofal-Nadr ibn Kinanah, with whom the true
genealogy of the Qurayshite tribe begins. Inside the large central circle
are twelve small circles tangential to each other, together with a small
circle in the m iddle which is linked by a written stroke to the one which is
opposite and beneath it. A sim ilar written stroke links the circle tangential
to this last circle with another sm all circle on the outside, itself tangential
to the large central circle.
This must be read as follows. We start with the sm all central circle
inscribed with the nam e of Muham m ad, and follow the written stroke
downwards linking it with the circle inscribed with the nam e of 'Abdullah,
father of the prophet Muham m ad . From here we continue upwards from
the base, going from right to left. Inscribed in succession in each sm all
circle are the nam es 'Abdul-Muttalib, son of Hashim , son of 'Abd 1.1anaf,
and so on until we end up at the base once m ore, at the sm all tangential
circle to the left of the circle of 'Abdul-Muttalib, in which is written the
nam e of Malik. A written stroke links this with the small outside circle
which is tangential to the large central circle, and which is inscribed with
the nam e of al-Nadr ibn Kinanah, founder of the Qurayshite line .
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Thus the large central circle betokens the Prophet' s twelve ancestors of
Qurayshite lineage. When we add al-Nadr and the Prophet himself to
these, we obtain a total ofjourteen figures ; and this number forms the bas is
of the c orrespondence with the Prophet' s des cendancy (see following
diagram ) .
III . To one side, in the corners of a perfect s quare, are four small circles,
each with two inscriptions . T op right: Adam ; al- Sadiq (Abu Bakr) . T op
left: Abraham : al-F aruq ( ' Um ar) . Bottom left: Mos es ; Dhu' l-Nurayn
(' Uthm an) . Bottom right: J e sus ; al-Murtada ('Ali).
Figure 6

=

D i agram no. 13 (cf p. 1 1 0)

I. 1 . The circumference is compos ed of a double circle forming a ring . As
in the preceding diagram , we are told: " This is the cycle of ancestors "
{hadhihi da 'irat al-ansab). But the ancestry here is the Muhamm adan Ima
mic lineage, " the Im am s before they were Qurayshites " .
2 . Starting just to the right of the small circle at the top, and reading
from right to left, we read first the nam e of the twelfth Im am [Khatim al
Aw liya ', the Seal of the Friends of God), Muham m ad al-Mahdi, then
Hasan al-'Askari, and so on until we come to the first I m am . 'All ibn Abi
T alib, son of ' Abdul-Muttalib, son of Hashim , son of 'Abd Manaf, and so
on. Here in succession are all the nam es which hav e already figured (fig .
5) i n the Prophet' s g enealogy back to Adam , compris ing i n theory 5 1
names .
I I . The larg e circle corresponds to that in the preceding diagram ,
where it showed the Prophet' s Qurayshite ancestry. Here it shows his
Imam ic descent, the line of twelve I m ams descended from F atim ah, the
Prophet' s daughter. T hus here , too, twelve small circles, tang ential to
each other, are inscribed in the large central circle. In the preceding
diagram , thes e circles betokened the twelve ancestors intermediary be
tween the Prophet and al-Nadr ibn Kinanah; here they represent the
twelve Im am s of Muhamm adan lineag e . The small circle at the centre of
the preceding diagram betokened the prophet Muhamm ad; here the s ame
small circle is inscribed with the name of F atim ah his daughter . At the
bas e of the preceding diagram was a small circle tang ential to the large
central one, w ith the nam e of al-Nadr ibn Kinanah, founder of the
Qurayshite line, and linked by a written stroke with the circle with the
name of Malik ibn al-Nadr. The corresponding circle in this diagram is at
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the top, tang ential to the large central circle, and inscribed with the nam e
ofthe prophet Muhamm ad; it is linked, by a written stroke on the right, to
the circle containing the nam e of the first Im am .
W e read this a s follows . Starting from the small circle at the top o f the
large central circle, and reading from right to left, we read in succession
the names of Muhamm ad al-Mahdi (the twelfth Imam), son of Hasan al
'Askari (the elev enth I m am ) , son of 'Ali al-Naqi (the tenth Imam ) , and
so on, ending with al-Husayn (the third I m am ) , brother of al-Hasan (the
second I m am ) , both sons of 'Ali (the first Im am , whose circle is j oined by
a written stroke to the small outer circle containing the Prophet's nam e ) .
In this way, the equilibrium of the Balance i s based on the number 28
(cf the 28 letters of the Arabic alphabet, the 28 phases of the Moon, and
so on) :
the 1 2 Qurayshite ancestors
The 1 2 Imams
al-Nadr, father of the Qurayshites
Fatimah
the Prophet
the Prophet
T ota l : 1 4
T otal : 1 4
14 + 14
28
(the " Fourte en Imm aculate Ones " )
=

I II . To one side, in the four corners of a perfect s quare, are four small
circles, each with two inscriptions . T op right: al-Murtada (the first
I m am ) ; the Pole (Qutb). T op left: al-Has an (second Im am ) ; al-Ghawth.
Bottom left: al-Husayn (third I m am ) ; al-Fard (the Solitary One, the
Peerless O ne) . Bottom right: al-Mahdi (twelfth Im am) ; al-Watad (one of
the four pillars of the cosmic tent) .
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Sabian Temple and I smailism

I. Sabian Ritual and Spiritual Temple
i. The Spiritual Temple. T he historian Mas'udi (tenth century A . D . ) , in a
chapter of his book The Plains ofGold in which he describes the religious
edifices of the Sabians,1 reports that on the borders of China there is a
T emple of imm ense height. The precinct wall ofthis Temple is pierced by
seven gates, and it is capped with a sev en-tiered dom e . On the crown of
this dom e is set a kind of precious stone, v ast in size and of a brilliance
that illum inates everything within range . No one m ay come within ten
cubits of it without falling dead; spears hurled towards the T emple turn
back against the aggressor. Inside the T em ple itself is a well with a
heptagonal opening; anyone who leans over it is in danger of being
overcom e by a dizziness which drags him down into the abyss . Yet all
around it runs an inscription proclaim ing that the m outh of this well leads
to the Treasury ofbooks in which are preserved the sciences of Earth and
Heav en, the chronology oftimes past and tim es future : "No one m ay enter
here or draw on these treasures, " it is said, " save he who is our equal in
knowledge, power and wisdom . " The Temple is built on a rock which
rises out of the Earth like a high m ountain. Anyone who beholds the
Temple, the dom e and the well is seized with a violent em otion in which
impatience, sadness and an attraction that captiv ate s the heart mingle
with a fear lest som ething of this Temple m ay be destroyed or ruined.
Clearly, the identification of this Temple does not lie within the province
of pure archaeology. In Arabic texts of mystical gnosis, the m ention of
China signifies the lim it of the hum an world, of the world which m an is
i Cf LesPrairies d'or, ed. and trans, by Barbier de Maynard, vol. IV (Paris, 1 9 1 4), pp.
69 ff.
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able to explore under the conditions of his ordinary awareness ? Mas'udi
also describes another Temple, situated on the sam e borders: 3 a T emple
divided into seven oratories and lit by seven large windows, before each of
which stands an Im age, or statue. These represent, respectively, the form s
of five planets and of the two maj or lum inaries, and each statue is m ade
out of a substance and a colour (ruby, carnelian, emerald) that correspond to
the action ofthe planet represented. All mystical and alchemical represen
tations of the S abian T em ple preserve this architectural form . 4 It is in
conform ity with it that Suhravardi' s Recital ofthe Occidental Exile introduces
us to the mystical pilgrim who is thrown into the depths of a dark well, a
well dom inated by a castle whose storeys rise one above the other into the
heights of Heav en. In order to gain access to this castle, and to attain the
" sm aragdine vision" from the ram parts of the celestial City, the mystic
must invert the norm s ofDay and Night. In other words, the dark depths
of the well are no other than the Day of comm on awareness . 5
The architectural form of this T emple with seven oratories and seven
Im ages, into which one em erges out of a well of extraordinary depth, has,
needless to say, been realized materially in one place or another. In any
case, its laws are the sam e as those that govern the ideal architecture of
Sabian T em ples, each of which had to reproduce a celestial Temple and to
guide the devout, through the contemplation of its form and by means of a
2 a. Commentary on the Fusus of Ibn 'Arabi (560/1 1 65/638/1 240) by Kamaluddin
Kasharii (died between 735/1334 and 75 1/1 350- 1 35 1 ; Cairo edition, 1321 A. D.) p.
44, 1. 16 ff
3 Cf Prairies d'or, op . cit., I V, 52 .
1 For example, the Book of the seven idols attributed to Balinas (Apollonios ofTyana),
preserved fur us by the alchemist Jalaaki . On this, see my report in Annuaire ofthe
Section des Sciences religieuses de l'Ecole pratique des Hautes-Etudes, 1 973- 1 974,
pp. 251-256; see also my article 'De l' alchimie comme art hieratique : Le Livre des
sept statues d'Apollonios de Tyane, conserve en arabe par Palchimiste Jal daki'
{supra, ch. I I , n. 3) . Cf my earlier report on the 'Recit d'initiation et l'hermetisme en
Iran' , in L'Homme et son Ange (Paris, Fayard, 1 984). See also in ibid, the famous
Persian epic by Nizarni (535/1 1 40---606/1 209): HaftPaykar (!'he Seven Beauties or The
Seven Statues), in the course of which King Bahram Gor successively visits, on each
day of the week, a dome consecrated to the planet reigning over that day, wearing
on each occasion a robe whose colour is that ofthe planet corresponding to it. Each
dome, too, is ofthe colour determined by the star to which it is consecrated, and in
each one there dwells one of the daughters of the kings of the seven climes, who
bestows on Bahram Gor a recital ofinitiation.
5 a. Suhravardi's 'Recit de l'exil occidental', in my books En Islam iranien: aspects
spirituels etphilosophiques, vol. II (Paris, Gallimard, 1971-1972; 2nd edition 1978), p.
289, an d 1 'Archange empourpre: quinze traites et recits mystiques, Documents Spirituels

14 (Paris, Fayard, 1976), VIII, p. 274.
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particular ritual, to the person of the Angel reigning over the star. How
ever, it does not greatly concern us whether or not archaeology is some
where able to identity the remains of the Temple. What is important is the
ideal configuration of these ritual monuments, into whose architectural
form the soul projects her imago mundi, and thence proceeds to interiorize
its evety detail, assimilating it to her own substance through a meditation
which thus enables her to construct her own microcosm. 6 In this sense the
Sabian Temple is above all a Temple-archetype . Its ritual usage is best
defined by an inscription, Platonic in tone, which in the year 332 A.H.
Mas'udi was still able to read on the threshold of the great Temple of
Harran : "He who knows himself is deified. "7
This Temple-archetype is itself a threshold, the communicating Threshold
between the celestial Temple and the Temple of the soul. Inasmuch as it is
a material edifice, constructed in the image ofthe star or celestial Temple,
it is the passage leading to the inner spiritual edifice. Because it leads back
to the source, it is par excellence the figure and support ofthat mental activity
designated in Arabic by the technical term ta 'wil, that is to say, an exegesis
which at the same time constitutes an exodus, a going-out of the soul
towards the Soul. In Islam, ta 'w il, the "exegetic leading back to the
source ", answers to that law ofinteriorization, that experiential actualiz
ation of symbolic correspondences, which, being an innate and fimdamen
tal impulse of the religious Psyche, leads the Spirituals of all communities
to the same goal. In Islam, ta 'w il is put into operation by the Batinis, the
esotericists or "interiorizers " of all persuasions; and as it is applied above
all in alchemy, what it effects is the transmutation of external rites into the
rites of the spiritual Temple .
From a dialogue introduced into his famous work by the historian of
religions Shahrastani (eleventh-twelfth centuries A.D.), it is evident that
6 Cf Mircea Eli ade, Technique du Yoga (Paris, 1 949), pp 1 84- 1 86 .
7 Man 'arafa nafsahu ta 'allaha (Prairies d'or,_ op . cit., vol. IV pp. 64---65). The technical
Arabic term is the equivalent of the 6£�a...; of the Byzantine mystics. Nasir-i
Khusraw gives the Persian literal equivalent " Khuda shudan" in Kitab -e Jdmi'al
Hikmatayn:

le

"Livre

reunissant

Ui" deux sagesses " ou Harmonie de Ia philosophic grecque el de

Ia theaqhe ismaelienne, text edited by H. Corbin and Moh. Mo'in, Bibliotheque
Iranienne, vol. 3 (Tehran/P aris, Adrien- Maisonneuve, 1 953), § 94, p. 9 9 of the

Persian text, 1 . 6 . Cf also the context of the citations in my edition of Suhravardi,
Oeuvresphilosophiques et mystiques, Bibliotheque Iranienne, vol. 2 (Tehran/Paris, Adrien
Maisonneuve, 1 952 ; anastatic re-edition: Bibliotheque Iranienne, NS 2, 1 977),
Hikmat al-ishraq, § 1 1 7, p. 1 1 4, n. 4. It is hard to understand hCMT Barbier de
Maynard could have translated it as "he who knows God is in dre ad of him " (!).
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the Sabian ideology of the T emple is an essential stage in this transmu
tation. It is the m eans whereby m editation can pass from the representation
of the T emples or stars (hayakil) inscribed in the astronomical Heav ens,
and reproduced symbolically in the architecture ofthe earthly Temples, to
the representation ofa spiritual Temple, constituted by the coalescence of
souls that take the place of the stars as receptacles and icons of the pure
substances of the Light. The Sabians p ictured the celestial T emples as
gov erned by the Angels to whom their cult was addressed. In order for
this transm utation to take place without degrading these beings of Light,
but rather by raising the being of m an to their level, the anthropom orpho
sis of the Temple is accompanied by a simultaneous angelom orphosis of
m an. In this sense, angelology represents a fundam ental structure : it
form s the ideal link perm itting one to envisage the transition between
Sabianism and Ism aili interiorism .
The term 11 Sabianism 11 is employed here deliberately without any of the
precautions and reserv ations in which it is involved by historical criticism .
Historically, we ought to distinguish carefully between the very different,
not to say heterogeneous, phenom ena which are grouped under this
denom ination. But if we were to conform to the science of history we
should cease to be in accord with the phenom enology of Sabianism as it
was considered, approved or condem ned by those souls for whom it
possessed a contem porary significance. Even though it means distinguish
ing between several sects, our Arabic or Persian authors use the term to
denote both the religion of the 11 S abians 11 of Harran (the ancient Carrhae
in the north of Mesopotam ia), 8 and the religion of those who are mentioned
in the Koran and in whom it has been possible to recognize those more
commonly known today as Mandeans. The term even incorporates a
certain religion from Southern Arabia, practised by the Arabs from the
country of Saba.
Nevertheless, although the discovery and consolidation of an ideal link
between these religions were the task of m editation, a definite connexion
was already present in the positive facts of history. The religion of the
Sabians of H arran was an extension of ancient Syrian or Syro-Babylonian
cults, reinterpreted in the light of elem ents borrowed from Neoplatonic
philosophy; 9 and its great interest for the understanding of esoteric move-

8 Zarathustra (Zoroaster) and Buddha have both been represented as 11Sabians11 •
9 a in general D. Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier und der Ssabismus (St. Petersburg, 1 856).
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m ents in Islam lies in the fact that it represents an interm ediary between
these anc ient cults and the Nusayris . Before their conversion the Nusayris
shared with the Harranians a great m any religious forms, drawn from
sources which were also those of ancient Gnosis. 1 0 At the sam e tim e, they
present us with the unique example of a community won over to Islam not
in its orthodox, official form , but directly in its esoteric and initiatory
form , Ism ailism , representativ e par excellence of Gnosis in Islam .
With regard to the Ism aili religion itself, whose articulation in the
extrem e form of Shiism can be traced back to the second/eighth century,
we can now glimpse its suprem e intellectual achievem ents through the
publication of m anuscripts which, for centuries, hav e been preserved
ov er-j ealously in private libraries. 1 1 What needs emphasizing here is, of
course, its constitutive principle : spiritual exegesis. Ta 'wil postulates the
principle of the I m am as guardian of its secret; his person is at the origin
of the entire esoteric hierarchy which constitutes the " Ism aili Order' . ' , 1 2
each level of which corresponds to a rank in the celestial hierarchies.
Lastly, the whole hiero-history developed by speculativ e Ism ailism funcMore recently, see the paper by J. Pedersen, 'The Sabians' (in A Volume of Oriental
Studiespresented to Edward G. Browne . . . (Cambridge, 1 922), pp. 383-39 1 , which
emphasizes the complexity ofthe sects (Mandeans, Mughtasilah, the Koran Sabians,
Bardesanites, Manicheans, Elkesaites), which certain previous researches were too
hastily inclined to identify. The term " Sabian" designates less a defined religion
than a c ommon name referring to several sects and signifying simply "gnostics " .
(Biruni saw in i t the synthesis o f Judaism and the religion o f the MaBes.) On the
other hand, L. Massignon ('Esquisse d'une bibliographie qarmate', m ibid., pp.
329-338) clearly perceived, in the "syncretistic story of the Sabians" , the profound
creative aspiration ofthe "myth which, in the East ofthe ninth century of our era,
apparently played the same part in the diffusion of the Carmathian social conspiracy as
Johann Valentin Andreae's (1 6 1 6) myth of the Rosicrucians played in the West,
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in the propagation of freemasorny''
(p. 333; cf L. Massignon, Opera minora, vol. I (Beirut, 1 963), p. 632). [The two last
mentioned studies have been taken up again in Opera minora, vol. I, pp. 640----650 and
5 1 4-522 .]
1 0 Cf Rene Dussaud, Histoire et religion des Nosairis (Paris, 1 900), p. 127. a: also L.
Massignon, the article 'Nusayris' in Encyclopedic de !'Islam; 'Esquisse d'une biblio
graphie nusayrie' (in Melanges .syriens presented to M . R. Dussaud) ; ' Der gnostische
Kult der Fatima im schiitischen Islam' (Eranos-Jahrbuch Vl/ 1 939).
11 a: my study, 'Le Livre du Glorieux de Jabir ibn Hayyan (supra, ch. II, n. 3), pp. 47 II.
1 2 Ahl-i tarattub, the concept of an Ordinatio, hierarchy and ascent by levels, requiring
the progressive typification of a celestial Order whose supreme level is represented
by the Ahl-i Wahdah, those who have reached the stage of unitude and whose actions
typifY the actions ofthe divinity itself Cf v.g. KalamiFir, a treatise on lsmaili doctrine
. . . edited . . . and translated . . . by W. lvanow, Islamic Research Association, no.
4 (Bombay, 1 93 5), index s.v.
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tions according to the Septenary, whose rhythm determ ines every phase of
its cosm ogony and eschatology.
When subj ect to a rigorous esotericism , a system atic and unlim ited
endeavour to achieve a state of interiorization connects with the idea of
the alchem ical Operation, 1 3 and results in the creation of a third world, or
mesocosm, between the classic types of m acrocosm and m icrocosm . This
sacred cosm os is the place and instrum ent of the spiritual Ritual; its
heavens are neither the heavens of astronomy, nor yet the inner heavens
of pure subj ectivity, but the esoteric heav ens, rising in tiers to form the
dom e of the ideal Temple of the Im am , and revealing at every tier their
angelic archetype . The unfolding ofthese heavens is thus both our starting
point and the goal of our search. In the tenth century A. D. , an intellectual
society which called itself by the nam e of " Brothers of Purity and Lovers
of F aith" left behind it a m onum ent of Ism aili thought in the form of a vast
encyclopaedia, consisting of 52 treatises. 1 4 Here , the invitation to enter
into the new T em ple is couched in term s which make explicit m ention of
ideal S abianism , for there is a reference to Agathodaim on, whom the
Sabians acknowledged as their prophet: " Will you not choose, oh my
brother, to enter the T emple of Agathodaim on, in order to contemplate
the heavens of which Plato spoke 1 5 -spiritual Heavens, not the visible
heavens shown by the astronom ers ? " 16
Thus, the them es to be m editated in order to effect such an entry are,
essentially, the idea of the Temple, the idea of the Angel who governs it,
and the ta 'wil or exegesis whereby one attains to the person of the Angel
through the Temple. The transform ation of the Ritual effected by ta 'wil
culm inates in an angelom orphic vision, a transfiguration of all figures, in
1 3 Cf my 'Livre du Glorieux', (supra, ch. I I , n. 3), pp. 59 ff.
1 4 Cf Bernard Lewis, The Origins ofIsmail ism (Cambridge, 1 940), pp. 1 7 :If. and index
s.v.; W. Ivanow, Ismaili Tradition concerning the Rise ofthe Fatimids, Islamic Research
Association Series, no. 1 0 (London, 1942), pp. 250-252. M. Adel Awa'.s interesting
book, L 'Esprit critique des "Freres de La Purete ': encylopedistes arahes du !VelA£ siecle

(Beirut, 1 948), came to my notice too late for me to make use of it here. The
" Brothers" added to their encyclopaedia a secret Epistle or esoteric synopsis (al
Risdl.ah al-Jami 'ah); cf W. Ivanow,A guide to IsmailiLiterature (London, 1 933), p. 3 1 ,
nos. 1 4- 1 5- Here I have used the manuscript in the possession ofthe Malek Library
in Tehran, which was kindly put at my disposal. Unfortunately, I was not in time to
use the first volume of the edition (Damascus, 1 949) which we owe to M. J amil
Saliba.
1 5 This is a reference to the Plotinian ecstasy mentioned in the "Theology" attributed
10 Aristotle, to which all these mystical theosophers make favourable allusion
1 6 Cf Rasa'il lkhwan al-Safa' wa-Khillan al-wcifa', vol. IV (Cairo edition, 1 928), p. 86.
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the sense that once Interiority is achieved, it too is proj ected and obj ectiv
ized in its turn in the world of celestial archetypes, a world which is both
the substance of m editation and its fruit.
In this first section, we will attempt to discover how Ism aili angelology
transfigures the Sabian idea of the T ern ple, how it explains the transcen
dent origin of the Ritual which m ust be led back to this sam e origin by
ta'wil. A first stage of this ta'wil will be exhibited to us in the correspon
dence, established by the Brothers of Purity, between the religious ritual
of Islam and an ideal philosophical ritual which could be that of Sabian
theosophers.
2. Sabian Ritual and angelo logy. The ideal synthesis of Ism aili and Sabian
thinking, as delineated by Shahrastani, shows them to be both dom i
nated by the sam e presupposition : the Deus innominatus--in Sabian term s
the "Lord of L ords " , 17 in Ism aili term s " He who cannot be reached by the
boldness of thought" , 1 8 -is of such transcendence that he can neither
make him self known nor be known directly. The m ediating beings who
reveal Him are those essences of pure Light that philosophers call " Intelli
gences " ('uqul), and that religious vocabulary designates as " Angels "
(mala 'ikah). T he necessary plurality of the theophanies m anifested
through and in these celestial Figures does not alter the divine Unity in its
essence . The Sabian representation is as follows. The m ediators between
the suprem e Deity and hum an beings can only be spiritual in nature ; they
could not be m en, not even Prophets, for a prophet is a being of flesh like
all other m en, and thus a creature composed of the Elem ents and of
Darkne ss . 19 By contrast, Angels are Form s of pure and radiant Light, 20
whose nature is both passiv e and active, receptive and productiv e, 2 1 and
whose state is one of total j oy, be auty and beneficient goodness . Each of
1 7 Cf Chwolsohn, op. cit, I, 717 IE, I I , 420.
1 8 Man Ia tatajdsaru nahwahu'l-khawatir (der Unerkennbare) ; cf R. Stxothmarrn, GnosisTexte der Ismailiten (Gottingen, 1 943), p. 55.
1 9 Cf Chwolsohn, op. cit., I I , 4 1 7, 420, 424.
20 Ibid., II, 424, 428 .
2 1 This would lead us to conclude that the Sabians thought of the Angels as possessing
a feminine nature; it also suggests that their cult might be linked to the ancient pre
Islamic Arabs, who believed that "the ..;\ngels are the daughters of God" . Cf ibid.,
I I , 427, and Koran 1 6: 57, 3 7 1 5 0 . 43 1 9, 53:27. On the cosmogonic hierogarni.cs
described in speculative angelology (double aspect of the Angel
fu'il munfa'il),
besides Suhravardi's Hikmat al-Ishraq (see note 7), cf H. S. Nybe�g, Kleinere Sch1fien
des Ibn al-'Arahi (Leiden, 1 9 1 9), pp. 87, 130 ff, etc.
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them observes and preserves in itself the divine Imperative that constitutes
its being. The Sabians acknowledged, above all, the Seven Angels who
rule over the Seven planets ; each ofthem had his Temple (haykal), that is
to say the form of the star, and each T emple has its Heaven or Sphere .
The relationship of the Angel with his Temple m ay be compared to that of
the spirit with the body, with the difference that the Angel has total
m astery over the Temple, and that this "body " is not his image, as the
corporeal face is the im age of a hum an being. (According to the Ism aili
vision, the person of the Angel has the form of the glorified hum an
body . ) 2 3
The Sabian conception of the Angel' s absolute precedence, even over
the rank and dignity of a prophet, 24 finds confirmation in the feet that the
mediating universe of the Angel is both the place of origin of the souls in
the terrestrial world, and the place oftheir second birth, the place whereto
they "return " . The world of the Angel and the terrestrial world confront
each other like a person and his shadow, 25 to the extent that the truth of
an earthly existence lies in its being the shadow of its Angel. Consequently,
the chief c oncern of the soul is to achieve an intim ate state of concordance
with its Angel and to im itate it perfectly, so as to give free passage to the
protection which the Angel can bestow upon it. 26 But the most direct way
of existing " in the m anner of the Angel" is to exist in the m anner of the
star which is the Angel' s T emple-a type of devotion which is also to be
found in the precept formulated by Agrippa of Nettesheim : alicui stellae
conformari. 27 Generally speaking, this precept refers to the Platonic concep
tion that souls are at first located in the stars, each of them in a different
star which is its " partner" (O'Uwop.ov &O"Tpov). It was this doctrine of a
mysterious kinship between a particular hum an soul and a particular star
that Aristotle sought to establish m ore firm ly, by conceiv ing of their
nature as a Fifth Nature, that of the Ether. 28 For its own part, Nusayri

22

Chwolsohn, op . cit., I I , 422.
23 Cf Strothmarm, Texte I, 1 , pp. 6 and 7 ofthe Arabic text (cf irifi:a note 152) .
24 As determined by the Angel's subtle and immaterial nature, which is precisely one
ofthe violent reproaches levelled at the Ismailis and Carmathians by the orthodox.
Cf Dailami, Die Geheim/ehre der Batiniten, ed R. Strothmann, Bibliotheca Islarnica,
1 1 (I stanbul/Leipzig, 1 939), pp. 73 ff
26 Ibid. , I I , 420.
25 Chwolsohn, op. cit. , I I , 42 7-428 .
27 Cited in C . - G . Jung, Paracelsica (Zurich, 1 942), p. 165 n. 1 .
28 Cf R. P. Festugiere, La Revelation d'Hermes Trismegiste, I I : 'Le Dieu cosrnique'
(Paris, 1 949), pp. 252-253, and p. 462, the translation of the passage from the
pseudo-Aristotelian treatise on the World, 392 to 1 . 6 if
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psychocosmology teaches that souls were originally stars and will once
again become stars, or rather will return to being stars. This is expressed
in a verse oftheir sacred book: "May God reunite us, us and you, in the
Paradise among the stars of Heaven. "29
The entire ritual, with its liturgical tones, burning of incense and
perfume, and moral observances, is founded upon and directed towards
this approach to the star. But these Temples in the sky are visible and
invisible at different times. Thus the believer engaged in meditation must
have before his eyes figures which correspond to them and which serve to
support his devotion. Hence the necessity of building, here on earth,
Temples whose correspondence in terms of structure, material composition
and colour to the celestial Temple is guaranteed by astronomy and miner
alogy. By means of this earthly Temple, meditation gains access to the
celestial Temple, thence to the Angel who is its Lord, and thence to the
Lord of Lords . 30
Traces of these Temples built in the image of the stars have been
preserved in the traditions of historians. The Sabians would have had
circular Temples, dedicated to each ofthe five supreme Principles oftheir
cosmology: Demiurge, World-Soul, eternal Matter, Space, and Time. 3 1
As fcr the temples ofthe planets, Saturn's was hexagonal in form; Jupiter's,
triangular; Mars's, rectangular; the Sun's, a square; Venus', a triangle
within a square ; Mercury's, a triangle within a rectangle; and the Moon's,
an octagon. 32 Each of these Temples was used, on the day specially
consecrated to the star in question, for the performance of a liturgy
involving garments whose colour corresponded to the planet, during
which incense was burned in conformity with the importance which
Sabians attached to the rite of perfumes. (During certain festivals, the rite
consisted of sniffing roses. 33 )
29 Cf Dussaud, op. cit., p. 72 n. 1 (moreover, the stars were figured as bees, whence
the title " Em ir of the bees " , that is to say, " Prince of the s tars " , in ibid., and 5 9
n.3).
3 0 Chwols ohn, op . cit., I I , 440 .
3 1 There are variants in the numbering and designation ofthe Five Principles (M as'
udi, IV, 6 1 , Shahrastani [in Chwols ohn, op . cit., II, 446]) that it is impossible 1 0
analys e here . Cf S . Pines, Beitrage zur islamischen Atomenlehre (Berlin, 1 936), pp .
60---{)2 and 66----68, and Abi Bakr Mohamm adi filii Zachariae Raghensis Opera
philosophica .fragmmtaque quae supersunt collegit et edidit P au l u s Krau s , P ars I
(Cahirae, 1939), pp . 192 ff
32 Chwolsohn, op . cit. , I I , 446 ff; Mas 'udi, IV , 62 ff
3 3 Chwolsohn, op . cit. , I, 1 95 . The ordo and the liturgies had been dealt with in detail
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We can find the details of this Ordo in the description of Sabian liturgies
given by the author of the eighth century Ghayat al-Hakim.34 They are
described here not as collective celebrations which took place in the
Temples, but as individual rituals, to be celebrated in an oratory which
was private and appropriate to the star. 35 The intention was the same : to
draw near to the star through a conformity of thought and gesture, thus
making communion possible. The first injunction is as follows: "If you
wish to converse in private with one ofthe Seven Stars, puri:JY your heart
of all corrupt beliefS and your vestments of all stain; render your soul
limpid and clear. " 36 Next, the ritual indicates the colour of the vestments
to be worn, the kind of perfume to be burnt, the two invocations (some of
great length) to be chanted, the second of which addresses the Angel of the
star by name. The breath of an ardent devotion is often to be felt. In the
liturgy of the Sun (Shams, feminine in Semitic languages) and its Angel, for
example, the celebrant is directed to wear a robe of brocade, a diadem and
a gold ring, since he must be dressed in royal fmery in order to pray to her
who is the Queen; and he addresses her in terms such as the following:
"Hail to you, oh Sun, blessed Queen . . . resplendent, illuminating . . . you
who concentrate in yourself all beauty, you who possess an authority over
the six planets which makes them obey you as their guide and allows you
to rule over them. " 37

34
35

36
37

in s everal works by the fam ous S abian scholar Thabit ibn Qurrah (22 1 18 3 6 -2 88/
90 1); Barhebraeus had still been able to see s om e of those whose S yriac titles he
m entions, v.g. in their Latin equivalent: Liber de lectionibus recitandis singulas
septem planetas accommo datis; Liber de religione S abiorurn ; Liber de distributione
dierurn heb dom adis s ecundum septem pl anetas; Liber de legibus H errn etis et de
orationibus quibus utuntur Ethnici, etc. Cf Chwolsohn, op. cit., I I , 1 1 ff.
Ps eudo -Magriti, Das Ziel des We is en, 1 . Arabischer Text ed. Hellmut Ritter, Studien
der Bibliothek W arburg X I I (Leipzig, 1 933), pp . 1 95-228.
The word employed is Munajah (ibid . , p . 202 1. 8; it means telling a secret, an
intim ate conversation with the divinity, a confidential p s alm) . Cf En Islam iranien,
op . cit. , vol. IV , general index s .v.
Das Ziel des Weisen, p. 195.
Ibid. , pp . 216 ff. In order to differentiate between talismanic practice and philo
s ophical S abianism, it is vital to differentiate between the conjuration ofthe star and
the invocation addressed by nam e to the Angel For the liturgy ofS aturn (Zuhal), a
black robe and m antle-the g arm ents, it is said, of the Philos ophers-must be
worn, and an iron ring on the finger; the Angel invoked is Ishb al (ibid., p. 203). For
the liturgy ofJupiter (Mushtari) , a yellow and white robe must be worn, and a
white m antl e, and a ring ofrock crystal; the Angel invoked is Rufiyael (in Persian, it
is Ormazd who rules over this planet) . S everal liturgical formulas are suggested,
one of which is very lengthy and very beautiful, and well illustrates the noble
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In this way, Sabian devotion sets us in the presence ofthe Angels who
govern the stars, or Temples of light, which are visible in the astronomical
heavens. How, starting precisely from this point, can the transition be
effected to the Angels who govern the spiritual Heavens of the esoteric
Cosmos? The ideal place of this transition is the extraordinary dialogue
instituted by Shahrastani, to which we referred earlier. This dialogue is
extraordinary because it is carried on not between one group which is
ardently orthodox and another of "idolaters" , but between two groups of
speakers who possess far more an archetypal significance than a concrete
historical existence, and who appear to have agreed secretly beforehand
on the arguments they are about to exchange. These two groups are the
Hunafa ' and the Sabians . The Hunafa ' (plural of Hanif) are the represen
tatives of religion in its most initial and pure state, the pure religion of
Abraham who was neither Jew nor Christian but hanif muslim: the religion
created at the beginning of the world, before the Period of Adam.even, 3 8
and which according to Ismaili eschatology will be restored by the Imam,
lord of the Resurrection, when he closes the Cycle at the end of our own
Period. There is also an ideal Sabianism, which Ismaili historiosophy
conceives of as having been the frrst religion of "historical " humanity, and
fervour that this piety was able to inspire (ibid., pp. 204-2 1 1 ) . For the liturgy of
Mars (Mirrikh), the garments must be red, a ring of copper must be worn, and the
Angel invoked is Rubiyael (pp. 2 1 1 ff). For the liturgy of Venus (Zuhrah), one
wears a sumptuous white robe and a golden ring ; the Angel invoked is Bitael (pp.
2 1 9 ff.). The liturgical colour of Mercury ('Utarid) is not indicated (in Nizami's
Haft Paykar, the king that day visits the blue dome, but blue and green are often
confu;ed in Persian) ; the Angel invoked is Haraqiel (pp. 221 ff.). Lastly, tor the
liturgy of the M oon, the liturgical garment is white and must be reminiscent of the
garment of a youth; the Angel invoked is Siliyael (p. 224; the editor suggests that
this is possibly a name formed from the Greek ae}\:qJt"q. Seleniel?) I intend elsewhere
to compare this planetary aJl&elology with the corresp��ng Latin texts, e.g. �th
the Steganographia of Jean Tntheme, abbot of the Benedictine monastery of Spanhe1ID
( 1 462- 1 5 1 6). Cf Abel Lefranc, 'L'Origine d.' ArieP, in Cinquantenaire de fEcoleprati
que desHautes-Etudes (Paris, 1 92 1 ), pp . 347-356.
38 Cf. Encyclopedic de !'slam s .v. H an if. [Tr . from Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1st e dn (4 vol s .
+ supp . , Leiden, Brill, 1 9 1 3 -38) ; 2nd edn a s far a s lam ( 4 vols. + fascs. + index,
Leiden, Brill, 1 9 60-present) . ] Cf Pedersen, op . cit., pp. 3 9 0 -3 9 1 , the conclusions
which show the synonymity of Hani f and Sabian-the second term was substituted
for the first, just as elsewhere the term "gnostics" replaced the designation
''E�).'JlVE�� Moreover, the dialogue introduced into Shahrastani's work aims at a
" recall to the source" , and the perspective ofta'wil dictates an order of things quilt
different from one in which questions of positive historical sequence need to be
debated. (Of course, these Han ifare not to be confused with the hanifite rite deriving
from Abu Hanifah in orthodox Sunni Islam ! )
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which in our Cycle is the religion ofthe Adamic Period whose Imam was
Seth. 39 Till s is why the Sabians themselves come to be designated as
Hunafa' . 40 Thus there is no separation between the levels with which each
speaker is respectively concerned; the point is the transition, or rather a
"return to the source ", which it is the task ofta 'w il to e:ffect.41
Till s transition is effected by a series of arguments, built up broadly as
follows. On the one hand, the Sabians affirm that the only mediators they
acknowledge are the Dii-Angeli, or pure spiritual beings. Do they not,
however, invoke the authority of Agathodaimon and Hermes (that is, we
are told, of Seth and Idris or Enoch) as that of the Prophets who initiated
them into their wisdom and their cult?42 On the other hand, is not the cult
rendered to the star, even if it be the Temple of the Angel and the method
of access to him, a sin against pure spiritual Sabianism, since what it
amounts to ultimately is the attributing of a mediating role to material
Figurations, instead of reserving this role foc pure spiritual beings? Con
strained by these two objections, the Sabians fmd themselves being asked
a crucial question: since they admit the assumption of Hermes, 43 who was
39 Cf Kalami Pir, p. 59 (p . 64 ofthe Persian text). Cf also the period which corre
sp onds to the " first day ofthe Creation" in the hexaemeron ofthe religious Cosm os,
in N asir-i Khusraw, Jami' al-Hikmatayn, op . cit. , § 160.
40 For example, Dar Ziel des Weisen, p . 204, 1 . 1 5 : when praying to Rufiyael, the Angel
of the planet Jupiter, one must hold in one's hand the "Book of the H unafa"' .
4 1 It has been suggested that S hahrastani was perhaps him selflsm aili (cf Encyclopedie
de !'Islam, s .v.). H owever that may be, the end of the dialogue is , as reg ards this ,
very curious , and worthy of attention (Kito.b al-milal, lith . Tehran, 1 288, pp 1 5 1 1 5 2). This is what the author says : "These exchanges between the two groups
contain innum erable les sons . There yet remained in my thought corners which I
would have liked to fill in, b eneath my pen were secrets which I was on the point of
revealing , but I abstained in order to speak of the sublime Herm es " , or rather to call
on the witness of H erm e s , acknowledged by the S abians to be their suprem e
authority, and to show that he was a pure hanif whose do ctrine affirm s that
ontological perfection resides not in the stars but in the personal human Figures (al
arhkhds al-barhariyah) , which m eans passing from the "temple" of the star (haykal) to
the human being as "temple " . One should also note the close kinship between
Shahrastani ' s dialogue and a whole chapter (tas awwur X XV I I) of a book attri
but e d to Nasiruddin T u s i , cf. The Rawda/u 't-Taslim commonly called Tasawwurat . . .
Persian T ext edited and translated into English by W . Ivanow, The Ism aili Text
Society S eries A, no . 4 (Leiden, 1 950), pp . 1 75 - 1 87 . Lastly, it is permis sible to note
that he who reported such a dialogue so " faithfully" was as suming a role analogous
to that of J ohann V alentin Andreae (cf note 9).
4 2 Chwolsohn, op. cit., I I , 43 3 - 4 3 4 .
4 3 C f also the as sumption o f H erm es in S uhravardi's Talw ihat, § 83 of m y edition
(Opera metaphysica et mystica, I, Istanbul, 1 945; anastatic re-edition in Bibliotheque
Irani enne, NS 1 , T ehran/Pari s , Adrien- Mais onneuve, 1 976), p. 1 08, and En Islam
iranien, op. cit., vol . I I , pp . 300 ff.
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taken up into the angelic world, why do they deny the possibility of an
Angel's descending from that w orld as a m essenger of the Rev elation, or
even to put on a hum an body ? But the central difficulty is clearly formu
lated: for the Sabians, perfection resided in stripping off hum anity, whereas
for the Hunafa ' , perfection was to be achiev ed by putting on the hum an
form 44
Ta 'wil m akes it possible to delineate a final solution to this problem .
T he Sab ians already descend from the order of pure spiritual beings
(rnhaniyun) to the m aterial T emples (hayakil) which are their personal
Figurations (ashkhas); the Hunafa' acknowledge the T emples (hayakil) of
div ine beings (rabbaniyun) in personal, hum an Form s (ashkhas). This serves
to initiate the whole exegesis leading from the Heav en of astral religion to
the Heaven o f the spiritual Earth, the Temple of the m ediating Angel, and
establishing the repre sentation of the esoteric Heav ens of the sacred
Cosm os by the introduction of analogies which Shahrastani' s Hunafa' are
quick to put into effect 45 This signals the dissolution and disappe aranc e

of the anthr opom orphism for which the Sabians were so ready to condemn
the Hunafa' : the anthropom orphosis of the T emple of the divinity is in
reality m ade possible by an angelom orphosis ofanthropology. It also puts
an end to the scandal constituted, in the eyes of a Sabian, by the current
Islam ic affirm ation that the prophet-in the final analysis, m an-takes
precedence over the Angel; 46 for it is now seen that the form s ofthe hum an
condition are them selves but one of the stages in angelology . With great
pertinence, the Sabians ask about the hierarchy (maratib) of intellects and
souls; and the answer they are given refers to an adam ology, a represen
taiion of Adam the true m eaning of which will be unveiled to us in the
Ismaili exegesis explaining the identity of the " Angels" that were com 
m ande d to prostrate themselves before Adam 47
44 Lib as, an image essentially lsmaili; cf for example Kalami Pir, p. 6 5 ; Chwolsohn, op.
c1t., II, 436; 11th. Tehran, p. 147.
4;} Ibid., II, 342, and lith. p. 142. The spiritual (rnhani) element in the human person of
the Messengers corresponds to the angelhood of the pure spiritual beings. Their
individuality, their human "form", corresponds to the "temples" of the latter. The
motion of these human star-temples symbolizes with the motion of the star-temples
of Heaven: their institutions (shara'i') are the observance of the movements con
nected with the ta'yid ilahi (a characteristic expression in lsmaili vocabulary).
46 ( I f Wensinck, The Muslim Creed, pp. 200 lf
47 Shahrastani (lith. p. 142) mentions the distinction between the religion (sunnah)
which issues directly from the creative Imperative (the world of ' Amr), i.e. the fitrah
(cf KalamiPir, index s.v., and En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. IV, general index s.v.),
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It is for this reason that, out of all the " Sabians " , it is the H arranians
who are held in particular favour, for they proclaim both the essential
div ine Unity and its pluralization in epiphanic Figures, visible in the
stellar T emples of the m ediating Angels as well as in the hum an Persons
who typify them .

They also conceive of a cosmic alchemy that produces

the Perfect Man as the epiphany of divinity-the sam e type ofalchemy as
that which produces the subtle hum anity (nasut) o f the lsm aili I m am ; and
so positive was this conception for them that the orthodox could hold
them responsible, together with the Christians and the extrem ist Shiites
(Ghulat) for the idea of the Incarnation (hulu/). 4 9 The notion of the hum an
or Hanifiyah religion mediated by the Prophets, and creatural religion (khalqiyah),
which issues from the world ofKhalq, mediated by the Angels. The response given to
the Sabian question on the hierarchy of intellects postulates an onomaturgic Adam
who might be comprehended within the context of the orthodox exegesis, were it not
for the density of the allusion (p. 151) where the characteristic terms Zuhur and
Kashf (Unveiling, Manifestation) could refer to a concept to which the key is
provided by Ismaili adamology. There is the universal Adam (Adam al-Kulli,
hav6v9p!Jl'ITO<;, cf Strothmann, Texte, p. 52 s. v .), and the partial Adam, or rather a
plurality of partial Adams. The first Adam inaugurated the initial cosmic Cycle of
Unveiling (Zuhur, Kashf); each partial Adam, whose archetype he is, opens one of
the " hi storical " cycles which succeeded each other. The universal Adam, or arche
type, is himself an Intelligence or Angel of the primordial angelic world ('alam al
Ibdd�; this Anthropos-Angelos (the archetype ofthe Imam-resurrector) is invested,
by the tenth Archangel of the eternal Imamate, with the government of nature (cf
ibid. , I, 4; I I , 2, p. 20; XII, 37). We can note two consequences of this: 1) The name
of Adam, as the archetype Adam, already refers to an angelic essence. 2) I( at the
start of our Cycle, the "Angels" were ordered to prostrate themselves before Adam
("our" Adam, Biblical as well as Koranic), then the word "Angels" must have a
different meaning from the one curr ently accepted (cf infra note 6 7): a meaning
which abolishes the opposition between prophetic and angelic mediation, as well as
the question of precedence. Even if the Adam of our Cycle enjoys the precedence of
an initiator, it is still the case that he had himselfreceived the initiation ofthe Cycle
of Unveiling which preceded the Cycle of Occultation that he inaugurated. His
precedence over the "Angels" in his capacity as onomaturge thus calls for an
exegesis other than the common Koranic one. These remarks on the subject are of
course ail too brief (cf note 6 7) .
4 8 a Chwolsohn, op. cit. , I I , 442, and Shahrastani, lith. Tehran, p . 1 57.
49 On the cosmic alchemy which produces the " subtle" humanity of the Imam, see
Strothmann, Texte I, 2 . Ma'sum 'Ali Shah, the author of a modern Iranian encyclo
paedia of Sufism, saw in this an allusion to the doctrine of the Perfect Man (Insan
Kamil); cf Tara'iq al-Haqa'iq, I, pp. 1 59- 1 60. Here, in connection with the ideolcgy
of the Temple, is the violent reproach that Abu'l-Ma'ali Muh. al-Husayam al-'Alawi
directed at the Harranians, whom he speaks of as a sect of Mages, and whom he
considers responsible, along with the Christians and the extremist Shiites, for the
idea of an inhabitation or divine incarnation in a human "temple" (hulul), a unio
mystica (ittihad). The passage must belong to that section of the work (Bayan al
Adydn) which is missing in the only manuscript used for the editions (Persian
chrestomathy by Schefer, and the 'Abbas Iqbal edition, Tehran, 1 3 1 2).
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T emple exemplifies for them the structure of the astral world : " Just as the
Seven (stellar) Temples are the Seven m em hers of div inity, so our Seven
hum an m embers are the Seven T emples of God: God speaks with our
tongue, sees with our eyes, hears with our ears, grasps with our hands,
comes and goes with our feet, acts through the interm ediary of our arm s
and legs . " 5 0
Thus is m ade articulate the transition leading to the conception of
spiritual Heav ens which, although constituted according to the sam e
model as the physical Heavens, are beyond the reach of sensible experience.
Yet they are not on this account m erely an allegory of subj ectivity : they
possess a reality of their own, of which the organ of apprehension par
excellence is the m etaphysical Im agination. The possibility of im agining
them presupposes a m odification in the structure of the angelology postu
lated initially by the S abians . The celestial hierarchies are elevated by the
introduction of a hierarchy of suprem e Archangels, in relation to whom
the Angels ofthe celestial Spheres are m erely an interm ediary hierarchy, 5 1
and who possessed a typification, which is no less perfect and legitim ate,
in the Angels of the esoteric Heav ens that m ake up the sacred mesocosm of
the Ismaili esoteric Church. The supreme archangelic universe is composed
of T en Archangels who em anate one from the other; of these, the Person of
the First {Sabiq, the " Preceding One " ) is so totally the epiphany of the
hidden divine Ipseity that all religious statem ents relating to God, to the
Adored (Al-Lah), are understood as referring to this Archangel.5 2 Corre
sponding term for term with this hierarchy of T en are, on the one hand,
the hierarchy of the Angels who govern the heav ens of our physical
universe, and, on the other, the Ten levels or grades of the esoteric
religious hierarchy, from the Annunciator (Natiq) of each new religion,
and the Im am, guardian of its esoteric meaning {ta'wil), down to the
Mustajib or new initiate, whose rank corresponds in the physical cosm os
with that of the active Intelligence which governs our E arth. 5 3 This
5 0 Chwolsohn, op. cit., I I , 4 4 4 ; lith. Tehran, p . 1 58.
5 1 Cf the triple hierarchy ofthe Logoi or Words (Major, Interm ediate , and Minor) in
Suhravardi' s treatise, 'Bruis sem ent des Ailes de Gabri el ' , in L 'Archange Empour
pre
op. cit. , V I I , p p . 234 ff.
52 Cf S trothm an, Texte I I I , 4 - 6 , V I I , 1 0, X I I , 2, Ism 2 infine, etc .
53 These correspondences receive detailed treatment from H ami duddin Kirmani
(died c. 408/ 1 0 1 7, Iranian) , in his Rahat al- 'Aql, I smaili Society, series C, no. 1
( 1 953). and from Idris Imaduddin (died 872/1 468, Yemenite), in his Zahr al-Ma 'ani,
chaps . X and X I X . Cf also Strothmann, Texte IX, 5, p . 8 2 .
.

.
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typification of the suprem e celestial hierarchy in the esoteric hierarchy
makes it possible to call the dignitaries of the latter (hudud, lit. " lim its " ) ,
from the greatest t o the m ost humble , b y the nam e of " Angels" (ashkhas
ruhaniyah, mala 'ikah} , 54 All together, they form the T emple of Light of the
Im am ate , in a series of heavens which rise one above the other and which,
from the " lim ited Heaven" (mahdud) to the " Heav en as lim it" (hadd), are
infolded with each other like those of the physical Cosm os.
In the physical Cosm os, each Heaven is set in motion by the aspiration
of its Angel towards the Angel of the Heaven which constitutes its Heaven
limit; and this aspiration brings into being the Angel and soul of another
heav en. In the sam e way, each hierarch, from the greatest to the least,
brings into being the Angel of the esoteric Heav en or the grade that comes
after him (his Tali, follower) . 55 Indeed, Ism aili authors 5 6 return tirelessly
to this idea of the hum an condition as transitory and interm ediate : the
hum an being is nothing other than a potential angel or a potential dem on.
The ascension from one heaven to another of the sacred cosmos is each
time a " resurrection" (qiyamah); each time it constitutes a growth of the
potential angel . Angelom orphosis is achieved from Temple to T emple,
from Angel to Angel of those who rule the Heavens of the T emple of the
Im am ate . Henc e the esoteric meaning of the fam ous formula (a variant of
that which Mas' udi was able to read on the threshold of the great T emple
of the Sabians) : "He who knows himself (his " Anim a" or nafs) known his
Lord. To know oneself (one's Anima) is to know at every stage the Angel of
the heaven which is the Heaven-lim it of that stage, and which, by bringing
4 Cf my ' Livre du Glorieux' . . . {supra, ch. I I , n. 3), p. 5 8 .
5 5 This is th e es oteric meaning of th e words o f th e Fatimid Im am al-Mu'izz: " A
believer is not a true believer a s long a s h e has not raised up (or 'resurrected')
another believer like himself, S trothmann, Texte V I , 3 (p. 61 1 . 3 -4), XII, 6 (p . 1 14
1 .11).
5 6 For example, the Brothers o f Purity, Ro.sa'i/ IV , 244 : " Knowledge o f the angelic
operations is not pos sible for som eone who belongs to the terrestrial world, unless he
has first acquired knowledge ofthe essence ofhis own Anima (jawhar nqfsihi). Ifhe
knows this, he can know all there is to know about Angels in the entire univers e . . .
By means of this knowledge, he is endued with the capacity to be m oulded by the
spiritual angelic Form, so that his actions may become the actions ofthe Angels . "
IV, 309: "When you exemplifY, in the form o fyour being, the Testament which was
left to you, the angelic Form will be perfected in you, and at the time ofyour Great
Return (ma'ad) you will possess within you the ability to attain to this Form and
dwell in it. " IV , 1 65 : The souls of gnostics " are Angels in potentiality; when they
separate thems elves from their bodies, they becom e Angels in actuality. " This is the
exact doctrine expounded by Nasir-i Khusraw in Jami' a/-Hikmatayn (see note 7),
chap . X I . Cf also Kalami Pir p. 92 of text 1.8 (see note 1 7) .
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forth and drawing towards itself that which it lim its, leads 1t mto the
presence of a new Anima and of a new Angel that is its L ord. " 5 7
Consequently, the Angel no longer has, as in the classic cosm ology of
Arabo-Persian Neoplatonism, a significance which is merely cosmological; it
also possesses an anthropological significance . More precisely, the Angel
is the term and the fulfilm ent of the Anthropos . Cosm ology " re-em erges"
in a universe of archetypes, where all is the transfigured hum an Figure.
Angelology imparts to m an the knowledge of his future condition; it
reveals to him the secret of initiatory birth {wiladah diniyah), of his entry
into the T em ple of the Im am ate . By the sam e token, it reveals and
prescribes the Ritual of this T em ple, which is also the Temple of Agatho
daim on into which the Brothers of Purity inv ite one to enter. This Ritual
will also arise from a " leading back to the source " of another ritual, from a
ta'wil sim ilar to the exegesis which presides over the appearance of the
physical Heavens and their T emples. The question then presents itself:
whence com es the ritual which is to be transcende d? In its reply to this
question, angelology unveils to m an his initial condition, that condition,
precisely, which it invites him to regain by m eans of a ta'wil which is a
succession of resurrections . It is of these resurrections that the Ritual of
the esoteric T em ple is the cerem onial form .
3 . The transcendent origin ofthe Ritual. Out of what past does' the present
hum an condition arise, for it to be linked with ritual observances which its
"resurrections " must surpass by leading them back to their source, that is to
say, to their true meaning? In their Encyclopaedia, the Brothers of Purity
m ake solemn allusion to this past on a num ber of occasions, m ost notably
when they set forth the secret of their association : " Know, oh my brother,
that we are the society of the Brothers of Purity, beings who are pure,
sincere and generous-hearted. We sleep in the cave of our father Adam 5 "
57 Cf the s eries of the Eight Qiyamat or Resurrections in Zahr al-Ma'ani by Idris
'Im aduddin, chap . X I X (cf the citation in Ivanow's Rise ofthe Fatimids, p. 243, and
Strothm an, Texte, Idah 1 1 , p p . 1 53 - 1 5 4, and Ism 2-3 see note 9 9) . On the work
Zahr al-Ma'ani, see my report 'L'I smaeli sme yem enite : ! 'oeuvre d'I dris 'Im adud
dln', in Annuaire de la Section des S ciences religieuses de l'Ecole prati que des
H aute s-Etudes, 1 97 1 - 1 972, pp. 25 7-260 .
58 This is an allu sion to the Seven S leepers in the Koran, 1 8: 18: "We turned them over
s om etimes to the right, s om etimes to the left." The idea is of a continWDTI, a length of
time proper to the mystical sleep, with the Events peculiar to it whose active S ubj ect
is God.
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through the lapse of tim e during which temporal vicissitudes and the
calam ities of ev ents turn us over, som etimes onto one side, som etim es onto
another, until at last, after our dispersion through divers countries, there
com es the m om ent of our m eeting in the kingdom of the Master of the
eternal Religion, 59 the m om ent in which we shall see our spiritual City rise
into the air . . . the City out of which our father Adam , his wife and his
posterity were forced to go. " 60
The cave of refuge and the spiritual City of Return confront each other.
In the first of these, which is the first them e of Surah 1 8 of the Koran, it is
easy to recognize the refuge where the Elect ("who are neither Muslim s
nor Jews nor Christians " ) sleep until the dawning of the L ast T im es. In
our text the " posterity of Adam " , who took shelter in this cave, in no way
denotes hum anity in general, but only a specific fraction of hum anity,
whose composition is determ ined in the light of lsm aili sacred history. At
the point of its fullest speculative developm ent, this sacred history presents a
schema m ade up of an innum erable succession of Cycles, in which Cycles
ofUnveiling (dawr al-kashj) alternate with Cycles of Occultation (dawr al
satr). The Cycle of Unveiling m arks a state of beatitude and contemplative
perfection; for the hum an beings living in such a Cycle, True Gnosis
{haqiqah) is proclaim ed, directly and openly, and the prescriptions of ritual
are abolished. The soul has a direct and intuitive perception of pure
spiritual Realities (haqa 'iq) through union with the light that flows over it
from the First Archangel; the hum an body already enjoys certain glorious
62
prerogatives pertaining to the " spiritual body " . The Cycle of Occult
ation is caused by the evil Desire of individual souls, who renounce their
state of angelic indiv iduality (ashkhas ruhaniyah) through an aberrant ten
dency which leads them to don the m ask of m aterial physical indiv iduality
59 To compare this concept of Namus in Ibn 'Arabi, see H . S . Nyberg, o p . cit., p. 13 1
and p p . 1 0 2- 1 03 . D ailami, op. cit. , p. 73, 1 .5, saw in it nothing but a device
dissimulating a state of topsy-turvydom , the overturning of the Koranic law.

60 Ra.sa'il iV, p. 8 5 .
6 1 Cf the m ost important study b y L . M as signon, 'Les " S ept D orm ants " apocalypse
de l'lslam' (in Opera minora, vol . III (Beirut, 1 963), pp. 1 0 4- 1 1 8) : an exemplary
research into the "lines of spiritual force " underlying which is a topic of the
imagination, and whose " knots " (the archetypes of C . -G. Jung) serve as "intersigns " ,
enabling one t o recognize and nam e the "consellations", a s i t were, in the multitude
of events (cf p. 1 1 5) . With regard to the theme of the "p ers on-archetypes " which we
introduce here , cf especially p. 1 09, where the Cave of the Seven Sleepers is
identified with the Assembly ofbelievers personified in Fatimah.
62 Jami'ah 25b, S trothm ann, Texte I, 5 , and X, 7; Idris 'Imaduddln, Zahr, chap . XI I .
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(ashkhas tabi'iyah). The Great Cycle (al- kawr al-a 'zam), which includes the
totality of the Cycles, and as to whose duration we are given the most
dizzying figures,63 began with a Cycle of Unv eil ing inaugurate d by the
Manifestation of the univ ersal A dam , the 1farov6pw1roc;; each Cycle in

turn is inaugurated by

an

inc omp lete A dam . 64

T hus the " historical" A dam of our pres ent Cycle, s poken of in the Bible
and the K oran, is far from hav ing been the first hum an be ing on earth . At
the time of the grav e s ymptoms whi ch mark e d the end of the Cycle of
Unv e iling that preceded our Cy c le-s ymptoms of the evil D es ire of indiv i
dual s ouls -the last Imam dec ided once m ore to impos e the dis c ipline of
the Arc ane , and to confer the Im am ate on the young A dam whos e father
had hims elf di ed in the flower of his youth . Such is the extraor dinary
Ismaili exegesis (ta 'w il) of the K orani c verse 2: 30, in which God addre s s e s

the Angels and says : " I wish t o instal l a successor o n the e arth . " 6 5 Yetj us t
as-acc ording to this exegesis-it is not the trans c e nde nt and unknow able
God who speaks, but the Imam, s o the Angels whom he addres s e s are not
the spiritual Angels of the supreme celestial hi erarchy, but the terrestrial
Angels, hum an be ings in the sp iritual and glori ous state of the Cycle of
Unv e iling ; that is to say, they are the entirety of the hudud, dignitaries or
hierarchs , maj or or m inor, of the I m am , who form his T em p l e or mystic al
body,66 and whos e des c endants in the following Cycle will be no m ore
than Angels, or dem ons , in potentiality. It is thes e priv ilege d hum an beings ,
the terrestrial Ang els, and they alone, who receive the command to
pros trate thems elves before A dam, the ir new I m am . 67
Their v ehem ent protests at the announcem ent ofthis inv estiture are un
doubtedly m otiv ate d by the prospect of a state in which only s ymbolic
Knowledge will be possible (for this is what it means " to be on Earth" ,
63 The Imam alludes to these in some passing remarks, certain of which estimate the

Aion (al-Kawr al- a'zam) as made up of 400,000 Aions (Kawr) of 400,000
(dawr) each! Cf Texte I, 8 and I I , 1 .
cf index p. 52 s.v., and I dri s , Zahr, chaps. XI I and XI I I .
chap. XI I I and Texte, Tuhfah 2, p . 1 63.
66 Jami'ah 25b. Note the same word majma ' in Majma ' al-Qa 'im (the Temple of the
Imam, Texte, p. 2 1 1.4., or his Temple of �ight, !faykal N71rarni, ibi d. , pp . 6-7), and
Mqjma' al-Sabi'yin, the temple of the Sab1ans, m Mas'udi, Prairies IV, 64 (cf note
14 1) .
67 Cf especially, again, Texte X, 23, pp . 1 0 0- 1 0 1 . Eo ipso the scandal is eliminated of
man's taking precedence (in common anthropology) over the Angel . Just as the
universal Adam is the initiator of the eternal Religion, so each partial Adam and
each gnostic is a minor Angel, or an Angel in potentiality (cf note 47) .
Great
cycles
64 Ibid.,
65 Ibid. ,
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es oterically speaking ) . But an even stronger m otiv ation, sure ly, is the
pres entim ent of the catastrophe which threatens the fragility of this form
of Knowl e dg e . 6 8 Here, we touch upon the mystery which the cre ativ e
Imag ination cannot fathom even were it to give shape to the most s e cret of
psychic experiences . T he attempt to attain knowledge beyond an eternal
past, the memory of which has been wiped out by the v ertigo of the abyss,
traces a line of force which is pursued by the metaphysical Imagination of
Baader, for example, in evoking the catastrophes which hav e left their
traces in the univ ers e and which we are unab le, p erhaps, even to picture
to ours e lv es 69
The trans ition to the Cycle ofOc cultati on, mark e d by the inv estiture of
Adam and the restoring of the dis c ipline of the Arc ane , als o ushers in the
pers onage who is the pers oni fic ation, in this Cycle, ofthe eternal Antag on
ist, that Iblis who before the beg inning of T im e caus ed the partial obfus 
cation of the Angel of Hum anity , and who i n the Period of Adam goes by
the nam e of al-Harith ibn Murrah 7 0 In fact, he is one of the surv iv ing
dignitaries of the previous Cycle of Unv e iling, one of the " Angels " of that
p eriod. As such, he knows that he hims elf is of an essence offire. This means
that he possesses a direct knowledge of the Truths of Gnos is . A dam ,

on

the other hand, is made of clay, and this means that the knowledge assigned
to him , the s ole knowledge that he can and must trans m it to those of the
Cyc le he inaugurates , is a herm eneutic of Symbols . Henc e the refusal of
al-Harith to acknowledge Adam as the Imam (to " prostrate himselfbefore
him " ) , and his decis i on to prov oke a catastrophe .
This malefic initiativ e possesses three as pe cts . It aims at provoking the
y oung I m am A dam to trans gress the limits of this Land of Paradis e
( " e arthly Paradis e " ) , where symbols burge on and in which he is still
allowed to dwell by the dis c ipline ofthe Arcane . To this end, it incites him
to as pire to the Know ledg e res erv ed to the sublim e Angels of the highest
celestial hierarchi es, that is to say, to the direct Knowledge of hidden
Re aliti es which c onstitutes in its own right the s tate of Resurrection ('ilm
al-Qiyamah) . 71 It is precis ely this Knowledg e whos e dis c losure is reserv ed

68 "Will ycu place on the earth a being who will bring it into disorder and shed
blood?" (2:30).
69 Cf Eugene Susini , La Philosophie de Franz von Baader, II (Paris, 1942), p. 330.
70 a. Strothmann, Texte IV, 2 and X, 20, p. 1 0 1 ; I dris, Zahr, chap. XI I I . On this

partial darkening of the Angel, cf also the symbolism of the "two wings" in my
Archange empourpre, op . cit., VII, pp. 236 ff (cf note 1 0 1 ).
71 Jami'ah 20a.
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for the Im am of the Resurrection (Qa 'im al-Qiyamah), who will com e to
conclude our Cycle and inaugurate a new Cycle of Unveiling. This Knowl
edge is the Gnosis that is Life, which is why it is represented in the Tree of
im m ortality, whose fruit Adam is forbidden to taste-on pain of infringing
the privilege of the Im am to com e , and of inverting the cosmic order. Iblis,
however, can only arouse personal ambition in Adam indirectly, by ap
pealing first of all to his generosity. Since the blessedness of the preceding
Cycle was rooted in this disclosure of the Gnosis that constitutes the state
of actualized Angels, this state must be restored, even if it means trans
gressing the sacrosanct Order of the necessary secret. So Adam " breaks
the fast" , 72 the vow of silence which is the ritual prescriptionpar excellence
of the esoteric Order 73 " T o break the fast" is to taste of the Tree of
Knowledge that is the preserv e of the actualized Angel. At the sam e tim e,
it is to strip oneself of the protective veil of symbol; and this is how Adam
appears before his own appalled dignitaries, in that state of terrifying
nakedness which leaves him and his Temple of light defenceless in the face
of the hate and vengeance of the Adversary. Thus all are forced to leave
Paradise.
Having thus betrayed the secret of the I m am of the Resurrection to
com e , it is, conversely, by means of a pre-recognition of the Im am that
Adam is enabled to hold a " secret conv ersation" with his L ord. 74 The
anticipatory vision of the Epiphany to come thereby becom es the mediator
for his nostalgia, for such a vision leads to the establishm ent of the
" potential Paradise" (jannah fi 'l-quwwah) , the da 'wah (literally " the Call")
or Ism aili esoteric Church, into which those souls that are " angels in
potentiality " must be received, and within which they can grow . These
72 Idri s , chap . X I I I ; cf also Massignon, op. cit., pp. 1 1 6- 1 1 7 : " T o be nourished solely
by the divine will is not only the vow of the fast, but also the complete guarding of
the mouth, the vow of silence, which alone allows the heart, preserved from (he
world's tumult, to conceive the divine Word (like M ary's vow at the Temple,
according to the Koran 19: 27) . . . it is the Flight to the desert undertaken by the
first Ess enian and Egyptian herm its , the S olitude of God alone : al-Ghurbah" (cf
note . 9 2) .
73 C f Kalami Pir, p. 9 6 of the text. I n the perspective ofthis exegesis, the fiill ofman
and the fiill of the Angels are not differentiated or opp osed . But the fiill ofm an is the
Fall of the human Angel, while the fiill of the Angels is the fiill of the angelic man.
Anthropology can only be established, and is established, on the basis of angelology,
which premisses both the pre-existence and the supra-existence of the human
pers on .
74 Jami'ah 20b .
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souls constitute the " posterity of Adam " ; they are the souls that together
with Adam oppose the " posterity of Iblis " and take refuge, like the
Brothers of Purity, in the Cav e-that is to say, in the Tem ple of the
I m am ate 7 5 In this Temple, day after day, the esoteric Ritual must be
perform ed; that is, the exegesis (ta'wil) of the religious Ritual ascending,
like a succession of resurrections, from one heaven to another in the
mystical hierarchy . For Adam was initiated by the Angel sent to him into
the arts and sciences with whose help he could cultivate an Earth on
which symbols were able once m ore to blossom ; and this blossom ing has
to spring from the hard soil of the letter and religious prescriptions of the
Ritual: prayer at the five canonical hours, fasting, almsgiving, pilgrimage . . .
This is how it will be, say the Brothers in their secret Epistle, until the
appe arance of " the Child of lshm ael, that is to say, the Tree rooted in the
earth and whose branches are lost in the heav en, the lotus of the limit
(Koran 5 3 : 1 4) . . until God brings to pass the Second Birth, and Creation
returns to its source . Then the evil tree will perish . . . the Tree of direct
Certitude will appear, around which the believers, the gnostics and the
pure adorers of God will gather . . . when the Sun rises in its West,
dazzling white after its eclipse . Then the Occident will becom e the Orient
and the Orient will becom e the Occ ident. . . You will see the lights (of the
beneficent stars) on the Earth of the Orient, while the Earth will be
changed into a new Earth and the Heavens into new Heavens . " 76 The
" Sun rising in its West" designates par excellence the Im am of the Resurrec
tion. 77 It is not impossible to see this as alluding to the imminence of
contemporary ev ents : the rising of the Fatim ids on African soil. But there
is a great deal m ore to it than that, for the text ends with these words:
" when the Soul of the World m anifests itself, and when the epiphany of
individual souls outside their bodies of flesh is consumm ated. " Thus what
is in question is the m anifestation of the T emples of Light at the time of
76 Jami'ah 26a. Cf Revelation 2 1 : 1 ; cf also Rasa'il IV, p. 86 : " M ay the Merciful One
75 Cf note 6 1 , the as s embly ofbelievers personified in Fatim ah .

help you, and also the assembly of our brothers, to understand these indications and
symbols; m ay he open your heart, expand your breast, purifY your soul, illumine
your intelligence, that you may contemplate, with the eyes of the inner vision, the
True Realities (haqa'iq) ofthes e mysteries . So be no longer afraid ofthe death ofthe
body when you separate yourself from it, for that itself is the life ofthe s oul. For you
are of the number of the Friends of God, ofthose who dare to desire death ! " (and
not ofthose who imagine themselves to do so-an allusion to Koran 62:6).
77 On the religious mystery concealed in the astronomical doctrine of the two opposing
m otions of the celestial spheres, see Paul Kraus, Jabir ibn Hayycm I, p. 1 .
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the Cycle of Unv eiling which is to com e , at the tim e of the final consum 
m ation of the Ritual by ta'wiL
But it seems that, fer the Brothers of Purity, this ultim ate consummation
of the Ritual entails a double phase of exegesis. They them selves describe
to us the triple aspect of the Ordo of the divine servic e . There is the aspect
which is prescribed by the religious law taken in its literal sense . There is
the aspect which is practised by an ideal sect of philosophers who can be
seen both as Sabians im bued with Neoplatonism and as pre-Ism aili theo
sophers . Finally, there is the Ritual as conceived and practised by the
Brothers far themselves, which proclaims, in appropriate term s, the Ismaili
exegesis ofthe Ritual . Both concept and practice are directed towards that
m etam orphosis of being which esoteric parlance designates as qiyamah,
resurrection, and whose m ode of knowledge and awareness will reveal
itself to us as a mental vision ofPerson-archetypes. We will thereby be enabled
to envisage the nature of the spiritual experience into which angelology
initiates, and which it both solicits and fulfils. An initial phase of this
experience is revealed to us as an exegesis leading fium the religious Ritual
to the philosophical Ritual.
4. Religious Ritual and philosophical RituaL T he transition from one to the
other of the se is gov erned by the classic di stincti on, in I s lami c the ol ogy,
be twe e n Islam and Iman. 78 T h e v ery word Islam c onnot e s c onse crati on and
t otal submi ssion to the di vine will ; it also involves stri ct observance oftm

religious ritual s (the Fiv e pr aye r s , fasting , almsgiving and so on) whi ch set
the se al on th e profession ofthe uni tary faith (tawhid}, and general confor

mity of one ' s life to the acts of th e P r ophe t . 79 I m an is conscious fai th, the
inner as sent. If Islam and !man are the two faces of Religion, the Brothers
of Purity are original in that the y ide nti fy the degr e e of Faith with the
" divine service of the Phi l o sophe r s " [al- 'ibddah a/ falsafiyah), and the reby
po stul ate positive religion

-

Is/ am

-

as a nec e s s ary p r e r e qui site of the re

ligious life: " Know, oh my brothe r , that as l ong as you r e m a i n imperfect in
the cul t o f positive r eligi on, it is i n no way p r o p e r for you t o take up the
phil osophi c al cult, for you coul d di e by doing s o . " T h e believer (mu'm in} i s
a true believer only ifhe h a s first b e e n a muslim. When the ti m e c omes for
the c onj unction of the two cults, the initiate is given thi s sol emn w arning :
78 Cf Wensinck, The Muslim Creed, pp. 23 ff., 94.
79 Rasa'il I V , p p . 301-302.
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know that this is a work whose execution is extrem ely arduous, and which
exposes the body to danger as well as dem anding total renunciation ofthe
soul. It involves renouncing all the facilities proffered by a world of
fam iliar facts, in order to attain to the perception of the pure Essences, the
True Realities {haqa 'iq). 80
In fact, this conjunction is as yet no m ore than a preparation for the
unfolding of the esoteric Ritual of the Brothers of Purity; it forms the first
step of ta'wil, the first stage of the exegesis which conducts thither. As such,
it presupposes that the initiate has completely satisfied the prescriptions of
the religious Ritual. Secondly, it introduces a liturgical calendar whose
time is essentially m easured according to the relative increase or decrease
of Night and Day, while Night and Day themselves alternate with each
other as symbols of esoteric and exoteric {batin and zahir), of the discipline
of the arcane and revealed Gnosis.81 There exists a correspondence between
the div isions of the nychthem eron and those of the m onthly and annual
cycles: their liturgical recurrence obeys a ternary rhythm , followed each
tim e by a period of withdrawal or silence. The correspondence also
extends to the phases of a Period and of a Cycle of sacred history. This law
ofhom ology is essential to the understanding ofthe esoteric exegesis of the
Ritual performed by the Brothers of Purity, for it establishes the cycle of
sacred history as a cycle of cosm ic liturgy.
The m onthly ritual of the philosopher-Sages includes the celebration of
three holy nights. T he duration of each night extends from the hour which
would correspond to our First Vespers until the hour of Second Vespers.
These three nights are the first and m iddle nights of the m onth, together
with one that falls between the twenty-fifth day of the m onth and the first
day of the following m onth. They correspond to the phases of the m oon;
and indeed the cyclic correspondence between the tim e of the neomenias
and that of the full moon appears in the Ismaili exegesis of these " liturgical
Hours " . Each night' s ritual is split up into three nocturns. The first third
of the night is taken up by a m editation in the personal oratory; this
prolongs and confirms the official religious ritual, " so that there m ay be
80. Ibid., pp. 302 ff
8 1 One must also take into account the ambivalence of each symbol . Esotericism may
be the night of the mystery, but the reign of the letter may be the night of unaware
ness. The day may be the disclosure of the mystery in the sole Light of the Temple; it
may also be the reign of ready-made evidence, ofthe clarity admitted and imposed by
the common run of men.
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purity upon purity and light upon light" . The second third of the night is
occupied by a m editation on the " cosm ic text" under the starry sky, with
the face turned to the Pole Star. The last third is devoted to the recital of a
philosophical hymn (the "Prayer of Plato" , the " Orison of ldris " , that is, of
Herm es, the " Secret Psalm of Aristotle"), whose texts we m ay one day be
able to identify with the help of some m anuscript. Finally, after the dawn
prayer, the Sage inv ites his family and brothers to j oin him in celebrating
agapae, and the day is passed in wise conv ersation. 82
The choice of the Pole Star as qiblah points to the Sabianism of our
Sages, 83 an impression confirmed by their annual calendar . The three
periods, the three great liturgical solemnities, are astronom ically deter
m ined by the sun' s entry into the Sign of Aries, the Sign of Cancer and the
Sign of L ibra; that is to say, by the successive adv ent of spring, summ er
and autumn, which are followed by the silence and desolation o f w inter.
In winter the Sages observe a strict " fast" : it is the tim e during which the
Elect slumber in the Cave. Here again the Sabian style of the cerem ony is
undeniabl e : at each festival the Sages gather in the T emple which is
erected specifically for that festival, and whose architecture corresponds to
the constellation reigning over that day; the colour and form of their
garm ents conform to the sam e correspondence, and they eat only food
that is equally appropriate to the day . 84
What is rev ealed " r itually " to us here is the m edian and m ediating
position occupied by Sabian ideology; that is to say, the " Sabian T e m p l e "
i s the ideal place where the official religious ritual i s transm ute d into the
ritual of a cosm ic liturgy, which itself serves as a pre lude to the liturgy of
the esoteric mesocosm ofthe Ismaili Order. On the one hand, the Brothers of
Purity hav e no difficulty in showing the correspondence between the three
great philosophical festivals and the religious solemnities : " If you meditate,
oh my brother, upon the three days of the philosophic year . . . and
carefully consider the festivals of the Islam i c religion, you will find that
they agree and correspond with each other. " Corre sponding to the festival
of spring and renewal is the festival of the breaking of the fast (which
concludes the m onth of Ram adan) . T o the sum m er festival corresponds
82 Rasa'i/ IV , pp. 3 03 - 3 0 4 .
8 3 C f Chwolsohn, op . cit. , I I , 5 , 5 9 , 6 1 , 222; also E . S . Drower, The Mandaeans of Iraq
and Iran (Oxford, 1 93 7), p . 1 8 n. 9 .
84 Rasa 'i/ IV, p . 305 .
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the festival of sacrifices ('Id al-Adha), which falls on the tenth day of the
m onth of pilgrim age (Dhu'l-Hijjah). The j oy of this festival is quite differ
ent from that of the first festival, for it is m ingled with hardship and
fatique, sadness and lethargy; it is the noon hour, stifling and parched. T o
the autum n festival corresponds a festival not o f orthodox Islam , but the
festival par excellence of Shiite Islam : the solemn inv estiture ofthe Im am by
the Prophet at Ghadlr Khum m , a testamentary act by which the Annun
ciator (Natiq) of the religious Law entrusted its secret exegesis (ta 'wil) to
his spiritual heir and to the I m am s of his lineage . Corresponding to the
lime of sadness and ofthe Sages' retreat is the Departure ofthe Prophet to
the other world, leaving his community to grief and m ourning. 85
On the other hand, one can readily perceive the herm eneutical adv ance
towards the conception of Ismaili esotericism that is implicit in the calendar
of the " festivals of the Philosophers"- The festival of Spring, m arking the
point at which the equilibrium of Day and Night is broken in favour of
Day, is celebrated by the Brothers in lyrical term s : springs gush, torrents
once m ore fill their dry beds, sap rises to the topm ost branches, the green
fields are aflame with the brightness of flowers 86 It is truly the tim e of a
" re surrection" (qiyamah in Ism aili term inology), that is to say the initial
lim e of a Period in which a doctrine bursts forth, a Gnosis proclaim ed by
the angelic trum pets of the concert given, it is said, on this day of festival
by the initiated Sages. T he great festival of sum m er m arks the start of
Day's retreat before the encroaching Night; the j oyous flowering of symbols
begins to dry up on the Earth. The homily at the festival of autum n is
short: " The m easure of the Gnosis revealed is no m ore than is appropriate
to such a T im e . " From now on, the Night of esotericism becom es the
refuge ofthe Call (da'wah) to transcend the literalism of the Law and of all
serv itude to texts and m en. This is the tim e of winter, which the theos
opher-Sages pass in their Cave, observing the " strict fast" that once was
broken, prem aturely, by him whose posterity they are .
Thus , the " philosophical calendar" corresponds to the phases of ta 'wil
or transc endent spiritual exegesis. The religious festivals commemorate an
event. The speculative festivals bring back the Event, setting it in the present.
The situation is actually experienced, determ ined by the star and the
season, and proj e cted into a Figure : the T emple, specially consecrated to
85 . Ibid., p . 3 0 6 .
8 6 . Cf. ib i d . , p . 3 05 .
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each festival, in which the Sages assemble . !man, the inner faith in the
sense intended by the Brothers of Purity, is a faith which transm ute s ; it
does not com m em orate, but effects and prom otes the Ev ent. This faith has
the power to actualize Events because it transm utes them into symbols,
preserv ing only their transcendence . It does not itself return to the fact or
try to reduce it to its causes ; it takes the fact along with it to that which the
fact indicates 87 Its exegesis of the calendar m akes of the latter itself an
exegesis, for the liturgical cycle actualizes, one by one, the calendar' s
perm anent and original Figures. When ta 'wil raises itself onto an even
higher level, the festivals will no longer be celebrated in the T emples of the
Sabian theosophers. T h e Ev ent will no longer be experienced m erely as an
event which survived or survives after people, but as being those very
People . The Ev ent, that is, is no longer simply set in the present: the soul
itself becom es its presence. T hus, the lived situation will no longer be
proj ected only into a T em ple which serves as its Figure, but into the very
reality of those Person-archetypes, the exegetes who effect the esoteric
exegesis, and whose recurrence will be the actual cycle of the soul's
calendar. By m eans ofa conversion and an elevation which are character
istic ofthe m ental vision, these Persons, as celestial archetypes, will be the
Festiv als them selv es " in person" , and they themselves will be the T im e
and the T em ple of the festivals. This i s the ultim ate m eaning of the ritual
of the Brothers of Purity, as we shall see in the next section . .

II. The Ismaili Exegesis ofthe Ritual
i. The Festivals and Liturgies of the Brothers ofPurity. " Know, oh my brother,
that we are the society of the Brothers of Purity, of all m en the m ost fitted
for the cult of religion . . . because it is we who hav e the most intim ate
knowledge of it . . . but we are also the most fitted for the philosophical
cult, the m ost able to m aintain it and to renew whatever m ay have
degenerated in it. " 88 The Ism aili exegesis aim s at precisely this regener
ation when it is applied, in its turn, to the cult of the Sages, whose ritual
reflected an ideal Sabianism , and whose cerem onial and liturgical tim es
87 On this maj or aspe ct of psychic Energy which transmutes fact into symbol, cf C

G. Ju n g , Uber psychische Energetik und das Wesen der Traume, 2nd ed. (Zurich, 1 948), pp .

39-44; see also my 'Livre du Glorieux', op . cit. , p. 84.
88 Rasa 'i/ IV, p. 306.
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make possible the transition from the Sabian ideology of the T emple
constructed in the im age of a star, to the Ism aili ideology of the hum an
T ern ple as veil (hijab) and sanctuary of a celestial Person of light {haykal al
nur)89
" We hav e " , it is said, " a third sort of year, the observance of which is
peculiar to us. We too hav e three Days which we consider to be days of
festival, and on which we instruct our brothers to gather together and
celebrate . Know, oh my brother, that our festivals resemble, not literally
but typologically {bi 'l-mathal), the festivals of the Philosophers and religious
festivals. This is because our festivals are of the nature of substances
subsisting of them selves (dhaliyah qa 'imah bidhawatiha); all actualization
proceeds from , by and in them . They too are three in number : one comes
at the beginning, one in the m iddle, and one at the end. There is a fourth,
which is the m ost difficult to observe, the hardest to actualize . " 90
After m entioning the correspondences with the tim es oflslam ic festivals
and of the festivals of philosophical religion, as already described, the
Brothers continue as follows : " Our festivals, oh my brother, are Persons
who Announce (ashkhas natiqah), Souls in act and active, implem enting, at
the call of their Creator, the acts and practices revealed and inspired by
Him . The first of our Days, and the festival par excellence of all our festivals,
is the day of the appearanc e ofthe First Qa 'im am ongst us 91 Correspond
ing to this day is the Sun' s entry into the sign of Aries at the time of spring,
of the blossom ing and sweetness of life, when the heavenly Mercy of the
Epiphany (zuhur) descends to earth and dwells there, and when esoteric
knowledge m ay be rev ealed. For us and for all our brothers it is a day of
happiness . The second day is the Day of the resurrection (qiyam) of the
Second Qa 'im, the day when the Sun enters the sign of Cancer, the point
at which days are at their longest and nights are shortest, for on this day
the power of the oppressors has ceased and been consum ed. It is a day of
j oy, happiness and good tidings. The third day is the Day of the resurrec89 On these Hayakil al-Nur, see l vanow, Rise ofthe Fatimids, p. 256 and p. 64 of the text
q[Zahr 1 . 9- 1 0 (cf notes 4 1 , 44, 57, 66). The Prophets and Imams are the Temples of
Light, and all the hudud are oratories in this temple, limbs of this body, as the Seven
stars were the limbs and the temples of the divinity which revealed itself in them.
90 Rasa 'il IV, p. 307 .
9 1 The word Qa'im, literally "he who stands up" ,par excellence denotes the Qa'im al
Qiyamah, the Imam of the Resurrection; but each Imam, and even each member of
the Order, is a Qa'im in potentiality. Cf Rise, pp. 242-243 (54-55 ofthe Arabic
text) .
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tion of the Third am ongst us, and corresponds to the Sun's entry into the
sign of L ibra; once again the days and nights are of equal length. It is the
adv ent of autumn, that is to say the resistance of error to truth, when the
order of things begins to be inv erted. Finally, there is a fourth day of
sadness and desolation. On this day we return to our Cave, the cave of the
discipline of the arcane (taqiyah) and of Occultation {istitar), to a state of
things which accords with that described by him who instituted the Law,
s ayi ng : Islam began in exile and will be in exile again; happy are those who exile

themselves. ,,92

T he appearance at this point of the famous hadith immediately links the
Brothers of Purity with all the ultra- Shiite ideology which developed
around the figure of Salm an the Persian, or the Pure . Salm an typifies the
case of the Stranger guided from distant lands by his own personal effort,
and whose exile stam ps him with the seal of a purely spiritual Islam , as
opposed to all the legalistic pretensions and claim s resting on a right of
carnal descent. Jab ir, the Ism aili alchem ist, transposes these sam e attri
butes to the mystical figure ofhim whom he calls the Glorious One, who is
allied to these " Strangers" whose spiritual condition in this world is none
other than that of the Sethian Gnostics. 9 3 It is with reference to this
condition of being strangers seeking refuge in the Cav e from a world of
ignorance and violence that the Brothers say : " This, precisely, is what we
are subj ected to in our tim e, until the hour com es of the Appe aranc e, of
free exit, of the Return after the Departure, j ust as the Sun, after the
departure of winter, returns into the sign of Ari e s . " 9 4
T he ritual that regulates the phases of the life of these Strangers offers
scope for m any forms of interpretation. One c annot entirely ignore the
perspective it opens onto imm inent contemporary events; but it would be a
m istake to suppose that these events are able, by and as them selves, to
exhaust the significance of what is involved here . In Ism aili historiosophy,
no event is seen as affected by a contingency that lacks eternal significance.
The dram a is enacted on two levels, celestial and earthly, and this is the
92 Rasa'il IV , p. 3 0 8 . On this hadith of the Exile (Ghurbah, cf note 7 2), see L .
M as signon, ' S alman Pak e t 1es premices spirituelles de 1'1s1am iranien', i n Opera
minora, vol . I (Beirut, 1 963), p p . 4 5 0-45 7 , and Bihar al-Anwar, vol. III (Tehran,
1306 A.H . ) , p. 292, 1 . 32 ff. (sentence attributed not to the Prophet but to the first Imam,
and interpreted by the sixth Imam , Ja'far ai -S adiq) .
93 Cf my ' Livre du G1 orieux', (supra, ch. I I , n. 3), p p . 58 ff.
94 Rasa'il I V , p . 308.
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very condition of the transform ation of event into symbol. The contexts of
the ev ents exemplify on earth the dram a of the eternal Archetypes, and it
is only the latter that can explain the liturgical cycle of the Brothers'
ritual.
For this reason, an interpretation which refers the phases of this ritual
to a Cycle of Unveiling by no means excludes one that refers them to a
Cycle of Occultation. This may be understood as follows. A Cycle of
Unveiling follows on from the Great Resurrection {Qiyamat al-Qiyamat),
initiated by the sev enth Im am of the seventh Period and bringing to an
end a Cycle of Occultation such as ours 95 This Cycle of Unveiling is
followed, in its turn, by a Cycle of Occultation, of which ours is an
example. According to this perspective, the third or autum n festival m ight
well correspond to the crucial m om ent when Night prevails over Day, the
m om ent when, at the decline of a Cycle of paradisal innocence, the evil
forces of the Antagonist, the eternal Iblis, begin to shake free and m anifest
them selves. It is, as we saw, the m om ent in which the dignitaries of the
Order decide once m ore to impose the discipline of the arcane and the
obligations of the Ritual-the m om ent in the Cycle imm ediately preced
ing ours, when the Adam of our Cycle was invested with the dignity and
function of an Im am . The tim e which follows is not of course a day of
festival, but a tim e of calam ity and desolation, during which the Sages
were obliged to take refuge in the " Cav e " . It is the tim e ofthe catastrophe
which succeeded the day when Adam , the adolescent who in his folly
broke the " fast" , surrendered the secret and the vision of Paradise to the
rage and m ockery of Iblis-Ahrim an.
It must be adm itte d, nevertheless, that the conditions m ade possible by
a Cycle of Unveiling-a mode of existence which is innocent, lum inous and
subtle-are totally beyond the reach, if not of our aspiration, at any rate of
our actual psychical experience and, for the most part, of our boldest
speculations and im aginings. 96 The texts at our disposal do not throw
much light on the factors which determ ine the num ber of the three
Persons who, in a Cycle of Unv eiling, will succeed each other in the sam e
95 Needless to say, there were variations in the representations of sacred history
(according to the periods of Ismailism : pre- Fatimid, Fatimid. Alamut and the
Nizari tradition, post-Fatimid Yem enite). We are not concerned here to study
history stratigraphically, but to distinguish a s chem a which accords with the whole
body of Ismaili speculative experience and with its resources .
96 Cf note 62 .
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way as the three Festivals of the secret ritual of the Brothers of Purity . 97
But it is nonetheless true that the law ofhomology, already stated to be
essential, is able here to lead us to a representation that gives coherence
to the whole. The events of each Cycle, and of every period of each Cycle,
are respectively homologous with each other. There exists a homology
between the Great Qiyamah, bringing to an end a Cycle of Occultation,
and the lesser Qiyamah which concludes each of the Seven Periods of that
Cycle, when a religion which has exhausted its " app eal" in its prev ious
form " rev iv es " in the new religion proclaim ed by a new Annunciator (nat
iq). 98 Sim ilarly, the nam e of Qa 'im, resurrector, is reserved par excellence for
" he who will rise up " , the Lord of the Resurrection, at the close of the final
Period of our Cycle. Yet each partial Qa'im at the end of each Period of the
Septenary, as well as each I m am and each m ember of the Order, is also,
potentially, Lord of the Resurrection, a lim b of his mystical body, an
oratory in his T emple of L ight. Each Period of a Cycle is hom ologous Jo
that Cycle; each Qiyamah is in the im age ofthe Gre at Qiyamah. Moreover,
each Qiyamah, or resurrection, which is represented for each m ember of
the Order by his elevation from one stage to another, is hom ologous with
the Great Re surrection. " This is why the Brothers of Purity expressly
emphasize the homology of their ritual with the phases of each hum an
existence . 1 00 In the last analysis, all that m atters is the loftiness of the
horizon which the Event indicates, the Archetype which prom otes the
Event as such and which is exemplified in all the liturgical Cycles of
ev ents that are hom ologous with each other.
In this sense, and to this full extent, the three Persons m entioned by the
Brothers as constitutiv e of their own Festivals are the hom ologues of the
97 Thi s would give us a ternary rhythm , whereas the s eptenary is the rhythm of the
schem as of periodization in Ismaili historiosophy (particularly for the Cycles of
o ccultation). But in the perspective ofprecisely such a historiosophy, this is by no
means a contradiction. We should call to mind J abir' s Livre du Glorieux (op . cit. , § § 2
and 3), where the rhythm is determined by the Triad 'Ayn- Mim-Sin, completed by
the person of the Glorious One . Likewise, all is here regulated by the secret
intention which places the Sabian theosophers in a mediating position between
positive Islam and the Ismaili exegesis of the Brothers . Of all the festivals and
comm em orations o f l slarn , three have been retained, plus one day ofm ourning and
expectation .
98 Qiyamah o r resurrection as the aim and end of religions (nihayat-i adyan) , cf Kalami
Pir, p. 63 ofthe Persian text, l . 4 ff
99 Cf note 5 7 .
100 Rasa'il IV, p. 3 0 7 .
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Three esoteric dignitaries who appear at the beginning of a Cycle of
Occultation. These are, respectively : the Annunciator (Natiq) of the new
religion; his legatee, the depositary and foundation (Wasi, Asas) of the
pure spiritual m eaning of his religion (the " festival" following which the
Night of esotericism will get longer); and, finally, the first of the silent
Im am s (samit), the " festival" following which Night will preponderate
over Day and the Order will have to seek the shelter of esoteric ism (the
" Cav e " ) . These silent Im am s, from the first of the first heptad to the
seventh of the sev enth, are the keepers of the esoteric m eaning whose
com m unication to the souls called to their Order gradually m atures,
according to the degree to which they are able to assimilate this m e aning,
the fruit of the Resurrection.
One could go further and say that since each m ember of the Order,
from the greatest to the least, m erely exemplifies on earth a m ember ofthe
celestial angelic hierarchy, these three superior dignitaries are the repre
sentativ es on earth of the highest archangelic hypostases, to wit: the pair
form ed by the First and the Second Archangels-Intelligence and Soul of
the World-from whom proceeds the third Archangel, the Angelos
Anthropos of Hum anity . With him the cosm ic catastrophe is precipitated,
through his fatal tardiness in recognizing the divine Unitude (tawhid)-a
tardiness which plunged him in darkness and which is symbolized in
Suhrav ardi by the two wings of the Archangel Gabriel, one of light and
the other of darkness. 1 0 1 This third Archangel fell to the rank of tenth in
the suprem e angelic hierarchy (which m ade him the first of our cosm os);
and the entire history of our world represents the time spent in reconquer
ing his original archangelic rank, aided by each of the " angels" who
em anate from him . The last Im am (the Qa 'im) of a Cycle is his surrogate :
in his T emple of Light, all the souls of light, m embers of the Order who
belonged to the Cycle, are led back by him to this Angel. The distance
between the third festival or third dignitary alluded to by the Brothers, and
the m om ent when they leave their cave (the Occident to which their souls
have declined)-in other words, the m om ent of the appearance of the
Qa'im (the Sun rising in the Occident)-is precisely the time during which
the Redemption ofthe Angel is being accomplished through the m aturing,
in each soul, of an aptitude for the angelic state . One of its great phases
101 Cf note 70.
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(Qiyamat) is betokened by the Sun' s re-entry into the sign of Aries . We are
thus enabled to grasp the m ain features 10 2 of the cohesion between the
ideology illustrated by the Ritual of the Brothers of Purity, and the
entirety of Ism aili cosmology and sacred history.
For our purposes, we should concentrate on the succession of the
personages in this sacred history, in so far as this succession constitutes
the liturgical cerem onial of the ritual; for it is this which allows us to bring
out the specifically Ism aili configuration ofthe " m an and ritual " them e . If
the sam e archetypes are exemplified in all the Cycles; ifthe Cycles and the
events composing them are hom ologous with each other; and if these
events are Persons, then all of these together must constitute and " tem 
poralize" T im e in such a way that it is by virtue ofbeing the tim e ofthese
Persons that it also becom es, properly speaking, liturgical T im e as well.
Sim ultaneity and coincidence exist between the recurrence of the festivals
which constitute the Cycle of liturgical T im e, and the recurrence of the
indiv idual Figures whose personal presence is proj ected onto the Cycle.
The individual Figure is no longer confined to a m om ent in tim e, and does
not fade into a vanishing past, for its own indiv idual tim e is also a
reversible tim e . In this cyclical presence is rev ealed simultaneously both
the archetype of the indiv idual and the individual as archetype; in other
words, the individual case is an archetypal case every tim e . 10 3
This recurrence of archetypal cases proj ects the hidden significance of
the Cycles of sacred history onto a plane of historical permanmce}104 By
means of it we can identify, in each generation, period and cycle, down to
the completion of the Cycle of Cycles, the Ot1fOKa1'<WTUO"t...:;, the antagon
ists of the sam e dram a : on the one hand the third Archangel in the
prim ordial Univ erse (' alam al-Ibda'), the prim ordial Adam and all the
incomplete Adam s, and on the other hand Iblis and all the Iblis who cam e
after him . And since this plane of historical perm anence necessitates the
recurrence of Persons who enact the geste of their archetype, it is this very
recurrence which constitutes the cerem onial ofthe cosm ic liturgical Cycle.
T he Persons are the festivals of this Cycle, and their recurrence is the
recurrence itself of liturgical tim es. Because these festivals arc the recurring
102 Notably in the Zahr al-Ma'ani by Idris ( c im aduddin, chap s . I X - X , X X - X X I ; cf
S trothmann, Texte IV, 2; I dah I and index s.v. al- 'Aql al- 'Ashir (the tenth
Intelligence) .
1 03 Cf my 'Livre du Glorieux' , {supra, ch. I I , n. 3), pp . 16---1 7.
104 A term used by L . Massignon in Salman Pak, op . fit. , p. 467.
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presence of the sam e archetype, they do not m erely com m em orate an Event
which happened once for all in the past. The exemplifications of the
archetype do not occur in tim e; they themselves determ ine their time " in
the present" as gauge of their relationship with each other, as token of
their specific indiv iduality, an individuality irreducible to the abstract
generality of a category. 10 5
In the absence of this individuality, we would have only a banal system
of rationalist propositions, propping up a philosophy of history. In com
plete contrast to this depersonalization, the ritual m eaning of the gesta
mundi perform s, with respect to these gesta, a ta 'wil on each occasion; that
is to say, it elevates the event to the level of symbol, and there discloses the
geste of the archetype . That is why the festival in the liturgical calendar
docs not simply com m em orate an event. It is that very ev ent, and the
Ev ent is the Person who enacts the geste of the archetype. A striking
illustration of this will be found below in the personalizing valorization of
the Shiite Calendar. Another illustration is provided by the Mazdean
calendar, where each day is called by the nam e of an Angel, inciting us to
the discovery of what is m eant by the " day of an Angel " , that is, the day
whose event is this very Angel. This m eaning, in the case of the ritual as in
that ofthe revealed text or of the cosmic text, very distinctly shows us how
the spiritual exegesis or ta'wil brings about the " return" to the archetype
and ofthe archetype . By the sam e token, the ministry of this exegesis is
understood as an angelic one, personified on earth, for example, in the
' person of Salm an the Persian, the Stranger whose role of companion
initiator to the Prophet 106 is repeated in each relationship of initiator to
initiate, which, step by step, unites one by one the m embers ofthe Ismaili
Order to each other. We have already m entioned, in fact, that the ritual of
the sacred m esocosm is essentially a Cycle of resurrections, homologous
with the Great Qiyamah. The m e aning that lies in conceiving a festival as a
Person, the sense that each festival is a Person, is the prom otion of that
Person to a new 'resurrection' , his elevation to a new heaven in the
105 Thu s , som ething like a reversal ofthe notion ofa time which imposes its m easure:
in this cas e, it is the soul that is the measure of its time. The same reversal is
implied by a " chronology" which expresses the ideal interval between Zarathustra
and Plato as being a period of 6,000 years . In the sam e way, the m eaning of the
Periods oflsmaili historiosophy cannot be reduced to the homogeneous tim e ofthe
profane calendar.
1 06 Cf my 'Livre du Glorieux', (supra, ch. I I , n. 3), p p . 63 ff, and Massignon, Salman
Pak, pp . 464 ff.
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m e s ocosm-that is to say, his being born to an existence typified by the
Angel who rules over that He aven. This is the liturgical Cycle, celebrated
in the spiritual T emple which is formed by the da'w ah, the Ism aili esoteric
Church.
What, one may ask, is the divine service par excellence, the liturgy which
is celebrated by and for the " festivals " of this Cycle?
The Brothers ofPurity do not fail to describe it, or rather to allude to it
in veiled terms which we can, nevertheless , decipher by reference to other
contexts . The sacrifice, they say, which they celebrate as sembles and
contains in itself all the v irtues , both of the " relig ious " and of the " philo
sophical" sacrifice. 107 This is the sacrifice which was offered up by Abraham,
" the ram that was obtained for him as rans om for his son and that had
grazed for forty autumns 10 8 on the Earth of Paradi s e . If you are able to
offer up in sacrifice a ram that has grazed on the Earth of Paradis e an
entire lifetime if necessary, then do so; do not relax, keep fighting for this ,
so that you may ultimately achieve your goal, may revive the exemplary
cases and abide in the univ erse of G o d . ' 109
Thus the mental repetition of Abraham ' s sacrifice is pres ented as the
act par excellence of an esoteric ritual of spiritual death and reg eneration.
But it is self-evident that the bent and the significance ofthis inner liturgy,
which effects a transmutation of the soul, can be understood only within
the context of the Ismaili exegesis . Who was the son that had to be
sacrificed? What is the ram that was sacrificed in his place? Why had it
grown up on the Earth of Paradis e?
T he Ismaili exegesis of Surah 37 refers, of course, to the order of the
sacred mes ocosm, established by Gnosi s . The purpos e ofthe usual Is lamic
107 Rasa'i/ IV, p . 309.
1 08 The Brothers ' text (3 09 I . ii) has kharnf (forty sheep ?). For this, read kharif
(autumn) . Cf Abu'1- Futuh Razi, Tqftir, IV (Tehran edition, 1 3 1 4 A . H . ) , p. 440 1 . 28 IT.
(Chahal kharif). Forty autumns : that is, forty years . Cf the pas s age where the
Brothers repre sent the hierarchy of their Order as m ade up offour levels, each of
which they address by a sp ecial vocative in the cours e oftheir treatis es . The first
corresponds to the age of fifteen ( " O ur merciful and candid Brothers ") . The
second corresp onds to the age of thirty ( " Our virtuous and excellent Brothers " ) .
T h e third i s reached after the age of forty ( " Our eminent and noble Brothers " ) .
The fourth level c orresponds to the ang elic faculty and is the result of an inner
experience which can be attaine d only after the age of fifty. It is to the Brothers of
this level that the Koranic vers e is addressed: " Oh pacified s oul, return to your
Lord, pleasing and ple as ed" , Koran 8 9 : 2 7 - 2 8,(IV, pp . 222-223).
109 Ibid. , p . 309.
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exegesis is to establish that the child to be sacrificed must be not Is aac but
Ishmael . Yet according to the Ismaili perspective there is far more to it
than this . Abraham had resolved to invest Isaac with his spiritual heritage,
thereby keeping it from Ishm ae l, the child who by divine proclamation
(37: 1 01 ) had been characterized as the child of gentleness and patience .
This i s the m eaning as cribed t o v erse 37: 1 02: " My child, I dreamed that I
was offering you up in sacrifice . " But then a divine command alters this
mistaken predisposition and orders Abraham to transfer his heritage to
Ishmael : " And we ransomed him with a great v ictim " (37 : 1 07) . Now this
victim-traditionally this ram-is in fact no other than a metaphorical
designation for Is aac himself. 1 1 0 What, then, is meant by the sacrifice of
this Ram?
Here ag ain the whole body oflsmaili Gnosis can be taken as a guide . By
this Gnos is, Ishm ael is regarded as the spiritual heir, the Imam who holds
the secret of the Gnosis , while Isaac is a Veil: the veil or screen of the
Letter which is placed before the Imam . The relationship between them
corresponds to the fundamental distinction between the appointed and
p ermanent Im am (mustaqarr, the ordinarius), and an Im am who is merely a
depositary or curator {muslawada?, establishe d as a kind of protection
during periods of dang er and apparently performing the functions of the
true Im am , while the latter rem ains hidden. 1 1 1 Ishm ael was the Upholder
of the mystical meaning , of the esoteric science of ta 'wil, while Isaac was
before him as a Veil, maintaining the science of tanzil, of the revealed
Letter and of positiv e religion. The sam e relationship is perpetuated in the
course of their respective lineag e s , " 2 and Ismaili historiosophy took upon
itself the task of determining what the legitimate transmis sion was for
each epoch. Where as Moses established a new Law (shari'ah), a new
positive religion, the descendents of Ishmael continued and transmitted
the esoteric message of Gnosis . 1 1 3
Thus the spiritual ritual begins to as sume a specific form. The ram
which must be offered up in sacrifice is Isaac . This signifies the sacrifice of
external evidence and literal faith ( zahir), of the pres criptions of legalistic
religion, of material certainties, and of the j ustice of the Law. And whereas
110 a Strolhmann, Texte XII, 34, p. 128.

1 1 1 Cf. B ernard Lewis, The Origins ofIsmailism, p p . 48 ff, and Strothm ann, Texte, index

s.v. mustaqarr and mustawda�

1 1 2 Ibid. , Tuhfah, chap. I I I, pp. 1 64- 1 6 7.
1 1 3 Ibid., p. 164.
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tradition dem ands that the Ram must have grazed for forty autum ns on
the Earth of Paradise, 1 1 4 the Brothers go further and add : " an entire
lifetime if necessary" . We already know that by " Earth of Paradise " is
signified the da'wah the Ism aili Church as " potential Paradise" . Here
alone can the exoteric sense (zahir) of religion grow and m ature , for it is
given substance by the inner and esoteric sense (batin) : it may grow for an
entire hum an lifetime until it can be sacrificed at the m om ent when
interiority is in full flower; for the mystery of the esoteric Church is
accomplished in a cycle of Resurrections. Everywhere else in the official,
external religious world, the letter can never be anything but the letter,
the Law rem ains the Law . The ritual ofthe Ism aili Brothers ofPurity thus
culm inates in an act of spiritual resurrection which liberates one from this
Gehenna.
It m ay seem , perhaps, that the sacrifice of the L aw ' s bondage is one
which m an would be only too happy to m ake . Yet it is represented by the
Brothers as the culm ination of an entire lifetim e of effort. This is because,
far from signifying an anarchic, negativ e freedom , obtained without any
thing being given in exchange, such a sacrifice can only be achieved at the
end of a long period of inner asceticism . This is the m earring given to it by
the great mystical poet 'Attar-who is suspected, m oreover, of having
possessed a knowledge of Ism ailism-when he says : " If you profess the
religion of Abraham (and if you arc thus a pure Hanif), the sacrifice of the
son is a teaching which is addressed to you. " 1 1 5 This teaching becomes
imperiously evident from the m om ent it is viewed within the Ismaili
perspective, in which Ishm ael and his line represent the spiritual heritage,
the perpetuation of the esoteric Im am ate, while Isaac represents carnal
descent and perpetuation of the Law . The religion of the L aw, the social
imperative, may prescribe the sacrifice of Ishm ael-the sacrifice, that is, of
the universe ofthe soul and its celestial mysteries. By contrast, to sacrifice
the ram which is Isaac is to sacrifice carnal desire for earthly possession
and descent, in exchange for the spiritual heritag e. It is to renounce the
child of flesh and blood in order to ransom the child of the Soul. It is to
1 14 On the age of forty, see note 1 08.
1 1 5 Rahi-Name, die Gesprache des Konigs mit seinen sechs Sohnen . . . , ed. Helmut
Ritter, Bibliotheca Islarnica 1 2 (I stanbul, 1 940), p. 59 v. 19. Cf Fritz Meier, 'Dei
Geistmensch bei dem persischen Dichter 'Attar', Eranos-Jahrbuch X I I I (1 946),
p. 295. Along with other Sufis, 'Attar was regarded by the Ismailis as a co
religionist; see Ivanow, Guide, no. CXXIV, pp. 1 04- 1 05 and p. 1 1 8.
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gather into oneself all the Soul's energies, to sacrifice the illusory terrestrial
posterity which m en naturally desire, in order to produce instead within
oneself the child of the Anima caelestis, so that m an himself becomes the
child of eternity, who can only be born and begin to exist within an
esoteric kingdom {batin) which is quite other than the exterior and visible
universe. 1 1 6
This engendering in the Soul of the Puer aetemus is the goal towards
which the visions of mystics, from an 'Attar to Meister Eckhart and
Angelus Silesius, are unanim ously and strikingly drawn; and the Brothers
of Purity, in accordance with their whole ethic, which could be term ed ad
imitationem Angeli, 1 1 7 refer to it at the conclusion of their Ritual : " Then the
angelic Form (al-surah al-malakiyah) will be perfected for you, and on your
Great Return (ma 'ad) it will be ready for you to unite with it and dwell in
it" ; 1 1 8 that is to say, so that you may then be in actuality the Angel whose
birth in you only m akes it potential here below. T hus, the ta 'wil of the
ritual, like the operation of alchemy (which is an Ism aili application par
excellence of the ritual), leads to the em ergence of that Third World or
mesocosm, born of a m ediation which triumphs over contraries. All gnoses
have aspired towards this world; it is proclaimed, for example, in an
apocryphon of Clem ent of Alexandria, by Jesus, who replies to Salom e's
question as to when the reign of death will come to an end by saying
"When m asculine and feminine are one . " 1 1 9
If the " angelic Form " is the fruit of this sacred inner m arriage of the
m asculine and feminine aspects of the Soul, the birth of that Form surely
represents the passage, the exodus, leading from the Sabian ideology of the
T emple to the Ismaili conception of the T emple of L ight. It is no longer
the lum inescent form s of the stars shining in the night sky which are the
tem ples of the herm eneutical Angels ofthe Divinity, but the Persons ofthe
members of the Order, form ing the Temple of Light of the Im am ate .
Through the angelom orphosis of m an, the one divinity abides in m an.
The ritual celebrated by m an in the Temple of his being is his own
metamorphosis, the bringing to birth within him self of that Form of himself
which conforms to the angelic archetype . Here, so to speak, lies the
116 a Esther Harding, Frauen-Myste rien einst undjetzt (Zurich, 1949), the chapter on
the sacrifice ofthe son, pp. 323 ff. and 373 ff
1 17 a the texts cited in note 56.
118 Rasa 'il iV, I'c 300.
119 Cited in E. Harding, op. cit., p. 376.
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conclusion of (he dialogue between Hanifand Sabian, the New T estam ent
of a spiritual Sabianism . It is of this that the Brothers of Purity are fully
aware when, concluding the exposition of their own ritual, they call to
witness " the fact that the ancient Sages used to build T emples on earth,
typifying ('ala mithal) the T emples which are built in Heav en -" 1 2 0
2 . The Esoteric Ritual and the Vision of the Person-archetypes. T h e emergence of a

new personal Form in m an, " representing " or exemplifying an angelic
archetype, is thus seen as the elem ent which it is essential to understand,
and which at the sam e tim e allows one to understand the ultim ate signifi
cance of the esoteric Ritual-to understand, that is, the highest dev elop
m ent of ta'wil, the concrete transmutation effected by it. Unless we
arbitrarily restrict the meaning of the word "mystical" , it is difficult not to
apply the quality of mysticism to this exegesis of the soul. But this mysticism
differs profoundly from all mystical experiences of the annihilation of self
in the divine absolute grasped directly and without m ediation. In place of
this abyss of negativ ity, it proffers a universe peopled with a multitude of
celestial Persons, each of whom is a world.
It differs also, and equally, from what is frequently understood as
esotericism, but which is basically nothing but a rationalist tendency to
substitute an abstract meaning (idea, princ iple, law) for all personal
figures or figurations (heroes, Angels, exemplary ev ents) . Such a substi
tution contributes to the dissolution of symbols, and consequently of the
beings who symbolize, in order to prom ote impersonal generalities : once
again, the celestial universe is unpeopled. In sharp contrast to this,
Ism aili ta'wil does not start with a symbolic personal figure and proceed to
the enunciation of a general proposition. It starts with a factual reality
given in physics, in history, in ritual or in religious prescription, in order
to disclose the vision of the Person-archetype who confers stability and
ontological validity on such data by elevating them to the level of symbols.
Reciprocally, the m ental vision of the Person -archetype presupposes the
spiritual exegesis of the text, whether sacred or cosm ic. 1 2 1
Thus, all positive data are not done away with, but are transfigured in
1 20 .Rasa'i/ IV, p. 309.
121 There is something similar in Swedenborg's ta'wi/ of S cripture as the starting-point
of h i s mental vi sions; cf. Ern st B enz, Emanuel Swedenborg, Naturforscher una Seller

(Munich, 1 948), pp. 326 ff
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and by the very figure that they represent . This being so, i t i s curi ous that
the i nteri orizing I smaili exegesis, int o which the di sciple was progre ssiv ely
i ni ti ate d, has som eti m e s been thought to leave no more than a heaven
peopl e d (!) with ab str act symbols and phantoms without reality. 1 2 2 T h e
oppo site is the c a s e : the Person- ar chetype i s not the symbol, but that
whi ch is symbol ized. I t is the e arthl y, hum an person who, by gr av itating
towards his spiritual person (shakhs rnhani), his angel -hood (firishtagi),
repr e s e nts and typi fies a hypostasis of the angelic worl d. He does not
destroy this hypostasi s by symboli zi ng with it; rather, he is called up on to
answer for i t on e ar th . H um an gestur e s , hum an r epres e ntati ons and
imag ining s , far from being abol ished, are so many methods whereby man
can be led to typify and exemplify in himself (tamaththul) a celestial
exi stence . F or examp l e , i f a celestial Person is represente d by a parti cul ar
g e s tur e , or word, or phase of the ritual, the n to observe these is alre ady to
exi st in the m anner of the trans c endent Person . It i s for thi s r e a s on that
the i nitiate must un dertake to be faithful to these observ anc e s , at least in
the Fa timid tradition of I s mailism . 1 2 3 I n doing so, he is also affirming i n
his person t h e potenti al P aradi s e or E arth of Paradi s e , this E a rth on which
he i s abl e to pasture the R am that is offered up in sacrifice at the
cul m i nating point of a hum an li fe .
Cons e quently, what i s perceived b y mental vision o n the horizon t o
whi c h i t r e aches o ut a r e essentially pers onal Figures o r else the relation
ships betwe en them , relati onships that communi cate their archetypal value
to the e arthl y rel ati onships which are pattern e d on them . By way of
exampl e , let us c onsider the principl e aspe cts of the I s lami c Ri tual .
M e ntal vision perceiv e s the T e mp l e (ma�ad) as the figure of the I m a m or
of som e sup erior dignity {hujjah, da'i). 124 T h e fifteen words of the Call to
Prayer are " he a r d " as being , first, the Person of the Annunci at or ' s spiritual
hei r (wasi, asas), then the Persons of the six I m am s of the first heptad

{mutimmah), then the P ers ons of the seven I m a ms of the second heptad
122 P. Casanova, 'La Doctrine secrete des Fatirnides d'Egypte', in Bulletin de I'Institut
francais d'archeologie orientate, vol. XVI I I (Cairo, 1 92 1), p. 148 n. 2.
123 Cf the text of ibid. , p. 1 52, and S trothmann, Texte Idah 1 2 .
1 2 4 Cf D ai1ami, op . cit., p. 4 3 , who, in spite ofhis ardent hostility, works o n sources at
first hand and quotes from them frequently. He refers here (l.ii) to the Ta'wil al
Shari'ah which he attributes to al-Mu'izz, the fourth Fatimid Im am (died 3 65/
975); it has also been attributed to Abu Ya'qub al-Sijistani (ibid., p . 1 1 8), and to
Q adi Nu'm an (Ivanow, Guide, no. 70) .
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(khalifah 12 5), and lastly the Person of the Im am of the Resurrection (Qa'
im). The four words of the bismillah are recited and understood as being
the two suprem e Archangels {Sabiq and Tali) and the two dignitaries who
typify them on e arth {Natiq and Asas). The seven letters of the sam e
formula signify the six Natiq of the six Periods of a Cycle, of which the
Qa 'im is the seventh. The ablution that precedes the Prayer is the return to
Know ledge of the Im am ; the water is the know ledge of Gnosis 1 2 6 which
purifies one from all comprom ise with the literalists and the profane
(Zahiri). Each gesture of the ablution (touching the water to head, hands,
nostrils and m outh) is a reference to one of the Persons in the esoteric
hierarchy or else to his celestial Archetype . Sim ilarly, each gesture, pro
nouncem ent and attitude of the ritual Prayer (Salah) refers to one of these
Persons. The ritual Prayer, in particular, presented a rich herm eneutical
potential 1 2 7 Notably, the fiv e " canonical Hours" represent the first two
archangelic hypostases and the first three esoteric dignitaries of a Period
(Natiq, Wasi, Imam). In the sam e way, in the Nusayri ritual, recitation of
the Nam es ofthe Five Persons ofthe Prayer (ashkhas al-Salah128) is in itself
a fulfilment of all the prescriptions, ablutions and recom m endations at
tached to the celebration of the Prayer.
With regard to the ritualfast, we hav e already seen that it consists in
observ ing the discipline of the arc ane, " in keeping the secret of your
Im am " , in not surrendering anything imprudent! y to enemies and to the
profane . Almsgiving (zakah) is the com m unication of gnosis to him who is
worthy of it, the initiatory relationship which is reproduced from the top
to the bottom level of the mystical hierarchy 1 29 (the sam e ritual " alms
giv ing" is m entioned in the festivals ofthe Philosophers by the Brothers of
Purity) . The idea of alm sgiving is linked with that ofpilgrimage (haJJ),
because pilgrim age is the exegesis or ta'wil par excellence, the exodus whereby
the initiate gradually abandons the enslavement of primitive, literal beliefs,
and progresses from the stage of Mustajib to that of Hu}J'ah 1 3 0 Thus, there
is a series of Qiyamat or resurrections, proceeding from a lim ited-Heaven
1 25 On this differentiation, see Ivanow, Studies in Early Persian Jsmai/ism, The Ismaili
Society Series A, no. 3 (L eiden, 194 8), p p . 3 9 -4 0 .
1 26 D ail ami, op . cit . , p . 44, "a/- 'i/m a/-haqiqi', cf. Ka/ami Pir, p . 9 4 ofthe text, 1 . 1 7 ff
1 27 D ailami, op. cit . , p . 4 5 .
1 28 C f R . Dussaud, op . cit . , p p . 6 8 ff. (ashkhas al- Salat) .
129 T he theme of Ta'wi/ a/-zako.� the work of the Yemeni D a'i J a' far b. M ansur al
Y aman (fourth/tenth c entury ); cf Ivanow, Guide, no. 4 0 .
1 3 0 Ka/ami Pir, p . 9 6 of the text .
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(mahdud) to a Heaven-lim it (hadd), which is " lim ited" in its turn by a new
" lim it" that must be crossed, in a perspectiv e which extends beyond the
very " lim its" them selves ofthe terrestrial hierarchy. To enter the da'wah is
equiv alent to the pilgrim of Mecca entering the sacred and forbidden
territory (haram), which in this case is the Hallowed Place of Gnosis and
Wisdom . 1 3 1 The prayerfor the dead is the reviving, as though with the
breath of Je sus , of a disciple whose spirit of truth (ruh haqiqah) has been
slain by a false doctrine 1 3 2 The sam e goes for all the prescriptions of the
Law : each one of them (m arriage, divorce and so on) is " led back" by
ta'wil to the level of its true and superior significance.
It is on this superior level, also, that Ism aili ecum enism becom es
intelligible. There could be no conflict between the celestial Archetypes,
nor between the earthly symbols which represent them . T hat is why Abu
Ya'qub Sijistani, for example, 1 33 is able to detect, in the symbol of the Cross,
the " crossing" of the negative and positive phases of the Islamic Attestation
of Faith (Non Deus nisi Deus) . In the sam e symbol, too, the invisible
celestial hierarchy and the terrestrial hierarchy " cross " in the persons of
the two suprem e Archangels (Sabiq and Tali) and of their earthly typifi
cations (Natiq and Asas), who are represented respectively by the four
branches of the Cross and also by the four words of the Attestation of the
Unique . He is thus able to attribute an equal inner necessity to both
symbols.
In this transcendent concordance-and the history of religions would
have difficulty in finding an analogous attestation of it in the field of
positive letters-is m anifest the sam e sense of a level ofhistorical permanence
as that which is presupposed, as we saw, by the composition of a liturgical
Cycle whose festivals are constituted by the actual recurrence of the
celestial, spiritual Persons whom they typify. Likewise, the whole calendar
is interpreted in this sense, and each of its m om ents is m arked by the
appearance of its Person. It is to be noted that it is a question not of the
day or m onth being " consecrated to" a certain celestial patron, but strictly

131 D ailami, op cit . , pp . 4 6 -4 7 .
132 Ka/ami Pir, p . 97 of the text.
1 33 Kitab al- Yanabi' (The Book of Sources), Y anbu' 31 and 32, translated in my Trilogie
ismaelienne, B ibliotheque Iranienne, vol. 9 ( T e hran/Paris, Adrien-Maisonneuve,
196 1), p p . 9 7 - 9 8 and 1 00 - 1 0 1 . Cf my article ' L ' Ismaelisme et le symbole de la
C roix' in La Table Ronde, no. 120 (D e c . 1957), pp . 1 22- 1 34 .
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of exemplification. The Nusayri Ritual 1 3 4 tells of the Prophet' s rebuke to
his companions who said Ram adan 1 3 5 was over : " Ram adan neither goes
nor comes; it has no double (i. e . it is a unique archetype) . To be sure, the
month of Ram adan goes away and comes back (i. e . is the repetition of this
Archetype), but Ram adan itself neither goes away nor comes back. Do not
then say that Ram adan is over. In God' s nam e ! you do not know what
Ram adan is. Say that the month of Ram adan is over " 1 3 6 In the case of
what we called earlier the " day of the Angel" , the day passes, but the
Angel rem a ins .

Who, then, is Ram adan? T he sam e Nusayri ritual tells us, in the course
of the answers given to questions concerned with the Persons of the m onths
and days and with their Names. Just as the first Person inaugurate s the
liturgical Cycle of the Brothers of Purity, Ram adan inaugurate s the year
in the person of 'Abdallah ibn 'Abd al-Mutallib, father of the Prophet
Muham m ad or prophet-Annunciator {Natiq) of the sixth Period. 1 3 7 Since
this is the " m onth" in which the revealed Book " descended" to earth, one
can indeed see how its Person is the " father" of him who annunciated the
new religion. Furtherm ore, each of the thirty days and each of the thirty
nights of this m onth also hav e their person-archetype : thirty m asculine
personages for the days, and thirty feminine personages for the nights . 1 3 8
Likewise, every other m onth is a Person of sacred history . We thus
perceive how excellent an exercise in speculative m e ditation it would be to
effect the transposition, or ta'wiL of each singular fact, in order to attain to
the m ental vision of the archetype. 1 3 9
Of all the nights of Ram adan, there is one, called Laylat al-Qadr, the
" Night of De stiny " , which has a special dignity . During this night, the
Koranic revelation is consum m ated, and for this very reason no one is
134 Majmu' al-A 'ydd, recently edited by R. Strothmann, Festkalender der Nurairier (Berlin, 1 944- 1 948).
135 Ramadan in Arabic (with the emphatic d) . The Persian pronunciation is Ram azan .
136 Ibid . , pp . 1 5 - 1 6 .
137 Ibid. , p . 1 2 .
138 Ashkhas ayyam (--layali) Ram adan, ibi d., pp . 1 3 - 1 4 .
139 In the s am e way, meditation could attach itselfto each ofthe divine N ames in the
person of their respective Angel, or to each letter of the Arabic alphabet as
indicative ofa cosmic force, visualized in the person ofthe Angel who is in charge
of it (the nam es of the Angels are obtained by a combination of these letters
furnished with the suffix 'il
e/). This subj ect has inspired the compo sition of
what one might call " breviaries of ecstasy " (e.g. the Awrad gflawthiyah by Shah
Muhammad Ghawth, shattari, Indian S ufism, sixteenth century) .
=
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rash enough to assign a place to it am ong all the nights in the m onth. By
means of ta 'wil, this Night of Revelation becom es a Night of Transfigur
ation. It is said 1 4 0 that if you stay awake till dawn, you will hav e a vision of
the Prophet and all his hudud filling, in their rank of Glorified Ones, the
T em ple of the Resurrector, 1 4 1 and any wish you m ake within yourself at
that m om ent is already granted. The asseveration is only apparently
paradoxical; it concerns all those who are " actualized" in this T emple,
and it signifies that after the Resurrection (Qiyamah) which ov erthrows the
tyranny of the Law (Shari 'ah), thought and im agination precede and
suscitate the object that then becom es their symbol (because they already
typify it within them selves), and do not merely track symbols down, as
happens in the present hum an condition.
Even though one hesitates to assign a place to this night in the series of
Nights in the m onth, because it surpasses them all by so much, the
person-archetype of the night, who m anifests this very transcendence, is
clearly recognized. The Night of Destiny is the Prophet's daughter, mother of
the holy Im am s : " It is the typification of our suzeraine, F atim ah. " 1 42 The
Koranic text says: " The Night of Destiny is worth m ore than a thousand
m onths . On this Night, the Angels and the Spirit come down to earth . . .
Peace accompanies this Night until the dawn" (97 : 3 -5 ) . According to the
Ism aili exegesis, each m onth is in fact a hujj'ah-that is, the dignitary who
is the Threshold of Mercy and Knowledge, through whom one attains to the
hidden essence and nam e of the Im am . Etym ologically, he is " the Proof,
the Sign" , the Im am ' s visible double, who m ay receive in his nam e the
oath of allegiance 1 4 3 Fatim ah was the hujj'ah of the Prophet's Wasi, the
foundation and principle of the I m am ate. Therefore it is true that on this
Night, in her person, the Angels and the Spirit-that is to say the entire
line of lm am s issuing from her and typifying on earth the angelic m inistry
-descend to earth. T hat is why it is true to say that " peace accompanies
1 40
141
142
1 43

S trothm ann, Texte II, 3 , pp . 20-2 1 ofthe text.
Cf note 66.
M athai ' ala m awlatina Fatimah, Texte X I I , 7, pp . 1 1 4- 1 1 5 .
This is one ofthe p articulars whose great variations should b e noted-variations
extending from Fatimid Ismailism (in which hujjah was som ething like an actual
dignitary, a specific office), to the reformed N izari Ismailism, which inclines to
the religion of pers onal salvation . Cf W. Ivanow, Studies (see note 1 25), pp . 40---44.
The hujjah could even be a wom an, a child, or even a book; cf Kalami Pir, p. XLV,
and the c oncentrated, obs cure little treatise On the Recognition ofthe Imam (Fasi dar
Bayan-i Shanakht-i I m am ) , translated from the Persian by W. Ivanow, The
Ismaili Society S eries B, no . 4 ( 1 947) .
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this Night Wltil the dawn", meaning Wltil the Manifestation of the Qa'im,
the dawning of the new Cycle of Unveiling.
We now know, thanks to L. Massignon, a Nusayri canticle (qasidah) of
extraordinary spirituality, in which Fatimah is glori:fied as being In
itiation in person. Through her, the divine principle manifested in her
father is manifested afresh in her sons . She unites feminine and masculine
in herself: she is al-Zahra ' (She who dazzles with whiteness), and she is
Fatir (in the masculine), Fatimah-Creator, or rather, she who "makes
visible" the human fonn in which the divine is manifested through the
Cycles. 144
Because of the encolUlter to which the Ismaili exegesis of individual
eschatology "leads back", this mental vision ofPerson-archetypes affects
every existence in the profoWldest depths of its being. In this sense,
eschatology is no more than the goal, the culminating point of the exegesis
of the Ritual . We can recall only one version here, a version which extends
the visions of a Persian proto-Ismaili text (still in use today among the
Ismailis of Pamir), and in which the soul is represented as respiralling
through the levels of the cosmos to reach the level of Salman and become
the " Salman ofthe microcosm" . 145 As we have already seen, Salman the
Persian (Salman Farsi), or Salman the Pure (Salman Pak), is the Stranger,
the Exile :fium afar, regarded by a long tradition as the Prophet's initiator
companion, who helped him become aware of the "exemplary cases of
conscience" of previous prophets. 146 His person is the earthly typification
both of the Angel Gabriel as the Angel of Revelation, and of the Angel or
Spirit of exegesis. He is this Angel's earthly angel, performing, close to
him whose companion he is, the angelic ministry of exegesis or ta 'wil. As
the Prophet manifests the Law, shari 'ah, so he manifests the gnostic truth
144 Cf. L. Massignon. ' Der gnostische Kult der Fatima im schiitischen I sl am', Opera
minora, vol. I (Beirut, 1 963), pp. 5 1 4-522 . The name Fatimah, the numerical value
ofwhose letters in the order of the ahjad (290) is the same as that ofthe letters of
the name Maryam, J e sus' mother, signals a recUITence which led L . Massignon
(p. 5 2 1 ) to the problem of the reciprocal relations between the two figures.
Another Night typifies Fatimah as the hu.ij ah of the Imam : the first Night of the
month of Raj ab, which comes seventh in the order of the months (Strothmann,
Texte I I , p. 28). Similarly, the day and the night of the mid- sha'ban are respec
tively the exemplification ofthe Annunciator of the Zahir (Ta f:tw, the Koran and
the Law), and of the Wasi, keeper of the ta'wil (hatin, Tcr tl'o'w, ibid. , I I , 8, p. 29).
1 45 A term employed in the Persian proto-I smaili treatise Umm ai-Kitah; cf. my 'Livre
du Glorieux', (supra, ch. I I , n. 3) p. 7 1 .
146 Massignon, Salman Pak, p. 3 1 .
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(haqiqah) of the Imam; this is the meaning of the remark, attributed to the
Imam : "Salman proceeds from me, and I from Salman. " 147
There are thus two aspects to Salman the Pure : on the one hand he is
seen as hujjah of the Imam in his eternal essence at the start of the
Muhammadan Period, and on the other as signifying the status which the
soul is invited to assume at the end of its "pilgrimage" . In the merging of
these two aspects, the intuition, like a flash of lightning, perceives who
may be the person-archetype ofthe Soul that unfolds, and in which is
unfolded, this new way of being and knowing that we have seen character
ized as the disclosure of the angelic Form, whose peculiar fimction it is to
typifY in itself the celestial existences, and by this perfect symbolization to
exist in a state in which its wishes are totally ful:filled.
The exemplaty role played by Salman with regard to the Prophet is
repeated in the case of each initiate . It is actually said that "Salman is one
of the gates of Paradise " . Indeed, " Salman is the soul" (or the life, jan) of
Paradise. And the scope ofthe mental vision is affirmed in the following
remark: "If the soul of Paradise is a human being, then certainly the
Person ofParadise (shakhs-i Bihisht) is by the same token a human be
ing. " 148 What, then, are this soul and this Person of Paradise?
Paradise as Qiyamah (resurrection)-regarded either as being in the
state of potentiality which is created here and now by the knowledge of
gnosis (haqiqah), or as being in its state of actuality beyond the limits of
our world and our Cycle-is the mode of being which is spoken ofin a
Koranic verse : " The abode of the future world is the Living" (29:64). And
the whole ofthis abode is the kingdom ofthe angelic substances (ruhdniyat), where, it is said, "the stones and the clods of earth will be granted the
gift of speech" . Now, as there is no being other than man that is gifted
with the Annunciatory Word, this means that the future world possesses
the human Form/49 it means that at its evety level the archetype ofthe
Angelos-Anthropos is reproduced, and that all representations (minerals,
plants, animals, landscapes) are spiritual forms projected by spiritual
beings (ruhdniyat) and typifYing, each in its own fashion, that same arche
type in its various modes ofbeing and knowing. The idea oftypification
1 47 Shanakht-i Imam (see note 1 43) , pp . 33, 4 2 - 44 .
148 Ib i d . , p . 3 3 , and Ha.ft-Bahi Baba Sayyid-na, p p . 30-3 1 , in Two Early lsmaili Treatises,
Persian text . . . b y W . I van ow , I s l am i c Re s e arch Ass o c i ation, n o . 2 (B o m b ay,
1 933)149 Kalami PIR, p . 9 1 o f t h e t e x t , an d Haft-Bah, p p . 27-28.
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T he point is that in the absence ofthe archetypal person of Salman there
is no P aradise, because he is its Person and its Form . All the Hudud of the
potential Paradi s e are merely the shadows of the celestial hudud. Through
an O peration, identical to that of alchemy, which reveals the batin (that
which is hidden) of natural bodies, the ta 'w il of the Ritual aims at arous ing
(resuscitating) the inner, angelic, spiritual person, hidden behind the mask
of the terrestrial pers onality, the T emple of Light hidden behind the
Temple of the material body . This educativ e, " exeg etic" role belongs to
Salman as Ang el-hermeneut, the angel of the Exodus out of the earthly
hom eland of the letter. T he potential Paradise in the heart of the " hadd"
desires, with each time and gesture of the Ritual, the Person of the actual
Paradis e who is a new Salman. To draw back the veil of the terrestrial self
so that the Person, or prim ordial celestial indiv iduality, may appe ar, is to
typify (as in the conversation with the Im am al-Baqir) the person of
Salman the archetype-just as the Glorious One, being likewise modelled
on his Person, is the archetype for Jab ir the alchemist, 1 59 and as each Sabiq
in his turn is the archetype for his follower (ralij, each " limit" (hadd) for
that which it defines (mahdud) and attracts , and as in mysticism the
Beloved is for the Lover. It is the pers on ofthe Angel who calls the soul to
its Paradise by making it dwell in itself, and who accompanies it forever;
for what you see is what your pers on manifests, or rather, what manifests
itself through your pers on (according to al-Baqir, the light of the Im am ),
not what your person might inv ent or create and which would thus be
nothing but its illusion.
This ang elomorphosis of vision and mode of being abolishes and by
passes the philos ophical problem posed by viewing the angel of angelology
as a " category" , and by reg arding its concretization as an illegitimate
application of pure concept to experience, and hence as possess ing only
the appearance of reality. We are concerned here with more than a
conceptual category or, rather, the concept already indicates a spiritual
substance (jawhar latif, ruhani), a person that it repres ents only momen
tarily (the s am e applies to the concepts of the times and gestures of the
Ritual) . Once its colourless g enerality is done away with, the concept
allows the Pers on, of whom it was no more than a purely logical symbol,
to come forth. This is not a m ental operation whereby certain " universals "
159 Cf my 'Livre du Glorieux de Jabir ibn Hayyan' (supra, ch. II,
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are hypostasized. On the contrary, a personal Individuality, anterior and
transcendent, was momentarily hidden by this abstract univ ersal appear
anc e . The angelic form of knowledge leads to direct intuition of the
singular and the pers onal, to the thought which envisions and to the vision
which thinks indiv idual archetype s . Just as humanity is only realized in
persons (mushakhkhas), and Div inity is only revealed in its archangelic and
angelic hypostases, all reality is true {haqq al-haqq) only in so far as it
expresses, heralds and reflects a hypostasis possessing the hum an Form ;
for it is by means of the mode of being and knowing of this Form that the
Angel is made manifest; and it is through this same mode that it conducts
this reality and this nature to its resurrection by reconstructing it in
symbols .
The se, broadly outlined, are the perspectiv es of ta 'w il which open onto
the new dimension, one that transfigures the Ritual into an inner liturgy .
This is trans-figuration in the literal sense of the word, for it aims at
discovering the Figures of light who rule over times and gestures , j ust as
the text of the Book, or the texts ofN ature and of philosophical reason, lead
to the s ame " trans - appe arance " . The vision of and nostalgia for this
mesocosm, this universe peopled by an infinite multitude of angelic hypo
stases oflight, was the support and nourishm ent of the Ismaili da 'wah. To
propos e to the man called upon to j oin the esoteric community that his
raison d' etre was to typifY on earth these existences of light was perhaps a
wild dream, and a defiance of the laws of exoteric everyday life; only the
inner m an can bear witness to such a correspondence, visible only to those
whose souls " trans - appe ar " to each other, but ridiculous in the eyes ofthe
profane. It is the total transformation of existence into a liturgy . In the
correspondence between the celestial hierarchies and all the hierarchs of
the mystical E arth, from the greatest to the most humble, who fill the
T emple of the I m am ate, is to be found something of the sentiment of the
Byzantine liturgy: -1Jt.u:i.;; TOe Xtpov�tf.l, f.L\KM" LK<ilc; E:.CKvttm.•T&.;; .
Because, moreov er, it was a question of the liturgical mystery of exist
ence, the Ismaili Order could not break the discipline of the arcane during
a Cycle of occultation. One does not expose the subtle, gentle light of the
angelic world to the crude and glaring day of ready-made facts and social
norms . It is not through addres s ing the multitude that one calls human
beings to the " p otential Paradis e " of the esoteric community. Far from it:
if the Call is thus betrayed in the false light of day, it provides men with
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the surest means whereby to aggravate their e arthly Hell, for then the
image of Paradise is bound to be a provocation, stimulating their fury of
perversion and mockery. I( that is, they do not find it boring in the
extreme , for this image is indeed the imag e of a Paradise lost. The history of
Ismailism may be no m ore than one long paradox : it was harder for it to
survive its triumphs than to recover from its setback s . More than once,
Ismaili writers hav e captured the image of their great and noble dream in
striking term s . They were perfectly aware of its opposition to the law
which is the curse of this world, the urge to dominate, the ambition and
vanity ofpower which makes the soul the veritable habitation ofHell and
which are truly the " punishment of the black stone by the black stone " .
The famous e leventh-century Iranian Ismaili, Nas ir-i Khusraw, in his
P ersian translation of a Koranic verse (82: 1 9) to which he giv es an
unexpected force, prefigures in this way the future Reign of the Spirit:
" There will come a day when no soul will have command over any other
soul, and on that day, yes, the Order will belong to G od. " 1 60
T ehran, J une 25, 1 950

160 Cf Khwan al-Ikhwan (The Table of the Brothers), ed. Yahya al-Khashshab (Cairo,
1 940), p. 245; cf alsoJami' al-Hikmatayn, § 1 17 of my edition (note 7). Nasir-i
Khusraw's entire book, entitled Kitab Wajh-i Din, ed. Kaviani (Berlin, 1 925), is a
long exercise in ta'wil, leading fr<XIJ the external appearances to the true and secret
face of the ritual prescriptions and religious traditions.
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The Configuration of the Temple of the K a' b ah as
The Secret of the Spiritual Life
according to the work of Qadi Sa'id Qummi ( 1 1 03/1 69 1 )

I. The Spiritual Forms
The themes that we ponder together in Eranos from year to year hav e the
virtue of inducing in us, during the preceding m onths, a state of prem edi
tation which is peculiarly favourable to lucid reaction. It was in this
m anner, and with regard to this year's them e, that I found myself reacting
over the winter to two works on Balzac which had just come out. For, in
their respective interpretations of the work of our great novelist, these two
books form a contrast as striking as it is instructive for what we are about
to discuss.
The first of these works is m eant to be addressed to "people who are
hum an enough not to limit their attention to literature alone " ; yet it then
presents us with a Balzac so dependent on nineteenth-century society that
he occupies som e quite m inor position in it, like that of a clerk, and his
society could very well have done without him . Because of his bias, the
interpreter keeps us on the ground, or, m ore accurately, he refuses to rise,
in dealing with Balzac's work, higher than the ground floor of the " Studies
of Manners " where the archives are stored. There is no question of going
up to the first floor, the floor of the " Philosophical Studies " , " where one
can discover a hidden order of things" , let alone of going up to the second
floor, that ofthe " Analytical Studies " , where it is possible to " m editate on
natural principles, and to see in what ways societies fall away from or
approach the eternal laws of truth and goodness. " It would be hard not to
define this mutilating interpretation as counter-sense, because-to go no
further-it contradicts Balzac's express statem ents .
By c ontrast, the second interpreter addresses him self to " people who
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are too hum an not to hav e been disheartened by the world" , that is to say,
by what is offered to them by sociology, dem ography and the economy;
and if he leads us into the " Hum an com e dy " as into a walled town, it is
because " this walled town opens onto Heav en" . It is this, and this alone,
which is in accordance with Balzac's statem ents, when he foresaw that
some people, faced with his painstaking collection and depiction of facts as
facts, would im agine that he belonged to the school of the sensualists or
the m aterialists . This is so far from being the case that he refutes such a
school vigorously, adding : "I do not share the belief in the indefinite
progress of societies. I believe in the progress of m an over himself Those
who perceive in me an intention to consider m an as a finite creature are
therefore strangely de luded. "
Here Balzac calls to witness his mystical m asterpiece, Seraphita-" the
actualization of the doctrine of the Christian Buddha" , that is, of Sweden
borg-as a sufficient response to all attem pts to dim inish the m e aning of
his work. In short, for the first interpreter Balzac is a prisoner of nineteenth
century society. He was created by it, and is therefore contingent and
superfluous . For the second interpreter Balzac is the creator, he who
" em brace s within his work the society of the nineteenth century as well as
that of other centuries. Society is his creation. It cannot do without him . " 1
If my reaction to this contrast has led m e to stress it here, it is because it
appears to me typical and exem plary, in the sense that it is characteristic
o f the situation we face when we try to understand what is implied by the
ability to outline a spiritual world, to grasp, in a form and a figure, a world
which is not within the scope of sensory perc eption. Indeed, for several
generations Western m an has exercised inexhaustible ingenuity in enclosing
him self within his experience of this e arthly world, carefully shutting of'
all exits through which he m ight leave it, even though it m e ans lamenting
his solitude and the absurdity of his condition. At the sam e tim e he
persistently refuses to recognize that it is his own philosophies which have
reduced him to this state . He m eans to stay on the ground floor, and
systematically ignore the fact that there are , or m ight be, upper storeys.

Religiousfact in itself postulates the existence of these upper storeys-

i The first interpretation (the one which refuses to ascend any higher than the ground
floor) is by Andre Wurmser, La Comedie inhumaine. The second is that of Maurice
B ardeche, Une lecture de Balzac. For the terms in which the contrast is rendered, sec
Philippe Senart's review of the two works in ' Combat' (fhursday, February 4,
1 965), p. 9.
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they are implicit in it. We are not less aware of the current perem ptory
assertion that the scientific study of religious fact cannot accept any
appeal to a Revelation or any recourse to the intervention of a transcendent
power. Obviously, it is impossible to discover in a fact som ething which
one has started by denying it possesses. Considerable ingenuity has been
employed in converting the interpretation of facts into established fact. For
example, we have passed from evolution as an interpretation of a collection
of facts to " the fact of evolution" (neglecting to note that the real fact was
ev olutionism ) . In turn, equal ingenuity has been employed in converting a
fact into an interpretation, in order to reduce the original phenom enon (the
Urphanomen) to certain elementary facts which are supposed to explain it.
Religious fact, for example spiritual fact, is " explained" sociologically by
the conditions of production and consumption, or psychologically by
reference to the misfortunes of infancy and childhood, lived as a series of
catastrophe s. What is striking about our tim e is that so m any people
accept these explanations without noticing their ludicrous inadequacy as
regards the obj ect being explained. From the start, in effect, we are
presented with unbalanced and atrociously m utilated forms, because our
fundam entally agnostic science denies us recourse to a suprasensible
dimension which alone m akes it possible to perceive the integrality of a
form . In the sam e way, the visible dim ension of a being, its terrestrial
biography, only ever reveals an infinitesim al part of its potentialities . We
can speak of the configurative action of the Spirit, of form as a task to be
accomplished by the Spirit (which is our them e in Eranos), with full
meaning only if we are in possession ofa space into which we can project
the totality of this form . Such a space was known to the science of religions
and to traditional theologies as the eschatological dim ension, in which the
spring of the arch is achiev ed-a spring which will never be ours so long
as we rem ain on this side of our " scientific " proof.
In this connection, it is not m ere chance that a text by Balzac should
represent Swedenborg as the " Christian Buddha" 2 My essay on com 
parative spiritual hermeneutics brought out a remarkable convergence be
tween Swedenborg' s herm eneutics and the hermeneutics practised in Ismaili
gnosis. This convergence occurred with regard to the necessity of there
2 Cf my 'Hermeneutique spirituelle comparee', inFace de Dieu,face de l'homme (Paris,

Fayard, 1984): D. T. Suzuki's statement accords literally with Balzac's feeling
about Swedenborg.
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being an interm ediary world between the sensible and intelligible worlds,
a world I designate as the mundus imaginalis, the kingdom of subtle bodies,
the " eighth clim e " , the limit " where spirit takes on body and where the
body is spiritualized" (the kingdom of the Geistleiblichkeit). 3 In the absence
of this world, the idea of subsistent spiritual Form s would be unthinkable.
Yet prevailing opinion, philosophical or profane, m aintains that what is
spiritual does not possess form . Form is always that which confers a figure
on m atter, in the sense of " physical " m atter.
In contrast to this, our first affirmation in connection with our present
task must be the existence of spiritual Form s which subsist as such. This
gives full weight to the thesis correctly propounde d by a Swedenborgian
thinker in the following term s :
" Here i s the point i n which philosophers and Christians have m ade the
m istake, fatal not only to all true knowledge, but to all knowledge of spirit.
It has generally been assum ed that the only way to arriv e at a true idea of
spirit was to regard it as the opposite of m atter in every respect. They
reason in this way : Matter has form, therefore spirit has none. Matter has
substance, therefore spirit has none . In this way they deny to spirit all
possible m odes of existence . T he Christian stops here, and ends by simply
affirming its existence, but denies that we can know anything m ore about
it. But m any push this destructive logic a step further, and deny the
existence of spirit altogether. And this is the logical result, for denial can
never end in anything but negation and nothing . This is inevitable ; and
the Christian escapes this conclusion only by stopping before he reaches
it. We must adm it that there is a spiritual substance, and that this
substance has form , or we m ust deny the existence of spirit altogether. No
other conclusion is possible. " 4
What em erges from the affirmation of such an unambiguous pneum at
ological thesis is the need for a space which, while rem aining space, is not
the space of the sensible universe-that is to say, of the universe identified
by Cartesian dualists with spatial extension. Here we should bear in mind
3 On th i s theme, see my w ork Corps spirituel et Terre celeste: de 11ran mazdeen a 11ran

Shi'ite, 2nd edn (Paris, Buchet/Chastel, 1 979); tr . N . Pearson, Spiritual Body and
Celestial Earth: from Mazdean Iran to Shi'ite Iran, Bollingen Series XCI : 2 (Princeton
University Press, 1 977). (I'ranslator's note: this translation is not fu:m the 2nd edition
referred to by Corbin; however, this does not affect the work itself).
4 Chauncey Giles, The Nature of Spirit and ofMan as a Spiritual Being (James Speirs,
London, 1871), p. 6 .
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the thesis that Swedenborg reiterated so frequently in his vast work: in the
spiritual world, as in the m aterial world, there are spaces, even though
nothing is ev aluated there according to them . Everything is assessed
according to states, " and as a result the spaces there cannot be m easured
as they are m easured in the world� they are viewed in and according to the
state of the interiors" (of the internals, rather) . 5 In other words, spaces
which are m easured by inner states presuppose, essentially, a qualitative
or discontinuous space of which each inner state is itself the m easure, as
opposed to a space which is quantitativ e , continuous, hom ogeneous, and
m easurable in constant measures . Such a space is an existential space,
whose relationship to physico-m athem atical space is analogous to the
relationship of existential tim e to the historical time of chronology.
Highly instructive, also, are the changes in the feeling for and expression of
space in the figurative arts of Western m an. 6 The problem was how to
suggest the third dim ension that is lacking in a plane surface. The solution
involves recourse to a certain num her of subterfuges which, as such, reveal
the conscious or unconscious aspirations of those who employ them , and
acquire thereby the value of " symbolic form s" . These forms symbolize
different things, the difference being perceived first of all in their arrange
m ent according either to the laws of the perspectiva natura/is, codified by
Euclid, or to those of the perspectiva arti.ficialis of the Italian Renaissance .
Euclidian optics, o n the one hand, establishes a space which i s discontin
uous, in the sense that each region differs qualitativ ely from the other,
deriving its position and qualification from the being which occupies it In
its own right. An idea of this can be gleaned from the representation of
landscape in som e great Rom an fresco or Pompeiian decorative fragm ent,
which gives us a sense of the great mural painting of Greece. Each section
of space has its own horizon, and the detail depicted there is real, as
depicted,for that horizon. (In the physics corresponding to this, we have
the concept of " natural place " as essential to all qualitative space, and
which as such links up with the concept of " existential place " . Let us
recall the division of levels in the final scene of the second part of Faust :
the " existential place " ofpater extaticus and that of pater profundus; for it is a
5 Swedenborg, De Caelo et ejus mirahilibus . . . , art. 1 98.
6 See the study by Mme Liliane Brion-Guerry, 'L'Evolution generate de !'expression
de l'espace dans la peinture occidental', in Sciences de !'Art, Annales de l'lnstitut
d'esthetique et des sciences de Part (Paris, 1 964), pp. 47-71.
7 Ibid., mainly pp. 50 ff. and plate 1 (Pompeiian painting).
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question of the place being situated by the inner state, the internal, the place
where the being is " in its T ruth " , as it could not be elsewhere).
On the other hand, perspectiva arlife ialis presupposes a whole preliminary
effort to unify space, culm inating in a unified and hom ogeneous univ erse.
The classical, central perspective is obtained at the price of this system atic
optical unity . What is disturbing is that the way now lies open to all the
illusions of the Baroque , to the science and ingenuity of trompe l'oeil.
Disturbing, because if we set the form s of expression of space side by side
with the secret sense of space corre sponding to them , and expressible in
pictorial form as well as in m ental representation or visionary figuration,
we have a comparison which begs a new question. Is not the position of
the spiritual herm eneut, whose interpretation of S criptural verses or of the
signs and forms of the sensible univ erse goes deeper than the letter or the
appe arance, sim ilar to that of the artist who is obliged to m ake a third
dim ension appear on a plane surface ? The task of the spiritual herm eneut
also involves a deepening of perspectiv e : how, aided by the letter of the
text or by sensible obj ects, is he to suggest their suprasensible-their
" p olar" -dim ension, and thereby the integrality of their form ? But then
what space must he have av ailable so that m ental repre sentation m ay
escape the fate of perspectiva arti.ficialis, and so that the " polar dim ension"
m ay not, in the final analysis, prove to be nothing but trompe l'oeil? For
m any of our contem poraries, giv en over defencelessly t6 their agnostic
reflex, any ev ocation of a suprasensible world, of spiritual Form s which
are m ore substantial than m aterial ones, is indeed no m ore than trompe
Foeil.

Yet, if it is no m ore than that-no m ore than the illusion of a reality not
worthy of attention-should not the cause or symptom of it be sought first
of all in the fact that, with the exception of the school of Jac ob Boehm e
and the Cam bridge Platonists to whom Swedenborg so closely approxi
m ated, Western philosophy has lost sight of that interm ediary world
which, following the Persian Platonists, I designate as mundus imaginalis
('alam al-mithalJ ?8 For the space of this world is, precisely, the qualitative
8 On this theme, cf my two works Spiritual Body and Celestial Earth, op . cit., and En
Islam iranien: aspects spirituels etphilosophiques, vol . IV (P aris, Gallimard, 1 97 1 - 1 972 ;
re-edn 1 978), general index s.v. mundus imaginalis . See also my ' " Mundus imagin
alis" ou l'imaginaire et l'imaginal', in Face de dieu, face de Fhomme {supra, n. 2); tr. R.
Horine, ' Mundus imaginalis, or the Imaginary and the Imaginal', in Spring (Zurich/
New York, 1972), pp . 1-19, (reprinted by Golgonooza Press, Ipswich, 1 975).
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dim ension of an inner state, and its substantial form s-Forms of light
do not constitute a trompe l'oeil beyond which abstraction is to be pushed
even further, as though such a process must lead to a " l iberating dem ater
ialization" whose aim is to abolish forms and figures. One must indeed be
deprived of this mundus imaginalis to believe that " dem aterializing " forms
am ounts to abolishing them . On the contrary, the world of " subtle bodies"
conceals the true meaning of imm aterialization, and restores forms and
figures to their archetypal purity . For what would a world without face or
features-without, that is to say, a look-actually be? (One thinks of the
Islam ic precept: never strike at the face!)
In our day, there appears to be a tendency to think that by pushing
abstraction beyond forms and figures, one is accomplishing som ething akin
to the energy theories which, in physics, transform m atter into energy. But
in actual fact, Islam ic theosophers have always been aware of the different
states of m atter, culm inating in a " spiritual m atter" to which they have
given the nam e Nafas al-Rahman (the Breath of the Merciful One). They
hav e spoken of the mundus imaginalis, of " subtle or imaginal corporeity "
(jismiyah mithaliyah), of spiritual m atter (maddah ruhaniyah), term s which are
the equivalent of the spissitudo spiritualis of the Cam bridge Platonists, or of
Oetinger' s Geistleiblichkeit For this reason, it was so much the less difficult
for them to a dm it the existence of spiritual form s, and that these forms
possess a face and a look. By contrast, the confusion occasioned by the
absence of this subtle world engenders the need to free oneself from forms,
the need for a liberation conceived as liberation with regard to the object on
which classical perspectiv e was based; for the object appears now as the
stabilizing and coercive elem ent of the space at whose centre it is. But why
speak of " coercion" ?
With the help of a Persian Platonist, the seventeenth-century Qadi
Sa'id Qum m i, 9 an em inently representative Shiite philosopher, let us try
9 Q adi Sa'id Qummi , almost completely unknown in the West until now, was one of
the great Shiite philosophers and theosophers of Safavid Persia. He was born in the
sacred village of Qurnm, 140 kilometres south ofTehran, in 1 049/1 639. He spent
most of his life there as a teacher, and died there in 1 1 03/ 1 69 1 . His principal
masters were Muhsin Fayd (a pupil and son-in-law ofthe great philosopher Sadra
Shirazi) and Mulla Rajab 'Ali. His bibliography consists of about fifteen works,
several ofwhich are considerable in length. Only a rew have been edited. He also
had an excellent medical education. To distinguish him from his elder brother, also
a philosopher, he is called in Persian by the alternative name of Hakim-i Kuchak,
meaning something likePhilosophusjunior. See En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. IV, pp.
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to grasp the idea of these spiritual circles, which differ from m aterial
circles in that their centre possesses the property o f b eing simultaneously
the circumference: for there is no doubt that in this lies the secret of spiritual
form s and o f the stability o f their configuration. Swedenborg expressed it
by saying that " each Angel carries its Heav en within itself, while our
Shiite philosopher expresses it in the im age of the " Throne stabilized upon
the Water" and which stabilizes the Water the sam e tim e . In the world of
spiritual forms there are as m any of these centres embrac ing, or totalling, a
universe, as there are spiritual individualities . T he perspective here, prop
erly speaking, is a hermeneutical perspective; in the Middle Ages, the science
of perspective was considered fundam ental for the sam e reason that here
m akes the science of perspective essentially a science of correspondences
considered as a fundam ental science, postulating a plurality of levels or
stages of the universe which are hom ologous with each other. 10 This
science of correspondences is equivalent to that elaborate d in a treatise,
entitled De perspectiva, in which the laws of optics are applied esoterically,
that is to say, to suprasensible form s. 11 It enables us to witness the birth
and amplification of forms and figures in correspondence with each other,
recognizable even when they are transform ed into each other, from level
to level of the universe . T o go " beyond " would be to pass into chaos and
nothingness, to deny or violate the affirmation that all earthly things
perish, whereas their Face ofLight, or div ine Face, lives forever (cf Koran
2 8 : 88).
Iconographically, what is implied here is a spatiality, the sense and
expression of which do not, it seems, figure in the evolution of the sense of
space in the West. But I believe that I discovered recently, in a book by
the Greek novelist Nikos Kazantzakis, evidence of such a figuration which
is unexpected, appropriate and striking . The author tells how he once saw
a Byzantine icon of St. George, in which " the fair-haired young hero, on
his white horse and with his spear raised, hurled himself at the m onster.
All the bodies-St. George, the horse, the m onster-were compact, mus
cular, cramm ed with intense m atter. It was a real dram a, a bloody
1 2 3 - 2 0 1 , and Book III of my La Philosophie iranienne islamique aux XVI/e et XVI/le
siec les (P aris, B uchet/ Chaste1, 1 9 80).

1 0 T hi s s cience of corre spondenc e s , acc ording to Swe denborg , derive d from the im
mediat e p erc eption possessed by the men ofthe Antiquissima Ec clesia; cf my Hermen
eutique spiritUElle comparee, op . cit . , I, §§ 2 and 3 .
1 1 Cf. En Islam iranien, op . cit . , vol. I , pp. 135 ff.
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struggle. But in the air above this real St. George there was another St.
George on the sam e white horse, with the sam e spear, against the same
m onster. Yet on this higher level of v ision, everything was dem aterialized,
the bodies transparent, and through them you could see the flowering
meadows and the pale blue m ountains in the distance. It was a more real
St. George than the real one, the astral body of the action, the pale and
imm aterial flower ofm atter . " 1 2
In this m anner, the anonym ous painter of the Byzantine icon spontan
eously expressed his sense of a suprasensible space, dom inating and
enveloping our own; a level or horizon of the universe where forms are not
abolished but transfigured, every m ode of representation being true for
the stage or the horizon at which it appears. We are talking, therefore,
about a spiritual space, where forms subsist even m ore substantially, and
m ore clearly figured, than in ours, since their pure " m atter of light"
exempts them from the caducity of our own unstable and corruptible
m atter. Once form is transmuted into symbol, its m eaning becomes trans
parent, j ust as the bodies in the icon have become transparent to the
flowers and m ountains, as if signifying that from now on it is the form
which contains its universe, being itself " a world in which our symbols are
. . . taken l iterally" . 1 3 What the painter of the St. George icon expresses
here is the intim ate sense that the figure, the object, far from being a
" coercion" , liberates him who Contemplates it and m editates on it to a
higher state of being, by opening up to him the new space which corre
sponds to such a state .
This sense of an object which, when contemplated on a higher plane, " a
higher level of v ision" , liberates its own space and transfigures its own
form , is to be found, I think, wherever in one way or another access has
been left open to the mundus imaginalis. For example, the m anner in which
our Shiite philosopher, Qadi Sa' id Qum m i, exhorts us to m editate on the
form of the T em ple of the K a' bah will prove a convincing illustration of
this fact. First and forem ost, however, it is important to bear in m ind the
prem isses of thisfiguration of the T emple, a figuration which contains in
itself the whole secret of the spiritual life, because it figures the stages of the
mystical j ourney.
1 2 Nikos K azantzakis , Le jarclin des Rochers (Paris , 1 959); tr. R . H oward and K . Friar,
The Rock Garden (T ouchstone Bks, New York, 1969).
1 3 Cf. Spiritual Body and Celestial Earth, op. cit . , p. XV.
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Indeed, a m editation that transfigures its obj ect from level to level of
being is only possible if the schema of the world is one in which the
universes rise in tiers of ever-increasing light and purity . This is exactly
the cosm ological configuration which is to be found in all Islam ic theo
sophical tradition. In the work of the Shiite philosopher Qadi Sa'id
Qum m i, who, as we shall see, applies this figuration to the esoteric
m eaning of the form of the T em ple of the Ka' b ah and the rites of pilgrim 
age, this is the traditional schem a employed, but with a few original
details. There are three categories of universe. First, there is the phenom 
enal world ('alam al-shahadah), a realm where things are perceptible to the
senses {'alam al-mulk). Then there is the suprasensible world (ghayb), the
world of the Soul or Angel- Souls, comm only designated malakut: the
" place" of the mundus imaginalis, whose organ of perception is cognitive
im agination. And there is the intelligible world of the pure Intelligences or
Angel-Intelligences, commonly designated Jabarut; whose organ of percep
tion is the intuitive intellect.
Our philosopher relates these three categories of universe to three
categories of space and three of tim e . There is the obscure, dense tim e
(zaman kathi.f) of the sensible world; the subtle tim e (zaman latij) of the
imaginal world of the malakut; and the even m ore subtle tim e, the absol
utely subtle tim e {zaman altai) of the world of the Intelligence. T he
differentiation of these categories of space and tim e originates in as m any
specific differentiations of motion, from the m otion of natural things in the
process of becom ing, to pure spiritual m otion (harakah ma'nawiyah). The
differentiated spaces are themselves subsum ed in the concept of an initial
energy whose m otion engenders the spatial form which is the origin of
ev erything that assum es form in the world of being, whether spiritual or
m aterial. This energy is designated som etim es as Nafas al-Rahman (the
Breath of the Merciful One), and som etim es as the prim ordial Cloud
('am a') . 1 4 Hav ing established this initial schem a, our philosopher is now
1 4 These themes are fully developed by Qadi Sa'id Qummi in the monumental
commentary he devoted to the Kitab al-Tawhid by Ibn Babuyah (died 38 1 /992), one
of the great classics of Shiite theology. I myself devoted a full year of courses to this
commentary; cf the report in Annuaire de l'E cole prati que des Hautes-fitudes
(Sorbonne) , Section des Sciences religieuses ( 1 965- 1 966). The theme of time is
elaborated in the commentary on the 2nd hadith of chapter II of the book (Sharh
Kitab al-Tawhid, Persian ms . fol. 30 ff; see En Islam iranien, op . cit., vol. I, pp .
1 79 ff) . The arguments are reminiscent o( while differing from, the categories of
time in Proclus, from whom they passed to the Ismaili theosopher Nasir-i Khusraw,
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in a position to conceive the reality of events and fonns which, while not
ceasing to be ev ents and forms, possess a tim e and a space that are in no
way those of the sensible world to which we are accustom ed exclusively to
relate our notions of ev ent and fonn .
There exists between these three categories o f universe a certain number of
essential relationships, in that each higher universe is the cause ofthe one
below it, and contains, in a m anner m ore subtle and elevated, the totality
ofuniverses below it. Moreov er, while thus containing and env eloping the
totality of the universes below it, each higher universe is also the esoteric
aspect {batin) of this totality, its hidden, inner aspect or centre. Hence
each being of the mulk has its own particular malakut which governs and
surrounds it, and which is at the sam e time within it (its " esoteric "
aspe ct), j ust as each being of the malakut has, in its turn, a Jabarut which
dom inates and surrounds it (envelops and contains it) . In other words,
each being has a res divina {amr rabbani), a divine Word {Kalimah ilahiyah)
that is its own malakut, its " esoteric aspect" , the inner Man or secret
archetypal reality, and that is simultaneously its Watchm an or Guardian
in that it is the cause which contains and encloses it. 1 5 As we will see
shortly, this is the secret of the Pearl evoked by a Shiite hadith which
accords strikingly with the celebrated hymn in the Acts of Thomas (see
below, I I I , 2) .
One must be aware of all this in order to know a hum an being in his
" integral" fonn (as opposed to that mutilated form of which I cited an
example when speaking of Balzac at the beginning of this study) . For
these three worlds, or three categories of universe, are invested in the
hum an being . Both the Jabarut and the malakut are to be found in m an; they
constitute his essential, his real, his inner being, so that even when he
withdraws from the phenom enal world which envelops him , he does not
and which have an exact correspondence in the cosmology of ancient Iran. Cf my
study ' Le Temps cyclique dans le Mazdeisme et dans 1 'lsmaelisme', in Temps cyclique
et gnose ismaelienne (Paris, Berg International l 982); tr. R. Manheim, 'Cyclical Time
in Mazdaism and Ismailism', in Cyclical Time and Ismaili Gnosis (London, Kegan
Paul Internati onal and Islamic Publications Ltd., 1 983).
1 5 Sharh Kitab al-Tawhid, fol. 43 (the commentary on the 3rd hadith of chapter II and on
the 35th hadith of chapter I I ) . Qadi Sa'id Qummi is insistent on this point: the 'a/am
al-mithal is the world perceived by imaginative knowledge (khayal) but it has nothing
imaginary (amr khayali) about it. It is perfectly existent (mawjud), and has its own
real joys and griefs. It is the imaginal world {mithali). Our vocabulary must therefore
be very precise, in order not to betray the intentions of our authors. See my article
on the Mundus imaginalis, op. cit.
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c ease to subsist integrally as man. To comprehend the reality of the
malakut in man, its configurative or so to speak " ideoplasti c " power, is to

comprehend, in the light of Q ad i Sa' id Qummi's Shiite philosophy, that
form is a work for which the Spirit is responsible. And in order to
comprehend form in this way, we must envisage it in the dimension
which, according to all our thinkers, situates man " in his Truth" , his
inalienable Truth or eschatological dimension.
Indeed, it is astonishing to note the way in which Q adi Sa'id Qummi
and his colleagues understand the " tomb " , when Islamic eschatology
speaks of it as spacious or narrow. We are not deal ing here with the
macabre : this " tomb " is not in a c emetery. It is what our philosophers
conceive as the subtle body which is the malakut within man, and with
which man, after his exitus from the physical world, resurrects to this
malakut; for from this " to mb " he will resurrect yet again, at the time ofthe
Great Resurrection, in order to rise to a higher level in the spiritual
worlds. Such is the theosophical meaning, in Islamic eschatology, of the
term barzakh (in-between, intermediary), as the state ofthe essential inner
man who is sep arated from the elemental body that envelops him, and
returns to his world, to which he is introduced in the state ofhis essential
body (/ism haqiqi). The latter is designated as the essential body of light
(jism haqiqi nuri) or imaginal body (jism mithali)-although this, to be sure,

is not in the least " imag inary " l 6 The imaginal body of light is the malakut
of the physical body; and the totality of all the incorruptible and permanent
corporeity oflight (jismiyah nuriyah) makes up the malakut of the corrupt
ible, material bodies of humanity .
The state of this subtle body of light depends on and results from the
configurative or " ide op lastic " power of the soul. Its substance derives
from all the soul's movements, that is to say from its habits and ways of
being, its affections and behaviour, knowledge and wishes, aspirations,
emotions, nostalgias and ardent desires. It is the body that the soul itself
has formed and acquired for itself; it may be a body of dazzling light or of
darkened light, a garden among the gardens of Paradise or a pit among
the pits ofHell. This is what Islamic eschatology means in speaking ofthe
width or the narrowness of a " tomb " , and of " the interrogation in the
tomb "

lJ

So far are we from macabre realism that our theosophers do not

16 Sharh Kitah al-Tawhid, fo l . 1 40b .
17 Ibid., fol . 1 39b-140, 140b-14lb.
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evade the question ofwhat is meant by the current tradition according to
which the bodies ofthe prophets and the Imams remain only " three day s "
i n the tomb and are " taken up into Heaven" . Does this mean that if one
were to open the tombs of their sanctuaries one would find no remains?
The idea would not even occur to him who has understood that it is not a
question of such tombs or of such remains, but ofthe " body oflight" , and
that the Heaven in question, as Q adi Sa'id Qummi says, " is not the
astronomical heaven over our heads " . 1 8
This imaginal body {jism mithali), then, is as the soul has configured it.
Throughout his earthly life, man is acting upon his own malalcut, and
through this upon all the lower malalcut, that is to say upon the whole
region of the spiritual world constituted by the fraction of humanity
which, from century to century, is momentarily involved in the physical
bodies of the phenomenal world. This, for our theosophers, is a conspicu
ous illustration of the concrete and formidable power of intervention
which is described as the soul's configurative power--concrete and formi
dable because the eschatological dimension of the real man is dependent
on it. We shall see how Qadi S a' id Qummi envisions the malalcut of the
earthly Temple ofthe Ka'bah; and, since this malalcut is the configuration
itselfof the inner man, the esoteric meaning ofthe origins and ofthe rites
of pilgrimage to this Temple must ultimately be sought in the direct
configurative action exercised by man on his own malakut. Because we
modems have lost the ability to imagine and envision, we must pay all the
more attention to what is being said by the theosophers of lslam, to what
is involved in the vision of the Temple that will be laid before us . We are
confronted not merely with a conceptual representation, but with both a
vision and a configuration ofthe malalcut, all the more " objectively real " , it

must be said, in that they are realized in the world of the Soul.
For example, we can speak with our theosophers ofa " cycle ofprophecy" .
This is a clear and rational concept, even though it envisages sacred history.
But for them it is configurated and visualized in a real sense in the form of
a Temple, homologous with the form of the earthly Temple, because this
vision " takes plac e" in the malakut, in the spiritual world of the Soul.
Where a sociologist sees men in procession around a stone temple, our
theosophers see Angels in procession from Heaven to Heaven around
18 Ibid. , fol. 1 4 1b. Cf. also my Spiritual Body and Cele.stial Earth, o p . cit.
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archetypal, celestial T emples. Where we see a gathering of sages in
m editation, the v isionary perceives chariots and knights of fire-in short,
everything that in the spiritual world is a representativ e correspondence.
This, ultim ately, is the whole difference between the phenom enology of
the Spirit in Hegel and the visions in Swedenborg' s Diarium spirituale. The
v isionary of the malakut perceives the things of this world, but he perceives
them as they are in the malakut; he perceives them , that is to say, as m en
desire and configurate them in their secret reality, which is inaccessible to
sensible perception but open to visionary perception. We should not be
surprised, for example, by Swedenborg's concise description of a stroll
through the streets of Stockholm as this town exists in the mWldus spirituum,
" in its T ruth " , which of necessity escapes sensible perception and rational
understanding, for these are aware only of the hectic bustle of a city ofthis
world. By contrast, its real state in the spiritual world inspires a dreary
horror : m ost of the houses are shut up and silent, with lightless windows,
because their owners are spiritually dead.
Such is the real state of things, which " trans-appears" on the " upper
storey" of vision. Going back to the Byzantine icon of St. George described
above, we recall that the reality of the young hero and his com bat was
shown to us on this upper storey of vision, as it " trans- appears" for the
beings of light who people the malakut. In short, if we are to achiev e a
phenom enology which is integrally true, we must see things and perceive
each other as we would ifwe were " decorporized" , at least m om entarily,
so that the appearance would actually be the apparition of what is in reality,
with nothing external to m i srepresent what is inward. 19 This is what our
1 9 One could go in depth into what there is in common between the malakut and the
first degree ofthe spiritual world in Swedenborg . In connection with the idea that a
phenomenology ofthe spirit implies, in the end, an integral pneumatology, 1 quote
som e lines here from a book which is now extremely rare, by the Abb ot Pierre
Fournie, a disciple of M artinez de Pas qualis , published in 180 1 in London (where
he fled during the Revolution to continue his theos ophical studies) with the title: Ce
que nousavons e 1e, ce que nous sommeset ce que nousdeviendrons(cf. th e tr e ati s e by M art i n e z
o n Reintegration) : "Now, w e should have the l es s difficulty i n conceiving that Sweden
borg was really among the good and evil spirits, and that he rep orted what he heard
while conversing with them , in that we would be in exactly the s am e state if God
were suddenly to disembody us altogether . That is to say that, being thus dis 
embodied, w e believe that since w e are being s of eternal life, we could continue to
see each other, and to speak of the divine and eternal realities as each of us s ees,
believes , lives and speaks of them in his pres ent state . " (Cf Arcana cae/estia, art .
1 8 83 ) . Q u o t e d from M. M att er, Saint-Martin le philosophe inconnu, sa vie et ses e 'erits, son
maitre Martinez et leurs groupes d'apres des documents inedits, 2nd edition (Par i s , D i dier et
Cie, 1 862), p. 5 3 .
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theosophers wished to signify and achieve by the mundus imaginalis, in that
its corporeity of light is the malakut within m an. " T o be in his T ruth " for
m an depends on the configurativ e power that he derives from the malakut,
and which enables him to configure or disfigure it according to his modes
of being, thinking and acting.
With a form of m editation which envisages the Temple of the Ka'bah as
a sort of mandala, we are faced with a specific case. Meditation on the
T emple will bring out structures that will prove to be homologous with
other states of the T em ple in higher universes. But to im agine, or render
perceptible, these homologies, presupposes certain m ethods of figuration,
inasm uch as these m ethods actually form the specific structures belonging
to " an irreducible aspect of integral being " -an aspect called by the
philosopher F . Gonseth homo phaenomenologicus. Meditation on the plan and
the cubic form of the Ka'b ah, as pursued by Qadi Sa'id Qumm i, presents
us par exce lienee with a case where the structures in question, together with
their hom ologies, " are realized through an elaboration which is geom etric
in character" . 2 0
With the help of our theosopher, we will try stage by stage to under
stand what is figured by the T emple ofthe Ka'bah when it is perceived by
the organ of the active im agination : the reasons and m eanings of its
structure that interconnect the sensible and* the suprasensible worlds,
Nature and the hierocosmos. What, in consequence, is the esoteric signifi
cance of pilgrim age ? What is accomplished, and to what does one give
form " in the malakut': the world of the Soul, when performing the rites of
pilgrim age to the earthly Ka'bah? How is the secret of the Black Stone as
a corner stone the secret of the malakut within m an? Lastly, we shall see
how to enter the Temple is for the mystical pilgrim eo ipso to have " the
power of the keys " , the potestas clavium whereby spiritual m an attains full
self-realization. On the upper level of its icon, the Ka' b ah rises as an
invisible T emple of faith; it is the " place" of the spiritual exile (gharib) who
communicates from there with the higher worlds, and who is the m an
through whom God can still watch over this world-watch over it and
21
care for it.
20 Ferdinand Gons eth, ' La M orale peut-elle faire l'obj et d'une recherche d e caractere
s cientifique?' in Revue universitaire de science mo rale, 1 965, no . 2, and ' H om o phaenom
eno1ogicus', in the review Dialectica 19 (Neuchatel, 1 965), pp . 40-69 .
2 1 About twenty years ago, M. Fritz M eier m ade a full study in Eranos ofthe mystical
aspects ofthe Ka'bah according to other authors; see ' Das Mysterium der K a'ba,
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II. The Structure ofthe Temple ofthe Ka 'bah
i. The Twelve Imams. Very briefly, we m ust draw attention to the complex
ity which a study of this type of them e involves from the very beginning,
since it has scarcely been explored before . Our goal could be defined as an
application of the phenom enology of form (in the sense of the Germ an
Gestalt) to the traditional science of correspondences practised by all esoteri
cists, from our Shiite theosophers, and their ta 'wiL to a Swedenborg . 22 The
notion of a "field of perc eption" should be extended, and its obj ectivity
established, so that it includes the notion of a "field of visionary percep
tion" . Im aginative perception could then be envisaged as lay ing hold of
realities and ev ents, both of this world and of higher worlds, in the forms
which represent them in the interm ediary world or mundus imaginalis. To
start with, a num ber of prem isses m ust be established, i. First and
forem ost, the notion of form corresponds less to a given configuration
which is the attribute of a thing, than to a functional definition of the
Gestalt understood as a configurativ e ability or organizing principle, vis
corifiguratrix. 2. It m ust be recognized that both notion and principle hav e
their application well beyond the lim its of sensory experience . 3 . The
" principle of transposition" must be acknowledged as fundam ental, so
that in passing from one level ofthe universe to another, the forms behave
like a melody whose structure rem ains identical and recognizable when
transposed into different keys. 2 3 4. This is because the inner relationships
of each whole, and the relationships between the wholes, are essentially
functional re lationships, so that geom etrical relationships of the kind
proposed by Qadi Sa' id Qum m i-for the engendering of the cubic form of
the Ka'bah-ar e , essentially, functional relationships enabling us to mov e

Symbol und Wirklichkeit in der islamis chen Mystik' , Eranos-Jahrbuch XI ( 1 944), pp .
1 87 ff. I myselfhave already had occasion to treat this theme at length in my book
!'Imagination creatrice dans /e soufisme d'/bn 'A rabi, 2nd edn (Paris, Fl amm arion, 1 977);
tr. R. M anheim , Creative Imagination in the Sufism ofIbn 'Arabi, Bollingen S eries XC I
(Princeton University Press, 1 969) . * There are long and rewarding c omparisons to
be m ade, which we may not even attem pt in this study. * (Translator's note: again,
this translation is from the earlier ( 1 9 5 8) edition of the work, but this does not
substantially affect it) .
22 Cf. my Henneneutique spirituelle comparee, op. cit.
23 Cf. En Islam iranien, op . cit. , vol. I, pp . 1 43 ff. , where I refer to the researches , unique
of their kind, of my friend Victor Zuckerkandl , whose death is deeply to be
regretted.
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from one figure to another and from one level of universe to another. 24 The
traditional science of correspondences links up with the phenomenology of
forms to becom e a science ofm etam orphoses, within the lim its ofthe three
categories of universe m entioned abov e .
Especially typical i s the way i n which the Shiite theosopher Q a d i Sa'id
Qum m i , in the course of a m onum ental work which has hitherto rem ained
in m anuscript form , is led to envisage the causes and the engendering of
the cubic form of the K a'bah (the Arabic word ka'b denotes a cube) . Our
author is a Twelver Shiite, not an Ism aili Shiite. And am ong the traditional
texts of Twelv er Shiism that he comm entates-am ong those of the hadith
that go back to the prophet of lslam-there are certain traditions which
limit the num ber of lm am s to twelve only. These Im am s are the spiritual
Guides who, com ing after the Prophet, were to be the " Preserv ers" of the
sacred Book and of the esoteric meaning of the Revelations. The limiting
of their num ber to twelve, as we have observed elsewhere, eo ipso implies
that the twelfth Im am , the Im am of the present tim e, is the " hidden
Im am " , the " awaited Im am " . Our author undertakes to discover, in the
structures themselves of the cosm os-that is to say, by a detailed im
plem entation of the science of correspondences-the necessity for this
specific number oftwelve Im am s . To his first attestation in this respect he
gives the nam e " proof of the Throne " (burhan 'arshi). Later on, we will see
that the figure ofthe Throne is equiv alent to that of the Temple. Here we
must note the following : 25
T he first being in the higher universe to em anate from the supreme
Principle is a L ight which contains all light (because all light is created
from it) . This Light of lights is described as the Throne ('Arsh), the
Intelligence ('Aql, the Nous), Muham m adan Light {NUR muhammadi), be24 Cf Wolfgang Kohler, Psycho/ogie de /aforme, Collection Ide 'es, no . 60 (Par
m ard, 1 964); trans . S . Bricanier, from Gestalt Psychology (Bell & S ons Ltd . , London
1 93 0), especially pp . 1 77- 1 80, 1 98, 207 ff. (although our own point ofview in this
context is not that of a p sychologist) .
25 For what follows, see Q adi S a'id Q umm i , op. cit., fol. 1 3 6b- 1 3 8b . The text forms
p art ofthe comm entary on the 3 5th hadith of chapter II ofthe book by Ibn Babuyah
(see above, note 1 4), which reappears as the 68th hadith of another work by the same
author, Silat al-shi'ah, recently published in T ehran . This hadith is essentially a
conversation between the tenth Im am , 'Ali Naqi (died 25 4/868), and a disciple who
went to find him at S am arra, in the camp where the Abbasid g overnment was
holding him prisoner. The disciple wishes to be certain that he has the Imam ' s
approval for each of the articles of faith that h e professes i n his heart, with the result
that the entire hadith on its own forms a complete symbol of Shiite faith.
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c ause it is the Intell igence of the Fourteen A eons of light that will be
manifested to the terrestri al world in the form ofthe prophet Muhammad,
his daughter Fatimah , and the twelve Im ams . The first b eing to emanate
in the lower world is named the primordial Water, understood as onto
logic ally prior to W ater as one of the four El ements of our physical world.
Thi s primordial W ater signifies the entirety of sp iritual an d materi al
creatures , in asmuch as they are the contents of the intellecti on (ma1umat)
ofthe Intel ligence. Further, by reason ofthe unity sui generis formed by the
Intel ligence and the obj ect of its intellection, this W ater is likewise known
as the Thron e. Now, if it is c orrect to p icture the Intel ligenc e as sW'rounded
by its obj ects of intellection, with itself as their c entre, it is no less true to
say that it surroun ds, c ontains and envel op s them. Here the difference
ab out which our author is so ins istent, and whi ch he p onders with the aid
of the Theology attributed to Aristotl e, makes its app earan c e : the differ
ence between the material orbs whose c entre is sW'rounded by their periphery ,
and the spiritual orbs whose c entre, p aradoxic ally , has the prop erty of
being " th at which surrounds " (muhit).
Th e Intelligence is the Light, the Thron e, the c entre, knowledge as a
unique, unquantifiab le p oint, and at the same time it is also Water, the
p eripheral whole of all the objects of its intellection. The relati onship of
the Intelligence, as c entre, with itself as the p eriphery surrounding and
envelop ing all the obj ects of its intellection, is expres sed in the phrase " the
Throne rests on the Water"; and this relationship is c ons olidated by twelve
functional relationships which determine the cub ic form whi ch is both the
imaginal form of the cosmic T emp le and the s ensib le form of the earthly
Temp le ofthe Ka'b ah. In other words : for the Throne, the Muhammad an
Light, to be b oth the c entre of the univers e and the p eriphery c ontaining
it-in order, that is to say, fer "the Thron e to rest up on the W ater" which
it also stab ilizes-these twelve functional relati onships must exist; and
their existenc e, as we will see, is as sured by twelve human creatures of
light (basht:u nuri), twelve s acros anct pers ons of a sup erior humanity ,
namely the twelve Imams . Twelver Shiite lmamology is thus the form or vis
configuratrix organizing the univers e whose c onstitutive factors are rep 
resented b y the two symb ols of Light and Water.
We can now examine in detail the method whereby we proceed from the
figuration of the orb of the Throne to the figuration of the cube. In
c onsidering the figure of a circle as it pres ents itself to our sens ible
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perc eption, we see that several diversified asp ects, or dimens ions, app ear
as soon as we draw lines out frcm the c entre to the periphery . Four of
these asp ects are ess ential, and result frcm the inters ection of two lines
that p ass through the c entre and are p erp endicular to each other. They
are essential b ecause they divide the c irc le into four s emi-diameters , and
represent thereby the four metaphysical limits inherent in all creation,
b eginning with the Throne itself Th e Thron e is surrounded in this way by
jour l imits that face each other, sinc e it has a b eginning (awmzP and an
end (akhir), an inner or esoteric aspect (batin) and an external or exoteric
asp ect (zahir). The first two limits are understood from the extension of its
total time (the Aion, dahr, "time of times"), and the second two frcm the
extension of its total space (" sp ace of spaces"). Thus the original point of
Knowl edge, ofthe Throne, ends in four p oints which are des ignated as the
supports of the Throne (cf. fig. i ) . 26 It is c ommonly said that the supp orts or
b earers of the Throne Artjour in numb er, and in certain Shiite traditions
they are signified or represented as lights, the "four lights ofthe Throne" ,
whos e colours indic ate th at they are, respectively , the origin of each region
ofb eing whi ch is symbolically linked to this colour: red light, green light,
The time of times
B

Fig . I . The four limirs of

rhe creatural world

c
The space of spaces

6 In all, Qadi Sa'id Qummi's manuscript contains, in the way of :figures, only the
little pl an ofthe Ka'bah reproduced here as fig. 5 (ms. fd. 178b). But it seemed to
us that the understanding of his system of correspondences and homologies would
be greatly assisted by a very fuw di agrams. We have lherefae included some in
sbi ct accordance with the indicati ons given-as sbi ct, that is, as his frequent
allusiveness permits.
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yellow light, and white l ight. Th is is one of the great themes of Shiite
theosophy . 2 7
Let us j oin up these four points b y the chords underly ing the arc s of the
respective circles, and follow the three phas es of the mental op eration
whereby Q a d i S a'id Qummi brings out the cubic form of the Throne or
Temp l e. Thi s op eration is b ased on the princip l e that everything in the
lower world is an image an d a proj ection of s omething in the higher world,
and that consequently the four limits are manifested in the suprasensible
world before b eing manifested in the sens ible worl d, in virtue of the
correspondence establishing the "princip le oftransp osition". Let us imagine
that the square inscribed within the circle in fig. i (defined by the p oints
ABCD) , repres enting the supras ensib l e world (ghayb), ac compli shes a
" de s c ent" (tanazzul) through a proj ecti on of itself onto the lower level
which repres ents the world of sens ible phen omena ('alam al-shahadah), and
which is defmed by the p oints A ' B ' C ' D ' . Four straight lines (AA ', B B ' ,
C C , D D ' ) j oin up , resp ectively , the four angles o f the higher level with
the four angles of the lower (cf fig. 2). At this point the supp orts of the
Throne which is Knowledge are doub led from four to eight, as alluded to
in the Koranic verse 69 : 1 7 : " O n that day , eight b ear the Throne ofy our
L ord . "
S ec ondly , w e must note the four straight lines (AB, BD, A C , CD) that
interc onnect the four limits ofthe suprasens ib l e world and mark the unity
and coherence ofthe spiritual world, thus p ermitting the coherent procession
ofthe multip le of the lower world from the unity of the higher. Thirdly we
must take into account the four straight lines on the lower level (A 'B ' ,
B 'D ' , A ' C , C D ' ) which interc onnect the four limits of the world below
and mark thereby its organization and coherence.
Thi s threefold op eration gives us the eight angles th at are the " supp orts
of the Thron e", p lus twelve lines and six surfac es contained b etween each
p air of lines. Q a d i S a'id Qummi ob s erves that the four points or meta
physical limits, the four lights , aris ing from the c entral point, must there
fore be at the origin of the cub ic form of the Thron e or Temp le (usul al27 On these four lights or pillars of the Throne, see my work on Ibn 'Arabi, Creative
Imaginatwn . . . , op. cit. , pp. 373-37 4. See also my edition ofMulla. Sadra Shirazi, Le
Lime des Penetmtions metapkysiques (Kitab al-Masha'ir), B ib l i oth e que I ra n i enn e , v o l .
10 (Paris, Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1964), pp. 166-167, 214 ff., 219 :1[ of the French

translation. Here again, a comparative analysis is needed In connection with this,
see En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. I, book 1, chapter V.
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muka"ah al- 'arshi). These twelve, six and eight situate and stab ilize this
cub i c form, thus bringing it about that "the Throne rests up on the
W ater" .
B

A

c

n
A'

8'

C'

D'

Fig

2

Th e cube

Of what specific structures are we made c onscious by this geometrical
elab orati on? Or, in Shiite terminology , what is here the c onsummation of
the ta 'wil, of the symbolic hermeneutic ? Our author suggests the answer
straightaway when he invites us to c onsider the cubic form of the
Temp l e, which totalizes and interc onnects sp iritual and material realities ,
as a unique Emanati on proceeding from the supreme Princip le; that is to
say, as a human pers on, as the Anthropos who is God's vic ar with regard to
what he envelops and c ontains eminently within himself In other words,
the figuration of the T emp l e of the Ka'bah is likewise the figuration of
Shiite prophetology and lmamology , b ec ause in both cases the same
functional relationship s are preserved.
We should thus b ear two things clearly in mind. On the one hand, we
have the question: in what way is the figuration of the Temple an imitation of
the structure of the sp iritual orbs, in which the centre is also that which
surrounds? On the other hand, we should rememb er that Shiite prophet
ology reproduces , broadly sp eaking, the main features of the Judaeo 
Christian prophetology expressed in the idea of the Verus Propheta, who
hastens, from prophet to prophet, towards his resting-p lace, a resting
p lac e identified with the Last Legislative Prophet and the final S eal of
prophecy . However, the ess ential and irremissib le characteristi c of Shiite
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prophetology is that it bases the prophetic m ission on the inner, esoteric
m eaning of the prophetic message. This is expressed in the idea of the
walayah, the " divine dilection" that renders sacred all the " Friends of
God" and invests the Im am s as m inisters of the esoteric meaning of the
prophetic m issions. In the case of the Nabis or prophets, the prophetic
vocation (nubuwwah) is added to the walayah from which it derives and
which is superior to it because it is at the " centre " of each " Friend of
God" . This, broadly speaking, is the relationship between nubuwwah and
walayah. 28

Hence, when Qadi Sa' id Qum m i invites us to reflect upon the general
form of the T em ple as the figuration of a hum an Person, the Anthropos or
"Perfect Man" , first divine Em anation and God' s Vic ar {Khalifat Allah)
over all Creation, he specifies that by this we should understand him who
was the final Seal of legislative prophe cy (Khatim al-nubuwwah), and as
such the plenary terrestrial m anifestation {mazhar) of the Verus Propheta
o( that is, the " Muham m adan L ight" (Nur muhammadi), Nous or Logos of
the prim ordial Plerom a. Shiite prophetology sees the " Seal of Prophecy"
as rec apitulating and totalizing the entire body of prev ious prophets and
their prophetic m issions, because he is the Seal of the cycle of prophecy
(da'irat al-nubuwwah). Hence the diagram s, as for example in H aydar
Amuli, that arrange the series of prophets in the form of a circle. This,
however, does no m ore as yet than give us the " peripheric " function ofthe
prim ordial Muham m adan Light. It is the walayah inherent in it which is
both the central point and the circumference of the Temple of prophecy .
We must thus envisage the Muham m adan Light as essentially a hi
unity, typified in the two persons of the Prophet and the I m am . The
Prophet expresses the aspect of this L ight that is turned towards m en (the
prophetic m ission ad extra), whereas the I m am expresses the aspect that is
28 On the relationship between nubuwwah and walayah, and in general on the prophetology and Imamology here presupposed, see my Histoire de Ia philosophic islamique,
vol . I, Collection Idees, no. 38 (Paris, Gallimard, 1 964); see also En Islam iranien, op .
cit., vol. I, book 1 , chapter VI . On page 259 of this work, there is a diagram
constituted by three concentric circles: the circle of the walayah is in the centre,
surrounded by the circles of the nuhuwwah (prophetic vocation) and the risalah (pro
phetic mission). However, since all prophetic missions and vocations have their
source in the walayah, and there is no nabi who is not first a wall (one of the "Friends
of God"), it is equally true to say that the walayah surrounds the whole. The word
walayah has a Latin equivalent in the word affinitas. The link of spiritual tiffmity
denoted by the walayah corresponds in Shiism to the Christian notion of communio
sanctorum (cf below, I V) .
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turned towards God (that is to say, the return to the source by means of
the inner esoteric sense of the Revelations) . The Muham m a dan Light as
the centre of the circle of prophecy is the esoteric aspect of all the
prophecies recapitulated in the final prophecy, that of the Seal of the
prophets ; and this esoteric aspect is typified in the Shiite conception by
the person of the I m am . In fact, the m ission of each prophet includes an
esoteric aspect: each legislative prophet has been followed by twelve Im am s .
But the Im am , o r esoteric aspect, was sent only secretly t o earth with each
previous prophet. It is only with the final Seal of prophecy that the
Im am ate is m ade publicly m anifest in the person of the twelve Im am s .
And it i s precisely i n the person of the twelve I m ams, a s constituting the
centre and esoteric aspect of the final prophecy, that the Muham m adan
Light is both centre and circumference of the Temple of universal prophetic
religion. The twelve Imams of the present cycle of the walayah, which
succeeds the prev ious cycle of prophecy, 29 are in effect the link between the
prophetic religion of the cycle previous to the Seal ofthe prophets and that
of the cycle of the walayah T he Twelve Im am s are the vis configuratrix that
confers its form on the Temple of perm anent prophetic religion, because
their Im am ate is the esoteric sense of all prophetic Revelations.
.

Thus , j ust as we were shown, a short while back, that the point of
origin, in virtue of its cre atural nature, was surrounded by four m eta
physical lim its which it engenders (fig. 1), so here the point of origin
which is the Muham m adan Light spontaneously develops four limits
(aspects or dim ensions, jihalj, which circum scribe the previous cycle of
prophecy and are typified in four of the great prophets : Noah, Abraham ,
Moses, and Jesus . In sim ilar fashion, it develops four lim its defining the
cycle of the Im am ate inaugurate d by the closing of the cycle of prophecy
with the Seal of the prophets. These four limits are here the Prophet
him self (in his empirical person, wujud 'unsuri), together with the three first
Im am s : 'Ali ibn Abi T alib, H asan ibn 'Ali, and Husayn ibn 'Ali (fig. 3).
So, j ust as earlier we had the eight angles of the cubic form designated as
the " supp orts " of the cosm ic Throne or T emple, here we have the eight
supports of the Throne of the Muham m adan Light, the perm anent pro29 Cf the preceding note. It is possible to perceive here the fimdamental difference (in
principle and consequences) between the Imamology of Twelver Shiisrn, limiting
the number of Imams strictly to twelve, and Ismaili Imamology (which does not
reocognize the force ofthe principle of the ghayhah). Cf my Trilogie ismaelienne,
Bibliotheque Iranienne, vol. 9 (Paris, Adrien-Maisonneuve, 196 1), index s.v.
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phetic religion of humanity . And as the inner c ohesion of the higher
level, then that of the lower level, and lastly the interconnection b etween
them, were seen to be as sured by the twelve straight lines and six surfaces
that engender the cub i c form, so here the twelve Imams homologically
as sume the same functional relationship s for the cubic form ofthe Temp le
of prophecy. By means of the Imamate, which is the es oteri c asp ect of
prophecy and its heart, the Throne or Muh amm adan Light is "stabil ized
up on the Water" . It is imp ossible to ad d or to take away anyth ing from
these twelve. Finally , j ust as the geometric figure of a cub e c omprises six
surfaces, the names b orne by the twelve Imams are six in numb er : three
were called Muhammad, four were called 'All two were c alled Harem, one
Husayn, one Ja j'ar, and one MJsa (Moses). 3
Thi s , broadly sp eaking, is the geometric elab oration des crib ed by Q a d i
S a'id Qummi as "the proof of the Thr on e " , a proof that brings t o light a
structure which shows why ofnecessity the Imamate should consist ofnot
more than twelve Imams . From here our author proc eeds to deal with two
further points , points which have equal ly b een p ondered by all Shiite
theos ophy and which I can only mention in passing.

----1--->, I:I asan
1\ 1 uJ:!am mad 'r-

Jesus �c---l-+----�l\ ose
Abraham

Noah
Fig.

3.

The eight s u pp orts

of

the Throne

30 For the reader who is not necessarily familiar with these figures, the three Imams
who have been named Muhammad are the fifth Imam (Muh. al-B aqir, ded 1 1 5 /733),
the ninth Imam (Muh. al -j awad, died 220/835 ), the twelfth Imam (Muh. al-Mahdi
al -Qa'im, in "occultation" since 260/864). The four Imams who have been named
�� are the first Imam �Ali ibn Abi -Talib, died 40/661), the fourth Imam ('Ali
Zayn al-'Abidin, died 92/7 1 1 ) , the eighth Imam ('Ali Rida, died 203/81 8), and the
tenth Imam ('Ali Naqi , died 254/86 8). The two Imams who have been called Hasan
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From the first of these there results a homology of fllll ctional relation
ships b etween the supreme Heaven and the twelve strongholds or S igns of
the zodiacal Heaven (the firmament) on the one hand, and b etween the
supreme Heaven ofprophecy and the p leroma ofthe twelve Imams on the
other. 3 1 The principle is invariab le: everything in the lower world is a
projection and an image of s omething in the higher world; everything in
the higher world is the Sp irit (ruh) and the es sence-archetyp e (haqiqah) of
s omething in the world b elow. From the supreme Heaven among the
astronomic al heavens, or ninth Sphere, emanate energies which are shared
out between the twelve signs of the zodiac al Heaven that lie along the
c ours e of the Sun and Moon of the sensible world. In the same way, the
univers al Heaven of light of the higher world, which envelop s the totality
of intelligib le and sens ible Spheres and is the Throne of the essence
archetyp es and of the divine Words (Kalimat ilahi.yah), must nec essarily
create twelve strongholds of light, the dwelling-places or stopp ing-p lac es
of the Sun of the final prophetic mission and of the Moon of the esoteric
aspect, or Imamate. These twelve S igns of light are the twelve Imams, in
whom is ramified the existence of the Muh ammadan ep iphanic form
(taqasim WU)Ud al-mashhad al-muhammadl).

A second point emerges when we reflect on the position ofthe Sllll in the
astronomical Heaven, which is the Thron e in a form perc eptible to the
s enses; when we reflect, that is to say, on the sun from the- point of its
rising at the time ofthe spring equinox to the point at which it terminates
a twelve-month c ourse-the Moon, on the other hand, completes its
course in the sp ac e of one month. S imilarly , the Sllll of the final prophecy
progres ses and is made manifest by the twelve months which are the
twelve Imams. Each Imam, therefore, corresp onds to a lunar month,
because the Imamate is the night of esotericism; and the Imam is a Moon
in the heaven of the walayah, that is, the nocturnal heaven which is the
esoteric asp ect ofprophecy (baiin ai-nubuwwah).
Thu s , through the proj ection of a hermeneutical p ersp ective-that is to
say, of a disp ositi on of c orresp ondences, a field of vision aris ing no longer
are the second Imam (Hasan al-Mujtaba, ctied 49/669), and the eleventh Imam
(Hasan al-'Askari, ctied 260/874). The third Imam, Husayn Sayyid al- Shuhada'
(martyred at Karbal a in 6 1/680), was the only one of his name, as were the sixth
Imam,,Jafar al-Sactiq (ctied 148/765), and the seventh Imam, Mm al-Kazim (ctied

183/799) .

31 For what follows, see Qacti Sa'id Qummi , op. cit. , fd. 131b-139.
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from sensible experience but from im aginative spiritual perception-we
are induced to m editate upon a series of im pressive applications of the
principle of " the transposition of form s " . We are induced to m editate
upon the m anner in which the functional relationships are preserved when
one m oves from the geom etrical structure of the cube to the relationship of
prophecy with the I m am ate, which together m ake up the T emple of
prophetic religion; or when one moves from the relationship of prophecy
with the Im am ate to the relationship of the suprem e Heav en with the
signs of the zodiac, or else to the re lationship of the year with its twelve
•m onths. These last confer on Shiite Im am ology the traits of what the
history of religions designates elsewhere as " theology of the Aion '� T he
spirit of Shiite theosophy is characterized, one m ight say, by a rem arkable
configurativ e power. This power reveals figurations and correspondences
which we merely m ention here, since to do anything m ore we would hav e
to study them in the light of a phenom enology of F orm (Gestalt), and for
this purpose we would have to renew the traditional science of correspon
dences.
We can now anticipate the esoteric significance of the pilgrim age to the
T emple of the Ka' bah as the centre of the terrestrial world, containing,
hom ologically, all of creation. T he form of the K a ' b ah is the very form of
the cosmic Throne or T emple, as it is also the form of the Im am ate or
malakut of this world, of its esoteric or suprasensible aspect. For the
mystical pilgrim , the pilgrim age and the rites of pilgrim age performed at
the Temple of the K a' bah hav e a direct configurative action on the
form ation of his body of light, on his body's malakut-that is to say, on the
attainm ent of his total form , in the sense that his body of light becom es
simultaneously centre and periphery of his essential, total being. We
must, therefore, go on to consider the plan and the construction of the
Ka ' bah.
2 . The Plan of the Temple of the Ka'bah. Qadi Sa' id Qum m i reflects on this
plan in the course of som e densely-packed pages of the sam e great work
we referred to above, pages which follow those that we hav e already
drawn from, and in which is revealed the totality of esoteric meanings of
the pilgrim age to the T emple of the K a ' b ah in Me cca. 3 2 In the preceding
32 We explained above (note 25) how the hadith is introduced which is commentated
here by Qadi Sa'id QUmmi. The profession of faith which the disciple makes known
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figurations we moved from the cosm ic T em ple to the spiritual Temple of
prophetic religion, whose edges and surfaces are the twelve Imams, and
which is the malakut, or supra-sensible aspect, of this world. In the sam e
way, while retaining the same figurations and functional relationships, we
now m ov e from the structure constituted by the archetypal figures of
cosmogony to the plan of the earthly T emple of the Ka'bah, 33 thus dis
covering why this T emple takes on a cubic form, as indicated by its Arabic
nam e . It is always the sam e principle that is called into play : the forms of
light (suwar nuriyah), the higher figures, are imprinted on the realities
below, which m irror them . (VVe should note that, geom etrically speaking,
the considerations here adduced would rem ain valid even if the obj ect of
meditation was the form of a Greek temple.)
On the higher plane of Reality-archetypes, which together constitute
Nature-not, as yet, the specific Nature of our terrestrial world, but
Nature as the epiphanic form of the divine Will of manifestation-we
encounter four lim its that correspond to the four m etaphysical limits
referred to above (fig. 1). Here these lim its are nam ed respectively univer
sal Intelligence, universal Soul, universal Nature, and universal Matter
(Matter which is not as yet that of our physical world, but which embraces
all the subtle and " spiritual " states of the Materia prima). " When, " says
our author, " these aspects or dim ensions of the higher L ights are reflected
to the Imam, and the explanation given by the latter, naturally lead the conversation
round to the five fundamental religious practices of Islam: Prayer, Almsgiving,
Pilgrimage, Fasting, and the Jihad as spiritual combat. On each of these articles
Qadi Sa'id, in his role as commentator, has written a veritable treatise explaining
the asrar, that is to say, the spiritual, inner and esoteric meaning. Together these five
treatises foon as it were a book which can be considered separately, and which has
even been edited recently as such by M. Sayyid Muh. Baqir Sabzavari with the title
Asrar al- 'ibadat wa haqiqat al-Salal (Tehran, 1339 A . H . ) . We have given particular
emphasis (see above, note 14) to the study ofthe third ofthese treatises, the Kitab
asrar al-Hqjj, or "The Book of the esoteric meaning of Pilgrimage", which contains
seven chapters. For the study ofthe first chapter which follows, cf ms. fol. l 77- 1 79.
33 Let us call to mind the Koranic verses concerning the Ka'bah, which our author
does not fail to mention at the beginning of his elucidation. "The first Temple to be
founded fur men is that which is Bakkah, the blessed Temple" (3: 96) (Bakkah is
another name for Mecca). "God has made the Ka'bah into the sacred House, to be
a station fcr men" (5: 1 00). "Pilgrimage is incumbent upon man as an obligation
towards God" (3:97) "Perform the circumambulation around the antique Templ e"
(2 2:29). And a remark made by the Imam Rida: "The Temple was founded as the
centre of the terrestrial world, beneath which the Earth is spread like a carpet.
Every wind that blows in this world comes from the Syrian corner of the Temple. It
is the first demarcated field to be established on Earth; because it is the centre, the
obligation to be fulfilled is equal for Orientals and Occidentals. "
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on the Earth of receptiveness (ard al-qabiliyah) for the m anifestation (zuhur)
of the divine L ights, then the four corners of the blessed T emple of the
earthly Ka ' b ah take form . "
Furtherm ore , two of these four div ine reality-archetypes (haqa 'iq muta'
assilah ilahiyah)-nam ely, the Intelligence of the univ erse and the Soul of
the universe (fig. 4)-are on the oriental side of the ideal Reality (mashriq al
haqiqah), "because they both belong to the horizon of the world of pure
L ights, and are the Orient in which the Sun of the esoteric spiritual senses
(shams al-asrar) arises"- The two others-universal Nature and univ ersal
Matter-are on the occidental side. T he Light rises with the first two
Intelligence and Soul-which are its Orient, the divine Day ; and wanes,
sets and is hidden in the last two quarters of the cycle-univ ersal Nature
and universal Matter-which are its Occident and correspond to the
Night. T he four lim its together form the nycthemeron of cosm ogony. Out of
this night, from the occidental horizon, the L ight will rise in a new dawn,
when the " dense and obscure tim e " (zaman kathif) of our world com es to
an end. 3 4 When the Koranic v erse 55: 1 7 speaks of the " L ord of the two
orients and the two Occidents" , it refers to these two oriental and two
occidental horizons. T hus, the strict law of correspondences requires that,
in the plan of the terrestrial Ka' bah, the corners should be arrange d in
accordance with the sam e order of relationships : two of them--namely the
Iraqi corner, in which the Black Stone is embedded, and the Yem enite
corner-are on the oriental side, and two of them -the Occ idental corner
and the Syrian corner-are on the occidental side (fig. 5 ) .
W e will now go through the sam e process a s before (fig. 2 ) , and be
m ental witnesses of the " descent" (tanazzul), or rather of the " projection" ,
of the Reality-archetypes onto the earthly plan of the K a ' b ah . Each comer
of the higher plan enters into correspondence with a corner of the lower
terrestrial plan by means of a straight line which represents one of the
Elem ents. These straight lines (or pillars, arkan) them selves define the
sides of an ideal T emple whose height, for the im aginative perception,
enables Heav en and Earth to com m unicate with each other.

A Let us picture the T emple of the K a' bah as a person facing the
pilgrim who approaches it from the north side (we hav e j ust been asked to
think of the T emple as the theophanic person o f the Seal of prophecy) . It

34 On the symbol of the sun rising in the West, see Paul Kraus, Jabir ibn Hayycn, vol. I,
in Memories de l'lnstitut d'Egypte, vv. 44-45 (Cairo, 1943), p. L.
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is the revealed divine Face that " faces" the pilgrim , who thus fulfils the
injunction: Meet my face (istaqbil wajhi). To the right of the Tem ple
envisaged as a person facing the pilgrim (but to the latter' s left), that is to
say, on the oriental side and towards the north, is the Iraqi comer in which
the Black Stone is set, a symbol, as we shall see, which contains the whole
secret of the T emple and of m an' s spiritual life. With regard to its position
in the T em ple building, it is said that the Black Stone is " God' s right
hand " . On this corner rests the dim ension which establishes a correspon
dence between Nature, meaning here our earthly physical world, and the
Intelligence ofthe universe (fig. 6) . We have already seen that the prim or
dial Water symbolizes the obj ects of intellection of the Intelligence, the
lights of this Light. It follows therefore that am ong the four Elem ents of
our physical world, the elem ent of Water is born of the dim ension which
links Nature imaginally with the Intelligence ; and the vertical line that
represents it in the cubic form of the Temple typifies this functional
relationship (the Arabic word rukn, pi . arkan, serves to designate the stone
as well as the column, or pillar, and each of the four Elem ents) . In
addition, it is beneath this corner that the living water rises up out of the
well called zamzam. 3 5
B. Also to the right of the T emple, that is to say on the oriental side
towards the south (the " back" ofthe Temple, envisaged as a person facing
the pilgrim approaching it) is the Yemenite comer (or pillar) (fig. 6),
corresponding to the dim ension that links Nature with the Soul of the
world or Spirit of the universe . It is situated at the end of the side
contiguous with the comer of the Black Stone, which corresponds to the
Intelligence, for it is through the " divine dim ension" of the Intelligence
that the Soul proceeds from it. 3 6 Thus the Yemeni te corner (rukn yamani) is
35 The designation of this corner as Iraqi should be understo od in a vezy bro ad sense,
as encomp assing not only Arab Iraq and Persian Iraq ('Iraq 'ajami}, but extending
the l atter as fur as the province of Fars (Persia) . This is why our author quotes a
hadith here, which is the pri de of lrani ans : "Were knowledge (v.l . religion) as fur
away as the Pleiades, there would always be men from Fars who would reach it. "
Thi s hadith has a prominent position in the comm entary on the prologue to S uhra
vardi 's " Oriental theos ophy" (Kita.b Hikmat al- ishraq).
36 In connection with this hom olog ation, it is worth rem embering the doctrine ofthe
procession of the Intelligences in Avicenna. The first Intelligence (and after it each
o f the others) performs an act of triple contemplation . From the contemplation of its
Principle there proceeds another Intellig ence. From the contemplation ofits own
being as neces sary through its Principle (what the author here calls its "divine
dim ension") proceeds a S oul which moves its Heaven. From the contemplation of
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also to the "right of the Throne" (yamin ai-'Ars/V. 37 Moreover, the element
of Fire is produced in our physical world from this dimension linking
Nature with the Soul ofthe world or universal Sp irit, a functional relation
ship typified by the Yemenite "pi liar".
C. The Syricm corner on the occidental side, to the left of the Temp le
envis aged as a p erson facing the p ilgrim, but to the l atter's right when
facing the Temp le facade (fig. 6) , c orresp onds to the dimens ion linking the
Nature of our phys ical world to universal Matter; for this universal
M atter, which embrac es all creation b oth sp iritual and material, proceeds
from the Intelligence through its "creatural dimension" (in the way that
the Soul proceeds from the Intelligence, as we saw, through the "divine
dimension" of the l atter) . Now the princ ip le of the Earth, the element
Earth, is produced in our physical world by the relationship ofNature to
universal M atter; indeed, this relationship engenders that which is most
able, in our physic al world, to manifest the Reality-archetypes with stability.
It is typified by the Syrian pillar of the T emp l e.
D . Th ere remains the occidental corner at the back and to the left ofthe
T emp le (still envisaged as a pers on facing the p ilgrim) . Thi s comer
c orresp onds to the dimens ion linking the Nature of our physical univers e
with itself as univers al Nature, on the level of the Reality -archety p es . Its
p os ition in the imaginal functional space of the Temp le is s elf-explanatory .
It is situated between the Syrian c omer, where the relationship b etween
terrestri a! Nature and universal Matter is estab lished, and the Y emenite
c orner, where the relationship between terrestri al Nature and the Soul or
Spirit of the univers e is estab lished. Thi s is so because what we call
Nature in our world results from the breathing into universal Matter of
the S oul or Sp irit of the world. Thus the element Air is b orn of the
relationship of earthly Nature with itself as universal Nature; at the same
time, given that the manifestation (the vestigia, aJhar, active trac es) of
Nature is produced in M atter, the effect of this relationship is made
manifest in the Syrian c omer. As one tradition has it: "Th e wind blows
frcm the Syrian corner, s outh wind and north wind, west wind and east
the possibility of its non-being, should it regard itself as fictitiously separated fran
its Principle (what the author here calls its "creatural ctimension"), proceeds the
subtle matter ofits Heaven. ct: my Avice nne et le R£cit visionnaire, new edn (Paris,
1979); tr. W. R Trask, Berglnternati onal ,Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, (Texas,
Spring Publications Inc . , 1980).
37 Hence the qualification of wisdom as ''Yemenite theosophy"; ct: below, note 54.
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wind; that is why this corner (or " pillar " ) v ibrates in winter as in summ er,
by night as well as by day ; for the wind has its source in the Breath of the
Merciful One (Nafas al-Rahman), and this Nature is the physical form of
the m anifestation of this Nam e (the Merciful One) ''
In short, it is from these correspondences, when established and justified,
that there em erges the im age of a cosm ic T em ple, which itself is the form
of m anifestation of the " Sublim e T hrone " within the univ ersal Nature of
the " universal body " (jism kulli). These correspondences can be perceiv ed
with the help of a geom etrical elaboration whose basis is the cubic form of
the Temple of the K a ' bah, and which, according to Q adi Sa'id Qum m i, is
eo ipso the explanation of this Temple 3 8
3 . The Celestial Archetype ofthe Temple. In spite of all that we hav e already
written, the mystical phenom enology of the form ofthe Temple is far from
com plete . We hav e been enabled to perceiv e the cubic form ofthe T emple
of the Ka' bah, but a m ore difficult problem rem ains. This is the corre
spondence of the earthly Temple of the Ka'bah with its celestial archetype,
the spiritual Temple in the spiritual univ erse. Q adi S a'id Qum m i knows
that here he must deploy the powers of a form of thought that is essentially
intuitive 3 9 The problem is this : although unquestionably there are spiritual
forms m ore real and m ore substantial than the m aterial forms perceptible
to the senses, how are their structures to be hom ologized with each other,
given the difference between them , of which, as we saw, our author is so
aware? In effect, the characteristic of spiritual forms is that their centre is
both that which is surrounded and that which surrounds, that which is
38 Continuing to apply the principle that everything in the sensible world is a.form
(surah) belonging to the higher univers es, Q adi S a'id elucidates yet m ore traditional
homologies. The Temple on earth corresponds to the Tem ple in the fourth Heaven
(al-Bayt al-ma'mur, Koran 5 2 : 4), and it is s quare in form (murahba') becaus e the
words on which Islam is founded are four in num b er, the four tasbihat or formulas of
glorification (tahlil, takbir, tasbih, tahmid). The three dimensions of the cube are
likewise hom ologized with the three asp ects ofthe Tawhid: the asp ect ofthe Essence
(tawhid dhati), the aspect of the Attributes (tawhid sifati), and the aspect of the
Operations (tawhid fi'li. Cf op . cit., fol. 178b-1 79.
3 9 Here begins the second chapter of Kitab asrar al-Hajj, whos e position in Ibn Babu
yah' s Shark Kitah ai-Tawhid, fol. 1 79-1 8 1 of our m s . , was specified in note 32 above.
According to the long title he gives to the chapter, Qadi S a'id is well aware ofhis
change of level. In all that follows, he will henceforth address him self to the
intuition, through a m ethod of exposition " foreign to rational understanding " . The
reflections which fill thes e chapters are " m odest virgins, in no way suited to the
vigorous m aleness ofmen with rational knowledge " .
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contained and that which contains, whereas in the case of m aterial forms, the
centre is purely and simply that which is surrounded The form of the
earthly T em ple must, therefore, conform finally to this ambiguity of the
centre in the spiritual form s; for only then can the m aterial form be
elucidated in a spiritual form , and the earthly Temple of stone be trans
figured into a spiritual Temple of faith.
Apart from other sources, the celestial archetype of the Temple of the
Ka ' bah is to be found in traditions that go back to the Shiite Im am s . Two
motifs represent it: the T ent descended from Heaven, and the white
Cloud.
A tradition going back to the fifth Im am , Muhamm ad al-Baqir, re
counts how when Adam fell from Paradise, he complained to God about
the solitude and wildness of the places in which he found himself. God
then caused a pavilion to descend, a single tent from among the tents of
Paradise . The angel Gabriel set up this tent upon the site which was to be
that o f the Temple of the K a'bah . The surface ofthe T ent exactly covered
the area to be covered by the future T emple, and the corners of the T ent
coincided with those of the Temple. T he central pillar of this heavenly
T ent was a rod ofred hyacinth. The four tent-pegs were of pure gold, and
were yellow. The ropes were woven of threads as silky as hair, and were
violet. Here traditions vary. Som etim es it is the Angels who build the
T emple of the Ka' bah in im itation of the celestial T ent. Som etim es it is
God him self who builds it so that Adam , together with the seventy
thousand Angels com m anded by God to bear Adam company, m ight
process around it. In any case, at the four corners of the earthly T emple
were placed four foundation stones, originating respectively from Safa,
Mount Sinai, Salem or Kufah, and Abu Qubays (the place where Adam
halted on arriving in Arabia) . We will shortly see how these four stones
possess a decisive significance for the spiritual form of the Temple.
Another tradition, going back to the sixth Im am , Ja' far al- Sadiq, re
counts how when Adam was " reconverted" to God, the angel Gabriel
cam e to him and took him to the future site of the Temple . Here a white
Cloud (ghamdmah) descended and overshadowed them . The angel ordered
Adam to trace with his foot a groove outlining on the earth the exact area
covered by the shadow of the white cloud. This was to be the perim eter of
the T emple of the Ka'bah. We will encounter the context of this hadith
later on, in the elucidation of the esoteric meaning of the rites of pilgrim age .
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As for the traditions which contain a reference to the secret of the Black
Stone embedded in one corner of the Ka'b ah, these likewise assum e
significance in the context of the first pilgrim age undertaken by Adam in
the company of the angel Gabriel. 4 0 " In all this , " declares our author,
" there are mystical secrets, access to which is denied to the best-trained
intelligences, let alone to those m inds which delight in placid torpor. As
regards us, " he adds, "we will show here, with divine help, a ray of that
light, fcr the benefit of him who decides to attempt the ascent of this
m ountain and to reach its lofty sum m it. "
It is from this sum m it that one m ay discern how it is possible to
establish the correspondence, or hom ology, between the forms of spiritual
things or beings and the forms o f m aterial things or beings . The starting
point, says Q adi Sa'id Qum m i, is the m ost perfect and stable form of all :
the sphere. Let us at once observe with our author that in the present case
we do not m ove from one category to another in moving from the spherical to
the cubic form, because the latter simply locates certain functional relation
ships whose supports are inscribed within the sphere . In particular, in this
respect, one m ust m ake no m i stake when the spherical form is attributed
to spiritual beings: what is being expressed in this m anner is not a
geom etrical relationship as such, but a functional one . This is not to say
that spiritual beings have the form of a ball with a certain diam eter. It
m eans that each Angel, or each hum an form oflight, or the subtle imaginal
body, is not " in Heav en" but carries its Heav en within itself, j ust as each
dem onic entity carries its Hell within itself. 4 1 Qadi Sa'id Qum m i is
insistent upon this point: the spherical form, roundness, is not one which
pre-exists and is imposed on spiritual beings . The spherical form which
40 We will find the context ofthis hadith below, s ection I I I , § 3 . The author cites here
two other traditions in which" the symbol ofthe red hyacinth is substituted for that of
the white Pearl (he himselfrem arks on their identity ofm e aning). According to one
tradition: "The Black Stone has two eyes, two ears , a mouth and a tongue (which is
why the Black S tone is witness to the "judgem ent" of m an) . It happ ene d that as
Adam p as s ed by it in Paradise, he struck it with his foot When he was forced to
des cend, as it was of gleaming red hyacinth, he kissed it This is why the pilgrims
today kiss the Stone as they pass it. " According to the other tradition: "When Adam
had descended close to the m ountain of Abu Q ubays, he complained to God about
the wildness of the places in which he found himself, and that he no longer
understood what he used to understand in Paradi s e . Then God caused a red
hyacinth to descend. He placed it on the site of the Temple, and Adam walked
around it Its radiance was such that signals (or emblems) were m ade in its form ,
and i t becam e a sacred obj ect. " Sharh, 1 79b.
41 Cf. my Hermeneutique spirituelle comparee, o p . cit.
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we perceive here below-the sphericity of the universe in its totality and
of the heav ens that compose it-is a form derived from spiritual beings, a
form which is the m anifestation in our own space of the intim ate law of
their being.
This being said, it m ay further be specified that if the most perfect and
stable of forms is sphericity, this is because the relationship between
spheres consists in the fact that they surround each other : the spheres of
our universe (Heaven and Elem ents) are englobed by and encased in each
other. Otherwise-if, for exam ple, they were j uxtaposed-there would
either have to be another body between them or else a void, a hypothesis
excluded by traditional physics. Furtherm ore, each ofthese spheres which
are encased in each other possesses a superior degree of subtlety and light
in relation to those below it and which it envelops; each sphere is duller
and m ore opaque than the one within which it is encased. The truth of this
law is m ade evident as one descends from the suprem e Sphere, the
manifested Throne of the Reality-archetypes-so pure that it is not even
constellated-to the imm ense Heav en of the Fixed Stars (which contains,
besides the mass of constellations, everything that we nowadays call the
galactic universes), and then from planetary Heaven to Heaven until one
reaches the elem entary Spheres that surround the Earth. 42 In the spiritual
world also there are ideal Spheres that surround each other, in the sense
that the cause completely surrounds that ofwhich it is the cause 4 3 " Down
below" likewise, what is inferior has a lesser light, and appears duller in
relation to what is spiritually superior.
Here we are faced with the question whose term s we defmed abov e : in
what sense can one speak of a correspondence or homology between the
centres of the spiritual Spheres and the centres of the m aterial Spheres,
when in the spiritual Spheres the centre is both that which is surrounded and
42 Qadi S a'id observes here that the Prophet never uses the word Heaven (sama? to
designate the S pheres (sing. Kursi, 'A rsh), which are outside and above the planetary
S pheres that fonn our solar system; Shark, 1 79b.
43 All this accords perfectly with the Theology said to be by Aristotle and with Avicenna's
comm entarie s . Cf G. V aj da, 'Les Notes d'Avicenne sur la "Theologie d'Aristote"',
in Revue thomiste II ( 1 95 1 ) ; see also my Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, op . cit.,
p . 54. S ee also En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. IV, general index s.v. Theologie dite
d'Aristote . Q adi S a'id Qummi himself wrote a comm entary on the fam ous Theology,
which has hitherto escaped the attention ofres earchers . It should be edited, for it is
a significant testimony to the Neo-Platonists ofS afavid Persia. For m ore details, see
my La Philosophic iranienne, op. cit.
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that which surrounds (the Angel being the centre of the Heaven that he
contains), while in the m aterial Spheres the centre is by definition that
which is surrounded? In our world, says Qadi Sa' id Qumm i, what is
below (i.e. the Earth) is the centre in relation to what is abov e it and
surrounds it. This is the reverse ofwhat happens in the world with respect
to which it is " down below " -that is to say, the reverse of what happens in
the spiritual world; for there it is what is above that is the centre, but a
centre which is no less capable ofbeing that which surrounds ; while what
is below in the spiritual world, although in the position ofbeing that which
surrounds, is as such that which is surroundEd So how is one to establish a
homology of forms?
The answer to this question depends on the application of the phenom 
enology of Form to the traditional science of correspondences and, together
with this, the possibility for spiritual forms to reveal themselves as such, as
of right and in the plenary reality as form s. In order for this to happen, a
double correspondence must in principle be established.
A A correspondence between the centre of the m ate rial form and that
of the spiritual form inasmuch as this is a surrounded centre ; and B. a
correspondence between the centre of the m aterial form and that of the
spiritual form inasmuch as this is a centre that surrounds. In order to
perceive intuitively that the Ka' bah, being the centre of the earthly world,
is also that which surrounds it (the surrounded-surrounding, the enveloped
enveloping), 44 one must perceive " im aginally " that its structure is hom 
ologous with the structure of the T emples of the spiritual world, the
T emples of light. This is what the motifs of the celestial Tent and the
white Cloud are intended to suggest. Finally, there enters into this very
structure an elem ent represented by the four corner-stones, an elem ent
which " dematerializes" and transform s the T emple of stone into a spiritual
T em ple of faith. T he inner, spiritual form-the form of light-as the
centre assembles and totalizes the " data" ; it is itself the " giver of the
data" , the external data surrounding the centre of the m aterial form . It is
44 On these expressions, see my Creative Imagination in the Sufism ofIbn 'Arabi, op. cit.,
pp. 279 ff Like Haydar Amuli, Qadi Sa'id Qummi was steeped in the writings of
Ibn 'Arabi, with whom the Shiite theosophers early discovered their affinity. Never
theless, there was one point on which they were unable to compromise and over
which they were forced to criticize him, namely the person of the " Seal" of the
walayah, (khatim al-walayah) who can only be the Imam. Gf my article 'Haydar
Amuli, theologien Shi'ite du soufisme', in Melanges Henri Masse (University of
Tehran, 1 964), and En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. I l l , Book 4, chapter I .
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not in the light, but is the light, the act of light, and this is the centre which
as such possesses the v irtue of surrounding . (The passage from m aterial
form to spiritual form corresponds to a process of intussusception, as when
a glove is turned inside out : the inside becom es the enveloping surface.)
A On the one hand, then, the m aterial centre-the site of the Temple
of the Ka' b ah as centre of the terrestrial world and of the geocentric
universe of the Spheres-by virtue of its hom ology with the centre of the
intelligible Spheres, has the privilege of m anifesting the T emple (Bayt
Allah, the " H ouse of God" ) in correspondence with the Throne of the
sovereign Unity ('arsh al-wahadanyah al-kubra). This latter is the pure
intelligible T emple {al-Bayt al- 'aqli) around which the pure sacrosanct
angelic Intelligences process (the Angeli intellectuals).
B. On the other hand, this terrestrial centre of the corporeal world
corresponds to the Glorious Throne ('Arsh majid) in the world of the Soul,
that is to say, the suprem e Sphere, which is the first to be affected by the
action of the World- Soul . This suprem e Sphere is the body which sur
rounds and envelops the univ erse (jism muhit bi'l-kul!J. The Glorious
Throne itself corresponds to the Sublim e Throne {'Arsh a 'zam) or Intelli
gence of the universe, a correspondence based on the fact that, if the
Intelligence is the centre of the intelligible Spheres, it simultaneously
envelops, surrounds and contains those same Spheres whose centre it is.
The hom ologation of category A establishes a correspondence between
the centre, and the centre as surrounded (muhdat), between the earthly
T em ple ofthe Ka'bah, around which the pilgrim s walk in procession, and
the T emple of sovereign Unity, around which the Angels process. The
hom ologation of category B establishes a correspondence between the
centre, and the centre as surrounding (muhit) : the Sublim e Throne contains
the intelligible Spheres, the Glorious Throne contains the astronom ical
Spheres, the Temple ofthe K a'bah contains, homologically and within its
" im aginal " structure, the totality . Thus, says Qadi Sa'id Qum m i , this
double correspondence is reflected from above down to the earthly Temple;
and he adds : "All this contains a mystery about which no one up till now
has, to my knowledge, said m ore than I have just said" (and we adm it to
sharing this opinion, so abstruse is our author' s text at this point) . 45
45 There are, besides, some variants between our ms . fol. 180 and the text edited by
M . Sabzavari, p. 1 77. It appears as though the editor incorporated into this text
certain marginal notes present in the manuscript he was using. I cannot make a
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T hus, no m atter where the nature of the T hrone or T em ple (the notions
overlap) is realized-whether in the spiritual or in the m aterial world-it
will always possess a comparable structure . The structure of the T e nt
which descended from Heav e n, and which the angel Gabriel set up for
Adam , is the structure of a spiritual form which contains its universe
within itself. Our author undertakes a detailed exam ination of this. The
hadith of the fifth I m am specified that the central pillar of the T ent that
cam e down from Heaven was m ade out of red hyacinth In fact, it typified the
Throne ofthe sovereign Unity, whose central pillar is the Suprem e Divine
Form revealed (al-uluhiyah al-kubra), which, in this context as in Ismaili
theosophy, is the first Intelligence of the plerom a, the suprem e Nous. 46 It is
by v irtue of this Nous that sum m its and abysses, Heav ens and Earths,
exist, as witnesses to this Unity . It is represented by the red hyacinth
because it totalizes two aspects . It is divine because it is the initial theo
phany of the Absconditum, and this divine aspect is absolute light. But at
the sam e tim e it is also creatural, and every creatural aspect is Darkness. It
encompasses both the aspect of the worshipped and that of the worshipper,
postulated by the very concept of div inity . According to the physics of our
authors, the colour red derives from the m ingling of whiteness, as an aspect
or dim ension of the L ight, with blackness, as an aspect or dim ension of
Darkness. This is the motifwhich Suhrav ardi introduces so arrestingly at
the beginning of the mystical recital he entitles The Purple Archangel-that
is, having the purple colour of the m orning or evening twilight, when day
is m ingled with night. 4 7
This T ent is supported and stabilized by four tent-pegs (awtad) 4 8 typify detailed comparison here, so I limit myself to hoping for a forthcoming critical
edition of Qadi Sa'id Qummi's great work.
46 On the word uluhiyah as a designation of the divinity manifest in the first Intelli
gence of the pleroma as a support for the name All ah (Deus revelatus), see my Trilogie
ismaelienne, op. cit., pp. 1 60- 1 6 1 , and my book Creative Imagination in the Sufism ofIbn
'Arabi, op. cit., pp. 1 12 ff. and 293-294.
47 Cf my translation ofthe 'Recit de l'archange empourpre', in L'Archange empourpre:
quinze traite 's etrecits mystiques, VI, Documents spirituels 1 4 (Paris, Fayard 1 976), pp.
2 0 1 - 2 1 3. Compare, too, the symbolism of the two wings of the angel Gabriel, one of
light and the other of darkness (ibid., VI I , pp. 236 ff.). This should be related to the
notion ofthe procession of the Intelligences; see above, note 36.
48 The Awtad also figure in the esoteric hierarchy, whose structure probably derives
from the image of the celestial Temple. Cf my Trilogie ismaelienne, op. cit., index s.v. ;
my book Creative Imagination in the Sufism ofIbn 'Arabi, op. cit., p. 45 note 15; my study
on Ruzbihan Baqli of Shiraz in En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. I l l, pp. 35 ff; and my
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ing universal Nature which, by means of its four aspects (cf above figs. 1
and 4), m aintains the order of the m aterial universe. Their colour is the
yellow of gold because universal Nature is both close to the intelligible
L ights, and finds rest on the Earth of m ateriality (ard al-hayulaniyah),
where it consolidates itself and leaves traces which take on the " tincture"
of the laws of physical reality.
The ropes of the celestial T e nt, described as being woven of threads as
fine as hair, are the irradiations of the Light of the Soul (ashi "at Nur al
Nafs) as a hypostasis em anating from the Intelligence, and they originate
in the " crenelles" (sharafat) of the higher world. They are violet in colour
because of their interm ediate position between the world of being at the
level of the pure Imperative-that is to say, the world of the cherubic
Intelligences-and the world of Matter and Nature. Just as for our authors
the colour red results from the m ingling of light with darkness (white with
black), the colour violet results from the m ingling of the colours yellow and
red
In short, the structure of the celestial Temple described in the hadith of
the fifth Im am typifies the rank and position of the Suprem e Intelligence
or Nous, designated above as " Muham m adan L ight" , Nur muhammadi. It is
the centre of the All, and as such it simultaneously surrounds and envelops
the totality of the intelligible and m aterial Spheres. As the central pillar of
the T emple of sovereign Unity, it is the Sublim e Throne which is God' s
Temple on the level o f the intelligible world (Jabarut). It i s the initial
T emple, the Temple in its idea-archetype, founded for a seraphic humanity
already in possession of the rank of Angel (al-anas al- 'aqliyun, which desig
nates the persons of light in the plerom a of the Fourteen Most Pure
One s), as well as for the Angels of the superior hierarchies, whom tra
ditional theosophy describes as the muhayyamun, those who are " m ade
ecstatic by lov e " . 4
Because all the universes symbolize with each other, this sam e Temple
exists in every univ erse in a form that corresponds to that universe . Below
L'Homme de lumiere dans te soufisme iranien (Chambery, Ed. Presence, 1 97 1 ; distr. Libr.
de Medicis, Paris) ; pp . 87-88 ; tr. N. Pearson, The Man ofLight in Iranian Sufism
(Boulder and London, Shambhala 1978), pp. 5 6 - 5 7 .
4 9 This should b e compared with th e us e o f th e same term i n Ibn 'Arabi ; cf my
Creative Imagination . . . , op . cit., pp . 3 1 1 ff. and 3 1 4. One could also refer to other
contexts, for example to the celestial Temple described in the Book ofEnoch, XIV,
10 ff., LXXI, 5 ff.
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the worl d of the Intelligenc e , and on the level of the worl d of the Soul

{malakut), is the Glori ous T hr o n e ('Arsh mqjitf), the T e m p l e o f G o d around
which the Proximate Angels (muqarrahun) go i n pro c e s si on. Furthermore ,
the form of mani fe s tati on of this Glori ous T hr o n e , sup r e m e Sphere or
ninth H e aven, is the l imit betwe e n the space in whi ch we ori e ntate
ourselves i n a c c or danc e with sens ory dat a , and the mundus imaginalis. T h e
worl d o f t h e Soul is thi s mundus imaginalis, a n d it c ontains t h e I m ag e 
archetyp e of each thi ng and then c e the I m ag e - archetype o f all the templ e s
a n d s anctuari e s where t h e nam e of God is c elebrate d . A t t h e level of
sidereal Natur e , in the fourth H e a v e n ( th e heav e n of the Sun and, i n

J e wish gnosis, o f the archang e l M i chael 5 ° ) is the T e m p l e c alled Bayt al

Ma'mur (the temple fre quent e d by the Ange l s ) . Originally this was the
T e mp l e of the first e arthl y K a ' b a h , but at the ti me o f the Flood it was
c arri e d off by the Angels t o the fourth H e av e n and di s app e ar e d for good
(like the H ol y Grai l ) from th e eyes o f m e n ; 5 1 it b e c am e the T em p l e a r ound
whi ch process the Angel s who are the moti v e S oul s of the Sphere s (the
Angeli caelestes: here hel i ocentri sm assum e s a role in angel ol ogy) .
F inally, at the level of the e arthl y world there is the K a ' b a h . B ut , as we
have j us t observ e d, the pre sent K a ' b a h bui l t by A b r a h a m i s only the
imitati on (or " hi s tory " , hikayah) of the K a ' b a h that was bui lt in the time of
Adam . I t is the T e mpl e o f G o d i n the world o f s e nsible phenomena, on the
m ateri al E arth, and it is homologous with the other T e mp l e s b e c aus e it is
the homol ogue on e a rth of the archetyp al c entr e (markaz asli). T h e Pro
phet r e c ords, in one of the r e cital s of hi s c elesti al as sumpt i on (mi'raj): " I t
was a s i f I were then c ont empl ating your own T e m p l e here, for every
archetype has its image " . I n the e ar thly T em p l e of the K a ' b a h as the
image of the archetyp al T e mpl e , e xplains Q azi S a ' i d Q u m m i , the B l ack
Stone c orresponds to the pillar of red hyacinth (the mysti cal r e as on for
this will shortly be s e e n, for the Black Stone i s the s ecret of the T e mp l e by
vi rtue of be ing the se cret of the spir itual life of m a n and of his pilgrimag e) .
T he T em p l e wal l s , and the veils with whi ch they are c ov er e d at the time of
the gr eat pil grim ag e , c orre spond to the violet tent - r o p e s , for in th e macro
c osm the " v e il s " signify the l evels in th e hi e r archy of soul s .
T h e r e r emain t h e four mysterious c orner-stone s , wh o s e provenanc e , as
50 Cf W . B ousset, Die Religion des Judentums i m spathellenistischen Zeitalter, 3rd e dn
(Tubingen, H. Gressman 1 926), p. 327.
51 Cf. the hadith c ited in my Hermeneu tique spiriluelle comparee, op. cit., note 149.
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we saw, are four different m ountains : Mount Safa, Mount Sinai, Mount
Salem , and Mount Abu Qubays. Their sym bolic function is determ ina
tive: the transfiguration of the m aterial Temple into a T emple of light, a
spiritual T em ple of faith. Qadi Sa' id Qum m i explains that these comer
stones correspond to the four tent-pegs of the archetypal T ent, of gold in
both substance and colour. They typify four lights from am ong the lights
of the walayah (anwar al-walayah). It is thanks to these lights that the
universe of being ('alam al-wujud) subsists at all, for the walayah is the
" divine dilection" which sanctifies the " Friends of God" , those through
whom God still watches over and cares for this world. The four lights in
question were those of Abraham , Moses, Jesus and Muham m ad. In
connection with this our author cites a tradition which m akes its appear
ance fairly frequently in Shiite texts : " According to the T orah, the Light
came (or as one v ariant has it: the Lord [al-Rabb} cam e) from Mount
Sinai. This light arose over Sa'ir. It shone from the m ountain of F aran. " It
is of value to us to be able to identify in this tradition, where the proper
nam es are simply Arabized, the exact translation of two Biblical verses
(Deuteronomy 3 3 : 2-3) 52
For our Shiite theosophers, this light is the light of the eternal prophetic
Reality, of the Verus Propheta who found support from prophet to prophet,
down to Muham m a d who was the Seal of prophecy (see above, fig. 3) .
That it com es from Sinai is a reference to the m ission of Moses. Its rising
over the m ountain of Seir (Sa' ir) is the symbol of the m ission of Jesus; its
splendour shining on the top of Mount Paran (Faran) typifies the final
prophetic mission of Muhamm ad. It is this light, also, which confers upon
the four comer-stones the mystical significance that elevates the trans
parent spiritual Temple above the fonn of the earthly one .
A The epiphany ('l11hur) of the L ight of prophecy began with Adam
and attained perfection in Abraham , through whom the religion of the
pure believers (millah hanifiyah) was m ade m anifest. Abraham was neither
Jew nor Christian; the religion of Abraham corresponds to the fundam en
tal constitution of m an as originally willed by his Creator (thefitrah). The
stone in the Syrian comer comes from Safa because it was on Safa that Adam
appeared to Eve (after their exile from Paradise), and because it was here
too that Abraham halted at the end of the m igration which he undertook
52 a Deuteronomy 33:2/3 (Moses' great prophetic benediction): " . . . the Lord came
fian Sinai, and :rrne up ficin Seir unto them; he shined fath fun ma.mt Paran . . ''
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in obedience to the divine summons for him to leave his c ountry . This is
indic ated by the Koran i c verse 14:37: " Oh our Lord, I have estab lished a
p art of my posterity in "a b arren valley, close to y our sacred Temp l e" (cf

fig- 7).

B. The stone from S inai c learly alludes to the rank and miss ion of
Moses with resp ect to proc laiming the pure prop heti c religion and the
institution ofthe divine Law (shari 'ah). It is in the Occidental corner, which
is reserved fa- Moses as a result of a subtle exegesis of the Koranic vers e
28 :44, where Muh amm ad is told : "You were not on the occidental s ide (of
S inai) when We charged Moses with his mis sion. "
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C. The stone from Salem (S alam) symbolizes the rank and miss ion of
Jesus . Th is is in the Yemenite corner, which is to the s outh and on the oriental
s ide. A Koranic verse states : "M ary am retreated from her family towards
a p lac e s ituated in the Orient " (1 9 : 1 6), and we already know that in this
retreat of M ary am' s "towards the Orient", lsmaili gnosis sees one of the
esoteric moments which are at the origin of Christ' s mis sion. 03 The
Yemenite c omer also suggests the reason why the my stical qualifications
of "Yemenite" and " Ori enta l" should be bestowed on one and the same
theosophy . 5 4 Here, Twelver Shiite gnosis stresses another asp ect: just as
Jesu s was the S eal of the walayah (divine dilection and initiation) imp arted
to the prophets who suc ceeded each other after A dam, so the first Imam,
'A li ibn A l i -Talib, was the S eal ofthe universal walayah imp arted to all the
"Friends ofGod " (Awliya' Allah), prophets and non-prophets . Thu s , he is
a sub stitute for Jesus (Qa�m maqam, locwn tenens), he who "answers for"
him, j ust as the twelflli Imam, the Imam of the Resurrection, in his tum
" answers for" the entice line of the prophets. In other words, the Imam
'All is in the same relation to Jesu s as the twelflli Imam is to all the Imams
and prophets . (Hence the names of S alem and Kufah associated in the
attestati on of the stone's origin.) Thus at the Yemenite c omer of the
Temp le, on the oriental side, Shiite meditation brings about the unification
of a prophetic Christianity with its own Imams, a unification also heralded in
the fact that Christ' s return must of nec essity b e prec eded by the appear
ance of the twelfth Imam. Moreover, the p lan of the heavenly Jerusalem
with its twelve gates c orresp onds to that of the Temp l e with its twelve
Imams.
D . Still on the oriental s ide, there remains the Iraqi corner, the comer in
which the Black Stone is emb edded, and whose "pi llar" typifies the
relation between all earthly things and the higher world of the Intelligence.
Since Abu Qub ay s was the p lace where A dam halted, this provenan c e is
doubtless a reminder that the secret of the Black Stone is linked to the
drama itself of Adam (see b el ow). But Q adi S a'id Qummi essentially
5 3 On lsmaili christo l o gy, see my Hermeneutique
54

In virtue ofthe traditi on stating that "faith is &om Yemen and wi s dom (theos ophy)

is Yemenite

spirituelle comparee, op. cit . , 1 0.

(al-im an yamani wa 'l-hikm ah yam aniyah)" . Henc e , for example in :Mir

D a ma d, the notion o f " oriental the o s ophy" (m ashriqiyah or ishraqiyah) coincides with
that of "Yemenite the o s ophy" , me aning a theosophy which is inspired: a mental
vi sion of the beings o f l i ght, not simply th e oreti cal s p e culation. Like Maryam, the
the o s opher g o e s "towards the O ri ent " , in the di rection marked by the c omer where
the me eting takes pl a c e b etween Jesus and the first Imam. Cf note 37 above.
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considers that this corner m arks the completion of the Temple (tamam al
Bayt), and that it typifies the perfection attained by the res religiosa. T he
function assum ed by the Iraqi corner within the T e m ple as a whole
corresponds in this way with that of the Seal ofprophecy, with whom the
m ission of all the prev ious prophets is finally completed.
This is how the configuration of the Temple of the Ka'bah is shown to
be hom ologous with that of the T em ples of the spiritual univ erses . This
T em ple, the centre of the terrestrial world, is the centre surrounded by the
procession of believers in this world; but at the sam e tim e it is the centre
which surrounds, because it is the Temple of the eternal prophetic Religion.
From being a m aterial form situated at the c entre of our world, the
Temple becom es the spiritual form that surrounds and contains our world
in its totality. Its corner-stones, the four great prophets, elevate it, as the
imm aterial T emple of faith, above its m aterial configuration, so that it
overhangs it (as in the Byzantine icon of St. George the imm aterial body
of the young hero contained the whole universe of his c ombat) . T he
thought of Qadi Sa'id Qum m i shows a sim ilar elan: as the m aterial
Ka' bah rests on its corner-stones, so the T hrone or Temple of eternal
Religion, the hierocosm os, subsists through its great prophets ; and this is
why the eighth Im am , 'Ali al-Rida, said : " The divine Religion will never
perish so long as the T em ple ofthe Ka' bah endure s " , the Temple, that is,
of faith which is the religion of the prophets . The sam e statem ent is m ade
in the Koranic verse 5 : 97: " God established the K a ' b ah as the sacred
T emple to be erected in perpetuity for hum an beings ''
The T em ple of the K a ' bah, explains our author, is so perfectly the
spiritual T em ple of faith that it could only disappear if the I m am ceased
to exist-the " hidden Im am " , that is, who is the mystical pole of the
earthly world of m en, without whose existence hum anity would not even
be able to keep itself in being; for the hidden I m am is the pole that invisibly
gathers around him self those through whom God still " cares for" this
world 5 5 This precisely is the spiritual T em ple which rem ains forever in
this world, by v irtue of the invisible presence of the hidden Im am . Here
par excellence it is proper to speak of the " Cloud over the sanctuary "
55 Cf En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. IV, Book 7. The existence of the invisible Imam as
the mystical pole of humanity is absolutely necessary if humanity is to continue to
exist. This idea is affirmed over and over again in the hadith (especially by Kulayni)
as in all the Shiite authors.
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(Eckhartshausen) . Finally, when we have understood the secret of the
Black Stone, we will understand that the secret of the Temple is the secret
of m an, and that he who has grasped it has the keys of the T emple in his
possession: on him has been bestowed the potestas clavium.
4. The area sutraunding the Temple: the "stations" ofthe angel Gabriel and of

Abraham. T h e little p l an dr a w n by Q a d i S a ' i d Q u m m i (see ab o v e , fig . 5 )
contains thr e e hi therto unr emark e d atte stati ons . 5 6 T o the left of the T e m p l e
w he n facing i t , a n d thus to t h e right of the T e m p l e envi sag e d a s a p e r s o n
facing the pil gri m-i n the oriental p a rt of i t , ther e fore-j ust b e si de the
thr e s h ol d, is a site m a rk e d by the l etter G. Thi s is the pl a c e or " st ati on"

(maqam) of the ang e l Gab r i e l . I n the occidental p a r t of the T e mpl e , to the
left ofthe " p e r s o n " ofthe T e m p l e (but to the ri ght of the p e r so n facing it) ,
in front of th e Syrian c orner, i s a site m ar k e d by the letter A. T h i s i s the
p l a c e or " st at i o n " of A b r a ha m . Finally, still i n the o c c i d ental p ar t , i s a site
m a r k e d by the l e tter H. T h i s is the hijr ofl shma e l , or the ho u s e o f l s h m a e l

{Bayt Isma 'il), whe r e h e buri e d his m o t h e r H a g a r a n d whe re h e him s el f i s
bur i e d . 5 7 T h e s e thr e e sites possess a n out s t a n di ng signi fi c ance i n c onne c 
ti on w i t h t h e struc ture and function of the T e m p l e of the K a ' b ah as a
spi ritual T e m p l e , that is to say, as a F o r m whe r e b y the mysti c attains to
the fullness o f his being. O u r author c onse quently sets a b out di s c o v e ri ng
the r e a s o n for their r e spective situs.
T h e pl a c e o f the ang el G ab r i e l i s expl aine d by the p r o m i n e nt p a r t
pl a ye d by this Ang e l with r e s p e c t t o A d a m , whe n, after hi s exile from
P a r a di s e , A d a m di s c o v e r e d the s e cret of the Black Stone (cf below, I I I ,
2 ) . T h e S t one i s e m b e dde d exactl y the r e , in the pillar e s tabl ishing a

c ommuni c ati on b e t w e e n t h e e ar thl y T e m p l e and the worl d ofthe I nt e l l i 
gences ( fi g . 6 ) w h o s e m o s t e mi ne nt figure is t h e ang el or archang e l
G abri e l . As the i ni ti ating angel of t h e prophets in general , and parti c ularly o f
t h e S e al of the pr ophets to whom he trans m i t s or di ctates t h e text o f the
H ol y B ook, the ang e l Gabr i e l fi gur es l argely i n the writing s of I sl ami c
the o l ogi a ns and phi l os opher s . H e i s b oth the angel o f Knowl e dg e and of
Re v e l ati o n, H ol y Spirit a n d active I ntelligenc e . 5 8 I t follows that his pl a c e
56 Here begins the third chapter o f Kitab asrar al-Hajj, op. cit., fol. 181-182.
57 Cf SafinatBihar al-Anwar I, p. 225.
58 One could write a sizeable monograph on the figure and role ofthe angel Gabriel in
the theology, philosophy and theosophy of lslam, as well as in Islamic spiritual lite
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should be at the threshold of the Tem ple, on the oriental side, by the pillar
of the Black Stone, because, explains Qadi Sa' id Qum m i , it is he who
receives the mystical pilgrim s on their arriv al there. " He m akes their
perfect spirits m ount up to the world of the beings ofpure light, he brings
them into the presence of the Master of the house . " He it is who brings
them " into the neighbourhood of the Temple ofGod which is in the world
of the Intelligence (see above, I I . 3) . . . Those who take refuge in the
Temple enclosure the Angel leads into delicious shade (Koran 4 : 57), into
a place of safety ( 44 : 5 1 ). On those that possess the aptitude for it he sheds
knowledge which derives from the Principle who is the source of all
Em anation (al-Mabda ' al-fayyad). He leads those who thirst after high
spiritual knowledge (ma 'arif haqiqiyah) to the wells of sweet clear Water, to
the living waters of the Kawthar ( 1 08 : 1 ) " .
Furtherm ore, on the occidental side of the T emple is the house of lshm ael.
Our author sees this as a symbol of what is frequently expressed in Arabic
by saying that the son is the secret (sirr, the esoteric meaning) of his father.
This is how the person of Abraham is to be approached in order to
understand his place and function on the occidental side of the Temple of
the Ka'b ah, in front of the Syrian corner or " pillar" . It is here that the
symbolic justification of this " station" of Abraham ' s leads our author into
a full-scale recapitulation of the hom ologies whereby the visible and
invisible universes symbolize with each other, in the course of which the
supports or " b e arers" of each of these " Throne s " are also hom ologized
with each other. The nom enclature differs som ewhat from the previous
one (see abov e, I I , 3), but the correspondence is easily established.
1 . There is what Qadi S a'id Qum m i here calls 'A rsh al-Sarir, and which
is identifiable without difficulty as the eighth Heaven, the immense heaven of
the Fixed Stars (the Kursi or Firmamentum). This is the " T hrone in the
firm am ent" where the constellations of the zodiac are distributed. Further
m ore, and m ost rem arkably, we see the reappearance here, in our Shiite
theosophers, of explicit traces of Ezekiel's fam ous v ision. Mulla Sadra
Shirazi, for his part, has preserved a tradition explaining the division of
the signs of the zodiac by the four figures of Ezekiel' s v ision. 59 These four
in general. In the Diarium spirituale where Ruzbihan Baqli described his visions, this
figure often recurs, entrancing the visionary with the beauty ofhis features. Cf En
Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. I l l , pp. 47, 48, 50-52 and 6 3 .
5 9 C f Ezekiel. 1:10 and Revelation 4: 7 (the vision ofthe four "living creatures", hayyoth).
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figures-Man, Lion, Eagle, and Ox or Bull-are here the four supports of
the Throne or T em ple of the firm am ent (fig. 8).
2. There is the Throne or T emple of the visible cosmos ('Arsh al-Mulk),
the Throne in the Sphere of Spheres or suprem e Sphere, which englobes
the totality of the universes that are manifest to the senses. We m ay recall
that this universe is defmed by four limits (fig. 1, the limits which engender
the cubic form). These four lim its, which apply to all beings, are respec
tively designated here as the v olum e of a being (jism, or its configuration,
surah); its spirit (ruh); its nourishm ent and growth; and its level of
realization. These are the four comers of the T emple or Throne of the
Mulk. Their hom ologues and also their supports are an archangelic tetrad
and a tetrad of prophets (that is, in the malakut and also in the hierocos
mos) : a. Adam and the archangel Seraphiel are the supports of the forms
ofbeings at the m om ent when the spirit is breathed into them ; b. Muham 
m ad and Gabriel are the supports of the spirits and of their realization; c.
Abraham and Michael ensure the subsistence ofbeings; d. the Im am 'Ali
and Azrael determ ine eschatologically their final level of realization. 60
There are eight supports, therefore, for the 'Arsh al-Mulk (fig. 8).
3 . There is the Throne of Knowledge and Religion ('Arsh al- 'Ilm wa 'l
Din) which, as we already know, also possesses eight supports (see above,
fig. 3). These are four great prophets from am ong the ancients-Noah,
Sadra Shirazi develops this theme at length in his monumental commentary on
Kulayni's Usul mina't-Kafi, in cormection with the verse ofthe Tlrrone (Ayat al-Kursi}
referred to in the hadith of the Imams (cf Kafi, K. al-Tawhid, chapter XX, on the
'Arsh and the Kursi, and Sadra Shirazi's commentary, lith. Tehran n. d., pp . 309 ff,
3 1 4 ff) . It is evident that Qadi Sa'id Qtunmi, fol. 1 8 1b, was familiar with this
commentary. A comparison should one day be made between all that has been
written in Islamic theosophy about the " Throne" and the mystique of the " Throne"
(theMerkabah) in Jewishgnosis. Cf Gershom G. Scholem,Les Grands Courants de Ia
mystiquejuive (Paris, 1 950), pp . 53 ff; tr. Major trends in Jewish mysticism (New York,
Schocken, 1 976) . See also 5 Enoch or the Hebrew Book ofEnoch, ed. and trans . H .
Odeberg (Cambridge, 1 928), index s.v. Ezekiel's vision and the vision o f the
Apocalypse are the source of the "tetramorph" in Western icono&raphy; magnificent
examples of it exist in Coptic and Carolingian art, signs of a Christendom in which
the initiatic tradition was still alive.
60 In order to simplify the schema, Azrael is here allotted the fimction which our
author doubles in the fimctions of Ridwan and Malik . The Imam's eschatological
fimction should be returne d to the body of Shiite doctrine; cf fur example Abu'l
Hasan Sharif Isfahani, Tafsir Mir'at al-Anwar (Tehran, 1 375 A. H . ) , p. 9 (on this
work, see my report inAnnuaire de l' Ecole pratique des Hautes-Etudes, cited in note
1 4 above) . Shiism, as the religion of the walayah, is the religion of love as regards the
theophanic persons or forms {mazahir} who are the twelve Imams . The love or the
hostility he bears them makes the paradise or the hell within man.
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Abraham , Moses and Jesus-and on the other side the four Muham m adan
figures : the prophet Muham m ad and the first three Im ams, 'Ali ibn Abi
T a lib, H as an ibn 'Ali, and Husayn ibn 'Ali 61
4. T here is the T hrone of Sovereign Unity ('Arsh al-wahdaniyah al-ku
brd), whose supports (see abov e, fig. 6) arc four in num ber: Intelligence,
Soul, Nature and Matter (the Intelligence or Sublim e Throne is the
central pillar of red hyacinth) .
Thus, there is sym m etry between 'Arsh al-wahdaniyah and 'Arsh al-Sarir
(of Ezekiel's vision), in that they each have four supports, and there is
symm etry between 'Arsh al-Mulk and 'Arsh al- 'Ilm wa'l-Din, each of which
possesses eight supports. This in no way comprom ises the correspondences
of all the Throne s or Temples am ongst them selves.
With this recapitulation completed, and Abraham ' s rank am ong the
supports of the other Thrones or T emples specified, the m eaning of his
place in the area surrounding the earthly T emple ofthe Ka' bah should be
quite clear.
This meaning is linked essentially to the function of the spiritual T emple .
Abraham is there first of all because the prophets and the Im am s are the
" Face of God" (Wajh Allah), and by orientating oneself towards them one
turns towards God. But m ore precisely, Abraham ' s place is there on the
left, on the occidental side of the T em ple envisaged as a personfacing the
pilgrim , because this occidental situs conceals Abraham ' s exemplary mys
tical significance, whereby Abraham , builder of the T em ple, m akes the
pilgrim fit to approach the T em ple (polestas clavium) and to be introduced
by the angel Gabriel into the spiritual world. His place is there in front of
the Syrian corner, whose stone comes, as we saw, from Safa, where
Abraham dwelt in exile. He is associated " functionally" with the archangel
Michael because, although the subsistence and growth of beings in general
devolve mystically upon the archangel Michael, the subsistence and growth
of believers and the children of believers devolve upon Abraham the
prophet. Now, in the physiology of the hum an body, nutrition is a process
pertaining to the " left (or occidental) side " , because food travels, or
" em igrates " {ightirab), in the person whom it nourishes, by way of the left
side-which is the side of the heart.
61 M. Sabzavari, ed. cit., p. 1 84, note 1 , refers, in connection with this theme, to texts
by Kulayni, Nasiruddin Tusi and Ibn Abi Jumhur Ahsa'i. Unfortunately, we
cannot expand on this here .
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Moreov er, Abraham is called the intim ate Friend of God (Khalil) be
cause the ground of his being is intim ately involved with his love for God
and the love of his God is intim ately involved with his being, 6 2 in an
intim acy comparable to that of food when it mixes with and is assim ilated
into the body of him whom it nourishes. Seen in this light, Abraham ' s
position with regard t o the mystical physiology o f the T emple envisaged
as a person is surely on the left side, the Occident or maghrib. The maghrib is
the place of setting and exile: thus, the double implication of the root of the
Arabic word (gh-r-b : the setting star and the exile who emigrates) gives
rise to the whole mystical m eaning of the personage of Abraham . Abraham is
he who goes into exile towards the " supreme horizon" (al-ufq al-mubin, the
horizon where the Angel appeared to the Prophet, Koran 8 1 : 23); he
disappears from him self and is concealed from both universes. A hadith of
the sixth Im am declares " I slam began in exile and will once m ore be in
exile as at the beginning. Happy are the exiles! " Abraham typifies the
spiritual exile whose place is not in this world; and the spiritual exile, the
stranger to this world, becom es the instrum ent through which God still
watches over this world. As one tradition has it: " It is through the
prophets that God watches over m en" , and according to an inspired
(qudsi) hadith, fam ous am ong the mystics of lslam , it is of this exile and
stranger that God said: "I am the eye through which he sees, the hearing
through which he hears, the hand with which he feels, the foot with which
he walks . . . "
T h e mystic whom Abraham typifies by the involvem ent ofhis intim ate
being with div ine love is the spiritual m an whose person, in concealing
itself from this world, simultaneously becomes the West or Occident of the
div ine Light (maghrib Nur Allah), that is to say, becomes the mystical place
where this Light declines, exiles itself, and conceals itself in this world in
order to dwell in this world. T hus the dram a of Adam exiled into this
world achieves its denouem ent in Abraham exiling himselffrom this world;
for it is in Abraham exiledfrom this world and a stranger to it that the
divine light will itself be exiled into this world. If the divine Light did not
thus exile itself into this world, concealed in those who exile themselves
62 On the reasons fcr associating the prophet Abraham with the archangel Michaelreasons which also make him worthy to be called an intimate :fiiend (Khalil}, and
thereby illuminating with the light of Islamic mysticism the "philoxenia" of Abraham
in the famous icon by Andrei Rubliev-see my Creative Imagination . . . , op. cit., pp.
3 1 5- 3 1 6
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from this world in order to be, without m en's knowledge, the receptacles
of this L ight, God would cease to watch over this world, to " care for" it. It
would be hard to find a m ore beautiful symbol than this placing of
Abraham on the " occidental side " of the T em ple to signify that m an, in
contemplating the form of the spiritual T emple of faith, configurates his
own inner form of light, after the example of Abraham the exile building
the T em ple of Light. This is what we hav e called the potestas clavium
bestowed on the believer. From this point onwards, the mystical meaning
of the pilgrim age and the rites of pilgrim age present them selves in all
clarity to the inner vision.
III. The esoteric meaning of the pilgrimage to the Temple ofthe Ka 'bah
I . The procession '�n Heaven ': A traditional teaching am ong the spiritual
m asters of Islam says that there are two sorts of pilgrim age : one is the
pilgrim age ofthe comm unity of the faithful ('awamm), who trav el in order
to visit the Holy Places, and the other is the pilgrim age of the initiated
mystics (khawass), and is the desire for the Face of the div ine Friend. Just
as exoterically there is a T emple of the K a'bah which orientates the gaze
of created beings (a K a'bah which is their Qiblah), so esoterically there is a
Ka ' bah which is the object of contemplation of the divine gaze, and this is
the heart of m an. T he m aterial Temple is the K a'bah around which the
pilgrim s walk in procession; the K a'bah of the he art is the place where the
divine graces process. T he first is the goal of pious trav ellers, and the
second is the place where the pure Lights descend. The former is the
house, the latter the Master of the house. For each of us there is a direction
(Qiblah) towards which he orientates himself, and which is his personal
Ka ' bah. Whichever way he turns, he meets the face of the Friend, the
Face, that is, with which the Deus absconditus is revealed to him and
becomes for him the Deus revelatus. This F ace, which mysteriously reveals
the Ineffable in the lineam ents ofthe Friend, is what is known in Shiism as
the Im am , and could be said to be the secret at the heart of Shiite
spirituality 63 -the secret that we will discover when the pilgrim age has
been explained.
63 This is a faithful summary of a long Persian armotation by M. Sabzavari, op . cit.,
p. 184, and it testifies to the spiritual sense of a present-day Iranian theologian. The
Koranic verses with which it concludes are among the most popular in Shiite
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The earthly Temple of the Ka'bah, being a centre, is the place around
which the ritual circum am bulations are perform ed. The Temple possesses
a celestial archetype, and the ritual too possesses one, since every centre is
hom ologous with every other, and the circum ambulation is associated
with the actual idea of the centre . Qadi Sa'id Qum m i explains 64 how
around the archetypal centre, the initial T emple in the intelligible world,
goes the procession, m a de up-as we saw above (II, 3)---o f a seraphic
hum anity of pure Light and of the Angels of the highest hierarchies who,
through unassuage d nostalgia and an ecstasy of love, encircle in their
flight the area surrounding the Sublim ity. In the sam e way, the pilgrim s
walk in procession around the Temple on the Earth of absence and
separation, in com m em oration and as a rem inder of the state of this
superior seraphic hum anity (the Fourteen Most Pure Ones). The initial
divine Intention manifests itself from universe to universe by manifesting
eo ipso the constant correspondence between the things above and the
things below.
Nevertheless, between the suprem e degree ofthe Temple in the world of
the Intelligence and the plane of terrestrial Nature where the T emple of
the K a ' b ah rises, there are m any interm ediate stages, and it is here that
the dram a is played out, the symbolic story whose denouement is the
building of the e arthly Ka' bah. There is a long traditional recital on this
them e which goes back to the fifth Im am, Muhamm ad al-Baqir. The
dram a " in H e av en" begins at the m om ent when God announces to the
Angels: "I will install a vicar on Earth" (2:30), thus announcing the
appearance of Adam , ofthe e arthly hum an Form , in the capacity of God' s
Caliph in the universe of Nature .
This episode " in Heav en" , a s m editated in I sm aili gnosis, i s the key to
sacred history; but for I sm aili as for Twelver Shiite gnosis, the Angels to
whom God m akes this announcem ent are not the Angels of the higher
hierarchies 65 For Qadi Sa'id Qum m i , the Angels in question are those of
spirituality: "Everyone has a part of heaven towards which he orientates himself
(�: 1 48)., and "Whichever way yc:u tum, there is the Face of God" (2: 1 1 ?): the Face
which is the Imam, he woo guides, because in it is revealed the Friend. Herein is
contained the SLnl1 of Shiite mysticism.

64 Here begins the fourth chapter ofKitah asrar al-Hajj, op. cit., fol. 182 and 182b.
65 Cf my Hermeneutique spirituel!e comparee, op . cit. , note 1 49, on the interpretation given
by Ismaili gnosis, using the text ofthe hadith of the Imam Ja'far, of the episode "in
Heaven" , where his father, the Imam Muh. al-Baqir, beside the Ka'bah itself,
teaches a mysterious stranger about the Temple's celestial origin.
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the physical universe (Mala 'ikah tabi 'iyah), who are the malakut of our
visible world-the malakut, as we s aid, " where our symbols are taken
literally" . These are the Angels who are seized with am azem ent and fear
in the face of the divine announc em ent of the khalifah entruste d to terres
trial Man. For it seemed to them that because o f the purity o f their nature
there was nothing that could surpass it in nobility, and that this spiritual
khalifah should hav e com e to them . " Will you, " they ask, " establish on
Earth a being who will create disorder and shed blood? " . . . "I know," came
the reply, " what you do not" (2 : 30). Then they understood the limit of their
knowledge and the insufficiency of the ir power. The div ine reply is seen by
them as the effect of a divine displeasure , as though the divine Light were
being veiled from them . T ha t is why, explains the recital of the I m am ,
they sought refuge close to the Throne where seventy thousand Angels
com e each day ; they w ent around it in procession for seven days or seven
thousand ye ars. This v ariant of days or years possesses little significance
when it is a question of " subtle tim e " (zaman latij) ; only the number seven is
im portant, because it always symbolizes in this episode the interv al o f lost
tim e to be m ade up , the " lo st tim e of eternity " which is redeemed by the
seven periods or " m illenia" of the cycle of prophecy . 66 This, explains our
author, is why seven ritual circum am bulations are perform e d around the
earthly Ka' b ah, one for each millenium
Since the Angels are those of the physical univ erse, the Thr one around
which they go during this episode is the T em pl e of the S oul of the
universe ; the T em ple, that is, in the w orld of the malakut, described in the
form of its physical m anifestation as the Glori ous Throne (the ninth
Sphere ; see above, I I , 3 ) . Its sym bolic description signals both its differ
ence from and its s im ilarity to the T emple or Throne o f the S overeign
Unity, symbolized in the T e nt descended from heav en. The Throne ofthe
malakut or T em ple in the world of the S oul is m ade, explains the Im am ' s
recital, of a m arble of imm aculate whiteness, exempt from all the impurities
of physical m aterial m odalities (a T em ple, therefore, m ade of the all
subtle m atter of the mundus imaginalis). Its roof is of red hyacinth. We have
already seen how the colour red derive s from the m ingling of Light with
Darkness, and that it symbolizes the state o f being in which the Div ine,
that is light, m ingles with the cre atural darkness. Furthe rm ore, this roof is
66 On this point, cf. my Trllogie ismaelienne, op. cit , index s.v. sept.
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the reality itself of the world of the malakut its " soul" (al-naft al-malakuti
yah), because the soul is like a diadem placed on the body, like the
flowerhead of a plant or the roof in relation to the T emple. The columns of
the T emple are here m ade out o f green emerald, because they are the traces
em anating from the outpouring of the Soul of the universe over the
univ ersal body, and because the colour green is m ore or less the m ean
between white and red (as in the T em ple of the Sovereign Unity the violet
colour of the ropes was the m e an between the yellow gold of the world of
Intelligences and the red resulting from the mingling ofthe Divine with the
Cre atural) .
Every detail, every colour, ofthe structure of the T emple is rich with a
symbolism that should be explained with the help of m any comparisons.
We cannot do this here; we can only emphasize some suggestive points.
God looked with love on the initiativ e taken by the Angels of the malakut,
and comm anded them to " descend to Earth" in order to build a T emple
there which would be the im age (the im itation, hikayah, the " history " ) of
the T emple in the world o f the Soul. This was the T emple around which
Adam , and then his children, performed their peram bulations in im itation
of the Angels of the malakut. Yet at the tim e of the Flood, the Angels carry
off this T ern ple on earth and transfer it to the fourth Heaven.
The profound significance of the Flood, not as a geological event but as
a spiritual cataclysm , is m ade apparent in this transference of the Temple .
Brought to earth by the Angels, like the Holy Grail of our Western
traditions, the T em ple is swept away by the Angels from m en's gaze when
the latter hav e becom e incapable or unworthy of seeing it. 6 7 Abraham , the
spiritual exile, will rebuild a T emple on earth on the foundations of the
vanished Temple. This is how the Abraham ic pilgrim , in performing the
external rituals, knows that his true pilgrim age is being accomplished
around an invisible T emple within the space of the malakut.
2 . The secret of the Black Stone and the motif of the Pearl. F r om here we pass to

the ultim ate and decisive question: what is the function o f the spiritual
T emple with respect to the esoteric m eaning of the rites of pilgrim age,
when these are perceiv ed as configurating the T emple's spiritual fonn ? In
67 On the spiritual meaning of the Flood and the story ofthe removal ofthe Ka'bah to
Heaven by the Angels, see note 65 above. See also §§ 6 and 9 of the same study (the
theme ofNoah and the Flood as it is treated by Swedenborg and in Ismaili gnosis).
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the absenc e of this form the pilgrimage woul d not possess an e s ot eri c
m e aning, for man configures both his o wn spiritual form thr ough that o f
t h e T e mpl e , and t h e T e mpl e ' s spi ritual form i n ac c or dance wi th his own
inner form . T hi s c onformity or symmorphosis of the spiritual T e mpl e with
m an , by virtue of whi c h the i nvi sible T empl e is m an' s spiritual form , is the
secret of the Bl ack Stone . T h e Black Stone is the s e cret of the T em p l e and
th e se cret o f m an , the e soteri c aspect o f b oth . T h e configur ati on of each of
the m , in the state ofa spiritual form that is more truly subsi stent than the
materi al form whi c h is temp orari l y vi sible , dep ends on a pilgrimage
ac complished throughout an e ntire lifetime; for an entire lifetime is ne eded to
" give form" to the spiri tual T e m p l e . The Black Stone is i n s ome sense the
key to the celesti al T e m p l e .
I n the course o f a c onversati on with one of hi s disciples,6 8 the sixth
I m am , J a ' far al - Sadiq, asks:

" D o you know what the Stone (al-hajar)

wa s ? " N o , the di scipl e does not know, and the I m am goes on to expl ai n i t
to him in a symbol i c r e cital whi ch, for all its seemi ng simpl icity, posse sse s
a remark ab l e density of allusi on. T h e und e rtaking or pact (mithaq) m en
ti oned in the recital is, i n Shiite term s , the triple att e s tati o n of the U ni qu e
of Uni que s, t h e e xoteri c mission of the p r o p h e t s , a n d t h e e soteric mission
of the I m a ms ; 6 9 this is the totality e xpr e s s e d, as we s aw, by the spiritual
form of the T e mp l e . M oreover, in order to unde r s t and the re cital of the
I m a m J a ' far, we must perceive, like Q a di S a ' i d Q um m i , the al lusion it
makes t o thr e e levels of universe t o whi ch thi s un dertaking is pr o claimed,
b e c ause the r e ality of M a n i s mani fested succ essively at each l evel of the
descending hi erarchy of th e universe s : i n the world of the I ntell igenc e, in
th e worl d of the Soul-the subtl e corp oreity of the mundus imaginalis-and
in the phys ic al terre strial worl d. S hi ite herme neuti c s has re flected on this
unde rtaking-the pact and its cons e que n c e s-by j o i ni ng toge ther two
Koranic vers e s : that in whi c h G o d asks all hum a ni ty, whi c h is mysti cally
g athe r e d together, " Am I not your L o rd? " (7: 1 72 ) , and the verse c ontain
i ng the statement : " T he trust that w e offered to sky, e arth and m ountains ,
all have refused t o shoul der, they tr embl e d t o rec eiv e i t . M a n has agre e d
t o shoul der it: he i s violent a n d ignorant " (3 3 : 7 2 ) . I f inde e d, as H ay d a r
Amul i exp l ains , m a n had need of a sublime folly in order t o ac c ept the
burden of such a trust, this subl ime folly was to dege nerate i nto a folly
68 Here begins the fifth chapter ofKitah asrar al-Hajj, fol. 1 820- 1 84.
69 a En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. IV, general index s.v. mithaq.
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pure and simpl e whi ch m a de hi m viol ate it . T h e secret of the trus t
confide d to him is what al l Shiite gnosis has att empted to express in its
esoteric I m amology. I recall this very briefly here, because Adam ' s betrayal
and the secret of the Black Stone are c onne cte d.
" T he Ston e , " e xpl ains the I m a m , 7 0 " was once an Ange l among the
princes of the Ang els before G o d . Wh e n God received the Angel s' under 
t ak ing, thi s Ang el w a s th e fi r s t to tak e his o ath and agree to the p a c t . So
God c hose hi m to be the trustworthy follower to whom he could entrust
all his cre ature s . He c aus ed him to abs orb , to " s wallow " , the pact and
confided it to hi m in trust, and on men He laid the charg e ofrenewing each
year in front of thi s Ang el their agre e m ent to the pact and to the promi se
H e h a d rec eived from them . T hus God placed this Angel wi th Adam i n
Par a di s e , to make A da m mindful ofhis undertaking and so that he could
renew hi s agre ement every year before the Angel . When A d am had
betraye d and had dep arted from P aradi s e , he forgot the promi se and the
under t aking that God had received from him . . . And when Go d had
re turn e d to A dam ( Koran 2 : 37), he gave to thi s Angel the appear anc e o f a
white pearl, a n d h e c a s t t h e pe arl out of P ar adise towards A dam , when
Adam was still on the E arth of i n di a . " The tradition ac cording t o whi ch
the m an A d am app e ar e d in Ceylon is common in Shiism ; in I sm aili gnosi s
it is appl i e d to a primordi al and universal A da m , Pananthropos, who is not
ye t the ini tial Adam of our pres ent cycle 7 1 T h e isl and of Ceylon signi fies
onl y an initi al stage i n the coming of physi c al terr estrial man.
T h e recital c ontinue s . A dam noti c e s this pearl; he b e c om e s familiar with
it but doe s not r e c ognize it, se eing i t as nothi ng but a stone . But with
divine p ermi ssion, the pearl begins to spe ak : " O h Adam ! do you recogni ze
m e ? " - " N o . " - " Sur e l y S atan (Shaytan) has triumphed within you, since
he makes you forget the m em o ry of your L o r d . " At this mom ent the pearl
assum e s his original form, as the Angel who was Adam ' s c ompani on in
P aradi s e . " O h Adam ! whe r e are your promi se and your undertak ing? "
Adam starts ; the m e m or y of the divine p act r eturns to him , and he we e p s .
He kisses t h e whi te pearl-the Ang el-and r enews his agre e m ent t o the
promi se and the p ac t . T h e n God gives t o the white pe arl, pure and
70 The text ofthis hadith is given in the great encyclopaedia of Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar,
vol. VII (Tehran) p. 339, and Safinah I, p. 225.
7 1 On the differentiation between the spiritual Adam (Adam rnhani), the universal
Adam (Pananthropos), and the partial Adam who inaugurated our present cycle of
occultation, see my Trilogie ismaelienne, op. cit., index s.v. Adam.
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the abs enc e of this form the p i lgrimag e would not possess a n esoteric
m e aning, for m an configures both his own s p ir itual form throug h that of
the T emple, and the T emple ' s s p ir itual form in accordance with his own
inner form . This c onformity or symmorphosis of the spiritual T emple w ith
man, by v irtue o f whi ch the invisible T em p l e is m an' s s piritual form , i s the
s ecret of the Black Stone . T he Black Stone is the s e cret of the T e mple and
the s e cret of m an, the e s oteric aspect o f b oth . The configuration of each of
them , in the state of a spiritual form that is m ore truly subs istent than the
material form which is temporarily visible, depends on a pilgrimag e
accomplished throughout

an

entire lifetime ; for

an

entire lifetime is needed to

" g iv e form" to the spir itual Temple . The Black Stone is in some s ense the
key to the celestial T e mp l e .

In the c ours e of a conv ers ati on w ith one of his disciples, 68 the s ixth

Imam , J a' far al- Sadi q, ask s : " D o y ou know what the Stone (al-hqjar)
was ? " N o , the disciple does not know, and the I m am g oes on to explain it
to him in a symbolic recital which, for all its s eeming simpl icity , possesses
a r emark ab l e dens ity of allus i on. The undertaking or pact (mithaq) men
tioned in the recital is, in Shi ite term s, the trip le attes tation ofthe Unique
o f Unique s , the exoteric mission of the prophe ts , and the es oteric mission
o f the I m am s ; 6 9 this is the total ity expres s e d, as we saw, by the sp iritual
form of the Temp l e . Moreover, in order to unders tand the rec ital of the
I m am J a' far, we must perceiv e, like Q a di Sa' i d Qumm i , the allusi on it
makes to thre e levels ofuniv ers e to whi ch this undertak ing i s proclaim e d,
because the reality ofMan is mani fe sted successiv ely at each lev el of the
descending hi erarchy of the univ ers e s : in the world of the Intelligence, in
the world of the Soul-the s ubtle c orpore ity of the mundus imaginalis---and
in the phy s i cal terrestrial world. Shiite he rmeneutics has reflected on this
undertaking -the pact and its c ons e quenc e s -by j o i ning together two
Korani c v ers e s : that in which God asks all humanity, which is mystically
gathered tog ether, " Am I not y our L o r d ? " (7 : 1 7 2) , and the v erse contain
ing the statement: " Th e trust that we offered to sky, earth and m ountains ,
all hav e refused to shoul der, they trem bled to receive it. Man has agree d
to shoulder i t : he is violent and ignorant" ( 33 : 7 2 ) . I f inde e d, as H ay dar
Amul i explains, man had need of a sublime folly in order to accept the
burden of such a trust, this subl ime folly was to degenerate into a folly
68 Here begins the fifth chapter ofKitab asrar al-HajJ; fol.. 1 82b-1 84.
69 a En Islam iranien, op. cit. , vol. IV, general index s.v. mithaq.
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pure and simple which m ade him violate it. The secret of the trust
confided to him is what all Shiite gnosis has attempted to express in its
esoteric Im am ology. I recall this very briefly here, because Adam ' s betrayal
and the secret of the Black Stone are connected.
" The Stone, " explains the Im am , 70 "was once an Angel am ong the
princes o f the Angels before God. When God received the Angels' under
taking, this Angel was the first to take his oath and agree to the pact. So
God chose him to be the trustworthy follower to whom he could entrust
all his creatures . He caused him to absorb, to " swallow", the pact and
confided it to him in trust, and on m en He laid the charge of renewing each
year in front o f this Angel their agreement to the pact and to the prom ise
He had received from them . Thus God placed this Angel with Adam in
Paradise , to m ake Adam m indful of his undertaking and so that he could
renew his agreem ent every year before the Angel. When Adam had
betrayed and had departed from Paradise, he forgot the prom ise and the
undertaking that God had received from him . . . And when God had
returne d to Adam (Koran 2 : 37), he gave to this Angel the appearance of a
white pear� and he cast the pe arl out of Paradise towards Adam , when
Adam was still on the Earth o f l ndia. " The tradition according to which
the m an Adam appeare d in Ceylon is com m on in Shiism ; in Ismaili gnosis
it is applied to a prim ordial and universal Adam , Pananthropos, who is not
yet the initial Adam of our present cycle . 71 T he island of Ceylon signifies
only an initial stage in the com ing of physical terrestrial m an.
T he recital continues . Adam notices this pearl; he becomes fam iliar with
it but does not recognize it, seeing it as nothing but a stone. But with
divine perm ission, the pearl begins to speak: " Oh Adam ! do you recognize
m e ? " -"No . " -" Surely Satan (Shaytan) has triumphed within you, since
he m akes you forget the m em ory of your Lord. " At this m om ent the pearl
assum es his original form , as the Angel who was Adam ' s companion in
Paradise. " Oh Adam ! where are your prom ise and your undertaking? "
Adam starts; the m em ory of the divine pact returns to him , and he weeps.
He kisses the white pearl-the Angel-and renews his agreem ent to the
promise and the pact. Then God gives to the white pearl, pure and
70 The text ofthis hadith is given in the great encyclopaedia of Maj lisi, Bihar al-Anwar,
vol. V I I (fehran) p. 3 39, and Sqfinah I, p. 225 .
7 1 On the differentiation between the spiritual Adam (Adam ruhani), the universal
Adam (Pananthropos), and the partial Adam who inaugurated our present cycle of
occultation, see my Trilogie ismaelienne, op . cit. , index s .v. Adam .
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splendid, the appearance of the Stone (for such is the appearanc e it wears
in a world given over to Darkness), and this is the Stone that Adam carries
on his shoulder as far as Arabia. He m akes this j ourney in the company of
the angel Gabriel, a fact whose significance will shortly becom e apparent.
When he is tired by the weight ofthe Stone, the angel Gabriel relieves him
of it and takes his turn at carrying it-a m agnificent symbol, seem ing to
say that only another Angel can m om entarily relieve m an of the burden of
the Angel, that is to say of the pact that inv olves all his destiny with regard
to the spiritual world. Each day and each night, Adam renews his mystical
undertaking to this Stone that had been the testim ony ofhis Paradise, and
in whose company he advances until he arrives at the site ofthe T em ple in
Mecca. Here, as we know, in obedience to the divine comm and, the
Angels of the malakut of our world erected a Temple in the im age of the
T emple that had been their refuge " in Heav en" , and the Black Stone is
embedded in the corner of the Temple whose mystical correspondences
hav e already been pointed out to us . On this spot, the recital continues,
God received the undertaking of the sons of Adam , and we are present at
the repetition-or the continuation-on earth of the dram a that took
place " in Heav en" .
We are in agreem ent with Qadi S a'id Qum m i that there is no doubt
that the I m am ' s recital explains the secret of the white Pearl (" white " here
meaning wholly pure and splendid) by the deploym ent of this secret in
three settings : the world ofthe Intelligence, the world ofthe Soul, and our
physical world. On each level, hum an beings exist in a form whose
subtlety progressiv ely decreases; on each of these levels, they utter the
triple undertaking in a language that corresponds to their m odality of
being on that level. On the level of the world ofpure angelic Intelligences,
their utterance is in the language of these Intelligences. This is the first
episode in our recital, where it is said that the Angel who was later to be
concealed in the form of the Black Stone was the first of the Angels to
reply. Next, we pass to the level on which corporeity com es into existence
still in its wholly subtle form, the form of the body of light (jismiyah nuriyah)
of the mundus imaginalis. The " clay" out of which the hum an creature is
m ade on this level is the subtle clay of the " Earth of light" (tinah ardiyah
nuriyah; cf. the Terra lucida in Manichae an gnosis) . But because the cor
poreal form now exists, there is a centre which is distinguished from the
surrounding periphery (cf. above, the difference between spiritual and
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m aterial orbs) . This plane of subtle corporeity is symbolized in the tra
ditions by red hyacinth or white pearl, and it is one aspect of the celestial
Throne or T emple (cf above, I I , 3 and III, 1 , on the symbolism of red
hyacinth).

At this level of m anifestation of the hum an being, the central part ofhis
clay of light is precisely the Angel whom God gave to Adam to be his
companion and witness, who was charged with making him rem ember the
divine pact, and before whom he had every year to renew it " in Paradise" ;
for this was the Angel whom God had caused to absorb or swallow the
pact-the Angel, in other words, to whom He had confided the pact in
trust. The j ewel at the centre of m an, says Qadi Sa'id Qumm i, is desig
nated as the " Angel" (malak), because his rank or degree of being is the
esoteric and the invisible, the malakut of the world which is m anifest to the
senses. The j ewel that utters and rem embers the divine pact is the mala/ad
within m an, both the corner-stone of the Tem ple (the Black Stone em 
bedded in the Iraqi corner), and the Angel concealed within m an' s ap
parent m aterial form (the centre, the Earth ofligh� the Paradise within m an,
or else that which holds the keys to it) . According to Qadi Sa'id Qumm i,
" T o all that is inner and esoteric pertains authority over what is outer and
exoteric, to educate and direct it (whence the question asked of Adam by
the Angel: Has Satan, then, triumphed within you? . . . ) And by the Angel
we m ean that which possesses this anteriority and authority, by v irtue of
the fact that he is the centre of the hum an being, before the other parts were
constituted according to the norm s proper to them '' In Shiite term s, this
centre is the Im am ate within m an. For this reason the j ewel, as it is in
itself, retains its purity, white pearl or red hyacinth, in its state as " body of
light" , unalloyed by any foreign adm ixture.
However, we read that after Adam left Paradise, the div ine mercy cast
this white pearl towards him . This means that this priceless pearl descends
" from the hieratic world of the Throne and of the body of light" into the
elem ental physical world. Of necessity, therefore, it puts on the " robe " , or
appearances, of the dark world into which it is cast. The earth of India
where it lands has a precise significance : am ong all the levels of the
m anifestation of being, it is the level which is the Occident of spiritual
entities (maghrib al-arwah), the level where their nature of light is occulted.
T hat is why Adam fails to recognize the pearl : on this level it is veiled,
occulted, by the darkness of m en's sins, by their obsessive pursuit of the
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pleasures of their ephem eral, physical existence. He recognizes it only
when it assumes its original form; that is to say, when he has himself
stripped it, divested it of its g arm ent of darknes s , in the same way as he
strips the object perceived by the senses in order to attain to the vision of
the intelligible . But he is capable of this stripping off only when the Stone
has prompted his remembranc e . His senses m erely perceive the Black
Stone ; it is through his imaginative spiritual perception that he attains the
vision of the Angel, of the white pearl, and remembers .
It would be impossible for us not to recall here a famous chapter of the
Gnostic book of the Acts of Thomas, entitle d The Hymn of the Soul or The Song
of the Pearl (several episodes of which have their exact equiv alent in
S uhrav ardi's Recital of the Occidental Exile). The recital of the Imam Ja' far
S adiq is a striking example of the Pearl motif in Twelver Shiite gnosis .
Without doubt this motif has characteristics peculiar to it, which a detailed
comparison would reveal. The " pearl " in the Acts ofThomas can be seen as
a symbol of the soul itself, and as a symbol of the gnosis 72 that the soul
must attain and which is the s oul' s s alvation. In our Shiite text, the
" pearl" symbolizes m an' s spiritual centre, his Angel: that is, both what his
remembrance must make him rediscover, and that which prompts the
rem embranc e . The recovery of the " p e ar l " is this act of rem embering . The
obj ect of the act is expressed in Shiite terms as the pact, the triple
Attestation referred to earlier; but such an Attestation is the expression of
a spiritual totality (see abov e, I I , i) which, figured in the form of the
T emple, possesses as its corner-stone the Black Stone-the Stone, that is
to say, in which m an rediscovers the j ewel or Angel concealed within
him self. The hom ology or corre spondence between the configuration of
the T emple and the form of the spiritual life is therefore perfect.
The pilgrimage that leads Adam , in the company of the angel G abriel,
into Arabia and to Mecca, is the preparation for the third and final scene,
in which the secret of the Black Stone is revealed on the level of our
present earthly world. For an Islamic theosopher, the symbolic significance
of this j ourney is imm ediately obvi ous, as a j ourney in the course of which
spiritual entities finally decline in their Occident. In this theosophy, the
function ofthe ang el Gabriel is a primordial one . He stands , as we know,
72 a Reinhold Merkelbach, Roman undMysterium in der Antike (Munchen und Berlil?,
1962), pp. 310 ff., 315 fi See also my book The Man ofLight in Iranian Sufism, op. ctt.,
p p . 22 ff.
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at the T em p l e thr e shol d, close to the c orner in whi ch the Bl ack Stone i s
embedde d ; h e i s the Holy Spirit and the Ang el ofhum ani ty ; hum an sou1 s
in this worl d e m anate from his "wing of l ight" ; 7 3 and he is the ange l of
Knowl e d g e , who s e illumination proj e cts the intelligible forms o nto our
intel lects . It is thus altogether appropr i ate to typify, in the pi lgri mag e
where A d am a n d the ang el Gabri el a r e ass ociated, the entire process of
the de s c ent ofthe white P e arl into this worl d, whe r e it i s m etam orphos e d
i nto the appe aranc e of the Black Stone-the form, that is, i n which i t
a pp e ar s to sensible perception and i n whic h man m u s t l e arn to r e c ognize
it, unl e s s he is un for tunate enough to live hi s whol e life through with out
doing so. T h e Black Stone , says the re cital , was pl ac ed in the corner ofthe
K a ' b a h (whe re we l o c ated it i n o ur previ ous figurati ons) . And i t was the re
that God re ceived the unde rtaki ng of the sons of A dam, " to warn us , "
writes Q a di S a ' i d Q u m m i , " that all begins again from the beginning " .
T h e " dr a m a i n H e av e n " in fact begins over again on e arth with each
m a n: 74 his divine pact, his d e p artur e from P ar adi s e , his act ofrec ollection,
and his s e arch for the lost P aradi s e . I t is the Angel wi thi n hi m that makes
the undertaking, the Angel whom God c ause d to " swallow" the p a ct in his
celestial pre-existence; and it is he, the external man, who betrays it. E a ch
son of Adam must in his turn c ompl e te the pil grim ag e , that i s to say, he
must rebuil d the spi ritual form of the T e mpl e , i n order to attain his own
c e ntre . He must r e dis cover the secret of the Black S tone which is also the
secret of the Ang e l ; for thi s Stone-whi ch the pilgrims kiss in pas sing, as
did A d am when he recognized it-fu1 fils the same functi on in the m ateri al
T e mp l e of the K a ' b a h as does the Angel at the centre o f m a n . T h e
" functional rel ationshi p " is identical o n both sides, a n d permits me ditation
to p a s s sp ont ane ously from one to the other (cf. above, I I , 1 ) .
T h e n the B l ack Stone turns back into the whi te Pe arl , the signature o f
P aradi s e , the Angel o r I m am at e within m a n . I t de p e nds o n m a n whether
73 Cf notes 47 and 58 above.
74 This is the sense in which the Imam Ja'far's hadith should be understood, as Qadi
Sa'id has fully realized (fol. 1 83b). In the last part the " terms " are repeated,
precisely because the same drama happens over again. The hadith finishes with these
words: "Because of his love for Muhammad and his people (the Imams), God chose
this Angel from among all the Angels and caused him to swallow (alqama-hu) the
pact (mithaq). And this Angel will come on the day of the Resurrection; he will have
a tongue which speaks, eyes which look; he will witness to those who come to him in
that place and who have kept the pact. " Sharh, fol. 1 83. Cf the text cited above, note
40.
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he recovers his centre, or whether he loses it and rem ains forever in a state
of disequilibrium . T he arriv al at this centre is the esoteric m eaning of the
rites ofpilgrim age . The se are perform ed in the sam e way as the rites of an
initiation mystery, at the end of which the mystic enters the T emple,
because he has repossessed him self of the potestas clavium that offers him
access to the lost spiritual world.

3 . The esoteric meaning ofthe visits to the Holy Places. At the start of this recital
of initiation, we are once again in the situation that arose previously (II ,
3), in the recital of the white Cloud. 75 It i s the whole o f this recital, as
reported in a tradition that also goes back to the Im am Ja' far, which now
m akes its appearance as a recital of initiation. The m om ent evoked here
was (in the recital of the White Cloud) that in which the angel Gabriel
had led Adam to the site of the T em p l e of the Ka' b ah, and a white Cloud
above them had cast its shadow on the ground. This Cloud was the image
of the Glorious T em ple " in H e av en" , and the Angel had comm anded
Adam to trace with his foot a groove which outlined on the earth the exact
area covered by the shadow; the future, e arthly K a ' bah would coincide
with its dim ensions and would thus be the im age of the celestial T em ple .
T he interv ention of the angel Gabriel at this point is particularly signifi
cant. For all our theosophers, the dram a of Adam , his " descent" from
Paradise , is the dram a itself of Knowledge . As we recalled a m om ent ago,
Gabriel is the angel of Knowledge . It is his illum ination {ishraq) which,
when we perceive sensible obj ects, brings forth in the soul the intelligible
form of these obj e cts which is the form ofknowledge : that which we know
in reality, that which is grasped by our act of knowing. His initiatory role
with regard to the Adam who has understood the secret ofthe Black Stone
becomes imm ediately comprehensible . He initiates Adam into the esoteric
m eaning of the visit to the holy places which surround the site of the
T emple. This visit then becomes the inner pilgrim age, the pilgrim age of
75 Here begins the seventh chapter ofKitah asrar al-Hajj, fol. 1 8 6 - 1 87b. W e have be en
nnable t o include i n our text the contents o f chapter 6, which nevertheless comprises
several most interesting points. Noteworthy among these are the question of the
meaning of pre-existence, and the question of the exclamation made by the pilgrims
as they enter the sacred territory: Lahbayk! Lahbqyk! (I am here! I am here ! offering
myselffor Thee) . Where, and in what world, does this cry resonnd? In the sensible
atmosphere or in the pure spiritual air?
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the heart j ust referred to : the pilgrim age of an entire lifetime, whose goal is
the construction of the T em ple ' s spiritual form .
Shiite theosophical traditions, both of Ism aili theosophy and of Twelver
Shiism, are agreed that the dram a of Adam is the dram a of Know ledge . 76
Qadi Sa'id Qumm i gives us the broad outlines of this dram a, and we
know by what has already been said that it is continuously being performed
(it attains its denouem ent only at the end ofthe pilgrim age) . The violence
done by Adam to the trust reposed in him , which he wishes to lay hold of
for himself; the betrayal of the undertaking which the Shiite terms relates to
the triple Attestation : this constitutes the dram a of Knowledge. For what
Adam wished to lay hold of for him selfwas Knowledge that he, Adam , was
not in a position to possess, because its obj ect was as yet not manifest on
the level on which it needed to be m anifest in order for the knowledge of it
to be actualized. For such knowledge to be actualized, its obj ect would
have had to be manifest on a level lower than that on which it was in fact
m anifest. For Ism aili gnosis, Adam ' s act ofviolence is a wish to attain to
pure esotericism without the interm ediary of symbolic figures. For Shiism
in general, what was at issue was the knowledge reserved for the seraphic
hum anity of the Muham m adan Im am s, the eschatological secrets that
could be revealed only by the twelfth and last Im am . All other objects of
knowledge, all the other trees in the Garden of Knowledge, were accessible
and perm itted to Adam , except for this one forbidden Tre e .
When an obj ect of knowledge i s actualized for the knowing subj ect, it
becom es a part of him , as food becom es part of the subj ect who feeds on it
(as in the example ofAbraham , whose intim ate being is nourished by his
divine love; see above, I I , 4) . By " eating" of the forbidden knowledge,
Adam becom es in som e sense heavy or pregnant with the subtle realities
(lata'if) ofthis knowledge ; and these realities dem and to be manifested by
Adam , to be brought to light, as they are known by him . But this cannot
happen on the level of Paradise (the mundus imaginalis), because on this
76 On the drama of Adam as the drama of Knowledge according to Ismaili gnosis, see
my Henneneutique spirituelle compares, op. cit., the whole of § 8. For Twelver Shiite
gnosis, see En Islam iranien, op, cit., vol. IV, general index s.v. Adam-la faute
d'Adam (sens esoterique de la) selon le shi'isme. A similar conception occurs in
what amounts to an entire Western theosophical tradition (van Helmont, Sweden
borg, and others) . Cf van Belmont's thesis of the Intellectus adamicus (that the drama
of Adam, by forcing knowledge to "descend", shattered the integrity of the soul' s
organs which enabled it to perceive directly the spiritual and celestial equivalents of
things) .
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level they are the forbidden Tre e . It can only happen on the level of the
world of sensible phenomena ('alam al-shahadah). But this eo ipso presup
poses the s imultaneous des cent of the knowing subj ect, so it is in fact
inadequate to say that the descent from Paradise was Adam ' s punishment.
One should say, rather, that by " e ating " of the forbidden Tree, Adam eo
ipso descended from Paradise, des cended, that is, into the world of illusion
and deceit (dar al-ghurur).
In other words , we could say that for Adam, for man, to " eat" of the
forbidden Tree is to perpetuate the v iolence that consists in naturalizing the
thing s of the spirit. It is to wish to make the spiritual world knowable in
the m anner and on the level of natural thing s, to wish to possess it by force
as material objects are possess ed. But becaus e the attempt is doomed to
failure, man becomes in return a prey to his deep-seated agnosticism . His
desire for conquest is turned against himself in the form of his doubt: does
this spiritual world exist? It is thus assuredly the fundamental dram a of
Knowledge, its permanent dram a, which can be confronted only by the
w itness of spiritual forms subs isting on the level and in the world proper to
them. It is thus possible to see, with our authors, a profound meaning in
the Imam ' s recital which, on the " m orrow " of A dam ' s departure from
Paradise, puts him into the safekeeping of Gabriel, the angel of Knowledge .
It is also why the angel Gabrie l is at the c entre of so many recitals of
personal spiritual initiation in Is lam, for he is des ignated, by Q adi Sa'id
Q um m i and his colleagues , as " the help o f s ouls , their instructor, he who
bears God's messages to their destination, the guide who leads back to
Paradis e " .
T he initiation is an initiation into the esoteric sense of pilgrimage and
its rites : an initiation into the " first" pilgrim ag e completed by the " first"
earthly human being . We have been m ade aware of the mystical signifi
cance of the j ourney from India to Arabia undertaken by Adam in the
company of the Ang el, up until the moment where they are both " in the
shadow of the white Cloud" . They will travel together to the holy places
around Mecca visited today by pilgrim s : from Mina to al-'Arafat, from al
'Arafat to al-Muzdalifah, from al-Muzdalifah to Mina, to return to the
site where the T emple will henceforth stand. But through the initiation
imparted by the Ang el, each of these stag es is transfigured and becomes a
stage of the he art' s pilgrimage towards the personal Ka'bah. They arc
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thus the elements of what methods of meditation know as " composition of
place " .
We will follow the itinerary of the mystical pilgrimage from its beginning,
as it is des cribed in the hadith of the Im am Ja' far . When the angel Gabriel
was sent to Adam, who was in despair about his exile from the world of
the realities of light, he led him towards the place where the Temple was
to stand. Q adi S a'id Qum m i explains : the world in which Adam now finds
himself is constituted by the traces of the realities of light, the images of
spiritual archetypes . But one can only arriv e at the sources of the arche
types through their deriv ative s ; to approach the " divine Face" is to walk
round about the sanctuary, to seek refuge in its enclosure . As we know,
sanctuaries of God exist in every universe, and in each case their constitution
is homogeneous with the universe in question. In this way, each Temple is
the image-im itation (the hikayah or " history " ) ' 7 of the Temple that exists
on the level of the universe superior to it: the exoteric (zahir) is always as it
were the frontispiece or title-page ( 'unwan) of the esoteric. In our world,
constituted by the four Elem ents , the T emple of God that corresponds to
earthly needs is the Ka' bah. To go there is the equivalent of what, on the
level of pure knowledge, is described as the initial representation of a form
(tasawwur); for as long as a thing has not taken form, as long as one does not
represent it to oneself, it is not possible to orientate oneself in its direction.
Symmetrically, on the level of mystical vision (shuhud) and spiritual realiz
ation (tahaqquq), this corresponds to the entry upon the Way, the under
taking of the "j ourney leading from God to God" (suluk mina 'llah ila 'lldh). 78
This is the moment, we may recall, in which there comes down over Adam
and his angelic companion the mysterious white Cloud, defined by our
author as " the Cloud ofmercy, heavy with the beneficent rain which aids
77 On the implications ofthe Arabic word hiknyah, see the prologue to Hermeneutique
spirituelle comparee, op. cit.
78 The idea of this "j ourney " corresponds to a traditional schem a. Mulla S adra
Shirazi's great philosophical and theosophical encylopaedia is entitled "The high
theos ophy (or higher philosophy) concerning the fwr spiritual j ourneys " . Thes e are
1) The j ourney from the created world towards God. 2) The j ourney from God
towards God through (or with) God. 3) The j ourney from God towards the created
world through (or with) God. 4) The j ourney from the created world towards the
created world, but through (or with) Go d. The mystical j ourney to which Q adi
S a'id Qummi here refers (see also note 88 below) would correspond to the second
j ourney in S adra Shirazi's terminology. Cf my edition and translation ofthe Livre
des Penetrations metaphysiques, o p . c i t . , p. 30 of th e French text.
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the growth of the new cre ation" 79 On the instructions of the Angel, Adam
traces with his foot a m ark in the earth which is the outline of the future
Ka' bah, to the exact measurem ent of the shadow cast onto the ground by
the Cloud " descended from the spiritual Heaven " . In this way, the form
or configuration of the T em ple of God in the world of the Intelligence is
im printed onto the terrestrial world. Moreover, Adam ' s action in tracing
the outline ofthe earthly Temple in the exact im age of the celestial Cloud,
signifies that the form of the earthly Temple must hom ologically enclose
all that is enclosed by the celestial Temple . " Nothing in the world of light
was left out, was not configured in the m ost beautiful of form s. " 80 It is
already being suggested here that the form of the T emple, as the homologue
of the spiritual F orms, is a centre which, as such, simultaneously envelops
and contains all things .
Following this, on the Angel' s instructions Adam traces the lim its of the
sacred territory (haram) surrounding the Tem ple as centre; that is to say,
explains Q adi Sa'id, the lim its reached by the light of the red hyacinth
whose colour has been explained as a conj unction of the divine with the
creatural. In fact, it is through the interm ediary of the knowledge within
man that his universe receives its light. This knowledge is the Throne and
the L ight within him ; and it is through m an as the knowing subj ect that
the univ erse is felt, im agined, and becom es intelligible . It is thus through
m an and for m an that a sacred landscape is cre ated, whose imaginal
topography is m arked by the hierophanic places. And as Adam ' s initial
action in tracing the groove corresponds to the representational knowledge
('ilm tasawwuri) through which a form com e s into being, ever since then
the pilgrim s, on arriving at the T em p le, walk around it once before
visiting the places of devotion that surround it. These are the places to
which the angel Gabriel takes Adam , in order to initiate him into the
esoteric meaning of the rite he is m ade to perform .
i . The Angel first took Adam to Mina (a valley near Mec ca), which is
the chief place of devotion. Q adi Sa'id Qum m i attributes this priority to
79 The text continues: " . . . and aids the growth, out ofthe Earth ofreceptivity, ofthe
plant which is man, as this Koranic verse has it: God has caused you to grow out of
the Earth like a plant" (7 1 : 1 7) . Shark, fol. 1 86b.
80 It is in these very words (jt ahsan surah) that the Prophet characterizes his personal
theophanic vision. Cf my book Creative Imagination . . . , op. cit., pp. 272 ft
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the actual nam e of the place, which he interprets as meaning desire. 8 1 All
m ovem ent, whether spontaneous or v oluntary, is preceded by the desire to
attain to the obj ect env isaged. To contemplate the traces of the div ine
response to Adam ' s tears-to contemplate, that is, on the terrestrial soil,
the proj ection of the shadow cast by the white Cloud, and the course of the
groove which defines the site of the T emple ofthe K a' bah in its im age, to
ponder on the order ofprocession around it-all this is exceedingly apt to
arouse the desire to advance and approach. Hence we learn, as a first
eloquent testim onial, that what the angel Gabriel shows Adam in this
place is the site of the m osque of Mina, because, explains our author, " in
following the road that leads to God, the first thing to m anifest itself in the
heart-God's 'greatest Temple' (BaytAllahi'l-akbar, Domus Dei Maxima)-is
ardent desire. After that come the m ethods of approach and their imple
m e ntation" . Here, then, is Adam , or m ore simply m an, engaged, under
the Angel' s guidance, " in the heart' s pilgrim age " towards the personal,
spiritual K a ' bah. And the first stage, which determ ines the entire subse
quent pilgrim age, is ardent desire.
2 . From Mina, Adam and the Angel go to al- 'Arafat, a m ountain about
twelve m iles from Mecca, as today ' s pilgrim s continue to do. To go to al
' Arafat, explains our author, is to have escaped from the place and level at
which one was . It signifies entry upon the Way, completion of the first
step in the process of uprooting oneself from the Earth of exile, in redeem 
ing the distance implied by the transgression of the undertaking . The
pilgrim arriv es at al-'Arafat at the hour of sW1set. Adam stands at the head
of the valley, while the Angel tells him : "Now that the sun is on the point
of setting, acknowledge your fault. " This means, explains Qadi Sa'id
Qum m i : "Now that the Sun oftruth (the spiritual Sun) is veiled from your
eyes because of the betrayal you hav e perpetrated, your own hour is the
hour of the evening twilight, for the darkness of your fault is around you
and your sun is on the point of disappearing in the West. Acknowledge
that you are estranged from your Friend only because you considered that
you yourself were yourself (that you were sufficient to yourself in order to
be yourself, bi-hisabi-ka anna-ka anta). " There is an arresting contrast here.
81 The root mna has the meaning of to determine or to test. The fifth form, tamanna,
means to wish or to desire. OlJviously, one must place oneself within the perspective
of Qadi Sa'id's use of names.
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Abraham , as we saw, was to be the Occident of the div ine Light; but this
was so because the violence of his love had exiled him from himself.
Because he was spiritually exiled.from this world, the divine Light exiled
him to himself: he was the mystical Occident in which this L ight was
occulted and dwelt invisible . Abraham , or the mystic whom he typifies,
carries this Light within him . Adam , on the other hand, was exiled into
this world, because he had loved himself. Thus the Abraham ic symbol is
inv erted: it is no longer the divine L ight which is exiled into him ; it is he,
Adam, m an, who is exiled .from this Light, and his " occidental exile" will last
until the " dawn" (the hour of Ishraq), at the end of the night of vigil which
m arks the next stage of the pilgrim age to al-Muzdalifah.
' First the mystical pilgrim descends from al-'Arafat; that is to say, he
leaves behind him the viewpoint at which his own self was under the
illusion that it was sufficient to itself in order to be itself. He passes by a
group of seven m ountains, typifying for him the seven or seventy thousand
veils of light or spiritual stations that rem a in between m an and his God
after he has freed him self from the level of the carnal soul and nature . On
each m ountain, Adam , in obedience to the angel Gabrie l's instructions,
utters the takbir four tim es (the formula, that is, of Allah akbar: God is
supremely gre at), in order to abolish the four lim its that determ ine them , 82
and so that the " F ace " of his L ord m ay reveal itselfbeyond the veils ofhis
occultation.

3 . The pilgrim then arriv es at al-Muzdalifah Geographically speaking,
this is a hill situated between al-'Arafat and Mecca, at about an equal
distance from Mina and al-'Arafat, where the pilgrim s go on their return
from al-'Arafat to spend the night (from the 9th. to the l Oth. of the m onth
of pilgrim age or Dhu'l-Hijjah), setting out again next day at dawn for
Mina. A Koranic verse (2: 200) expressly prescribes that the pilgrim s must
here perform a rite of " recollection" of God {dhikr). This station of the
pilgrimage has several nam e s . 8 3 The actual root of the nam e al-Muzdalifah
(zlf, 'zdlj} m eans to adv ance or approach. If, therefore, it is also nam ed
Jam � m eaning " reunion" , the mystic at once understands it as an allusion
82 H ere one should call to mind the prop erti es of the tetrad in the Pythagorean
arithm etic known to our authors , which are such that the number four determines
the structure of all form s of being : the four supp o rts of the Throne, the four
Elem ents, the four natural Qualiti es, the four ages ofhuman life. Cf. M . S abzavari's
note in op. cit., p p . 223---224.
83 Cf. my intro duction to the Livre des Penetrations metaphysiques, op . cit., pp . 43 fr
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signifying that this m ystical station is the station of approach, com ing
after the station of separation that preceded it. Qadi Sa'id also explains
the nam e Jam' by the liturgical fact that the pilgrim s here " reunite " two
canonical Prayers, the Prayer of the sunset (maghrib) and the Prayer of the
com ing of night ('asha ') (the hours corresponding to the hours of Vespers
and Compline in the Christian liturgy) . It is thus self-evident that the
" approach" must take place at the station of " reunion" . In his treatise " on
the esoteric m e anings of Prayer" 8 4 our author has already explained that
these two Prayers are prayers of "vigil, in the period of waiting for the
spiritual Sun to rise in the Orient of proxim ity and conjunction" {mashriq
al-qurb wa 'l-wuslah). Adam , and in his person the mystical pilgrim , spends
the night of vigil at al-Muzdalifah in waiting for this dawn, the dawn of
the " Morning ofthe Presence" (subh al-hudur), rising am ong the glories of
the " F a c e " of the divine Reality (subuhat wajh al-haqiqah) over the Darkness
of the world of Nature .
At the hour of the com ing dawn, the Angel instructs Adam to m ake a
sevenfold confession of his fault, in order that all trace of the Darkness that
held him prisoner m ay disappear; and he instructs him to ask God, in a
sevenfold adjuration, to " return to him " . Each of these seven acts rem oves
one of the seven veils between m an and the divine Face ; or it m arks the
symbolic completion, one by one, of each of the seven m illenia or periods
of the prophetic cycle, which are the m easure of the " delay of eternity"
signified by the descent from Paradise. With each of these seven acts
Adam , the mystical pilgrim , ascends to a level of proxim ity, m ounts
towards the theophanic vision which blazes forth in the morning splendour
of the dawn, in the spiritual " Orient" or Ishraq, which has becom e, since
Suhrav ardi' s tim e, the nam e of mystical theosophy that deeply perv ades,
even today, the thought and spirituality of Islam i c Persia.
The denouem ent of the pilgrim age, as m editated by Qadi Sa' id Qum 
m i, concurs with the denouem ent to which the m editation of Ibn 'Arabi
bears equal testim ony : the m e eting with the divine Alter Ego, 85 the celestial
pole in the absence of which the hum an ego, terrestrial pole of the hi-unity,
would possess neither being nor truth. This is the very bi-polarity that
84 This is the Risalah fi asrar al-Salat, the first of five treatises which together m ak e up
the Kitah asraral- 'ibadat, op . cit. Avicenna and the great Shiite theologian Zaynud
dln 'Amili, Shahid-i thani, also wrote a treatis e on this them e . We hope one day to
make a comp arative study of them .
85 See my Creative Imagination . . . , op . cit. , p p . 3 83-385 .
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configures the F orm in which the Deus revelatus is revealed to the heart of
the mystic ; for this Form m ust of necessity correspond to the norm of
being of him to whom it is rev ealed. Without such a Form , there would
never hav e been a theophanic vision for any prophet, not even for the Seal
of the prophets . 8 6 Q adi S a'id here shows us Adam m ounting through
seven stages of ascent to the personal theophanic vision, to the m om ent,
that is, in which the pilgrim sees that " he who is epiphanize d, he to whom
he is epiphanized, and the F orm into which he is epiphanized (the theo
phanic Form ) are one and the sam e reality (form a Unity) . " This denoue
m ent can also be expressed in the term s suggested by the story of the white
Pearl. Because the Pearl is the Angel within m an-the Angel whom God
" caused to swallow " the personal undertaking towards H im , and who in
each m an is the guardian entrusted with the divine secret concerning that
m an-this " Angel " is also the Form necessarily assum e d by God in reveal
ing him self to m an (which is why the Pearl is both gnosis and the Soul
itself). This is the Form c ontemplated by the Shiite mystic as the Imam.
Henceforth Adam is worthy to enter into the T em ple (istahaqqa dukhul Bayt
Allah) and to be perpetuated with the perpetuity of God (al-baqa ' bi
baqd'i'lldh). The secret of the Black Stone, as we said earlier, is the key to
the T em p l e 87
4 . Next, the angel Gabriel, the angel of saving Knowledge or ofgnosis,
takes the road to Mecca again in the com pany of Adam . They pass by
Mina once m ore, for Adam has now attained the goal of his desire. The
rites performed there by Adam and by the pilgrim s of today are of course
rites in the spiritual sense. In the valley of Mina a peregrination is
accomplished, in the course of which one makes a gesture of defiance at a
figure representing lblis - Satan, at which one also throws stones (a cer
em ony known as the jamrah). Here it signifies that " the arrival at the
sanctuary of the div ine Sublim ity" is the last m om ent in which lblis- Satan
can try once again to trium ph over the pilgrim , by m aking him stop at the
awareness of being carried away, annihilated (fana ') to him self and per
petuated with the divine perpetuity ; for to contemplate oneself thus is still
to contemplate one ' s self, while attributing to it the predicate of its divine
86 Cf note 80 above. There are hadith on this subject by the Imams, commentated by
Sadra Shirazi, which we propose to speak of elsewhere.
87 A comparison could be made here with the statements of 'Abdul- Karim Jili and of
Ibn 'Arabi , but this would occupy an entire book. See my Creative Imagination . . . ,
op. cit., pp. 386-387.
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Alter Ego; so that instead of being absolved of its ego-ness, the self is exalted
to the status of the absolute. The danger is an infinitely subtle one, and " the
j ourney towards God in the company of God"88 risks rem aining unfinished.
This is why the salik, or mystical pilgrim , must annihilate even his an
nihilation, m e aning that he must refuse so to consolidate himself in the
awareness of a Unity that he no longer keeps company with his divine
Com panion in the mystery of their bi-unity. (If he did not annihilate his
annihilation, the mystic would need only to consent to the exclam ation of
al-Hallaj : I am God! ) T hus the angel Gabriel, " helper of souls " , ordered
Adam to stone Iblis seven tim es, each tim e pronouncing a takbir (whose
esoteric m eaning, as we saw earlier, has reference to the seven veils between
m an and God) .
5 . " Then Iblis departed . . . " , says the recital o f the I m am Ja' far. " And
the Angel took Adam to the T emple , where he ordered him to walk
around it seven tim es. " Our comm entator explains : " This is the j ourney
from God in the company of God towards created beings. " 8 9 These final
words convey to us the esoteric m eaning ofthe pilgrim age . Let us observe,
to start with, that the angel Gabriel and Adam had m ade a first visit to the
future site of the Temple which, as another tradition informs us, was built
on Earth by the Angels. Then Gabriel and Adam departed to visit the
holy places, whose esoteric meaning, stage by stage, has just been imparted
to us. Now, on their return, they come before a T emple, around which
Adam is asked to walk seven tim e s . This is the Temple whose future area
Adam had defined by tracing with his foot a groove in the earth, which
exactly outlined the shadow cast by the white Cloud. Everything happens,
therefore, as though the tim e needed for the completion of the spiritual
pilgrim age, the he art' s pilgrim age towards the personal K a' b ah, was a
m easure of the tim e-the " subtle tim e " -during which the Angels erect
the form of the T emple (see abov e, I I I , 1). The " form as a work of the
spirit" is here the K a ' b ah or T emple of the heart, invisibly built by the
Angels .
88 Cf note 78 above.
89 Thi s mystical j ourney would correspond to the third j ourney in Sadra Shirazi's
terminology: see note 78 above. For the sake ofbrevity we have not mentioned the
three days called Ayam al-tashriq (fol. 187b and p. 229 of the printed edition). Since
the word tashriq means " to turn towards the Orient", Qadi Sa'id's hermeneutic finds
a straightforward applic ation. During these nights, Adam conducts the darkness of
ego-ness to its p erm an en t p l ace of setting, an d th e sp iritu al Sun {shams al-haqiqah) rises

over Adam's person.
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1his is the Temple that the pilgrim, Adam, circles seven times . These
seven circumambulations can correspond to the seven organs or subtle
centres ofthe inner man as the "greatest Temple of God" , the inner man
being clothed successively with the seven divine Attributes whose names
are the "Imams of the Names " . 9 0 Likewise, explains Qadi Sa'id Qummi,
to complete these seven circumambulations is successively to put on the
"seven veils " which, as we were told earlier, mark the distance between
God and created being. Several of the previous rituals were aimed at
eliminating the veils interposed by Creation between the divine Face and
created being. But now that the divine Face has appeared with the
"Morning of the Presence", the pilgrim puts on these same veils. What
does this mean? The reply to this question lies in calling the seven
circumambulations "a journey from God, in the company of God, towards
created beings". Everything happens, in fact, as though the arrival at the
centre which is the Temple were the re-entry, or at any rate the potential
re-entry, into Paradise, in such a way that creation is not simply returned
to its origin, but everything begins again from the beginning. 1his re
creation is the "journey towards created beings ", 9 1 but this time it is
creation as it would have happened if Adam, man, instead of departing
from Paradise, had remained from the beginning to make this j ourney "in
the company of God" . 1his is why the new creation necessarily escapes
men's eyes in the visible world, for it is an event that takes place in the
malakut; it is the creation of spiritual forms which in essence are visible
only to the eyes of the heart.
Thus the pilgrim, Adam, walking round the sacrosanct pole which is the
Temple, embraces in his mystical procession the totality of intelligible and
sensible circles. In so doing, explains Qadi Sa'id Qummi, it is as though
he had at his disposal the higher and lower universes . As our author has
persistently reminded us all along, this is precisely the virtue of the centre
in spiritual circles (the Throne stabilized upon the Water): in them the
.

90 Cf my Creative Imagination . . , op. cit. , p. 387 note 20.
91 Cf note 89 above. This new creation is symbolized in the fact that at the end of
Adam's pilgrimage ofinitiation, "his wife was once more permitted to him. Then
the nuptial unions were legitimate between the primordial Reality-archetypes, from
the Principle of Principles to the horizon of the universe in the process of becoming,
that from these unions might derive the derivations foreseen in the cosmic order",
fol. 1 87b. These are the " five nuptial unions" , the great cosmogonic acts; see my
Creative Imagination . . . , o p . c it ., p . 362 n o te 20, and H . S . Nyb erg , Kleinere Schri.ften
des Ibn a/- 'Arabi (Lei den, 1 9 1 9) , p . 8 7 .
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centre as such is what envelops and englobes that which surrounds it.
Herein lies the secret of the configuration of the Temple as a spiritual
form, imitating and reproducing the " Sublime Temple" in the world of
the Intelligence. No one enters the Temple save he who possesses the
"power of the keys ", and this "power of the keys " (potestas clavium) is none
other than the "ardent desire" typified in the station at l'vlina, the station
which marked the entry upon the Way. The Way is that which leads to
the truth of the personal theophanic vision, in the form, that is, which
corresponds to the level and to the norm of the being to whom it is
revealed. This is the secret of the white Pearl, the heart and centre of the
personal Ka'bah, restored to the radiance of its original form after having
been the Black Stone embedded in the material Temple. This is why we
said that the secret of the Black Stone is the secret ofthe Temple as the
secret of man-the secret of the Temple which man builds in building his
own invisible inner form, his "body of light" or, in the malakut, his
"Temple of light" .
It would thus appear that, under the guidance of Qadi Sa'id Qummi,
we have extracted all the substance ofthe spiritual instruction contained
in the hadith of the Imam Ja'far, and have understood what is meant by
pilgrimage as "the pilgrimage ofthe heart" , whereby man attains within
himself to the plenitude of his spiritual form.
iv. Potestas clavium
If we have understood it correctly, the symbolic recital of the Imam Ja'far
should appear to us as something quite other than a curious or edifYing
document, and the wmk of Qadi Sa'id Qummi as something quite other
than an interpretation addressed exclusively to Iranian initiates of seven
teenth-century Shiite theosophy. To sum up very briefly what is intimated,
we may say that the transformation of the material Temple of the
Ka'bah into a spiritual and personal Temple of the Faith; the virtue of a
secret being made explicit from stage to stage and leading to the personal
theophanic vision as the entry itself into the mystical Temple; the fact that
this secret is also the secret of the "power of the keys", the keys of the
personal, spiritual Temple-where the pilgrim penetrates only after a
long Quest, which is the reconquest ofhis Paradise (and it is no mere
chance that so many of the works by our authors have similar titles,
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beginning with a Persian book by Q adi Sa'id Qummi entitled Kalid-i
Bihisht, the Key of P aradise): all this ultim ately delineates a Way which,
as we cannot but remark, converges with that which, in Western traditions
centred on the Holy Grail, has been called the Way of " the secret Church" ,
in the sense of the Church concealed in the " s ecret shrine " of the s oul. 92 In
the work of our Shiite theosopher we have likewise encountered the idea of
the secret T emple, to which all mystical pilgrims make a pilgrimage-all
who together form the corpus mysticum of the walayah (Ismaili gnosis speaks
of the " T emple of light" of the I m am ate ), that is to say, all the " Friends of
God" {Aw liyd' Allah), all the prophets , all the I m am s and all their " frie
nds " . T he uninterrupted succession of this mystical As sembly is still
described as silsilat al- 'iifan, the " affiliation of gnos is " .
To be sure, neither the " Secret Church" nor the silsilat al- 'irfan denotes
a constituted body or a form of social institution, with offices and archives,
reg isters and degrees. In one of its aspects , the Shiite concept of the
w alayah corresponds to the idea of the " communion of s aints " in Christian
ity. Affiliation to this mystical body presuppos es neither ritual nor in
itiation cerem ony . It is in fact the " c andidate " who comm its himself, as
people once comm itted themselves to the quest for the Grail, or the
pilgrim Adam formulated and renewed his undertaking to the " Angel" ,
the secret of the Black Stone that he carried with him . T he reality of the
he art' s pilgrimag e is realized invisibly, in the malakut. Its effects are
realized in the formation of the jism mithali or imaginal body, and all these
"bodies of light" together make up the invisible brotherhood. This brother
hood possesses a form, and even an org anization and a structure, but all in
the malakut: the members of the esoteric hierarchy spoken of in Shiite
theosophy are known to God alone . It has been said of this inv is ible
Church, the Ecclesia spiritualis, that " the powers of Hell will not prevail
ag ainst it" , and Q adi Sa' id Q ummi, in a s imilar vein, rem inds us of the
words ofthe Imam al-Rida: "D ivine Religion will not perish so long as the
T emple of the Ka'bah endures " -words referring to the immaterial Temple
of faith, whose guarantor and guardian is the twelfth Imam, the Hidden
Imam. Guardian ofthis T emple, he is concealed from the eyes ofmen, as is
the Holy Grail since its dis appearance in the spiritual city of " Sarras " , on
the border, that is, between the malakut and our world. The reason given
92 I am thinking particularly of the work by A E. Waite, The Hidden Church ofthe Holy
Graal (Loooon, 1 5rn), pp. 639 ff.
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in both cases for this occultation is the sam e : men were no longer able or
worthy to see the Grail, as they had become unworthy and unable to see
the Imam . In both cases, there is the s ame invitation to ponder on an
occultation that bears upon the actual s ituation of our world.
In the present context, what is in question is a world in which the
awareness it is possible to hav e ofspiritual Forms subsisting in a spiritual
univ erse, and preserved from the vicissitudes of our changing fashions,
has been s o ravaged, devastated, even annihilated, that there is scarcely
any point even in wondering whether the Byzantine icon of St. Georg e,
mentioned at the beg inning ofthis study, can still possess a meaning for it,
or whether this meaning could be the troe meaning . For it is possible
currently to read certain phrases alluding to " the fires of the spirit which
today illum inate only an empty Heaven" , or referring to the Paradise
whose meaning Q adi Sa' id Qum m i has j ust revealed to us as something
" in which the Church no longer believes, and of which she no longer dares
to speak" . I quote from memory and without references, but only becaus e
these statements , gathered at random , also lacked them . And it is sympto
matic of our world that statements such as these should merely reg ister
the facts accepted by the common consciousness . How can one propose, to
a world which has lost all sense of the malakut and for which the mundus
imaginalis is no more than imaginary, that it should meditate on the
configuration of the T emple under the guidance of Q adi Sa'id Qumm i,
seeing that for such a world there is no longer even a T emple upon which
to meditate? This is the reason why, also at the beginning of this study, I
spoke of the mutilation inflicted by a recent interpretation on the work of
Balzac, because it was peculiarly symptomatic of the ravages which hav e
annihilated in our consciousness all traces of a spiritual univers e .
For this reason, the theme of the " power of the keys " -the keys which
would enable man to open up the way to himself once more-confronts us
with ever-increasing urgency, as does the true meaning of what Q adi
Sa'id has shown to be the esoteric meaning ofpilgrimag e . This pilgrimage
becomes identified with life itself once it is understood that the secret of
the Temple and of the T emple's form is the secret of man: of the inner
m an, that is, or spiritual indiv iduality, the goal of whose quest is the
attainm ent of his T ruth, of the theophany that corresponds with his being,
when the dawn of the spiritual Sun rises over al-Muzdalifah. Only he who
has understood this holds the keys ofthe T emple and may enter it; and " to
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enter" means to go towards God or towards created being " in the company
of God" . Thus, where sociology envisages and analyses only the collective
rite of a social religion, drawing crowds of pilgrim s to Mecca each year,
the Shiite mystic perceives the invisible reality of an altogether different
pilgrim age . This is the return of Adam to his Paradise, by means of
which he restores to the mala/ad all that he had forced to descend from it
when he " ate " of the forbidden Tree, when, that is, he himself descended
from the malakut What is implied here is both the re-establishm ent of
knowledge of the spiritual world, and its re-establishm ent on the level
proper to it. Yet instead of this, the " descent" is continually aggrav ated
because all our science, all our system of knowledge, is directed towards
the unlim ited exploitation of the Nature that " descended" from Paradise
with m an, and such an exploitation is accompanied by a radically agnostic
attitude with regard to all that is signified by the malakut. T he further m an
extends his dom inion-the m ore his am bition seeks to deploy itself on the
scale of what it term s cosmos and cosmic-the m ore m an is condemned to
introduce into his own life so-called scientific rigour, with the result that
the forces of collectivization and socialization exert them selves unopposed,
and the hum an being is given no initiative to enter upon the quest for his
spiritual indiv iduality, for his Temple. Indeed, the very idea of such a
quest is done away with, and with it all idea of a potestas clavium which
would enable individual m an to find a way out of the circle to whose
constraint that which used to be called the soul has now succumbed.
There has been no lack of warnings over the centuries; they form ,
indeed, a long Western tradition denounc ing the dangers which thre aten
the spiritual individuality, a tradition represented by those who are known
world-w ide as the Spirituals of Protestantism . In the sixteenth century
Maitre Valentin Weigel wrote an entire treatise on the question of potestas
clavium, centred on the herm eneutic of the evangelical verses (Matt. 1 6 : 1 8 1 9). Weigel, too, affirmed that the inner m an, the new creature, is him self
the T abernacle or T emple, and that every believ er, by virtue of the faith in
his heart, possesses the potestas clavium. This is because the key of the
kingdom is the Holy Spirit, which is granted to all believers, and the key is
eo ipso given to all those who possess the faith typified by the Apostle Peter.
Thus the words addresse d to Peter are addressed in his person to all who
hav e such a faith, since every believer, through his faith, is Peter. 93
93 Gf. Val entin W e igel, Von der Vergebung der Sunden oder vom Schilssel der Kirchen, in
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The sam e doctrine is affinned with equal strength by him whom Kant
himself, in his private corresp ondence at any rate, called " the divine
Swedenborg " . Swedenborg teaches that, for all those who live according
to the inner m eaning ofthe divine Word, there is no doubt that everything
said concerning the potestas clavium applies to the power possessed by the
faith that is in every believer. This is so because what the person of Peter
represents and typifies is the faith that proceeds from love, as the Truth
proceeds from the Good. This is the rock, the petra (let us recall the secret
ofthe Stone according to the I m am ) . The " power ofthe keys " is the power
of faith, because it is the faith proceeding from ardent desire that opens
the kingdom . This faith is designated by the Latin word fe rvo r, fervour. It
does not m ean that certain m en have the power to adm it other m en " into
Heav en" or to exclude them from it 9 4
Is hum anity, then, condemned to fall unceasingly behind or below
itself, too feeble to sustain the victories of fervour? Its lack of desire so
effectively prevents it from choosing the way out which ardent desire for
the kingdom {malakut) could alone open for it, that what it increasingly
m anifests seem s to be less the " nostalgia for Paradise" explored by Mircea
Eliade, as a scornful aversion to the whole idea of it. This aversion is
expressed, am ong other things, in the " agnostic reflex" , so deeply rooted
in Western m an that it has overcome even present-day theologians, and
has largely c ontam inated Oriental m an. If Qadi Sa' id Qumm i and his
Shiite colleagues saw the dram a of Adam as the dram a of Know ledge, is it
not in fact the dram a that is acted out when the only goal envisaged by
knowledge is power, and when the so-called " hum an" sciences are en
visaged as " techniques of m an" , regulating every detail of his life?
In our tim e the Grand Inquisitor has been secularized; he no longer
speaks like a theologian, in the nam e of a transcendent God and of a
m agisterium whose power extends to the beyond. He speaks like a soci
ologist and a technocrat, in the nam e of collective norm s, lim iting all
finality to this world. And by the sam e token, som ething has grown worse
since the tim e of Weigel, of Swedenborg, of Dostoevsky even. For the
" secret Church" of the soul, the Ecclesia spiritualis, could once fight against
Sarntliche Schriften, ed. W. E. Peuckert lllld W. Zeller, Part II (Stuttgart, F.
Fromarm, 1 964), chap. VI I I , pp. 30 and 33; chap. IX, pp. 35 and 38, and the fmal
dialogue, pp. 88, 93, 95.
94 Cf Swe denborg, Arc an a caekstia. art. 9410 (Exodus 24: 1 1) andApocalypsis explicata
secundum sensum spirilualem, art . 8.
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the Grand Inquisitor with the superior weapon of high spiritual knowl
edge . It possessed the free power c apable of configurating spiritual forms,
and this was its own potestas clavium, its own guarante e of the obj ectivity
and superiority of the invisible world it was configurating. But today it is
this very knowledge that lies in ruins . Onc e, one fought against the Grand
Inquisitor with the superior weapon of personal faith. How can the m an
disarm ed by agnosticism fight against a Grand Inquisitor who is both
secularized and a sociologist?
This is the tragedy of our tim e s , and it m akes what we read in the works
of a Shiite theosopher such as Qadi Sa'id Qumm i eminently pertinent. It
is a tragedy so fundam ental that the opposing forces are symbolized quite
spontaneously in the consciousness of the m o st clear-sighted am ong us. In
conclusion, I will call on the witness of one of those exceptional books
which have scarcely appeared before they are forgotten, and which must
then be given into your hands by a friend. I allude to the book by Hans
Schm id-Guisan, the French translation of which app e are d shortly before
the war with the title Comme lejour et la nuit 95 It cannot be summ arized
here ; the m ain them e only can be indicated. From beginning to end, this
book is perm eated by a spirit possessing a rare power to configurate
symbols. In it, the opposing forces of which we are speaking are grouped
and confront each other under their respective symbol s : Collectivopolis and
Individua.

There is an island, som ewhere in an unnam e d sea, div ided into two
halves by a mysterious high wall. On one side is Collectivopolis, whose
strictly geom etrical layout gives an impression of coldness and force . On
the other side is Individua, looking not so m uch like a virgin forest as a huge
abandoned park-something like a sacred wood. For a long tim e the
island was gov erned by two kings, brothers who resembled each other so
closely in physical appe aranc e that their subj ects believed they were
serving under one and the sam e king. Then a terrible rev olution m ade it
m anifestly impossible to m aintain the condominium. Henceforth, one
brother reigns over Collectivopolis, where the life of the indiv idual has no
other goal or raison d'etre than to serve the good of the collectivity. T he
95 This is a posthumous publication: Hans Sclunid-Guisan, Comme le jour et Ia nuit, a
translation ofTag undNacht, with a foreword by C . - G . Jung (Paris, Denoel, n. d. ) . It
is unfortunate that there should be neither the date ofprinting nor the date of the
edition. The introductory note, signed M . Sclunid-Guisan, is date d Basel, 1 937.
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other reigns over Individua where, by contrast, ev erything is directed
towards fostering the growth of the individual . Henceforth, too, the great
maj ority of the population leads a double life, divided between the two
provinces of the island. At different points in the high wall are secret
doors, heavily bolted, through which one passes from one province to the
other : one finds them disguised behind a chapel altar, in a hospital room ,
even in the office of the sovereign of Collectivopolis. This is because there are
very few people who can abstain from leading a double existence and can
spend their life in one half of the island. But the most difficult thing to
decide is the appropriate m om ent for passing from one half to the other.
For he who lives as a free m an in the town of Collectivopolis is a slave in
Individua. Conversely, he who has gained his freedom in the country
beyond the wall is reduced in Collectivopolis to a state of slavery.
These are the broad outlines of som ething that cannot be sum m arized,
and they speak sufficiently for them selves. Their inner meaning is no less
clearly signified by the symbolic forms which delineate the topography of
each half of the island, as well as the beings who inhabit them or who pass
secretly from one to the other: pass from the world of Day and the norm s
of consciousness to the world of Night, where these norm s are abolished
by the passionate pressure of the forebodings of the unconscious. For
twelve days and twelve nights, the narrator takes us on a j ourney like that of
Dante . We have not the time here to go with him on this twofold and
fearful excursion, nor to explain the symbols inspired by his genius. I
retain only the final scene, which is played out on the highest peak of
Individua, whence one can survey all the symbolic landscapes at a glance.
We are on the edge of the crater of a still-active volcano, whose full
extent we are prevented from taking in by the swirling smoke that rises
from the furnace . And yet the road of Individua goes up to it, goes through
it and beyond. On the approaches to the crater one com es across people
lying here and there in exhaustion, people who had not the strength to
stand Collectivopolis, but who for all that hav e not succeeded in gaining
total freedom in Individua. Here is an apparently resolute m an who has got
as far as the crater. In spite of the solemn comm and whose echo resounds
through the rocky hollow, he throws him self into the furnace and is
swallowed up . Is this, then, to be the sole ending reserved for the suprem e
effort of those who have arrived at the highest peak of Individua ? Not so;
but he alone will cross the abyss whose firm resolution is not the illusion of
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despair. And this is the ultim ate lesson that the book has to teach us. Once
again a m an is adv ancing towards the furnace . His m oving dialogue with
the voice of the Invisible enj oining him to stop is evidence of suprem e
renouncem ent and of a suprem e act of love. While the narrator, seized
with giddiness, turns away his eyes, his guide tells him : " Look ! " And
indeed, " the m an is not swallowed up . His foot rests upon a m iraculous
bridge thrown over the furnace . " Where is he going? The narrator m ay
not follow him , for he is told: " It is forbidden to anyone who-like you,
and like the gentle reader-has only followed this road as a disinterested
observer, to go any further along it. " If only his guide would at least
explain to him where this bridge leads, but he is merely told: " T o a place
where there is no wall to div ide our lives inexorably into two opposing
halves . . . where harm ony, triumphing over struggle and conflict, makes
the he art blossom with pure j oy ; where at last, surm ounting the darkest
clouds, m erciful to j ust and unjust alike, shines an unchanging sun. "
The whole m e aning of this poignant book appe ars to m e to lie in this
bridge which is finally thrown over the abyss; and it is not by chance that
this bridge should awaken in our m ind the im age ofthe Chinv at Bridge, as
it is configured in the eschatology of ancient Zoroastrian Persia. 96 For in
the image of the bridge, which takes shape spontaneously in the conscious
ness of the author at the end of the vision ofthe twelfth night, I believe we
can perceive the present m eaning of all that we learned from the pilgrim age
of our Shiite theosopher, up until the m om e nt when the spiritual Sun
dawned over al-Muzdalifah, and the pilgrim was worthy to approach the
T em ple .
At this point, before the bridge flung m iraculously over the abyss, we
must once m ore ask ourselves the question : will the inner m an give way
before he has attained his victory? Will he prefer inste ad the multiple
disguises of the agnosticism which leaves him finally weaponless in the
presence of the Grand Inquisitor sitting in Collectivopolis? T he " country
beyond the wall" , Individua, with all its topographical details (shade and
rivers, oratories and secret tem ples, valleys and high peaks, and so on) is
one of the m ost perfect symbols of the unconscious to spring from the
im aginative perception of a present-day author-a perception that itself
enables him to discern the " bridge leading to the beyond" . Why, then,

96 a my Spiritual Body and Celestial Earth, op. cit., pp. 26 ff., 42 ff, etc.
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should it be the case, according to others, that the " m odern" discovery of
the unconscious (not in fact as " m odern" as one would like to m ake out)
should have closed a door forever, that it should exclude man perm anently
from the possibility of knowing " a reality spiritual in itself? An agnostic
statem ent as peremptory as this one does not simply appear out of pro
portion to the m etaphysical m ethods at its disposal. It also carries an
infinitely serious responsibility, for it can cause the so-called liberating
discovery to collapse under its own trium ph. If m an owes his personal
potestas clavium to this discovery of the unconscious, a potestas clavium
powerful enough to configurate the bridge over the abyss, how, at the
sam e time and in the nam e of this sam e discovery, can one try to deprive
him of this power, having j ust given it back to him ? This is the depriv ation
brought about by the agnosticism which dares not pronounce its nam e,
when it says that the keys do not open any door, or that the door opens
onto nothing, or that the bridge leads nowhere . . . Or, since the " m odern"
discovery disowns itself in this way, is it not likely that it reveals to m an
som ething for which he had already been long indebted to a different
authority?
This other authority lies, perhaps, in all that we have learned to call the
malakut of this world, as a spiritual world at once invisible and concrete,
both because it is peopled by substantial spiritual form s, and because it
shows that the meaning of this life for m an lies in being able to exercise a
configurative action on his own malakut or " body of light" . Our Shiite
theosophers, such as Qadi Sa'id Qumm i, see the suprem e stage of per
sonal initiation or trans-consciousness (sirr) as being the rev elation that
every theophanic form corresponds to the being of him to whom it is
revealed; but they never confuse this correlation with a causality devolving
solely upon him to whom the form is revealed, any more than Swedenborg's
notion of correspondence abolishes the existence " in itself of the higher
level when symbolizing with the lower. The confusion would be as absurd
as the confusion of supra-existence in the malakut with a claim to attain
immortality by preserving the status ofthe natural physical body (through a
perfect equilibrium of secretion, elim ination, etc . ) . It would be to confuse
a precarious perpetuity with what is called eternity.
It is in the malakut that the essential work of m an is accomplished, for
the phenom enon ofthe world, as m an reveals it to himself, depends above
all and in the final analysis on the vision he has of his own malakut One
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can only act upon the external fonn assumed by the phenomenon of the
world by acting upon the inner fonn or malakut, and such action is only
possible where there is an affmity of ardent desire. In the language of Q adi
Sa'id Qumm i, we would say that in order to change something together,
we must set out together on the pilgrimage to Mina. So I can conclude no
better than with the words of the great Swabian mystic, Friedrich Oetinger,
who belongs to the tradition of the other spiritual masters mentioned here.
His words have all the virtue of a motto : " My God, grant me the boldness
to change what it is in my power to chang e, and grant me the modesty to
bear what it is not within my power to change. 11 9 7
Paris , July 3 1 , 1 965.

97 I know these beautiful words of Oetinger's only fiom a citation in a note in the
review Offene Tore (Zurich, Swedenborg-Verlag, 1 965), part I, p. 1 3 (ed note); a
citation which is given, if not textually, at least in accordance with the sense.
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T he Imago Templi in Confrontation with
Secular Norm s

I . The Im a g o T e m p l i at "the meeting-place ofthe two seas "
A great J ewish writer of our tim e, Elie Wiesel, has chosen as the epigraph
to one of the m ost poignant of his books, Le serment de Kolvillag, 1 the
following quotation from the T almud : " I fpeoples and nations had known
the evil they were inflicting on them selves by destroying the T emple of
Jerusalem , they would have wept m ore than the children of lsrael. " I was
still pondering the far-reaching implications of these lines when, in a
recent work, 2 I cam e across another epigraph, taken this tim e from the
historian Ignaz von Dollinger : " I f i were asked to nam e the dies nefastus in
the history of the world, the day that would come to my m ind would be
none other than October 1 3, 1307'' (the day when Philip the Fair ordered
the m ass arrest of the French T emplars) . A few pages further on, the sam e
work m akes m ention of " a legend whose setting is the amphitheatre of
Gavarnie in the Pyrenees, where six knights of the T emple lie at rest in a
chapel. Every year, on March 1 8-the birthday of the last Grand Master
of the Order- a knight of the T em ple is seen to appear, whose shroud is
replaced by the fam ous white cloak with the four-triangled red cross. He is
in battle appare l and holds his lance in rest. He walks slowly towards the
centre of the chapel and utters a piercing call, which re-echoes around the
amphitheatre of m ountains : 'Who will defend the holy Temple? Who will
deliver the tom b of Christ?' At his call, the six entombed T emplars come
alive and stand up, to answer three tim e s : 'No one ! No one ! No one ! The
Temple is destroyed. "' 3
The lam entations ofthe T alm udist sages and the doleful cry resounding
1 Elie Wiese� Le Serment de Kolvillag (Paris, Ed. du Seuil, 1973), p. 6.
a Pierre Mariel, Guide . . . des Templiers (J?ans, Table Ronde, 1973), p. 7.
3 Ibid. ,

pp .

1 3 1 - 1 32.
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through a Pyrenean am phitheatre echo each other, in that each of them
sets the sam e catastrophe at the centre ofworld history : the destruction of
the Temple, of the sam e T em p l e . Nevertheless, over the centuries a
triumphal Image occurs and recurs, opposing this despair with the tenacity
of perm anent defiance : the I m age of the rebuilding of the T em pl e , the
coming of the New Temple, which assum es the dim ensions of a cosmic
restoration. The two im ages, ofthe destruction and ofthe rebuilding ofthe
Temple, are inseparable one from the other. They draw on the sam e
source, and they configurate a vision of the world which in both its
horizontal and vertical dimension is dom inate d by the Im age of the
Temple, Imago Templi, and which conj oins the destiny of the city-temple
and the destiny of the com munity-tem ple in the body of the Knights
Templar.
I use the term Imago Templi in order to typify and stabilize a specific
intention in a Latin form ne varietur, thus avoiding the vicissitudes of
translation. I should therefore explain how this Imago Templi has in the
end come to impose itself on m e as a student of Islam i c gnosis, not by
leading me away from this gnosis, but on the contrary by allowing m e to
penetrate to the heart of that for which I am seeking. In explaining this, I
will also be delineating the successive stages of the present study .
Unlike modern philosophers of History, visionary theosophers always
have som eone-a personal m essenger-who com es to give them instruc
tions and to be their guide . Where does he come from ? In the famous
recital of Hayy ibn Yaqzan, composed by Avicenna, the m essenger-the
Angel-on being asked by the v isionary whence he comes, replies : " I
com e from the T E MPL E " , or, to b e precise, from Bayt al-Maqdis. This
latter term , which is the literal Arabic equiv alent of the Hebrew Beth ha
miqdash, m eans, to be sure, the " sacrosanct house" ; but as we know, the
symbol of the dwelling-place is comm only used to denote the temple. 4 T he
Arabic term designates Jerus alem ; but the answer given to Avicenna
refers not to the Jerusalem of this world, but to the celestial Temple of
which the earthly Jerusalem is the im age. We he ar the sam e answer given
in Suhrav ardi ' s visionary recitals . 5 Often, indeed, for the sake of precision,
4 a H. Corbin, Avicenna and the VisionaryRecita� trans. W. R. Trask (Texas, Spring
Publications Inc, 1 980), pp. 137 ff See also copyright page of this transl ation: vol.
II of Corbin's original 1 954 edition is not included in it.
5 Cf Suhravardi, 'Le Vade-mecum des fide1es d'amour', chap. V (the response of
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we get the expression Na-Kuja-aba d, the " country of non-where", or Ruh-abad,
the " country of the Spirit" . 6 Thus the question arises: at what boun
dary or lim it does the m eeting take place between the visionary and the
Angel " who comes from the T emple ? " Hence, too, at what boundary or
lim it is this Im age of the Temple disclosed to the visionary, so that he
receives the revelation of the Angel who belongs to the T em ple ?
Our mystical theosophers have explained them selves with extreme
clarity on this point, and in doing so show them selves to be in profound
agreem ent with all visionaries of the "New T emple " . What is in question
is a world which conditions a fundam ental spiritual experience, the secret
of which initially escapes us Occidentals because for us this world has for
som e centuries been a lost continent. It is the world situated midway
between the world of purely intelligible realities and the world of sense
perception; the world that I hav e called the imaginal world ('alam al-mithal,
mundus imaginalis) in order to avoid any confusion with what is comm only
designated imaginary. 7
Let us be quite clear about this. Our visionary theosophers-Suhra
v ardi' s Ishraqiyun-are no less aware than we are of the perils of the
imaginary. I will recall briefly the m etaphysics of the Im agination in, say,
Suhravardi . The Im agination possesses a twofold aspect and fulfils a
twofold function. 8 On the one hand there is the passive im agination, the
im agination that " re-pre sents " or " re -produces " (khayal). As such the
im agination is, quite simply, the storehouse that garners all the im ages
perceived by the sensorium, this latter being the m irror in which all the
perceptions of the external senses converge . On the other hand there is the
active Im agination (mutakhayyilah). This active Im agination is caught
between two fires. It can subm it docilely to the injunctions of the estim a
lory faculty (wahmiyah), in which case it is the rational animal that assesses
things in a way related to that of anim als. The rational anim al can and in
Love to Zulaykha), in my anthology of fifteen treatises by Suhravardi entitled
L'Archange empourpre, Documents spirituels 1 4 (Paris, Fayard, 1976), IX pp 306. 3W-

6 Ibi d., index . See also H . C o rbin , En Islam iranien: aspects spirituels et philosophiques
(Paris, Gallimard, 1 9 7 1 - 1 972, new edn 1 978), vol. I V, general index s.v. Na-Koja

itbad, Ruhabad.
7 Ibid., s.v. imaginal . See also H. Corbin, ' Science traditionnelle et renaissance

spiritu e l l e ' , in Cahiers de l'Univer.lite Saint-Jean de Jerusalem, I, 1 97 5 .
8. Cf Suhravardi, 'Les Temples de 1a Lumiere', 7th temple, the French translation in

op. cit. (note 5), I I , pp. 63-66.
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fact does fall prey to all the delirium s and m onstrous inventions of the
im aginary, obstinately rej ecting the j udg em ent of the intellect. Yet the
active Im agination can, on the contrary, put itself exclusively at the
service of the intellect-of, that is to say, the intellectus sanctus as this
functions in both philosophers and prophets. In such a case, Im agination
is called cogitative or m e ditative (mlffakkira; it should be noted that this is
another nam e for the activ e Im agination, the productive Im agination) .
T he whole task consists in purifying and liberating one's inner being so
that the intelligible realities perceived on the imaginal level m ay be reflected
in the m irror of the sensorium and be translated into visionary perception.
We hav e, I think, already gone a considerable distance beyond the lim its
imposed by psychology. T hat we do in fact go beyond these lim its is all the
m ore important for us because the vision of the Angel, and thence of the
Imago Templi, does not em erge from the negativity of an unconscious, but
descends from a level of a positively differentiated supra-consciousness. This
order of im aginative perception is described by Haydar Am uli, the great
Shiite interpreter of Ibn 'Arabi, as being that of " intellective Im ages " ,
m etaphysical Im ages {amthilah 'aqliyah). It is the key which can open up to
us the m etaphysic of the Imago Templi.
Ibn 'Arabi greatly extended the metaphysic of the Im agination. 9 He
agrees perfectly with Suhravardi in affirming the reality, plenary in its own
right, of the intermediate world of the barzakh, the world in-between. His nam e
for it is the Koranic " m eeting-place of the two seas" (majma' al-bahrayn) . '0
He sees it as the place where the world of pure Ideas in their intelligible sub
stantiality meets with the world of the obj ects of sense perception. It is the
world where everything that appeared inanim ate in the world of sense
perception com es aliv e, the world to which Moses came before m eeting his
initiator {Khezr, Khadir). In short, it is at " the m eeting-place of the two
seas" that the Imago Templi reveals itself to the visionary.
9 Cf H, Corbin, Creative Imagination in the Suf1S11! of Ibn Arabi, trans . R. Manheim,
Bollingen Series XCI (Princeton University Press, 1 969) .
1 0 Cf Haydar Amuli, Le Texte des Textes, commentaire sur 1es Fusus al-hikam d' lbn
'Arabi, les Prolegomenes, Bibl. Irani enne, vol. 22 (Tehran/P aris, 1 974), p. 24 of my
French Introduction. The expression is from the Koran; cf Koran 18:59 11� Moses,
in the company ofhis young servant, goes on a long j ourney in order to reach "the
meeting-place of the two seas " . When they reach it, the fish that they intend to eat
escapes and "makes its way freely back to the sea " . The boy thinks that it is the
devil who made him forget the fish, whereas Moses says: " This is exactly what we
were looking for. " Immediately afterwards, Moses meets Khezr (Khadir), his
initiator.
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Hav ing said this, we are better able to define our subj ect, to say what it
is and what it is not. In speaking of the Imago Templi, I intend to rem ain at
the level of a phenom enology, a " tem enology" if I may risk the word (from
the Greek temenos, a sacred precinct), which exists at the level of the
im aginal world {'alam al-mithal), the world in-between {barzakh), at " the
m eeting-place of the two seas " . I once had occasion, in relation to the
Mazdean transfiguration of the Earth by the imaginal perception of the
Light of Glory (the Xvarnah), to speak of an Imago Terrae as a m irror
reflecting the imago Animae ?l l Sim ilarly, the case of the Imago Templi at " the
m eeting-place of the two seas " implies a situation which is above all
speculative, in the etym ological sense of the word: two m irrors (specula)
facing each other and reflecting, one within the other, the Im age that they
hold. The Im age does not derive from empirical sources. It precedes and
dom inates such sources, and is thus the criterion by which they are
verified and their m e aning is put to the test.
According to our philosophers' prem isses of the m etaphysics of the
im aginal, the Imago Templi is the form assumed by a transcendent reality
m order for this reality to be reflected in the soul at " the m eeting-place of
the two seas" . Without such a form , this reality would be ungraspable .
However, the Imago Templi is not allegorical but " tautegorical" ; that is to
say, it should not be understood as concealing the Other whose form it is.
It is to be understood in its identity with that Other, and as being itself the
thing which it expresses. It will thus be clear that we do not intend to take
up the task of the psychologists, still less to subject the Imago Templi to the
categories of positive historical criticism .
At " the m eeting-place of the two seas " , one is outside the process of
becom ing, outside historical causality and the norm s of chronology, of
filiations whose justification depends on archives and legal docum ents.
This is because at " the m eeting-place of the two seas" we are in the
eighth clim e " , a " clim e " whose events and recitals take place in the
Malakut the world of the soul and of visionary awareness. In the Malakut
th e only docum ents are the testimonials of the soul. Neither history in the
norm al sense of the word nor a philosophy of History is composed of the
visions proj ected by the celestial world onto the m irror of the sensorium.
1 1 Cf. my Spiritual Body and Celestial Earth: from Mazdean Iran to Shiite Iran, tran s . N.

Pearson, Bollingen Series XCI : 2 (Princeton University Press, 1 969), index s.v.

Imago Animae, Imago Terrae.
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Equally, without the category of the imaginal, one is deprived of these
visions and of their significant reality. T h e only history we are concerned
with here-sacred history or hierohistory or hierology-does not com e to
pass in the continuous tim e of chronological causality which is the tim e of
secular history. Each m anifestation of the Imago constitutes a unity in
itself, without requiring a "transfer of power" . It is itself its own tim e . The
successive tim es of these m anifestations are, rather, part of the tempus
discretum of angelology, a disc ontinuous tim e . For this reason the link to be
discerned between them is am enable neither to historical criticism nor to
historical causality. On each occasion, what occurs is a re-assumption by the
soul, a decision, a reconquest. These unities of discontinuous tim e are the
tim es of the Imago Templi: they irrupt into our own tim e and confer the
dim ension of eternity upon the scissions they produc e . It is through this
rupturing of tim e that the truth of all history can finally shine forth; for
through it history is liberated and transmute d into parable.
The following tradition is the m o st striking of all. When the T emple of
Solomon was set on fire by Nabuchodonosor (Nebuchadne zzar), the
priests, holding the keys of the T e m ple in their hands, went up onto un
roof of the sanctuary . From there they cried in the face of heav en: " L ord of
the world, since from now on we can no longer perform our office in this
T emple, take back the keys into your hand" . And they threw the keys up
into the sky. A hand appe ared in the sky and took hold of the keys. 12 I
think that a significant correspondence to this m ay be seen in our own
Grail cycle. T he epic concerned with the geste of Galahad ends with a
mystical scene in the spiritual palace of Sarras : a hand appe ars in Heaven
and takes hold of the Holy Grail, which from that tim e onwards is
invisible to this world, in the tim e of this world.
Yet the Imago Templi surv ives. When m an has fashioned his inner being
in such a m anner that the Imago Templi becom es m anifest to him , he is eo
ipso at " the m eeting-place of the two seas" ; it is here, and nowhere else,
that the keys of the Temple can be restored to him in personY It was in
this way that they were restored to Suhrav ardi who, in Islam icized Iran,
wished to recall from its exile the theosophy of L ight professed by the
1 2 Friedrich Weimeb, Die Rolle Esther (Zurich, Origo-Verlag, 1 968), p. 1 9.
1 3 Cf my study 'The Configuration ofthe Temple of the Ka'bah as the Secret of the
Spiritual Life according to the work of Qadi Sa'id Qummi ( 1 1 0 3/ 1 69 1 )', section I V:
Potestas clavium, pub l ished ab ove .
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sages of ancient Persia. In the case of Dav ani, one of his followers,
visionary perception even m akes Persia (Fars) a " kingdom of Solom on" ,
and Persepolis a centre of spiritual illum ination in the tradition of Sol
om on. 1 4 This is why the quest of the seeker into Irano-Islam i c gnosis
should itselfguide him back to the prim ordial hierophany of the " Temple
to com e " . This is the Imago Templi as it was m anifested to the visionary
perception of the prophet Ezekiel, and on which the community of Essenes
at Qum ran was to m odel its entire theology of the T emple and the new
Temple.
Hence, although there are always vestiges of history hidden beneath the
veil of what are called " legends" , it is not by following these uncertain
signs that we will rej oin the knights of the Temple referred to at the
beginning of this study . But we will observe that the Imago Templi, fore
stalling all empirical perception, possesses in itself such power that it
makes the fact, a parte ante and a parte post of the filiation of the knighthood
of the T em p l e quite inescapable . In both directions, the filiation is estab
lished through the conjunction of the initiatic idea with the idea of a
spiritual knighthood. In both directions, this must be seen as the awaken
ing of the Imago Templi to the awareness of itself, and then it will be
understood how the links of ancestry and descent which are claimed to
exist are not such as can be traced in archival docum ents . A parte ante, the
Imago Templi, as it acquires an awareness of itself through the T emplar
knighthood, claim s to descend from the prim itive Judaeo-Christian com 
munity of Jerusalem , and through this from the community of the Essenes. A
parte post it determines the resurgence of the Templar idea in the eighteenth
century, as in the great work ofWillerm oz, in the dram atic epic conceived
by Zacharias Werner and, above all, in Swedenborg's revelation of the
\ 'ova Hierosolyma. These are all hierophanies of the Imago Templi which
frustrate the explanations as well as the negations of positive historical
criticism , because the Imago precedes and rules over all historical j udge
ments. Thus historical criticism is in no position to explain this persistence of
the Imago Templi. In order to do so, it would itself need to stand at " the
m eeting-place of the two seas" , in the place where the night-sentries keep
watch on the walls of the Temple , waiting for the withdrawal of night and
1 1 a A S. 1.1elikian-Chirvani, 'Le R.oym.nn e de Salomm Les InscriptiOI'lS persanes
des sites achemenides', inLe monde iranien et I'Islam, vol. I (Geneve!Paris, 1971), pp.
1-41.
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the coming of dawn. L ikewise, it is only by satisfying the requirem ents of a
herm eneutic altogether different from historical criticism that we will be
in a position to evaluate the hierophanies of the Imago Templi which form
the tradition of the Temple.
In this way, too, we m ay perhaps perceive how the secret norm deter
m ining the recurrence and persistence o f this Imago is precisely that which
is capable of confronting the secular norm s of our own tim es, because it is
the Witness that challenges the desacralization of the world.
II. The I m ago T em p l i and the destruction ofthe Temple
I . The world as the crypt of the Temple. We observ ed at the outset of this study
how, in the visionary recitals of Avicenna and Suhrav ardi, the Angel
encountered at " the m eeting-place of the two seas" replies to the visionary's
question " Where do you com e from ? " by saying, "I com e from the
T emple " -that is to say, from the heav enly Jerusalem . This reply sets the
tone for the entire v isionary composition, enabling us to perceive its
difference with regard to an Imago Templi which is the Imago of the cosm ic
temple.
This latter is the Im age of the world-tem ple well-known in the cosmic
mysticism ofpre-Christian antiquity . For example, Manilius (first century
A . D . ) , in the prologue to his Astronomica, 1 5 prays in the temple of the world,
" for the world too is a sanctuary, and Manilius is its priest" . Likewise, at
the tim e of Manilius, the im age of the temple of the world was, not exactly
a c omm onplace, but rather a ruling belief: the Imago templi mundi. For Dion
Chrysostom , the wellsprings of belief in God lead back to the spectacle of
the cosm os. For Plutarch, " the world is a m ost holy temple . . . Man
enters into it on the day of his birth and contemplates in i t . . . the sensible
objects fashioned, says Plato, by the divine Intellect as copies of intelligible
realities" . Cleanthus compares " cosm ic religion to an initiation. T he star
gods are mystical figures with sacred nam es "- T he world is " a temple
filled with a div ine presence, a temple in which one must behave with the
holy reverence of an initiate " . But this motif, as A J. Festugiere observ es,
is already to be found in Aristotle, in a rem ark concerning the mysteries of
15 For the quotations gathered together here, we are indebted to A . J . Festugiere's
concentrated chapter 'Le monde, temple de Dieu', in his work La Revelation d'
Hermes Trismegiste, vol. II (Paris, 1 949), pp. 233-238 .
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Eleusis, where he says that " the first effect of initiation into the mystical
temple of the world is not knowledge, but an impression, a sense of reverent
awe and wonder at the sight of the divine spectacle presented by the
visible world" . 16
Whatever there m ay be in com m on between this vision of the world
temple, assim ilated to the Eleusinian temple of the mysteries, and the
Imago Templi in Suhravardi, we are m ade aware of the profound difference
between them by the reply of the Angel stating that " he comes from the
Temple " . This visible world is no longer itself the tem ple ; it is the crypt of
the Temple, or cosmic crypt. The initiation conferred by the Angel consists
in showing the initiate how to leave this crypt17 and reach the T emple to
which the Angel belongs, and to which the initiate, by v irtue ofhis origin,
also belongs. Inside the crypt he is m erely an exile . The m eaning and
function of the physical heav ens of astronomy are to guide the initiate to
the supra-sensible heav ens of the spiritual world, to the heavens of the
T emple (the Malakut that was revealed to Abraham ; Koran 6 : 75).
Suhr av ardi is emphatic on this point. There are several ways of regard
ing the heavens. One of these is com m on to men and beasts. Another is
that of the men of science, the astronom ers and astrologers, who see the
heavens with the eyes of the heav ens. Finally, there are those who see the
heavens neither with their eyes of flesh nor with the eyes of the heavens,
but with the eyes of inner vision. 1 8 In them the organ of the inner vision is
an Imago caeli that does not originate in empirical perceptions, but that
precedes and governs all such perceptions. It determ ines the whole way of
viewing the heav ens, of seeing them , in fact, as the Imago Templi, which is
to see them at " the meeting-place of the two seas" . This is why the Imago
Templi is not subj ect to the vicissitudes of the history of positive astronomy :
it i s not a chapter in the history o f science .
Like their world {Jabarut and Malakut), spiritual beings are always
described as sacrosanct, as " hieratics" (qudsi, quddus, qiddis), because they
form the Temple (Bayt al-Maqdis) in relation to this world which is itself
1 6 The following remark of Seneca's sums this up: "There are mysteries into which one
cannot be initiated in a single day. Eleusis has secrets that are shown ool.y to those
who go back to it and see it for a second time. No more does Nature reveal all her
mysteries at once . " Quoted in ibid., p. 237.
1 7 Cf myAvicenna and the Visionary Recital, op . cit., pp. 1 7- 1 8 ff. Compare Suhravardi's
'Le Recit de l'Archange empourpre', the French translation in my anthology
L'Archange empoutpre, op. cit., VI, pp. 201-213.
18 See Suhravardi, 'Unj our, avec un groupe de soufis . . .', in ibid., XI, p. 374.
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the crypt of the T emple . They constitute a double hierarchy, orig inating
in the three acts of contemplation of the First and highest of the hierarchic
Intelligences-the Intellig ence that Suhrav ardi always calls by the nam e
it has in Zoroastrian ang elology, in which it is the First Archang el to
proceed from O rm azd: B ahman (Av estan Vohu-Manah, Greek Eunoia) or
Bahman-Light. 1 9 From the three acts of contemplation of the First Emanant
or first Intellig ence, there proceed a second Intellig ence, a heaven, and the
Soul that moves this heaven. This s am e ternary rhythm is repeated from
Intelligence to Intelligence down to the Ninth, and from heaven to heaven,
from the Sphere -Limit-the Sphere of Spheres-to the heaven of the
Moon. When it reaches the T e nth, the proces s is as it were exhausted. The
T enth is what philosophers call the active Intelligence, whereas theologians
and theos ophers call it the Holy Spirit. Both are in agreement about this
identification. This Intelligence-Holy Spirit is the archangel Gabriel of the
Koran, the messenger of the inspired revelation of the prophets , who is
also the Angel of the hum an race, the Angel from whom our souls
em anate .
The hierarchical Intelligences are so many hypostases, and are named the
Cherubim (the Angeli intellectuales of the L atin translations ) . T he Souls
that move each heav en are the Animae or Angeli caelestes. 2 0 An impulse of
love prompts the Animae caelestes to resemble the Intelligences whence they
proceed, and it is through this impuls e that each of them implicates its
heaven in its motion. For this reason, the relationship between the two
hierarches is typified s ometimes as the re lationship between a love that
dominates (qahr) and a love that obeys {mahabbah; from this point ofview
Suhrav ardi calls the Angeli caelestes the " celestial faithful of lov e " ) , some
times as the relationship of parent and child, and sometimes as that
between teacher and pupil.
It is this relationship, too, which organizes the hierarchic Intelligences
in, so to say, a symbolic manner so that they fonn an Order of the celestial
T emple. It should be noted that Suhrav ardi typifies it as an Order of
futuww ah, or Sufi Order. Each higher Intellig ence is the master (pir) that
initiates the Intelligence that follows it: it instructs it like a teacher his
19 On the theory of the procession of the Intelligences, see my Avicenna and the Visionary
Recital, op. cit., chap . I I , 'Avicennism and Ang elology' . S ee als o En Islam Iranien, op .
cit. , index s .v. Bahm an, Intellig ences .
20 Cf principally S uhravardi, ' Les Temples de la Lumiere', and ' Livre d'heure s ' , the
French translation in L'Archange empourpre, op . cit.
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pupil ; it inscribes it in the register (jaridah) of its pupils ; it bestows on it the
symbolic cloak (khirqah) of its investiture, 21 etc . The gradation here corre
sponds exactly to one found in an Ismaili text. 22 From level to level of the
hierarchy, each God in turn has his God until we attain the " God of
Gods " , who is the " God of being in its totality " , according to the terms
that Suhrav ardi employ s . This is why spiritual ascent to the God of Gods
is not possible for m an unless he first unites himself with the Angel from
whom he em anate s, his celestial parent and his guide . This is the meaning
of all S uhravardi' s romances of spiritual initiation. It is to go out of the
T emple crypt in order to enter the T emple .
This brief survey enables us to perceive how the same Imago Templi
governs the relationship of each Intellig ence to its " T ern ple" (maskin, its
dwelling-place) or heav en, including the relationship of Gabriel, as the
Angel ofhumanity, to the " T emples of Light" which are hum an spiritual
individualitie s . Each heaven or T emple of heav en is composed of three
things: the cherubic Intelligence from which this heaven emanates, this
heaven that is the scope of its nostalgia; the Soul that moves it with a view
to assuag ing this nostalgia; and, finally, the heaven itself, whose subtle
matter is condensed into the star it bears . The astral liturgies composed
by Suhrav ardi should be compared with the famous astral liturgies cel
ebrated in the temples of the S abians . 23 The liturgy specifies the Intelli
gence that is the sovereign of each heaven; it invokes its moving Soul and
glorifies the beauty of the heaven in question. 2 4 But the hymn is not
addressed to the " astral mas s " . The liturgy is consummated in the Mala
kiil; the star is a " p erson" only because it possesses a S oul, a Soul of which
it is not the image, and which itself pertains to the Malakut. Unlike human
souls, this Soul does not possess sensible perception; but the Anima caelestis
has over human souls the adv antag e of possessing the active Im agination
2 1 S uhravardi, 'Le Bruissement des Ailes de Gabriel' , French translation in ibid.
C ompare this with the iuitiation ritual ofthefotuwwah. See Traites des compagnons
chievaliers, recueil de sept "Futuwwat-Nameh, Persian text pub lished by M. Sarraf, with
an analytical Introduction in French by H. Corbin, Bibl. Iranienne , vol. 20 (Tehran/
Paris , 1 973) .
Tiris is the conversation between 'Am alaq the Greek and his master Kosta ben
Luqa; see En Islam iranien, op . cit., vol. I I : ' S ohravardi et les Platoniciens de Perse',
pp. 1 33 ff. , 262, 284.
23 Cf. my study ' S abian Templ e and Ismailism', published above.
24 S ee 'En Islam iranien', op. cit. , vol . I I , pp . 126 ff., the psalm composed by Suhravardi
in praise ofthe archangel S hahrivar and the lord Hurakhsh. S ee also the liturgies in
'Livre d'heure s ' , in l'Archange empowpre, op . cit.
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in its pure state, and consequently it never succumbs to the delirium ofthe
estim atory faculty and of the senses, as do hum an souls. T he im age that it
possesses of its heav en is an Imago Templi in all its purity .
2. The destmction ofthe Temple crypt As for our souls, they em anate from the
Angel of the hum an race whose theurgy they are, as each heaven is the
theurgy of the Intelligence from which it em anates. They are " tern ples " ,
called by Suhrav ardi " Temples ofL ight"- T he Angel who i s both the Holy
Spirit and the Angel of hum anity bears the sam e relationship to these
" Temples of L ight" as does each Cherub to its soul and its heav en. The
word haykal (temple) is often used to designate the external habitation, the
m aterial body of the building which contains the L ight and whose de
struction sets this L ight free. In effect, it designates the hum an microcosm
itself as a spiritual indiv iduality, j ust as the Twelve Imams are called
" temples of the tawhid"; that is to say, according to the esotericists,
temples of theom onism . 24 • At the heart of each temple of Light conceived
in this sense is a sanctuary that Suhrav ardi calls the khangah-a term
again borrowed from Sufism and norm ally used to m ean a lodge of Sufis.
In Suhravardi' s visionary recitals, the spiritual m an withdraws into the
khangah: there, the m eeting with the Angel takes place ?5 This amounts to
saying that the khangah-the sanctuary of the temple which is the m icro
cosm-is situated at " the meeting-place of the two seas " It is here that
the visionary is visited by the flashes of light in which the experience of
Suhrav ardi's " oriental theosophy " culm inates. When the presence of
these lights is prolonged-when they becom e perm anently present-the
state attained is designated by Suhrav ardi as Sakinah. This word is pre
cisely the Arabic equiv alent of the Hebrew Shekhinah: the mysterious
div ine presence in the Holy of Holies in the Temple of Solomon. 2 6 Thus,
the Arabic equiv alent to the term Shekhinah is used by Suhravardi to
signify this Presence in the Temple of Light, in the khangah, the sanctuary
of the hum an m icrocosm .
24a We should note that the idea of the spiritual individuality o f m an as the temple
was a them e already familiar to the Stoics and to Philo . Cf R. J . McKelvey, The
New Temple (Oxford, 1 969), pp. 5 3 ff.
2 5 Cf principally S uhravardi, 'Le Bruissem ent des Ailes de Gabri el' and 'Un j our,
avec un group e de soufis', in l'A rchange empourpre, op. cit.
26 On the Shekhinah, see principally Gershom G. S cholem, les Origines de Ia Kabbah,
translated from the Germ an by J. Loewenson (Paris, 1 966), index s .v.
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These hum an temples of Light are at present in exile, in the crypt ofthe
celestial T e m p l e . Herein lies the difference from the sense of the world
experienced as a temple in the religion of pre-Christian antiquity . The
sages of antiquity prayed in a temple that was intact; the prayer of
Suhrav ardi's sage rises from the depths of the temple crypt, because he
has been exiled from the T emple. We are situated between two catas
trophes : one is the prem ise of salv ation, the other is perhaps irrem ediable .
The first is the descent into exile; this is som ething we will return to,
because it determ ines the persistence of the Imago Templi. The second is in
some sense the sending of the exile him self into exile : this occurs at the
m om ent in which the world ceases to be experienced as the Temple crypt.
This is not simply the destruction of the Temple, but the destruction of the
Temple crypt : the crypt in which the exiles awaited their return to the
Temple.
Some hav e spoken of an astronom ical rev olution, but the phrase does
not exactly cover what is at issue here . The issue here is the cessation of a
hierophany, the hierophany of the Imago Templi; a cessation that involves
the ruin of the Imago caeli, which above all determ ined the superior m ode
of contemplating the heavens of which Suhravardi spoke to us a little
while ago. T he split between angelology and astronomy is not j ust an
episode in the history of science; it signifies the destruction of the T emple
from which the Angel-m essenger declared that he cam e . It is true that this
destruction is only effective for those who believed or believe them selves to
be bringing it about, for in fact the perception of the supra-sensible
celestial T emple, and the angelology governing this perception, do not
depend on the history of astronomy . For, as I said above, the Imago caeli
does not deriv e from empirical perceptions : it precedes and directs such
perceptions. To destroy the Imago caeli is to change the very mode of
perception and create thereby a hiatus, a breach which misleads the
historian. The world has ceased to be the crypt of the T emple . The
destruction of the Temple begins with the dispeopling of the crypt. Once
the crypt has been dispeopled of the presences that inhabited it, the
Temple itself is open to attack. But the final process must be traced back
in its distant origins.
We were speaking earlier, with reference to the Imago Templi, of two
m irrors which face each other and reflect within each other the sam e
Im age . It is one of these m irrors, the Imago caeli, that has been destroyed:
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nothing less than this, certainly, but also nothing m ore . But this destruc
tion of the Imago caeli-of the T e m p l e crypt-was m ade possible only by
the shattering of the symm etry exhibited, first, by the triadic structure of
the celestial temples (Intelligence, Soul, and subtle body of the Sphere),
and, second, by the triadic structure of gnostic anthropology : spirit, soul
and body . This anthropological triad was gradually eclipsed in Western
Christian thought. What rem ained was the dualism of soul and body, or of
spirit and body, of thought and extension-a dualism for which Descartes
could not then be held responsible . This anthropological destruction has a
striking parallel in the destruction wrought in the sphere of celestial
physics by Averroes in his desire to be a strict Aristotelian. The conse
quence of this was in effect the disappearance of the second angelic
hierarchy, the hierarchy of the Angeli caelesles or Animae caelestes as affirmed
by Avicenna and Suhrav ardi. Since the world of the Animae caelestes m ark
ed the threshold of the Imaginal world, the sovereignty of the active
Im agination or Imaginatio vera was as a result entirely ov erthrown, and
with it that whole world of the Soul, the world in-between, m edial between
the Jabarnt and the Mulk.
From that m om ent on, the way lay open to a vision of the world which,
being no longer a vision governed by the Imago Templi, was to end by no
longer perceiving in the cosmos anything apart from imm anent and purely
m e chanical laws . Without the world of the Soul there is no Imago. Thus
m an had lost his own soul as the heavens had lost theirs : there was no
longer an active Im agination to secrete and reflect in the sensorium the
m etaphysical I m ages of intelligible realities, revealed to it on its own level.
What rem ains is an im agination whose products are now declared to be
m erely imaginary, the fantastic productions of the phantasia -in short,
unreal . Never again will it raise m an to " the m eeting-place of the two
seas " . T he ordeal of exile no longer exists ; instead, there is a deliberate
refusal to feel exiled, a rej ection of the idea of the world as the crypt of the
T emple-a rej e ction that heralds the devastation of the Imago Templi.
Such a dev astation is a sine qua non for the ascendancy of the norm that
induces the desacralization of the world, its " disenchantm ent" in the
etym ological sense of the word. {Die Entzauberung der Welt was the title of a
book which appeare d between the two world wars .) What will be tin
future of this norm ?
We can envisage a reply to this question only if; by m eans of the double
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negation of refusing the refusal which desacralizes the world, we return to
the m om ent in which the Imago Templi affirms itself not as an im age to be
destroyed, but as the instrum ent of salvation enabling us to leave the
crypt. We must rediscover the meaning of the crypt. When the Imago Templi
is destroyed, one is no longer even aware of being in the depths of a crypt.
The world is " disorientated" : there is no longer an " Orient" . One thinks
one is out in the open, that there is neither an above nor a below. By
contrast, for all our mystical theosophers the world has an " Orient" and is
" orientated" ; there is an above and a below, not necessarily in the sense of
geom etrical distance, but ineluctably in the sense of a m etaphysical dis
tance . This is so because entry into this world is perceived essentially as
an entry into the world of exile, as a " descent" from the Orient of the
Temple to the Occ ident of the world as the crypt of the T em ple 2 7 The
Imago Templi is then there so that the visionary, withdrawing into his
khangah-the sanctuary of his microcosm-m ay recollect his origin. Un
like the sage of antiquity, he experiences his entry into this world as a
rupture. It is exile far from the Temple. The Angel's whole m essage is to
rem ind him that an exile does not delay when his family calls him back,
that he must return in haste . This is the whole them e of Suhrav ardi's
recital of the " occidental exile " , as well as of several other recitals.

3. Entry into the world of exile. There is fundam ental agreem ent between
Suhravardi' s herm eneutic of exile and that emphasized by a contempor
ary Cabbalistic m aster, Friedrich Weinreb, in his m any books. I do not
say that this agreem ent is surprising-far from it: it is to be expected and
is therefore all the m ore significant. Destruction of the Temple means
entry into the world of exile . In short, both for the m aster of Ishraq and for
the Cabbalistic m aster, the destruction of the Temple is the actual occasion
of our birth into this world which is the world of exile, but also the world
through which we hav e to pass if we are to reach the new Temple. The

27 This is the whole theme ofpre-existence that we find in Suhravardi . In his exoteric
treatises, the skaykh al-ishraq adopts a position opposed to this idea. In all his
esoteric treatises, on the other hand, which take the form of symbols and parables,
the idea of pre-existence is implied. See for example 'L' Epitre des hautes tours',
where it is said towards the beginning that "return implies the anteriority of
presence. We do not say to someone who has never been to Egypt: ' Return to
Egypt"' (L'Archange empourpre, op. cit.). We believe that by distinguishing between
the natures of the different treatises of Suhravardi, we resolve an ambiguity that was
already troubling Mulla Sadra Shirazi .
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de structi on of the T e m pl e is the end of the " previous life " and of the
" p revi ous worl d " . 2 8

T h e history of hum ani t y begins with the exile , whi ch i n its turn be gins
wi th the de struction of the T e m pl e . T h e r e is a stri king recital de aling wi th
the de s c ent of the Neshamah29 (m an' s celestial soul , one of the souls that
dwell s with God, the i de a of w hi c h is e xtremely cl ose to the Z o r o astr i an
idea of the Fravarti/Foruhar). T h i s soul i s as k e d to anim ate a hum an being
whose embryo i s in the pr o c e s s ofgr owing . T h e soul i s awar e of all it will
hav e to give up in order to " de s c e nd " to e arth, but only thr ough its
de sc ent will the hum an being be marke d with the di vine s e al and b e ar
withi n him the Imago Dei. F or this r e ason, the soul too traverses the s ame
road as G o d unti l the retur n from exi l e . T h e Shekhinah in exile is " the
total ity of all the suffering of all time and of the suffering of all cre atur e s in
all the worl ds " . As l ong as C r e at i o n endur e s the re will be exile , up till the
time when the l ast Neshamah has d e s c ended into this worl d. T h e Angel
wh o a c c o mpani e s the Neshamah duri ng its de s c e nt rev e al s to it that it will
find hi m again at the end ofits passing through the worl d ofexile, that he
will be the r e to tak e it back " h o m e " . He tells it that all it le arne d of the
m e aning of Cre ation in its e xi stenc e " before this worl d " will be plung e d
into oblivion, like a t e m p l e destroye d. Its g a rm e nt o f l ight will b e c o m e a
g ar m e nt c onditi oned by the form o f tim e . Y et in its exile the Neshamah will
be in uni son with the exile of the Shekhinah. Imitating the ge sture of the
priests on the roof of the T e m p l e of S ol omon w he n it was being devour e d
b y fl am e s , the Angel thr ows the keys of the T e mp l e b a c k into the he avens .
T o know the se things i s eo ipso to avoi d c onfusing the a p p ar e nt hi story of
humani t y with the history c o nveye d to us i n the di vine L ogos, the Word of
the pr ophe t s ; for the l atte r hi story i s playe d out on another pl ane and
c annot be m e asur e d with the yardsti ck o f our world and our life . O u r
me asures are valid only for the worl d of exil e , b e c aus e they a r e provided
by the very form of the exil e .

By m e ans of the Word- o f the divine

L og os-sac r e d hi story re aches down to us as " o n a b o at c o nne cti ng the
different worl ds " .

In fact, this W o r d exists i n di fferent worl ds , i n the

realiti e s b el onging to di ffe rent lev e l s . I t also has the vi rtue of confe rring
anothe r exi ste nce on e a ch re ality : " T he I m ag e s p r o du c e d by the Word
(the L ogos) dwell ing i n such and such a r e ality are the symb ols an d

28 Friedrich Weinreb, op . cit., p. 35.
29 Ibid. See the admirable pages 20-32 of this book.
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parables of those Im age s which exist in another reality. "
The sam e
applies to the Imago Templi. To understand it, as we said at the beginning,
is to reach " the meeting-place of the two seas " .
Who will reach it? The reply to this question is given in an equally
striking herm eneutic relating to the saving of Moses from the waters; for
one ofthe symbolic properties ofWater is to typify the sense oftim e and of
engulfment in tim e. Pharoah' s aim is to m ake all male children who sink
into tim e succumb to the indifferent uniformity of all that is encased in
tim e, and to prevent them from rising to the height of the worlds revealed
by the div ine Word. They are to drown in the waters of secular, one
dim ensional history . The little " ark" in which, according to esoteric
tradition, his " celestial parents " saved Moses, was in fact the div ine
Word, and Moses was preserved from the flux of historical tim e. What
Pharoah wante d, on the other hand, was that only " norm al m an" should
survive-the m an who conform s absolutely to the norm of a world which,
above all, does not wish to know that it is in exile 3 1
The analyses of the sacred, for which we are indebted to the sociological
philosophies or philosophical sociologies from the nineteenth century to
the present day, strike us as being in perfect conformity with the intentions
and dispensation of Pharoah. Even when they agree in thinking and
saying that " history is nothing other than the profanation of the sacred
l and that] it is therefore the decadence and decomposition of a previously
given reality " , 3 2 it is no less the case that the content they attribute to the
notion of the sacred is of an alarm ing pov erty, because it is reduced to
purely form al aspects . This is because these analyses have them selves
taken on the form of the world of exile to such an extent that they can no
longer even be aware or perceive that it is a world of exile. And yet the
maj ority of our contemporaries live according to ideologies spawned by
these analyses. At this point there is a prelim inary question to be asked. If
History is nothing other than the profanation of the sacred, in the sense
that the profane, which used to be mute, has now itself taken possession of
the Word, how is it possible to speak ofthe sacred using a Word which is
itself desacralized, a Word which, in its very nature, profanes and is
29 Ibid., pp. 35-36.
3 1 Cf. Fri edri ch W e i nreb, Die jiidischen Wurzeln des Matthaus Evangelium (Zurich. Orig o
V erlag, 1 972), p p . 4 0-4 1 .
32 Cf. J.F. M arqu et, 'Sacre et profan ation ', in B ulletin de Ia Societe ligerienne de
philosophie ', ( 1 9 7 3 ) , pp- 5 4 ff.
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profane? 33 T his profane and profaning Word is in fact incapable of ex
pressing the sacred, and the norm of the sacred of which it professes to be
the j u dg e ; for how can a consciousness which is entirely theoretical and
ratiocinative, for which no hierophany possesses any reality, really perceive
such a hierophany, for exam ple that of the Imago Templi ? In practice and
in truth, only Moses can speak of the sacred-every Moses who is " sav ed
from the waters of History " .
Sociologists and philosophers of History, on the other hand, are the
docile followers of Pharoah. They are m en as Pharoah wishes them to
be-they conform to his norm . T hey are unaware that their dialectic can
relegate " the past to the past" only in the temporal world of the " w aters of
History " . Whoever does not free himself from the norm which recognizes
only the historical, which acknowledges as true only that which is in tim e
and in the docum ents ofHistory, will nev er understand, for example, that
what sacre d history (hierohistory) recounts in the Revelation on Mount
Sinai is not an event which only took place in, let us say, the year 2449
after the Cre ation. The Revelation on Sinai dwells intemporally within
m an, w ithin every Moses who has been saved from the waters . The
foundation lives within us, it is that whereby we exist in truth and in
reality. F or this reason it is no less true to say that the Rev elation on Sinai
exists also before the beginning of the world 3 4
4 The norm of those exiledfrom the Temple. We hav e now been given the key to
the re currence s of the Imago Templi. There is no need to evince these
re currence s in term s of a m aterial, historical filiation, or to explain them
in term s of an external historical causality. It must be repeated that the
norm of these recurrences is not written down in legal docum ents ; it is an
inner norm , written in the he arts ofthose who are exiled from the Temple.
L ikewise, the goal towards which we are guided by Suhravardi' s " Recital
of the Occidental Exile " is a mystical and eternal Sinai, a Sinai which
33 Mircea Eliade , in Fragments d'unjoumal (Paris, 1 9 73), p. 3 1 0, initiates an entire
inquiry into the question raised here. We ourselves would express the contrast in the
following terms. Profane history sees mankind as mankind has created itself; History is
the creation that man regards as his own, and of which he is the result. Sacred
history or hierohistory reascends to events that are prior to the world, prior to the
destruction ofthe Temple, because it is by this Templ e that I was created, and its
Imago exists within me. This is the key to my hermeneutics, the sacred norm which
determines the ascent from world to world.
34 F. Weinreb, Diejudischen Wurzeln, op. cit. , p. 42.
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merges with the cosmic m ountain of Qaf At the end ofhis adv enture, the
exile rediscovers the Angel who, as we already know, is the Holy Spirit,
the archangel Gabriel as the Angel of the hum an race . He is thus the
" celestial p arent" from whom the soul of the exile em anated. Above the
Sinai of the Angel of hum anity, other Sinais rise in tiers-temples of the
hierarchical Intelligences that antecede him , up to the " God of Gods" . At
the summ it of the first Sinai, the Shaykh al-ishraq situates the Great Rock
which som e Shiite traditions also describe as the " Green Emerald" . This
Rock is the oratory, the temple of hum anity or the T enth hierarchical
Intelligence . 3 5
This great " rock" is designated by the Arabic term sakhrah and it is so
essentially allied to the Imago Templi and to the tradition of the T emple
that, as we shall see, it is at the origin of the denom ination of the Knights
of the Order of the Temple. It has given its name to the building constructed
on the site of the T emple and which is still called, even today, Qubbat al
Sakhrah, the "Dom e of the Rock" . Thus the Imago Templi, in Suhrav ardi
also, is rooted in the deepest traditions concerning the T emple. Very
ancient Jewish traditions tell us that this holy rock was the initial point
the starting-point-of Creation, the original Centre around which the
earth developed concentrically. Jacob rested his head on it while he slept
and dream ed of the ladder linking Heaven and Earth, which the Angels
ascended and descended (Gen. 28). It corresponds to the position of the
Holy ofHolies in the ancient T em pl e . This is why the place m arked by the
rock is seen as the entranc e to the higher world or, rather, as already part
of it. It is through the holy rock as the foundation stone that Heaven and
Earth exist and communicate with each other. It was consequently already
at Bethel before Jac ob found it there 3 6
The idea of such a communication between Heaven and Earth thus
determ ines the current notion according to which the earthly sanctuary is
situated at the nadir of the celestial T emple, which is at the zenith This
notion is illustrated by Jac ob' s vision of the ladder, and is to be found in
all the hierophanies of the Temple . Suhravardi ' s recital ofthe Occidental
Exile ends at the great rock of the mystical Sinai, on the sum m it of the
35 Suhravardi, ' Recit de l'exil occidental'; see En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. I I , pp.
270---294, andL'Archange empourpre, op. cit., VI I I , pp . 267-2K7.
36 Cf R. J . McKelvey, op. cit., pp. 1 88- 1 92 . See also J. Massingberd Ford, 'A possib1e
Liturgical Backgrmmd to the Shepherd of Hernias', in Revue de Qumran, no. 24
(March 1 969), pp. 540-54 1 , note 34.
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cosmic m ountain of Qaf, on the threshold which opens onto all the worlds
beyond-therefore at " the meeting-place of the two seas" . It is thus the
perfect exemplification of a traditional Imago Templi. Moreov er, we also
know that the rock on which J a c ob rested his he ad was actually m ade up
oftwelve stones, and that God subsequently imm ersed this composite stone
in the sea, so that it m ight be the centre of the Earth. 3 7 One cannot but
recall here the m editation of a Shiite gnostic such as Qadi Sa'id Qum m i
on the twelve edges of the cubic form of the temple of the Ka'bah, which
are interpreted as typifying the plerom a of the Twelve I m am s . The cubic
temple of stone is then transfigured into a spiritual temple, the centre of
the earthly world, the terrestrial hom ologue of all the temples of the
celestial universes. 3 8
We referred abov e to the concept of the " T em ples of L ight" in Suhra- .
v ardi, which m ake the m i croc osm -m an' s spiritual individuality-a
temple of L ight. T he concept expands to take in an entire community . A
Koranic v erse (7 : 1 59) says : " Am ong the people of Moses there is a
community which is guided by the T ruth and which thereby practises
j ustice " . By m eans of this personal ta'wiL Suhrav ardi transposes the idea
of this community of the elect to the anc ient Persian people, the people of
sages whose doctrines he rev ived in Islam ic Iran, as he expressly puts it,
without hav ing had a predecessor in carrying out a proj e ct such as this. 39
T he Imago of the spiritual T emple-of the community-temple-enables
Suhrav ardi to link the Khusmvaniyun of ancient Iran with his own disciples,
the Ishraqiyun, in Islam i c Iran. In Ism aili gnosis we also encounter the idea
of the " T emple of L ight" of the Im am ate, constituted by all the form s of
light present in the initiates, the high dom e or " Sublim e T em ple ofL ight"
being formed by the Im am s them selv es. 4 0 As the c om m unity-temple the
spiritual T emple has its own architecture . We shall come across the
equivalent in the Imago Templi of the Essene Comm unity of Qum r an .
I n this way the Imago Templi of lslam ic Iranian gnosis, with Suhravardi
as its great m ediator, leads us back to the prim ordial hierophany of the
37 Ibid.
3 8 See my article on the spiritual interpretation of the temple of the Ka'bah in Qadi
Sa'id Qummi, published above . We cannot go into the details ofthis interpretation
here.
3 9 Suhravardi, 'Le Verbe du soufisme', chap . XXI I , French translation in L 'A.rchange
empourpre, op . cit., p. 1 70 .
40 Cf H. Corbin, Tri/ogie ismae/ienne, Bibl. Iranienne, vol. 9 (Tehran/Pari s, 196 1),
index s.v. Temple de lumiere de l 'lmamat .
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T em ple : it allows us to perceive this hierophany through it. The Sakinah
Arabic equivalent of the Hebrew Shekhinah, and signifying the steady
illum ination dwelling perm anently in the " Temples of Light"-is identified
by Suhrav ardi with the Xvamah, the Light of Glory in Mazdean religion.
This Light of Glory passes from the heroes of the heroic epic to the heroes
ofthe mystical epic, to the community which, am ong the ancient Persians,
was the hom ologue of the community of the elect am ong Moses' people .
The great rock of the T em ple of the Angel, to which the pilgrim of the
" Occidental Exile " ascends, has the very nam e of the rock which was the
foundation-stone of the T em ple of Solomon. I rem arked above how for
one of Suhrav ardi' s followers, the fifteenth-century Jalal Dav ani, Perse
polis becam e one of the m ain spiritual centres of lran, and Persia becam e
a Solomonic kingdom . 4 1 At the sam e tim e, in the north-west, in Azerbaijan,
the temple of Shiz, the great sanctuary of Fire where the sovereigns of
Sassanid Persia were consecrated, became the Throne or T emple of Solom on
(I'akht-i Sulayman). Even in the absence of written docum ents, the Imago
Templi supplies us with persuasive testim onials about itself.
One essential factor stands out over and above everything else . We
spoke earlier of the herm eneutic which adds depth to the notion that the
destruction of the T emple is the occasion of our birth into this world of
exile, since the exile follows on the destruction of the T emple. All the
catastrophes, then-the destruction of the T emple of Solomon in 5 8 6 B.C.,
the destruction in 70 A . D . of the second T emple, which had been rebuilt by
Zerubbabel, and the destruction of the Temple of Shiz-are only so m any
episodes in the history of the exile . To be sure, the norm of those who arc
in exile rem ains centred on the rebuilding of the T emple, because their
norm is to fight against the desacralization ofthe world. But this rebuilding
will be definitive and im perishable only if it is the building of the T emple
to come, beyond the tim e of this world. The destruction of the Temple is
the original c atastrophe . Its rebuilding can only be a cosm ic restoration.
This is the significance of the vision and theology of the T emple in the
prophet Ezekiel-a vision that provided the archetype on which was
modelled the ethos of the Qum ran Community . Ezekiel's vision is the
reply to the knights of the Temple , to their cry of despair in a lonely
am phi theatre of the Pyrenees.
41 a A S. Melikian-Chirvani, art. cit. , note 14.
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Ezekiel and the New Temple as a cosmic restoration

T he Book of Ezekiel appe ars indeed to be that which, m ore than any other,
offers us the perfect Imago Templi. This is further confirm ed by the fact that
it was the book on which the Essene Com munity of Qum ran m odelled its
own conception of the Tem ple, in relation to which its ethos was determ ined
in the face of secular norm s and of the catastrophe o f a profaned Temple.
Our first task must therefore be to c ompare the theology of the T em ple in
Ezekiel with that professed by the Essence of Qum ran . In this we will be
guided by the rem arkable piece of research undertaken by a Japane se
theologian, Shozo Fuj ita. 42 Although this work is unfortunately unedited,
it is truly a m odel of T emple phenom enology .
For Ezekiel, as for the Comm unity of Qum ran, the vision of the T emple
unfolds into a dram a whose starting-point is the ruin of the T emple and
the reasons for it, and whose culm ination is a vision of the New T ern ple,
the building of which is the prelude to the apotheosis of a cosmic restoration.
Here is disclosed the perspectiv e of an eschatology which is already
realized in and through the celestial liturgy, a liturgy in which the m em 
bers of the Qum ran Com m unity participate .
The theology of the Temple in Ezekiel comprises four m aj or phases: 1 . .
The ruin of the T e m ple deserted by the Shekhinah and by the Glory of
Yahv eh; 2. T he spiritual T e m ple of the exile : God himself is now the
Temple; 3 . The return of the Glory and ofthe Shekhinah: the restoration of
the T em ple ; 4. The vision o f the New Temple on the high m ountain as the
visionary perception of a cosm ic restoration.

1 . The ruin ofthe Temple deserted by the Shekhinah. T he sin of Israel, which led
to the destruction of the Temple built of old by Solom on, was its apostasy
to other gods . Thus it was essentially a sin against the Temple, and the
T emple was the place o f this apostasy : " . . . . and behold northward at the
42 Shozo Fuj ita, The Temple Theology of the Qumran Sect and the Book of Ezekiel: their
relationship to Jewish Literature ofthe last two centuries B. C., (Princeton University Disser
tation, Ann Arbor, 1 970, Xerox University Microfilms); hencejorlh ahbrev. to Temple Theology.
As this thesis has llllfortunately rem aine d unpublished, we are glad ofthe present
opp ortunity to m ake its content and its outstanding quality known.-Ezekiel, we
m ay rememb er, was among the first group o f exiles dep orted to B abylon. Thus ,
exile creates the b ackgrolllld to his vision o fthe destruction and the final restoration
of the Temple, a vision which confers a unique character on Ezekelian Temple
theology .
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gate of the altar this im age of j ealousy in the entry . . . Son of m an, seest
thou what they do? even the great abom inations that the house of Israel
com m itteth here, that I should go far off from my sanctuary? " (Ezek.
8:5----6) . This is why the condemnation of lsrael is symbolically described
as the departure of the Glory of the Lord (Kevodh Yahveh) from the
Temple, 4 3 and why Ezekiel has the vision of the Glory leaving Jerusalem .
This Presence of Glory signified the personal presence of Yahveh, and that
was why the Temple constituted an area which was completely consecrated,
separate d, closed in upon itself: nothing profane of any description was to
be associated with it. This ideal Imago Templi is the basis of Ezekiel's
theology of the T em ple . Its profanation cannot but induce the divine
Presence-the Shekhinah-to depart from it; and this desertion is the real
catastrophe in the destruction of the Tern ple, because the Shekhinah, the
mysterious divine Presence, is what m akes the Temple the " representative "
of the kingdom o f God o n e arth. Its departure is thus what brings about
the destruction of the Temple : "I no longer hav e a dwelling upon earth" .
This destruction implied, together with the exile of the Shekhinah, the
suspension or cessation of the activity relating to the realization of the
Kingdom (the cessation of the activity of the divine Right H and) , 44 for the
Temple, as the ideal centre of the world, was the centre from which God
ruled over the world, the centre of the cosmic theocracy .
Furtherm ore, j ust as the divine condemnation began with the Temple,
so the work of divine restoration had to begin with the Temple . The vision
of the New Temple fills the last chapters (40-48) of the Book ofEzekieL
" Thou son of m an, shew the house to the house oflsrael, that they m ay be
asham ed of their iniquities: and let them m easure the pattern" (Ezek.
43 : 1 0). In the course of these long visionary chapters Ezekiel's Imago
Templi is defined: the image of a supernatural Temple beyond our time
43 For what follows, cf ibid., pp . 19---26.
44 Cf H . Odeb erg, 3 Enoch or the Heb rew Book ofEnoch (Cambridge, 1 928), chap .
XL V I I 1 , p. 1 5 4, note l . The real c atastrophe in the destruction of the Tem ple was
the departure of the Shekhinah and its absentation from the e arth, because its
pres ence in the Temple had m ade it the " repre s entation" ofthe kingdom of God on
e arth. God withdraws his Shekhinah from the T em ple and this is why the Temple is
destroyed. " God no longer pos sesses any dwelling-place on the earth " . We spoke
above ofthe comparis on to be m ade in the work of Suhravardi between the Arabic
Sakinah, the H ebrew Shekhinah, the Persian Khurrah (Avestan Xvamah, Light of
Glory), and the H ebrew kavodh. This should form the subj ect of a phenom enological
(we do not say historical) inquiry.
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and our space . It is not to be confused, therefore, with the second Temple,
built by Zerubbabel in 5 1 5 B.C.

2. God himself as the Temple. The prom ise of the new Temple arises out of
the very abyss of its destruction; for, if that destruction were definitive, it
would no longer give rise to anything but what goes today by the nam e of
" the theology of the death of God" . The theology of the T em ple can never
accept such a death. T h e prom ise of the New T em ple com es not from a
theology of the de ath of God, but from a theology of exile; and this inspires
a m otif in Ezekiel which antic ipate s the m ost elevated intuitions of spiri
tuality. In this theology of exile it is God him self who becom es the temple
ofhis faithful; for there were som e who sighed and groaned because of the
profanation of the T emple (Ezek. 9 : 8). These are " the rem nant o f l srae l " ,
the last righteous m en. The Angel-scribe was ordered to " s et a m ark upon
[their] foreheads " (Ezek. 9 : 4), as a guarantee of imm unity and protection.
To all the others the Eternal c an say, "I will profane my sanctuary, the
excellency of your strength, the desire of your eyes" (Ezek. 24 : 2 1 ), for the
love of such as these for their tem ple is no m ore than superstition. But the
div ine Presence which has deserted the Temple will rem ain in the country
of exile am ong the exiles. " Again the word of the Lord cam e unto me,
saying, Son of m an, thy brethren, even thy brethren, the m en of thy
kindred, and all the house of lsrael wholly, are they . . "- Although I have
cast them far off among- the he av en, and although I have scattered them
am ong the countries, yet will I be to them as a little sanctuary in the countries
where they shall c om e " (Ezek. 1 1 : 14--16).
So there is a prom ise of a div ine Presence in the countries of exile . 45
Those who are exiled, who hav e received the m ark of the Angel on their
foreheads, are the true heirs of l srae l. God is identified with the T emple.
The Temple on the earth of exile is only temporary . God is not, of course,
identified with the physical building ; rather, it is the idea of the spiritual
T emple which is heralded by the prophet Ezekiel and which will be
realized in the Com m unity of Qum ran . The spiritual Temple is the
e stablishm ent of a spiritual and personal bond between Yahv eh and his
people: " And they shall be my people, and I will be their G od" (Ezek.
1 1 :20). This spiritual proxim ity is in no way hindered by spatial distance

45 For what follows,
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or by dispersion into the countries of exile, for it signifies the habitation of
the T orah in the heart through the he art' s renewal: " . . . m ake you a new
heart and a new spirit: for why will ye die, 0 house of lsrael? For I have
no pleasure in the death ofhim that dieth, saith the Lord God: wherefore
turn yourselv es, and live y e " (Ezek. 1 8 : 3 1 -32).
Even m ore than the T orah, it is God him self who dwells in the heart:
" . . . yet will I be to them as a little sanctuary" . God him self is the
spiritual T em ple that dwells with the exiles. 4 6 There is a conjunction
between the renewal of the hum an heart and the establishm ent of the new
T emple that, as a spiritual Temple, presages and heralds the spiritual
worship that a spiritual Israel will offer up to God " upon a very high
m ountain" (Ezek. 4 0 : 2) . This is the perfect Imago Templi: the spiritual
T em ple as the place where spiritual worship is celebrated.
The Glory of Yahveh has departed from Jerusalem and dwells am ong
the exiles, in Babylon or other places. Yahveh has become the spiritualized
Tem ple, but he has nonetheless promised that when he returns to the new
Temple where he will dwell forever, he will restore the Glory to it. This is
a new phase in the tem plar theology of Ezekiel.
3. The return of the Shekhinah. As we hav e already observed, the destruction
began with the T emple and with the departure from it of the Shekhinah or
Glory. Similarly, the restoration begins with the T emple and is the return
of the Glory ofthe Lord to the new Temple. 4 7 " And the glory of the Lord
cam e into the house by the way of the gate whose prospect is towards the
cast" (Ezek. 43 : 4). As the Glory, carried by the Cherubim , had withdrawn
}:::y the Temple's eastern gate (Ezek. 1 0 : 1 8 - 1 9 ; 1 1 " 2 3 ) , so on its return it
enters the T emple by way of the eastern gate . Now " . . . behold, waters
issued out from under the threshold of the house eastward: for the forefront of
the house stood toward the east, and the waters came down from under from

46. This verse fu:m Ezekiel (1 1 : 1 §1 allows us to be _sp:cifi.c about what we should
understand by "spiritualization' of the Temple. We will return to this later (see

below, note 1 2 1 ). Here, Shozo Fujita (p. 4 1 , note 1) tells us: "An object can be said to
be spiritualized when it is interpreted in accordance with S<XIIe predominant theo
l�cal or religious concept. The adjective spiritual describes a state or an action
"Which is attributed to the Spirit of God or to the human spirit as opposed to the
fledl. It is also used as a synonym fcr the word spiritualized. In this dissertation, the
wcrd spiritual has been used in the first sense, but it is med here in the second
sense. "
1 7 Shozo Fujita, op. cit., pp. 44-6 9 .
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the right side of the house, at the south side of the altar " (Ezek. 4 7 : 1 ). This
water and this East are essential com ponents o f the Imago Templi Novi, for
it is the water that fertilizes the wilderness and enables the fishes to live.
We also encounter the fountain of the Water of Life at the foot of the
mystical Sinai, the temple of the Angel of hum anity in Suhrav ardi's
" Recital of the Occ idental Exile " . 48 T he restoration of the world, and the
return from the state of ruin to the state of Paradise, depend on this living
Water. It should be noted that this power of regeneration and transfor
m ation has its source at the threshold of the new Temple, and that this
threshold faces the East. 4 9 As Shozo Fuj ita observ es, this is not a geo
graphical location but a theological im age, which form s the typological
counterpart to the " wilderness of the land of Egypt" (Ezek. 20 : 36) : " And,
behold, the glory of the God of Israel cam e from the way of the east: and
his voice was like a noise of m any waters : and the earth shined with his
glory " (Ezek. 43 : 2) .
H ere, too, the tone of the setting i s the sam e as that of the lshraq, of the
m orning splendour of Suhrav ardi's " Oriental theosophy " . The visionary
Ezekiel experiences the rays of the rising sun as a vehicle bearing the
Glory of Yahv eh, 5 0 and it is with the rays of the rising sun that Yahveh
enters his T ern ple through the eastern gate (Ezek. 43 : 4) : " So the spirit
took me up, and brought me into the inner court; and, behold, the glory of
the Lord filled the house " (Ezek. 43 : 5) . The eastern gate was opened only
48 Shozo Fujita, ibid. p. 49, reminds us that the description of the Temple in the
'Letter of Aristeas' (see below, section I V, B, 2) mentions a natural spring welling
copiously out ofthe Temple precinct. T acitus {History 5: 1 5) speaks ofthe Temple's
Jonsp erennis aquae. The same image of a stream of water coming out of the Templ e of
Jerusalem occurs in some pre-exilic psalms, e.g. Pss. 46, 65 (Fujita, p. 50). The
rivers mentioned in Rev. 22: 1 and I Enoch 26:2-3 derive from Ezek. 47 (ibid. , p.
5 1) . We are reminded here of Suhravardi's ' Recit de l'exil occidental' : the Spring of
the Water of Life at the foot of the mystical Sinai, which is the temple ofthe Angel
Holy Spirit.
49 Even though there is evidence that at a given moment a solar cult, severely
condemned by the prophet Ezekiel, was celebrated in the Temple of Jerusalem, this
did not necessarily lead Ezekiel totally to reject the association of the sun's glory
with the presence ofYahveh. See Shozo Fujita, ibid. , p. 24, note I, and p. 52.
50 Ibid., p. 53, note 1 . Shozo Fujita here refers to the studies of J. Morgenstern,
suggesting that a golden image of Yahveh stood in front of the Holy of Holies in the
Temple until it was removed at the time of Asa's reform in 889 B.C. The reflection of
the sun on this image during the spring and autumn equinoxes was "the glory of the
L ord" . But later on the same scholar admits that there was only an empty throne in
the Temple devir . . . We may recall the association in Suhravardi between the
concepts ofkhurrah (Light ofGlory) and lshraq (Light of dawn) .
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on the S abbath and during the new Moon (Ezek. 46 : 1 ); for the rest ofthe
week it was kept shut : " This gate shall be shut, it shall not be opened, and
no m an shall enter in by it, because the L ord, the God of Israel, hath
entered in by it" (Ezek. 44 : 2) . The closed door is henceforth a symbol to
us ofthe fact that God will never again desert his T emple 5 1 Because there
will be no m ore idolatry, the eternal divine Presence-the eternal Shekhi
nah
will reign suprem e , and by the sam e token the Imago Templi is the
Imago Paradisi. 52 T hus, in the pages of the Book ofEzekiel, we rediscover the
m otif of the destruction of the T emple signifying the fall from Paradise 5 3
The restoration of the Temple brings us to the ideal of the city-temple to
com e : "I . . . will set my sanctuary in the midst of them for evermore . My
tabernacle also shall be with them : yea, I will be their God, and they shall
be my people " (Ezek. 3 7 : 26-27) . Here the Temple is truly the place ofthe
ever-continuing Presence (mishlam):54 " I was a sanctuary for them " in the
time of exile; " My dwelling is now with them forever" . Let us observe that
it is not on account of lsrael, but on account ofhis own sacrosanct Nam e
that God will restore the T ern ple : "And the heathen shall know that I the
Lord do sanctify Israel, when my sanctuary shall be in the midst of them
for ev erm ore " (Ezek. 3 7 : 28) .
-

On whom , then, will fall the privilege of being the priests of this
Temple? The full sacerdotal ideal of the prophet-priest Ezekiel m anifests
itself at this point. His prayer will be fulfilled by the " sons of Light" , the
knight-priests of the Com m unity of Qumran, and by all their emulators,
those whose entire inheritance consists in God alone . The last chapters
( 40-48) of the Book ofEzekiel clearly dem onstrate the ideal of the city
lomple, anticipating the heavenly Jerusalem of the Johannine Apocalypse .
The city-temple assum es the dimension of a cosmic restoration.
5 1 Ibid., p. 55.
52 Shozo Fujita, ibid. , p. 59, reminds us of the m� texts in which the image of
Paradise serves to descnbe the blessmgs of the divme Presence (Shekhinah) : the
oracle of Balaarn (Nurn. 24: 3---9), the prophetic message in lsa. 1 1, Ezek. 47:6--1 2,
Joel 3 : : 8 .
5 3 Cf above, section I I I , 2 .
5 4 Shozo Fujita, in ibid., p . 63, stresses the concept ofthe Temple {miqdash) as the
divine dwelling-place {mishkan). A comparative research should be undertaken into
the use in similar texts of the words beth and hekhal in Hebrew, bayt and haykal in
Arab i c (bayt al-maqdis, bayt al-muqaddas, bayt al-ma'mur; hayakil al-nur, hayakil al-taw

hid). Cf in Qadi Sa'id Qummi the designations ofthe Temple in accordance with
the forms that exemplifY it in each universe. Cf my study 'The Configuration of the
Temple of the Ka'bah' , op. cit., section I I , 3: The celestial archetype ofthe Temple.
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4. The New Temple. L et us repeat that the delineation ofthe T em ple found
in Ezekiel furnishes us with the im age not of a historical T em ple, but of
the Temple as it will be at the tim e of the final restoration, envisaged as a
cosm ic restoration 5 5 The vision which inaugurate s the book situates us on
the level of visionary perception: " . . . as I was am ong the captives by the
river of Chebar . . . the heav ens were opened, and I saw visions of God"
(Ezck. 1 : 1). The opening of the heavens is what we encountered previously,
expressed in the phrase " the opening of the Malakut", and it can only occur
at " the m eeting-place of the two seas" (cf above, sections I and I I ) .
Sim ilarly, chapters 40----48 , which describe the v ision of the new T emple
" in the land of israe l . . . upon a very high m ountain " (Ezek. 40 : 1) m ake
no m ention of Zion or of any tradition of Zion, nor do they refer to the
anc ient Temple or the ancient city : the perspectiv e is an entirely new one .
T he stream of water which, as we saw, flows from beneath the threshold of
the T em ple, on the Eastern side, brings about the cosm ic restoration, the
return to Paradise. Paradise is thus connected with the high m ountain,
which is henceforth situate d in the Garden of Eden. 5 6 This vision locating
the final T ern ple on the high m ountain of Paradise is peculiar to Ezekiel,
for the Book of Genesis (2-3) c ontains no reference to a m ountain in the
Garden of Eden.
Upon this high m ountain will be plante d the " tender branch" that
typifies the m essianic prince and, with him , the future m essianic nation,
which will grow to the height of a noble cedar (Ezck. 17:22-23): " And the
desolate land shall be tilled, whereas it lay desolate in the sight of all that
passed by. And they shall say, T his land that was desolate is becom e like
the garden of Eden" (Ezek. 3 6 : 3 4 - 3 5 ) . Here, then, the Imago Templi
55 Cf. Th . A. Busink, Der Tempel von Jerusalem, von Salomon bis Herodes . . . , vo l . 1 , Der
Tempel Salomos (Leiden, B rill , 1 9 70), p. 42, note 1 56. Here the author, after referring

to the treatise Middoth (On the measurements of the Temple), which belongs to the
second-century Mishnah, suggests that the delineation of the Temple in Ezekiel
should be interpreted in the same sense. This sense should also be given to the
description of the measurements of the new Temple in the Qumran texts. It was
necessary to provide for the replacement ofthe old Temple because of its defilements,
but this replacement is merely temporary, provisional upon the restoration of the
new Temple. Cf below, note 122. In his great work, Th. A. Busink provides
diagrams reconstructing the first and second Templ es, as well as a sketch of
Ezekiel's ideal eschatological Temple.
56 Shozo Fujita, Temple Theology, pp. 70-7 1 . Cf Ezek. 28: 1 3/ 1 4: "Thou hast been in
Eden the garden of God . . . Thou art the anointed cherub that covereth; and I have
set thee so: thou wast upon the holy mountain of God" .
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proclaim s the new T emple as the basis and the starting-point of the
transfiguration of the land, because the temple is here, as in Babylonian
religion, the " navel of the world" . As the centre of the universe, too, it is
situated " on a high m ountain" because it is the link between Heaven, Earth
and the sub-terrestrial world (the living Water welling up from below the
threshold) . This is an essential function, one which can also be interpreted
in the sense we assigned above (in section II) to the destruction and
restoration of the T em ple . Already the cosm ic symbolism can be detected
equally in the form of the altar described by Ezekiel.
In short, Ezekiel's vision of the new T emple sets before us the T em ple's
celestial archetype, or, in other words, the celestial Temple as the arche
type-a concept which reappears frequently in later apocalyptic literature .
In its nature the new Temple-the city-temple-is supra-terre strial, and
it is envisioned " as the frame of a city " (Ezek. 40 : 2) . The mode of
visionary perception of the new T emple corresponds to the m ode of the
initial vision (that ofthe div ine chariot or Merkabah) : " And abov e . . . was
the likeness of a throne, as the appearance of a sapphire stone : and upon
the likeness of the throne was the likeness as the appearance of a m an
above upon it" (Ezek. 1 :26). This vision is one which par excellence pertains
to the m e diatory imaginal: it is a vision not of a terrestrial T emple, nor of
an earthly Jerusalem , but of a city-temple whose origin is celestial: " The
new Temple is described as pre-existing in the supra-terrestrial world. " 58
T he city-temple-Paradise regained, the link between heaven, earth
and the sub-terrestrial world-is characterized exclusively by the sover
eignty of Yahv eh, for it is through love of his Nam e that Yahveh restores
the T em pl e . Ezekiel's m essage of the new T emple concerns Yahveh's
continuing Presence in the m idst of his people. He is the centre, and this is
expressed symbolically by the central position of the final T emple in the
universe . Ezekiel's concern is not to glorify the brilliance of its external
appearance, but to herald the establishm ent of divine sovereignty in the
univ erse, at its ultim ate zenith. The temple is eschatological, essentially
57 Ibid. , pp . 76 ff Shozo Fujita suggests a comparison between this and the descrip
tion of the Temple on the scroll of Gudea, even though the text of this scroll was
composed long before Ezekiel . The temple is in honour of the god Ningirsu. In a
dream Gudea receives the plan ofthe temple inscribed on a "tablet oflapis lazuli" .
Tre comparison of these details with those of Ezekiel's vision is extremely interesting
in relation to the ideology of the Temple.
58 Ibid., p. 79 .
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theological in nature, the focus of Yahveh's creative activity. We would
prefer to say that this creative activity takes place in hierohistmy ("subtle"
history or "hierology") rather than in History, foc the secular eyes of
Histmy are incapable of perceiving this hierohistmy, and secular historians
either are unaware of it or else deny it. They can perceive it only as a
mythological representation, and therefore as unreal.
The Imago Templi as the centre of divine action in hierohistory is the
characteristic of Ezekiel's theology of the Temple, or templar theology,
and as such it can be the object only of "inner" oc esoteric perception.
There are two great phases in this theology of the Temple. The first is
when God himself becomes the Temple in the land of exile : a unique
declaration which, as we saw, initiates a new relationship between God
and the true believer of Israel, represented by the faithful posterity of
Zadok. The second is when, on the summit of the lofty mountain, the final
Temple appears as a supra-terrestrial Image, 5 9 divine in origin-the
unprofanable dwelling of the Sacred. The eastern gate is shut. The last
verse of the last chapter ofthe book ends with the name ofthe holy City.
The new city-temple is named "the Lord is there" (Ezek. 48:35). The
Vulgate translates it as Dominus ib idem.

iv. The Imago Templi from Ezekiel to Philo; Meister Eckhart,
Robert Fludd
Our swvey of the hierophanies of the Imago Templi now encounters a
literature whose scope may well dismay the inquirer. I refer to the Jewish
literature of the two centuries preceding the Christian era. Nevertheless,
our brief inquiry must make and co-ordinate some soundings at least.
Here again, Shozo Fujita's valuable thesis has prepared the way foc us,
and we shall continue to be guided by it, concentrating first on the
Palestinian Jewish sources and then on those of the Hellenistic Judaism of
the Diaspora. Let us bear in mind, once more, that our swvey is that not
of a historian but of a phenomenologist in search of evidence.
A The theology of the Temple in Palestinian Judaism. The evidence gathered

from Palestinian Jewish sources is disposed around certain great them es

59 Ibid. ,

pp.
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which link up with those of Ezekiel, thus contributing to the construction
of a theology of the Temple to which only a comprehensive conspectus
could do j ustice.
1 . The exaltation of the Temple. A whole group of books illustrates the motif
which one m ay style " the exaltation of the Temple"- As portrayed in the
Book of Ecclesiasticus (the Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach), the Imago
Templi is associated particularly with the representation of Wisdom, Sophia
as a hypostasis, com m on in wisdom literature (cf. Proverbs 8 -9) . In a
splendid poem , Wisdom herself states that she proceeds from the m outh of
God and that God appointed her to dwell in the holy T abernac le, that is
to say in the T em ple . Moreov er, as Sophia is also identified with the
T orah, the fact that Sophia dwells in the T emple eo ipso signifies that the
T orah dwells there as well (cf. Deuteronomy 1 0: 5 ; " I . . . put the tables in
the ark which I had m ade " ) . And the Son of Sirach utters an ardent
prayer : " Hav e compassion upon the city of thy sanctuary, Jerusale m , the
place of thy rest" (Ecclus. 36: 1 5) . 60
The Book ofDaniel contains an announcem ent of the restoration of the
T emple, whose m essage is explained by the angel Gabriel to Daniel
" presenting [his] supplication before the Lord [his] God for the holy
m ountain of [his] God" (Dan. 9 : 20) : "- . . for thou art greatly beloved:
therefore understand the m atter, and consider the vision. Seventy weeks
are determ ined upon thy people and upon thy holy city . . . to anoint the
most Holy " (Dan. 9:23-24). Nevertheless, attention is focused on the
earthly Jerusalem , and nowhere is the Temple interpreted symbolically. 61
Because of disillusion with the second Temple, built by Zerubbabel in
5 1 5 B.C., the Book of Tobit exhibits as it were a nostalgia for the perfect
Imago Templi. This second Temple, too, is no more than temporary, and
60 Shozo Fujita, in ibid., pp. 89--90, follows the version and the numbering of the
Septuagint. The Vulgate version is as follows: "Ego [ Sapientia] ex ore Altissimi
prodivi, primogenita ante omr1em creaturam . . . Ego in altissimis habitavi, et
thronus meus in columna nubis . . . Tune praecepit et dixit rnihi Creator omnium,
et qui creavit me requievit in tabernaculo meo . . . Ab initio et ante saecula creata
sum et usque ad futurum saeculum non desinam et in habitatione sancta coram ipso
rninistravi . Et sic in Sion firmata sum et in civitate sanctificata similiter requievi, et
in Jerusalem potestas me a" (Liher Ecclesiastici 24: 5, 7, 12, 14-15). " Et in omni
sapientia dispositio legis" (1 9: 1 8). " Miserere civitati sanctificationis tuae, Jerusalem,
civitati requiei tuae " (36: 1 5).
61 Shozo Fujita, op . cit., p. 95.
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awaits the day when the final T em p l e will be built in all its ideal magnifi
cence, radiant with the brilliance of sapphire s and em eralds. Here again,
what is env isaged, even in this idealized form , is the earthly temple, which
will " physically " incorporate the div ine Glory : 6 2 the city-temple that will
receive all the peoples who have renounced their idols.
Rabbinical literature likewise presents an Im age of the glorified Temple .
T argum ical texts (Jonathan, Onkelos) tend towards an idealization of the
Temple (largely because they exemplify the herm eneutic known in Islam ic
gnosis as ta'wil). T he T emple of Jerusalem is the only T em p l e in which the
divine Shekhinah dwells forever, and as such it is the source of all divine
benediction. Midrash and Talmud envisage the Temple as a symbol of the
glory of lsrael and antic ipate its restoration. We thus observe, with Shozo
Fuj ita, that all these writings, apart from Ecclesiasticus, expect the magnifi
cence of the ideal T emple to be the final restoration of the first T emple ,
the Temple of Solom on. They accord with Ezekiel where the sense of
expectation is concerned. But they differ from Ezekiel in the sense that for
him the first T emple had been utterly profaned, and thus the new Temple
is not env isaged as being purely and simply the restoration of the first.
This fundam ental conception confers on the T em p l e a significance which
is highly symbolical and theological, where as in all the other writings the
restored T em ple at Jerusalem is idealized to such an extent that its
theological significance, and hence the significance of the divine judgement
pronounced on the first T em ple , are eclipsed. By the sam e token, the
Imago Templi is overlaid with lavish descriptions of the details of its
external appearanc e, while the vision of Ezekiel did not dwell on this
external appearance at all . 6 3

2 . Hope in thefuture Temple. This them e provokes a question which, de
pending on the answer given, will lead to two different conceptions of the
62 Ibid., pp . 9 6 - 9 7, according to the Septuagint version. The Vulgate gives the
following, in the canticle ofTobit the elder after the disappearance ofthe archangel
Raphael: " Beatus ero si fuerint reliquiae seminis mei ad videndarn claritatem
Jerusalem . . . Portae Jerusalem ex sapphiro et smaragdo aedificabuntur, et ex
lapide pretioso orrmis circuitis muronnn ejus . Ex lapide candido et mundo omnes
plateae ejus sternentur, et per vicos ejus alleluia c antabitur" (Tobit 13:20---22).
" Omnis autem deserta terra ejus replebitur, et domus Dei, quae in ea incensa est,
iterum reaedificabitur, ibique revertentur omnes timentes Deum, et relinquent
gentes idola sua et venient in Jerus alem et inhabitabunt in ea" (14: 7----S) .
63 Shozo Fujita, op . ck ., pp . 1 05 ff
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significance of the restoration of the Tem ple. The question is: who will be
the builder ofthe new Temple ? 6 4 According to some, he will be a Messiah
of Dav id' s line, an idea going back to the Book of Zechariah (6: 1 2). Accord
ing to others, he will be God himself, an idea going back to the Book of
Ezekiel ( 40-4 8). In the first of these cases, the Imago Templi represents a
temple which will be essentially the restored Temple of Solom on; this is
the im age gleaned from the Book of Tobit (see above) and also from the
Psalms of Solomon. In the second case, the future Temple will not be simply
a restoration of the first. In virtue of its transcendent nature, it will be
infinitely m ore glorious. The image of this T emple, whose origin is ulti
m ately the vision of Ezekiel, is attested in I Enoch, in the Testament of
Benjamin (Fhe Testaments ofthe Twelve Patriarchs), and finally, and most
im portantly, in the writings of the Community of Qum ran.
We must therefore note the similarities between Ezekiel and I Enoch. In
both there is the idea that the new Jerusalem will have nothing in comm on
with the old, but will descend or be brought down from Heav en. 6 5 In both
there is the idea that since God him self is the builder, the new T emple will
be infinitely superior to the first T emple, the T emple of Solom on. The
origin of the final city-temple is celestial and transcendent.
3. The young branch planted on the mountain. Here the Imago Templi, inasmuch
as it is an im age of the eschatological T em ple, is emiched by a m otif which
was to supply the Community of Qum ran with one of the m ost significant
them es in its theology of the Temple. We have already noted, in the Book
of Ezekiel (17:22-24), the im age of the " young branch" planted on the
m ountain of the T em ple-a branch which is the principle of the growth
and flowering of the new Israe l . Originating in this im age is the theme of
the righteous m en who together constitute, symbolically, the " planting of
j ustice " , and are offshoots of the " plant of eternal justic e " . In the Psalms of
Solomon, in I Enoch, in the Book ofJubilees, in the Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs, the righteous are symbolized as " plants of justice " . Hence arises
64 Ibid. , pp. 1 30 :It:
65 Ibid., p. 1 34, where the author refers to the Judaeo-Christian apocalypses: the
Revelation of John, 2 1 : 1 0 ; IV Esdras 7 : 2 6, 1 3 : 36; II Baruch 3 2 : 2 . Cf. Le Livre d'Henoch,

trans . F. Martin (Paris, 1 906), pp. 233-236 . Shozo Fujita, moreover, stresses the
fact that in I Enoch the idea of the final Temple of Jerusalem is linked to the idea of
God as the "good shepherd": it is his task to build the eschatological Jerusalem and
to gather together all the children of Israel. The appearance of the final Messiah
heralds the restoration ofthe Imago Paradisi.
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the idea that the es chatolog ical Israel will be " like God" . In a Q umran
docum ent which has already been the subj ect of lengthy research, Mel
chizedek, a priestly, mess ianic and eschatological figure, is designated as
one of the Elohim. 66 His precurs or Abraham was the first " righteous
plant" . All the righteous planted after him by God, from age to age, are
chosen from am ong the rest of the J ews and Gentiles, with the result that
the theme of the plant of j ustice is indissolubly linked to the idea of div ine
election. By the s ame token, it appe ars to be ins eparable from the idea of a
gnosis and of the divine plan in hierohistory .
The plant of j ustice receives nourishm ent, in fact, from the Water that is
knowledge, and this knowledge is the gnosis that unveils the secret of the
divine mystery to the righteous who are called upon to inaugurate the new
era. Thus the ris e of these " plants of j ustic e " is, if not the most important
event, certainly one of the most important in the divine plan ofhierohistory,
whose secret meaning is registered on the " celestial tablets " so frequently
mentioned (I Enoch, The Book of Jubilees, Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs), 67

and which the Angels reveal only gradually to certain priv ileged men. We
may say that thes e " T ablets " are the " code of theocracy in History " , 6 8 but
only ifwe specify that, as the s etting of theocratic activ ity, History means
something other than what is understood by the word as it is currently
employed. This is why we said earlier that we would rather use the term
hierohistory, in order to av oid all ambiguity . For the s ame reas on, it is not
enough to say that History has two dim ensions-one vertical and one
horizontal-in the sense that it must be interpreted not merely in terms of
a " final end" (eschaton) but also in terms of an " up abov e "- Precisely here
one must specify that a vision of History which acknowledges that the
events that constitute it pos sess a celestial archetype, confers on this
History a parabolic dimension, a dimens ion which elevates all events to the
level of parable s . Eschatology cannot simply be an ev ent which one fine
day puts an end to the re ctilinear perspective of secular history . Equally,
66 The eschatological Israel that is "like God" involves the theme of imitatio Dei; cf
ibid., p. 141 note 1 . H ere we m ay rem ember the sentence which recurs frequently in
the Islamic mystics : takhallaqu bi-akhlaq Allah, "m odel your ways on the divine
ways " . The Qumran fragment ab out Melchizedek (p . 140 note 3) has already been
the subj ect ofa considerable literature . We will return to it elsewhere in connection
with its implications for Ismaili Im am ology.
g en, 1951), pp . 23 1 -254: 'Die himrnlischen
68 Shozo Fujita, Temple Theology, pp . 142 ff.

Bucher un d Tafeln' .

67 Cf H an s B i etenh ard, Die himmlische Welt im Urchristentum und Sa.dtjudentum (Tubin
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the latter is incapable of grasping the eschatological dimension. What it
offers is a caricature: a social messianism or popularized eschatology. We
will have occasion to recall, when speaking of Qumran, the connection
between realized eschatology and the mysterium liturgicum, between the
existential m eaning of eschatology and liturg ical time.
Only when there is such a connection does the Imago of the final T emple
acquire its authentic and existential significance, as the eternal theocratic
kingdom . T he final Temple, built in the m iddle of " the eternal planting of
j ustic e " , will be the centre of the new world, where only the unique divine
sovereignty will be recognized. The synthesis of the theme of the " planting
of j ustice " and that of the restoration of the Temple-that is to say, the
new Temple as God's planting, in which the " plant ofjustic e " flowers
eternally-establishes an Imago of the new world centred on the T emple,
an Imago Templi which is faithful to the vision of Ezekiel. By means of this
symbolism, the pact or alliance between God and m en takes the fonn of
the Temple-a fonn which we, for our part, will certainly not defme as
empirical, since it is a fonn which is par excellence the T emple's imaginal
form, and is therefore experienced on the imaginal level, at " the m eeting
place of the two seas" . T hus, the Im ag e of the future T emple {I Enoch and
the Book of Jubilees) is ins eparable from the restoration of the primordial
Paradis e . This fact is the root of all that is said below concerning the
symbolism of the T em p le theology at Q um ran. 6 9
4. The celestial Temple and the cosmic restoration. In this way we r e - enc ounter

the them e which m arks the climax of Ezekiel's tem plar theology, the
them e in which " the cosmic restoration and the Temple" are associated.
The start of our inquiry here is a Jewish tradition according to which the
Temple is destined to be " in Heaven" until the end ofday s . 70 What is this
celestial Temple? T h e reply to this question embraces three phases: a. the
celestial liturgy; b. the celestial Imago Templi; c. the link between the
celestial Temple and the eschatological Temple .
a. The Testament of Levi (3: 4) contains an account of the vision that he
69 Ibid., p p . 1 48, 1 50---1 5 1 .
70 Other traditions situate the celestial temple "b etween heaven and earth"; ibid., p .
1 52, note 1 . (Cf what i s signified here by "the meeting-place ofthe two seas "). On
the celestial temple, cf I Enoch 6 1 : 1 2 .
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had of the T emple of God in the highest he av en. 71 In the highest Heaven
dwells the great Glory (it p.c:)'U.ft."l't a�a } , far above all holiness, in the Holy
o f H olies of the celestial T e m p l e . In the sixth Heav en are the " Angels of
the Presence " , who are its liturgies and who intercede for m en. The idea of
liturgy evokes the ritual observ ed by the priests in the T abernacle and the
T emple, but the angelic liturgy is purely spiritual and does not include any
blood sacrifice . It m ay be obj ected that this is merely a spiritualized
description of the earthly T e m ple, proj ected into Heaven. We believe this
to be too facile a way by far of surrendering and conforming to the
explanations of m o dern psychology . In total contrast to this type of
explanation, it m ay be said that to see what our v isionaries see is to see that
the earthly T em ple is never m ore than a proj ection on earth of the celestial
T emple . This archetypal relationship will prove crucial for the theology of
Qum ran, inspiring the texts of its dazzling celestial liturgy. Philo also
testifies to the idea of spiritual worship am ong the Essenes . It is perfectly
correct to speak of the pre -Christian origins of spiritual worship . 72
T he " Angel of the Presence" plays a m ost important part in intertesta
m entary literature . He is the intercessor, the m inister of the spiritual
liturgy {Testament of Levi 3:5----6), God' s Scribe, whose task in the celestial
T ern ple is to write down the decrees which determ ine the destiny of the
hierohistory of the world (Jubilees 1 :27)73 -this hierohistory which, through
its hidden decrees, defies the secular norm s of exoteric History.
b. Thus the celestial Imago Templi arises, in a form which accords with
the scope of the angelic liturgy and with the hidden reality of a hierohistory
that resuscitates from the fallen T em p l e the figure of the ideal T emple
reserved for God, the Angels and the righteous . 74 Sacred cosm ology, or
hierocosm ology, presents us with the vision of the ascent of this T emple
into the heights-the vision of its v ertical cosm ic dim ension. The Holy of
Holies is in the seventh heaven. The sanctuary where the Angels of the
highest rank celebrate their liturgy is in the sixth heaven. The vestibule of
the T emple corresponds to the fourth and fifth heavens, where the lower7 1 Acc ording to one manus cript, the "s eventh he aven" ; ibid . , p . 1 5 2, note 2. The

numbering and function of the H e avens are different in the cosmologic al mysticism
of Avicenna and Suhravardi.
72 Ibid . , pp . 1 5 6 - 1 5 7 . On the same c oncept ofthe c elestial templ e -arche typ e in Shiite
gno sis , see my study ' The C onfiguration of the Temple of the Ka'bah' , op . cit . ,
notes 1 3 and 1 4 .
7 3 W e may also think of M et atron, of the " C herub o n the Throne " , and so on.
74 Cf H. B ietenhard, op. cit. , pp. 130 ff. , and index s.v.
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ranking Angels assist the higher Angels in celebrating the eternal liturgy?5
Here again, we will not say that the celestial Temple is an idealized
proj ection ofthe earthly Temple ; as the visionary knows, it is the celestial
T emple which is the original, of which the earthly T em ple is m erely a
copy. The archetypal relationship-whose importance for the Qum ran
Com m unity we noted above-goes back ultim ately to the vision of the
new T em p l e in Ezekiel, to the idea of the celestial archetype of the
T abernacle as it impressed itself on the priest-theologian.
c. With regard to the significance of the celestial Temple as the escha
tological T emple, the lived experience of this must be sought in the
mysterium liturgicum In I Enoch (chaps. 24-25), there is a description of a
visionary j ourney towards the north-west, in the course of which Enoch
sees seven m agnificent m ountains. The central m ountain surpasses all the
others : " . . . resembling the seat of a throne : and fragrant trees encircled
the throne " (24 : 3); " . . . it reached to heaven like the throne of God, of
alabaster, and the summ it of the throne was of sapphire " ( 1 8 :8). The
Angel-guide, who is here the archangel Michael, explains to the visionary:
" . . . it is His throne . . . when He shall come down to visit the earth with
goodness" (25 : 3). Four things are to be noted here : the m ountain is a link
whereby communication is established between Heaven and Earth; it is
the throne on which God is seated when He descends; it is, consequently,
the m ountain-temp l e ; and from this m ountain, divine grace is poured out
over m en. There is an analogous vision in Ezekiel ( 40: 2) 76
Am ong the fragrant trees one is without peer. The archangel Michael
explains (24: 4) that no m ortal m ay touch its fruit until the day of judge
m ent, when it will be transplanted close to the temple of the Lord (25:4---5)
and its fruits will nourish the Elect. This tree is the tree ofLife, 1 1 and we are
75 In the fifth heaven are "the Angels who bear the replies to the Angels of the L ord's

pre senc e " . This is most likely a category of Angels who are inferior in rank to the
latter, to whom it is their function to bear the prayers of men. The Angels of the
Presence offi:r these pray ers to God, then bear his replies back to the lower-ranking
Angels, who in turn c ommunicate them to men. In the Greek Apocalypse ofJJaruch,
1 1-12, the archang el M ichael is repre sented as rec eiving the pray ers of men which
are brought to him from earth by the Angels . Elsewhere he is identified as being
himself the "Ang el of the Presenc e " ; Shozo Fuj ita, op . cit . , p p . 156-157. The e ssence
of the angelic hierarchy can thus be expressed sometimes in liturgic al terms and
sometime s philos ophically . We may also recall the superimpos ed Sinais of which
the celestial Temple is c onstituted in Suhravardi's 'Recital ofthe Occidental Exile' .
76 Shozo Fuj ita, Temple Theology, p. 1 6 1 .
77 R. H . Ch arl es ( e d . ) , The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha ofthe Old Testament (Oxford,
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in the Garden of Eden. T he exaltation of the mountain-temple as sumes an
eschatolog ical significance: the vision anticipates not an empirical temple
with a sacrificial ritual, but a celestial temple which communicates the
heavenly benediction to the earthly temple, expressed symbolically by the
transplanting of the tree of Life close to the temple of the Lord. This is
why entry into the new Temple is an act both eschatological and liturg ica1. 78
The liturgical act consists in obtaining , in integrating to oneself the
fragrance of the tree of Life, the source of long life, j oy and sanctification.
As the Garden of Eden was the centre of the world, so the new T emple
the restored Garden of Eden-will be the centre of the restored world. All
is ready for the vision of the Nova Hierosolyma descending to earth at " the
meeting-place of the two s e as " , in mundo imaginali. 79 To this vision of a
spiritual T emple, perfectly concrete, but concrete in a spiritual state , we
are summoned by the Imago Templi of the documents of the Hellenistic
Judai sm of the D iaspora.

B. The theology of the Temple in Hellenistic Judaism. The s e documents, which
belong to the two centuries preceding the Christian era, testify to an
unreserv e d exaltation of the Temple of Jerus alem, whose Imago nourished
the nostalg ia of the faithful scattered in the countries of exile. Moreov er,
the influence ofHellenistic thought, which saw ultimate value and ultimate
truth in the invisible and the immaterial, made itself felt in a notable
tendency to idealize the T empl e . Other characteristics are the absence of
the apocalyptic expectation of a future temple , and the lack-except in the
case of the high priest Onias and of Philo-of a critical attitude towards
the T emple of Jerus alem . While such an attitude was by way of compen
sation to be respons ible for the formation of the Community at Q umran,
in Onias and Philo the motives for it are different. Onias was unlawfully
banned from the T emple ; Philo concentrates essentially on the grandiose
vision of the imm aterial T emple .
1 9 1 3), vol . I I , pp . 200-204 . Cf Gen. 2:9, 3 : 22; Rev. 22: 2, 1 4, 19; Ezek. 47: 1 2; IV
Esd. 8: 52; Test. ofLevi 1 8.
78 Shozo Fuj ita, op. cit., p. 1 62, note 2, recalls the entry of the Glory of the Lord (Ezek.
43: 1-5) and the entry ofthe M essianic prince into the new T emple (Ezek. 46: 2) . Cf
the proces sional hymn of the first Temple f01.md in Ps. 24: 7, 9: "Uft up your heads ,
0 ye gates ; and be ye lift up , ye everlasting do ors " .
7 9 Ibid. , p . 164. W e find the s am e parallel between the g arden o f Eden and the new
Jerusal em in the Testament of Danie/ 5 : 1 2 . In the ap ocalyptic description there is thus
interpenetration and convergence between the earthly and heavenly Jerusalem s .
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All we can do here is to give a very brief summary of the documents
analys ed in detail by Shozo Fuj ita.
1 . The Septuagint. T h e Septuagint version of the Bible dem ands a com
parative study which is practically inexhaustible and also extraordinarily
interesting, since any translation inevitably involves, to a certain extent, a
herm eneutic 8 0 While it emphasizes the exaltation of the Temple of J er
usalem, the Septuagint seems anxious to avoid any association of God
with an earthly site or building . Where the last verse of the Book of Ezekiel
concludes : " . . . and the name of the city from that day shall be, the Lord
is there " (Ezek. 48 : 35 ; cf above), the Septuagint prefers : " . . . and the
name of the city, from the day that it shall be finished, shall be the nam e
thereof (To lwoJi« aVril">, the nam e of this city) .
2. The Letter of A risteas, which in fact recounts the " legend" of the seventy
two translators of the Bible into Greek, is a text in which Judaism " is
expres sed through the mouth of a pag an who is a devotee of Jewish
worship and law " . We are indebted to him for an ideal Imago Templi, an
Image of " the Temple as biblical tradition, especially the priestly tradition,
had impressed it upon the imagination and the veneration of pious Jew s " , 8 1
and which is in correspondence with the eschatological imag e : " And it
shall come to pass in the last days , that the mountain of the L ord' s house
shall be established in the top of the m ountains " (Isa. 2: 2). With its sense
of the universal v ocation of the Jewish religion, which finds support in a
symbolic hermeneutic, this text can be seen as a precursor to Philo. It is
possible, and even probable, that the des cription of the T emple, of the
solemnity of the ritual and the splendour of the liturgies, was influenced
by the accounts of pious pilgrims . But it seems, also, that the apocalyptic
image ofthe fmal Temple in Ezekiel has contributed here to the idealization,
although this does not culminate in a theology ofthe T emple which can be
compared to Ezekiel' s 82

80 Shozo Fuj ita, op . cit., pp. 1 74 ff, gives som e striking examples . Cf Ps. 48:9, where
God is said to be "in the midst of [his] temple" instead of "in the midst of his
people " .
81 Cf. Ann i e Jaub ert, L a Notion a"Alliance dans lejuddisme a ux abords de !'ere chretienne
(Paris, 1 963), pp. 322-329.
82 Shozo Fuj ita, op . cit., pp . 190 ff
30 1
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3. II Maccabees was originally a five-volum e work written by a certain
Jason of Cyrenia, of which we only possess a shortened version in one
v olum e (second century B.C.). Its them e has been defined as the glorifi
cation of the T emple, which in this dram atic history functions as the
central piv ot ofthe action. It has also been said that it is a history in which
the archetype of the event assum es m ore importance than the factual
reality of the event itself. 83 In connection with this, we should bear in
m ind the observations m ade abov e about the necessity for a concept of
hierohistory as parabolic (parahistoric) in contrast to profane, exoteric
and literalist history . Here the dram a of hierohistory consists of two acts,
symm etrical in structure . 84 In Act I, the T emple is threatened by Heliodorus
(3 : 9-39), desecrated by Antiochus (5 : 1 1 -20), and finally reconquered and
purified by Judas Maccabeus (10: 1-8). In Act II, the Temple is threatened
by Lysias (1 1 : 1-21), and Nicanor ( 1 4 : 3 1 - 1 5 : 27), and finally rescued by
God ( 1 5 :28-35). The two acts culm inate in the establishm ent of a new
solemn festival (10:5-8).
The two cycles ofthe dram a are thus concerned with the threats against
the Temple and its preserv ation by God himself. One can, it is true,
distinguish certain features to be found also in Ezekiel' s prophetic im age
of the m ountain ofthe Temple, but the difference here is that the author is
thinking essentially of the exaltation of the existing T emple (the second
Temple, that of Zerubbabel). Moreover, there is as it were an adherence
to Jerem iah' s warning against all m agical belief in the T emple : " Trust ye
not in lying words, saying, T he temple of the L ord, The temple of the
Lord, T he temple of the Lord [is here ] . . . " (Jer. 7 : 4). Here , the T em ple is
not the end in itself, but m erely the sign of the Presence of God am ong his
people . 85 In accordance with the line of thought which is that of Philo and
83 Ibid. , p. 193. D. Arenhoeve1 (quoted in ibid., note 4) speaks of a "geschichtslose
Geschichtschreibung", a non-historical historiography. We thus appear to come
back, in one way or another, to the concept of "subtle history", which we have
emphasized here.
84 Following the analysis provided in ibid, pp . 1 93 ff. In relation to section VI below,
we should point out the existence in the Scottish rite of a grade of " Knight of the
East", which tradition traces back to the Maccabean period. At the time ofinitiation,
the candi date is seeking for the sacred Treasure, after the profanation of Antiochus
Epiphanes. Cf A. E. Waite, Emblematic Freemasonry (London, 1 925), p. 1 06.
85 Cf these lines by F. M . Abel, quoted by Shozo Fujita: "The Temple is not an end in
itself; but merely a means whereby to attain a higher end. But the fate of the people
was conditioned by its behaviour with regard to God, and the fate of the Temple
was conditioned by the fate of the peopl e " . For his part, D. Arenhoevel remarks,
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is com m on to the literature of the Diaspora, we find here in the Imago
Templi that the form of the spiritual presence takes precedence over all
physical and local lim itations . This line of thought goes back, to be sure,
to Ezekiel ( 1 1 : 1 6) : in the tim e of exile, God himself is the T emple (cf
above) . In any case, we for our part believe that the opposition between
the vision of the m aterial T emple " localized" on earth, and the vision of
the ideal spiritual T emple, is som ewhat artificial, since in fact the Imago
Templi as such is always perceived on the level of the in-between, of the
imaginal-the level which we have already designated as that of " the
meeting-place of the two seas" .
4. The temple of Leontopolis. This would also appear to be the way in which
the high priest Onias IV perceived the temple that he built at Leontopolis
in Egypt, 8 6 during the exile imposed upon him by the advent of the
Hasm onean dynasty. There is no doubt that he intended, as far as was
possible, to m ake the temple he was building into an image ofthe Temple at
Jerusalem . T o the extent to which an eschatological meaning is assigned
to the verses from Isaiah (1 9: 1 8---1 9) in the letter that Onias addressed to
Ptolemy Philom eter and Cleopatra, quoted by the historian Josephus, the
Imago Templi would have been an eschatological Imago for the community
grouped around him . T o this extent his perception ofthe Temple is in line
with that of Ezekiel and of Qumran, with the difference that Qumran did
not build a physical temple at all, but rem ained in expectation of the final
Temple, to be built by God him self. 87
5. The Sibylline Orocles88 Book III refers to Cyrus and then to Joshua ben
Jehozadak, the high priest of the community which had returned from

with reference to 2 Mace. 5:19---20 : "Die eigentliche Geschichte des Buches ist die des
Volkes; der Tempel ist wesentlich Symbol; in seinem Zustande offenbart sich der
Zustand des Volkes" ; quoted in ibid., p. 200 note 2. [The book's real story is that of
the people; the Temple is essentially a symbol; in its situation, the situation ofthe
people is made manifest. ]
86 Ibid. , p. 205. Whether the temple was built by the high-priest Onias IV, or
previously by his father Onias I I I , has no bearing on the question. Cf also S. H.
Steckoll, 'The Qumran Sect in relation to the Temple of Leontopolis', in Revue de
Qumran, no. 2 1 (Feb. 1 967), pp. 55-70 .
8 7 Shozo Fujita, op. cit., p . 2 1 1 .
88 Ibid. , pp. 2 1 1 ff. "The Sibylline Oracles are a collection of Jewish and Christian
oracles of which twelve books have survived, namely, books I-VIII and XI- XI V . "
Cf Anni e Jaubert, op. cit., pp. 329 ff See also Edgar Hennecke, Neuiestamentliche
Apolayphen, vol. II (Tubingen, 1964), pp. 500 ff.
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exile . 89 At that tim e the Temple will be rebuilt as it was. T he author uses
hyperbole : not only Cyrus, but all the kings ofPersia will lavish gifts upon
it and em bell ish it with gold and precious m etals . In the " Sibylline
Orac les " , the Imago Templi is seen as the symbol of the return to the
Golden Age . 90 We must note, however, that in the " Oracles" it is the
second T e m p l e , Zerubabbel's Temple, which is exalted, whereas in Psalm
1 32:7-17, for example, it is the future temple, which will be built by the
Dav idic Messiah. The difference is resolved on the level of the Imago
Templi: if the author visualizes the post-exilic community as the final
m essianic e stablishm ent, the implication is that he perceiv es the Temple
of Jerusalem, of which he is a contemporary, as the restoration of the first
Temple, the T em ple of Solomon, in all its m agnificence . The exaltation of
91
the T e m ple thus links up with the exaltation in the Book of Tobit
which we discussed above .
6. Philo, i n his m onum ental work, has prov ided us with one ofthe greatest
conspectuses of symbolic herm eneutics to appe ar am ong the " religions of
the Book" . To discover the Imago Templi in this work am ounts to inquiring
whether and how this Im age is present in it on the imaginal level. T he fact
that Philo uses the term s allegory and symbol interchangeably tends to
complicate the inquiry, insofar as we try nowadays to distinguish precisely
between them 92 But whether allegorical or symbolical, Philo's herm eneutic
is aim ed essentially at revealing the hidden meaning (the batin of lslam ic
gnosis) . And since the hidden m eaning is nothing other than the letter
raised or transmute d into symbol, and perceived henceforth on the level of
the imaginal world, the symbol itself is no longer som ething behind which
hides the thing symbolized. It is, quite simply, the form assum ed on this
level by the transcendent reality, and this form is this reality. T hus,
89 Zech . 6: 1 1-14. O n thi s pas s age fr om the Book ofZechariah, s e e below, note 1 58.
90 " D er T empel hat i n den j udis chen S ibyllinen sozus agen symbolhaften Charakter .
Er ist die V erkorp erung des goldenen Zeitalters , das langst vergangen ist, ab er
wieder mit Herrlichkeit fur die Einen und S chrecken fur die Anderen kommen
wird . " [In the Jewish sibyllines the Temple has a kind of symbolic character . It is
the p ersonification ofthe Golden Age now long gone, but which will com e again-in
m aj esty for som e and terror for others . ] P. D alb ert, Die Theo/ogie der He//enistisch
Jiidischen Missions/iteratur (H amburg-V olkdorf, 1954), quoted in Shozo Fujita, op .
cit., p . 2 1 3 .
9 1 Ibi d . , p . 2 1 4 .
9 2 C f En Islam iranien, op . cit., vol . I V , index s .v. allegorie, symbole.
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instead of allegory, one could perhaps speak of tautegory. Far from being
exhausted, these problem s m ay not even have been properly formulated
yet. The herm eneutics of Philo will have to be com pared with those of
Qum ran, a comparison from which the Ismaili herm eneutic in Islam ic
gnosis must not be excluded.
Needless to say, for Philo the T emple of Jerusalem is the only authentic
Temple on earth : one God, one T emple on e arth. He also gives us a
celebrated description of it. But the work of his true genius is other than
this. Dominating his thought is the idea that notwithstanding the unique
ness on earth of the T em ple of Jerusalem , on a higher level of vision there
are two temples, the cosm ic temple and the temple of the soul. We had
occasion above (section II) to refer to the cosmic mysticism ofpre-Christian
antiquity, to the Imago Templi mundi. This theme is one which Philo accepts
as self-evident,9 3 even though he is specific about his own personal idea of
the cosm ic temple, which he sees as a philosopher.
One could in fact say that there is a double cosm ic temple, because the
cosm os includes both the sensible cosmos " which is the temple of the
natures perceived by the senses " , and an intelligible cosmos "which is the
consecrated temple of invisible natures " . One could also say that there is a
unique temple constituted by a unique cosm os, "whose sanctuary is the
m ost holy part of the essence ofbeings, that is to say Heaven" with all the
intelligible nature s that it comprises. On the other hand, the cosmic
significance of the T em ple of Jerusalem and of the parts which compose it
is attested in Philo by reference to Exodus 25 : 40, where Moses is ordered:
" And look that thou m akest them [the tabernacle and all it contains] after
their pattern, which was shewed thee in the m ount" . The tabernacle on
earth (the Temple) is the image of the tabernacle in Heaven, the archetypal
model which was revealed to Moses. 9 4 This motif also has roots in wisdom
literature : the Book of Wisdom likewise saw in the T emple of Solomon " the
image of the sacred tent" 9 5 The phenom enology of the Imago Templi is
93 Shozo Fuj ita, op . cit. , p . 222 . For what follows, see Anni e J aub ert, op . cit., pp .
483 -4 8 4 . The quotes from Philo here are taken from this latter work.
94 Annie J aub ert, op . cit., p. 483 , and the references given on p. 484, note 3 . We have
already alluded to the motif of the Temple-archetype in Shiite gnosis; cf my
' Configuration of the Tem ple o f the Ka'bah ' , op. cit.

95 " Et dixisti me aedificare templurn in m onte sancto tuo , et in civitate habitationis
tuae altare, similitudinem tabernaculi sancti tui, quod praeparasti ab initi o " (liber
Sapientiae 9 : 8) .
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comp leted by the motif of the Temp l e of Wisdom, the Temple that Sophia
96
has built for herself (see above, section IV , A, I, and below ).
The motif of the temp le of the soul, or soul-temp le, derives from the
97
In his treatise on

analogy that exists between the soul and the c osmos.

the Cherubim, Philo develops a detai led comparison between the human
98
" Th er e is only one dwell ing that is worthy

soul and the palace of a king :

(of G o d), and that is the soul prepared (to receive him) . To speak in all
j ustice, the dwelling of the invisible God is the invi sible soul " ; " The soul of
the Wise Man activated by grace is a veritable a ltar . . . The sacred light
burns on it alway s, unceasingly tended. F or the light of the spirit is
wisdom" ; " Go d del ights in a ltars without fire, on which the virtues dance
in unison. " " Ultimately, " writes A . Jaube rt, " the entire soul is the seat of
a sp iritual worship far preferable to the worship of temp les . It offers up a
true liturgy to its creator . "
Thi s liturgy is to b e considered in rel ation to the double Temp l e : since
there is a cosmic temple and a temple ofthe soul-a cosmos-temple and a
soul-templ e-there is also cosmic worship and worship of the soul, a
worship that takes p lace in the macrocosm and a worship that takes place
in the microcosm. In both c ases, the temp le is a spir itual one. In the books
of wisdom (see above, note

96, Proverbs 9:1-2),

hypostasized Wisdom,

Sophia, was already building her temp le and ce lebrating her liturgy in it.

In Ecclesiasticus, S ophia, " come forth from the mouth of the Most H igh "

and therefore identical with his Word, his L ogos, " is described as a high

priest officiating in the Temple of Jerus alem . . . She fulfils her liturgical
function in the presence of the Lord

(24: 1-12)

. . . She officiates mysteriously

before the face of God like an Angel of the Presence, and her liturgical
function is intimately associated with that of the priests of the Temp l e . We
are close to a conception of the Logos-priest intimately related to the
99
Temple l iturgy . "
The high priest ofthe cosmic temp le is the First-born, the divine Logos

(&eta<; Ao-yoo;) . The high priest of the temp le of the spir itua l soul (A.o-ytK'I)
�XTa) is man himself, man in the true sense (&A.'q6w6<; &.v&punrO<;,Homo
96 " Sapienti.a aedificavit sibi domum, excidit coll.liiDlas septem, immolavit victi.mas
suas, miscuit vinum et proposuit mensam suam " (Liber Proverbiorum 9: 1-2).
97 a: A.-J. Festugiere, op. cit., vol. IV, pp. 2 1 3-2 1 6 .
9 8 A . J aubert, op. cit., pp. 488---489, summarizes and quotes the most salient parts of
this treatise by Philo.
99 Ibid. , p. 484.
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verus). 100 " T o the archangel and m ost ancient Logos, the Father gave the
privilege of being interm ediate between the creature and the Creator and
separating the one from the other . . . And he rejoiced in this privilege,
and exalted it, saying : I stood between the Lord and you (Deut. 5 :5). In
truth, being neither uncreated like God, nor created like you, but inter
mediary between these two extrem es, I am a hostage for both . " 1 0 1
Because the Temple o f Jerusalem i s in the im age o f the celestial temple,
there is of necessity a parallelism between the functions of Aaron and the
functions of the Logos : " L ike the Logos, Aaron is interm ediary between
God and m an . . . " As the typification ofthe high priest, Aaron " officiated
in the T emple of Jerusalem , the replica of the celestial sanctuary in which
the Logos fulfilled its liturgical function. One sole and unique liturgy was
unfolded through the mediation of the Logos and of Aaron in the sanctuary
of heaven and the sanctuary of e arth" . 1 0 2
.

It is true that Philo does not describe the angelic liturgy as it is
described in the Testament of Levi (see above, section IV, A, 4) ; he does not
m ake us partic ipate in som ething of this nature . Nevertheless, the corre
spondence between the cosmic temple and the temple of the soul-between
the cosmic worship and the worship of the soul-leads him to the notion of
the " Aaron of the soul " . 1 03 There is thus a triple L ogos-priest. There is the
First-born Logos, the priest ofthe cosm ic temple; there is Aaron, typifying
the high priest of the T em ple of Jerusalem , who is both " the Logos of
Moses and the Logos of God" ; and there is Aaron, the Logos who is
"Aaron of the soul" . This illustrates the thesis first introduced abov e :
" There are two temples of God. One i s the cosmos, i n which the high
priest is God's first-born, the divine Logos. The other is the spiritual soul,
whose priest is the true m an; his sensible im age is he who offers up the
prayers and the sacrifices of the Fathers, who is clothed in the vestm ent
whereon is reproduced the whole of Heaven, so that the cosm os m ay co
celebrate with man and m an with the universe " . 1 0 4 Just as the soul is the
100 Shozo Fujita, op. cit . , p. 222. There exists in Arabic an exact equivalent to the
term Homo verus: al-lnsan a�haqiqi (the "spiritual Adam " found in Ismaili gnosis or
in H ay dar Amuli, who follows Ibn 'Arabi) .
101 A . J aubert, op. cit., p . 4
8
5
1
0
2 Ibid., p . 486.
103 " The Aaron o f the soul " : the expression i s reminiscent of those found i n the work
of the great mystic Simnani: the "seven prophets of your being", the "Jesus of your
being", the "M uhammad ofyour being", etc . Cf En Islam iranien, op. cit . , vol . IV ,
index s.v. prophete s .
104 A . J aubert, op . cit., p . 4 8 7 , where the references to Philo are given.
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i nner holy City , the i nner J e r u s al e m , so the worship of the soul is an inner
worshi p , ofwhich the sensible worship, c e l ebrat e d i n the material te mpl e ,
i s merely the image. W e spoke above o f the dignity o f the soul-te mpl e ,
i ntegrally the s e at o f this spiri tual worshi p . G o d del ights not i n the
he c atombs offered up to hi m, but in the feelings of those who love him . T h e
soul ' s li turgy is that in whi ch t h e s oul itsel f i s offere d up , a n d thi s is the
onl y l iturgy ne ces sary. I t c onsists, for the soul, in " e ng e ndering Abel " ,
wh o belongs t o God as t o the First C a u s e , and i n "rej e c ti ng C ai n , the
spirit of possessiveness that attribute s eve rythi ng to itsel f T h e soul offers
God its faith as a sple ndi d gift, in festivals whi ch are not those of mortal

b e ings " . 1 0 5

I s it then c orre ct to say that in the phi l os ophy of the T e m p l e in Philo,

the Imago Templi is " de m at e r i a l i z e d " ? 1 0 6 I t is to be fe ared that this m o de of
e xpressing one selfleaves out o f a c c ount e v er ythi ng whi ch i s specific in the
c orresponde n c e be twe e n the corporeal and the incorporeal. I n po int of fact,
thi s c orr e sp ondence overcomes al l oppositi on b e twe e n the c orpor e al and
the inc orpor e a l , for it e nabl e s one to gr asp both of the m simultane ously on
the level whi ch we have alre ady d e signat e d as " the m e e ti ng-place of the
two s e as " , the appointe d pl a c e for hi e r ophani e s . I n order for the m aterial
T e mpl e and the immaterial T e m p l e to symbolize with e ach othe r , both of
them ne e d to be lifted out of the i s ol ati on of a worl d wi thout c orre spon
denc e , and to be perceiv e d on the level " wh e r e bodi e s are spiritualized
and where spirits take on b o dy " ( M uh s i n F ayd) : the level, that is, of the
spiritual body. This in itself is the de fi nition of the imaginal world, the worl d
whe r e , for Philo as well, the Imago Templi is m a de manife st .
I n this worl d the alios (the other) o f allegory is surp ass e d, b e c aus e the

Imago is the form in whi ch b oth the one and the other i ntegrally mani fe st
themselve s . Thi s privi leged i m agi nal form c an al so be c alled tautegorical.
T hi s , it seems to us, is the way in whi ch one shoul d r e a d all of Phil o, living
the vast system of c orrespondenc e s that he e stabli she d: a syne rgy whi ch i s
a syn-hi e rurgy

( mwtepo-Upoyew,

the " c onc e l e br ation" menti one d above) , a

uni on typified, as we s aw , by the hi gh priest's v e s tment . T h e syste m of
c orrespondenc e s in Philo, as in Swe denborg , i s une nding : the rite s, the
liturgical v e stments and their c ol ours, the altar with the inc ens e , the
s e v e n-branc h e d candl estick, the s a nc tuary, the ark, the prie st' s long violet
105 Ibid., p. 489.
l <AS This is Shozo Fujita's conclusion in op . cit., pp. 220 ff
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robes, the ephod, and so on. Philo searches for the hidden spiritual meaning
-the esoteric meaning-of all corporeal obj ects (temple, v e stm ents), of
all liturgical gestures, in an attempt to discover a W1iversal m e aning in the
Jewish temple and its worship 107 To be sure, the Imago Templi that
em erges is different from the v isionary Imago ofEzekiel or of Qum ran, but
it leads in its own right to an authentic interiority: the Logos as high priest
in the spiritual m acrocosm corresponds to the true Man who is reborn in
the spiritual soul. The two kingdom s-the two T emples-are one.
7. Meister Eckhart. It is only possible here to m ake a few brief observ ations.
The search for the Imago Templi should be pursued throughout the Jewish
esoteric tradition, for only then could a theosophy of the T emple be built
up which would enable us to understand how and why the symbolism of
the T em ple overflows into Christian mysticism , how and why nostalgia
for it rem ains the lasting source of Christian esoteric ism . The following
are two examples of this.
Gershom Scholem , in an adm irable book, has indicated one of those
convergences that throw light upon the course ofthis inquiry. Recapitulating
the process whereby the cosmological symbol of the Temple ofthe heavenly
Jerusalem has becom e a mystical symbol for the author ofthe book Bahir,
he writes: " Infinite divine Thought, that precedes and embraces all things, is
the mystical 'tern ple' in which all spiritual beings hav e their place '' This
is the mystical place to which the prophet Habakkuk comes in the " delights"
or " ecstasies" of his prayer : " Oh God! I have heard thy speech, and was
afraid" (Hab . 3 : 2). To hear in Hebrew also means spiritual understanding.
The suprem e sphere of hearing is what one hears God say. The thought
from which " ear and eye draw " is nam ed " the king ofwhom all creation
has need " , the king who is withdrawn, m iraculous, hidden in his temple,
" and who has com m anded that no one should ask for him " . 10 8
G. Scholem goes on to m ake the following comparison: " This symbol
ism, in which the T em ple is the m o st profound div ine thought, can be
107 Ibid ., p . 224 , note 2 : " Philo said that sacrifices at the Temple were not just on
behalf of the J e ws, but 'for all mankind' " {Spec. I, 168, 1 9 0) . " T he J ewish nation is
to the whole inhabited world what the priest is to the state " {Spec. II, 1 63), for it
"has received the gift of prophecy and priesthood on herself of all mankind" (Ahr.
98) .
1 08 Gershom G . S cholem, op. cit . , pp. 1 4 1 - 1 4 2 . The author rec alls that the prophet
H ab akkuk was regarded as the prototype of the mysticism of the Merkahah (the
divine chariot ofEzekie/ I ) . Cf also ibid. , p. 72.
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understood all the better with the assistance of a very sim ilar symbolism .
This is the symbolism of the 'temple' by which, as by so m any other
m e taphors, Meister Eckhart, som e hundred and fifty years later, was to
define the highest sphere of the soul, its 'knowledge by way ofthe Intellect' .
T he soul' s noetic faculty (Vemunftlichkeit) , 109 as Eckhart calls the highest
aspect ofthe intellect, is its pure thought, in which it is in contact with the
intelligere of God-in which it is the very Inte llect of G od. 'Where is God, if
not in his temple where he reveals him self in his holiness? The temple of
God is the Intellect. Nowhere does God dwell m ore patently than in his
temple, the Intellect, as that other m aster [Aristotle] has said: God is an
Intellect that lives in the knowledge of itself. . . for only there is it at rest
(Stille) \ "1 1 0 As Scholem observes, the starting-point of the Bahir is different
from that of Meister Eckhart, who proceeds from the concept of God in
Aristotle, but the symbolism is the sam e .
T h e transition from the temple of God t o the temple o f the soul signifies
the com ing into contact of divine thought and hum an thought, since the
intelligere of the soul in this temple is in contact with the intelligere of God.
This contact is the source itself of all speculative theology, in the etymological
sense of the word speculum: a catoptric mysticism . Meister Eckhart returns
to the the m e of the temple in a serm on on Matthew 2 1 : 1 2. The nobility of
the hum an soul lies in the fact that it carries the Imago Dei within it (cf
Eckhart' s idea of the " noble m an " ) , and as such it is the T emple, from
which all m erchants and traders must be driv en away . For " . . . God
wants to have this temple empty, so that He alone m ay dwell in it. Hence
this temple pleases Him so much, because it is so like Him , and He is so
pleased to be in the temple if He alone dwells in it" . 1 1 1

109 I t should b e noted that in translating the German Vernunft from Meister Eckhart's
text we use, not the term " reason" , but the terms " intelligence, intellect" . Nous is
more than reason, and it is doubtless one of the misfortunes of philosophy, whether
we are concerned with Meister Eckhart or with Hegel, that it has become customary
to translate Vemunft as "reason" . Vernunftlichkeitis the intellectivity ofthe intelligere.
The speculative theologians of the Hegelian line used to call on Vemunft in order to
vilifY rationalism. Should this not warn us against equating Vemunft with reason?
The "temple of God" is not the temple of the "goddess Reason".
no G. Scholem, op. cit., p. 1 42, note 1 28, refers to Meister Eckhart, Die deutschen
Werke, vol. I ( 1 957), pp. 1 50 and 464.
1 1 1 The sermon 'lntravit J esus in templum et coepit eicere vendentes et ementes', in
an

an

ed. J. M Clark (Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1 957), p. 127.
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8. Robert Fludd The second example is taken not from Christian mysticism
properly speaking, but from the tradition of Christian esotericism . It
testifies to the hierophanic presence of the Imago Templi, nostalgia for
which, as we shall see, found expression in the various preoccupations of
the " templar knighthood" (see below, section VI) .
The famous theosopher and English Rosicrucian Robert Fludd ( 1 57 41 637) affirms the idea of the triple Temple. There is the T emple of
Solom on; the T emple of the Holy Spirit, or soul; and the celestial T emple
that is the spiritual palace, situated, like the temple in Ezekiel's final
vision, " on the high m ountain" , which in this case is " the high m ountain
of initiation" . 11 2

v.

The spiritual Temple and the Community of Qumran

Any attem pt to construct or reconstruct a theosophy of the Temple, to
explain the recurring hierophanies of the Imago Templi, will have from now
on to dwell at considerable length on the Essene Com munity of Qum ran,
whose suprem e legacy before its disappe arance was the transm ission,
expanded into a v ast l iterature, of the m essage ofthe prophet Ezekiel. It is
barely thirty years since the first discoveries were m ade of the " scrolls"
hidden in the caves of the J udaean desert, and already the research into
them has reached such proportions that it is difficult for the inquirer to
m aster the bibliography . 1 1 3 Here we are concerned with four points : I.
The Qum ran critique of the existing Temple of Jerusalem ; 2. The symbolism
of the new T em ple as a sp iritual T emple; 3. The symbolism of the
planting, the water, and the high m ountain; 4. The m otif of the celestial
1 12 Cf Robert Fludd, Summum Bonum, p. 4 1 , apropos of l l . Sam. 7:6 f[ "Per quae
verba intelligebat (rex David) templum materiale: nam testatur sacer textus quod
David habuerit Templi materialis descriptionem spiritualiter a Digito Dei sibi
descriptam: unde etiam arguere videtur se vidisse et artificum fuisse in domus
super montem rationabilem fimdatae structura: ut pote ad cujus exemplar non
modo formatum erat tabernaculum fcederis et templum Salomonis, sed etiam ipse
homo, qui dicitur templum Spiritus Sancti. Concludimus denique, quod unica
domus istius constructio veri fratris adjumento sit occulti manifestatio, hoc est
nupis Spiritualis, seu Sapientiae mysticae a lapide Patriarchae (quem vocat Donmm
Dei) revelatio, hoc est Domus seu Palatii Spiritualis super Montem Rationalem
constructio, atque hunc lapidem Castellum mysticum Bethlehem vocamus, de quo
sic loquitur Evangelista: Christus erat de Castello Bethlehem . . . "
1 1 3 At present, this bibliography comprises almost five thousand titles.
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liturgy which, as " eschatology in action" , dom inates the whole of Qum ran' s
spirituality, as well as all the spirituality that it inspired or will inspire .
I. The critique of the Temple ofJerusalem. As we know, the position adopted
by the Comm unity of Qum ran stem s from their severe critique of the
T emple then in existence in Jerusalem , that is to say, the second T em ple,
built by Zerubbabe l in 515 B.C. T o the j u dgem ent which condemns this
T emple and its priest irrem issibly is opposed the vision of the celestial
T em ple, of which the Com m unity is structurally the symbol and the
anticipation. The theological ideas, im ages and expressions found in the
Book of Ezekiel are used by the Essenes of Qum ran in formulating and
presenting their theology of the T em p l e . As we know from the docum ent
which goes by the nam e of the " Dam ascus Docum ent" , 1 1 4 it is because of
the treason of those who have abandoned Him that God has turned away
His face from Israel and from His T e m p l e , and has delivered them "to the
enemy. Ezekiel said: " . . . because they trespassed against m e, therefore
hid I my face from them " (Ezek. 3 9 : 23).
This reactuation of Ezekiel's theology of the T emple is itself a rem arkable
instance of the spiritual herm eneutic s practised at Qum ran. 1 1 5 The events
of the past are reclaim ed from this past, not through an allegory which
passes them over, but through a transference which m akes them the
archetype of ever -recurring events in which prophetic truth is accomplished.
The abom inations prece ding the c atastrophe and the destruction of the
T emple of Solom on (5 86 B.C.) recur with the presence of the accursed
priest, with the last priest-kings of the Hasm onean dynasty 1 1 6 and the
profanation of the sacerdotal office of the T em p l e . But in Ezekiel, there is
also " the rem nant of the faithful" , those who bear on their foreheads the
m ark im printe d by the Angel. It is they who, in their turn, form the
Comm unity of Qum ran. Rem arkably, we fmd the sam e diptych in an
eighteenth century epic concerning tem plar knighthoo d : a dram a in which
the c atastrophe is ratified by a condem natory j udgem ent counterbalanc ed
by an apotheosis (see below, section VII I ) . Does not the Imago Templi
becom e, in each of its recurrences, the dram a of m an succumbing to the
1 14 a Shozo F\.!iita, op. cit., pp. 235 ff
1 15 The pesher, which in many ways resembles the ta'wil practised in Shiism and
Ismailism.
1 16 This dynasty starts with Judas Maccabaeus ( 1 65 - 1 6 1 ) and ends, after several
tragic reigns, with Mattathias Antigonus ( 40-3 7), tenth in the dynasty.
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norm s of the secular world before triumphing over them with the help of
this sam e Imago ?
The divine j udge m e nt condemning the Temple is one of the m ost
important motifs in Ezekiel's Temple theology, and is a motif also found
in the " D am ascus Docum e nt" . This correspondence illustrates the way in
which the Community had an understanding " in the present" of the
div ine j udgem ent executed in prev ious tim es by the Babylonians : a corre
spondence between the last days of the Hebraic m onarchy in the sixth
century before our era, and the abom inations which put an end to the
Hasm one an dynasty. Just as the Angel once received the order : " . . . set a
m ark upon the foreheads of the m en that sigh and that cry for all the
abom inations that be done in the m idst [of Jerusalem ] " (Ezek. 9 : 4), God
has now raised up for such men the " Teacher (or the Master) of Righteous
ness " . Thus, the Com m unity was able to trace its origins back to the
period of the exile. The m o dern historian m ay be lost here ; but for
whoever perceives the hidden reality of hierohistory or " subtle history" as
it was perceived by the Com m unity of Qum ran, this origin is true in a
literal sense. The j udgem ent that was brought of old against the first
Temple corresponds to the j udgem ent of the " end ofdays" , that is to say,
it corresponds to the tim e of the Com m unity of Qum ran, the tim e of
"realized eschatology " (see below, § 4) .
We will do no m ore than m ention the m otives which had prompted the
secession of the Com munity . There was the evil spell hanging over the
Temple through the presence of the wicked priest, who had ignobly and
unlawfully usurped the priesthood, and who emiched him self through
plundering . 1 1 7 There was the basic disagreem ent about the calendar
which, while it m ay appear secondary to us, nevertheless possessed a
fundam ental importance for the Community, since on it depended the
synchronism between the celestial and the terrestrial liturgy, and thence
1 1 7 We referred above (note 86) to the exile ofthe high priest Onias IV, who built the
temple of Leontopolis in Egypt. This temple may perhaps have been built by his
own father, the high priest Onias I I I , if it is admitted that he was not assassinated
but exiled hirnself to Egypt. Ifthis is the case, then Onias I I I was removed frcrn
his priestly office one year after the accession ofAntioclrus Epiphanes IV (1 75- 1 64)
because he was opposed to the l atter's policy of radical hellenization. The result
was the combining of the royal and high-priestly offices in the person of Simon
Maccabaeus ( 1 42- 1 35; cf I M ace. 1 4: 27-47) . The Hasmonean dynasty thus
became a dynasty of priest-kings " until a prophet to come would manifest the
divine will" with regard to this situation. The situation was satisfactory with
Simon Maccabaeus, but ceased to be so with his late successors.
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between the celestial T em p l e and the earthly T emple . Both in doctrine
and in practice, this synchronism was essential and fundam ental. There
were " Halachic" disagre em ents . Finally, there was the question of the
authentic ity of the sacerdotal lineage, the lineage of the faithful Sons of
Zadok, who had been dispossessed by the Hasm one an usurpers . Con
fronting these negatives was the Imago novi Templi, contemplated by Ezekiel in
his visionary ecstasy, and of which the Qum ran Comm unity felt itself to
be the realization. T rue, this new Temple's defining characteristic, then as
now, was that it was not yet realized-not in a " physic al" sense, for in any
case its reality is perceived on the im aginal level of vision, but rather in the
plastic sense of its archite ctural detail. This was because the Com m unity
of Qum ran felt that it was itself the new T e m p le , in so far as this was a
spiritual T emple whose institution inaugurated the new era. And this
profound assurance was rooted in the spiritual herm eneutic as it was lived
at Qum ran : a herm eneutic which sim ultaneously unveiled and realized
the truth of the prophecies, for the Community was itself their culmination.
Ezekiel's prophecy of the new Temple was being fulfilled in the Community
of Qum ran . 1 1 8
2. The symbolism ofthe new Temple. T he Qum ran Comm unity, hav ing to
confront the henceforth tarnished and desecrated second T em ple from
which it had cut itself off; was aware that it c onstituted, symbolically, the
new Temple as a spiritual Temple. 1 19 Miqdash adam: the translation " hum an
tem ple " is already eloquent. The translation suggested by B . Gartner is
m ore accurate : a " temple of m en" , that is to say, a temple " consisting of
m en" . The Comm unity, as the " house of God" , bears the seal of eternity :
the eternal Temple is henceforth in the process of realization within the
Comm unity. The sacrifices offered up in this " tem ple" which is constituted
by the members ofthe Community are purely spiritual in nature, consisting
in the strict observance o( and deepening penetration into, the hidden
m e aning of the T orah. 1 2 0 It is, indeed, a symbolic T em ple, by contrast
with the " m aterial tem ple" which the high priest Onias IV attem pte d to
1 1 8 Cf Shozo Fujita, op. cit., p. 259, note 1 : the comparative plan of the structure of
the new Temple as it is described in Ezekiel, and as it is actualized at Qumran in
the feeling of the Messianic Community.
1 1 9 Ibid., pp . 263 ff, the lengthy analysis of the document 4 Q F/orilegium.
1 20 Cf. Berti l Gartn er, The Temple and the Community in Qumran and the New Testament
(Cambridge, 1 965), pp. 34-35 (abbrev . The Temple).
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build at Leontopolis . At Qum ran, it is the spiritual Community itself
which sees itself as the " plac e " or ideal of the Temple. The Imago Templi is
being actively realized; the Comm unity, therefore, as a spiritual or theo
logical tem ple, is the " new Temple " .
Nevertheless, the idea of the " spiritualization of the T emple " must be
given a precise meaning . The Comm unity has no intention of breaking
with the idea of the T emple and the worship celebrated in it. The " spiri
tualization, consists in transferring the concrete entity-the Temple build
ing-to a spiritual kingdom-the Comm unity-temple-and in replacing
the sacrificial rituals by a form of worship that consists of a life spent in
observance of the T orah and of a liturgy of hymns and psalms celebrated
in conjunction with the celestial liturgy. Needless to say, the term " spiri
tualization" in no way implies the idea of a lesser degree of reality, of a
temple less " realistic " than the Temple of Jerusalem . 1 2 1 The opposite is
true : the " spiritual " represents a degree of reality that is preem inent. T hus
the idea of the T em ple was never abandoned. On the contrary, it was
reinforced by the idea ofthe regeneration ofthe Temple at the end of tim e .
Like the prim itive Judaeo-Christian comm unity, Qum ran retained both
the idea of the T emple and the longing fcr it. 1 22
The question now arises : how did the Community intend to realize, in
its actual structure, its theological ideal of the "new T emple " ? The two
m ost im portant areas within the m aterial T emple were the Holy of Holies
and the sanctuary . Within the new Temple, these are represented respec
tively by the " sacerdotal circle " and by the circle formed by the rest ofthe
Com munity ; and these two circles are typified by Aaron and Israel. The
firm and sure foundation of the " T emple constituted by m en" is the
truth-that is to say, the understanding in depth of the Torah and of the
Revelation to which the Comm unity owes its existence . From this under121 Ib i d . , p p . 1 8 - 1 9 .
122 Cf. I b i d . , pp . 2 6 ff. , 44, 99 ff., an d notes 4 6 an d 5 5 above . Cf. also Sh ozo Fuj ita, op .
cit . , p . 42 note 1 5 , p p . 267 ff. T h . A. Busink, op . cit., p . 4 2 , note 1 56, m akes timely
reference to an article by V alentin Nikiprow etzky in Revue des Etudesjuives 1 26
( 1 967), p . 25, which denies that th e Qumran texts can l ead to th e i dea that th e
T e m p l e w as to be aban do n e d definitively . " O n th e con trary, th ese texts would
app e ar obvi ously to favour th e opposite i dea, th e i dea, th at is, of a regeneration of
the Tem p l e at th e end of tim e. Th i s concept . . . al one keeps Q u m ran w ith in
J u d a i sm . " S i m i l arly, the first Chr istian s did not reject the Temp l e of Jeru salem;
see H. Nib ley, 'Christian Envy of the Tem p l e ' , in The Jewish Quarlerly Review, 1 95 9,
p p . 97-1 23 . See also Georg K l i nz ing , Die Umdeutungdes Kultus in der Qumrangemeinde
und im Neuen Te.stament ( Gottingen, 1 9 7 1 ) , p p . 92, 1 50 ff, 22 1 - 224.
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standing proceed justice and judgement, since it is within this sanctuary
that the "eternal laws " are preserved. The worship there celebrated con
sists not of holocausts but of a hymnology which is participation in the
angelic liturgy.
For the Community, as we saw, hermeneutic penetration into the
Torah consisted in experiencing itself as the realization ofthe lmago Templi
proclaimed by the prophets. A verse in Isaiah, for example, says : "Behold,
I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried stone, a precious comer
stone, a sure foundation: he that believeth shall not make haste" (Isa.
28: 16). This is the "rock ofthe Temple", the stone on which the Atk ofthe
covenant rested in the Holy of Holies (reference has already been made to
the "Dome of the Rock"; see above, section II . See also section VI below,
in connection with the Knights Templar). The Qumran hermeneutic uses
the plural : "tried stones " . The "foundation" laid by God-the rock-are
the "truths " made known to the Community by the hermeneutic of the
Torah. The "tried stones " on which the New Covenant is based are the
members of the Community / 23 for in purifYing the members ofthe Com
munity, the Holy Spirit confers on them an inner vision which penetrates
into the mysteries of God.
Again, in Ezekiel, regenerate Israel will sacrifice to God "in mine holy
mountain, in the mountain of the height of Israel " (Ezek. 20:40, 40 :2).
Here the Community, in relation to the mountain-temple, is spoken of as a
temple containing two areas, the Holy of Holies and the sanctuary,
corresponding to the priests and the people, Aaron and Israel . Ezekiel's
prophetic conception is actualized in the new Temple as an eschatological
Community, the symbolic new Temple. In this way, the image of the true
Israel rises to confront the official Israel . 1 24 We will have occasion later to
see how the persistence of this same Imaga Templi is the source ofthe entire
"templar" tradition at the heart of a Christianity which had ceased to be
an eschatological community. In both instances, the norm ofthe Temple
confronts the norms of a profaned and desacralized world.
Most striking of all, perhaps, is the bond thus established between
spiritual hermeneutics and spiritual worship. The former, as a new Revel
ation, puts the Community in a position in which it experiences itself as
1 23 Cf B. Gartner, The Temple, op . cit., pp . 27, 77.
1 24 Ibid. , p . 29.
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the "place" where the prophecies are ful:filled. 125 The spiritual fonn of
worship is the response to the mystery which is thus revealed. To study
the Torah is to prepare the way of God. 126 This way can be understood in
three senses : as the exodus from Jerusalem towards the desert of Judah
(the place-names here acquire, typologically speaking, a permanent signi
ficance); perfect observance of the Torah; and preparation for the age to
come. In effec� the Torah had been the supreme revelation of the divine
mystery delivered through Moses. In their tum, the Hebrew prophets
received revelations from the Holy Spirit, clarifYing what had been revealed
through Moses. In his own tum, the "Teacher of Righteousness " was the
unique master who instructed the members of the Qumran Community in
the divine truth. He was the "final prophet", 127 possessing a knowledge
and a hermeneutic ofthe Revelation which were entirely new. Like EzekieL
he combined three offices in his person: he was a priest of the line of
Zadok, an inspired prophet, and a visionary of divine things. As such, the
"Teacher ofRighteousness" was truly a "new Ezekiel" and, to the extent
to which these three fimctions were also ascribed symbolically to the
members of the Community, it can fairly be considered an "Ezekelian
.
commumty " . 128
Like Shozo Fujita, we believe that the answer to the question raised
above is to be found here . What makes the Community into the "new
Temple" is the new revelation that it received from God-the revelation
not of a new Book, but ofthe true hermeneutic ofthe Book. 129 In the old
temple of Jerusalem there was neither new inspiration nor personal dedi
cation, but a false hermeneutics and a false practice of the Law. The
symbolic Temple or Community-temple, on the other hand, was a new

1 25 We have spoken of this elsewhere as " prophetic religion" (hikmah nahawiyah); cf En
islam iranien, op. cit. , vol . IV, index s.v., and note 1 1 5 above .
1 26 Shozo Fuj ita, o p . cit. , p p . 272 ff See Otto Betz, Offenhanmg und Schri.ftforschung in
der Qumrcmsekte (Tubingen, 1 960), p p . 1 55 ff
127 This concept should be compared with the concept in Shiite prophetology o f the
"Seal ofprophecy" . But insofur as he is charged with the mission ofunveiling the
hidden m eaning ofthe Revelations , the "Te acher of Righteousnes s" combines in
some way the function of a prophet with that ofthe Imam . Cf En Islam iranien, op,
cit., vol . IV, index s .v. Sceau.
128 Cf Shozo Fujita, op. cit., p. 273 .
1 29 S imilarly, in S hiite prophetology the function of the Imam to come, the twelfth
Imam , will not be to reveal a new Book, but to reveal the esoteric m eaning (batin)
ofall the divine Revelations. In the context ofthe theology ofthe "True Prophet",
common to both Judaeo- Chri stianity and Shiite prophetology, the function ofthe
"Teacher of Righteousness " could perhaps be compared to that ofthe I m am .
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temple because it owed its birth to a new prophetic inspiration, a new
revelation of the div ine m ystery Y 0 This Revelation enabled the Com 
munity to think of itself as a sanctuary, as the Comm unity-temple, for it
felt itself to be the active realization of all the prophecies concerning the
temple of Jerusalem . " T o live within the Comm unity would m ean that the
laity always behav ed as though they were in the T em ple, and that the
priests always thought of them selves as being in the Holy of Holies " . 1 3 1
3 . The symbolism of the planting, the water, and the high mountain. T hi s c onstel 

lation of symbols is what really determ ines the " E zekel ian" character of
the Com munity . By means of a tropological herm eneutic, the images of
Ezekiel's vision actually becom e the active images in term s of which the
Qum ran Com munity represents itselfto itself. We hav e already alluded to
the vision in Ezekiel ( 1 7 : 22-24) o f the prince ofthe future city-temple as a
" young branch" planted on the m ountain of the T em ple where the new
Israel will flourish (cf. abov e, sections III and I V, A, 3 ) . Hence the idea of
the " planting of righteousne ss " or " eternal planting " . T he Community of
Qumran, as the symbolic Temple, feels itself to be this planting . 1 3 2 The
symbolism of the planting spontaneously evokes the sym bolism of the
water that nourishes the trees of life-that is, the Teacher of Righteousness
and his disciples-and this Water issues from the " fountain of Mystery" .
T he notion of mystery encompasses all the things that m an is unable to
see unless God him self reveals them to him . " There is a cosm ic mystery of
God (Razi-el) , 1 33 a vast and profound secret that only the Teacher of
Righteousness and his followers can at least recognize ; and this knowledge
or gnosis enables them to be the authentic lineal heirs of the " planting of
righteousness" . T heir growth and prosperity are assured forever and
without lim it by the " living Water" , that is to say, by the mystery .
W e have already observed in Ezekiel (47 : 1 - 1 2) the visionary im age of
the Water welling up from beneath the T em ple threshold on the eastern
side, swelling into a powerful torrent which flows through the desert to the
sea. By this torrent the parched earth is m ade fertile; a dead sea is
130
13 1
132
133

C f Shozo Fuj ita, op. cit., pp . 2 7 5 - 2 7 8 .
A . J aub ert, op . cit., p . 1 5 9 .
C f Shozo Fuj ita, op . cit., p. 279, with reference t o 1 Q S , 8 : 5 .
Ibid . , p . 2 8 2 . Raziel i s the nam e ofthe Angel who was Adam ' s initiator. C f Moise
S chwab, Vocahulaire de Fangeiologie (Pari s , 1 897), p . 246. On water as a symbol of
knowledge, see En Islam iranien, o p . cit., vol . I V , index s.v.
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transfonned into a living sea. As the Angel, the visionary guide, m easures
it, it becom es too deep to be crossed. Sim ilarly, a Qumran text says: " And
they [the springs] shall becom e an unleashed torrent over all the banks,
and shall go down to the fathom less seas" . 1 3 4 The parallel is obvious. It
indicates that the source ofthe torrent which fertilizes the parched earth is
ultim ately to be sought in the Temple . The Water that wells up from
below the Temple threshold symbolizes the special revelation imparted to
the " T e acher of Righteousness" , and by means of this Water his Com 
munity thriv es like the " Tre e of Life" .
It is from the symbolism of this Water, too, that the Com munity derives
its sense of participation in God's " eschatological programm e " . This
participation consists in the profound study and strict observance of the
T orah, since this was " to prepare the way of God" (see above, the three
m eanings of such preparation) , the T orah being precisely that which was
symbolized by the Water-this Water that " issues from beneath the
threshold of the house " , that causes justice to flourish and transform s the
land. 1 3 5 We agree with Shozo Fujita in thinking that when the Community
refers to the " scroll hidden beneath the threshold" and to " the water that
nourishes the plants in the dry land " , it associates both these concepts
with the prophetic image of Ezekiel contemplating the Water whose
source is in the Temple. They knew that they were those in whom this
prophetic vision found its fulfilment, and that, as the symbolic temple, their
Com m unity was the source in which God's " eschatological program m e "
was initiate d. 1 3 6 But as w e shall see later, the living within oneself o f such
a fulfilment of the prophecies is what was known as "realized eschatology" .
Finally, the symbolism o f the high m ountain, too, both proceeds from
and nourishes the experiential sense of " realized eschatology" . The im age
of the new Temple on a high m ountain-" on the high m ountain of

134 S hozo Fujita, op. cit., p. 284, quoting 1 Q H , 8: 1 7 .
135 Cf Zechariah 1 4: 8 : "And i t shall b e i n that day, that living waters shall go out from
Jerusal em ; half of them toward the former [i. e . Dead] sea, and half of them toward
the hinder [i . e . Mediterranean] s ea: in sum m er and in winter shall it b e . " Cf Joel
3 : 1 8, I Enoch 28: 9 (all these references to the river are based on the im age of the
current of water flowing out of the Temple in Ezekiel's vision) . Cf also Rev.
2 2 : 1 -2 : . . . a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, proceeding out of the
throne ofGod and ofthe L am b " , flowing down the middle ofthe street in the new
Jerusalem .
136 Shozo Fujita, op. cit., p. 287 .
"
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Israe l " -is pe culiar to Ezekiel 1 3 7 T he im age o f the high m ountain-temple
would thus seem to derive, at Qum ran, from the Ezekelian Imago Templi.
The m ountain-tem ple is the symbolic temple constituted by the Com 
munity itself The dom inant note here is entirely spiritual . Qum ran will
not becom e a high m ountain som e day in the future : it is already a high
m ountain in the spiritual sense, a m ountain as high as heav en. When a
text says: " Thou [the Com munity ] shalt be as an Angel of the Face for the
glory of Elohim of hosts . . . " , this corresponds strictly with the description of
the celestial Temple and of the office of the Angels of the Presence in the
Testament ofLevi 3:4----6 (see abov e) 1 3 8 T h e Imago Templi is no longer a
symbol referring to som ething beyond itself; it is realized in actuality,
becom es the event itself (becomes, as we said above, not allegorical but
tautegorical) . As regards the synchronization of its divine service with the
angelic liturgy, the Com munity is the place where eschatology is already
and actively realized.
4. The celestial liturgy and realized eschatology. T he connection indicated by
this sub-title best illustrates the fundam ental orientation of the m embers
of the Qum ran Comm unity . If their entire life is dom inate d by the Word
of God, it is because they are truly " existential interpreters of the Holy
Scriptures " . 1 3 9 The features which characterize the life of the Community
derive from its eschatological herm eneutic of the whole of the Old Testa
m e nt, and it is this lived herm eneutic which confers on the eschatological
Com munity a perm anent sacred status, an irreducible life-style. The Com 
munity o f Qum ran lived the eschatological salv ation as som ething already
accom plished " in the pre sent" . The J ohannine community, as we will see
later, did much the sam e . This m ode ofbeing, it has been said, implies the
fulfilment of " five eschatological acts " : resurrection, new creation, com 
munion with the Angels, final deliverance from the power o f de ath, and
anticipatory (" proleptic " ) transference to the holy City l4 0 This escha137 Ibid., p p . 228, 290. Even though it was to Ezekiel that the Q um ran S ect owed the
im age ofthe new Temple on a high m ountain, this im ag e could equally have been
inspired by other p as s ages in the Old Testam ent : I sa. 2 : 2 -4, Mic. 4 : 1 -2 .
1 38 Cf also I Enoch 24:25, the high m ountain as an apo calypti c im ag e . Cf S hozo
Fujita, op . cit., pp . 290---291 , the translation and analysis of 1 QS b, 4:25---26.
1 39 Cf Otto Betz, T h e Eschatological Interpretation ofthe Sinai-Tradition in Qumran
and in the New T estam ent' , in Revue de Qumran, no . 2 1 (Feb . 1 967), p p . 89, 94, 96.

140 Heinz- Wolfg ang Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwartiges Heil: Untersuchungen zu den
Gemeindeliedern von Qumran ( Gottingen, 1 966), quoted with comments by David
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tological anticipation was essentially mysterium liturgicum: the hymnology of
Qumran, the exp erience of being transferred to the heavenly kingdom s
and of singing hymns in the com pany of the Angels, constituted essentially
a liturgical realization ofthe Com munity ' s eschatological status. The "five
acts " m entioned above were perform ed " in the present" in the liturgical
congregation. Communion and liturgical com panionship with the invisible
Angels are an essential aspect of "realized eschatology " : they testify to the
fact that the restoration of Adam as a glorious celestial being am ong the
other celestial beings is already accomplished 1 4 1
The Qum ran Community is not a multitudinary Church; it is "the
T ern ple " , not the chosen people in the ethnic sense of the word, but the
com ing together and union of chosen indiv iduals . Like Israel on Mount
Sinai, the m embers ofthe Comm unity live in a camp which is Qum ran (cf.
Exod. 1 9 :2, 1 6- 1 7), awaiting the m anifestation of God' s Glory. Because
the Com munity is the living sanctuary, and thus the " centre ofthe earth" ,
it m arks the boundary between the sacred and the profane . It is the
fortress which the sons of Light m ust defend through incessant combat
against the attacks of the sons of Darkness . 1 42 This com bat is an eschat
ological one, and is carried on side by side with the angelic powers, since
all beings of Light are partners in the sam e struggle . Thus, angelology
governs the life of Qum ran : the Angels are present at the council, at the
liturgy, and in the combat. This communion and companionship with the
Angels characterize the Qum ran Community-temple and its spirituality.
The highest expression of this spirituality is to be found in an " angelic
liturgy" , of which the text, to the great dism ay of researchers, has so far at
least com e down to us only in a fragmentary and mutilated form .
Nev ertheless, a fragment suffices to show how this ceremonial liturgy
re-enacts each time the great m om ents of Ezekiel' s vision of the divine
Chariot (the Merkabah) Ezek., chapters 1-10). Even though the word
Merkabah does not appe ar in these chapters ofEzekiel, they hav e furnished
the Jewish mystical tradition with its central im age of the Throne which is
like a chariot. And G. Scholem has no doubts about the Essene origin of

E dw ard Aun e, The Cultic Setting of Realized Eschatology in Early Christianity (Leiden,
Bri ll, 1 97 2) , pp . 3 1 I T (abbrev. Cultic Setting).
141 Cf. ibid., p p . 4 1 -42 .
1 4 2 Cf. Otto B etz, art . cit., pp . 96, 98, 1 03 .
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the mystical current oftheMerkabah, whose source lies in the frrst century
before our era. 143
" . . . The Ministers of the glorious Face in the Abode of the God of
Knowledge fall down before the Cherubim and utter blessings while the
sound of the divine wind rises . . . and there is a tumult of shouting while
their wings cause the sound of the divine wind to rise. The Cherubim
above the heavens bless the likeness of the Throne of the Chariot. . . And
when the wheels tum, angels of holiness come and go between His
glorious wheels like visions of frre. Spirits of supreme holiness surround
them, visions of streams of frre similar to scarlet (hashmal) ; and shining
creatures clothed in glorious brocades, many-coloured marvellous garments
more brilliant than pure salt, spirits of the living God, unceasingly ac
company the glory of the marvellous chariot" . 144
Just as the sons ofLight fight side by side with the angelic powers, so
they are included in the celestial armies in order to acclaim the divine
Chariot-throne. It is thus possible to say that the theophanic vision
described by Ezekiel ( 1 - 1 0 ) was lived actively, liturgically, by the Com
munity of Qumran, and that in this sense the worship it celebrated was
truly a celestial liturgy. It is true that in Ezekiel the vision of the divine
Chariot is not a prophecy. But the Qumran hermeneutic, by virtue of
being an existential tropology, was able to confer a prophetic significance
on the Ezekelian vision of the Chariot. 145 The resurrection, as "realized
eschatology", is not a fact, which happens in history; it is the "liturgical
mystery". The distinction between eschatology with respect to time and
1 43 S hozo Fuj ita, op . cit., p . 297. Cf Gershom G. S cholem , Jewish Gnosticism, Merkahah
Mysticism, and Talmudic Tradition (New York, i960), pp . 1 -3 0 . "A new evaluation of
the inner developm ent of Judaism and its relation to the Gnostic m ovem ent should
replace the rash and uninform ed j udgm ents that have hitherto prevented proper
insight into M erkabah mysticism and Jewish gnosticis m " (ibid., p . 83).
144 A . Dupont-S om m er, trans . G . V erm es, The Essene Writings from Qwnran (Oxford,
1 96 1), pp . 3 3 3 -3 3 4- Shozo Fujita, op . cit., p p . 296-3 0 4 , gives the translation and
the comparison line by line with the text of Ezekiel . The state of the m anuscript
m akes it difficult to read. Another translation would be: "The ministers of the
Presence ofGlory in the tabernacle ofthe Elohim ofknowledge. The cherubim fiill
down before Him , and give thanks to Him, while the sweet voices o f the Elohim rise
into the heights . . . " The text testifies to a very complex ang elology: Cherubim ,
Angels ofthe Face, Angels ofholiness, S pirits of suprem e holines s . For the image
of the chariot, cf I Chr . 28: 1 8; for the rivers of fire, cf D an . 7 : 1 0. Cf Dup ont
S omm er, op . cit., p . 3 3 3 , note 4, and p. 334, notes 1 -5 . S ee also the copiously
annotated translation in J. Carm ignac, E. Cothenet and H. Lignee, Les Textes de
Qumran traduits el annates, vol . I I (Paris, 1 963), p p . 3 1 6 ff.
1 45 S hozo Fujita, op . cit., p. 3 0 5 . Cf above, note 1 1 5 .
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eschatology with respect to space is an artificial one. "Liturgical time",
continuously recurrent and reversible-the time of the "angelic presence"
-is both the rupture or "end" of linear chronological time, and the
assumption of space.
J. Strugnell, to whom we are indebted for the princeps edition of the
Qumran "angelic liturgy", was already aware of what we are attempting
146 He made it perfectly clear that what is at issue is not an
to explain here.
angelic liturgy at which a visionary happens to be present, but an earthly
liturgy to which the Angels are summoned and at which they are present
-a liturgy in which the celestial Temple is contemplated as the archetype
of the earthly Temple. There is synchronicity-interpenetration-between
the liturgy celebrated in the celestial Temple and that celebrated in the
earthly Temple. 147
Another aspect of the "angelic liturgy" of Qumran is brought out by the
importance of the seven archangelic Princes of the divine heptad. 148 "The
fourth among the Chief Princes shall bless in the name of the King's
majesty all that waJk in uprightness with seven words of majesty, and he
shall bless the foundations of majesty with seven matvellous words . . .
The fifth of the Chief Princes shall bless in the name of all His wonders all
who know the Mysteries ofthe perfectly pure beings with seven words of
His sublime truth . . . " This recurrence of the number seven in the angelic
liturgy cannot but bring to mind the heptadic structure ofthe Revelation
of St. John, and it thereby suggests that the function of the hymns in St
John's Revelation, its liturgical realization of the kingdom ofGod and of
the last judgement, may be linked with the same liturgical phenomenon in
the worship of the Essene Community at Qumran. The same experience
of a realized eschatology is found in the liturgy both of Qumran and of the
146 J . Strugnell, ' The Angelic Liturgy at Qumran' , in Supplements to Vetus Testamentum,
vol. V I I (Leiden, 1 9 6 0 ) . (The theme of the angelic liturgy should be the subj e ct of
an extensive comparative study . Cf the nocturnal vision of the Emperor H enry II
(973--1024) in the c ave-temple of the archangel Michael: A. von Keyserlingk,
Vergessene Kulturen in Monte Gargano ( Stuttgart, 1 9 70), pp. 1 12-1 13, and 1 85 note
88) .
147 C f D . E . Aune, Cultic Setting, op . cit., p . 32 note 1 . H ence, as we have already
observed, the importance of the question of the liturgical calendar, on which
Qumran and the Temple of Jerusalem were divided.
148 A. Dupont-Sommer, op. cit., pp. 330-33 1 . Unfortunately, although the text ofthe
hymnology from the fourth to the seventh celestial Prince is complete, that of the
hymnology of the first three Princes is missing.
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prim itiv e Johannine community (see below, section VI) . 1 4 9 What distin
guishes the texts of the Qum ran Comm unity from all other apocalyptic
literature (e.g. Daniel l 2, I Enoch, Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs) is that
in place ofthe expectation of the resurrection of the dead there is the lived
sense of a victory already achieved " in the present" over the kingdom of
de ath. In this sense it is true to say that whoever lives in the Comm unity
of the sons of Light is already living in the last tim e s . The eschatological
experience of com m union and companionship with the Angels is accom 
panied by a secret paradisal j oy . 1 5 0
It goes without saying that the Com m unity of Qum ran was thus fully
aware of the presence of God's Spirit within itself Som e have wondered
whether one could go so far as to say that this possession of the Spirit was
itself also experienced as an eschatological gift, and this is a theme of
controv ersy am ong Qum ran scholars. 1 5 1 It seem s to us, however, that in
c ontrasting the Christian com munity, with its certitude of the fait accompli,
with the Com munity of Qum ran looking ahead to an adv ent o f the Spirit
that will bestow a m ore integral form on the visitations ofYahv eh, we fail
to consider what is implied by the simultaneity of the jam (already) and
the namium (not yet) . Is Pentecost-the outpouring of the Spirit-afact
accomplished once and for all, or is it afact which is still to come? The
certainty that it is both past and to come is what has inspired all paracletic
movem ents which could not accommodate them selves to the official Church,
bogged down in History. 1 52 Such a certainty is also a nostalgia, and these
two together have prompted the recurrence and the persistence of the
Imago Templi in the face of the institutions and dogm as of the official
Church (see below, section VI) .
We would make a similar comm ent with respect to the question whether,
when the Community asserts that it possesses an esoteric divine knowledge
149 D . E. AWle, op. cit . , loc . cit. This is also the theme of Aune 's admirable theological
study : the realization "in the present " of eschatological salvation in the Qumran
C ommunity, in the 4 th G ospel, in the Epistles oflgnatius, in the O de s of Solomon,
in Murcion .
150 Ibid . , p. 3 3 , notes 1 and 2. We may recall here that Ismailism c onc eives of the
entry into the Ismaili da 'w ah as entry into the "pot ential Paradise " . Cf my Tri/ogie
ismae/ienne, o p . cit. , p. 1 24 .
1 5 1 <;:f D . E . Aune , op . cit. , p . 34 , where h e dis cusse s the work by H .-W . Ku hn, op .
Clt .
1 52 Cf H. C orbin, ' L 'Initiation ismaelienne ou l'esoterisme et le V e rbe ', in L 'Homme e/
son Ange (Paris, F ayard, 1 984). See also my study ' L ' I d e e du Paraclet en philos
ophic iranienne', i n Face de Dieu, Face de /'Homme (Paris, Flammarion, 1983).
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(and the secrets of its angelo logy or of its fight against the sons of Darkness
support such an assertion), this is not another aspect of its experience of
the reality of eschatological salv ation " in the present" , in contrast to
Jewish apocalyptic literature, which locates the acquisition of soteriological
wisdom " in the future " 153
Even when it is recognized that the "gift of gnosis" was seen as an
" eschatological gift" , there is still the need for a concept of time which
validates the simultaneity of the j am and the nondum. We are fam iliar with
the attempt m a de by present-day " dialectic theology" to " detemporalize "
prim itive Christian eschatology, but this is not what we are concerned
with here . On the other hand, to affirm that the Qum ran Community is
the only one in which future eschatological salvation penetrates the
present age, and then to go on to assert that the juxtaposition of future and
present must itself be considered as determ ined and conditioned
" temporally and historically" , 1 5 4 is simply to relapse into historicism . It is
to lose sight of all that is unique in the " liturgical mystery" lived as an
eschatological experience ; to lose sight of what is peculiar to the category
of " liturgical tim e " in relation to chronological tim e, for which the
simultaneity ofjam and nondum is as unintelligible as the reversability of
tim e . We believe that here it would be fruitful to introduce an analysis of
the temporality of tim e, such as we have elsewhere elicited from Shiite
gnosis . 1 5 5 It is as though our theological discussions in the West always
stay on the level of " dense and opaque tim e " (zaman kathif), when we
ought to be bringing into play, above all in this case, ideas cognate with
subtle tim e {zaman lafJJ) and hyper-subtle tim e (zaman altaj). This is the
time of events on the level of the im aginal, the level of the " m eeting-place
of the two seas" where we initially situated the hierophanies of the Imago
Templi.
Only if this Imago Templi is grasped on the level of the imaginal and in the
time proper to it, is it true and justifiable to say that it is the herm eneutic
of the Temple-the symbolism of the Temple-which enables the Qumran
1 53 Cf. D . E. Aune, op. cit . , p. 3 5 , in support of H . -W . Kuhn, op . cit .
154 Ibid. , p. 3 6 .
155 From the work i n particular o f Qadi Sa'id Qummi , the outst anding Iranian Shiite
thinker and spiritual mast er of the seventeenth century. Cf. En Islam iranien, op .
cit . , vol. IV, index s.v. zaman. We are indebted to Qadi Sa'id for a remarkable
analysis of temp orality, which he schematizes in the three modes mentione d above
( opaque and dense, subtle , and hyp er- subtle) .
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Com munity to experience the jam and the nondum with the difference
between them abolished and the abyss between them filled in. This is so
because the Community experiences itself as the interm ediary place uniting
God' s celestial habitation with his earthly habitation : the T emple of the
kingdom , " the unique sanctuary where, in an intim ately synchronized
liturgy, the worship of m en and the worship of Angels conj o in" . 1 56 Need
less to say, the symbolism ofthe T em ple is not the cause which enables the
Community to believe in the present realization of eschatological salvation.
It is one of the m o des-and an exalted m o de at that-of env isaging the
presence of the final salvation. 1 57
Onc e this realized eschatology is seen as essentially linked to the motif
of Paradise and of the restoration of Adam , the Anthropos, to the state of
Paradise, it has to be safeguarded by a conception of a tim e which is other
than the tim e of History ; for otherwise the motif in question will be
relegated to the imaginary, and will not be stabilized on the level of the
mundus imaginalis as a reality sui generis in its own right: the reality in which
the events ofhierohistory or " subtle " history take plac e . For all visionary
events take place and have their place in the subtle tim e of this subtle
history, whenev er the invisible world, disclosing itselfto the seer, sets him
in the company of the Angels.
This is what happens in the great visionary scene that takes up the
whole of chapter III of the Book ofZechariah. T he high priest Joshua is
defended from Satan by the Angel of Yahv eh himself. The Angels remove
his soiled clothes and clothe him in festal garm ents (3 : 4) . And the Angel of
Yahveh utters the solemn prom ise in the nam e of the Lord of hosts :
the T em ple ofJerusalem , rebuilt and purified, will once m ore be filled
with the divine Presenc e . It will once m ore be the place filled with the
com pany of Angels, because there is no gap, no hiatus between the
celestial and the earthly T em pl e s . " Ecce enim adduco servum m eum
Orientem " (3 : 8). " Ecce vir, Oriens nom en ejus et subter eum orietur et
1 56 A Jaub ert, op. cit. , p . 1 9 1 .
157 D . E . Aune, op. cit. , p . 37. But i f one can say that what differentiates the concept of
the eschaton as a restitutio principii, as professed at Qumran and in Jewish apocalyptic
literature in general, in relation to other religions, is the conception of the theo
phanic nature ofhistory, it is still neces sary to specifY that this is not History in the
ordinary, current sense of the word, but a hierohistory; and the tim e of this
hierohistory, in which the events proper to it take place, is no longer the tim e of
profane history. The hierohistoric recital is by its essence a "hierology" . Cf below,

note 1 70.
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aedificabit templum Dom ino" (6 : 1 2) I 58 This prom ise is addressed by the
Angel to " Joshua the high priest, thou, and thy fellows that sit before
thee " (3 : 8), who are described as " m en who serve as signs or portents "
(viri portendentes) . This very sam e expression is used to describe the com
panions of the psalm ist of Qum ran. 1 5 9 There is a knowledge which m an,
through his com m union with the Angels, is called upon to share . The
Angels are the " knowers" par excellence. " You have charged m an with an
eternal destiny in the company of the Spirits of knowledge . . ' It is this
that, a few lines above, m a de us keep the Latin of the Vulgate : Ecce vir,
Oriens nomen ejus. The Angel's knowledge is knowledge of the Orient " in the
Orient" of things, knowledge which is " oriental" in the metaphysical sense
of the word : the cognitio matutina, a term whose exact equiv alent is the 'ilm
ishraqi found in Suhravardi, who resurrected the ancient Persian theos
ophy ofLight in Islam icized Iran . Oriens is the type of m an realized by all
the sons of Light.
Naturally, the esoteric character of this knowledge or gnosis need not
surprise us . It has long been known from the historian Josephus that the
Essenes pledged them selves " not to reveal the nam es of the Angels" , for
this is one of the mysteries about which the initiate does not speak lightly
in front of anyone . But this does not m ean that, on the level of Qumran
ange lology, it is not fitting to note, as Annie Jaubert does so welL the
expansive breath of cosm ic communion which inspires the piety of the
faithful. The word ecclesia is taken here, of course, in its etymological sense,
connoting the idea of a liturgical assembly. It would therefore be simpler
to say j ust " the Temple " , since the union ofthe celestial and the terrestrial
communities is, indeed, the Temple. Bearing this in m ind, we can subscribe
to the following lines: " On entering into the covenant of the Community,
which was by definition the Cov enant of God, the new m ember was
involved in an imm ense ecclesia, both of Angels and of m en, of which it
could perhaps be said without paradox that it was m ore celestial than
earthly . It was the communion of the sons of Light, of the sons oftruth, of
the " S aints " , whether of heaven or of earth. Beyond was the world of
darkness, where Belial and his troop of evil spirits exercised their perverse
158

What the Vulgate translates as

Oriens

is often translated as "branch " . We prefer

the form er, with its distant echoes of the concept of the Ishraq and the
(the " Oriental s " ) in Suhravardi

tina). Cf a-bove, note 89.
159 a. A. Jau bert, op . cit. , p. 1 90.

{'ilm ishraqi,

" oriental " knowledge,

Ishraqiyun
cognitio matu
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rul e . It is evident that whoever refused to enter the earthly assembly was

thereby excluding him self from the celestial assembly . " 1 60

vi. The Im a g o T em p l i and Templar Knighthood
i. Questions raised by the 'j"am et nondum '� We hav e j ust emphasized that
" eschatology realized in the present is experienced spiritually as a fact, as
the simultaneity of the jam and the nondum. This simultaneity is constituted
by and lived in the mysterium liturgicum, and postulates a liturgical tim e sui
generis which is not the tim e of History . L iturgical tim e wrests eschatology
away from the idea itself of historic-chronological tim e, of which escha
tology, according to current opinion, is simply the final end, to be expected in
an unforeseeable future . Recent researches have dem onstrated what there
is in comm on as regards this experience between the Essene Com m unity
of Qum ran and the prim itive Johannine com m unity, that which produced
the Johannine corpus (see below, § 4) . We m ust lim it ourselves here to this
latter them e . The questions raised would assum e their full amplitude if we
could refer in detail to the theology of the prim itiv e Judae o-Christian
community of Jerusalem , the Church of Jam e s , of which the Ebionite
community is the extension. We shall be able to allude to it only in
passing; but the inquiry must in any case confront them es of formidable
complexity, and it is m ost im portant to specify the term s in which these
themes are being formulated : historical or phenom enological . We must
confine ourselves here to the perspective within which we can hope to
understand the recurrence of the hierophanies of the Imago Templi.
The phenom enological relationships and affinities discernible, with re
gard to T emple symbolism , between the Qum ran Comm unity and the
Johannine community, raise questions such as the following :
1 . What is essentially com m on to the idea of the new T em ple at
Qum ran and the sam e idea in the Johannine com m unity, and what is the
essential difference between them ? What essentially creates this difference?
2. What does this difference tell us about the experience of tim e and
history? Has hierohistory been brought to a close? In what way does the
transition from eschatological Christianity to the Christianity of History
influence the recurrence or the cessation of the hierophanies o f the Imago
160 Ibid. ,

p.
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Templi ? If resurrection and eschatology are conceived and lived as located
in the mysterium liturgicum, is it not clear that current conceptions of
eschatology are inadequate ?
3 . On the other hand, is it not by grasping the comm on elem ent in the
eschatological experience of the Qum ran and Johannine communities that
the purposes and aim s of all the paracletic m ov em ents which hav e arisen in
the course of the history of Christianity can be explained? And cannot the
birth of the concept of the Ecclesia johannis as the third reign and Church of
the Spirit be explained in the sam e way? Is there not an essential connec
tion between a mystery of Pentecost both already come to pass and not yet
come to pass, j am and nondum ?
4. Is it not with reference to the purpose common to the paracletic idea
and to the recurrences ofthe Imago Templi that a response will be given to
the twofold lam ent heard in the beginning, the lam ent sounded in the
Talmud and the lam ent which, echoing in a solitary Pyrenean amphi
theatre, links the fate of the T emple with the fate of the Templar knight
hood? Here , in particular, the inquiry becom es the concern of phenom
enology.
2. The theology of the Temple and the theology ofthe Church. T h e primitive

Christian comm unity considered itselfas the inheritor of the divine prom 
ises, as the ideal Israel confronting the Israel of history. The discovery of
the literature of Qum ran has had the result-still unforeseeable thirty
years ago--o fsetting us in the presence of the lofty spirituality of a Jewish
com m unity which had a great deal in com m on with the milieu from which
the prim itive Christian community em erged. Each has its founder (for
Qum ran this was the " T eacher of Righteousness "), whose interpretation
of the Scriptures is decisive for his community. Both communities have
the sam e sense of eschatology. Both claim to be the true Israel. An
important function is fulfilled in the thought of both communities by the
sam e them e, that of the symbolism developed around the T emple. At
Qum ran and in the New Testam ent, this Temple symbolism involves
three factors : a critique of the T em ple of Jerusalem and of its sacrifices;
the belief that the last days have begun; and the conviction of both
communities that God dwells within it as he once dwelt within the
T em pl e . Both have the sense of being the community-temple. 161
161 B. Gartner, The Temple, op. cit., pp. IX-X, 100.
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Having said this, we must note that, notwithstanding that they share
the symbolism of the Temple, there is an essential difference between the
two com m unities, nam ely, the fact of faith in Jesus as the Messiah and the
Son of God. The feature which distinguishes the symbolism of the T emple
in the New Testam ent is that it is entirely dependent on faith in Jesus . 16 2
The texts of Qum ran represent the Comm unity as being itself the new
Temple . The canonical Gospels stress the replacing of the T emple by a
person-by Je sus as the Messiah. St. Paul and the authors of the other
Epistles do, it is true, return to the idea of the community, and represent
the Church as the new Temple; but the idea of this com munity owes its
existence to the person of Je sus and is based on him . 16 3
The innov ation and difficulty arise precisely at the point at which there
is a question of establishing the link between the pre-existing Christos and
the person of the historical Je sus . On the one hand, Israel is God' s first
born. There is the figure of the angel Metatron, of the " Cherub on "the
T hrone " , of the Son of Man, revealed and shown to Enoch as Enoch
himself. But this revelation is effectuated through a celestial assumption,
not through an earthly inc arnation. On the other hand, there is the
com ing of the Messiah in the historic person of Jesu s . Several centuries
had to pass before Christian thought could stabilize its Christology. Here
we will simply say that between the two extremes-the Community-temple
of Qum ran and the historical Christology of the Great Church-prim itive
Judae o-Christian Christology represents som ething like a m iddle way : the
Christo logy of Christos Angelos and of the Verus Propheta. 164 The fact that
this was not the way followed by official Christology is doubtless the inner
and decisive tragedy of Christianity, and is of great significance for our
present inquiry .
In effect the connection, established and lived, between the new T em ple
and the m essianic conception is replaced by the connection between the
new T em ple and the Christology o f the New T e stam ent. T he com m unity
temple is transformed into a corpus mysticum, the idea of the mystical body
of Christ, of which Christians are the m em hers . The two representations
162 Ibid . , p. 1 0 1 .
1 63 Ibi d . , p . 1 22 .
1 64 Here, one should take into account al l the conclusions to be derived from the
researches o fM artin Werner, Die Entstehung des christlichen Dogmas, 2nd edn. (B ern/
Tubingen, 1 953). We will return to this elsewhere.
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appear to be separated by a very brief interval; but the interval suffices to
contain the hidden reasons for a persistence and recurrence of the Imago
Templi which m ake a conscious appeal to its Solom onic origins. It suffices
to differentiate what one m ight call the spirit ofthe Temple from the spirit
of the official Church, and to explain, in spite of the hiatus of its external
history, the persistence over the centuries of a tradition of the T emple
which has been som etim es latent and som etim es explicit. The norm of the
Temple continues to inspire a theology of the T emple which sees itself as
the esoteric aspect of the theology of the Church. This is what religious
phenom enology m ay them atize as Christian esotericism and T em plar
tradition. These observ ations contain som e elem ents of the reply to the
first question raised abov e .
3 . Is all .finished? I s i t in fact enough simply t o speak o f two ecclesiologies,
as though the Qum ran im age of the Comm unity-temple, the place of the
div ine Presence, were the equivalent ofthe magisterium of the Church with
its assertion of canonical possession of the potestas clavium ? The answer can,
it seems, be reached by considering how the experience of time is lived
differently on both sides. For the Qum ran Community, as we saw, resur
rection and eschatology are lived not as events occurring in History that
has happened, but as a mysterium liturgicum, a celestial assumption. Lit
urgical tim e is rev ersible, and the events occurring in it do not belong to
the historical tim e of irreversible chronology. They occur at " the m eeting
place of the two seas" , where the celestial Temple and the earthly Temple
conjoin. They belong to hierohistory, to " subtle history" . One cannot
m ake History out of the events of " subtle history " 16 5 These events are
both already over and still to com e, and their end is always expected: lived
eschatology consists in being " always in readiness" . This essential expec
tation excludes the possibility of tim e being finished, as it is finished
according to the m e aning assigned to Christ' s death and resurrection by a
Christianity that, no longer eschatological, has lapsed into History. In this
case, the events are past: " All is finished" .
By the sam e token, the tim e of the Church, inaugurated after everything
was accomplished, is the time of History, of irreversible history . In this
1 6 5 Most theologians and critics omit to question the concept of "history" and accept

it as a fait accompli. There is thus no way out ofthe impas se. Cf above, note 1 57, as
well as the whole of this pres ent study.
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tim e of the Church, writes Annie Jaub ert, " a consum m ation is exploited
which has already been totally realized. There is no higher teaching to be
expected, no other liberator. The world of consumm ation has been opened
up by Christ' s resurrection and one must incorporate oneself into it. We
believe that this, ultim ately, is the essential difference not j ust between
Qum ran and Christianity, but between all Jewish theology of the Covenant
. 1 66
and Christian theology"
If the writer of these lines is right, the situation is
serious, for it am ounts to saying that the Jewish theology of the Cov enant
rem ains open to the future, while Christian theology is closed upon the
past. These lines enable us, in fact, to grasp the m om ent when Christianity,
having been essentially eschatological as the mysterium liturgicum, succumbed
to the perils of History . If there is nothing left to expect, it m eans that
hierohistory is over and done with, let us observe in passing that the
denial of this ending to prophetic history or hierohistory is, likewise, all
that differentiates Shiite Islam from Sunni I slam . Islam ic prophetology
inherited som ething from the Judaeo-Christian theology of the Verus Pro
pheta, but extends the m anifestations ofthe latter up till Muham m ad, who
then becomes the " Seal of prophecy" . For Shiite gnosis, however, the
closing of the cycle of prophecy m arks the inauguration of the cycle of
spiritual initiation. Som ething is left to expect, which is the appe arance of
the twelfth Im am . Ism aili gnosis, m oreov er, goes as far as to challenge the
closing of the cycle of the m anifestations ofthe Verus Propheta. 167 It is most
im portant to note the analogy of the positions adopted here . There are
those for whom the past is over. There are those for whom the past is still
to com e .
For if there i s no higher teaching to b e expected, this m e ans that the
New T estam ent has no literal sense beyond which one can go; that it is
complete, an accomplished and acquired revelation, which one has only to
put to use . This would seem to exclude the idea itselfof Christian esoteri
cism, But, if this is the case, statem ents such as the following are incom 
prehensible : " Therefore speak I to them in parables " (Matt. 1 3 : 1 3).
166 A . J aub ert, op . cit . , p . 4 6 8 . The s e lines provide a c l e ar description ofthe situation
as envisaged from the point of view of official Christology-Christ ology as it has
prevaile d "in hi story " . B ut such a closure is exactly what our authors urge us to
oppose and overc ome .
167 Cf En Islam iranien, op . cit . , vol . IV, index s .v. prophet e , prophet ologie, Verus
Propheta. See als o H . Corbin, ' U n roman initiatique ismaelien du Xe siecle', in
Cahiers de civilisation medievale (J anuary -M arch and April -June 1 9 7 2), espe cially
pp . 1 34 ff.
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" Unto you it is given to know the mysteries ofthe kingdom ofGod: but to
others in parables; that seeing they m ight not see, and hearing they m ight
not understand" (Luke 8 : 1 0). 16 8 Where there is a parable, there is a
meaning which is hidden, inner, " esoteric " . There is, then, som ething to
com e : the ev ents that will verify the prophetic meaning of these parables.
We hav e already seen how all events, when they are elevated to " the
m eeting-place of the two seas " , becom e parables. This was the line taken
by the hermeneutics of the Joachim ites, the followers of Joachim of Fiore . 169
This elevation, however, is not possible without the inspiration of the
Spirit-Paraclete . Must we then say that the mystery of Pentecost is defini
tively accomplished, or that it is both j am and nondum ? Such a simultaneity
is verifiable only in a tim e which is other than the tim e of the history of
accomplished facts : the " subtle tim e " of the mysterium liturgicum. 1 70 The
paracletic idea is quintessentially Johannine ; and without it, there is no
reason for the recurrences of the Imago Templi. These recurrences are
connected, in one way or another, with the idea of the " Church of John"
as the reign of the Spirit-Paraclete, the final reign which is already being
lived " in the present" . These are all elements of the reply to the second
and third questions raised abov e, which will be completed in what follows.
4. Liturgical theophanies and christophanies. H erein lies the extreme importance

of the researches dem onstrating what there is in comm on between the
lived eschatology of Qumran, on the one hand, and of the prim itive
Christian community-or, more precisely, of the " Johannine community"
on the other. The element common to both these communities is the escha
tological sense of the liturgical mystery. By the term " Johannine community"
is m eant what several theologians have designated as the " School of St.
John " , 171 the m ilieu in which the theology and eschatology of the " Gospel
168 Compare Isa. 6 : 9 - 1 0 (following the vision of the seraphim) .
1 6 9 P . de L ubac , Exegese medievale, I I I , 4 5 9 , sadly reproaches them for this hermen

eutic, which he regards as their fundamental error . The opposition could not be
more cle arly marked.
170 Cf. above , note 157. On the equivoc al, rathe r than analogical, use ofthe terms time
and history, see my study 'L'Initiation ismaelienne ou l'esoterisme et le V erbe ' , in
L 'Hormme e t son Ange, op . cit .
171 Cf. 1). E. Aune, op . cit . , p. 6 3 , note 3 (note: we always use the term "Johannine "
fur everything deriving from the te aching that originated in the apostle J ohn, and
the term "Johannite " fur everything deriving from the Order of S aint J ohn of
J e rus alem) .
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according to St. J ohn " were dev eloped in a context of worship, preaching
and instruction. Such an eschatology is not a " datum " fitting into a
system, but a v ital affair of faith and relgious experience, whose outward
expression is m oulded by the m odalities o f piety and worship. This theo
logical expression of it deriv es from the piety and spirituality of the
Johannine community, from its thought and its religious experience ; and
at the centre of the religious life is the worship, the liturgy . 172
T he different m odes in which eschatological salv ation was conceptual
ized as a phenom enon realized " in the present " , in the experience both of
the indiv idual and of the comm unity, were determ ined by the current
forms of Christian piety and worship . 173 As at Qum ran, piety and worship
in this case are those of an eschatological c om m unity . T he experience of
eschatological salvation " in the present" is a phenom enon which by its
essence c annot be understood apart from the liturgical worship, and it is
the latter which defines the com m unity . T hus, eschatology and worship
are ab initio inextricably intertwine d. T he celebration of the Last Supper,
which was the central act o f the liturgical com munity, was seen not only
as the affirm ation of events that had already occurred, but as the present
anticipation of the eschatological consumm ation of the history of salv a
tion. 174 This anticipation, then, was essentially a liturgical mystery, ac
comp lished in a hierophanic tim e . Here in is rev ealed the phenom enologi
cal relationship between the writings of Qumran and J ohannine literature.
We saw above (section V, 4) that this rem arkable form of eschatology,
" presently realized" in liturgical worship, implied, if not the presence of a
gnostic component, at any rate a m arked affinity with Jewish gnosis . This
in itself implies that a Jewish gnosis existed before Christian gnosticism
developed. For certain theologians, so-called " heterodox" Judaism is the
background against which one can achiev e a better understanding of the
Gospel of John ; a whole section, at any rate, of the Johannine comm unity
cam e from this background. 17 5 Some theologians, referring to the vision of
Isaiah (Isa. 6 : 1 ff.), go so far as to view Johannine mysticism as an offshoot
of the mysticism of the Merkdbahl 76 The vision anticipated by the book of

172 Ibi d. , pp . 9, 64.
1 73 Ibid. , p . 8 .
1 74 Ibid., pp . 1 3, 1 6, 1 7.
1 75 Ibi d. , pp . 65-6 6 .
176 P eder Borgen, Bread from Heaven: An exegetical Study of the Concept of Manna i n the
Gospel of John and the Writings of Philo (L e i den, 1 965), pp . 3 , 147, qu oted in ibid. , p.
91.
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the Ascension ofisaiah presupposes a visionary ascension into heav en 177
Likewise, the aim of the Gospel of John is not to preserve a historical
mem ory of the earthly Je sus, 178 but to im part another " history" whose
place and seat is the spiritual knowledge of the Johannine community .
This " history " possesses a plenary reality in its own right, a reality which
is certainly different from the outward history of events, but is no less
real-is, rather, " ev en m ore real " than this outward history. The charac
teristics of the Johannine Jesus derive existentially from the activities
pneum atic, charism atic, prophetic-of the Johannine community . As a
result, Christology determ ines eschatology, and eschatology becomes an
aspect of Christology 179 Johannine " history" is not divided into a series of
periods and epochs, am ong which the period of the Church is qualitatively
distinguished by the fact that it has been inaugurated by Jesus' earthly
m inistry . Jesus' true, eternal mission was not interrupted by his passion,
de ath, resurrection and ascension; rather, these events together serve to
broaden his m inistry, to render it m ore effective, through the bestowal on
the community of the gift of the Spirit-Paraclete, Je sus ' Alter Ego. The
lim itations and particulars which characterize his historic m ission are laid
aside . 1 8 0
These characteristics enable us to understand each event as originating
in the mysterium liturgicum and lived " in the present" of liturgical tim e .
Hence the phenom enological affinities between the " liturgical visions " of
the Jewish prophets and the visions ofthe prim itiv e Christian prophets, 1 8 1
which are so m any eschatological transpositions in the celestial kingdom .
In Israelite worship, the theophany, the " liturgical adv ent" of Yahveh, was
the central event in the div ine office. In the div ine office of the Johannine
1 77 D . E . Au n e , o p . cit., p . 91 :John 8 : 5 6 assum es a sim i l ar vision ary experi ence on th e

part of Abrah am .
178 Ib i d . , p. 6 7 .
1 79 Ib i d . , p p . 84, 8 8 .
1 80 I b i d . , p p . 1 04 - 1 0 5 .
1 8 1 T h e vision of the sessio (of th e Son of m an ) ad dexterum Dei can b e un derstood with

referen ce to two perspectives. E ither th e proph et an d th e l iturgi cal commun ity see
them selves as tran sported to the celestial kingdom (Hymns of Qum ran , Apocalypse
of P au l , Odes of S o l om on) , or the prophet and the l iturgical commun i ty see the
obj ect of their vision as com ing to them (vision of Stephen, initial vision of the
Apocalypse, the Joh a n n i n e commun ity at the time of the farewel l speech) . "Re·
gardless of pre cisely how th e future i s th ought to be actu al ized in th e present, th e
cult is th e primary setting for that actu alizati on . W ith th is backgroun d , we m ay
proceed to th e interpretat ion of th e crux interpretum for our hypoth esis of th e visio
Christi as cen tral po int of the Johann ine cultus, John 1 : 5 1 . "
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com m unity, the central m om ent was the visio Christi. In John 1 :5 1 , for
exam ple, 1 82 which is an independent fragment concluding the conversation
with Nathaniel and alluding to the com ing and going of the Angels
between heaven and earth, the evangelist is not anticipating an event
which is going to happen one distant day in the development of evangelical
history . He is speaking of " the sort of event that the Johannine comm unity
experienced spiritually (pneum atically) in the context of the worshipping
com munity . " In the context of the charism atic liturgy, the temporal
boundaries between present and future are abolished, and the glories of
the future eschatological state, conceived as a restoration of the prim itiv e
paradisal condition, " are experienced as a reality in the pre sent" . 1 8 3 In the
sam e way that the Jewish mystics wished to experience a visio Dei by way
of anticipation, 1 84 the Johannine community experienced a visio Christi in
its celebration of the liturgical mystery . Here , theophany could only be Christo
phany.

Thus the real question, as D . E. Aune, for example, posits it, cannot be
one simply of acknowledging or of trying to reconcile or m aintain a
tension between the present and future elem ents; neither can it be one of
superficial attempts to explain things by the supposed " transform ation" of
futurist eschatology into realized eschatology. F ar from it: " the solution to
the problem (of Johannine eschatology) consists in determ ining the func
tion of this eschatology in the Johannine liturgical com m unity, in deter
m ining the significance assum ed by it for this com munity in relation to its
182

"Verily, verily, I say nnto you, H ereafter ye shall see heaven open, and the angels
ofGod ascending and descending upon the Son ofm an " (John 1 : 5 1) . D . E. Aune,
op . cit. , p p . 96---97, recalls the exegeses ofthis which have been given. G. Quispel
(quoted in ibid., p. 97, note 4) interprets this vision in term s of a background of
es oteric Judaism-of, that is to say, Merkahah mysticism .

1 83 Needles s to say, al l theophanic visions and visionary experiences presuppose the
" s ubtle body" ofmystical anthropology as the organ whereby they are mediated.
Cf O deb erg, The Fourth Gospel, cited in ibid. , p . 1 0 1 : " In order to enter the highest
heaven, the Celestial Realm, the as cending human being must change into fire,
taking on a body oflight, or, as it is also expres sed, put on g arm ents oflight . . .
There is also in mystic notions from different times and places of origin a comm on
idea of an inner, spiritual body, som etimes viewed as m erely l atent in earthly men
. . . sometimes as the conscious possession even during earthly life of the twice
b orn, who as a consequence are able to perceive and act both in the earthly world
and the spiritual worl d . "
1 84 Ibi d . , p. 99, note 1 . Cf b. Haggigah 1 4b : "The teacher ofR . J o s e the Priest says he
saw them seated on Mt. Sinai; heard heavenly voices saying: Ascend hither, you
and your disciples are destined to be in the third set (of angels) singing continually
before the Shekinah. "
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religious values and hopes and with regard to the precise mode of concep
tualization with which the community represented to itself this eschatology
as already realized. " 1 85
This function and significance can be grasped with the aid of the
analysis that we have summ arized here, and they enable us to understand
the connection between what is implied by Johannine eschatology " in the
present" and the persistent recurrences of the Imago Templi. In the case
both of the Com munity-temple of Qum ran and of the Johannine com 
munity, the certainty of the presence of the Spirit makes possible the
experience of realized eschatology. Given the precedence of the mysterium
liturgicum over all other considerations and interpretations, 1 86 the " com 
ings " and " returns " of Jesus would appear to refer in the first place to the
liturgical " com ing " that recurs in the form of a visio Christi during the
celebration of the liturgy " in the Spirit" , as the Johannine community
celebrated it. 1 87
The com ings anticipated in liturgically realized echatology were not, of
course, m istaken for the final act, the Parousia or " Second Com ing" ,
which is the end of eschatology itself, of the eschatology that has already
begun. But it seems to us that without this actualization in the present, the
Parousia would never occur at all. T he Johannine scheme of things
rem ains open: all is not finished. "He that believeth on me, the works that
I do shall he do also; and greater works than these shall he do " (John
1 4: 1 2) . Such a m an will have traversed the initiatic way of the second
birth (John 3, the conv ersation with Nicodemus) .
The prom ise of the com ing of the Paraclete was not fulfilled in the past
alone . The outpouring of the Paraclete, the mystery of Pentecost, is
simultaneouslyjam et namium in " subtle tim e ... This is why it is renewed
1 85 Ibi d . , p . 1 02 .
1 86 Ibi d . , p . 1 2 7 . C f John 1 4 : 3, 1 8, 2 8 . D . E. Aune, ibid., pp.

128

ff ,

recapitulates

under six headings the interpretations that have been given of these verses.
187 Ibid . , p. 1 29 : " In our opinion, the 'coming' o f j es u s in the relevant passages under
discussion from J ohn 1 4 refers primarily to the recurring cultic ' coming' of Jesus in
the form of a pneum ati c or prophetic

visio Christi within

the s etting ofworship 'in

the S pirit' as celebrated by the Johannine community. The eucharist undoubtedly
form s the central m om ent ofthis s etting within the cult worship ofthe community
in which the exalted Jesus, now present in Parousia splendor, pronounces both
blessing and woe, salvation and judgm ent through prophetic cult personnel . "
Ibid. , note 1 : the cherouhikon hymn of the liturgy of St. J ohn Chrysostom as a
survival of realized es chatology.
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each year for the knights of the Grail. 1 88 The entire Johannine corpus, both
Gospel and Revelation (to say nothing of the Acts of John), forms the
fram ework of the Ecclesia Johannis or Church of the Pamclete: the vision of
the celestial T emple, the Nova Hierosolyma, the Temple " of m any m an
sions " , as it continued to be envisioned by a Christianity whose nature
was templar and knightly-in other words, esoteric and J ohannine . In the
perspective ofthe Paraclete, the three Abraham ic faiths can com e together
in the sam e city-tem ple . We have attem pte d to explain this elsewhere, 1 89
and it is indicated by the persistence of the hierophanies of the Imago
Templi. This brings us to the reply to the fourth question raised above .
5 . Christian esotericism and th e Templar tradition. At this stage o f our enquiry
we are faced with a decision regarding the process whereby eschatological
Christianity becam e Christianity within History . Was it because of the
delay of the Parousia, that is to say, because the awaited Parousia did not
take place, that people ceased to expect it and began to m ake history, to be
in History? Or was it because it ceased to be awaited that the Parousia was
delayed indefinitely and in the end has not taken place at all?
Here the phenomenologist effects a " Copernican" reversal of the question
that confronts historians with regard to the transition from eschatological
Christianity to historical Christianity-a transition that decided the fate
of official Christianity for two m illenia. For to go from " subtle tim e " to
" opaque tim e " was to succumb to the temptation of History. The tim e of
prophets and of prophetic visions was not within the tim e o f History . The
Copernican rev ersal of the question is m ade necessary by the existential
phenom enology of the Imago Templi that we are attempting to elucidate.
Faced with a Church which had becom e a historical power and a society
in the tim e of this world, the longing for the T em ple is a longing for the
" place" where, during the liturgical mystery and at " the meeting-place of
the two seas " , eschatology was realized in the present-a present which is
not the lim it of past and future in historical tim e, but the nunc of an eternal
Presence. This " realized eschatology " was the restoration of Paradise, the
restoration of the hum an condition to its celestial status. The longing
1 88 The Quest of the Holy Grail, ed. Beguin & Bonnefoy, tran s .
(Penguin Books, 1 97 1 ), p p . 43 ff.
189 Cf my study ' L ' I d e e du Paraclet en philosophic irani enne', o p .
iranien, op. cit., vol. IV, p p . 393 ff, 4 1 0- 4 3 0 .
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fmmd and finds a response in " Christian esotericism " , because this esoteri
cism is unable to conform to the norm s of official ecclesiology, to accept
that " all is finished" , and hence cannot accept the norms of sociological
religion. And it is in its broadest sense-that is to say, as implying som e
link or other with the recurrence of the Imago Templi-that one must grasp
the recurrences of the word " templars" . 1 90
The Com munity of Qum ran felt itself to be the new T emple, felt itself to
be involved, alongside the angelic powers that were inv isibly present in its
m idst, in the fight of the sons of L ight against the sons of Darkness . This
aspect of the Community m akes it a perfect example of " T emplar knight
hood" . A previous example had been furnished by the companions of
Zerubbabel when building the second T emple : they also confronted the
dem onic counter-powers. An affinity has rightly been shown to exist
between the ethic of Qum ran and that of Zoroastrian knighthood. Orm azd
could not defend the ramparts of the city of Light without the help of the
Fravartis. The ethic ofbattle is the sam e in both cases : it does not consist
in waiting for an eschatological event that will take place later, on some
distant day . T he battle fought by the beings of Light is eschatology itself
in the process of being accom plished. This is the connection between
eschatology " in the present" and the ethic of knighthood, and hence the
connection between eschatology " in the present" , in the process of being
accomplished, and the Ezekelian vision of the celestial T emple : the de
fenders ofthe holy City are defending an Imago Templi that embraces both
the celestial and the earthly Tem ples, and connects heaven with e arth. In
this way, we do not dev iate from our initial herm eneutic (see above,
section II), according to which the destruction ofthe T emple signified our
entry into this world, and its rebuilding signified our departure from exile,
our return to the original world whence we cam e .

Thus, an indissoluble connection i s established between the Imago Tem
pli and a T e m plar knighthood in its multiple form s. The Imago Templi
polarized the Western esoteric tradition, and this is also why the im age of
the Temple knighthood-of the Order of the Temple-rem ains indissol
ubly linked to the concept of initiatic knighthood.
The " history" of it must therefore be the antidote to-the antithesis or
190 As serving to designate, in a broad sens e, all those whom the tradition ofthe Imago
Templi sees as the predecessors or the successors ofthe knights ofthe Temple-all
those, that is to s ay, who in some sense are bound to the seiVi.ce ofthe Temple.
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cmmter-history of-that History which, as we saw at the beginning, has
been described as nothing less than the profanation of the sacred. To
conceive of the sacred, of the divine, as constituting the immediate, the
natural, the given, from which man will break free by becoming historical
man-that is to say, by the geste of a History whose hero is man himself
is nothing other, perhaps, than to consent to the satanic inversion ofthe
primordial order ofthings . Going back to the symbol we used earlier (see
above, section II ), it is to conform to the norms that Pharoah wishes to
impose on men. If History-profanation is no more than the decadence and
corruption ofwhat was given to us originally, then we could say that in
our day the disease has attained planetary dimensions. We could also say
that, if this is the case, the idea of salvation is essentially and assuredly our
deliverance from the perils ofHistory. Reference was made earlier to the
symbol of Moses saved from the waters ofHistory . To save in a similar
way is the function of the Imago Templi. Given that this is so, the transition,
since the time ofthe Montanist crisis, from eschatological Christianity
the Christology of Christos Angelos-to a Christianity and a Christology
within History, must surely strike us as fateful, a sign of the process of
corruption. Does not this sign coincide with the refusal of gnosis? And is it
not then the case that the secret of lsrael, the secret of the "new Temple",
communicated impartially to all nations, is a sign that the difference
between the "Temple" and the profane has been abolished?
Unfortunately, all too frequently one hears people say that the Christian
Revelation has no secret about it, nothing esoteric that needs interpretation.
"All is finished", as we were reminded earlier. In accordance with this
attitude these same people oppose the Christian revelation to gnosis and
to the hermeneutic that accompanies gnosis . In compensation, we are told
that the Christian mystery is unprofanable, because it requires one to be
present at this mystery through the sacramental communion of faith. Any
gnostic would see this contrast both as fragile and as painfully artificial,
for it starts out by forgetting that in this same sense gnosis itself is also and
par excellence unprofanable. It is not enough to hear the esoteric meaning
uttered; it is necessary to be present at it through a new birth. Gnosis and
palingenesis are inseparable, and this is also the sacramental sense of
c ommunion through gnosis . On the other hand, to separate the Christian
Revelation from gnosis is precisely what lays the former open to profanation.
The overwhelming desacralization that is occurring in our time gives us
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ample food for thought. A hostile attitude towards gnosis has led to
f<ngetfulness or ignorance ofthe original relationship between the primitive
Christian community at Jerusalem and Jewish gnosis. The same hostile
attitude has inspired the statement that all Christian esotericism is doomed
to defeat. Unfortunately, what we are witnessing today is the defeat to
which we are condemned by the absence or the refusal of gnosis.
Protesting and testifying against this absence, on the other hand, is the
\persistence ofthe Imago Templi and its connection with the notion of an
inititiatic knighthood that is perpetuated from century to centucy, unknown
to the majority of men. Exactly the same theme occurs in Islamic gnosis,
both Shiite and Ismaili. 1 9 1
We must emphasize once again that our inquicy here is not ofthe sort
that a historian would conduct. The transmissions effectuated by the
Temple traditions are not supported by legal acts, registered documents,
and so on. Here above all it is necessaty to proceed phenomenologically,
allowing the traditions to tell us what they will, without losing sight of two
things : i) These traditions can tell us, better than any archival document,
what goes on at "the meeting-place of the two seas", at the place, that is,
where all spiritual transmissions-which are not, of course, simply trans
missions of certificates or archives-realb; take place . 2) The moment the
decision to filiate himself to a tradition becomes effective for a man of
spiritual aspiration, the "historic" link between him and his predecessors
is forged. He is their lawful heir and successor, whatever the chronological
hiatus between them (we have frequently cited the case in point of Suhra
vardi, reviving the theosophical tradition of the sages of ancient Persia in
Islarnicized Iran) . 1 9 2 This existential link is not "historical" in the current
exoteric sense of the word, for it cannot leave any trace in any archive; but
nonetheless it is formed once and forever in the time of "subtle histocy"
which could also be termed "parahistory", since it bears the same relation
ship to profane histocy as does the parable to all one-dimensional utterances.
If the phenomenologist has some difficulty in making himselfunderstood
on this point by the historians, that is no reason for him to give up or to be
discouraged!
The "templar" tradition-that is to say, the "subtle histocy" or "hier191 See En islam iranien, op. cit . , vol. IV , index s.v. silsilat al- 'irfan.
192 (If. my article 'Science traditionelle et Renaissance spirituelle', in Cahiers de l'Uni

versile Saint-Jean de Jerusalem, I ( 1 9 7 5 ) .
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ology" of the T emple and of the recurrences of the Imago Templi-when
confronted with the perils of History and with Pharoah' s norm s, reveals
itself in the following term s . T he aspirations of Christian esotericism were
polarized in the historical Order of the Knights of the T ern ple, conceived
as having been the seat of this esotericism . It goes without saying that the
ancestry of this Order was the subj ect of inquiry, and in this inquiry the
significant aspiration is revealed. For this ancestry was always traced back
to the T em ple of Solomon through the Essene community and other
related communiti e s . This is why we had to start by noting the " purposes"
(in the phenom enological sense ofthe word) o f the Imago Templi from the
repre sentation of this Imago in Ezekiel' s theology of the T em p l e down to its
repre sentation in the theology of the new T em p l e am ong the Essenes of
Qum ran . So much for the ancestry of the Imago Templi in the T em p l ar
tradition, considered a parte ante.
At the sam e tim e, Christian esotericism could not consent to the de
struction ofthe T e m p l e , and neither could it agree that Philip the Fair had
succeeded in bringing his evil act to a successful conclusion. Its only
possible response was a challenge, echoing the desperate cry of the Tem plar
knights that we heard at the beginning, resounding through the solitary
am phitheatre of Gavarnie . A parte post, the succession of the T emple, down
to the resurgence of initiatic knighthood in the eighteenth century, was
assured by a series of links, the very choice of which increases our knowl
edge of the m eaning and the " purposes" of the Imago Templi. This m eaning
and these purposes can still be perceiv ed in the T emple of the Grail built
by T iturel at Montsalv at, in Zacharias Werner' s great dram atic poem ,
and in Swedenborg's Nova Hierosolyma.
We Occidentals hav e been over-forgetful, perhaps, of both the m eaning
and the tradition. But it has seemed to m e im portant to bear them in
m ind, because I have heard it said too often that we in the West were
destined to obey the norm s of m aterialism and m echanization.
6. Templarfiliation "a parte ante '� L et us situate the sparse historical data of
which we can be certain-those that establish us ab origine symboli, at the
birthplace of the sym b o l - - at the centre from which the traditions a parte
ante and a parte post radiate outwards . To begin with, there is the epistle
addressed by St. Bernard to the first knights who form ed the " Militia
Crucifera Ev angelica"- Here the T em ple of Solom on as the T em ple of
342
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Wisdom is already seen as the outward symbol of the inner temple, to
whose building their Order was thus pledged from the start. The Tem ple
must first be built in the heart. This link, emphasi zing the vocation of the
knights as builders, at the sam e tim e v alidates the relationship of m odern
templarism to the original Templar knighthood. This v alidation stem s
essentially and abov e all from the fact that both exemplifY the sam e
archetype, and that the " m odern Tem plar s " are no less the spiritual sons
of St. Bernard than the T emplars to whom he spoke of the Holy City and
of the prom ise m ade at Zion. There are differences, of course, between the
original T em plars and, for example, the T em plars of the Holy Grail (see
below, section VII ) , but both share in the sam e heritage, constituted in
the " treasures of Heaven" . 19 3
Secondly, there is the m onum ent erected in the ancient and sacred
precinct ofthe T em ple-the m onum ent known as the " Dom e of the Rock"
(Qubbat al-sakhrah in Arabic), though often and wrongly as the " Mosque of
' Um ar " . This m onum ent owes its nam e to the fact that it is situated
exactly on the rock which, according to tradition and to the opinion of a
good m any scholars, used to be in the Holy of Holies of the old T emple.
By an act of donation on the part of the king of Jerusalem , Baudoin I I , the
building becam e Templum Domini, the church of the knights Templar, who
were henceforth associated indissolubly with the Temple through their
nam e . T he building forms a regular octagon surm ounted by a dom e, and
was the prototype of the Tem plar churches built in Europe . The dom e
itself was the symbol of the Order and figured on the seal of the Grand
Master. 19 4
From that tim e on this symbol was to be par excellence the Imago Templi,
dom inating the horizon of " tem plarism " . The word " templarism " will be
used here to denote the whole concourse of the hierophanies of the Imago
Templi in Western consciousness-a concourse that phenomenology should
analyse and contemplate while acknowledging at last the importance of
this spiritual fact. It would be im portant to analyse what is expressed by the
1 9 3 : J Arthur E dw ard Waite, A New Encyclopaedia ofFreemasonry (Ars magna Laiomorum)
(L ondon , 1 9 2 1 ) , vol . I I , p . 239 ( abbrev. Encyclopaedia).
194 Cf. (he artic l e 'Kobbat al- S akhra', in Encyclopedie de l'lslam. See also Th . B usink,
op . cit., p. 12 an d note 4 3 . It i s worth recal ling some ofthe h i erolog i cal tradi tion s :
J e r e m y taking th e stone with him to Ireland: K i n g Edward III tran sferring it t o
W e stm i n ster Abbey, where, ever since, th e kings an d qu eens ofEngland h ave been
crown ed upon thi s sto ne.
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details and variants of the different versions of what seem s to be, basically,
one and the sam e tradition. What this tradition tells us is that the builder
knights are engaged in the sam e task as the builders of the first and second
T emple s. It testifies to the continuity of the endeavours that converge in
the vision of the final T emple, the supra-natural T em p l e " on the high
m ountain" of Ezekiel's vision. It is for this reason that the building and
rebuilding of the T em ple postulate a c ontinuing series of builders, who
succeed each other not by m eans of archiv al transm ission but through
their com m on will. It is by virtue of this com m on will that they are the
spontaneous heirs of each other and share the sam e secrets. This corre
sponds exactly to the idea of the continuing line of gnosis (silsilat al- 'irfan)
in the esoteric ism of Shiism, Ism ailism , the Ishraq, and Sufism, as well as
to the idea which is the very secret of prophetology . 195 T he continuity is
determ ined by heavenly inspiration, which brings together what is con
stantly being dispersed by the vicissitudes of this world.
When these versions of the sam e tradition were put into written form
a tradition which is neither " history " nor " m yth " nor " rom ance " , in the
sense assum e d by these words in the dilemm a by which historicism is
imprisoned-nothing was yet known about the Essene Com m unity of
Qum ran, although the Essenes them selves were known. What T e m plar
tradition claim s is precisely the heritage ofthe Essenes and, through them ,
of the Judaeo- Christian gnosis of the Church of Jam e s . This claim thereby
implies that som ething is yet to com e , that " all is not finished" . We
referred earlier to the Messianic perspectiv e that dom inates both the
prim itive Judaeo- Christian com m unity and the entire body of Jewish
gnosis. The messengers of this future possess differing qualifications,
som etim es as herm its, som etimes as knights (as herm its and knights play
the key roles in our own Grail cycle) .
In this way, the Traditio Templi in itself presupposes a tradition of
Templar chivalry, of a spiritual and initiatic knighthood. Because the
continuity of this tradition does not arise from an im m anent historical
causality, it can be expressed only in sym bols. Those who transm it it are
raised to the rank of symbolical personages, and the ev ents whose protag
onists they are assum e the status of parables. There is an episode which
would seem to situate us ab origine symboli, reported by the fifth-century

195 a En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. IV, index s.v. Komayl ibn Ziyad (ses entretiens
avec le Ier Imam), hiemrchie, Sohmvardi.
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Philostorgius, who was both a historian and an ardent defender of the
Arian theological tradition. 196 The episode lies within the context of the
abortive attem pts to rebuild m aterially the Temple of Jerusalem . Som e
workm en descend, by m eans ofa long rope, to the bottom of a well. They
discover that rising out of the water is a column, and that on the column is
placed a book wrapped in a linen cloth. The workm en take the book up,
and on exam ination it turns out to be a copy of the Gospel of John. 197 It
would be impossible to find a more concise and arresting symbol to
express the link that connects the T emple of Solomon to Johannism in
general, down to the Johannine temple of the Nova Hierosolyma. T he
expression of this continuity was the task of the transm itters, those known
now as the Knights of the Morning and of Palestine, now as the Brothers
of the Thebaid, now as the Sons of the Valley, and so on. Their intervention
is som etim es direct and som etim es through interm ediaries, because their
true dwelling-place, like that of the esoteric hierarchies in Shiism and
Sufism, is not a country that we can locate on our m aps.
Very briefly, we will outline the versions of this T emplar tradition a
parte ante, previous, that is to say, to the Order of the knights of the
Temple. According to this tradition, the latter are not the founders but the
preservers, during an auspicious period (in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries), of an uninterrupte d Templarism .
A One version1 98 introduces the " canons of the Holy Sepulchre " ,
established in Jerusalem after the conquest of the Holy L and by the
Crusaders . These canons were the depositaries of the secret knowledge of
196

Philostorgius (died after 4 2 5 A . D . ) had compos ed a work on ecclesiastical histocy in
ten books , seen from the Arian point ofview. Unfortunately, only fragm ents ofit
survive. His Arianism brought him into close relationship with Judaeo-Christian
theology. Cf E. Preuschen, ' Philo storgius ' , in B.ealencyklopddieforprot. Theolo gie und
Kirche, vol. 15, p p . 365 ff.

197 Cf. Arth u r E dw ard W aite, Emblematic Freemasonry and the Evolution of its Deeper Issues
(London, 1 925), p. 107 (abbrev. Emblematic).
1 98 This version occurs in a manuscript discovered at S trasbourg in the last century
an d dat i ng from 1 760 . Cf. Rene le Forestier, La Fr(]Jic-maconnerie templiere et occultiste
aux XVIIIe-XIXe siec/es, published by Antoine Faivre with addenda and index
(Paris , 1 970), p. 68. This m anuscript is valuable fur the immense amount of
m aterial that it brings into play. Unfortunately, as the spirit ofthe author is firmly
closed to any phenomenology of the events ofthe im aginal world, the implemen
tation is faulty. His mocking and s elf-important tone makes painful reading ofthis
work, which should be re-written. A. Faivre in his preface has rightly emphasized
what needs emphasizing with regard to tlle events that took place "in illo tem pore "
(Mircea Eliade) . Unfortunately, there are people who will always be incapable of
understanding .
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the Essenes " from whom they were directly descended" . It was their
brotherhood which had restored the prim itive Order after the destruction
of the second Temple by T itus in 70 A . D . When Hugh de Payens and his
eight comrades-at-arm s were established on the site which had been that
of the Temple, the c anons, realizing that they had the sam e end in view,
j oined with them and initiated them into the esoteric sciences . In this way
the prim itiv e Order was restored under the nam e of the Order of Templars.
When Jerusalem was reconquered by the " S arac ens " , the headquarters
were transferred to Cyprus . The historic Tem plar Order here resembles
an episode in secular Templarism ; but this m aj or episode connects the
Jewish and the Christian periods of the Traditio Templil99 of the hiero
history of the T em ple from the tim e of Solom on.
B. Another v ersion, which was current mainly in what went by the
nam e of the " chapter of Clerm ont" in eighte enth-century France, is m ore
specifically linked to alchem ical symbolism and royal Art. Mter the Ba
bylonian captivity, Esdras "was responsible for embedding a quadrangular
stone in the foundations of the second Temple, a stone in which three
hollows had been m ade . Each hollow contained a dish, and these three
dishes (salt, sulphur, m ercury) were the key to the great work" . 200 What
then occurs constitutes one of the motifs that are at the source of the
m odern resurgence of the Templar tradition known as the " Scottish rite " .
In effect, between the twelfth and the thirte enth centuries, four Brothers
who were originally from Scotland cam e to Jerusalem , succeeded in prising
out the quadrangular stone, and took it back to Scotland. 201 In recognition of
this service, the King of Scotland, David II, appointed them to be "Knights
of St. Andrew " . The heirs of the four Scottish m asters were the Templars,
three of whom, after the suppression of their Order (see below, § 7),
confided their secret to the " Knights of God and his T e m ple " . 20 2 The
Historia Ordinis here postulate s a periodicity of history, analogous to the
periodicity found in the Judaeo- Christian community and in Ism ailism ,
199

This schema corresponds to the "Discours " ofthe knight Andre Michel de Ramsay,
the friend of Fenelon.

200
20 1

The rock on which the dom e is built thus becom es the symbol par excellence ofthe
alchemical work. It is worth considering here the relationship ofthe Black Stone
with the Ka' b ah, and the role it plays in alchemical symbolism . Cf. my study 'The
Configuration of the Temple of the K a'b ah' , published above, ch . IV , Potestas

202

Le Forestier, o p . cit., p.

Le Forestier, op . cit ., p.

86 .

Clavium.
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which regulates the successive m anifestations of the Verus Propheta. The
starting-point-Adam-and the septenary rhythm are the same in both
cases, but the nam e and content of the seven periods are different. They
are as follows : i. The period of Adam . 2. T he period of Noah (the Order of
Noachians) . 3. T he period of Nim rod. 4. The period encompassing the
first and second Temples. 5 . The period of the Templars, put in possession
of the esoteric science by the teaching of the four Scottish m asters. 6. The
period of persecutions and of the destruction of the Order . 7. The period of
the resurgence of the Order of the T ern ple in the eighteenth century . 203
Here again, we observe that the T em plars had been formed as such
because they had been entrusted with an exalted transcendental science,
transm itted from sage to sage since the earliest tim es .
C. The them e of a secret and superior authority, hidden behind the
Order which is m anifested in history, leads on to the idea of the knight
priests. This idea dom inates the tradition of the Clerici Templi, system ati
cally expounded in the eighteenth century by the Lutheran pastor Johann
August Starck, who had worked on a m assive collection of docum ents .
Here we re-encounter the equivalent of the canons of the Holy Sepulchre
(version A), but this tim e they are called the " canons of the T emple ofthe
L ord" (Canonici Templi Domini). They served in the church that was built
on the ruins of the Tem ple of Solom on, and it was their prior, Am aldus,
who had received the knights in the quarter conceded to them by the King
of Jerusalem . The link between the knights of the T emple and the canons
of the Temple was effective from then on. The latter had inherited the
esoteric sciences of the Essenes through the interm ediary of seven herm its,
descendants, across the vicissitudes of successive transm issions, of the
prim itive Essene com m unity . 20 4 These herm its were the first people m et
by Hugh de Pay ens and his comrade s . They preserved the tradition of a
prophecy announcing that eternal Wisdom , Sophia aetema, would manifest
herself once m ore " in the ancient sanctuary of Jerusalem , when the
203 Ibid. , pp . 8 8 - 9 0 .
204 The role played b y the seven hermits i s reminis cent of the role ofthe seven ahdal in
Islamic es otericism . These hierological data which em erge from " subtle history"
refer us , such as they are , to the problem of the survival of the primitive Judaeo
Christian community of Jerus alem , the Church ofJam es . What we now know,
thanks to the Essene Community of Qum ran, has given us a better understanding of
what lay behind the claim s to such a lineage. We would do well to ponder in this
Sense on the great work by H ans Joachim S choeps, Theologie und Geschichte des

Judenchrislentums (Tub ingen , 1 949).
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knights clothed in white com e from beyond the seas to defend the holy
City " . Thus the new hierophany of the Imago Templi was proclaim ed: the
light of the Shekhinah-of the divine Presence-would once m ore dwell in
the T em ple . All, herm its and knights, had found refuge in Jerusalem with
the canons of the T em p l e .
D. A fourth version takes the form o f a n epic o f mystical knighthood,
the " Knights of the Morning and of Palestine" . T he nam e itselfis strikingly
rem iniscent of what is implied by the term Ishraq, the keystone of the
doctrine expounded by Suhrav ardi, the twelfth-century " resurre ctor ofthe
theosophy of Light professed by the sages of ancient Persia" . The Ishraq is
the dawning, the orient of the light, and hence the " oriental " light. T he
Ishraqiyun, Suhrav ardi's followers in Iran, are the " orientals" who stand at
the " orient" of the L ight. 2 0 5 Here, the Knights of the Morning and of
Palestine are the m ost ancient knighthood in the world. They were scattered
after the destruction ofthe second T em ple, but they preserve their traditions,
laws and liturgies in expectation of the ev ent that will enable them to
rebuild the Temple for the third tim e . The ev ent seem ed imm inent during
the tim e of the Crusade s . The Knights of Palestine cam e out of their
citadel, em erged from their retre at in the deserts of the Thebaid, and
j oined those oftheir brethren who had rem aine d at Jerusalem in a state of
v igilance . Their relations with these latter seem analogous to those which
we shall find existing between the " Sons of the Valley" and the knights of
the T emple (see below, section VII I ) , in which an invisible authority acts
incognito through the interm ediary of dramatispersonae who are the visible
m anifestation of its existence (an idea, as we saw, which closely resembles
that of the esoteric hierarchy in Islam ic gnosis) .
The Knights ofthe Morning were Essenes, healers, sons ofthe prophets
and of Melchizedek, king of a supernatural Salem . Their brothers in
Jerusalem were apparently a kind ofMilitia hermetica, who dedicated part
of their quest to the realm of Nature . 2 06 The ir connection with the T em 
plars stem s from the fact that they shared the sam e vision of the Imago
205 Cf En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. I V, index s.v. Ishraq, Ishraqiyun. On the
"Knights ofthe Morning and ofPalestine", see A. E . Waite, Encyclopaedia, I, pp.
3 1 7- 3 1 9 . The epic of these "knights of the Morning" is the theme of the well
known work by Baron Tschoudy, L 'Etoile jlamboyante; cf ibid.
206 This brings to mind, inevitably, the Ikhwan al-Safa' (the "Brothers of the Pure
Heart") and their encyclopaedia, whose connections with Ismailism are now
known.
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Templi. We have said that beneath the solemn appearance of defending the
Holy Sepulchre, the knights Templar pursued a secret obj ective, which
was none other than the rebuilding of the T emple of Jerusalem . This was
also the purpose of the " Thebaid Solitaries" , who were in possession of the
mystical m easurem ents ofthe first Temple. Thus they were all " knights of
the Temple " , whose secret purpose was to hav e been achieved am idst the
architectural splendour of a restored Jerusalem and of a sanctuary renewed
under the aegis of a gnostic Christianity 2 07 (see below, section VII, the
icmple of the Grail) . This version of the tradition also expresses therefore
the sense of a theosophia perennis; those who testify to it have in common the
idea of the restoration of the T emple, and regard them selves as the
spiritual descendents of the Essene community.
E. A fifth version expresses the sam e idea. This is the version of the
" Twelve Chosen Masters " : 2 0 8 twelve Masters who, after the completion of
the first T em ple, formed a separate fraternity, governed by one of them
selves, and were chosen in person to be the T em ple guard. 2 09 Their Order
m anaged to hold out until about the year 70 A. D . , after which it lapses into
obscurity . Som e of them had embraced Christianity, 2 10 and it was their
descendents who, in the twelfth century, j o ined with the knights of the
Temple and with the knights of the sovereign Order of St. John of
Jerusalem in pursuit of the sam e obj ectiv e, which was to establish a
Christian T emple modelled on the Temple of Solomon. This is the essential
thing to bear in m ind in our phenom enology of the Imago Templi: the
intention to rebuild the T em ple of Jerusalem was comm on both to the
knights Templar and to the mystical brotherhoods, variously designated
is the Brothers of the Thebaid desert, the Knights of the Morning and of
Palestine, and so on.
To both of them is ascribed the secret intention of establishing, with the
new Temple , a gnostic Church of the Elect, a universal m etropolis corre207 A E. Waite, Encyclopaedia, I I , pp . 22 1 -222.
208 A. E . Waite, Emhlematic, pp . 1 44- 1 46.
209 Cf my study 'Science traditionnelle e t Renaissance spirituelle', op . cit.
2 1 0 This is certainly an intimation of the relationships existing between the Jewish

community and the primitive Judaeo-Christian community, the Church of James .
We must emphasize yet again that these hierological traditions are ofinterest not
because they provide material for a historical cntique, but because they disclose
the sense of a continuous manifestation ofthe awareness of the Imago Templi: ofhow
this awareness finds itself again ah origine. To introduce psychiatry here is completely
beside the point.
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sponding, perhaps, to " the secret dre am of the oriental patriarchs " . This
is doubtless the clue to what is m eant by the longing for the T emple in the
face of the tragedy ofhistorical Christianity . To grasp the full significance
of the claim to Essene descent, one m ust recognize behind it the presenti
m ent of a Christianity that v anished too soon from external history, a
presentim ent that cannot capitulate before the violence of such history .
After the death in 62 or 66 A . D . of Jam e s , first bishop of Jerusalem and the
first " bishop of bishop s " , the Judaeo-Christian c om m unity, warned by an
Angel, em igrated to Pella on the other bank of the Jordan. It thus escaped
the torm ents of the siege that ended in the destruction of the T em ple in
70 A. D . , and it surviv ed as the comm unity of " Ebionites" until the fourth
century . Meanwhile, howev er, a new Christianity began to gain ground, a
Christianity so " different" that the doctrine and gnosis professed by the
first apostolic community of Jerusalem , founded by the very people who
had been Christ' s companions, were described and reputed by the " fathers of
the Church" to be an abom inable " heresy " . 2 1 1 It is one of those m ortal
paradoxes which receive too little attention.
For this reason, the longing for the Temple which is expressed in the
traditio Templi and arrogates a line of descent for the T emplar knighthood
that goes back through the Essenes to the prim itiv e Judae o-Christian
com m unity, configurates a history that is " m ore true " than the official
history of external facts. It is so much " truer" that it leads to the affirmation
of an Ecclesia Johannis in opposition to the Ecclesia Petri, when this Church
of Peter quite simply did not exist in the tim e of the Church of Jam e s .
T h e phenom enologist's task i s now t o discov er a counter-history " m ore
true than history in the evidence a parte post of the Tem plar tradition
ev idence that confirms the secret surv ival of the Order ofthe T emple until
its resurgence.
7. Templarfiliation " a parte post': As in the preceding case, we will note
some historical traces of this secret surv ival after the official destruction of
the Order of the T em ple (the Grand Master Jacques de Molay died on
March 1 8, 1 3 1 4) . We know that the Order of the Temple surv ived in
Portugal as the Order of Christ. Traces of its survival are also found in
Germ any, mediated by the knights of St. Mary of Jerusale m , otherwise
21 1 On this paradox, cf Hans Joachim Schoeps, op. cit., p. 342.
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known as the T eutonic knights; this would explain the rapid success ofthe
" Strict T emplar Observanc e " in the eighteenth century. 2 1 2 And there are
the even m ore specific traces to be found in Britain. 2 1 3 But our phenom en
ology of the Imago Templi aim s essentially at authenticating different
ev idence, on the level proper to it. The role assigned to the four Scottish
m asters, m entioned above (version B), already indicates the importance
of the " Scottish rite " in perpetuating the Templar tradition. It would be
difficult to grasp its importance a pane post without bearing in m ind its
significance a parte ante, because the prim itiv e Scottish rite pav ed the way
for the role of the Scottish knighthood in the surv ival of the Tem ple. Its
survival, assured by this knighthood, m ade possible the resurgence of the
spiritual initiatic chiv alry, the " Scottish rite " , in the eighteenth century.
The prim itiv e Celtic Church, prior to Rom anization, is represented by
groups of monks known as Culdees (cf the Germ an Kuldeertum) . 2 1 4 The
origin of this nam e is the Irish ceile de, of which the Latin equiv alent was
Coli Dei, Deicolae, that is to say, m en of God: viri Dei, amici Dei. 21 5 The
groups of companions called by this nam e seem , moreover, to have played
a much larger role in Scotland than in Ireland. We gather from the
docum ents that these com panions combine the features both of secular
clerks and of herm its or anchorites, finally appearing as Canons Regular
(similar to the Canonici Ordinis Templarii ofversion C above) . Assuredly,
these autonom ous groups of herm it brothers correspond to what we know
of the original structure of the Celtic Church-a structure, unfortunately,
which did not place it in a powerful enough position to resist the Rom aniz
ation of the twelfth century. What is important here for our phenomenology
of the Imago Templi is that these Coli Dei had a role to play on the Celtic
side analogous to the role attributed on the eastern side, as we saw abov e,
to the canons of the Holy Sepulchre, the spiritual descendents of the

2 1 2 Cf. J. To urn i ac , Principes elproblemes spirituels du Rite ecossais recti.fie et de sa chevalerie

templiere (Paris, 1 969).
2 1 3 The person of J ohn Claverhouse, Viscotmt Dtmdee (whose brother gave the
famous Benedictine Dom Calmet the great cross of the Order) would seem to be
evidence that an Order ofthe Temple existed in Scotland down to 1 689; cf Waite,

Encyclopaedia, I I , p . 223 .
214 Cf 'Keltische K i r ch e ' in Realencyclopadie fur prot. Theologie und Kirche, vol . 1 0, pp .

215, On this denomination ol "Friends of God" fotmd in Islamic gr10sis (Awliya ' Allah)
and in Rhenish mysticism (Golksfreunde), cf En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. IV, index
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Essenes. The appeal to a distant Celto-Scottish filiation parallels the
appeal made to affiliation with the builders of the Temple of Solomon and
the community of Jerusalem. It is as if the double line of descent, Hieroso
lymitan and Scottish, linked, ab origine symboli, the Church of James and
the Celtic Church in the trials and misfortunes from which the Temple
knighthood had to rescue them.
The Coli Dei are also included in the spiritual line of descent from the
builders of the Temple of Solomon, the line ofthe Essenes, the gnostics,
even the Manichaeans and the Ismailis . 21 6 They were established at York
in England, at Iona in Scotland, in Wales, and in Ireland; their favourite
symbol was the dove, the feminine symbol of the Holy Spirit. In this
context, it is not surprising to find Druidism intenningled with their
tradition and the poems of Taliesin integrated to their capus217 The epic
of the Round Table and the Quest of the Holy Grail have likewise been
interpreted as referring to the rites of the Coli Dei. It was, moreover, to the
time of the Coli Dei that is assigned the formation of the Scottish knight
hood whose seat is typified by the mysterious sanctuary of Kilwinning,
under the shadow of Mount Heredom in the extreme north of Scotland. 21 8
In order to understand the significance of this, we must call to mind the
three mystical mountains : Mount Moriah, Mount Sinai and this Mount
Heredom. We will not fmd Heredom on our maps, just as Corbenik must be
sought elsewhere than on the rugged slopes of Wales. The word Heredom
has been explained by reading it as Hierodom, a transcription of LE pc);;
36p.�, the Holy House-an allusion to the Temple of Jerusalem or to the
Order of the Temple. But it is equally possible to see it as a deformation of
the Hebrew word Harodim that desifnates the officers, the foremen of
wotks in the building of the Temple . 21 The Order of the Temple was first
introduced into Scotland by King David I in the middle of the twelfth
century. 220 The royal Order ofHeredom ofKilwinning, or "Royal Order
of Scotland", was revived in 1314 by King Robert I, the Bruce, and this
2 1 6 Waite, Encyclopaedia, I , pp . 1 6 1 - 1 65 ; Emblematic, p. 66.
2 1 7 Waite, Encyclopaedia, I, pp. 198---201.
2 1 8 Ibid. , I , p p . 347-348 .
2 1 9 Ibid., I, pp. 344-345. Cf I Kgs. 5 : 1 5- 1 6 ; II Chr. 8: 1 0. It has also been suggested
that the word Heredom consists of a suffix, " dom " (= hood, ship) appended to the
word " Here " (or " H er" ) , derived frcm the Latin herus (master, chief; guide) . If this
were so, "Heredom of Ki1winning" would mean "knighthood of Ki1winning " . Cf
R. S. Lindsay, The Royal Order ofScotland (Edinburgh, 1 972), p. 10.
220 Waite, Encyclopaedia, I I , p. 230.
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revival, as we shall see, is closely linked to the surv ival ofthe Order of the
Temple 22 1
Bearing these facts in m ind, we will proceed to outline, very briefly, the
schem a of the tradition concerning the perpetuation of the Order of the
T em ple a parte post, rem embering only that if, in the nature of things,
counter -history is not history in the ordinary sense of the word, it is not
therefore " m yth" . As was the case with the filiation a parte ante, there are
sev eral versions of the Templar filiation a parte post 222
A The provincial Grand Master of Auvergne, Pierre d'Aum ont, suc
ceeded in taking refuge in Scotland with a few ofhis knights . They helped
King Robert the Bruce win the victory of Bannockburn in 1 3 1 4, which
m ade Scotland independent of England. In gratitude, the King restored
the Royal Order of Scotland and affiliated the T emplars to it. The Order
continues to exist today.
B . After putting up a v aliant defence in som e castles of the Order,
Pierre d'Aum ont had to flee his Province in the company of two com
manders and seven knights, ten people in all. In order to escape recognition,
they disguised them selves as m asons . They finally found refuge in the
island of Mull to the north of Scotland, where they met George Harris,
grand c om m ander ofHam pton Court. Aum ont was elected Grand Master
in 1 3 12 by the brothers who had taken refuge on the is land. 22 3
C. T he version of filiation through the count of Beauj eu, nephew of
Jacques de Molay, differs from the preceding versions, m aintained in the
eighteenth century by the " Strict T emplar Observance" . It forms the
Swedish version ofthe T em plar filiation, substituting Sweden for Scotland
as the place where the secrets of the T emple were guarded. However, a
v ariant of it exists which is interesting in that it links the nam e s of
Beauj eu and Aum ont. On the instructions of his uncle, Jac que s de
Molay, Beauj eu-together with nine knights (making ten people in all, as
above)-m anaged to save the secrets of the Order : the annals and secret
papers, the crown of the kings of Jerusalem , the seven-branched gold
candlestick, the exalted knowledge . These treasures were deposited in
Cyprus, in the care of the canons of the Holy Sepulchre (see above, § 6,
version A), who were still living there in the greatest secrecy. T he knights
221 Le K orestier, o p . cit., p . 7 8 1 .
222 W aite , Encyclopaedia, I I , p p . 2 1 9 - 2 2 0 ; Emblematic, p p . 1 7 3 - 1 79 .
2 2 3 L e F orestier, o p . cit. , p p . 1 1 5, 1 60 - 1 63 .
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vowed to keep the Order alive secretly, as long as there existed "nine
petfect Architects " . On the death ofBeaujeu, Aumont was elected Grand
Master as in version B, and the Templar tradition was continued through
Scotland. 224
D. There is the version known as that of Eliphas Levi : before his death,
Jacques de Molay organized and established an esoteric structure . He
erected four metropolitan lodges : Naples for the east, Edinburgh for the
west, Stockholm fur the north, and Paris for the south.
E. There is a version which is quite unrelated to the preceding versions
and unassociated with the Scottish tradition, according to which the
successor named by Jacques de Molay was Johannes Marcus Larmenius
of Jerusalem, who in tum was succeeded by his son, Franciscus Thomas
Theobaldus Alexandrinus, and then by a whole series of Grand Masters . 225
F. There is the whole Jacobite affair : the figure of the pretender Charles
Edward Stuart and the Templar penetration oflreland in the wake ofthe
Scottish Jacobites . 226
G. Independent mention must be made ofthe Order which still exists
in England, and which goes by the name of "Military and Religious Order
ofthe Temple and Holy Sepulchre" . 227 As in the case ofthe Royal Order
of Scotland, this is no honorary title, but denotes a spiritual and initiatic
knighthood.
We can do no more than recall here the action of Jean-Baptiste Willer
moz, in Lyons during the eighteenth century, whose objective was to
establish an "inner Order", separate fiu:n the "Strict Templar Observance"
in Germany. Willermoz' intuition was profound, and is in accordance
with what is presupposed by the filiation ofthe Order of the Temple aparte
ante. As we observed, this filiation, while constituting the strength ofthe
Order of the Temple, establishes this Order as a single phase in a per
manent Templar tradition. This was also to be the theme of Zacharias
Werner's great dramatic poem (see below, section VIII ) . There was thus
no need to restore in a material sense the historic Order of the Temple, as
many wished to do. What was needed was to affirm one's spiritual descent
by taking one's place in the tradition that the Order had made its own in
224
225
226
227

Ibid., p . 69.
Ib i d . , p . 944 . Waite, Emblematic, p . 1 79 .
W a i t e , Encyclopaedia, I I , p . 225 . Le Forestier, op . c it . , i n dex s.v.
Waite, Encyclopaedia, II, p . 225; Emblematic, p . 1 75 .
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the course of two centuries . 1bis conviction resulted in the formation of
the spiritual Templar knighthood, the "knights of the Holy City", the
"Rite ecossais rectifie" . 228 J.-B . Will ermoz professed a profowd spiritual
ity which was centred on the Imago Templi. In this sense his "instructions"
are worthy of long study, as a textbook of Temple spirituality. 22 9 They
lead to an interiorization that could profitably be compared to Philo's and
to that of some ofthe masters mentioned above.
The ideal ofthe spiritual Templar chivahy had already been admirably
formulated by the Chapter of Clermont: "Eques et frater hierosolymitanus
scientiis divinis elatis maximam operam dare debet, ut in dies magis
magisque luce mirifica et illuminationum divinarum scintillis incendatur
et inflammetur. " 1bis is how it would be "until the day when the Order of
the Temple retook possession of Jerusalem, thus making possible the
rediscovery, in one of the caves of the Holy Mountain, of the store of
integral esoteric knowledge". 230
We should at this point consider the Imago Templi in Goethe-both in
the unfinished poem entitled Die Geheimnisse (the Mysteries), which is
about twelve Rosicrucian knights, and in the "Tale of the Green Serpent" .
The first we have written about elsewhere. In referring later on to Mon
tserrat, Goethe himself pointed out the way which leads to Montsalvat
and to the Temple of the Grail. 23 1
Proceeding along this way, we come to the meeting-point of Celtism
and Templarism, of Celtic tradition or hierology and Hierosolymite tra
dition or hierology (see above), within the perspective of the "1bird
Temple". The motifofthe three temples dominates Templarism from the
Ezekelian theology of the Temple onwards (see above, section III ) . The
first two Temples, that of Solomon and that of Zerubbabel, were still built
228 On the assemblies of Lyons and of Wilhelmsbad, see Le Forestier, op. cit., pp.
476 ff , 610 :fE
229 The complete text ofthem has been published by A Faivre as an appendix to his
edition of the work by Le Forestier, op. cit. , pp. 1 02 1 - 1 049.
230 Quoted by Le Forestier, ibid., p. 94, who remains completely oblivious both to
the beauty and to the implication ofthese texts, whatever the place and time of
their origin. In them the motif of the mystical Mountain reappears, as in Ezekiel's
vision of the final Temple. We are not concerned here with historical or material
verification, but with stgns and inter-signs, as it were. One cannot but remember
that it was precisely in the grottos and caves of the desert of Judaea that the
"scrolls" ofthe Qumran Comrrrunity were fol.D1d, without which our pren001enology
of the Imago Templi would not attain the meaning to which it aspires.
231 a: En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. IV, pp. 405 f[
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by the hands of m en, and needed m asons and builders. The third T em ple
" on the high m ountain" , at " the m eeting-place of the two seas " , the city
temple of the Nova Hierosolyma (see below, section IX ) , is built by divine
hands . What it requires is a knighthood dedicated to its service. Celtism
and Templarism come together: in Wolfram ' s " T iturel " , the T em ple is
conceived and the building of it is directed by Merlin, the Celtic prophet,
who was initiated by Joseph of Aramithea into the mystical m easurem ents
ofthe tem ple-archetype, the T em ple of Solom on. In the "New T iture l " by
Albrecht von Scharfenberg, the architectural splendour of the Temple of
the Holy Grail on the summ it of Montsalv at bestows on us a fleeting
vision of the Temple in Heav en.

VII.

The Temple and the Templars ofthe Grail

For several generations, treasures of philological erudition have been
expended in " explaining " the different aspects of the cycle of the Holy
Grail. Unfortunately, no more than the indecent virtuosity ofpsychoanalysis
is the m ethod of literary historicism equal to the task that confronts us
here . One would wish that, like the Bible, the entire cycle of the Grail
poem s could be read by " believ ers" not as a corpus but as the " B ible of the
Holy Grail" -read as the Bible was read by such as Philo, Origen or
Swedenborg . There are m any people who hav e not seen, or do not wish to
see, that the Bible has any esoteric m eaning at all . Nev ertheless, over the
centuries this esoteric m eaning, in all its aspects, has impressed itself on
the reading ofthose who have known how to re ad. We will not take up the
argum ent here, particularly since the argum ent between " those who see"
and " those who do not see " cannot be resolved. A herm eneutic of the
Grail which would coordinate and system atize the data of the corpus from
beginning to end is a task which has yet to be undertaken. Here our only
concern is with the Imago Templi. With what features is the Temple ofthe
Grail presented to us?
For the sake of simplicity, let us say that the clearest description of the
T em ple, as the Castle of the Grail or Gralsburg, is given in the Germ anic
corpus of the " Grail Bible " . In this corpus, the founder of the dynasty of the
guardians of the Grail is King Titure l . The T e m ple is to be his creation.
We referred above to the " T iturel" by Wolfram von Eschenbach; in his
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" Parzifal " , express m ention is m ade of the T emple of the Grai f3 2 on the
occasion of the baptism of Feirefis, the pagan half-brother of Parsifal. 2 33
Up to this point (Book V for example), it is m erely a question of the
dwelling-place or house of the Grail, the castle-temple as it were . And it is
only in Albrecht von Scharfenberg' s "New T iture l " (DerJunge Titurel),
between 1 260 and 1 270, that the Imago Templi rises in all its architectural
m agnificence . (This great epic consists of 6,000 stanzas of 7 verses each, or
42,000 verses. No translation of it has yet been m ade, even into m odern
Germ an. ) 2 3 4 In it, the cycle of the Grail is developed into an epic of the
Temple, whose clim ax is attained between the T emple of Solomon on
Mount Moriah and the heavenly Jerusalem . The entire theology and
spirituality of the T em ple also attain one of their crowning-points on the
heights of Montsalv at, the support of a hierophany which is the T emple of
the Grail . Indeed, the teachings of T iturel am ount to an entire theology of
the Temple, as complete as the theology of Qum ran and other elected
places. This theology culm inates in an eschatology that finally confers its
full meaning on the knighthood of the T em plars of the Grail in relation to
the knighthood of the historical T e mplars. There is the description of the
Temple; there are its correspondences; and lastly there is the theology of
the T em ple of the Grail .
I.

The description ofthe Temple ofthe Holy Grail. The description is re-

232 In the final book, Book XVI : "They (Parsifal and Amfortas) prayed the king of
Zazamanc . . . to enter into the temple where the Grail was kept. " Wolfram von
Eschenbach, Parzifal, trans. S. Tonnelat (Paris, 1934), vol. II, p. 332; English tr.
H. Mustard, C. Passage, Parzival (New York, Vintage Bks., 1 96 1 ).
233 Let us say once and for all that we are keeping to this form of the name, which has
become classic since the time of Richard Wagner.
234 Albrecht von Scharfenberg, Jiingerer Titurel, Werner Wolf; in Deutsche Texte des
Mittelalters, ed. Deutschen Akademie der Wlssenschaften zu Berlin, vols. 45, 55.
61 (Berlin, 1955-1964); parts tr. A. U. Pope, 'Persia and the Grail', The Literary
Review, 1957, pp . 57-71. Of especial interest is the excellent thesis by Gudula
Trendelenburg, Studien zum Gralraum im "Jiingeren Titurel " (Goppingen, A. Kuru
merle, 1 972 ; abbrev. Studien). Lars-Ivar Ringbom in his great work, Graltempel und

Graltempel), had already made full use of Albrecht's epic. His researches embrace
all the prototypes, imitations and parallels of the Temple, fran West to East, and
he lays particular emphasis on the affinity between the "Burg" of the Persian
Sassanids and the Gralsburg. The material employed is considerable. Nevertheless,
with regard to the significance of possible conclusions, the boundary should be
more clearly drawn between what is historical research properly speaking, and
what is comparative phenomenology as such.

Parodies: Beziehungen zvoischen Iran und Europa im .Mittelalter (Stockholm, 1 95 1 ; abbr .
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nowned. 23 5 In the country of Sauveterre {Salva Terra) rises a high m ountain
nam ed Montsalvat 23 6 King Titurel has surrounded this m ountain with a
high wall, and on its summ it he has built a splendid castle, the Gralsburg.
Here he decides to found a temple for the Grail. 237 Up to this m om ent, in
fact, the T emple has not yet been established at any definite place, but
floats between heaven and e arth, held up invisibly by the Angels. The
building incorporates all kinds of precious stones. Gold predom inates, and
the furniture is of aloe wood. The stones are chosen according to the
standards of Pythagorean art and the science of Heraclius . 238 The rock of
the m ountain is onyx. When all the grass and earth are rem ov e d, the onyx
surface shines as brilliantly as the Moon. One m orning, there appears on
this surface the complete plan of the T emple, proj ected from heaven. The
plateau itself form s a base two toises thick. 239 Between the edge of the
plateau and the T emple wall, there is a space fiv e toises wide all around.
Vertically, the building form s a high dom e, supported by columns of
bronze . It is completely covered with gold and precious stones, whose
inner significance will be discussed later on. The windows are surrounded
by beryl and lum inous crystals . The panes are coloured or encrusted with
precious stones, and dim the brilliance of the light. The roof is also of gold,
encrusted with precious stones so that its glare should not blind the eye .
The Temple of the Grail was built with the help of Heav en, like the
T emple of Solom on, Templum Throni Dei, in Jerusalem, the stones for
which were brought to the site already cut, so that no displeasing sound of
hamm er or chisel should be heard during the building of the T em ple . T he
sam e goes for the builders of the T emple of T iturel : everything was sent to
them by the Grail .
The high central dom e is covered with sapphire, representing the celes
tial dom e in all its azure brillianc e . It is studded with carbuncles which
sparkle in the darkness of the night like stars . It contains an im age of the
235 L . - 1 . Ringbom, op . cit. , pp . 2 1 fl; has a lengthy summary of it.
236 Here again, the form we are adopting once and for all is Montsalvat.
237 We cannot here recall the details of the hierology of the Grail : its descent from
Heaven in the care of the Angels, the Templars who guard it, etc . Cf the
translation ofParsifal by S. Tonnelat, op. cit. , book IX, vol. II, pp . 36 f[
238 Rather than " Hercule s", whose position in all this would be somewhat puzzling,
whereas the name of the emperor Heraclius is familiar to all the alchemical
tradition. He already appears in the Hermetic version of " Sal aman and Absal" ; cf
Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, o p . cit . , p . 2 1 0 note 1 0 .
23 9 A toise w a s equal t o ab o u t tw o metre s .
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Sun in gold and an im age of the Moon in silver, both of which, set in
m otion by an ingenious and secret clock, perpetually progress through a
marvellous zodiac . Golden cymbals herald the succession of the days.
The entire T em ple forms a vast, high rotunda, divided into a num ber of
chancels, each of which proj ects towards the outside. Some m anuscripts
give the num ber of chancels as seventy-two; others give it as twenty-two.
We must again rem ember that both figures have their arithm osophical
significance and can in no way be opposed to each other. To obj ect to the
gigantic proportions of the building with seventy-two chancels would be
to forget that the T emple of the Grail is located at " the m eeting-place of
the two seas " , on the " E arth of L ight" , and not in the world where the
laws of physics prevail . In each chancel, the altar is orientated, that is to
say, turned towards the East. The m ain chancel is also turned towards the
East, and is double the m easurem ent of the others (in the version of the
twenty-two chancels, we thus have a total of 22 + 2, or 1 2 X 2
24) ; it
surpasses the others in sumptuousness, and is consecrated to the Holy
Spirit. The one immediately beside it is dedicated to the Virgin Mary,
that is to say to eternal Sophia. The third chancel is consecrated to St.
John. The chancels that follow are dedicated to each of the other eleven
apostles. The four evangelists are represented by four statues of Angels,
whose high, widespread wings direct attention to the celestial Throne .
Thre e portals give access to the Temple , one to the west, one to the south,
and one to the north. Above the western portal is an organ of extraordinary
construction and power.
=

Finally, at the centre of the rotunda is the Holy of Holies, a sm all
building which, like a m icrocosm , reproduces the entire structure of the
great T ern ple, except that instead of several chancels, it has a single altar.
The towers flanking the great Temple on the outside are here replaced by
ciboria holding im ages of the saints. In this Holy of Holies the Grail is
kept, floating in suspension, so that the space below forms a large sacrarium.
The archite ctural relationship between the great Tem ple and this m icro
cosm is the perfect figure of the relationship between the outer and inner
T emples in m an as a m icrocosm . A m e ditation which interiorizes the
vision of the T emple built by Titurel bestows on it its perfect mystical
significance, and another relationship, which reduplicates this Temple,
corresponds to it. The appearance of the whole Temple in fact corresponds to
the appearanc e that a Gothic sem i-rotunda would assum e if it were m ade
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to form a perfect circle . As we will suggest below, there m ay be a profound
esoteric m e aning in the disappearance of the T em plar churches, built in
the form of a rotunda, and in the ascendancy of the sem i-rotunda of a
chancel opening onto the rectangle of a basilica. 240
2. The correspondences. As conceived by Titurel, the T em ple of the Grail is
the im age of the cosmic T e m p l e . 241 There are three zone s : interm ediary,
lower and upper, a) T he interm ediary zone is form ed by the twenty-two
(+ 2
24) and the seventy-two chancels . There are artificial trees filled
with Angels and birds; the ground is covered with a forest of flowers, lilies
and roses; the walls sparkle with the green of em eralds . The whole
rotunda has the appe arance of an enchanted garden, a transfigured
Earth, an earthly Paradise, b) The lower zone is beneath the tiles which
are crystal-plated, transparent as water. In this crystal sea, fishes and
other creatures are m ade to m ove by an ingenious m echanism , c) The
upper zone corresponds to the dom e covered in sapphire, which represents
the dom e of heaven and its constellations. The Temple is thus the living
representation of the cosmos : sky, earth and water. As in the preceding
cases (see above, section III ff.), the T emple can be seen here as the link
between the celestial, the terrestrial and the sub- terrestrial. As such, the
T em ple o f the Grail is a sanctuary situated at the centre of the world, and
Montsalv at is the m ountain at the centre of the world. 242
=

As we saw, Albrecht von Scharfenberg does not fail to refer to the
T em ple of Solom on. This he does not because there is an architectural
correspondence between the two T em ples-the T em pl e of Solom on was
not the architectural archetype of the T ern ple of the Grail-but because
he saw that the two Temples are the equiv alents of each other. 24 3 The
T emple of Solomon had been built as a dwelling-place for the Shekhinah
for the divine Presenc e . The T emple o f T iturel was built as the dwelling240 a Ringbom, op. cit., pp. 50 ff.

241 Ibid. , p . 58.
242 Ibid. , p . 247. I n developing this motif, Ringbom undertakes t o demonstrate the
correspondences between the Gralsburg and the architecture ofthe castle-temple of
Khosrow at Shiz in north-western Iran; cf ibid., pp . 75 ff. S hiz (where the
Germ an archaeological mis sion has m ade some very important excavations during
the last rew years) is now called Takht-i SulaymCD'l (throne or temple of S olom on) .
We have already referred to the meaning of Persia (Fars, in the south-west oflran)
as the "S olom onic king dom " . Cf ab ove, s ection I note 1 4, and section I I I in .fine.
243 Ringbom , op . cit., p . 5 7 .
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place of the Holy Grail . This may point to an aspect of the nature of the
Grail which is worth reflecting on. T he T emple of the Grail is not a
building of ecclesiastical inspiration or finality . It is not a church am ong
the other churches of Christianity . Likewise, the Grail cycle, whether its
origin lies in the person of Titure l or in that of Joseph of Aram ithea-the
first Christian bishop-appears to know nothing of the Rom an hierarchy .
The Grail T emple is the realization, in the New T e stam ent cycle, of the
T em ple corresponding to the building constructed by Solomon in the Old
T e stam ent cycle . This is why both Temples were built with the sam e
direct div ine assistanc e .
T h is being the case, i t is here appropriate t o reflect on the functional
conv ergences between the rotunda of the Grail T emple and the building
already m entioned (see above, section VI , 6), known as the " Dom e of the
Rock" (Qubbat al-sakhrah). This latter is supposed to be built on the site of
the Holy ofHolies in the T em ple of Solom on, and it figures on the ancient
seals of the Knights T e m plar. Its plan (the rotunda surrounded by an
octagon) is the prototype of certain T em p l ar churches, and the figure of
the ideal sanctuary in the kingdom of a Christian Solom on. Yet, because
of its origin, the building also appears as the sanctuary in the kingdom of
an Islam i c Solom on. T he sacred rock has a function here which is hom olo
gous to that of the Black Stone in the T emple of the Ka 'bah The building
is as it were a temple-reliquary, and the relic it preserves is this rock itself
as umbilicus Terrae, the starting-point of all Creation and the site of the
Holy of Holie s. 244 The Imago Templi can be seen as the m eeting-place of
the great families of the Abraham ic tradition, of all the " communities of
the Book" {Ahl al-Kitab).
This convergence should be studied with the guidance of the vision of
another temple, with reference to which the last chapter of the "New
T iture l " says that it can be com pared only with the Temple of the Grail.
This m iracle of architecture is the Palatine chapel in the land of the
mysterious Prester John, an " Orient" that we would seek in vain to find
on our m aps, as literalist researchers have always been tempted to do . To
this " Orient" , mystical land of Prester John, Titurel and Parsifal were
ultim ately to transfer the Holy Grail, hidden from that time on from
m ortal eyes, like the T em ple itself which heralded the heavenly Jerusalem .
244 Ibid., pp. 203-2(6 See also my stud_y on 'The ConfJgUrntion of the Temple of the
Ka'bah', published above, pp. 235 ff.

Let us ascertain, at least, the direction in which the Quest of the Grail is to
be pursued, and hence the meaning ofthe vocation ofTiturel, builder of
the Temple . It is through him that the transition from the Temple of
Solomon to the heavenly Jerusalem of John's vision is consummated. The
geste of Titurel is inseparable from the geste of the builders of the first and
second Temples, Hiram and Zerubbabel, j ust as the three hierophanies of
the Imago Templi are inseparable one from the other: the Temple of
Solomon, the Temple of the Grail, and the Johannine Temple which is the
heavenly Jerusalem. They are inseparable because each of them has
reference ultimately to the spiritual temple, the "inner Church", the
Ecclesia lohannis. Such also is the entire theology of the Temple of the
Grail .
3 . The theology ofthe Temple ofthe GraiL The interpretation of the Grail

Temple is provided by Titurel himself in his great "speech from the
Throne " /45 where he reveals his doctrine of the Temple. The speech is
addressed to the young, so that they may put themselves at the service of
the Spirit with the virtue demanded by the Grail. True, the interpretation
that the poet, Albrecht von Schatfenberg, gives through the mouth of
Titurel is not exhaustive; it is essentially concerned with the theological
aspect, but it leaves the way open for subsequent interpretations . 24 6
What strikes one initially is the age of Titurel. The poet gives it as four
hundred years, yet he radiates the beauty, vigour and youth of a man of
thirty. The secret of this youthfulness is Titurel's identification with his
Temple : every man is always as old as his temple. The start of the
construction of the Temple signalled a second birth for Titurel, a dies
nata/is on a higher level of being. The thirty years it took to build the
Temple will be his age forever, the perpetual flowering of his youth. This
is the norm of the Temple (cf the lines by Vladimir Maximov which serve
as the epigraph to this book).
The second thing that strikes us, coming before the great explanation of
the Temple, is the importance assigned to the role of the archangel
Michael. On the one hand, there is the evocation of the angelic cohorts
245
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246 ibid., p. 80.
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fighting under the leadership of the archangel l'vlichael, an evocation
which forms the prelude to the hierohistory of the Temple : there is his
descent onto the high mountain of Sauveterre and the migration to the
same mountain of the Grail knighthood. On the other hand, there is
presented, as an aftetword so to speak, the image of the archangel l'vlichael
as he whose fimction is the "weighing of souls " . 247 Just as the Qumran
Community sensed in its midst the invisible presence of angelic powers, at
whose side it waged war against the sons ofDarkness, so the Templars of
the Grail partner the celestial militia. In the thirtieth year of its construc
tion, the Imago Templi leads the entry into battle. The weighing-up of what
has been gained in the course of battle leads from meditation on the
Temple that is being built to meditation on departure from this world.
Hence the emphasis placed on the archangel l'vlichael's double role.
An interiorizing meditation discerns a virtue in every stone of the
Temple. It is this which, after the evocation of the Temple of Solomon
described above, enables the poet, in his "speech from the Throne" , to
show the heavenly Jerusalem appearing through the Temple of the Grail.
At the same time, the connection between the Grail and the vocation of
those who guard it is confirmed. At each moment they offur to the Grail a
pure heart. The Grail knighthood makes them into men whose soul has
the virtue of a "diamond" (adamas). The word is not chosen at random :
there is an esoteric connection between what one might call "sacred
mineralogy" and mystical anthropology, the conception of man intrinsic
in the theology of the Grail Temple.
Because it is made up of all the precious stones that exist, the Temple
becomes the parable or the likeness of Man. The meaning of Titurel's
Temple lies in promoting the formation in man of the Temple, in investing
him with the Imago Templi. As the Temple is constructed of the most noble
materials, so should man be, since God desires to dwell in the human soul.
In the first place the parable concerns individual man. But it also becomes
the parable of the human community when, through the invisible action of
its knights, the Spirit makes the boundaries of the community of the Grail
coincide with the totality ofthe human community. An essential part is
played in the inner transformation of man by a meditation which interior247 This is a classic theme in the iconography ofthe archangel lV!ichael, and represents
him holding the Balance in his hand (for example on the portal of the Sainte
Chapelle in Paris).
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izes the virtue of each stone, deepening its symbolism. 248 The diamond
has already been named; after it the twelve precious stones that Aaron
wore when he entered the Temple are also specified. The invocation of the
number twelve leads to the mention of the twelve apostles to whom
Christianity owes its diffusion. (We could also think of the twelve precious
stones at the foundations of the wall of the heavenly Jerusalem; R evelation
2 1 : 1 9-20.)

There follows a reference to the effects of each precious stone both on
the inner man and on his body. This sacred mineralogy signifies that
when the secret of the Grail Temple is transposed to individual man, it
becomes the secret of the purification and ennoblement of his whole
person. Thus, to know what the precious stones "have to say" becomes the
pre-requisite for participation in the nourishment provided by the Grail.
It is true that the process is a circular one : man must acquire virtues in
order to prepare a dwelling within himself for the Holy Grail, but these
virtues themselves can come only from the Grail. Nevertheless, in revealing
the relationship between the precious stones and man's essential being,
the circuit reveals the relationship of man to the Grail. Until the Temple
was built, the Grail could be touched only by the Angels. After it is built,
it tolerates the contact of men, but only of those who have acquired the
virtue of a diamond. These are the men who constitute the knighthood of
the Grail . 24 9
Such being the nature of the Temple, we are able to understand its
rituals and liturgies . It is significant that, of the three great Christian
feasts of Christmas, Easter and Pentecost, greater importance is assigned
to Pentecost than to the other two (one line for the first two, but an entire
stanza for the third). This is because Pentecost is the main feast of the
Grail Temple. The principle chancel ofthe Temple is consecrated to the
Holy Spirit (see above, § 1 ), and the spirituality of the Grail knights is
dominated by the mystery of Pentecost. In "The Quest of the Holy Grail ",
it is on the eve of Pentecost, after the arrival of Galahad, that the Holy
Grail manifests itself among the knights around King Arthur: " . . . there
came a clap of thunder . . . Suddenly the hall was lit by a sunbeam which
shed a radiance through the palace seven times brighter than had been
248 Cf. ibid., p p . 76-77, for som e of the correspondences signified by the constituent

p arts of the Tem ple.
249 Ibid., pp . 78-79, 83 .
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before. In this m om ent they were all illum ined as it m ight be by the grace
of the Holy Ghost . . . " For a long tim e they were silent, then " the Holy
Grail appe ar e d, cov ered with a cloth of white sam ite ; and yet no m ortal
hand was seen to bear it. " 2 5 0 T he next day, the Que st for the Holy Grail
began.
The feast of Pente cost in the T e m p l e of the Grail is not j u st a c omm em 
oration ofthe outpouring of the Spirit. We hav e already seen (see abov e,
section V, 4) how in the Com m unity -temple of Qum ran the celestial
liturgy was itself realized eschatology. Here , the liturgy of the Grail is
Pentec ost realized; it is the ev ent " in the pre sent" . This is so be cause the
outpouring of the Parac lete did not happ en once for all in the past, but is
still to com e , and the com m unity is still in expectation of it. Onc e again,
the norm of the T em p le here is the j am and nondum, alre ady and not yet
(see abov e , section VI , 1 ) . Hence the necessity of the persistence of
Chri stian esotericism (see abov e, section V I , 5), of which the Grail cycle is
a m onum ent. The Imago Templi of T i ture l dom inates ev ery Paracletic
perspectiv e, inc luding that of the Ecclesia Johannis of the Jo achim ites (see
abov e, section VI , 2 - 3) 2 5 1 As we observ ed above , the Grail before the
" tim e o f T iture l " rem ained on high, carried invisibly in the hands of the
Angels. The " tim e of T itur e l " is the " tim e of the T e m p le " , the recurrenc e
" in the present " of the mystical liturgy. T h e Grail m ay now be touched by
the hands of its knights, and c an reproduc e itself indefinitely in the future
within each soul that has attaine d the required purity .
Attenti on was also drawn e arlier (see abov e, section I V , 7) to the
affmity that m ay be seen to exist between the Imago Templi of the heavenly
Jerus alem in Jew i sh esotericism , and the ide a of the mystical T e m ple in
Me ister Eckhart. H ere once again, the similarity is obv ious . " We m ay
w onder whether Me ister Eckhart the m ystic, born in a epoch when the
rom ance (the New T iturel) was written (between 1 260 and 1 270), was not
him self touche d by the light of the Grail and the Grail T e m p l e , when he
defines the uncreated part of the soul not only as a scintilla (spark) but as a
castle (castellum), a sm all fortress (Burglein) ", 252 We m ay also recall the
250
25 1

op . cit., pp . 43 ff.
Cf the two studies cited above, note 1 5 2 .

The Quest of the Holy Grail,

252 Cf. H e l en Adolf, Visio Paris: Holy City and Grail. An Attempt ofan inner History ofthe
Grail legend (Pennsylvania State, 1 960), p. 1 39, cited in Gudula Trendelenburg,
op. cit . , p. 85 . Cf above, section IV, B, 7, and notes l l O and 1 1 1 . We m ay recall
the concept ofShahrestan-i Jan (the castle of the S oul) in S uhravardi, the rnetaphys-
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theme ofthe "noble man" in Meister Eckhart, of the chivalric ideal that
informed an entire aspect of Rhenish mysticism in the fourteenth century.
The two numbers twenty-two ( + 2
24) and seventy-two, given as
being the number of chancels in the Temple of the Grail, each possess, as
we said, an arithmosophical meaning. It is not surprising that the space
inside Titurel's Temple is of a size that makes it the measure, eschatologi
cally speaking, ofthe entire human community. The number twenty-four
is double the number of the signs of the zodiac, and suggests the corre
spondences between the Temple of the Grail and the cosmic Temple. But
the number seventy-two corresponds to the number of peoples and of
human tongues (seventy or seventy-two), as the Ancients traditionally
represented them. The figure seventy-two is certainly contained, poten
tially, in the number twelve ( 1 2X 6 72). In favouring it, preeminence is
given not so much to its relationship with the cosmic dome as to the
relationship of the Temple with the human race. 253 In Wolfram, the
chivalric ideal already brought the knights of East and West together in
the same knighthood. Eschatologically, the setVice of the Grail should
bring together the whole of humanity in the Temple of Titurel. The
Pentecostal mystety is "eschatology realized" in the Temple ofthe Grail
(see above, section V, 4).
=

=

We also said above that, on the one hand, the secret of the Grail Temple
was the Holy ofHolies which exemplifies the relationship of the Temple
with the Temple within man as a microcosm, and that, on the other hand,
this secret lay in the form of the great Temple, which is a perfect round.
This form has fascinated researchers. The Finnish scholar L . J . Ringbom
has traced its models, imitations, parallels and variations from Persia to
the far West. According to him, the form of the temple in the round is
essentially and par excellence the form of the sacred royal building. The
concept ofthe priest-kingship, ofthe integral king as a priest-king-as in
icianpar excellence of Light {Shaykh al- ishraq). The mystical meaning of Albrecht's
epic should be gone into more deeply, and Gudula Trendelenburg's briefnote on
the metaphysics of Light and Gothic style needs developing, ibid., p. 1 1 2.
253 Cf ibid. , pp. 9 0 - 9 1 , 1 93 ff, where numerous examples of the archetypical usage of
the numbers 70 and 72 are quoted. It is worth noting that the diagrams in which
the Iranian Shiite philosopher Haydar Amull represents the 72 sects, schods and
religions into which the human race is divided before and after Islam, correspond
perfectly to the ideal plan of the Temple of Montsalvat with its 72 chancels. On the
diagrams ofHaydar Amull, see my study on 'The Science of the Balance and the
Correspondences Between Worlds in Islamic Gnosis', published above.
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the case of the Grail king-prov ides him with the key which opens all the
traditional sanctuaries whose form is related to that of the Grail T emple 254
We obs erved that the shape of the entire T emple corresponds to that
which would be assumed by a Gothic sem i-rotunda if it were completed to
m ake a perfect circle. Yet the chancel ofthe Gothic church-for example,
S aint-Martin de T ours , or Saint-Remi de Reims-consists of no more
than a semi-rotunda opening onto the rectangle of the old basilica, so that
the plan of the whole building is cruciform. The breaking , or rather the
cutting-off, of the rotunda signifies the breaking of the whole formed by
the sacerdotal kingship of the Grail or, in other words, the breaking ofthe
unity formed by exoteric and es oteric, which are henceforth s eparated and
dispersed. The whole drama and meaning of the Temple ab origine lies in
the capitulation of the es oteric before the official norm and power of the
exoteric Church.
T he historian of traditional architectural forms can thus follow the
progress of the Imago Templi from the Orient to its entry into the West,
where the he arts of men are so hardene d that it cannot surv ive. The
T emplar rotundas are destroyed. With a few exceptions, all that remain
are the s em i-rotundas , traces of a mutilated unity 255 The exoteric is
trium phant, and the idea of the royal T emple returns to the country
whence it came, to the mystical " Orient" where it is received by him who
is the guardian of the priestly king ship, the mysterious Prester John, who
is not a ruler ofthis world. This is the last episode in the "New T iture l " .
Yet it must never be forgotten that the T emple of the Grail was only ever
manifest at " the meeting -place of the two seas " , in the L and of Light or
Terra Lucida, the " eighth c lim e " which the Ishraqiyun call the " intermediary
Orient" . It was not and could not be " incarnated" in this world, in the
sense that this word is misused today . In a single night, the T emple was
transferred from this " interm ediary Orient" to the " O rient" of the meta
physical world, to which T iturel and Parsifal transferred the Holy Grail.
Ifthis " return to the Orient" possesses a symbolic virtue for the history
of traditional architectural forms, it possesses it no less with respect to the
temple within man-or, better, to the temple that is man. We come back
254 Gudula Trendelenburg, op. cit., pp. 98-99. See also Ringbom, op. cit., especially

chap. X, pp. 1 40 - 1 78, 1 97- 1 98.
255 Consider, on the other hand, the rotunda of Neuvy Saint-Sepulcre (Indre), the
Round Church at Cambridge, etc.
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in this way to the drama of the destruction of the Temple which, following
a Cabbalistic master of our own time (see above, section II), we were
made to envisage at the beginning of this inquiry, as the drama of our
entry into this world. The rebuilding of the Temple is the work of a human
lifetime; or, more precisely, one can only leave the world of exile by
undergoing a second birth, signified by the rebuilding of the Temple. The
transference ofthe Temple to India is the return of the soul to its country
of origin.
Finally, this "return to the Orient" gives us the clue to the secret ofthe
Grail knighthood. The "India" to which the knights withdraw in the wake
ofTiturel and Parsifal is not one which we can hope to find on the map.
Traditionally, the word designates a distant Orient where the realm of the
invisible Paradise begins . It would be futile and absurd to identifY the
Prester John of the Grail cycle with a ruler of this world, with, for
example, a Mongolian or Ethiopian ruler, as happened in previous centuries.
At the end of Wolfram's epic, Prester John is Parsifal's nephew; at the end
of Albrecht's epic, the name and the honour are conferred on Parsifal
himself 256 Prester John is the ideal priest-king of the Johannine kingdom.
The return ofthe Templars ofthe Grail to his kingdom is their return to
invisibility, to a strict incognito.
One cannot therefore speak ofthe Temple ofthe Grail without opening
one's inner vision and hearing to the musical dramas ofRichard Wagner.
Indeed, in the "recital ofthe Grail ", Lohengrin voices the norm of strict
esotericism to which evety knight of the Grail is subject: "And its power is
sacred as long as it remains unknown to all . " The final scene of their
"return to the Orient" suggests to us how best to envisage the relationship
between the Templars ofthe Grail-in "Parsifal" and the "New Titurel "
-and the knights of the historic Order of the Temple. The historic Order
was the visible manifestation of a still more exalted knighthood that was
unknown to men, the temporaty trustee of a mission which, fium centuty
to centuty, these superior and unknown knights assign to those who are
worthy. This is how J . B . Willermoz, in the eighteenth century, himself
understood the significance of the historic Order of the Temple in relation
to a permanent Templarism that was superior to it-a relationship through
which alone the historic Order could claim descent from the Order of
256 a En Islam iranien, op. cit., wl. IV, index s.v. Pretre-Jean
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Essenes . There is a striking correspondence between what is implied by
this vision ofthings, and the occultation ofthe Grail knighthood.
The triumph ofthe Imago Templi lies in its thus emerging safe and sound
from all failings, all betrayals, all enslavement to the norms ofthis world.
Counter-histoty is ultimately more true than histoty. Once in occultation,
the Templars of the Grail can assume other names. One such name is the
"Sons of the Valley" in the great dramatic poem by Zacharias Werner.

via. The Imago Templi and the "Sons of the Valley "
1 . The critique ofthe Temple. In Zacharias Werner's great drama, the]m ago
Templi is linked to the theme of the Temple's perpetuation, but it differs in
two essential respects from the Templar tradition that we have already
discussed (see above, section VI). 1 . The tragedy ofthe historic Order of
the Temple gives place not to a glorification pure and simple of the Imago
Templi, historically represented by the Order, but to a critique a( and
lamentation over, the descendence into which the Temple has fallen, and
which motivates and governs the expectation ofthe new Temple. 2. As a
result, Templar filiation is not seen as following directly on the historic
Order of the Temple, as if it were simply a question of reviving this Order.
Templar f:tliation is conceived as being the work of a higher Order, which
is concealed behind the historic Order of the Temple, as well as behind all
the known manifestations of Templarism. This hidden community is
called by the author the " Sons of the Valley". The Templar heritage is
ensured by their decisions; it is not engendered historically by the events
of profane histoty. The new Temple is not the fruit of historical evolution.
As regards the first point, we are confronted with a critique of the
Temple at a moment parallel to that found in Ezekiel and in the Com
munity ofQumran. The historic Order ofthe Temple is guilty ofbetraying
the orders of the "Valley", a betrayal which is like a repetition of the sin of
Israel that violated and desecrated the Temple. Thus the tragedy corre
sponds to the first part of the Book ofEzekiel (see above, section III ), which
speaks of the judgement of God on the Temple and the resulting exile of
the Shekhinah. But the destruction of the desecrated Temple is a necessaty
prelude to the coming ofthe new Temple, which assumes the dimensions
of a cosmic restoration. The vision of the return from exile and the
rebuilding ofthe Temple correspond in Zacharias Werner to the alchemical
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transfiguration of the m artyr Jacques de Malay as prelude to the com ing
of the new Temple, which will be the work of the " Sons of the Valley " . In
both cases, the Imago Templi is m anifested in two phases: the tragedy of its
destruction, and the triumph of its restoration (see below, Nova Hierosolyma).
The whole dram a ofhum anity is contained within the dram a ofthis Imago
Templi, whose norm opposes the violations and profanations of History
with the inviolability and sacredness of the T emple " on the high m ountain" .
As regards the second point, because the historic T em plars were no
m ore than temporary trustees of the secrets of the Temple, Zacharias
Werner is led to adopt an attitude different from that which tends to
exculpate the unfortunate T e mplars on the charges brought against them
in the course of an unjust trial. The expectation of the new T em ple
presupposes a critique of the old one . It is not that the author goes over to
the side of their sinister enem ies, King Philip the Fair of France and Pope
Clem ent V; but he attem pts to explain their fate in term s of a superior
logic, one which enables him already to proclaim the dawning of a new
day . In effect, the tragedy of the historic Order of the Temple is raised to
the rank of parable . In saying that this tragedy typifies all the dram a of
m ankind, we are once again thinking of the essential meaning assigned
from the start (see above, section II) to the destruction and the restoration
of the T ern ple : entry into the world of exile, and departure from it. In
Zacharias Werner' s dram atic poem , the T e m p lars of the fourteenth cen
tury are in fact no m ore than surrogates for the T em plar m asonry of the
eighteenth century because, according to the author ' s v ision, both ofthem
were unfaithful to the m ission with which they had been entrusted by the
" Sons of the Valley " .
In what did this betrayal consist? All the reproaches and criticisms
levelled by Zacharias Werner at the historical Order of the Temple are in
fact directed at his own eighteenth-century contem poraries, who are easily
recognizable . The Knights T em plar are said to hav e m isused a secret
knowledge that had been entruste d to them , and to hav e been about to
reveal it at an untim ely m om e nt to the profane world. It was on account of
this that the " Sons of the Valley" withdrew their protection from them ,
and they were abandoned to their destiny of destruction. They were not,
however, utterly abandoned : a sm all rem nant was preserv ed with a view
to the future palingenesis. 25 7 In this, Zacharias Werner is sim ply following
257 A E. Waite, Emblematic, p. 1 84.
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T e mpl ar history ac c o r di ng to the Scotti sh tradition (see above , section
V I , 7) . I n fact, as w e have j u st said, it is ei ght e enth- c e ntury T emplarism
whi ch is at issue, b e c ause it is accused of havi ng allowed itself to be
c orrup t e d by the radi c al appl i cation ofthe princ ipl e s ofthe Aujklarung, the
" age of Enlightenment " . In the first plac e , he is thinki ng of the dis quiet
i ng Illuminati of Weis shaupt in B avaria, who had al ready provok e d a
vi ol ent reaction on the p ar t of the " Stri ct T e mp l a r O b s erv anc e " , and
who s e politic al aspirati ons did inde ed bring di scr e dit on T e mpl arism in
general. 258 Secondly and more generally, the author has in mind the whole
spi rit of the E nlightenm e nt in his critique of a degenerate T emplari s m :
th e r e ducti on of r eligion to m orality in the name of a rati onalism and a
critici sm that so muti l at e the high ideal of the T empl e that it is no l onge r
r e c ognizable ; a dei sm t h a t opens the w a y to athe i sm pure and simpl e and
unl e ashe s the pas sions of egoism and p ers onal amb i ti on-i n short, every
thi ng that th e spiritual knighthood was charg e d and pl edged to opp ose 2 5 9
Obviously, it w oul d be easy t o spe ak ofanachronism wi th respect t o the
role assigne d to the fourte e nth- c e ntury T e mplars as mouthpie c e s for the
Enlightenm e nt . B ut here the intentions of the pl aywright are not those of
a hi stori an. What he wi shes to do is t o synchr onize the dec adenc e of the
Imago Templi wi th the w ays in whi ch it may be r e stored 2 6 0 T h a t is al ready
clear from a very bri ef analysis of his great dram ati c p oem. T hi s esoteric
pl ay-i t deserves to be staged, although I do not know whether it ever has
b e e n-compri s e s tw o p a rt s .
A . The Templars in Cyprus. T h e scene o f action i s Limassol (Limas so) ,
the stronghol d of the O r de r in the s outh ofthe island. In several scenes we
are pre se nte d wi th the life of the O r d e r and its ritual c e remonies, in a way
which is intende d t o show us the de e p - s e ated reasons for the O r d e r ' s
decadenc e . I ts Grand M a ster, the vi rtuous J a c q u e s de M ol ay, i s unabl e t o
r e m e dy the situation. U n d e r a false pretext, Philip the F air persuad e s the
knights to c ome to Franc e . T h e fateful de cision is taken during a solemn
25 8 Cf. L ou i s Gu i n et, Zacharias Werner et I'esoterisme maconnique (P ar i s/Th e H ag u e ,
M outon, 1 962).
259 Ibid. , p p . 3 2 1 -324.
260 Friedrich L u dw ig Z achar i a s W ern er, Die Sohne des Thai's, ein dramatisches Gedicht. 1 .
Teil: 'Die Templer auf Cypem'; 2 . Teil: 'Die Kreuzesbruder'; Theater von F. L. Z.
W erner (2 vol s . , repr. of orig. ed., Vienna, J. V . Wallishauser, 1 8 1 3; the first
edition is date d Berlin, 1 803). The photocopy ofthe work came too late into my
possession for me to be able to provide an analysis of it here, as I would have
wished. I will return to it elsewhere.
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chapter. All the necessary dispositions are m ade concerning the treasures,
the ritual objects and the secret works . In the background we perceive the
action of the unknown Superiors, the " Sons of the Valley " , whose mysteri
ous m essengers Eudo and Astralis have the task of preparing Jac que s de
Molay for his fate, and the young knight Robert of Here dom for his
m ission. This is the young m an who has been chosen to carry through the
palingenesis of the Order, or rather its continuation after its destruction
on the visible stage of History.

B . The brothers ofthe Cross (Kreuzesbruder). 261 This tim e the action is set in
Paris on March 1 7- 1 8 , 1 3 14. The them e is the trial ofthe Tem plars, their
condemnation, and their appeal. But it is important to observe that Philip
the Fair is m erely the agent, accursed no doubt, but nev ertheless the m ere
executive agent of decisions which are taken by an authority higher than
his, the authority of the " Sons of the Valley" . If the Order must disappear
it is because it has overstepped the lim its of its power. After an imprison
m ent lasting eight years, Jacque s de Molay " understands the meaning of
his tribulations and his death. He is received as a m ember ofthe Valley in
the cave of Carm e l, after which he undergoes m artyrdom in a sort of
apotheosis and mystical ecstasy " . Robert of Heredom , after hav ing been
initiated as well, flees to Scotland with a few knights . In accordance with
the T em plar tradition, the Imago Templi once again makes the royal
Scotland of Robert the Bruce into the sanctuary where the T em ple is
perpetuated.
2. The ''Sons of the Valley ': What exactly does this nam e represent? It
represents an exalted company of initiate Brothers, who constitute ab
origine the secret Church of Christ-not unreminiscent of Eckhartshausen' s
" Inner Church" . 2 6 2 For Zacharias Werner, it represents a brotherhood of
" unknown Superiors " , which was at work behind the T em plar knight
hood of the fourteenth century and is still behind the T e m plar knighthood
of the eighteenth century . In fact, both of these knighthoods represent
simply a temporary form of m anifestation which is determ ined by the
brotherhood of the Valley. When the Valley, because of a transgression,
withdraws its protection from these form s, they are left defenceless before
26 1 L. Guinet, op. cit., p. 38, translates this as " Frere s -Croix " (Cros s-Brothers) .
262 Waite, Emblematic, p . 1 84 . Anto i n e F aivre, Eckhartshausen el la theosophie chretienne
(Paris, Klincksieck,
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the attacks of the powers of this world. The Valley, which is a purely
spiritual and secret power, has no part in the tide of becoming, and
participates in hum an events only in a mediate sense, through the com 
munities em anating from it and whose destiny it controls.
T hus, the historic Order of the T emple had been organized by the
Valley into three hierarchical levels: a. the knights, men of action who
were not even aware of the Valley's existence ; b. the initiated brothers,
who received esoteric instruction; c. the m asters, who were in direct but
secret communication with the " Sons of the Valley" . The latter thus
correspond, in a certain sense, to the knights of the Grail after their
occultation in the kingdom of Prester John (see above, section VII, 3).
More precisely, they correspond to those mysterious figures of Templar
tradition, through whom this tradition traces the ancestry of the historical
Order back to distant Essene origins. They are variously called the "Knights
of the Morning and of Palestine" , the " Thebaid Solitaries" , the " canons of
the Holy Sepulchre' 1 , the Canonici Templi Domini, and so on. They have all
been m entioned before (see abov e, section VI , 6). Nevertheless, it is
important to qualify the relationship : the " Sons of the Valley" did not
simply have to ally them selves with the Knights Templar. The " Sons of
the Valley " assign to these knights the mission which links them to the
distant Essenes, to the original Judaeo- Christian community . When they
withdraw their mission from the knights of the T emple in the fourteenth
century, they themselves continue to exist as before, immutable in their
Valley, the guardians of the Imago Templi in its ideal purity, ready to
ensure its future palingeneses.
This " Valley " - " the peaceful, silent hom eland of a community of Sages
whose task was to sanctify and div inize the world" -is the valley of
Jehoshaphat in the Holy L and, according to a Herm etic tradition, and its
nam e appears in the Bible in the Book of the prophet Joe l . 2 6 3 The word of
three syllables that in Zacharias Werner's dram a the Tem ple initiates
whisper into each other' s ears is obviously the word Jehoshaphat. How263

L. Guinet, op . cit. , p .
Principiis, chap . X I I I ,

1 02. Cf Joel 3 : 2, 1 2 and 14. Cf J aco b Boelun e, De Tribus
1 1 : " D er Engel des grossen Raths kommt in Josaphats Thai
mit einer guldenen Bulla, die verkauft er urn Oele ohne Geld; wer da kommt, den
trifts . " [The Angel from the Great Council comes to the valley of Jehoshaphat with
a Golden Bull, which he sells for oil, not money; whoever comes will obtain it.]
(Samtliche Werke, Faksimile-N eudruck der Ausgabe von 1 730, S tuttgart, 1 960,
2ter Bd., p. 150.
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ever, a significant fact emerges during the course of the extraordinary
seance held, on the eve of the fatal departure for Franc e, by the seven
knights entrusted with the fate o f the secret archives and sacred obj ects of
the Order. At the moment of repeating the password, the youngest member
of the T emple, young Gottlieb, as though dis covering by inspiration the
profound truth that the others have forgotten, utters these words : " !ch
in mir-wir sind-das Sein" (!-within me-we are-B eing ) . 2 6 4
The valley of J ehos haphat is likewise located, not on our map s , but at
" the meeting-place of the two seas" (see abov e, section II ) . Its very nam e
confers on it an eschatolog ical dimens ion, since it appe ars to the prophet
Joe l as the place of the L ast Judg ement . 2 6 5 The eschatological dimension
is that of the Imago Templi, whose virtue is such as to make it the suprem e
and effective recours e of all innocent men condemned unjustly . It is the
Appellatio ad vallem Josaphat. 266 We are reminded here of the last words of
Jacques de Molay, summoning Pope Clement V and King Philip the Fair
to appear before the j udgement seat of God (both of them , as we know,
died that same year) .
Because it is s ituated at " the meeting-place of the two seas " , in the place
which par excellence is median and intermediary, the valley of J ehoshaphat also
typifies the mode of knowledg e that Z acharias Werner opposes to the
rationalism which is destructive of the indissoluble unity of Creator and
Creation, and to the deistic conception of God as s eparated from his
creation and indifferent to it: a Deus otiosus. T he starting-point must be the
original intuition. In creating m an, God entruste d him with the task of
" completing the temple " , this implying far man the obligation of becoming
himself the T emple of God. 2 67 Instead, through his egoism, m an builds a
dwelling for himself, shattering in this way the unity of Creation. The
centre of Creation no longer coincides with the centre of the div inity, for
m an henceforth locates this centre within himself. This dislocation is the
consequence of pride, which manifests itself in the form of knowledge
264 L. Guinet, op. cit., pp. 1 06- 1 07. Gottlieb's reply: "Gottlieb kann's nicht anders"
(Gottlieb cannot do otherwise) echoes the very words ofLuther before the Diet of
Worms.
265 "I will also gather all nations, and will bring them down into the valley of
Jehoshaphat", Joel 3:2. "Thither cause thy mighty ones to come down, 0 Lord.
Let the heathen be wakened, and come up to the valley of Jehoshaphat", Joel
3: 1 1-12 "Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of j udgement", Joel 3: 1 4.
266 L. Guinet, op. cit., p. 102, note 8 .
267 Ibid. , pp. 208 ff.
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described by our author in his gnostic hermeneutic of the Tree of knowl
edge of good and evil. This is the form of knowledge which he is actually
condemning in his own contemporaries when he attacks the T emplars of
the fourteenth century for accepting it. It is a form of knowledge that is
discursive, analytical, falsely obj ectiv e ; that isolates and parcels out into
autonom ous components s omething which constitutes an essential unity.
Moreov er, it is a form of knowledge that wrongly arrogates to itself the
privilege of being the only valid mode of knowing .
On the other hand (and here we perceive the profound influence on our
author of the great theologian Schleiermacher), there is a mode of knowl
edge which is intuitive, divinatory, combining the action of imag ination
and feeling, and which as such is the mode, essentially, of religious
knowledg e . 2 68 This rediscovery of the noetic value and of the mediating
function of the Imag e and the Imagination is of maj or importance, for
Zacharias Werner there by v alidates at once imaginativ e know ledge and
the existence of that mundus imaginalis ('alam al-mithal) which fulfils a
function (between the Jabarut and the Mulk) so essential for the theos
ophers of Islam . Only a metaphys ics of the imaginal can attain to " the
meeting -place of the two seas" , to the " v alley of Jehoshaphat" , as Suhra
v ardi so adm irably dem onstrate d (see abov e, section II) . This mediating
function of the activ e Im agination is essential for spiritual alchemy-that
is to say, for the effectiveness of the alchemical operation viewed as a
transmutation of the inner m an. Moreover, it is this exalted science of
alchemy that Z acharias Werner sees as the secret of the " Valley" , the
secret which trans formed the martyrdom ofJacques de Molay into an
ecstatic apotheos is.
The Order had but a single aim : the reg eneration, the new birth,
brought about by the re-establishment of the identity between macrocosm
and microcosm . The all-powerfulness of the active Imag ination (quite
different, as Paracelsus says, from the " fantasy " ) puts into operation an
alchemy which comprises simultaneously a conception of the world, an
268 Ibid. , pp. 2 1 0, 292. For Zacharias Werner, faith as it is generally conceived in the
Christian churches has a rational component that is too opposed to his idea of
religion; its character is too dogmatic, too historical fcr him. Today we would add:
too sociological. I quote, from memory, a recent invitation "to celebrate (the
Eucharist) less and to share more (socially) " . Well and good; but the second
undertaking requires neither religious faith nor a Church, and it is hard to see how
it could revive them.
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ethic and an eschatology . And this is so whether it is a case of practical
alchemy or speculative alchemy : the notion ofmediating and mediation is the
very foundation of the Ars magna. T he philosopher' s stone is to be found
only through the coincidentia oppositorum, and this coincidentia can occur only
through a m e diatory term and on a m ediating level (the level, as the
Islam i c theosophers say, " where bodies are spiritualized and where spirits
take on body " ) . Mercury both engenders and resorbs contraries, and it is
also one ofthe nam es for the Stone of the Sages. This stone has the power
to destroy gross m atter and to conv ert the body of m an into a subtle body
of a lum inous essence, like the bodies of the Righteous in Paradise , or the
body of the androgynous Adam before his Fall . T he active Im agination is
the organ of m editation that assim ilates the Opus alchemicum, by which
base m etal is refined. In v irtue of this assim ilation, the Im agination is the
m ediator which brings about the refinem ent of whoever " spiritualizes
him self until he reaches the final stage of mystical union" . 26 9 Such is the
secret of the apotheosis of Jacques de Molay and of the Imago novi Templi.
3 . Towards the new Temple. In speaking of the Grand Master Jacque s de
Molay, Robert of Heredom called him " that great, poor, m i sunderstood
he art" . Despite his m o desty and renunciation, which led him to submit to
the fateful decision, taken by the Chapter, to return to France-a return
whose consequences he foresaw-Jacques de Molay had to undergo the
m oral and physical sufferings of an unjust trial, as well as endure the
distress of eight years in prison, in order to attain suprem e purification. 270
The interiorizing of the alchem ical work le ads, certainly, to a superior
form of gnosis, to a knowledge of the unitive way. What characterizes this
knowledge, however, is that it is not m erely theoretical : it is the actual
experience of the unitiv e way and of the mystical union. T he three stages
of the alchem ical operation, whose secret is also the secret of the " Valley " ,
have their spiritual correspondences: nigredo, the dark night of the soul;
albedo, illum ination, the birth of the .filius philosophorum; and rubedo, the red
of divine love, the hierogamy o f the soul with her God. Jacque s de Molay
traversed and experienced these three stages of the mystical way. T he
final term of the Great Work is represented by Zacharias Werner as the
269 Ibid., p. 142.
270 At the Chateau of Chinon today, one can still make a pilgrimage to the Tour du
Coudray where the Knights Templar were imprisoned.
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Grand Master of the T emplars being received into the bosom of the
Valley . The transm utation of his inner being is complete; here below, he
knows ecstasy, the union with God which is the prelude to the definitive
union, consum m ated by death as a m artyr. His transmutation is simul
taneously the transmutation of the entire T emplar Order. His death is
redemptory, the philosopher' s stone which transforms the base lead of the
old Temple into the gold of the new . 271
While Jacque s de Molay embraces death in ecstasy, Robert of Heredom
throws him self into the world of action which leads to the com ing of the
new Temple . In an extraordinary scene, the initiator, Adam de Valincourt,
instructs him in the significance of earthly de ath. Defunct bodies liberate
the " seeds of resurrection" . When living beings disappear, they leave
behind them a subtle body (Paracelsus' corpus spiritual, the jism mithali or
imaginal body of the Islam ic theosophers) . When the rose is subj ected to
the action of fire, burned to ashes and then diluted after ferm entation, a
bluish colour appears, followed by the astral form of the rose . This
experim ent is the sam e as that conducted by the great Christian Cabbalist
F . C. Oetinger, using a sprig of balm-an experim ent he found so over
whelm ing that he returns to it over and over again. " May the son of the
Valley be annihilated-And m ay there spring from the worm-eaten Temple
-A tree of life flowering in the eternal sacred wood of the L am b . " 272
T owards the end of the poem , Robert of Heredom is thus initiated by the
Sons of the Valley and created Grand Master of the new Temple, which
will be born again from the ashes of the old. He is the guardian of the
secret Palladium until the tim e when m en are sufficiently m ature to ac
knowledge him , and worthy enough to receive the Light which the Valley
revealed to Jacque s de Molay on the eve of his m artyrdom . 273
Robert's nam e in chivalry refers us to the mystical m ountain of Heredom
in the north of Scotland, of which m ention has already been m ade (see
above, section VI , 7). The entire Scottish tradition is thus evoked, the part
played by Scotland in the renaissance of the Order of the T emple after its
destruction. The person of the young knight likewise comes to be integrated
to the geste of the knights who, in the company of Pierre d'Aum ont, were
accorded in Scotland the protection of King Robert the Bruce and,
27 1 L. Guinet, op . cit . , p p . 1 54 - 1 5 5 .
272 Translation by L . Guinet, i bid., p . 1 56 .
3 7 3 Cf. Waite, Emblematic, p . 184, note 2 .
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according to the tradition, continued the Temple there . After the sacrifice of
Jacques de Malay, Robert ofHeredom receives, from the hands of one of
the Sons of the Valley, the coffer containing both the authentic doctrine
and the bell of the prim itive Church, which he will transm it to future
generations . Six m ore knights who have become " Brothers of the Cross"
are attache d to him by the Valley, and the little company of seven m en
" ride out at daybreak, the symbol of rebirth, youth and strength" , towards
the castle of Heredom in Scotland 2 74
Then there rises up on the horizon an Imago Templi which resembles
both the Temple ofT iturel and the Church ofthe third reign, the Ecclesia
Johannis of the Holy Spirit proclaim ed by the Joachim ites. All thought of
politics is laid aside ; nothing counts but m an' s spiritual powers and divine
providence. The T em ple which is at present still invisible will becom e the
Temple of the whole hum an race : " And the globe becam e an imm ense
church-On the evergreen grass of the tombs . . . -And from abov e the
flam ing winds this chorus resounded-And earth and water gave back a
sonorous echo-And all beings thundered:-L ife will overcome dreadful
death. " The symbol of the Cross fades before the ancient flam ing Star,
symbol ofthe Church of the Holy Spirit and of the Eternal Gospel : " Then
to the sound of bells-To the accents of the choirs-The new sign-Will
fade before the ancient emblem . " 2 7 5
It . i .s astonishing that such a dram a should never hav e tempted a
mUSICian.

ix. The Nov a H i e r o s o lym a . Swe denb o rg

i . The celestial Temple and the new Jerusalem. Z achari as Werner' s great
Templar epic ends with a triumphant celestial liturgy which assum es the
dim ensions of a cosm ic liturgy . In the Revelation of John, the vision of the
Nova Hierosolyma likewise sets us in the presence of a cosm ic liturgy, a
celestial liturgy in which we relive the mystery of an eschatology that is
already visionally accomplished, as in the liturgies of the Comm unity of
Qum ran (see abov e, section V, 4) . In Swedenborg, the new Jerusalem as
the Imago Templi heralds the com ing of the Nova Ecclesia.
In the celestial Temple, John witnesses a m agnificent liturgy which
274 Cf L. Guinet, op . cit., p. 1 0 1 .
275 Ibid., p p . 1 75- 1 76 . Cf pp . 360-36 5 .
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unfolds in seven great scene s . 27 6 Recent res earch has shown that the
dominant imag e in these grand liturgical scenes is without doubt the great
Jewish feast ofthe Tab ernacle s . 277 Be that as it may, the heavenly Jerusalem
is peopled by priest-kings . Ideally speaking, the I sraelites are a people of
priests (Exod. 1 9 : 6). In the vision of J ohn , all the Elect are also a people of
priest-kings (Rev . 20 : 6 and 2 2 : 5 ) . The believer' s status is simultaneously
royal and s acerdotal27 8 (like that of the knight-pri ests at Monts alv at ) . As
was the case with the C ommunity of Qumran, there is here an indissoluble
union b etween the celestial and earthly liturgies : the believer in heaven
and the believer on earth are united in the same liturgical act. The
connection between " events in Heav en " and those which "take place" on
earth is dramati cally illustrated in the effects that the celestial liturgy can
have on those who are on earth : "And the Angel took the censer, and filled
it with the fire of the altar, and cast it into the earth: and there were voices,
and thunderings , and lightning s, and an earthquak e " (Rev. 8 : 5 ).
The Image of the celestial Temple and that of the new Jerusal em are
indissolubly united in the J o h anni ne vision. " Him that overcometh will I
make a pillar in the temple of my G od, and he shall go no more out : and I
will write up on him the name of my G o d, and the name of the city of my
G od, whi ch is new Jerus alem, which cometh down out ofheaven from my
G o d : and I will write upon him my new nam e " (Rev. 3 : 12). The new
J erus alem is none other than the new Templ e of God. J ohn thus reinterprets
all the traditi onal expectation of I s rael : " And I saw a new heaven and a
new earth : for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away" (Rev .
2 1 : 1 ) . Thi s is truly a new creation; and the city-temple that comes down
from heav en (2 1 : 2) is p art of thi s new creation, and descends from newly
created skies. We can see from thi s that it is a question not simply of the
rej uvenation and transformation of the old, but of the breaking-through of
s omething that is outsi de and beyond hi story. Is this conception radically
different from that of the Rabbis for whom the city was the celestial city
archetyp e ? 27 9 We think not, because the descent of the city-archetype in
any case marks a break or di scontinuity in the course of things . It is
hierohistory or " subtl e history" breaking through and dissolving the norms

276 Cf R. J. McKelvey, The !'lew Te�p/e, the Church in the New Testament (Oxford, 1 969).
The seven great scenes m question are Revelation 4 : 2 - 1 1 ; 5 : 8 - 1 4 ; 7: 9- 1 7 ; 1 1 : 1 5- 1 9 ;
1 4: 1 - 5 ;

1 5 : 2-4 ;

19: 1-8.

277 Ibid. , pp . 1 6 2- 1 6 3.
278 Ibid. , pp . 165

ff.

279 Ibid. ,

p.

1 70 .
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of secular history . This hierohistory is also, by its essence, a radical inno
vation, a new creation, hitherto unseen. The true relationship is expressed,
m oreover, in a rem arkable symbol .
2 . From the Temple of Ezekiel to the Johannine city-temple. T h e symbol in

question is a m agnificent window in Chartres cathedral, which shows the
apostle John perched on the shoulders of the prophet Ezekiel . 28 0 This
symbol by itself m akes the relationship between the vision and theology of
the T emple in Ezekiel (see above, section III , 4) and the J ohannine vision
of the Nova Hierosolyma quite clear : fundam entally they are in agreem ent,
but in the second new heights are reached. To reach these heights,
however, it is necessary to be carried by Ezekiel himself higher than his
own vision. " And he [one of the seven Angels] carried m e away in the
spirit to a great and high m ountain, and shewed m e that great city, the
holy Jerusalem , descending out of heaven from God" (Rev. 2 1 : 1 0). Ezekiel,
too, relates how " In the visions of God brought he m e into the land of
Israel, and set m e upon a very high m ountain, by which was as the fram e
of a city on the south" (Ezek. 4 0 : 2) . The tem ple contemplated by the
visionary Ezekiel is already a city -temple j ust as the city c ontem plated by
John is a city-temple . Here, our inquiry should complete the parallel
previously established (see above, sections III and V) between the Ezekelian
theology of the Temple and that of the Com munity of Qumran, by
establishing another parallel between the Qum ran vision of the Nova
Hierosolyma and the J ohannine vision. 28 1 For the present we m ust confine
ourselves to pointing out what there is in com m on between the Ezekelian
and Johannine visions of the new Temple.
Com m on to the T emple in both visions is the geom etrical layout, whose
symbolism is such as to characterize an Imago Templi com m on to the
esotericism of the entire Abraham ic tradition. In Ezekiel' s city-temple,
whose nam e is " the L ord is there " , the four sides of the perfect square each
have three gates (north, south, east and west) : twelve gates in all, the
280 There is a beautiful reproduction of this in Paul Popes co's hook, La Cathedrale de
Chartres, Chefs-d'oeuvre du Vitrail europeen (Paris, Bibliotheque des Arts , 1 970),
fig . 40, window 95 (s outh), and p. 1 40: "The evangelist app e ars like 'a dwarf on
the shoulders of a giant', meaning that the evangelists are lesser then the prophets,
but see further becaus e they are m ore highly-place d . "
281 C f Shozo Fuj ita, Temple Theology, pp . 3 06-3 1 6 , the final chapter entitled ' The book
of Ezekiel and the fragments of "N ew J erus alem "' .
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nam e of each corresponding respectively to the nam e of one of the twelve
tribes of Israel (Ezek. 4 8 : 3 0-35). In the Rev elation of John (21 : 1 2), the
city-temple, the new Jerusalem descending from heav en, " had twelve
gates, and at the gates twelve angels, and nam es written thereon, which
are the nam es of the twelve tribes of the children of Israel" . There are
three gates in each of the four sides of the square . Furtherm ore, the city
wall had twelve foundations, and on them were the twelve nam es of the
twelve apostles (Rev . 2 1 : 1 3- 1 4) .
Another parallel completes this one. Twelver Shiite prophetology always
establishes a correspondence between the num ber of twelve Im am s, and
the twelve heads of the twelve tribes of Israel, the twelve springs that
gushed from the rock struck by the staff of Moses. And Shiite gnosis, most
notably in the work of Qadi Sa' id Qum m i , m editates in this sense on the
cubic form of the Temple of the K a'bah, which corresponds to the form of
the city-temple in Ezekiel and John. In the twelve edges of the cube, Shiite
gnosis perceives the symbol of the twelve Im am s, who are the spiritual
temple because they are par excellence the m inisters of the esoteric aspect of
the prophetic rev elation. T he very structure of the Temple thus betokens
the structure of the plerom a of the eternal prophetic Reality, and the
Tem ple of the K a' b ah is transfigured into a spiritual T em ple 282 In this
way there em erges an Imago Templi that is com m on to all three branches of
the Abraham ic tradition. Through the m ediation of their esotericists, they
are finally reunited in the mystical Jerusalem , in the sam e spiritual city.
Next, there is the Johannine statem ent: " And I saw no temple therein
[in the c ity ] " (Rev . 2 1 : 22); for the Temple is the Lord God himself and his
Christ. Jewish eschatology itself, it is true , m akes the new Jerusalem into
the symbol of the unity not j ust of Israel, but of hum anity, and John
relates his vision to this great hope by m aking the city-temple the centre of
the world. But is not a future Jerusalem without a temple som ething
unthinkable, unacceptable for the Jewish sense of piety?
In reply,
Ezekiel himself and, closer to our tim e, Swedenborg, prepare the way for
my study on 'The Configuration of the Temple of the Ka'bah' , published
above. S ee als o my ' S cience traditionnelle et Renaissance spirituelle', op . cit. (in

282 Cf

on the meaning of the coat o f ann s chosen for the Universite Saint-Jean de
Jerusalem) .
" D as zukiinftige Jerus alem ohne Tempel, ein fur die alte Synagoge unvollzieh

fine,
283

barer Gedank e " , Strack und Billerbeck,
p . 175 note 2 .

I I I , 852,

cited in R. J. McKelvey, op . cit . ,
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the herm eneutic . Does not God say, in the Book of Ezekiel (1 1 : 1 6) :
. yet will I be to them a s a little sanctuary " ? (see above, section I I I , 2) .
284
There are thus two essential aspects to be taken into account.
a. It would indeed be disconcerting if the new Jerusalem had no temple .
What John m eans is that the temple of the new Jerusalem is God him self
and his Christ (Rev . 2 1 :22), and the intim acy proclaim ed in Ezekiel
between God and m an is experienced on an even higher level. The veils or
barriers between God and m en disappear in the new Jerusalem . " And
they shall see his face " (Rev . 22 : 4) .
b . Another aspect, leading back t o the first, i s that the new Jerusalem is
itself the Temple : it is all T emple, the city-temple . Not only is God a
tem ple for the believers. , as in Ezekiel; the believers are also a temple for
God (cf the Com m unity-tem ple of Qum ran ; abov e, section V, 2. See also
Rev . 3 : 1 2: the believers becom e pillars in the T emple and bear the nam e
of the new Jerusalem ) . The city-temple is in the form of a cube (as is also
the Ka' bah; see abov e), like the Holy of Holies in the T em ple of Solomon
(I Kgs . 6 : 20) . T he new Jerusalem and the T em ple are one and the sam e
thing. Better still, the new Jerusalem is itself the new Heav en and the new
Earth. Let us note, too, that when John speaks of God as the temple of the
believer, and of the believer as the temple of God, he does not signify the
sam e thing as when one speaks ofthe Church as the Temple of God. He is
not describing the T em ple alone, but the Holy of Holies, the m ost sacred
part ofthe T emple. Thereby the necessity for Christian esotericism is also
established (see above, section VI , 1-5).
Consequently, the Johannine Imago Templi is the symbol ofthe ultim ate
and final com m union between God and his people, the fulfilment of the
Ezekelian prom ise : " They will be his people and God himself shall dwell
am ongst them " . T he divine Presence- " the dwelling of God am ongst
them " -which believers are privileged to experience on earth, will not be
taken away from them when they die. In the world to com e they will still
hav e that privilege . This is what it means to becom e " a pillar in the
temple of my God" (Rev . 3 : 1 2), and to enjoy the imm ediate vision of the
divine (Rev . 2 1 : 22, 2 2 : 4) . There alone will the mystical epic of all Tem plar
chivalry be consum m ated, for it is not in this world that m an' s goal and
destiny are to be sought.
284

For what follows, see McKelvey's apposite observaticns in ibid., pp. 175-177, 1 87.
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3 . The ''Nova Ecclesia " in Swedenborg. The entire spiritual oeuvre of the great
eighteenth-century visionary theosopher Swedenborg is dom inated by the
idea of the Nova Hierosolyma, signifying the Nova Ecclesia whose annunciator
and prophet it was Swedenborg's m ission to be . His herm eneutic of
chapter XXI of the Rev elation is in som e sense the recapitulation of his
entire doctrine . " The whole of this chapter, " he writes, " treats of the
L ord's Advent, and of the new church to be established by him . It is this
new church which is m e ant by Jerusalem . . . " 285 We should therefore
study the whole doctrine of the new Jerusalem ; but we will confine
ourselves here to the comm entary on the chapter in question, which has
the virtue of rem inding us of the laws of imaginal v isionary perception
(angelic hierognosis in Swedenborg) . The herm eneutic of the Imago Templi
illustrates how esoteric and exoteric, by virtue of these very laws, are
inseparable . 28 6
The heav enly Jerusalem is perceived first of all by the visionary of the
Apocalypse as the holy city; immediately afterwards, he contemplates it as
a young betrothed m aiden. In the doctrine of Swedenborg the two im ages,
superimposed one upon the other, are symbolic visions, an exemplary case
of correspondence . The very idea of such a correspondence presupposes
the ontological reality of what we, in comm on with our Islamic theosophers,
have called the mundus imaginalis and, consequently, the necessary percep
tion of things at " the m eeting-place of the two seas " . Symbolically or
" representationally" , the new Jerusalem is perceived as a city; in its
spiritual reality it is perceived as a betrothed m aiden. This, observes
Swedenborg, is exactly what happens for the Angels when they see, read
or hear in the Word som ething to do with a city. In the thought of the
lower-ranking Angels, it is still perceived as a city. In the thought of the
Angels of a higher order, it is perceived as the Nova Ecclesia with respect to
the doctrine. But by virtue of the law of correspondences, which ensures
the plenary reality sui generis of the visionary Images that imm ediately
translate the inner state of those who perceive them , the holy city is
perceived in the thought of the still higher-ranking Angels as a m ost
beautiful m a iden, clothed in garm ents that correspond to the attributes of

285 Emanuel Swedenborg, The Apocalypse Revealed (London, The Swedenborg Society
(Inc .), 1 8 78), vol. I I , art. 880, pp. 705-706.
286 On Swedenborg's hermeneutics and the meaning ofthe Antiquissima, Antiqua and
Nova Ecclesia, cf H. Corbin, 'Hermeneutique spirituelle comparee: I. Swedenborg.
I I . Gnose ismaelienne', inF ace de Dieu,face de !'Homme (Paris, Flammarion, 1 983).
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the Nova Ecclesia. " Thus, " declares Swedenborg, " has it also been permitted
me to see the church ? " 7
The ev ents and content of the Johannine vision are likewise interpreted
by Swedenborg acc ording to the sam e herm eneutic , in which symbols are
elucidated in relation to the inner states that determ ine the hierarchy of
those who perceive them . John was " carried . . . away in the spirit to a
great and high m ountain" (Rev . 2 1 : 1 0). This signifies that John was
carried off into the third Heav en, and that there the Nova Ecclesia, with
respect to its doctrine, was m ade m anifest to the eyes of his visionary
perception, first as the im age of a city and then as the image of a betrothed
m aiden. If " to be carried away to a high m ountain" m eans to be carried
off to the third Heav en, this is because it happens " in the spirit" and he
who is " in the spirit" as regards thought and vision is in the third Heaven.
The Angels of the third Heaven dwell on the m ountains, those of the
second Heaven on the hills, and those of the first Heaven in the valleys
between the hills and m ountains . The elevation to the third Heaven
happens in an instant. It corresponds to a change of thought, that is to say
of the visionary's total inner being. 288
The new Jerusalem descends from Heaven " hav ing the glory of God:
and her light was like unto a stone most precious, even like a j asper stone,
clear as crystal" (Rev. 2 1 : 1 1 ) . What this means is that in the Nova Ecclesia,
which is the Nova Hierosolyma, the letter of the Word had becom e trans
lucent, so that its spiritual m eaning was imm ediately apparent to the
sight. For those who hav e entered into the spiritual intelligence of the
Word, its spiritual m eaning is m ade lum inous in the light of their Heav en,
a light which proceeds from the Lord as from the sun. For such beings, the
sam e applies to the spiritual m eaning concealed within each detail of the
Word. We should follow Swedenborg' s herm eneutic in detail with regard
to all of the verses describing the New Jerusalem . 289
2B7 Swedenborg, op. cit., art. 88 1 , p. 708 .
2 8 8 Ibid., art. 896, pp. 7 1 6- 7 1 7 . Swedenborg does not omit t o compare the description
ofthe city with those given in Ezekiel 40:2 ff. and Zechariah 2 : 2.
289 Ibid. , art. 897, pp. 7 1 7-7 1 8 . Swedenborg is here referring expressly to his work
Doctrina Novae Hierosolymae de &riptura Sacra; cf. A Bibliography ofthe Worics ofEmanuel

Swedenhorg (London, 1 906), nos. 1 790- 1 855. It seems necessazy here to quote at
least one other page of Swedenborg's where he comments on this J ohannine vision
of the heavenly Jerusal em. The quotati on is taken from his fundamental work,

Heaven and its Wonders, and Hell: from things Heard and Seen, L o ndon, J. M. D en t &
C o . , 1 909 (De Caelo et ejus mirabilibus, et de Infemo, ex auditis et visis, L ondini, 1 758) .

The quotation illustrates perfectly Swedenborg's doctrine of the conjunction of
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Let us m erely observ e, however, that his spiritual herm eneutic enables
him to overcom e the seem ing paradox of a holy city in which the visionary
sees no temple (Rev. 2 1 : 22). We must not think, he says, that in the Nova
Ecclesia, the New Jerusalem , there will be no temple. No; what is meant is
that in the New Jerusalem there will be nothing external (exoteric) whose
inward (esoteric) meaning will be veiled. The reason is that although the
word "temp l e " does indeed designate the Nova Ecclesia as the place of the
celestial liturgy, in its highest sense it designates the L ord himself in the
hum an m anifestation of his div inity. Then " the L ord God is himself the
T e m p l e " , 29 0 as we also read in Ezekiel (see abov e, section III , 2) .
The fact that in this world there is a screen which separates inner and
outer, esoteric and exoteric, is what creates the necessity for a Christian
esotericism . The understanding that this duality is abolished by the Nova
Hierosolyma is the essential perception that links Swedenborg to all the
spiritual m asters for whom the norm of the spiritual Temple signifies the
com ing of the Paraclete . The ir agreement on this point unites the Joachi 
m ites of the eternal Gospel, the Jewish Cabbalists, and the Twelver Shiite
theosophers who identify the com ing of the. twelfth Im am with the coming
of the Paraclete . This is why we said above that the mystical Jerusalem is
the spiritual T emple com m on to the three branches of the Abraham ic

Heaven with man through the Word: a conjunction ofthe spiritual meaning with
the material meaning, ofthe exoteric with the esoteric. "Anyone who reads these
words understands them merely according to the sense of the letter, according to
which the visible heaven and earth are to perish, a new heaven is to exist, and the
holy city Jerusalem with all its dimensions as here described is to descend upon a
new earth. But the angels present with man understand these things quite differ
ently, for they understand spiritually what man understands naturally. By the new
heaven and new earth they understand a new Church. By the city Jerusalem
coming down from God out of heaven, they understand its heavenly doctrine
revealed by the Lord. " Swedenborg goes on to give the spiritual meaning of all the
details in the description of the New Jerusalem in the Apocalypse, and sums up as
follows: "The natural ideas of man pass into spiritual ideas with angels, without
their knowing anything of the sense of the letter of the Word . . . And yet the
thoughts of angels unite with the thoughts of man, because they correspond to one
another. They unite almost like the words of a speaker and the understanding of
them by the hearer . . . Therefore, when angels think spiritually and man thinks
naturally, they are cm"]joined almost like soul and body; the internal sense ofthe
Word is also its soul, and the sense of the letter its body. Such is the Word
throughout; hence it is evident, that it is the means of conjoining heaven with man;
and that the sense ofthe letter serves as a basis and foundation. " Op. cit., art . 307,
pp. 1 43- 1 44.
290 Swedenborg, The Apocalypse Revealed, op. cit. , pp. 734-735.
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tradition. The T e m p l e as a " p lace of v ision" is the ultim ate intuition to
which we are guided, through all its recurrences, by the Imago Templi.

TEMPLE AND CONfEMPLATION

There is no place here for anything resembling a conclusion, let alone an
epilogue . T he T emple is not yet completed. I would prefer to use the word
" denouem ent" , but I would accom pany it with this question. When what
is at issue are the norm s that reign in our world, in the present state of our
civilization, m ight not the Imago Templi appe ar to us as " resolving " , or
absolving (in the sense that it sets us in the presence of an absolutum, an
absolute because it absolves from the lim its which block our world off from
the horizon of the spiritual worlds) the horizon of the world beyond?
It is significant that the Latin word templum originally m eant a vast
space, open on all sides, from which one could surv ey the whole surround
ing landscape as far as the horizon. This is what it m e ans to contemplate: to
" set one's sights on" Heav en from the temple that defines the field of v ision.
By the sam e token, the idea of contemplation introduces the idea of
consecration. T h e term was actually used abov e all to designate the field of
Heav en, the expanse of the open H e aven where the flight of birds could be
observed and interprete d. Perhaps the idea of the cosm ic T em pl e , which
we hav e com e across several times in the course of our inquiry, should be
viewed in this light. Thus sacralized, the word templum finally cam e to
m e an the sanctuary, the sacred building known as a temple, the place of a
divine Presence and of the contemplation of this Presence . Thus, the L atin
templum becam e the appropriate word with which to translate the Hebrew
and Arabic expressions that we m et with at the start (Beth ha-miqdash, Bayt
al-Maqdis; see above, section I ) , which connote the idea of a divine
dwelling-plac e; whereas, through its distant etym ology, the word itself
connotes the idea of a place of v ision. The temple is the place, the organ, of
VlSlOn.
Our inquiry, which embraced the theology of the Temple both in
Ezekiel and in the Essene Comm unity of Qum r an, has presented us with
this thesis : God him self is the temple of believers-and, reciprocally,
believers are themselves the temple of God. This is the whole m otif of the
m an-temple , the community-temp l e . T o be the man-temple (one should
say templatio, templificatio hominis) is to be oneself a space of contemplation,
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and thence a consecrated space . It is here, in the m an-temple, that the Imago
Templi manifests itself, because in the m an-temple the Imago Templi is the
m irror reflecting the Imago Animae, and because in this sense contemplator,
contemplation and temple are one . There is thus an indissoluble link
between Israel and the idea of the T emple, not only because T em plar
hierologies lay claim to a descent that goes back ultimately to the first
T emple of Solom on, but also with regard to the essence of that which
m akes the templ e .
When I say that w e owe the T emple t o the people-temple, I am
thinking particularly of the late Hebrew etym ology that was given to the
nam e of lsrael, in perfect accordance with the thought of Philo. Moreover,
this etymology accords perfectly with that of the word templum, for the
m eaning it assigns to the nam e Israel is m an-tem ple : " H e who sees God"
The word thus designates " the race of seers" , and " I srael thus becam e, by
definition, a people of contemplalives dedicated to the vision of divine
things" . As Philo explains, " The eye of the soul, which is the m ost
transparent, pure and piercing of all, which alone is perm itted to see God,
bears the nam e of lsrae l . " Through this philosophical transposition, the
concept of Israel is expanded to m e an a spiritual and mystical Israel,
representing both the assembly ofholy, " seeing" souls, and the indiv idual
soul, the soul's intellective part, the voiic; or &avow, the thought of the
sage " who sees God and loves him " . Vision surpasses sound : the ears
becom e eyes. Philo explains further : at the time ofthe theophany of Sinai,
it was said that " all the people saw the sound" and did not understand it,
" for if the voice of hum an beings is received by the hearing, the voice of
God is received by the sight, like a light . " 2 9 1 We could say the same of
active contemplation. When m an is thus, m an is truly the Temple .
And it is when m an is thus that we can speak of the denouem ent, that is,
of the resolving, absolving function of the Imago Templi. This is not, of
course, a resolution that can be produced with a great flourish of dialectic.
As we envisaged at the start of this inquiry (sec above, section I I ) , the
destruction of the T emple now appears as the destruction of the m an
tem ple, and thence as the desacralization of m an and of his world. We
grasp the full extent of the tragedy when we recall that, in the course of
this inquiry, we have been told over and over again that the T emple was
29 1 Anni e Jaubert,

op.

cit. ,

pp .

4 1 1 -4 1 2 .
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the place through which Heaven and earth were in com m unication, the
interm ediary locus " at the m eeting-place of the two seas " , linking Heav en
with the earth. The destruction of the T em ple is destruction of the field of
vision: contemplation collapses for lack of space, for lack of a horizon
beyond this world. Heaven and e arth have ceased to com unicate : there is
no longer either temple or contemplation.
From then on the knot of agnosticism tightens around the consciousness,
shutting it off from itself. This is the reign of the " norm a l " m an, of the
m an, that is, who conform s to the norm ofPharoah (see above, section II) .
The world of such a m an is a world that " God no longer looks upon" , that
is no longer his concern. An em inent Iranian shaykh, from whom I have
learned m uch, 292 went so far as to say to m e, som e tim e before he died,
when we were speaking about the confident pessim ism of Shiite traditions :
"Never forget! The day will com e when one will no longer be able even to
utter the nam e of God in this world. " For m any of our c ontem poraries,
that day is already here . The T emple is destroyed. There is no longer any
link between Heaven and earth.
The norm of our world can assum e all m anner of nam es : sociology,
dialectical or non-dialectical m aterialism , positivism , historicism , psycho
analysis, and so on. There is nothing, not even parapsychology, that does
not oppose a savage refusal to any so-called " spiritualist" consequence
that one m ight be tempted to deduc e from one's observ ations and dis
coveries. The knot which paralyses our awareness is well-tied. The difficulty
is that m ost m en live outside them selv es, even though they m ay never
hav e gone outside them selves, for the good reason that they have never
been inside them selv es. Of course, there is no lack of therapies to m ake
them go inside them selves; but if these are successful, it is often even m ore
difficult to m ake them com e out ofthem selves. Deprivation in the external
world is followed by sterile stagnation, endlessly ham m ering out the
contours of a false subj ectivity. I would say that the virtue of the Imago
Templi lies in m aking us be within ourselves outside ourselves. For we m ust not
confuse introspection, introversion, with c ontem plation: there is no con
templation without the Temple. The virtue of the Imago Templi lies in
deliv ering the m an-tem ple both from the dangers of an invasive sociology,
and from the dangers of a subj ectivity which is its own thrall. It unties the
292 I refer to Sarkar Agffi (Shaykh Abui Qasim Ibrahlmi, who died in 1969). On him
and his wmk, see En Islam iranien, op. cit., vol. IV, pp. 248-255.
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knot because it re-establishes communication between Heaven and earth,
opening up for all men the spaces beyond.
The norm of the T emple may doubtless appear fragile or absurd in a
world like ours, and the stale of the " guardians of the T emple " , of the
contemplativ es " at the m eeting-place of the two seas" , m ay seem infinitely
precarious. Nevertheless, the norm that they follow itselfbears witness to
another world, as for the Essene Comm unity of Qum ran it bore witness to
the fact that the celestial cohorts were fighting by the side of their earthly
partners . What will the future of this norm be? The answer, it seem s to
m e , comes at the end of Albrecht von Scharfenberg's great epic, " The
New T iture l " (see above, section VII) . Here, there is an episode which
has all the im pact of a parable of the Imago Templi. When T iturel and
Parsifal take the Holy Grail back to the East, they pass through a certain
city. Parsifal leaves the inhabitants ofthis city with an image of the Castle
temple of the Grail at Montsalvat. And with the aid of this single im age,
the inhabitants set about building their own Temple of the Grail.
This Image is also what rem ains to us . No m ore; but no less. No less,
because it provides the answer to our question : what will happen in the
future to the norm of the Temple ? And it answers this question because
this Im age is im perishable, to the extent that we see it rise triumphant in
the " waste land" , from an earth that is spiritually m ore dev astated than
the dom ain of the Grail ever was before the com ing of Parsifal. I call to
witness the extraordinary vision of the castle-temple at Montsalvat which
comes in one of the m ost moving pages written by Alexander Solzhenitsyn.
Here the Imago Templi, rising like a challenge to dom inate the norm s of a
hostile landscape, can be contemplated in all its purity. The vision takes
the form of a study m ade by a painter who is trying to set down the
m om e nt when Parsifal " contemplate s" the castle-temple of the Holy Grail
for the first tim e .
" I n shape the picture was twice as high a s it was long. I t showed a
wedge-shaped ravine dividing two m ountain crags . Above them both to
right and left, could j ust be seen the outerm ost trees of a forest-a dense,
prim eval forest. Some creeping ferns, some ugly, m enacing prehensile
thickets clung to the very edge, and even to the overhanging face of the
rock. Above and to the left a pale grey horse was coming out of the forest,
ridden by a m an in helm et and cape . Unafraid of the abyss the horse had
raised its foreleg, before taking the final step, prepared at its rider' s
3 89
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com m and to gather itself and j um p over-a leap that was well within its
power. But the rider was not looking at the chasm that faced the horse .
Dazed, wondering, he was looking into the m iddle distance, where the
upper reaches of the sky were suffused with an orange-gold radiance
which m ight have been from the sun or from something else even m ore
brilliant hidden from view by a castle . Its walls and turrets growing out of
the ledges of the m ountainside, visible also from below through the gap
between the crags, between the ferns and trees, rising to a needle-point at
the top of the picture-indistinct in outline, as though woven from gently
shim m ering clouds, yet still vaguely discernible in all the details of its
unearthly perfection, enveloped in a shining and lilac-coloured aureole
stood the castle of the Holy Grail. " 29 3
This v isionary page written by Solzhenitsyn is ev idence that the Imago
Templi, the im age of the castle-temple left to m ankind by Parsifal, will
never be lost. It is in som e sense the response to the geste of Parsifal, and
both together are the response to the desperate cry ofthe T em plar knights
that we heard echoing at the start in an amphitheatre in the High
Pyrenees. Together they reply : No ! the T emple is not destroyed forever.
This was known to Suhrav ardi also, with whom we began this discussion
and with whom it is right that we should end it. Suhravardi composed an
entire "Book ofhour s " in honour of the " guardians of the T emple " , who
are unknown to the m aj ority of m en. They guard a secret T emple, and
those who find their way to it can j oin in the invocation which returns, like
a refrain, in one ofthe m ost beautiful psalm s composed by Suhrav ardi : " 0
God o f every God! Make the litany o f the Light arise . Make the people of
Light triumphant. Guide the Light towards the Light. Am en. " 294
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